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It.THODUCTIOa

In the current ose, progreeBive developnent of na^ind

iB gaining nonentun. Haver before baa bieto^y

,eB or ^ocio-ec.onic ttanafo^atio. OB aa

vitness today* They include^
i-he

of a new aociety in

wording claae in
for indepen-

and Bocialisn, and national lioerau
„,.p„tifio and

dance and aocial progreaa. Sinultaneoualy, «

technical revolution ia tabing place wboae

uaed in the intereata of broad wording

life in ita entirety ia tranaforued along

The dominant trend of aocial development the ^ve^

mankind
rwn"irfbe"uItifrceLd and compli-

ra::dn:t:rra:i:LM; of blatorical eventa - mov^ ie

linked to What was blsirof the

::rrng“:rar3 r::afconaiatent opponent

of man by nan, and of all forma of socxal and national

'’'"""get;er with the revolutionary proceaaea of our age.

Marxiat-Leniniat philoaopby, the acience of

tranaformation of the world, ia developxng and apreadxng

aoroBB all countries and continents.

Emergence of a Scientific

Philosophy

I. eo.e PhiloaophT Current Age

Like Harxism in its

entirety, Harxist phi-

losophy emerged in the

1840a to he developed fruitfully over

works hy K. Harx (1818-1885), ? Engels (182
^
1895 ). tHexr

oomrades-i;;:;^^;:gBle. and revolutionary social-democratic

parties of the 19tb century.
working class,

AS an expression of vital interests of the working

the emergence of Marxism was more than a mere

the experience of workers- movement. The

lopaent of Marxist-Leniniet phrloeophy relie

IX



the latest developments in science of the 19th and the early

20th century^ on the e:q)eriencc of revolutionary strugsle of

workers agoinst exploitation, for freedom and a new society.

Ohe philosophical teaching of narx, Engels sod Lenin absorbed

all the best in the development of world philosophical

thought. Karxism comprised all the achievements in human

thou^t of the preceding ages. K. Hsrx and f. Engels were men

of truly encyclopaedic learning. Even the most ardent oppon-

ents of Marxism are not in a position to deny the profound

knowledge of the founders of the teaching. They possessed

a profound command of all the advances of scientific and

social thought of their predecessors, of philosophy, politi-

cal economy, history, and socialist teachings.

Their hrilliant educational background, unsurpassed

scientific intellect, rich socio-political and personal expe-

rience, irreproachable political honesty and a clear under-

standing of the relationship of political arbitrariness of

bourgeois governments with the economic oppression of the

working class and peasantry, their revolutionary resolve to

wage the struggle for the complete liberation of the human

personality and all workers — all of these made E. Marx end

F. Engels fearless proponents of the working elas^ cause,

theoreticians end leaders of the proletariat, founders of
the theory of scientific communism, of the philosophy of dia-
lectical and hiatorical materialism, the theoretical basis
of communism.

Belying on -their revolutionary theory, K. Marx and
P. Engels waged the struggle for the establishment and streng-
thening of the First International, the revolutionary party
of the working class in Germany, won, encouraged and organised
followers and successors of their cause and teaching.

The triumph of socialist revolutions in the countries of
Europe, Asia and Latin America, and an increasing proclivity
of a number of current social and political trends for socia-
lism, are the best demonstration of genuineness of Marxism.
That this teaching is genuine Is demonstrated by the fact
that hundreds of millions of people are devoted followers of
MarxlBrn-Leninlsn*, its genuineness is proved by the esq^erience

of humanity in its entirety, of all peoples and of every

12



sinele individual. Peopla unbrace Marxian because out of

their personal experience, out of the experience of therr

etruEEle, out of the experience of the

class and of the struGEle of proeressive revolutronaw

they know that it is historically duatified. The never-to-be

forgotten vords by V.I. Lenin. "The Marxist

onnipotent because it is true-^ are confirned trne and agar •

Karl Marx and his friend and conrade-rn-ams .
the gifted

researcher, scholar and publicist Frederick "“eels, left an

enornous theoretical heritage. This is a nagnrfrcent source^^^

of wisdon used tine and again by Connunrsts today.

described by Marx and Engels are
i,,er

past. Many phenonena which
aevelopnent

to be developed on a grand scale.
Vtio-ela the

of nature and society discovered by Marx and

very nethod of analysis, their substantiatron of

proletarian revolution, socialise and

a brilliant confirmation in this century.

and every idea of our classics a
g;,pliy and

The present stage in the developnent of philos p^
Of the whole Marxist theory is linked to the na^

Xlvich Lenin (1870-1924). the great revolutionary who led

first triumphant proletarian revolution in ‘

V.I. Lenin's activities took place at a

centre of international revolutionary novenent

red to Hussia. In the midst of the movement of

letariat. Lenin undertook a profound study an ®

revolutionary experience of the
the^world and

Europe. America. Asia and other regi
^ -resnects.

developed the scientific theory of Marxism in a

He generalised the experience of a new ag^ the age o

imperialism and proletarian revolutions.
? at

of the development of Marxist philosophy sti

present, at the stage of the transition of mankind

19, P- 231 .
Lenin, Collected Works, Vol.

15



CBpitalisa to socialism.

The era of Lenin's creative activities, new tasks facine

the socialist revolution in Russia and the world communist

movement, required the solution of a number of major theore-

tical problems. \Jhile solving them, Lenin was waging a strugg-

le against reviaionists and dogmatists who, disregarding the

new facts of life, persisted in reiterating scholastically

interpreted outmoded truths.

Like Karxiat-Leninist doctrine in its entirety, Karoast-

Leninist philosophy is developed and enriched with every new

stage in the development of human society, every turn of

history, every major scientific discovery.

In the current age, the need for a creative development

of Marxist-Leniniat philosophical theory has become more im-

perative than ever. Never before have revolutionary social

transformations been so rapid or radical* Never before deve-

lopment of all fields of science, technology, culture, infor-

mation, social consciousness as a whole has been so active or

revolutionary.

laternationsl In essence, Herxist-Leninist philosophy

summarises the experience of the entire world revolutionary
process.

What do practising revolutio-
Philosophy and Revolu- naries gain from atudying
tionary Practice Karxist-Leninist philosophy?

In a brief answer to this
question, one might say that a study of Harxist-Leninist
philosophy, which covers the basic laws of the development of
nature, society and human thinking leads to an integrated,
advanced revolutionary world outlook. This philosophy presents
a single orderly system of views on radical social, natural,
scientific and spiritual problems of today.

As a scientific world outlook and cognitive method,
Marxiat-Leninist philosoplQr represents an integral system of
views on besic issues of the development of nature, society,
and human consciousness, thus performing a generalising func-
tion as regards all the other sciences.

The basic dlstinguishine feature of Marxist-Leninist
phUosop^ is its effective revolutionary nature "OPhe phUo-
sophers, E. Marx said, "have only Interpreted the world in

14



various ways; the point, however, is to change it."^ On the

basis of dialectics Marx and Engels substantiated the inevi-

tability of the demise of capitalism as a result of the deve-

lopment of its internal contradictions.

Marxist-Eeninist philosophy is most closely linked to

historical practice and the world revolutionary process. Its

basic social role is determined by the fact that it serves

the revolutionary education of the proletariat, progressive

forces of all workers and progressive intelligentsia . As such,

Maiodst-Leninist philosophy is the most profound theoretical

basis for an analysis of the historical process, for a criti-

cism of the obsolete capitalist order, for a forecast for

all peoples’ transition to a new social system,

Marxist-Leninist philosophy imparts an advanced theore-

tical outlook and contributes to a profound scientific analy-

sis of complex problems related to the development of human

society, of nature, and of social consciousness. This is the

most important guarantee of a consistently scientific criti-

cism of philosophical and other ideological trends opposing

socialism, the guarantee of the only correct strategy and

tactics of communist and workers’ parties.

The principles of a Marxist-Leninist analysis of con-

temporary bourgeois philosophy require taking into account

the entirety of theoretical, cognitive and social backgrounds

of each of its trends. The content of all the sysfrece and con-

cepts of current bourgeois philosophy is linked to specific

theoretical problems. It is not sufficient, however, merely

to ascertain their theoretical content. One must understand,

or Construe this content out of its entire socio-historical

context determined by socio-economic processes, by the course

of class struggle, and by the distinguishing features of

ideological and spiritual life of society. In an analysis of

each philosophical concept, its natural science sources, i.c.

the fields of knowledge and scientific discoveries leading
to the emergence of idealistic coacepta or used in idealistic

philosophical systems, also have to be taken into account,
since the advances of science can entail general theoretical

hnd /«ni difficulties of explaining then,
Earl Marx, Frederick Engels, Collected Workc, Vol. 5, p, Q



During Eenaiesance, with the outstanding development of

specialised sciences, mechanics, physics, chemistry,

logy, philosophical knowledge embraced most general ideas o

nature, society and man. The philosophy of histoiTT began de

veloping independently, to be followed by sociology, aesthe

ics and numerous other fields of the science of philosophy.

The above illustrates the historical evolution of the

subject of philosophy itself- It developed with the progress

of natural and social sciences, with the accumulation of

rience of man's activities- A branching out of individual

sciences and a further development and differentiation of
^

scientific knowledge were reflected in an increased emphas^

in philosophy on radical, general theoretical issues per

ing to the development of nature and society.

The term "philosophy” itself derives from Greek phi
^

loving, and sophia . wisdom. Thus, linguistically

can be defined as "love of wisdom", and the subject of

sopby, consequently, as "wisdom"- In Ancient Greece,

1*1®, a philosophical school of sophists, i.e-

'fisdon, existed in the 6th-5th centuries B.C.

If one v,ere to be content with this

philosophy as wisdom or loving wisdom, it miB
„<ndom"

that airpeople experience a measure of "love of wrsdom .

I^''oryone possesses a certain set of sooio-pol o «

^liEious, aesthetic and ether beliefs. Everyone wo^d be^

''iUing to argue on whether God exists or not, «

«=ence of ha„inesB is, on whether one lihea or dxslrkes

the existing political order in one's county, ®

,

As opposed to his "oundane love of p i^oso
science,

the acienoe of philosophy, as much as any
Icnow-

Purauea an orderly and logically oonsisten ,SZ2_^^
lodce. -What is the taowledge about! W-hat ia the subdeot

natter of philosophy!
<„„„1 ves a certain

The subject motter of any science
rtblective

part or aspect of reality and the correspo ng

Uva. AS opposed to natural and social

thereof, the subject of philosophy conprx
...--litr — of

universal intcrrelatioDchipn of objective -

nature, society and human thioking.
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It should also be taken into consideration that the mo-

dern capitalist world is characterised not only by the stren-

gthening of political reaction and reactionary ideology but

also by the strengthening of forces of progress and democra-

cy. The process of denocratisation of intelligentsia (and,

consequently, of philosophers also) in accordance with their

social composition, outlooh, and attitude to social phenomena

is xmderway. In their defence of materialism in the struggle

against idealism, Marxists-Leninists pursue the interests of

stronger unity of the workers* revolutionary liberation move-
ment and take into account the socio-political position of
individual bourgeois philosophers.

The Sub;}ect Hatter Philosophy cane into existen-
of Philosophy ce long ago, approximately

two and a half thousand to
three thousand years ago. Its origins go back to ancient
India, China and Egypt, while its classical form of develop-
ment was attained inAajient Greece.

Ancient philosophy emerged and developed in a close re-
latlonship and atruggle with religion, vhich ofrered a fan-
taatic explanation o£ man's real environment. Since its
emergence, philosophy parsued rational, eoientirio and theo-
retloal knowledge based on prsotleal experience of nan's
activities, on the logic of human conBclousneoB. Initially,
Relent phllosophera tackled the problems posed by religion.
They dealt with the origins of the world, of man, with the
purpose of life, human calling and ethics. The philosophical
teaching on nature, or natural philosophy, was the originalbaslB of human knowledge. Antique philosophers, like Thales,
Anaximander and Heraclitus undertook primarily to explain
the diversity of natural phenomena.

later''ora!M
»"'« ta^vladge. of natnral and

InrnumLrof "tr"’ ‘““'=>'=4 upon an increaa-

T ttmes that

cLS r’l kf T Philosophies

on cornltlon r !
““ aicistence or being (ontology),

and on morale (ethlca)!'’^^’
thinking (logic).

16



matical .aethoda in science, and of cybernetics and nodellrns

methods i
or discovering the “inability of Harriet phriosophy

to meet the challenge of new advances and new issues in na u-

ral science, new problems of social development.

The fallacy of the above mentioned conceptions consists

in that they are at variance with the nature of philosophical

knowledge iteelf.

The knowledge is entrenched in the requirements of so-

cial development itself; its object is finding and elabora-

ting on intrinsic values and problems, i-e. the universal

conceptions of the world, its past and future, the Sene-

ral principles of being, knowledge and practical

the purpose of man's eristence, of social progress, of the

outlook for the development of mankind, etc.

Philosophical knowledge is a form of social

ness reflecting the results of scientific and social develop

ment, the ideals and world outlook of different

social contradictions and conflicts in individual county

or at given periods. It is for these reasons a .

described philosophy as the “intellectual quintessence of its

time" and "the living soul of culture".
.-celera-

Life demonstrates that under the conditions of accriera^

ted and more complicated social development, of ^

revolutionary transformations in the world, o ra

sive development of science and technology, an o

and environmental consequences becoming more f

"

need increases for a philosophical analysis

problems and laws of social development and scxentrirc co^

nition, of the world outlook orientation of man s sp

and practical activities.
3pa development

naterialism vs Idealism of the

science of philosophy have

been taking place over centuries of struggle between two

Karl Harm, Frederick Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 1,

p. 195.
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It is sooetimeB argued that it would be nore correet to

define philosophy in terns ol its oubSeot natter as the uni-

versal science in its widest aenae. That would nean, however,

unnecessarily expanding the subject of philosophy, naklng it

a repository of all sciences. At the dawn of human knowledge,

when science was still incipient, philosophy was indeed the

science of all sciences eabracing ell the current knowledge.

Since then, however, over a period of two thousand years,

physics, chemistry, biology, eociology and other sciences

underwent major development, branched out of philosophy

which was left to deal with the moat general laws of material

being and human thinking.

Philosophy ia a ayatem of views on man's environment. It

provides enewers to the questiono on the nature of the world,

on whether all the phenomena and processes have something in

common, on whether reality is cognisable, on what is truth,

etc. The role, significance and functions of philosophy are

objective. Development of social cognition naturally presents

radical problems which no science other than philosophy can
solve; their definite solution has been enriching the entire
process of social cognition, in particular, with universal
theories, methodologies, systems of categories, improving the
standards of theoretical thinking of the epoch as a whole.

"Theoretical thinking," F. Engels wrote, "is an innate
quality oiay as regards natural capacity. This natural capa-
city must be developed, improved, and for its improvement
there is as yet no other means than the study of previous
philosophy,"^

Practice refutes various conceptions of nihilistic world
outlook concerning the alleged present decline of the role
and importance of philosophy, of problems pertaining to world
outlook in general In the system of scientific knowledge and
in practical activities; or concerning an automatic eliminati-
on of all the world outlook problems and orientations by the
development of science and technology, introduction of mathe-

Frederick Engels, Dlalectica of Hature . Progress Publishers,
Moscow, 1976, pp. 42-45,
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philoBophical idealiom, V.I. Lenin^obaarved, arc "fideion.

more or leos wcokcned find diluted.

Tbe baaio quaation of philosophy, that of vhich is pri-

mary, nature or spirit, matter or oonsoiouansss, has pother

aspect, that of whether correct cognition of the wor ig_

nossible. DeoendinR on the answer to the latter ques on,
^ ^

philosophers are divided into agnostics, who claim the worl

is not cognisable, and those who accepbthe cognition of ob-

jective reality. ,

Why is it that idealistic doctrines appear and spread

This can be explained, in the final analysis,
^

interests of individual social classes. Philosophical idea-

lism, Lenin said, "leads into the quagmire, into clerics

obscurantism (where it is anchor^ by the class in er

the ruling classes)". ^ In most cases in the history o

Sophy, idealist philosophy was developed and suppor

reactionary social forces and classes in close alliance with

”''1:sldes Class origins, idealism also has
“f.

Ci.e., relating to the theory of hnowledge) “Pisme which in

volve an exaggeration of one of the traits, or asp

nition and msLng it absolute, or independent
“

thrives on the difficulties of cognition by man, o

as distinct from religion, which, as a rule, t rivea

ranee
. a. • t

The question of the progreasiveness of ma

philosophical doctrines and of the reactionary na
manner,

idealistic ones should not be approached in a ogm

Under certain specific historical conditions, som

listic doctrines (e.g. the materialisn of German

materialists of the third quarter of the 19t cen
* gg„

of Buchner, Vogt and Nolescbott) played a far rom

ive role in the scientific and socio-political i
seen

time, nevertheless, Hegel's philosophical doc
• i « under-

below, despite the fallacy of the idealistic principle under

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. l^i P* ^55-

Ibid., Vol. 38, p- 385
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tendencies, two parties of philosophy, those of materialism

and idealism. "Recent philosophy is as partisan as was philo-

sophy two thousand years ago," V.I. Lenin stressed. Philo-

sophical mHtenialism and philosophical idealism, represent two

opposite answers to the basic question of philosophy, that of

interrelationship of thinking and being, spirit and nature.

"Which is primary, spirit or nature," Engels wrote. "The an-

swers which the philosoihara gave to this question split them

into two great camps. Those who profess that what is prima-

ry is nature, or, more specifically, the objective material

environment of nan, are materialists. On the other hand,

those who accept the primacy of spirit or the idea, are

idealists .

What does being a materialist in philoso^ mean? It

means an understanding that the world around men, the sun,

the moon, the stars, the whole outer space, the Earth,

mountains, forests, oceans, plants and animals, and other
human beings exist objectively,independently of human con-

sciousness, and that the human being itself la an element of

great world wherefrom it appeared and wherein it lives.
That Is not the whole story, however. People have always

asked the question, where nature came from, when and in what
manner it appeared, what the reason is of its existence. The
answer to this question offered by religion is that nature
is the work of God, the creator of nature and the reason of
its existence. A usual additional claim by all religions is
that God is a spirit not unlike the human spirit, yet of a

superior order, that is, eternal, omnipotent, omniscient,
etc. This, the religious approach to the origins of nature
essentially coincides with that of philosophical idealism,
since, like philosophical idealism, religion believea that
God is the origin of all things. In turn, all kinds of

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p, 558.

K. Wane, E. Engels, Selected Works in three volumes,
Vol. 3, Progress Publishers, Koacow, 1976, p. 346.
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p^ers espousing idealise on the basis oi

pnenise, «hUe the dialeotical nethod

sistently only on the basis oi a .aterial.st.o

the acceptance of the primacy of nature (ma er

condary nature of spirit (consciousness,
^ .

Marxist-heninist philosophy is

nic unity of dialectical materialism «ith

and sociologioal element, historical

studies the general laws of development -
the science of the most general la

. 4. t ninist nhiloso-
nature, society, and human thinking,

Phy is Closely linked with other sciences and wrth the

tionary historical practice.
^ c„llowing. In the ela-

The relationship consists m
achievements

boration of basic laws, philosophy re i
turn,

of other sciences and of
’a the nethodo-

the basic laws established
P^^^°"“^^alationary activities,

logy of scientific cognition and o
theoretical gui-

become the underlying basis of, and ®®P
world,

dance for the cognition and transforma on
materialistic

The great scientific development of

interpretation of history and of
philosophical

human society is an integral par
.cal materialism

doctrine. It was only the ° outlook possible,

that made a consistently materiali
^ fT*on a single

"Prom this Marxist philosophy, which is cas
one

piece of steel, you cannot eliminate one
^^g_3,eactiona-

eseential part, without falling a prey to bou g

ry falsehood."^

2. .w and nevelpEment^Qasciat^&aag^

Marxist philosophy — dialectical
’r^preceding

lism - is a natural result of the ^-elopment^

progressive thought, the result of r

feat achieved by K. Marx and i'. Engels.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Uotka, VoX. 1“. P-
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lying it, played a certain progressive role in the history

of philosophical thought.

What is the explanation of this paradox? It is that phi-

losophical doctrines also differ concerning the question of

methodology, or approach to things, ob^jective phenomena, or

way of thinking. This leads to a distinction between dialecti-

cians as vs, metaphysical philosophers.

The word ’’metaphysics” (from Greek ta meta ta physika ,

"the things after the physics") used to mean the philosophic-

al task of cognising "transcendental being". The classics of

Marxism-Leninism gave a new meaning to the term ~ a manner
of thinking baaed on an anti-dialectical understanding of
reality.

The metaphysical method in philosophy (and in any other
scienoe ebveII) draws a sharp distinction between one object
and another, one aspect oi an object and another, ignoring
the relationship between them, or their mutual interconnecti-
on. Secondly, it regards reality in its entirety -- mountains,
seas, rivers, ilora, fauna, human beings, and the forms of
social life — as immutable and never changing.

Metaphysical thinking finds a reflection in numerous ul-
tra-left ideological tendencies. Including various theories
cf utopian socialism pursuing an ideal and eternal model of
socialism.

As opposed to metaphysics, dialectlca . as defined by
Lenin, is "the most comprehensive ond-profound doctrine of
development, and the richest in content".^ According to dia-
lectics, no object is immutable; nature in its entirety and
all objects, human society and individuals undergo continuous
motion, change, and development, passing through the elimina-

on of contradictions and the struggle of opposites. As for
res and equilibrium, they are not rejected by dialectics but
are considered elements of motion.

naterialist philosophical doctrines were
^ their metaphysical and anti-dialectical natu-

alectical method was developed primarily by pbiloso—

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 21, p. 55.
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Socio-Eoononlo and Politico! Knrxlot philooopby is diffe-

BadtErcand of the EmerBence rent in principle froD all

of Marxiat Philoaophy the preceding and presently

existing philosophicel views.

It is not a philosophy in the traditional oeaning, i.c., a

system of finite knowledge, as a science of sciences; it is phi-

losophy proper, since it deals with the problems of world out-

look. As a new philosophy which emerged on the basis of a re-

volution effected by Marx and Sigels in the history of philo-

sophy, its distinction from the previous philosophy consists

in that it was the first consistent application of materialist

world outlook to all the basic fields of knowledge.

Marxist philosophy was a natural consequence of the deve-

lopment of all the fundamental fields of knowledge and an

answer to the questions posed by the philosophical and socio-

logical thought. As Lenin stressed, Marxism emerged not ”away

from the high road of the development of world civilisation.

On the contrary, the genius of Marx consists precisely in his

having furnished answers to questions already raised by the

foremost minds of mankind".^

The social need for a scientific philosophical theory

. based on new principles arose as a number of historical pre-

requisites for it appeared. The most important of the latter

were socio-historical processes inherent in capitalism, dis-
coveries in natural sciences, and development of philosophy
proper. The need arose for a new scientific theory of the his-

torical process to substantiate the place and role of the

social classes of the time, for the prospects and the results

of liberation struggle.

Marxist philosophy emerged in the mid-19th century in
Western Europe, when the capitalist mode of production already
dominated Britain, France, and, to a aignificent extent, Germa-
ny, and when the development of capitaliat relations of produc-
tion revealed their antagonistic nature and the existence of
jnsurtaountable contradictions between labour and capital.

Whereas bourgeois philosophy and sociology of the 17th

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 19, p. 25
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The sponteneously dinleetic tendency ol the goneraliea-

tion otage in the developnent of chemistry was vividly reflec-

ted in HendeleyeVs discovery, the essence of which consisted

in the establishment of a general law of relationship between,

and changes in specific properties of chemical elements. In

its theoretical form, the periodic law was of an heuristic

importance, since it made possible a prediction of properties

of individuol chetaical elements and of their groups, nc u

ing those not yet discovered. “By means of the ~ unconscious

~ application of Hegel's low of the transformation of quanti-

ty into quality," Engela wrote. " Mendeleyev achieved a scren-

tific feat which it is not too bold to put on a

of leverrier in calculating the orbit of the unta then unknown

planet Neptune."^ ^ ^

A most important role in the development of ^
of scientific knowledge in the mid-19th century and in the

development of biology itself as a science was played by

ooveriea made by Charles Darwin (1809-1883).

The elaboration of Darwin's theory of evolution was

linked to dialectical forms of thinking. A morphological

study of different species of fauna and flora e

covery of their internal genetic line of development a^ to

a historical organisation of different levels of

world. In an evaluation of the historic importance of Marmis

sociology, Lenin stressed that a comparison of Marx 3 rsc

very with that by Darwin was profoundly justified.

The fact that the analysis of the laws of evolution of

species took into account the experimental practice of gen

rations, i.e. artificial selection, with a corresponding ad-

justment of species to their natural environment, was ^
enormously important element of Darwin's

.

work as a selectionist enabled him to understand the role of

man's transformation activity as regards organic nature, and

to see it as analogous to the natural evolution of the

organic world.

Predericlc Engels, Dielectice of Nature, p. 68.
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At the tine Marxist philoso-
Marxist Philosophy and the phy eoergedy a nunber of io-
Great Discoveries in Natu- portant branches of natural
ral Science in the 19th science were coving froc the
century data collection stage to the

generalisation stage. Besides
a synthesis of individual sciences become necessary. "In doing
so, however," Engels wrote, "natural science enters the
field of theory and here the methods of empiricism will not
work, here only theoretical thinking can be of assistance."’’

The great discoveries in natural science made in the
oid-19th century created the need for new theoretical methods
of research and generalisation. The category of polarity,
expressing the unity and conflict of opposites, became the
most important category in physics.

The discovery of the law of conservation and transforma-
tion of energy waa of inmenae importance in the development
of the 19th century natural science. The law demonstrated the
indivisibility of matter and motion and the fact that univer-
BBl interrelationship and interaction of different forms of

objective ceuee or chengee occurring in
“ iooUeneble releticnsbip oi

Csf^rLtl e®
tbe lav ci ccnaervation ana

standi
energy became a form of dialectical under-ata^lug cr action Iron the vlevpolnt cl natural aciance. Ihe

to Harvir ‘ oognltlon haa

vL: v^::
’ =bhera d phtlcaoph., ana

BinEirthlc^’T°''v*^*'! atcBlBtlc theory ana the

periodic taMe°
vumpoaition, end espeoially of the

ClSje-luo?-) th°
ol'“»nta dlBoovered by Emltiy Mendeleyev

Btaee of ven
° Eusalan cbemlat, not only entered the

rreaerloh Engola, nialeetica Of Nature, p, 42
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The significance of Hegel's philosophy consisted in

his analysis of basic lavs and categories of dialectics,
vhich he treated as a scientific nethod,

loportant a& Hegel *a philosophy was, it was still based
on the false prenise of philosophical idealists, Marx and

Engels reappraised and refined Hegel's dialectics frota a

raaterialistic standpoint to create a new, aaterialist doctri-
ne of dialectical developoent of nature, society and human

thinking.

The materialist philosopl^ of German philosopher Ludwig
Feuerbach (1804-1872), especially his Las Wesen des Christen-

tums (The Essence of Christianity, 1841) played an in^jortant

role in the elaboration of a materialistic world outlook by

Marx and Engels, In that work Feuerbach proclaimed the

triumph of materialism and atheism while sharply critici-

sing Hegel's idealism. This accelerated the move by Marx

and Engels to the position of philosophical materialism.

Feuerbach's oaterisliaa, however like that of the French

materialists of the ISth century, had serious limitations.

In particular, Feuerbach failed to understand the scientific

importance of Hegel's dialectics and remained as a whole, a

metaphysical materialist.

A major role in the approach to Marxist philosophy,

especially to the Marxist theory of historical materialism,

was played by the ideas of the utopian socialism of Saint-

Simon (1760-1825), Fourier (1772-1637) and Owen (1771-1658),

whose criticism of the capitalist order was utilised by the

founders of liarxism in the elaboration of their philosophi-

cal doctrine. Of considerable importance in the elaboration

of the philosophical doctrine of Marxism were economic theor-

ies of British economists Adam Smith (1723-1790) and David

Bicardo (1772-1823), in particular the labour theory of value.

2he philosophical doctrine of the great teacher of the

Working class K, Marx was, according to V.I, Lenin, a direct

and immediate continuation of the doctrine of the greatest

in philosophy, political economy and socialicm. Hot

nly Marx continue the doctrines of his predecessors,

_•* Hegel and Feuerbach, economists Adam Smith and

lu Eicardo, utopian socialists Saint-Simon, Fourier and
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on of the 18th century, the author of the utopian idea oJT the

Bepubllc of Equals, and the most consistent theoretician of

the rationalisD of the Enll^tenment « The prograsne of natio-

nalisation of each and evejykind of property, proclained by

Babeuf as the extreme form of social protest of the masses,

was to serve later as a theoretical source of left-wing radi-
calism. This tradition was continued in the social philosophy
accompanying the French Eevolution of 1850-1848, most remark-
ably e3q>ounded by Louis Auguste Blanqui.

The egalitarian Blanquist theories which were spreading
at the tine when tlarxlem was increasingly penetrating the
workers* movement in the Vest, often played a conservative
role, being a theoretical source of various currents of uto-
pian socialism with conservative and even reactionary aspects.
These schools of thought were represented by Proudhon, the
author of Philoaophy of Poverty , and Duhring, whose names
went down in the history of philosophy and political thought
mainly because their views became the sub;)ect of brilliant
erlticlsn, loading to tho profound eloPoratlon of the doctri-
ne of seientifio coBnunien, by K. Man and P. Engels in their

PovertT of Philoaonhr and Antl-Kihrinr .

^urcea of Harriot Haitdan iBnedlately followed
losophy German claaeical philosophy

of the late 18th and early
19th centuries, represented primarily by Hegel and Feuerbach.

Hegel (1770-1831) was a major German classical philoso-
^ ^ early 19th century. "This new German philosophy

m na ed in the Hegelian syatem," Engels wrote. "In this
Herein is its great merit - for the first time

e w o e world, natural, historical, intellectual, is repre-
as a process, i.e., as in constant motion, change, trans-

fomotion, developnenti end the attempt la Bade to trace out
the interual oonneotiou that Bakes a continuous whole of all
this movement and development.

rr
F. Engels, Anti—Duhring, p, 54,
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The cignificanee of Hegel's philosophy consisted in

his analysis of hasic laws and categories of dialectics,

which he treated as a scientific nethod.

Inportant as Hegel's philosophy was, it was still based

on the false premise of philosophical idealisn. Marx and

Engels reappraised and refined Hegel's dialectics from a

materialistic standpoint to create a new, materialist doctri-

ne of dialectical development of nature, society and human

thinking. , ^

The materialist philosophy of German philosopher Ludwig

Feuerbach (180^-1872), especially his Pan Wesen des Chr^t̂ -
tums (The Essence of Christianity, 1841) played an important

role in the elaboration of a materialistic world outlook by

Marx and Engels. In that work Feuerbach proclaimed the

triumph of materialism and atheism while sharply critici-

sing Hegel's idealism. This accelerated the move by Marx

and Engels to the position of philosophical materialism.

Feuerbach's materialism, however like that of the French

materialists of the 18th century, had serious

In particular, Feuerbach failed to understand the scientific

importance of Hegel's dialectics and remained as a whole,

metaphysical materialist.

A major role in the approach to Marxist philosopl^,

especially to the Marxist theoxy of historical

was played by the ideas of the utopian I,

Simon a760-1825). Courier (1772-1857) end (^771-1858),

whose criticism of the capitalist order was utilised y

founders of Marxism in the elaboration of their

cal doctrine. Of considerable importance in the a ^ o

^
of the philosophical doctrine of Marxism "are economic th^
ies of British economists Adam Smith (1725-179 ) an

Eicardo (1772-1825), in particular the labour eory

The philosophical doctrine of the great teacher of the

working class K, Marx was, according to V.I. Lenin, a

and i-minediate continuation of the doctrine of the grea e

minds in philosophy, political economy and socialicn. o

only did Marx continue the doctrines of his

philosophers Hegel and Feuerbach, economists Adam m

David Hicardo, utopian socialists Saint-Simon, Fourier
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Owen. On the haeis of the theoretical echievenents of their

predecessors K. Marx and F. Engels created a philosophical

doctrine which was new in principle, and which represented,

for the first time in the histoi^ of philosophy, a combinati-

on of philosophical materialism and dialectical methodology,

and the first scientific and materialistic explanation of the

life of human society.

This became a genuine revolution in science. The science

of philosophy which before the time had been the domain of

a limited number of educated people was turned by Marx and

Engels into a revolutionary instrument for transforming the

world in the hands of the proletariat. "Marx's philosophical

materialism," ‘Lenin wrote, "has shown the proletariat the way

out of spiritual slavery in which all oppressed classes have

hitherto languished."^

The Creation of Dia- The theoretical revolution

lectical and Hietori- effected by K. Marx and

cal Materialism: a F. Engels in philosophy and

Revolution in the their critical re-evaluatlon
History of Philosophy of preceding philosophical

knowledge are parts of an

integrated creative process which became the basis for the

emergence of Marxist scientific philosophy. According to

P. Engels, already at the time when the new philosophical
theory emerged the solid basis of old materialism was supple-
mented by the entire theoretical content of two thousand years
of the development of philosophy and natural science and the
two millennia of history itself. The entire development of
philosophy following that time has been taking place on the
basis of generalisation of scientific development and essen-
tial changes in social life, which fully justifies the descrip-
tion of Marxist philosophy as a scientific one.

The essence of the theoretical revolution carried out by
Marx and Engels in philosophy lies in their elaboration of a
scientific world outlook of the working class, in the applica-

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 19, p. 28.
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tion of materialisa to the explanation of social phenomena,

in a materialistic justification of the role of practice,

in the elaboration of the principle of unity of theory and

practice, in the creation of a single materialist dialecti

cal conceptions. "The application of materialist dialectics

to the reshaping of all political economy from its founda-

tions up, its application to history, natural science, phil

sophy and to the policy and tactics of the working class

that was what interested Marx and Engels most of all, that

was where they contributed what was most essential and new,

and that was what constituted the masterly advance they m

in the history of revolutionary thou^t."

The founders of Marxism revealed the real basis of all

social relations, i.e. material production, which determines

the existence and functioning of all the other components

the social organism. A study of the material productio y

tern enabled Marx and Engels to elaborate a theory on the e

cisive role of popular masses in history.

Marxist philosophy overcame the passive and contenp

tive nature of old materialism which was one of its de c

encies, since human cognition is not limited to a pass

observation of current processes in nature and socie y-

ding to Engels, "it is precisely the alteration of na
, .

men, not solely nature as such, which is the most
—e's

and immediate basis of human thought." According to

and Engels's doctrine, cognition is a part of human a
_

ties which is inalienably linked to practice and bas

on.

Marxist Philosophy
and Other Sciences

basis

Dialectical acd hiatcrical

materialiBB ia a Bcaeral the-

oretical acd philcacphical
. . 4-^ r. noci

oretiutu.
^

' eocia-
beaia of Mor^ciac. cf ita political °“^!“lta»al

’

llaa, ntrategy and tactica of narxiat partiea.

V.l. lonin, Collected Worke, Vol. 19t P-

Frederick Engelo, Dialectioa of nature, p- 2J1

>•«)!
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harmony, Integrity, iron logic ana conaiotency ol Marxian,

acknowledgea even by Marx'e opponents, are the result of the

application in all component parts of Marxism of a slnglo

method, of a single world outlook. Dialectical and historical

materialism are the world outlook of the revolutionary work-

ing class and its Marxist parties. Ko thorough understanding

of Marxism-leninisn is possible without a comprehension of

Marxist philosophy*

Vbat, then, is the sub^ject natter of Marxist philosophy?

How is Marxist philosophy related to other sciences — physics,

nathenatics, cheaistry, biology, social history, sociology,

literary studies, etc., and other individual sciences? A his-

torical approach to the above queations facilitates an answer

to then, since Marxist philosophy is the natural result of

the entire preceding developoent of advanced philosophical

and scientific thought. It repreaents a qualitatively new,

superior stage in the development of philosophy.

Religious and taythological world outlook characteristic
of the primitive society is known to be the first foim of
outlook historically. "Philosophy," Marx wrote, "first builds
Itself up within the religious form of consciousness, end in
80 doing on the one hand destroy religion as such, while on
the other hand, in its positive content, it still moves only
within this religious sphere, idealisea and reduced to terms
of thought."^

Ihe advent of slavery and growth of knowledge had as an
inevitable consequence the decay of mythological conscious-
neas. The emergence of philosophy is, essentially, a process
whereby mythological consciousness yields to scientific and

theoretical thinking, with a scientific world outlook emerging.
The philosophy of antiquity emerged as natural philosophy.

It comprised all the knowledge of the world accumulated by the
time, including that concerning man’s immediate natural environ
ment, celestial bodies, the human being, etc. "Among the Greeks

— Engels wrote, "Just because they were not yet advanced

Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value,part 1, Progress
Publishera, Moscow, 1975* p* 52.
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enough to diBBeot, analyse nature — nature is still viewed

SB a whole, in general. The universal connection of natural

phenomena is not proved in regard to particulars; to the

Greeks it is the result of direct contemplation." Philosophy

includes all knowledge, becomes the science of everything,

whose subject is the entire nan's environment. The last^

philosopher to attempt to embrace all the knowledge availab-

le at the time was Aristotle (384-J22 B.C.).

Over the fourth and third centuries B.C. scientific cog-

nition of the world underwent significant changes. Under the

influence of demands of social production, the need was

increasingly arising for a more detailed study of individual

phenomena and process: the position of stars had to he s

ied for sea navigation, geometry for measuring land plots,

medicine developed as a result of the need for medical

ment, etc. Specific sciences were branching out of philosophy

Eie process was initially slow, then grained momentum,

compartmeutalisation of science was most active in e

18th centuriaa whan it was caused by the development cf capi-

talist production, the need for understanding different na

ral phenomena for their use in industry. Production needs

served as an impetus for the emergence and development o

mechanics, physics, chemistry, to be followed by biology, etc

As individual specific sciences developed, the aingle

approach to the world and nature characteristic

philosophy was lost, with each science dealing wi i

laws, specific sets of phenomena in isolation from e o

sciences. What was the role of philosophy under the

stances? .

Philosophy attempted somehow to preserve its omin

position in scientific knowledge and to establis re o

chips among different fields of knowledge. It became a

of an encyclopaedia of human knowledge while lay ng c a

to the role of the — of sclepcee. As auch, philosophy

^dertook to be a substitute for specific sciences

solution of difficult specific problems; in the process,

Frederick Engels, Dialectics of Kature, pp- ^5-^6,
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instead of performing experioentn or natbeoatical calcula-

tions, it approached the prohlens of natural acicnce in a

purely speculative manner, through logic.

Describing the philosophy of the 18th and early 19th

centuries, Engels said that it put "in place of the real

bult as yet unknown interconnections Ideal, fancied ones,

filling in the missing facts by figments of the mind... .

In the course of this procedure it conceived many brilliant

ideas and foreshadowed many later discoveries but it also

produced a considerable amount of nonsense... Among these

brilliant ideas and forecasts were the atomistic hypothesis,

the establishment of an interrelntionahip of electrical and

magnetic phenomena, the formulation of the law of the con-

servation of matter and motion, etc.

As specific sciences developed, however, philosophy

was increasingly losing relevance aa a substitute for these

sciences, end increasingly "producing nonsense". The science

of sciences was losing ground under the pressure of specific

sciences. The last philoapher to attempt to preserve philo-

sophy as the science of sciences was Begel.

In the 1830a end early 1840s, philosophy as the science

of sciences finally lost its relevance. This was caused,
besides the development of cognition itself and rapid prog-
ress of natural sciences, mostly by socio-economic changes.
By the mid-19th century, capitalism was already establiahed
as a social system, with its progressiveness turning into
conservatism and even reaction. Increasingly often bourgeois
philosophers displayed a tendency to separata, and later to
oppose science end world outlook to each other; they were
not interested in the progress of world outlook, in seeing
the world as constantly changing and developing. They claim-
ed that there wae development in science and virtually none
in the field of world outlook. This doctrine in bourgeois
philosophy is known aa posltlviem.

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels,

volumes, Vol. 3, pp. 364-365.

Selected Vorks in three
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As a phtloDopbicnl doctrine', nositivl^ contends that all

genuine or "positive" knovlcdgo can only be obtained from

individual specific sciences and that philosophy as an inde-

pendent science has no ri^t to exist, Positivicn was founded

by Auguste Conte (1798-1857), the French philosopher, and

British philosopher Herbert Spencer (1820-1905)-

Since its energence in the 1830s, positivism over its

history underwent changes and exists in current bourgeois

philosophy no enpiriocriticion, logical positivisn and ana

lytical philosophy. Positivisn, especially at its earlier
^

stages, rejected the need for philosophy in scientific cog

tion. "Each science is a philosophy in itself, down with

philosophy," the positivists said- Positivism is reactio ry

not only in that it rejects the need for theoretical genera-

lisations, for the elaboration of a general theory, for

application of philosophical methods of cognition, us

ing scientific cognition, but also in that it stands ag

the world outlook, against ideology and analysis o gener

laws of social development. Under the guise of rejec ng

need for ideology, positivism stands for an ideology o ^

venes's and futility. Since its emergence, positl sm a

directed against the class struggle of the proletana -

Thus, positivism emerged at the time of the dem s

philosophy as the science of sciences. On the
r'lcinc

under the influence of the unfolding struggle of ®

class, of its needs, of its awareness of its

on, of the elaboration of objective laws of histo ca

lopment, of outlining its historic purposes and tas s,

Marxism was emerging. Marx and Engels led the philosop

out of the impasse it found itself in as the scie

ooiences, protected It from the destruetive

sitiviem and found the real place and importance o P

Phy within the B7sten of aoientific taowledge.

Among the elements of revolutionary changes in p

plw effected by Marx and Engels were an °
-l,-

aubject of philosophy and a study of the nature o

Jaative laws which form the real subiact for philosophical

study.
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Objective laws are studied by all sciences. If philoso-

phy was to be a science, rather than a futile mental exer-

cise, it too had to study certaia laws. Each science, ma-

thematics, physics, chemistry, political economy, literary

criticism, etc., has a certain limited set of laws to study.

Mathematics, for one, is the science of the laws of quanti-

tative relationships and spatial forms in the real world.

Physics is the science of matter and the laws of physical

processes. Biology is the science of the laws of live matter.

Literary criticism ia the science of the laws of literature

as an artiatic process and the historical processes of its

development, etc. Each science has its own set of laws

which changea htatorically aa the science develops while al-

ways remaining specific, definite and relatively narrow. Each

Bcience, while influencing other sciences, is never a substi-

tute for them, in research. Thus, contemporary physics, study-

ing the interaction of elementary particles and fields, does

not analyse the process of life, which is the subject of

biology^ biology, in turn, doee not interfere with physics,
etc.

Hevertheleee, in spite of the relatively isolated nature
of physical, biological and social proceeses, they all have
important common elements joining them together. They are all

objective, cognisable by human consciousness and thinking,
and thus are somehow related to thle conaciousneas*, they all
experience changes and transformations and are thus subject
to the laws of motion and development. In other words, all the
diverse processes in the world, whose laws are studied by va-
rious specific sciences, have common properties, interrelati—
onohips, laws of motion and development. In short, besides the
specific laws applied in relatively narrow spheres, laws ofamore
general _nature exist, applicable to ell phenomena and process-
es. It is these laws that form the subject of philosophical
study.

^““8, ttarxist-Lenlnist phtloeophT Is the science of the
laws of J:he .relation of eonectouBnesc to the oh:^ectlve world.
of the gore general lows of motion In nature, society and
human thinking.
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Specific and ocre general laws do not exist in isol^i-

on; on the contrary, they are closely

woven and mutually conditioned. It is for this reas

specific sciences and philosophy interact with eac

What is the nature of the

Eelationship of Know- "^'Tand^Se!'
ledge in Ihilosophy and Le^nist P oso^_

^
Hatural Science „

iB a bilateral one.

On the one hand, in the elaboration of

philosophy utilises the developments
scientific re-

builds then up and generalises the res
. -rovides an

search. The developnent of scientific cogni
-e-eralisa-

increasing anount of material for
oj^.Bahing

tion. And, as Engels pointed out, ui
(sateri-

dlscovery even in the sphere of nature sc
as

alisn—Ed.) has to change its form", has o
j^j^j^asophical

scientific knowledge does. To be
vnowledgeable and

activity, a philosopher must be profoundly hnowle

advanced culturally. science of the most

On the other hand, philosophy as
® ^j^^jalogical and epi-

general laws of the world serves as t
general know-

atenologloal basis of scientific co^
^°i'tosis for the cog-

ledge offered by philosophy is the ini la
approach

nition of specific processes, a certain
laiowledgeable

to the study of an unknown subject. A
would al-

ia philosophy undertaking the study of
conforms to

ready know Bomething about bi-B subjec

the most general laws of motion.
cientific

creative

The importance of philoBopl^
Lientists. AS Albert

process was pointed out by great na
vjhysicist has to

Einstein (1879-1955) noted, at
greater extent than

deal with philosophical problems ® ® Physicists are

preceding generations of physicists ha

^rl Harx, Fredertck Engels. Belocted Works in three volu-

oes, Vol. 3* p. 3^8.
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forced to do eo bj tbo dlmcultloe of their ovo ecleoco
A core eleborete dofibltloa of the piece of phlloeophtcol
problese in contecporety phjreice woo given by Itax Bom
(1K)?-1970), one of the foaadera of quontua Bechanlcs. In his

jaiaiiOf-tn r.j CeneretioD-n T.tf. he writes, inter elia,
'In the Btudj of thing in their entirety, a phyaiciat at every
atep encouatera logical and opInteBological difficolties; and
although the phyaiciat deala only with a llnited field of know-
ledge to the otcluaion of ouch phenooena on life or conscious-
neco, ntlll the eolutioa at these logical ocd epistBoologlcal
pwblese repreoonto the profound coed of our quest for toiowle-
dEe’’,2

Klein Bohr (188^1962), the ^eat 2Dtb-century physicist,

Recorded ca;Jor nttentlon to work on the phllooophicttl prob-
Xean of eclence; hie ertlclec were published In the book Atoa-

ic Phyelen end nuean Cognition . Work on philosophical probleos

by Vemer Heiaenberg ^901-1976)* another founder of nedern

, wan reflected in hla book Philoaophicel Broblees of

em Atoeie pb-vetco. The list of exanples could be continu-

* they all deeonetrate that ecientlfic philoaophy is an

^ part of aclentific cognition of the world, an essen-

tal element of aclentific developaent.

The aclentlata who adhere to pocltlvieo, reject the ies-

portRDce of philosophy for aclentific cognition end are doing

hare prinarlly to acience itself, as they Halt its poaslbi-

litios. With reference to auch acientiats, F. Engels said,

"Katural aclcntlste any adopt whatever attitude they please,

they are still under the doalnatlon of philoaophy. It is only

a queatlon whether they want tc be dooineted by e bed, fashi-

onable philoaophy or by a fena of theoretical thought which

roata an acquaintance with the history of thought and its

achievononta*

i. Einatoln,'^llection of Seieatific Worka, Tol. 4.

Hauka Publlahera, Mcacow, 1967, p. 248 (Buea. od.).

. «. Bom, 'kitika V thicni -""C"
literature Publishers, Moaoaw, 1963, p.

. yveaerlck Engels, Plel.c‘i4a af Sature., p. 21 .
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Marxist-Leniniot philorophy dialectical and histori-

cal naterialisn becane the philosophical basis for the

most fruitful developneat of specific sciences, ithat is due

to the fact that this philosophy reveals the dialectical cha-

racter of nature and of society, elaborates subjective dialec-

tics, i.e. the dialectics of mental processes, studies the

nost general laws of nature, society and thought, finds the

ways for the penetration of human thought into the essence

of objective reality.

Marxist philosophy is creative, it continuously deve-

lops and improves, acquiring new content. Its development

takes place primarily together and in close connection with

the development of other sciences, within a single system

of cognition of the world by man.

Further, not only does Marxist philosophy develop on

the basis of other sciences by generalising their achieve-

ments; it also progresses on its own, by improving ita set

of categories , discovering new connections and relations

between concepts, analysing mental processes, etc.

Social progress in all ita manifestations is one of the

basic sources and moving forces of the development of Marxist

philosophical knowledge. Social life the production of

material goods, intellectual activities, social relations,

class struggle, the state and political system, etc. de-

velop continuously, providing new material for conqjrehensive

philosophical analysis, for further development of philoso-
phy. The development of Marxist-Leninist philosophy is based

primarily on the unfolding of the world revolutionary pro-
cess — the building of socialism and communism, the class

struggle of the working people in capitalist countries, natio-
Jial liberation revolutions, and the struggle for national,

economic and political independence of peoples.

Marx and Engels worked on their philosophy, in the cour-

se of more than half a century, in close relation with all

the social phenomena of their time.

It is with the activities of V.I. Lenin in the histori-

cal setting of the 20th century that the next stage in the

development of Marxist philosophy Is linked.
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3, The Leninist Stage in the Developmeat

of Marxist Philosophy

Historical Background In the late IBOOs, capitalisn

of the Leninist Stage entered the highest stage of

its historical development,

the stage of Imperialism.

The imperialist stage is characterised by a further deve-

lopment of productive forces, by a concentration of producti-

on and capital in the hands of monopolistic associations, by

a sharp deterioration of contradictions between the social

nature of production and the capitalist form of appropriation.

With the advent of imperialism, a real possibility arises of

a revolutionaiy transformation of capitalist society into a

socialist one, albeit in one country at the initial stage.

At the turn of the 20th century, the centre of the

world revolutionary movement moved from Western Europe to

Hussia, The working class of Russia, led by the party of Le-

type, succeeded in eatabliahing its hegemony in bour-

geois-democratic revolution, completed it and led the struggle

of the working masses for a socialist revolution. The ege of

social upheavals and revolutions began. The new historical

situation gave rise to a vital need for a creative develop-*

ment of Marxist world outlook, for enriching it theoretically,

reflecting, by means of generalisation, the laws and distingu-

ishing features of imperialism and of the class struggle of

international proletariat. The decisive role in the solution

of this historical task was played by V.I, Lenin.
"Leninism is the new, hipest stage of Marxism, its crea-

tive development under new historioel conditions, under the

conditions of imperialism and proletarian revolutions, of

mankind’s transition from capitalism towards socialism and

communism... . The Leninist atage in. the development of revo-

lutionary theory is the Marxism of the 20th centuiy, the Mar-

xism of the current age.

Founders of Scientific Communism. Theses on the 150th birth

anniversary of Karl Marx, Moscow, 1968, pp. 15-'16 (in

Russian).



The historic role of lenin ao a thinker and philosopher

consists in his development of Harxist theory by means of a

scientific analysis and eonoralisation of fandamental process-

eo in science and within the capitalist social formation of

the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Lenin's contribution of world historic importance also

consisted in his defence of the revolutionary f
Marxist theory in a consistent struggle agains soo a

ratio reformism and various nanifestations of ri^t-wing

and "leff-wing revisionism.

A strictly scientific approach to the solu on o

and theoretical problems is characteristic of ’

the age of Marx and Engels many tasks could ° ^ ®
-tioal

ted in a general, theoretical form, they acquired a

meaning and relevance for the first time in the age of Lenin

Historical experience has demonstrated that Lenin s t

ory of eociolist revolution was correct and the
^

materialist conception of the communist formation e

vlahle*

The onset of the Leninist

stage ill development of

Harriet philosophy is also

linked to the revolution in

natural science which took

place in the late I9th and

early 20th century and had an enormous philosophical importan-

ce since it provided a more profound aoientiric view of the

world and confirmed that the dialectical materialist conoept-

ion of Marxism was correct.

"me latest discoveriea of natural aclence ~ radxum,

electrons, the transmutation of elements," Lanin wrote, "have

been a remarkable eonlirmation of Marx's draleetical materi-

alism. .

.

A Revolution in Natural

Science and the Develop-

ment of Marxist Philosophy

hy Lenin

..1

V.I, Lenin, Collected Works, Vol- 19, P-
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At the Gone time, a contradiction enorgod between the

dialectical nature ot phenomena diecoverod by phyeico, and

the metaphysical approach to natter and ita attributeo. It

became the boeia of ’’phyoical idealion'' of the early 20th

century.

’’The eeacnce of criolo in modem physics, ” Lenin wrote,

’’conoiots in the break-down of the old laws end basic prin-

ciples, in the redoctlon of an objective reality existing

outside 'the mind, that is, in the replacement of materialism

by idealiam and agnoatictan.’'^

In a philooophical generalisation of latest discoveries

in natural science, Lenin revealed the epistemological causes

of the crisis in physics while elaborating the methodological

means of overcoming tt.

Lenin’s Justification of the need for application by phy-

sicists of a dialectical materialist method of thinking was

accompanied by his denunciation of attempts by idealists to

capitalise on the difficulties encountered by the current phy-

sics in its development. Lenin's struggle with the proponents

’’physical idoelicn” was concerned mainly with the problems i

of matter, motion, time, space, causality, etc.

If Karxlst philosophy was to bo defended against its

theoretical opponento, an answer was needed to questions posed

by the development of scientific cognition and social life.

Lenin's Waterlaliea ond Eoplrio-Crltlclsm woo the philosophi-

cal work to solve the new theoretical problems and to contain

a devastating criticism of "latest*' anti-Marxist philosophi-

cal concepts.

V.I. Lenin's Philosophical notebooks , although not com-

pleted, belong among the most outstanding works'of Marxist

philosophical thought.

Lenin's philosophical notebooks represent a further comp-

rehensive development of Marxist dialectics. It involved the

elaboration of doctrines on:

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorke, Vol. 14, p, 258
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1) the unity and conflict of opposites so the nucleus
and essence of dialectics;

2) dialectics as a system of inter-related elements;

5) categories of dialectics as the logical generalisa-
tion of man's practice, the sum total of the development of
the history of cognition;

4) unity of dialectics, logics and the theory of know-

ledge;

5) the character and role of contradictions within the

systems of social relations under capitalism and under

socialism.

V.I. Lenin elaborated and developed the brilliant ideas
of the founders of Marxist philosophy concerning the role of

practice in the theory of knowledge as the decisive means of
verifying the genuineness of nan's knowledge. "IChe standpoint
of life, of practice, should he first and fundamental in the

theory of knowledge,"^

In an elaboration of Marx’s doctrine of cognition, Lenin

developed the doctrine of reflection. For the first time in

Marxist literature, Lenin formulated a provision concerning

a leap in the evolution of forms of reflection.

Obviously, Lenin's contribution to Marxist dialectics,

scientific methodology of cognition and revolutionary practice

is not limited to these significant aspects.

Ihe imperialist epoch has introduced a number of changes

in the economics and politics of capitalism, in the correlati-

on of classes and forms of their struggle, and accelerated the

liberation movement of the peoples of colonial and dependent

countries. To give correct guidance to the proletariat and its

revolutionary party in the solution of the problems they faced,

a scientific eacplanatioa of distinctive features of the new

historical situation was required. Lenin carried out this task

successfully by applying materialist dialectics to a study of

imperialism, thus developing historical materialism further.

Lenin consistently upheld the Marxist provision whereby

historical materialism is an application of principles and

V.I. Lenin, Collected woris, Vol. Id, p. Ids.



At the same time, a contradiction emerged between the

dialectical nature of phenomena discovered by physics, and

the metaphysical approach to matter and its attributes. It

became the basis of "physical idealism" of the early 20th

century.

"The essence of crisis in modem physics," Lenin wrote,

"consists in the break-down of the old laws and basic prin-

ciples, in the rejection of an objective reality existing

outside'the mind, that is, in the replacement of materialism

by idealism and agnosticism,"^

In a philosophical generalisation of latest discoveries

in natural science, Lanin revealed the epistemological causes

of the crisis in physics while elaborating the methodological

means of overcoming it.

Lenin's justification of the need for application by-phy-

sicists of a dialectical materialist method of thinking was

accompanied by his denunciation of attempts by Idealists to

capitalise on the difficulties encountered by the current phy-

sics in its development. Lenin’s strug^e with the pwponents
of "physical idealism" was concerned mainly with the problems,

of matter, motion, time, space, causality, etc.

If Marxist philosophy was to be defended against its

theoretical opponents, an answer was needed to questions posed

by the development of scientific cognition and social life.

Lenin's Materialism and Eantrio-Criticism was the philosophi-

cal work to solve the new theoretical problems and to contain

a devastating criticism of "latest" anti-Marxist philosophi-

cal concepts.

V.I. Lenin's Philosophical notebooks , although not com-

pleted, belong among the most outstanding works of Marxist

philosophical thought.

Lenin's philosophical notebooks represent a further comp-

rehensive development of Marxist dialectics. It involved the

elaboration of doctrines on:

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Tol. Ih, p, 258
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1) the unity and conflict of opposites as the nucleus

and essence of dialectics;

2) dialectics as a system of inter-related elements;

5 ) categories of dialectics as the logical generalisa-
tion of man's practice, the sum total of the development of
the history of cognition;

unity of dialectics, logics and the theory of know-
ledge;

5 ) the character and role of contradictions within the
systems of social relations under capitalism and under
socialism.

V.I, Lenin elaborated and developed the brilliant ideas
the founders of Marxist philosophy concerning the role of

practice in the theory of knowledge as the decisive means of
^erifytng the genuineness of man's knowledge. "Ihe standpoint

practice, should he first and fundamental in the
theory of knowledge."^

In an elaboration of Marx's doctrine of cognition, Lenin
^eveloped the doctrine of reflection. For the first time in

Bt literature, Lenin formulated a provision concerning
sap in the evolution of forms of reflection.

^

Obviously, Lenin's contribution to Marxist dialectics,

i
® usthodology of cognition and revolutionary practice

limited to these significant aspects.
^operialist epoch has introduced a number of changes

aconomics and politics of capitalism, in the correlati-
^lasses and forms of their struggle,and accelerated the •

movement of the peoples of colonial and dependent

*6701*^ correct guidance to the proletariat and its

^

u onary party in the solution of the problems they faced,

hiat
®^lanation of distinctive features of the new

euc
situation was required. Lenin canded out this task

®Pplyin6 materialist dialectics to a study of
nllcn, thus developing historical naterialisn further.

^
consistently upheld the Marxist provision whereby

:p:i£i^i^terlallom la on application of principles and

Lenin, Collected worts, Yol. 14, p. 142.



categories of dialectical materialism to the cognition of

social phenomena. IThus Lenin regarded historical materialism

as a method making possible the use of cognition of the laws

of existence and of the functioning of capitalism to effect

its revolutionary transformation into socialism.

Lenin's sociological works contain a profound analysis of

the relationship between social being and social consciousness

in capitalist society and the special role played by progre-

ssive ideas in the struggle for a radical change in capitalist

social relations.

Lenin developed Marx's concept of man as a subject cogni-

sing the world and transforming reality. In the process of

transforming reality, man changes himself, acquires an out-

look which reflects social relations. To determine specific

historical types of the relations, Marsciem worked out the

socio-economic relations, and the causes of existence of the

ideological Bii^eratracture. At the imperialist stage of deve-

lopment, Lenin made this theory more specific.
"Marxism," Lenin wrote, "indicated the way to an all-

embracing and comprehensive study of the process of the rise,

development, and decline of socio-economic systems."^
A social formation is based on a certain level of devel-

opment of productive forces and on their nature. The mechanism

of emergence and change of formations is as follows: "In acqu-

iring new productive forces men change their mode of produc-
tion; and in changing their mode of production, in changing

the way of earning their living, they change all their social

relations."^ A change of social relations, rooted in the

degree of development of material production^ represents a

move from one formation to another.

Lenin stressed that the Marxist theory of aocio-economic

formations was a methodological means tor revealing the dia-

lectics of the historical process. The nature of classes,

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 21, p. 57.

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 6,

Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1976, p. 166.
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their relations and atruEgle. their relation to state, poli-

tics, religion, the level of scientific developnent, etc.,

vhich are specific for each formation, all determine the

content and the form of spiritual life at each stage.

Marxist-Leninist theory of socio-economic formations

is a reflection of unity of the general and the specific^

in the development of peoples, of continuity and disconti-

nuity of the historical process, which traces the guiding

line of mankind's development and the basic qualitatively

differing stages of the historical process. This theory o

the key to the explanation of any specific social phenomenon

or process in terms of their emergence, development and

historical perspective, in their historical continuity.^

lenin described dialectical

The Unity of Oialectical materialism

and Historical Materialism phical basis o a
’

,

philosophy of Marxism, imply-

ing, as a matter of course, that historical materialism was

an organic part of dialectical materialism.
of

listorical materialism, as an ^sanic component part^of

dialectical materialism, can be treated only as

independent scientific discipline*
• nt-n nn

Engels and Lenin isolated historical

purpose, as a rule, to stress the new elements introduced

MarxiBO in social science.

Lenin, placing historical materialism in

of Marx's integral philosophical theory as complete ^ilo

sophical materialism, still pointed out the cpecral role

historical materialism. Marx's "historical

Lenin wrote, "was a great achievement in

The chaos and arbitrariness that bad previously
^

views on history and politics were replaced by a

integral and harmonious scientific theory, whrch shows how,

in cLequence of the growth of productive f
system of social life another and higher

how capitalism, for Instance, growa out of feudalism.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 19, P- 25.
V.I. Lonin.



The monism of Karxist philosophy lies in a consistent

application of the principle of materialism to the study of

nature, society and thinking, ©xe organic interrelationship

of nature, society and thinking is reflected in Harxist

philosophy as a mutual penetration of categories of dialecti-

cal and historical materialism. Marxist philosophy put an end

to isolated treatment of basic spheres of being and conscious-

ness, revealed the interrelationship between the unity of

these spheres. It is for this reason that the study of dialec-

tical and historical materialism is based on a single set of

categories and a single philosophical nucleus.

It was philosophical monism that became the key used to

the enigma of humanity's spiritual life, including the sec-

ret of philosophy itself.

The chaos reigning supreme in the approach to spiritual

life and spiritual phenomena was replaced by a strikingly

harmonious theory demonstrating that political and intellec-

tual history of any age reflected its economic history.

At the same time, the essence and role of all the basic

spiritual phenomena were defined, and a determined, law-
governed relationship was established between them and their
economic baaia, and besides that, between themselves. This
should be credited to historical materialism.

The nature of philosophy itself and the nature of dialec-
tical materialism are only comprehensible within the frame-
work of historical naterlaliam, this being the most fundamen-
tal proof of validity of the principle of unity of dialectical
and historical materialism, of monism of Marxist philosophy.

Lenin pointed out that the application of materialist
philosophy to history and social science, end the very idea
of materialism in sociology, were brilliant undertakings.

Hot only does historical materialism reveal that social
consciousness is determined by social being and by the econo-

mic system of a society; it reveals the laws of their inter-

action, of the nature of the relationship of individual forms

of social consciousness with the society's economic system.

Politics and law, for example, are most closely linked

to the economic system, being a direct and immediate reflec-

tion of the interests of classes of the system. On the other



hand, Engels described religion and philosophy as ideologi-

es "of a higher order", soaring higher above the rest of then

and dost detached fron the econonic oysten, reflecting it less

directly while being, in particular, under the direct and

innediate influence of politics*

A study of the basic principle of historical materia-

lism, then, also means revealing some specifics of philosophy

as a social phenomenon, with the specifics understandable on-

ly in the context of the laws of emergence, functioning and

development of social consciousness as a whole.

The theoretical revolution in philosophy — the elabora-

tion of dialectical and historical materialism - meant a ra-

dical change of the very essence of philosophy, overcoming

the metaphysical opposition of philosophy to natural science

and practical activity. Dialectical and historical material-

ism form a ain^e philosophical doctrine which serves simul-

taneously as the theory of general laws of existence, as the

theory of knowledge, and as the theory of a universal method

for cognising and transforming objective reality.

Since its emergence, the philosophy of Marxism has been

a creative, developing system of philosophical knowledge.

The philosophy of Marxism has become a great spiritual force

for the progress of all humanity.



Chapter I

rUTTER Aim CONSCIOUSNESS

A materialistic solution of the basic question of philo-

sophy is not limited to proving that natter is primary and

consciousness secondary; it in^lies a definition of what is

to be considered material and what is deemed spiritual* a

study of the essence of both, a comprehensive ^nstification

of the materialist idea of the relationship of consciousness

to being and of the spiritual to the material.

A dialectical materialist analysis of these problems re-

presents the basic premise and the most important part of the

content of Marxist-Leninist philosophy. It is this analysis

that is dealt with in Chapter I.

1. Hatter and Forme of Its Existence

Heterlalism vs. Idealism Vo observe an endless variety

of objects, phenomena and pro-

cesses, possessing most diver-

se properties, in the world surrounding us. What do all the

objects and processes represent, what is their basis? Questi-

ons li\ce these already arose in ancient times; they became

the subject of special attention at the time of emergence

of philosophy. Differing answers were offered by various doc-

trines, of both materialist and idealistic tendencies.
According to idealist philosophers, some ideal substance

(the essence, the fundamental principle) was the basis of all

the world's objects and phenomena, like the divine will, uni-

versal reason, absolute idea, spirit, etc; or else, the ob-

jects were regarded as a derivative of the inner spiritual

world of man — his sensations, perceptions, reason.

At first glance it might seem that this answers the

question of the world's origins. The question always arises,

however: what is this universal reoson, idee, spirit, or buoafl

sensations, human reason, etc? Wiat is their basis? What cau-

ses their existence? Another, more profound prime basis could

ho invented, but tbe same questions would logically apply
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it as veil. Clearly, this would lend to aa absurd situation,

to aa endless variety of proposed prine bases.

Already in very ancient tioes, naterialist philosophy,

studying the question of the essence of the world, came to

the conclusion that the world had not been created by anyone,

neither by gods nor by nea, but had been in existence eternal-

ly, merely moving from one state to another; things, phenome-

na, processes emerge and cease to exist, but the world itself

never disappears. If the world exists, it cannot cease to

exist; likewise, how could it not have existed if it exists

now? Otherwise questions always arise to which there is no

answer; whereto did the world disappear and whence it came.

The idea that the world came into existence at sometime,

or could have in principle, and that the world might in prin-

ciple cease to exist, was formed and supported through the

observation of existence of individual things, objects, and

phenomena. Hen have always witnessed aomething or other (e.g.,

a man, a tree, .an animal, a house) come into existence, exist,

and diaappear. However, what is true for individual things is

not true for the world as a whole, since neither the human

body nor the tree disappear absolutely, they Just move from

a living state into a non-living one, become a substance

which then forms a pert of other things, processes and pheno-

mena.

It was this eternal substance, the material which con-

stitutes all objects, phenomena, processes and Into which

they are transformed again, to emerge from it anew, in anoth-

er form, that was called matter, i.e. the essence, the under-

lying basis.

An understanding of matter is the basic element of

materialist philosophy, always the subject of major attention
of philosophers of the materialist school.

In the process, of historical development of philosophic-
al thought, two basic approaches to the explanation of matter
emerged. In approximate terma, they could be described as;

(1) the explanation of natter from the standpoint of its struc-
ture, and C2) the e;q>lanation of matter in terns of solution
of the basic question of philosophy. Both approaches always
existed in one variation or another; the former, however.
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waa popular in the earlier period of the development of philo-

sophy, when philosophy represented undivided knowledge. The

latter is characteristic of the Hew Age, the period when spe-

cific sciences wMch had branched out of philosophy, were

developing significantly and undertook a detailed study of

both the structure of natter and of its elenents. Under those

circumstances, philosophy concentrated on explaining the ecse-

nce of natter, its relation to consciousness, on ascertaining

what its attributes are, etc.

Theories of Hatter In the

Philosophy of the Ancient

Past

Ancient Egypt end Suner.

l^ths and traditions of the period reflect a division of

the world into "sky" and "earth", the earth considered a volu-

minous mass floating on water. "Water" was considered to be

the basis of all being. The latter idea had an enormous in-

fluence on entire enctent philosophy* Aocording to snotent
sources, Thalesi one of Ancient Greece's first philosophers,
"learned from the Egyptians to regard water as the primal
matter or principal of all things."

In Ancient India , theories on matter were developed fur-
ther.

Haterlalistic schools of Indian philosophy presumed that
all being was based on prekrltl or pradhana - the primal
basis of material world in its entirety, characterised by omni-
presence and unity. Prakrit! . however, is not a matter in the
form in which the world is perceived. It has neither begin-
ning nor end, ia caused by no supreme reason, and cannot be
created or destroyed. The emergence of a single object does
not mean creation, while annihilation is not related to the

destruction of prakriti . Motion is as eternal as natter is.

Motion and change are a property of natter. The entire diver-

sity of phenomena is based on matter Cprakriti . gradhana),

atoms (anu), the material principle (bhuta ^. Since pradhana

is not produced of anything, it can be a product of nothing.

The earliest notions of natter

and of the structure of the

world originated two to three

millennia B.C, in the civi-

liflstions of the Ancient East .



The materialistic school of Isdian philosophy, Lokayata,

holds that the Universe and all things existing therein were

born of themselves, without interference by any extraneous

force. Four elements, earth, water, fire and air, are eter-

nal and form the prime basis of all things existing. Compli-

cated life forms, rather than emerging all at once,

from primitive ones over a long period of

is heL to be a quality inherent in man only and representing

a special combination of material elements. Eeali y is

single, though complicated whole, composed of material

elements. The material world exists oboectively, ye

existence is independent of the source of

limited quantity of impenetrable and

in nature. Since all matter is composed of the fo

all the atoms are divided into four categories.

The reality of existence of the surrounding

accepted by a number of other schools of Indian

Thus, one of the basic schools of
.

Hinayans, accepts that all things
like

exist in reality, in time and space, and
, tg^oe of a

other things, is finite. Hinayana accepts the exi

primal and unalterable substance, compose o

or elements, which can adopt various temporary ^
elements are composed of atoms having the same '•“ali^ti

properties. Han, however, is able to perceive ^ups,

or masses of atoms, since an atom is

and imperceptible, dainist philosophy

is composed of homosen©^^® atoms. 7
, ^-nmosed

contends that the world exists objectively an i
which

Of heterogeneous atoms subject to the law of

is in turn subject to the law of Karma. Himanaa

the real existence of the objective world,

guided by the law of Karma. The Sankhya holds f
existing in reality is the result of

qualitiee: sattva - bormoniouo balance (liB » ®? »

rales - ec'Jm^; (movement, excitement, suffering), and

tames - Inertia (weight, momentum).

matter wherein all the three quolltloa are
w-wevor

leads to the development of the Universe. Ko one, however.
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can say what disrupts the balance.

Consciousneso originates in the process of the establish-

ment of balance of oralcriti « while the spiritual principle

plays no limited role in the development of matter- Idealis-

tic schools use the concept of Hava to eliminate the contra-

diction they arrive at by declaring that natter is a part of

God, i.e., spiritual substance. Meya is considered to be a

unique, miraculous, inexplicable and divine force of genuine

creation, isolating the materiel substance, which hecomes part

of the real world, from the spiritual one. In subjective idea-

listic schools of Indian philosophy, the identification of

the object and the subject has led to a rejection of the

objects' existence, to a view of world as a combination of

dharmaa . or elements, which exist inatantaneouely.

The materialist philosophy of ancient Indie had an enor-

mouB influence on the development of philosophical tbinhing

of peoples ofthe last antiquity and European countries.
Ancient Chinese philosophers, already in the early 1 mil-

lennium B.C. also developed a materialist theory of the world,

pointing out its prime elements, like metal, wood, water, fi-
re and earth. The Taoist school of the 4th-5rd centuries B.C.
developed a doctrine on Tao, the most profound basis of all
things- Taoleo contained some elements of spontaneoue dialec—
tice, as it was considered that nothing was pexmanent, with
everything moving and changing.

Materialist philosophy in
Philosophy in Ancient Greece enormously in-
Anclent Greece Xluenced the development of

world philosophical thinking,
Goalee (610-5^6 B.C.), the founder of ancient materia—

liot philosophy, contended that everything came from water
and returned back into water.

A further step in the development of materialism was made
by Anaximander (c, 610-546 B.C.), who described a single and
eternal prime basla of natural phenomena aa aoeiron . an inde-
terminate and unlimited matter. According to ancient sources,
"Anaximander, friend of Thales, held that the 'Unlimited is

every reason for universal creation and destruction. It is

from it, he says, that the skies, and all other worlds.
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Mlimlted in number, Beparated out. He declared that they

cease to exist after the expiration of a very long period

after their emergence, all succeeding one another since

times immemorial."

»npx<.nenaa (c. 585-525 B.O.), Thales' second disciple,

explained the eternal succession of phenomena as condensation

and rarefaction of prime matter - air. Through condensaWon

it changes into vind, to be followed by cloud, water, eart

and atone, and through rarefaction it transforms into fire.

Heraclitus (c. 530-^70 B.O.), an eminent materialist an

dialectician of Ancient Greece, held that fire was the p ma

matter of all natural phenomena. "This one order of

things was created by none of the gods, nor yet by any

mankind," Heraclitus said, "but it ever was, and is, and she

be eternal fire." The world, like fire, is always moving «d

always changing. V.I. Lanin^deacribed Heraclitus os one o

the founders of dialectics.

Theories of Democritus (c. 460-370 B.C.), an

Greek materialist, became the pinnacle of ancien p °

in its study of the composition of natter. He was es

Marx and Engels as "the first encyclopaedic mind among

Greeks. "2 According to Democritus, the Dniverse was composed

Of basic indivisible elements which he called atoms t ro

Greek atomos . indivisible). Differences between the atoms

were due to their various shapes, positions, and arrang

nent. Besides the atoms, a void exists for them to move

Atoms are naturall7 endowed with motion. In the
fn-rm

they establish various relationships with one
.

all kinds of obaeots, perceived by man. Opposing i e

religion, Democritus held that the entire universe consisted

of atoms, including the eoul^ which be claimed compr s

"subtle" and "tender" atoms- Democritus proposed a

materialist world outlook thus becoming, according to

ain, the founder of the materialist trend in the history o

development of philosophy.

See V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol- 38, p- 3^6.

K. Marx, P. Bngels, Collected Works, Vol. 5, Progroos Pub-

liehers, Moscow, 1976, p. 1*^0.
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An important contribution to the development of theories

of matter vaa made by Aristotle (384-522 B.C.)- He regarded

matter as some kind of a raw material ^ out of which form cre-

ated individual perceivable things. "Matter is one,” Aristot-

le said, "form is another, the one is given in possibility,

the other in reality.”^

While Aristotle's contribution to the development of

theories on matter should be singled out, attention should

also be drawn to the fact that ho overestimated the impor-

tance of form, seeing it os a certain independent immaterial

force born out of entolecby, the form of all forms. It was ‘

at this point that Aristotle approached an idealistic posi-

tion, a deficiency in his philosophy. This Aristotle's appro-

ach to entelechy as the non-material prime basis of all things

was what European scholasticism of the Middle Ages used to

serve the purposes of religion.

Outstanding contributions to the theory of natter were

also made by the Greek materialist philosopher Epicurus

(541-270 B.C.) and Lucretius Carue (c. 99-55 B.C.), an eminent

thinker of Ancient Borne, and others.

The question of origins and development of philosophical
thinking of ancient peoples in other continents, in particular
Latin America, pleya an important role in the history of
world philosophy. Data available to modern science serve to
refute false Eurocentric and racialist views concerning the
alleged "philosophical inferiority" of these peoples, or con-
cerning the exclusive predominance of religious and mytholo-
gical beliefs in their pre-colonial culture. Like with the
peoples of ancient East, Greece and Eome et the age of slave
ownership, the philosophical thinking of pre-colonial cultures
of the peoples of Latin American originated in connection with
the application of a single universal law — the separation
of intellectual and physical labour, and the division of pro-
duction into material and spiritual.

Originally, philosophy was a form of comprehension not

Aristotle, Metaflxika, Moacow-Lenlngrad, 1976, Tol. 1,

p. 252 (Buss. ed.).
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only of empirical knowledge accumulated by man in the procesa

of practical activity, but alao of hia religious beliefs.

Thilosophy," Marx pointed out, "first builds Itself up

within the religious form of consciousness, and in so doing

on the one hand destroys religion as such, while on the o er

hand, in its positive content, it still moves only within

this religious sphere, idealised and reduced to terms

thought.

The above is true, for example, for the ancient ca

society, where the norms of primitive customs, art and religi-

on were combined with the norms of approaching life, po i i ,

law, ethics, and art, characteristic of the initial stage o

the slave ownership system. It is under the developing slave

ownersliip society that philosophy* as a form of soci

sciousnesB, acquired more possibilities for developm

In the mythological system of ancient peoples o

early class society in Mesoanerica, the Scythe
^

the supreme universal being, combining early toy

^ ow
views on spirit of plants and animals with those o •

earth, tine, life and death. The multifaceted ^e^ure of ^e^^_

imago allowed its further differentiation, inoreas
. ,

Wing its functions. (This tendency is also eviden n

Sical formations of the Chavin culture with orig ns

latter half of the second millennium B.C. They

number of cosmological concepts eaqslaining
crea-

its development through a series of images ^
tures, whose common feature was their existence on

Views on other apace, motion, time, space and life,

within mytholog7 , were playing a cognitive role w

nore important than the mythological figures proper.

After the fall of the civilisation of Ancient East and

the Roman Empire and the decomposition of the syo en

ownership, while the struggle of materialism and

philosophy continued, philosophical thou^t was ne

subordinate to the church and religion. Church doga

the premise and the basis of all thinking. Religion

1 .
Earl Hnrx, Theories of Burpluo-Value, Part I, Progress

Publishers, Koscow, 1975» P- 52*
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predominant form of Ideolosy in feudal aooiety; thus, natural

Boienoe, aocial ocienoe and pSiiloaophy in their entirety were

brought in accordance with the church doctrine.

In spite of the church oppre-

Arab Philosophy esion and the religious form,

scientific cognition and phi-

losophy never ceased developnent. In the Middle Ages* in the

late first and early second millennia A.D. , scientific and

philosophical thought reached a hi^ level of development in

countries of the Arab East .

Eelying on the heritage of earlier civilisationsj Indian,

Chinese, Greeh and Eonan, the thihJcers of Arabia continued to

develop the philosophical approach to the world and its struc-

ture.

Within Arab philosophy of the Middle Ages, which made a

significant contribution to the development of world philoso-

phical thought, an acute struggle was taking place between ma-

tertaliao. end tdealtem, MaterialiBt views, according to which

natural phenomena developed in coz^oraity with their laws and

had a cauee-and-effect relationship, were held by the promin-

ent representative of Eastern Ariatotelianiam al-Kindi (809-

-879). The Muslim orthodoxy accused him of heresy and condemn-
ed his books to burning; it is for this reason that only
exerpts fZTon his works survived until the present time. Ibn
Eushd, a prominent thinker of the Middle Ages who elaborated
on the materialistic aspects of Aristotle’s syaten, rejected
the religious dogmas that god created world "out of nothing".
He held that matter was the unique basis of being; in his
philosophy the matter represented an eternal universal
source of motion. Ibn Eushd was one of the founders of the
theojy on "duality of truth" which wao to gain wide acceptance
among European philosophers subsequently. In accordance with
the theory, the truth of philosophy ia not in contradiction
with the truth of religion, since they apply to differing are-

as, with religion instructing man ss to how one should act and

philosophy pursuing absolute truth. Materialistic elements in

Ibn Eushd* e philosophy, however,coexist with idealism; he held

that the •ultimate causa" of being was deity which, in his

words, was "the thought thinking itself."
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A combination of materialiat tendencies and theological

and religious views characterises philosophical theories or

al-Sarabi, al-Biruni (c. 973-1048), and Ibn-Sina 58^

-1037), among other outstanding thinkers of the Biddle ^e

al-?arabi, for instance, saw God as the prime cause o e

whUe looking upon the universe as existing in its own righ ,

idependently of supernatural forces. Ibn-Bina accepted the

objective existence of nature; in spite of their rel g

and theological appearance, hie theory of enanation an

idea on the eternal nature of the material world were

tradiction with the religious dogma.

One of the most prominent materialists in e. i

philosophy of the Biddle Ages was Ibn-Khaldun, w o '"® ®

first attempt to approach the question of influence of mate-

rial life on social development. nver
An analysis of the development of Arabian p i °

the Biddle Ages leads to the conclusion that l waa

marily on the struggle between the
^

tendencies, which is characteristic of the worl

philosophy in general. thoueht
Arabian scientific and progressive philosop

, .gp.
of the Biddle Ages had an enormous influence on

meat of philosophy in the entire world, and espec a

Europe where, under the influence of
aevrtopment

relations, a renaissance was taking plac
uvereincrv and

of arts, sciences, and philosophy. As
was

Social production advanced, creative ma er

developed by European scientists, for whom ® °
“

major
structure and cooposition of natter was a sub e

attention.

An outstanding contribution^

IJevelopnent of PhiZoaophy to the evolution of

in the Age of the Benaiasanco tific understa B ___
snd Bourgeois Eevolutions structure of the so

ten and the moveoent of oele

atial bodies was made by TUcolnua Copernicus

glordnao Bruno (1548-1600), -T^.w-nnea Eeplor (1571-1

Celiloo Galilei (1564-1642), omong other great cc en
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Their scientific studies revived and developed further the

atomonistic theories of early Greek philosophers.

If capitalist production was to he developed, progress

in science, technology and creative thought was required. The

nascent bourgeoisie was engaged in a struggle against feuda-

lism and, by the sane token, against religious ideology. Thus,

prerequisites were being created for a broad development of

materialistic thou^t. In the late 16th century, England

became one of the most important centres of developing scien-

ce and materialist philosophy. British materialism and all

modern experimenting sciences were founded by Francis Bacon.

Francis Bacon (1561-1626) concentrated on the elaboration of

a scientific method of cognition; yet, hie contribution to

theories concerning matter was not an ineignificant one. He

pointed out the unity of matter and motion, while stressing

the multitude of forma of motion of natter. "In Bacon .
'* Marjc

wrote, "its first creator, materialism still holds back with-

in itself in a naive way the germs of a many-sided develop-

ment. On the one band, matter, surroxmded by a sensuous,
poetic glamour, sums to attract man’s whole entity by winning
smiles.

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), another British philosopher,
attempted to approach matter and the forma of its ejciatence

not only from the viewpoint of its structure but, to a signi-
ficant degree, from the point of view of the solution of the

basic question of philosophy. He held that matter in the form
of any object existing objectively should be distinguished
fc-VB. the. e/ihie.itl.ve, til isntter” , space as objective di-
mensions of objects from the subjective "image of space",
and time as movement of an object from the "Image of tine".
The surmised incomplete coincidence of the subjective image
and the object was the philosopher's important achievement.

An enormous contribution to the development of mathema-
tics, physics, and especially phlloaophy, was made by great

French philosopher Bene Descartes (1596-1650), Matter exists

objectively, he taught, and io composed of particles which

are theoretically infinitely divisible and exist in a perman-

l* K, Marx, F. Engels, Collected Works., Vol. 4, p, 128.
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ent mechanical movement. Matter and movement are indestruc

table. -

Philosophers' theories on the versatility of

matter and on the particles vhereof it is composed of

^
Baity led to the question of the unity in

f
Benedict de Soinoza (1632-1677). s prominent Dutch

list thinker, gave much attention to the quest o

za's philosophy, the concept that all nature is

law-governed was expressed in the notion of su s

stance is the material basis comprising
^ .g the

things. It is unlimited in time and space, u s

prime cause of all being; it does not requ
eubstance

is self-existent ( causa sui ). According to Spinosa, subst

is one; it exists in different states or mo

Descartes also accepted
basis was two-

Dniverae; his doctrine, however, held
coacartes a

fold, bok material and spiritual, which made Descartes

dualist. j V.V the
Materialist philosopliy wae further

(1709-
Prench materialists of the 18th century* 7

-1751), Diderot (1715-1784), ^ approach
ggl^ach <1723-1789). The French materialis

^y^tem of
to matter was described by Holbach in s

°
rther elabora-

Hature (Le systene de la nature). Xt was a u
.

tion of the approach to matter from the stan P

eic question of philosophy- Holbach
mention of

that influences our senses in any mat e - .. .^he

cognisability of matter, of it being perceive e

hunan senses, is an important positive aspec
that was

tion. It was this element of the theory o m
cog-

aimed against agnosticism, the theory that ma

nieable by the Bonses. This was of major npor
^ping

oethodological Justification of sciences a n

the material world. The definition of matter o
^-ogsing

Holbach, however, also had the deficiency o no
nonses

that matter exists objectively* independently of h -

P, Holboch, Slstema prtrody. (The syotom of nature)*

WO, p. 25 chubs, od.).
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Hatureaiy, lilsettfi other Pren^ taeterialiste, Holbach repea-

tedly affiraed that natter existed obdectively. He failed,

however, to stress the obdective existence of natter in this

definition, thus weakening his position in the struggle

against subdective idealism. ’The definition also influenced

the philosophical outlook of Feuerbach, who approached nature

as something material, existing outside human consciousness

and capable of being perceived by the eenses. Feuerbach was

able, to a degree, to overcome the mechanistic and abstract

nature of tbe 17th-iath century theories on nattire and

stressed its diversity.

Ideas that the Universe wee materiel were widespread

among pre-harxian materialist philosophers. A definition of

matter offered by tbe Russian materialist Hlkolai Chemyshey-

skv (1826-1889) was also in use through the pre-Marxian peri-

od. In his The Anthropoid trleal Principle in Philosophy be

wrote, "Matter is what exists. Matter possesses qualities.
Forces are manifestations of qualities. What we call natural
laws are modes of operation of tbe forces."^ As we see, Cher-

nyehevsky, as distinct from Holbach, stresses the objective
nature of matter. This was of major importance in the struggle

against subjective idealism, which was an attempt to prove
that thetniverse is the motion of our sensations, thoughts
and esqjeriences. The definition of natter offered by Chemysh-
evsl^ was also aimed against objective idealiam and its claims
that various changes in the world and tbe laws in effect in
nature were manifestations of some absolute idea, spirit, or
god. Cbernyshevsky, on the other hand, stressed the material
character of natural laws.

It should be pointed out, nevertheless, that Cherny-
shevsky’s definition falls to stress that objectively exis-
ting natter is cognisable by nan and reflected by the senses} la

H.G. Chemyshevsky, Works, Vol. 14, Moscow, 1950, p, 675,

(in Russian).
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other wordo, the definition doos not reflect the second as-
pect of the basic Question of philosophy, that of whether the
world is coBnisablo Chornyohevsky undoubtedly recocnised the

cognisability of the world and was engaged in a struggle
figainst agnosticista in general, and against Kant in particul-
ar, Yet, an insufficiently clear mention of cognisability
of matter in the definition of the notion of matter aerved
to weaken the position of Chemyshevsky in the struggle. On

these grounds Chemyshevsky was attacked by idealists and

agnostics. V.I. Lenin repeatedly rose to the defence of

Chemyshevsky, In his book Materialism and Empiriocriticisni .

a special chapter entitled '•From Vhat Angle Did N.G, Chemysh-
evsky Criticise Kantianism?** pointed out: •’Chemyshevsky is

the only really great Bussian writer who ... was able to keep
on the level of an integral philoaophtcal materialism and

who spumed the wretched nonsense of the neo-Kantians, positi-

vists, Machista, and other ouddleheads.

Materialist philosophy was enormously successful in the

elaboration of theories on matter and in the struggle against

Idealism and agnosticism throughout its long history from the

antiquity to the early 19th century. It offered a convincing

dustification of the objective nature of matter andefitscog-
nisability; in conformity with the level of scientific know-

ledge, it elaborated a theory on the structure of matter, on

the relationship of matter and motion, and demonstrated the

objective nature of space and time.

The theory on matter, however, had some insufficiencies,
which became particularLy evident in the mtd-19th century,

when social production, science and world philosophical
thought attained a high level of development. Among these,

mention should be made first and foremost of the lack of a

cottprehensive and systematic study of the concept of natter.

whole picture of theories on natter appears most colour-

ful only from a historical perspective, if the entire- history
of materialist philosophy is dealt with. As for individual the-

ories, each suffered from shortcomings even in the context of

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works., Vol. 1^, p. 361.
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ItB ovm time. In tie mid-I9th cantnry it become clear that the

moot eeriouB of thoBe was the motophysioal approach to under-

standing natter - natter, motion, space, and tine were, nore

often than not, regarded as isolated and independent con-

cepts, or as independent foundations of the Universe. The

unity of natter and notion, if and when upheld, was rather a

natter of guesswork than of well-founded scientific approach.

A. nechanisn whereby the notion of natter and changes in

nature were regarded as varieties of nechanical novenent was

a significant ahortconing.

The most important drawback of the previous theories on

natter waa that they could not be extended to social life.

Matter wae identified with nature, and it was for this reason

that old naterialista were unable to pinpoint the naterial

foundations of social life and of the history of nankind.

It took Karx, Engels and Lenin to make a revolutions in

the theory on natter as well as other branches of philosophy.

The most inq;)ortaat coatribut-

The Ooacept of Matter ion by the founders of Marxism

to the elaboration of a quali-

tatively new underetandtng of natter lies in their discovery
of the naterial foundation of social life, Pre-Marxian philo-
sophy in its entirely, both naterialiem and Idealisn, appro-
ached the analysis of historical social processes fron
idealist positions. Philosophers preceding Marx thought that
social transformations took place under the icq)act of the
will, intentions and Intereste of men, mostly influential
persons like kings, emperors, generals, or educationalists,
writers and philosophers. They regarded society as the sun
total of individuals, and man as a being whoae determining
characteristic is thinking.

Marx went much further in hie analysis of the essence of
man. He revealed the underlying basis of the formation of all
hutaan qualities. This basis is labour, social production acti-
vities of men. Labour is tbe material process of transforma-
tion of natural environment by man. It is not only the nature
around nan that is modified in the process of labour; one also
changes oneself, one’s own nature. Han improves his abilities
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and kii6wleiEe t :dcVel6po hiOv-intollect# 'For th© perrorciai)C0''Of ^

lejjour,_nan crfiatea ^and'UflfiB^workjioplBQOii'ts-^'whicbuhe ..constant-

ly developSiaud inprovesito loake tbs^jla^our^ wore B^^BOtiye*^

Bather, than takeiplnce'‘ia ioolation»T:labour activity 7IS perr"

iortied..^ointlyrjby larEe:6tocp0i'’Of'-peopl©t and1obd 6 ctiv©,'Iint03^5

relationships iare •’foraed b©tweenitheni50Qnin©dr'ior ithe ^urpo— r.

ses of- ifcprovinaithe^prodttctlvityjof .
labour* 07

lo ‘-lUhae, Marx^reveals the objectivenproceasounderlying^allr,

,

social life. The process comprises labour 1
social production^'*

nctivities^ dcyelopnentHof 'labouroinplBnonts, ^^olation8 - bet-

ween men inithe procassicf labour** their develcpoent*rsnd,»the/f

developuentioirinaa-ihinaelficlt ieithisrTJrocessithatrffornSiithov

Mtteriof-eQciflT owhic^is
respect to human desiresyinterestsy and thoughts % tond xal^

spiritual::life'^lts laws-arecnot igovernedxby';;thec.will cf-nan,

likel thoEe_of.^nature 5*3 On^thfic contrary^dtheivill cofcounj ;:^iszcJ

wishes, ideas, etc.-j^areodetexoiaedibyr^theimatteriof

life-rihejphantoasiforaedeln.-thedbraina-ofrPian^f.i'UarX'-and

^^6lS2pointed^ out yiii'ar© elBO,cneceesarily, ^jsublinstescof.'.'dder

their !iiiaterial„life-proce8Si.%whtchvi8-enpiricallyi;^©rifiable if

and-hound to material -.prenises^'I-^lo evspa-^dc'zqricn

I 'Ihe-tdiscovery^of•jthOnniatter'.of.vBOcialdli^B i^ntroducedj.ij;.,.

significant*, changes in the-philpsophical-eunderstandins^^f
natterj!;,a?he Changes-consist r.nni;..widening rof^tn^Y^t

^ncent n£ natter to include, besides nature, the foundations^

of social? lixe- JV, I, ,:Lenin-'pointedi;outvtbati«ar3c had effected

thejconsistent contfanationjand^extepsion'-^f materialism- into.?

the^donain^ox social iphenomepa^r;^ Thu5,on^ttar-appeared as.„^ rl

the genuine stasis oX^the-^world, both paturalcan^ social. i^Ehis»

in-ta^n,,-signi^iedctlle^^exiBtence..of coomonrmaterial-lawsveXiroc-
tive bqth in^^naturejand in. Bpciety,r<the study .c^'iwhich.i>resentB
a single -cojaplete explanation of-..th§-'World,’^and,:jin particular*

\ The
, discovery^oXi.the0natter ;pf-rSocial r,lif© ipemitted .to^^ .

^
^ .TJL'

' 1 'if r . ''J?- I'"' “
*

^

^
£• Kan, p. Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 5. P-

^•1. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 21, P-,56.
'



Justify, reveal and develop on a qualitatively new level the

provisions sumised by ancient thinkers concernins the diver-

sity of forms of Batter . Harx deoonstroted the existence of

natter not only in the fora of natural elenents or processes,

but also in the form of social activities, social relations

not divisible into material elements. In turn, this meant

that its ob.lectlve nature , its existence outside and indepen-

dently of human consciouanosa, was a most important aspect of

matter.

Further, the approach to labour as a material process

meant that matter was not merely an outside objective en-

vironment but also an objective reality which man interacted

with while cognising it. mastering it. and introducing certain

changea in it .

The discovery of the natter of aoclal life set the stage

for a new approach to the motion of matter, to space and time.

^Is is dealt with in the following aections.

Significant changea in the philosophical understanding of

matter brought forth hy the discovery of the matter of social

life resulted in a problem, of co-rdinal importance, that of a

eomprehenalve development of philosophical theory on natter.
This required, on the basis of concepts of matter of social
life, undertaking an analysis of nature as objective reali-
ty, taking into account the latest developments of natural
eclences.

llarx and Engels never lost sight of the above task after
elaborating a new approach to matter in the 1840b and 18508.
It waa only in the 1670a and IBSOs, however, that they concen-
trated on the elaboration of a eomprehenalve philosophical
theory of natter. This was due to a number of objective cir-
cumstancea. Primarily, an urgent historical need for the deve-
lopment of a theory of class struggle of the proletariat
forced Marx and Engels to focus their attention on the deve-
lopment of hlatorieal materialism; according to Lenin, they
"...applied ~ and showed haw to apply — this sane materia-
llam In the sphere of the social scianeea.T. Secondly,

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 356 .
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tlilB was due to the developnent of natural aclence Itaelf.

Revolutionary breakthrou^a in acience, which began in 1840s

with the diecoveries of the law of conservation and transform

nation of energy^ of cell structure of living organisas, etc,

were con^leted, in relative terns, only in the 1B70b. In

1886 Engels pointed out that before that tine "natural

science was still in that process of violent fermentation

which only during the last fifteen years had reached a clari-

fying, relative conclusion* New scientific data were acquire

ed to a hitherto unheard-of extent, but the establishing of

interrelation, and thereby the bringing of order into this

chaos of discoveries following closely upon each other's

heels, has only quite recently become possible."^ Since

the 18608 and throu^ their later life, Marx and Engels gave

much attention to the study end philosophical analysis of

developments in natural science, in mechanics, physics, che-

mistry, biology, geology, and mathematics* Research demone-

trated that aclence, by penetrating the fundamental processes

of natural environment, revealed the dialectics of nature,

the struggle of opposing forces, tendencies end properties

characteristic of natural processes, demonstrated the inter-

relationship and interdependence of natural phenomena; it

demonstrated that nature was characterised by the transition

of quantitative changes into qualitative ones, by the emergen-

ce of tbe aev dissppesraac^ of th9 old, by OBorging possi-

bilities becoming reality, by the existence of cause-and-ef-

fect relations, etc*

Social processes, the development of social production,

social progress, class struggle between the proletariat and

the bourgeoisie, revolutionary transformations, are all mar-

kedly dialectical in nature. At the same time, Marx and En-

gels found that the mode of thioking, methods of research,

and the understanding by scientists of the environment and

of the achievements of science themselves had remained un-

altered end metaphysical; natural scientists were prone to

treating natural phenomena and processes in isolation, as if

Karl Marx, Prederich Engels, Selected Workc in three
volumes, Vol. 3, p* 351.
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justify* reveal and develop on a qualitatively new level the

provisions surmised by ancient thinkers concerninB th£_diver-

sitv of forma of matter # Marx demonstrated the existence of

natter not only in the form of natural elements or processes,

hut also in the form of social activities, social relations

not divisible into materiekl elenenta. In turn, this meant

that its oh.lective nature , its existence outside and indepen-

dently of human consciousness, was a most important aspect of

matter.

Further, the approach to labour as a material process

meant that natter was not merely an outside objective en-

vironment but also an objective reality which man interacted

with while cognising it. mastering it, and Introducing certain

changes in It .

The discoveiy of the matter of social life set the stage

for a new approach to the motion of natter, to space and time.

This is dealt with in the following sections.

Significant changes in the philosophical understanding of

matter brought forth by the discovery of the matter of social

life resulted in a problem of cardinal importance, that of a

comprehensive development of philosophical theory on matter.

This required, on the basis of concepts of matter of social
life, undertaking an analysis of nature as objective reali-
ty, taking Into account the latest developments of natural
sciences.

Marx and Engels never lost si^t of the above task after
elaborating a new approach to natter in the 1840b and 1850s.
It was only in the IBVOs and 1880s, however, that they concen-
trated on the elaboration of a conprehenaive philosophical
theory of natter. This was duo to a number of objective cir—
cunatances. Primarily, an urgent historical need for the deve-
lopment of a theory of class struggle of the proletariat
forced Marx and Engels to focus their attention on the deve-
lopment of historical matexi alien; according to Lenin, they
"...applied ~ and showed how to apply — this aane materia-

lism in the sphere of the social sciences..."^ Secondly,

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 536 ,
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this was due to the development of natural science itself.

HevolutionaxT' brealtthroughs in science, which began in 1840s

with the discoveries of the law of conservation and transform

oation of energj, of cell structure of living organisms, etc,

were coogjleted, in relative terms, only in the 1870a. In

1886 Engels pointed out that before that tine "natural

science was still in* that process of violent fermentation

which only durii^ the last fifteen years had reached a clari^

fying, relative conclusion. New scientific data were acquir-

ed to a hitherto unheard-of extent, but the establishing of

interrelation, and thereby the bringing of order into this

chaos of discoveries following closely upon each other's

heels, has only quite recently become possible."^ Since

the 18608 end through their later life, Harx and Engels gave

much attention to the study and philosophical analysis of

developments in natural science, in mechanics, physics, che-

mistry, biology, geology, and mathematics. Eesearch demons-

trated that science, by penetrating the fundamental pT^ceasea

of aatoral environment, revealed the dialectics of nature,

the straggle of opposing forces, tendencies and properties

characteristic of natxiral processes, demonstrated the inter-

relationship and interdependence of natural phenomena; it

demonstrated that nature was characterised by the transition

of quantitative changes into qualitative ones, by the emergen-

ce of the sefc* sad dissppesrsacs ef the e2<J,. by eoergirg possi-^

bilities becoming reality, by the existence of cause-and-ef-

fect relations, etc.

Social processes, the development of social production,

social progress, dess struggle between the proletariat and

the bourgeoisie, revolutionary transformations, are ell mar-

kedly dialectical in nature. At the sane time, Karx and En-

gels foxmd that the mode of thinking, methods of research,

and the onderatonding by scientists of the environment and

of the achievements of science themselves bad remained un-

altered and metaphysical; natural scientists were prone to

treating natural phenomena and proeeaaes in isaXetion, as if

Karl Marx, Frederich Engels, Selected Works in throe

volumes, Vol. 3, p. 351-
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they- vere independeut,. atettc,>unchangeabl©j«iid' inalterable.-.

What-' energed in ccicnce»>EJigelB:pointed;,out,^¥a8 •a.^fconflict;

of'the reeults of. diBCOveryiwithipreconceived.nodeB.of d.;r,'

thinking. '^x-'Wbat.waa.the way;out:ofjthe difficultieBjencounr

tered-hy.the natural : science of’the.'tine afl-.enyieaged by

Engels? 'The'Hay out.>waB:.the;oliBtnationvOf.,thej:basic contra-_j

ditipa-inpeding. farther developBent.ofj8cience,.«i'.©. bring--:

ing the-node-of.fthinking.in’accordanceiwith Jbe^developnentf.’

of-'Mtural'-Bctence itfielf.r.*'JLnd-'here-thereiiB really- no. other

way .out»,’’’.Engels pointed;out,.."no otherjposBibilityxcfoacbie-

ving-clerity,ithan by ,a-rctam,.in one^fom-or anoth©r-,T,XroBt

metaphysical to dtalecticalcthinking, Under >
the .inpact^ofi-?

specific-data provided by. natural-science, iscientiste-'in.iso-

lated oaseB ibeoeme-iaware lof thecneed* forwadepting a dialecti-

cal understanding .ofwthecworldir^i^.’PJ^ceaa,; however, was_-:.'>v:-

diffieulti’-complicated, -and. fraught iwith^extrene contradic-r.^fi

tiona. Engels jrepeatedly;pointed-,out, that' as scieneec^'deve-

loped, - tbe:conflict.tbetween'tbexdlaleetic^t.natxurejofj8cienti-

CiCtdieco-veriesiand >theL,netaphyBieal}way:,ofrithinking .beeane^c

incr8a8inglyv-3acute...i')';'l--f..? lo fJ?
. !Ihe task )0X: a : comprebonBiYe-developnent j ofotbexpbiloso-o

phical theoryj;oX,jnatter--tbu8 becaBe.norec,Bpeclfic:xwhatiya82.;

needed-, waflv a demonatration- of tdialectical-j nature .s of ,
natter,., rsn

-itt,nature;andjin'8ociety,.idevelopnent of a dialectical,.modeic-
• of thinking -and, a denonetration:)Ofrit8-practieal..Bpplication3

in; research..':, '.c >:J rCiltL-j sorSJJi:?
Marx concentrated his efforts on the. elaboration 'pf

dialectics ofmatteriof- social life.'.lncluding the^develop-
nent of labour, .social 'productlon,jand of.-- economic .relations.
of:production..TheiefXort6 --resulted la f four.*volumes of... Capital
CDaa.Kapital-); A Contribution to the Criticue of .roliticalv >,.

Economy and-. other workds. where, 'according to Lenin-,

"Marx.treats the.:eociaV_movementja8:a'procea8 of::.aatural.> ir--

hiBtory!!^,iBubJect not.,only.-to;itsxown.8peclfic eociaX^lawa ir

P, Engels, Anti^Duhringj^p, 55 . c r,.-.,,*.,. ..

P, Engels, Dialectics of Nature, p, 45,

V,i;-Lenin, Coli'ected'Voric8‘,"vbi'^'l‘,-p1- 1661
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tut «lsa to universal laws -of motion of natter. ^In this

sensei I»«nin;points out ^furthen * "econotaic -life constitutes
a phenonenon .analegous ^to the history of evolution” in biolo-

Syi -ptyeics, ^and chemistry, among other fields.^

^gels concentrated primarily on the study, of dialectics

of nature and^,of, dialectical essence of, na”^ral. science. In

the process, Mai^ and Engels, treated society and nature solely

as different forms of the single objectively eaisting natter,

rather .than^ as two .separate, subjeeta for study.. Thus, they sys*

tenatically ^compared, and verified the results .of
.

their rese-

arch, They were also .engaged in. a .struggle again t various

kinds .of, idealistic .and netaphyaical doctrines.. 2^e process
.

resulted .in ^gela*. Anti-DUhring , several se^ctions of which

were, written by.Marx.^
^ > '

'» a •

..Engels approached -a general dialectical materialist defi-.

nition of. the concept ,of matter by revealing .the dialectics

of development. .of individual _ forms of..natter, studying their
^

inte^elationships and .movement from, .inferior forms^ to superi-

or ones'*,
^
by analysing .the basic, laws of„dialectic8 operating

.

in native, etc. Outstanding scientific, philosophical and

methodolo^cal .restate were .attained. ,^ne of them are des-
,

cribed further on. Engels*^ .basic s^dy of problems^ of .natter,^

Dialectics of Rature « »nf«'rtimfltAiy^ was^rOot completed.^ Tine

prevented the -founders of .Marxism .from elaborating a complete
.

di^ectical and materialistic definition of the concept of

.

matter.,.
,, , . .

“
,

. The .work was carried on by V.I. LeMn.
, < . ,

. ,

, The .conflict between the nature of scientific discoveri-
es ^d the predominant mode of thinking, pointed out by Engels,

was very rapidly aggravating as natural science developed -

tl^oughout the second half of the,19th centu^; by the late
,

I8OO0 and early 19^s it became most -acute. Lenin described
the ensuing situation as, a crisis of methodological basis of
natural science. To ..understand the nature of the crisis and.
of Lenin's anilysis .of .the ..ensuing, situation in natural scien-
ce, one has to take into account .two aspects: a) the under-

V.I, Lenin, Collected Vorks, Vol,' 1, p- 167.
'

2 .
E. Engels*. Llaloctlca of Wature remained a manuscript -

until its first pablicatlon in the USSi? in 1925.
'
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Btandlng of natter by the Boientiots of the late 19th centu-

ry, and h) the philoaophical neaning of aclentiflc dlacover-

iea made in the late 19th and early aoth centuries.

The dialectical oaterialist

DeTelopaent of the Approach approach to natter in the

to Matter from the Viewpoint procees of elaboration hj

of Natural Science Marx and Engela woe well

known to working class acti-

vists and Conmunists, eonradee-in-arns of the founders of

llarxiBa* The bulk of natural scientists, however, were

not aware of dialectics and maintained the position of old

pre-Marxian metaphysical oaterialian. Under the influence

of scientific tradition going back to Newton and others they

considered matter to be everything which consisted of further

indivisible atoms subject to the laws of mechanical movement.

They identified matter with substance. They held the position

of mechanism, i.e. attempted to explain ell processes they

studied by the lavs of mechanics, as they held that ozily the

laws of mechanics governed the world. And since the laws of

mechanics and properties of atoms seemed already basically
established, scientific cognition of the world seemed appro-
aching its end and nearing cosq)letion.

Academician Igor Tamm wrote, ”By the end of the last cen-
tury, a measure of complacency end smugness was felt among
physicists} the dominant opinion was that the basic physical
laws had already been discovered, and what remained were fini-
shing touches, albeit significant but still within the frame-
work of lLrKd.y established foundations. This was the meaning
of a statement made by William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), an out-
standing physicist, in a speech made at the turn of the
century. He did mention, though, that two clouds still obscur-
ed the otherwise clear and uneventful physical horizon, one
related to the Michelson experiment, and the other to the
so-called ultraviolet clash occurring in an examination of
the heat balance between substance and radiation. The first
‘cloud' was to evolve into the theory of relativity, and the

latter into the quantum theory."^

I. Te. Tamm, "A.Eiastein and Modern Physics”, in Einstein
in Sovrenennaya yizika,Moocow, 1956, pp.87-88 (in Kussian).
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This complacency and the conviction that all the basic

laws of the world were already known and that rfche mission of

science was approaching its completion, were .followed by one

scientific discovery after another which shattered all the

dominant notions of matter, its laws and the process of

cognition.

Some of these discoveries a described below.

In the late 1860s and early lS70s British physicist

Maxwell (1851-1879) obtained a theoretical justification of

the unity of electrical and magnetic phenomena and discover-

ed the electromagnetic field as a separate, distinct from

substance, state of matter. In an appraisal of the discovery,

A. Einstein said that a great breakthrough had been achieved

there which would always be associated with the names of

Faraday, Maxwell, and Hertz- The lion's share of credit for

the revolution was due to Maxwell. After Maxwell, physical

reality was thou^t of in the form of continuous fields not

subject to a mechanical explanation. This change of the con

eept of reality, he continued, was the most profound and frui-

tful of those experienced by physics since Newton, It became

clear, Einstein remarked elsewhere, that we |eal with two

realities, that of matter and that of field.

The existence of a non-material state of natter was also

proved by the discovery of rays named after Wilhelm Eonrad

Eoentgen (18^5-1925), the German physicist (Roentgen rays,

better known as X-rays), by the discovery of radioactivity by

Eklodowska-Curie (1867-195^)* etc-

In 1897, British physicist Joseph John Thomson (185&-

-1940) in the famous Cavendish Laboratory split the atom and

discovered its component part, the electron. It was also found

out that the electron does not have o permanent mass, as

opposed to classical physical objects.

In 1900, Gorman physicist Max Planck (185S-1947) dis-

covered the quantum, the elemental unit of enoi^nr. This dlo

See A. Einstein, Collected Scientific Works, Vol. 4,

, P* 138.
A. Einstein, L. Infeld, ETolotsiya Plzlki (The Evolution of

Physics), MoBcov-Lonlngrad, 1948, p. 221 (Russ. ed.).
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covoryiialonef*itli'tlie~dlocovery oflthoEeloctroniroiBniflod

tlie pen6tratloiiEoI.ihaEBtnla>owledEe..iiito the .mlerocosajend , ,T.i

wae^atctlxe^origilis^of.'qttantTioiInechanlfcBsrrhiono-icr-T*’ I'c.:

-in i905''iLlberttEiJiBteinT(ia79*l955)‘-liaB'dt3coTereaxan-^I:)-j

eleoentary>-partlclo'IofE:lig3at:i-'phot:on;.‘aiiaihOBJwol'ked.*DUt'flr>l.

special theory of relativity which has shown a whole. Bpectrano

of new ohjectWe'.'lawsrof.«the world*T''Voonxt To c>:->(v'3

TheitotalitynofltheeeVdlscdveriBs.-’waBJefiliedrbyf/V.II Le-

ninltheolateBti revolnti6n^in^nata^^ll^Acienefe';''•’It 'hbaibeCOaex'.M

theiconcltiBibmof.'theTachioveBients bf'r science.'whichroccdixedc !

in the^duratiCniOf the second’-halfjdfitheil9th' century, add

hasT given"'at >thelaane-:\tlae 4the''start £to--a*'qttalitativ9lyrnew?iJ?

stage:>of:jBcientific knowledBencharacteristicjof ithoc20th'' :H .i

century* o'jtirn or;? 'iiiv J*'S lv,-!-'. vif.icM floi-i’r 'I'r'ritZ

-!• Tbejhaslctphiloaophicrsignificance'Tof ,thej:reYOlutioaf;tTif*>''.’

conslsta-* in,-*ilieifect'ithat'vlt.resultodrin jthe.rsolution 'of <• thexi

;

oaionconflict'tofiinatural't science ^pointedr'at,';'byc Engels. vITher'^'t

nev'diecoveriesshave panlfested'-.inrthe eyes';of:<scientlBts'.tbe-'

dialectics dfcBature-andjthet>proce8B-:of~cognitloni rhave*:de«q’'!>

baaed'^andlunrooted ’the-'^old-^notions.^of'’ natteroand the itaetaphyS'i

ical aode'rofi-'thlnklng.'Sbey, have^ demonstrated.that^the 'matter)

is not only a substanceibnt a^field^ thatr.the ^substance 'and'^j':

thelfield are.*the?.two /'oppsites'.the-interaction-of ^whlchifT
conditions the^exietence of-,ther.oultiple*jvariety ofimaterial n*

phenomena andtprocessesv ithat matter iBjDotsoaly^tho^Baoro- •>r‘;

coBn^directlyiobserved-rbyfUStbut.-ia tticroco8m,'/ruledt by*! 'i'..'

'

totally different, non-nechattioaljleVBi-They^hBVej’manifested

that-theiquantitativeoaltqrattott :of ivelocityiof-ob^ects,'!
brings-aboutsqualitative jcbangss ^inf.thei obiectsitheaselvesi
their masB growsj there,:.appears the. unit7.:ofrtBpaceiandrti!ae j t-

the spatialrand temporal charaoteriatice ofTObaectsc'changej.^rc'
their motion becomes subjectt-tdraldifferenti typerof laws, d..-<rrq'-

the laws of .'rel0tlvit7'..and^8tatloqii.that'ithe-compositioniof
matter 8hQOld/not,>be';redacedji.to ’atoms, •^etc.<IMJ^:,•r'^) i>ri:* L'“ i^vrr

Ihe revolution in natural science has also demonstrated'”
that the'process'' o'f'''cogtdtlon'it8Qlf 'is ^ subject ^to

'
qualitati-

ve changea,

procesB^i''^'

it goes over to a now level and is a dialectical -
J j.y<' *>\^n Jrli'vo .u . >

..•m; I {'.» .<-£ . t** ".r j'- , '1 • /
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All this, however, -has not booh understood at once by

the hoinntists of the lateBth and early

oetaphyslcal tfay df thinking was too strong. e

Ties (were -misinterpreted. The overwhelning nadority o

scientists looked npon then as the destruction of

denouncing df naterialisn and as the proo o

science is incapable of getting true .knowledg^

French physrcist L. Houllevigue. in hrs book

of the Screncea (1908). entitles h^ chapter on *^0 ney^^

theories of natter "Does Matter Exist?" e

situation
denaterxalises.... natter disappears". A

"f ^ ““f
took place ,xn science. "The essence of crisis in

sics consists in the break-down of the old lews “d ba^c
^

princxples, in the rejectxon of an
<

outside the nxnd, that xs. xn^the .replacenent of ‘

by idealxsn and agnostxcisn. "
^ ^

< Sue to this crisis’ the doctrx-

"» ne of Austrxan physicist and

philosopher fernst Mach", enpi-

Txocrxticisn’, or Machxso
^

" became widespread anong soxen-

'2 ^ *1 X ,
rtJ

Lenxn" s "OrilTicisn 'of

Machxsn and Ei^xrxo-

critlcism
ft

t

J

tlStSe

Machxsn xs a subje'ctxye
t"rt^’'eieXLtf the

tes sensations vhxcli he cdnsxdere
reality-

''

vorld for*mWr.Bl ohyects^ari'd

"Hot the things (bodies),'" hb held, ° arasations) are

pressures, *aces. tines (what - to
the real elements of the world.

a-nrioBrs to be

Mach, are complexes of sensations^, matter also
p^^^^

something secondary^ a derivative of sensa °
I'Hather-,

matter is -not wha^ x's primarily given,
^ certain

'

what ia -primarily given are the elements ("Mch in

familiar relation are designated aa aensatlons; .

3 .

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. Id, 258

tjuoted In V.I. Lenin, Collected Works Vol. Id, p. AO.

Ibid., p. 45
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coveryi'ial6ngIwitli'’the''dl8oovery of 'theoelectroniraignifled

the''penetratioritoff’hu0atiikiiowledBe.-.into the,-iaicrocoeiajand ^ ,.*f i

was-iatcthe^origitis’of •quantunlBechanlfcosci.'.onn'i.-j.T': re.:! scayJ-or.

.In i905’--AlbertLiEin8teini(lS79*1955)‘'lid8''discovereatan-jD^

eleneatary^partlcle'IoXJ light ji--phot;onpand lhaajvorkedJoutiapL

special theory of relativity which has shown a whole. spactruoo

of new o'b;Jecti'^e'^law8i:'Of«the worldiT''Voor‘i£> nfont "Jr

Iheitotalityaofi'theBe'Cdiscdverieer.wes.rcfillodlbycfV.II Le-

nin^thecjiateStxrevolatibn'iin'ildtariilrSciencfe.'VIt-hbSJbeCdne-’^jN

the7Conclfi8ibn.-.o£'.theTachieTBaent8 bfrjscience^whichroccilirredrf

'

in theiduratibniof the .flecond'^half^Jdfithe^l9th centuryi add l'>

hasrgiven* at.'the'i eanc - tioe.jthe*'start ito-ia-qualitativplyrnewdui’

stagei'Ofi^ecientific knowladge-^characteristiciof^theriEOth'Tri ./

century; ori“ •li'*' b‘*Joioef ct? t’-i oj;?cr,' f.'clr.'-r 'I'f.ilt

aoThejbasictphiloaopbicr ffignificance':of..the/revolutioa‘jBi '"i*

consists’ in-ttheifoctMthat'vit. resultedrln-jthej solution fof•••then
‘

ma^or jconflict-jofjinatural'tscience-^pointedrBt/ibyr Engels, vlheii *'-
'5

newrdiscoverleashaya manifestedo.inithe eyesnof'.scientiets'.the-

dialectlC8'.ofcnature'^and')ther.proce88-iOfccognition; ihave;de-qRo

bB8ed'<endl\inrootedtthe'TOld'>notioD8 .;of<'natter 'and the.ioetaphys4

leal oode ^of.^thlnking. ?!rhey, have .deoonstrated.i that itheHeatter

^

is not only a cubstance:but a''.field% that- thek'substance •-andn

thelfield arerthejtwo^oppBitesf.thc-interaction'^ofcwhichJt

conditions therfexistence ofothe-voultiple-.variety of^naterial rq

phenonena and 'processes ^ ithet natter l 8 :tnot^onlyjthe;Dacro~'>rLi

coeni-directlyiOb8erved-;b7fua}but:'a Bicrocosn^yruled.tby;; rs

totally different, non-mechanioal .laws^-They.'havej'Oanifested '

;

thet~the;quantitative»'eltexabion-.of ivelocityjoJJ.ob^ectB.*!

brings:.aboutcqualitetivojchenBe8:iinf.the.iOb3ecta':themaelveBi -

their nass grows^ tbereoappears thenunitynofospace/and-jtimei
the spatial' and 'tenporal cbaraoteristics of-;ob 4]ect8 ;{change,.h’r

their motion becomes subJect.-tOf ajdifferentstyperof laws, h t-;'".

the laws Of ;relativit7 '.and't8tatio04 othat;,the*coBpoDition'of

natten should/.not- be';redacedjto atoms, .letc , , im jjfAMp -.fj:* I--.

:

The revolution in natural ecience has also demonstrated
^

that the^process'^o'f 'eog^tion' Itself"is ^subject 'to' qualitati-
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.however.- hoe -rot been underwood

the -.neientiste of .the- late Bth ^^"^"iecove-
'

neteph7Bicel,.WBy .Of -thinhins was rtoo -strong.

ries'weren.i'Blnterpreted..,d!he
.overwheloing najori y

scientists Xoohed n,pon then .as the °
, „

denouncins.of .nateriallsn.and-,as-.-the proof
f „

French physicist L. Houllevigue. in hts booh^2^
of.tH..Scien

^.(190a)p-entmes^^s-.haptbr.^nth^nev.

the-ori-es of natter -'IDoes .Matter -E ?,

. ^ ^
denaterisiises ^f/^oitSs .in .nodern phy--
took place, (in science. .-The essenc

,

Sics,consists ^n- the -break-down -of-

principles.,Jin
°th^ .iepLcenent .of, naterialisn-.

outside .the. :iiiind-v£.'fchat 'is,
';r b

by ideali‘sa;aQd :cgQflsticisQ«." ^ ‘ ‘
,

-to’tSaa crisis the doctrx-j

„ Ve 'oV'AusVrian pliysioiet';®°'^

= -I. .-^Mlo'sopber iinSt Msch-. -enpi^--;^

Hachisn-^ E^x^o-^
-^--..-.r ^•ocriticisri;-orMachiBn

tistsV •
. . , ,,r~...ii-.'f.n'na'"Mach silbstitu-

Machish' is j L- elVnehts 'of the

te-s "s'enaati-dh's'"wiiioh' he' conoidered "

vorl'd-'fod<dVerfti-obYe'cts-^ia: bodies^

"HoV'the ^things' (bodies) .""'-he heid, u
.g^jig-yjiohBT ire'

preB'suVebf''*abe'B._ -tines' (»bat w|
g-ooVr'ding ’to

the real elements of the wrl • ... • . ‘lin’ '’ann'^ars to* be

Mabh.= aie^^^es of -sensations, natter

son^etbing- sVc-ondaiy-'e de&VitlVe- of

natter i'siTbf what -ra -p'rinaril^y
a c-erTain-

-
what -ia -iirih'arlly’ given' are the elene^ (whroh in

_

.

familTar ‘relation 'are^ de'sle^ted as sensa
^ ^ ^

V.I. Lenin. Collected Uorka, Vol. W. P- ^SS-
-

'

2- ^oted' ii-Vif. Leiiin'. Collected Works.. Vol. l , •
,

Ibid., p. as
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Machista was quite popular aoong scientiata. Prooinent

French phyaicist and mathematician Henri Poincare alao point-

ed out that things are "groups of Bensationa". Albert Einat^

also adhered to Mach's point of view, though later eubiect-

ed his doctrine to critical analyais. He wrote that in his

young years he was highly le^reaaed by Mach* a epistemological

proposition which then appeared to him fallacioua in some

of ita essential eapeeta.

In the early 20th century empiriocriticism became wide-

spread both among natural scientists and humanitarian intelli-

gentsia and also among a certain part of activists of the

workers' movement. This was due primarily to the reaction in

the field of ideology which had its way after the defeat of

the Bevolution in 1905 . Thoae who previously aasociated with

Marxism or were not Its ardent supporters considered the

defeat of the revolution a refutation of Marx's doctrine, a

proof of it being obsolete. It seemed to them, that Machism

was corroborated by the data of natural science and was the

highest stage oJ the development of philosophic thought. They

began to substitute Machism for Marxism, trying to prove, as

Lenin said "that Machism is coaq^atible with the historical
materialism".2 In these conditions the most active were the
reviaioniats Karl Kautslcy, Eduard Bernstein and others.

Thus, a dangerous situation in natural science, philoso-
phy, and workers' movement occurred at the turn of the 20th
century. The lack of correct dialectical materialist generali-
sation ol the discoveries ol natural science threatened the
very foundations of the Marxist world outlook.

The party of the working class faced the historical nece-
ssity to make an analysis of scientific achievements from the
standpoint of dialectical materiallam, to defeat eopiriocriti-
cism as a new trend of bourgeois philosophy, to BubjJect to
criticism various attempts to revise Marxism, to defend and
further develop dialectical and historical materialism in
conformity with scientific achievements and revolutionary

See A. Einstein, "Creative Autobiography", in Einstein i
govremenneya Flzika, p.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorks, 7ol. la, p, 51a.
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practice. In eaacnce. this ncant an urgent practical need

for further elaboration of the doctrine of dialectical na

rlalian on natter, the doctrine Harx and Engels were no

““ r.";. w ...1. i. »*.

rio-Criticiso published in 1909-
.

IT^ound analysis of the situation f
^

sophy and the theory of revolution nanifested

fact that the key problen was the concept of

critical eituation in acicnce.the conversion of the nadcrity

of scientists fron naterialisn to idealisn were due to the

fact that the scientists identified natter with

ccncrete notion of its conpoeition. they looked

cal laws as absolutely true and Unit ad their

Of natter only by substance. Being unable Brasp th^essen

ce of new phenonens they understood then as

natter, -hatter disappears' neans that the ^
which we have hitherto known natter disappears

,

knowledge is P®“*”'=^“S aeepe^ properties

likewise disappearing which formerly
rd.ative

le, and prinary ... and which are now p®''®®

natter."’' Science
and characteristic only of certain s a

66^^^ parti-
have demonstrated that atom is not

R>,ould he
cle. But this does not nean that after this natter“
reduced to electrons, photons or quanta

"The electron is aS inexhaustible as the ®

infinite... Scientists looked upon
the

absolute ones, considered them applicable o
tic

world, to natter as a whole. However, when

processes subjected to different laws were

came to the conclusion that there were no
,,

world. Arguing with such outlooks Lenin

matter in motion, we reply, and the laws of s "

reflected by mechanics in the case of modera e v
^tles?

by the electromagnetic theory in the case of grea

V.l. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. Ih, P- 260

Ibid., p. 262.

Ibid., p. 281.
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But his doesn't neon that matter is litilted only by those

two states — substance and -Blectronagnetic field. Science r

will yet discover many phenomena, processes, and properties

which will be contrary to the eBtablished ideas and will seen

strange. _ButJ;hi8_cannot mean that natter disappears ords

the result of our imagination, "Humim reason, "J Lenin, stated*

"has discovered many amazing things in jiature and will dis-

cover still more, and will-' thereby increase its power over r

nature. But this does not mean that nature is the creation of

our mind Of -of, abstract mind."^ Not once Lenin referred to i

Marx and Engels showing that "the destructibility of the ^

atom, its inexhaustibility, the mutability of all forms of

matter and of^its motion, have always been the stronghold nr

of dialectical materlaliam.^^ And modem science corrobora- r-

tea toe correctness of dialectical materialism, the doctrine

of Harac and Engels of the diealectical character of matterwa '

By continuing to develop the conception of Marx and Eng^s
on matter knovfn tojhim and summing up the scientific achieve-

ments of the early 20th century, Lenia gave a< complete dialec-

tic-materialist definition of the notion of matter 'Matter '

is a philoaophical category denoting the objective reality «

which is givenrto man by hta sensations, and whidiis copied,^'

photographed and reflected by our sensations, while h existing-

r

independently ofj then, ^ cl ^

This definition is the generalisation of the historical-
ly protracted development cjf materialist philosophy studying^'’

matter. It contains the following major principles. Eirst of t

®11» Lenin points out that matter is a philosophical category
denoting the entire objective reality. This part of Lenin's >

definition is the direct elaboration of the principle worked c;

out by Engels in Ihaleotlos of Hatare - natter is abstracti^
on. ^Ve leave out of account the qualitative differences of
things in lumping then together as corporeally existing things

-> j J j

" r ^

7.1. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, pp. 281-282. —

Ibid., p. 2B1. ''

5* Ibid., p. 130
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under tte ceneopt Batter.’ -Hence -natter 'ae '-each, • an dirtxnct

fren^deflnite.oilating piecea of Batter,-

eenaueualy'exiatins.'’^’ Katter/ia-a'seneral

be -reduoed-to'.thia dr thafepoeificnaniXestation oX natter,,

to atons, -el'ectrdnav dtc. Eneolo painted. out
: --rWhdn.na^ral^--

science -directa -its -'eXXorta 'to seeking out^uniXom natter-aa

aucH/-fdrre-ducinB<lualitative.diXXerencea.^to-nerely^q^tr-_

tative 'diXXere-ncea in-conblnl«g identical’ anall’eat-p^i -

les,-‘it is- doing ^tlIe-'aa'nd-'tnine:-aa-denandinB>to ^e
,

as BUcb’;itf8tead'’'oX-oh'errieB,‘"pearB,'.'opples.v; °
^

.

eauaes”-dX -'tbe driaie in "natural'. science was e ®
' ntidii

acienti-Bts "reduced, ibe

of natter 'td'<necKBnical’-ndt'io'n,l etc.
.T.o..ien-

Lenin = aunned.'-up’ tbe ’-rateBt ’acbievenenta’ dX-n^^^

ce info''t[nit'ed ’pbiida'dpbical''’cateEOi7 of na

ve reality-. ^maborating-'tbd'docti^ine -dX -Harr -and

alad’i'nclu'dea' natteV'oX aodial neing^

rialism' in'-general- 'recogniaea -obdectiveiy.

aa independent of tbe consciousnesa, Bensatio ’ ' ^ ’

etc.o,-' 'of liuiiia'nlty'.-'HiBtoi'i’cal-'oaterialien
‘-reeogn se

j j

being 'aa'ihdependent ’’of 'dhe 'ao'oi'al- 'cbna-oiouaneB
. .^^3

-

tyvei.iehiu'n "pbil’oabpbibW' deiinitidn /of

-

ebVolute'-proper'tiea',^ tbe-'ideae
* n<-° ere- -’,.r.ns

ofi the- ecientifiC'-ttieory '.cTf rfoT/Iu
^aAbother p’dint-bf’I.e-nin's'phiT'oBophical-

natter'’ ia-’tbe •'indlcafib’n’ito tb'e' bogni^ility o -
’
-g, ,5

the’Ifact* tii'af'-natter'is 'refiobtea- by ' our -sensa
^ Vas'-vfid'e-

prinbiple'‘ia’'dinbbtiyl'aioea'’aBainot agnoetic ro
^ ^ Ui-i '<me

ly apWad 'andng' eci-entlste’’aae-to ’tbe-'crisia.in

scientiste who considered claeoical

and all basic laws of matter,tao^, went,_,,imdor-
_

tbe avalanche o'f' new' discoVerie's, to another

the enbrace of agnosticisn which denied the capa^

'’1 -C. .^^Pj ..-Jj’-iel jrinrc.'io.-''! e-zzo: v-h •
- -

^

\\ ?rea«i'ClcEngelB',.'nial’ebtics'- o’r"Hature,’ p".- 255.-^_
^

V^i^'ienin^^Oollected Works, TolV Id, p. 521- .
..

..
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to cognise the world, to get objectively true knowledge

about it. Mach declared that the basic task of science is

the research of the laws of connection between sensations
and ideas^, the analysis of conbination of sensations. Heo-
Kantianiam becaoe popular in science and philosophy, a

subjective idealist trend the advocates of which strived to
revive Kant's doctrine and to interpret the now scientific
achioveoents in the spirit of Kantian agnosticisia. Lenin
explained the causes of popularity of Neo-Kantianisn. "The
great succeBaes achieved by natural science, the approach
to elements of matter so homogeneous and simple that their
laws of motion can be treated mathematically, caused the
mathematicians to overlook natter 'Matter disappears',
only equations remain. At a new stage of development and
apparently in a new manner, we get the old Kantian idea:
eason preacribes laws to nature. The founder of Marburg

sc ool of Neo-Kantianism Herman Cohen (18^2-1918) asaertsds
— thinking . Thinking should not have another

source but itself."*

representative of the school Ernst C. Kasslrer

conc^tlcna created and toated by nathanatlea. Oritlclalns

diaappaared and

an ldoBi°
°°° according to KaaBlrer, natter ia

Bjdet
'"®’' aeli, -where the equatione

tionl’-ie
"

k
”“*‘'a''atloal equotions Can ideal conoep-

ticulflPiv^ ® function of that par-

ir the hue°°”b^°!'
-faegment or matter called the human brain.

an rain eniate then natter has not diaappeared.

1

2

5

4

5

T.l. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 40.
Ibid., p. 3oa.

Coben, Logik der zeinen Erkenntnle, Berlin, 1922, B. 15-

Caiinltion and Eoality, Colleotod Artlolea,1912. P. 222 (Euss. ed.).
.1. Lenin, Collected Worka. Vol. 14, p. 228.
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Tho Concept of Hatter

Elaborated by Lenin

Lenin ahowed that cognition

is directed at the discovery

of laws of objectively exist-

ing matter. The process of cognition is infinite, because

nature is inexhaustible, infinite in tine and space, is in

the state of constant mutability, development, it forms nev

lavs, properties, processes which are a nev object for cogni-

his definition of matter Lenin overcomes the drawback

that existed in the definition of matter given by Oher^shevs-

ky. Lenin underlines that matter is principally accessible

for human sense organs to percept its properties and laws.

Another major point of the Lenin's philosophical doctrine

on matter is the indication to the objectiveness of matter,

to its existence apart and independently of our sensations.

Eliminating the drawback of the definition of

in The Rvntem of ITature by Holbach, Lenin refutes

idealism, empiriocriticism, which saw matter ««

of sensations. Criticising subjective idealxsm

question which, as he points out, "is the most

Hach's philosophy" ~ "if nature existed before

has shown that the point of view o^achism is

to the basic principles of natural^nce

Earth existed- in such a state when there was no living c^ at

re whatsoever and could not exist, and hence there exxsted no

Benaii^s matter, no combinatioaB of seneations. Ma
,

primary, and thought, oonsoiousness, sensation are pro

of a very high development. Such is the mater n
cmhRcri-

of knowledge, to which natural science instinctively ~

bes,"l Lenin said. As if to corroborate these words

in the same 1908 when Haterialism and Empirio- n

being written. Hex Planck, a great natural scientrst put

sane question when lie attacked Machisn in his so ca

Leiden Report: "Is the physical picture of the wor e

I7 more or less arbitrary creation of our spirit, or

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works. Vol. Ih, p. 75.
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to TQCoenise ithat it teflecte real, independent frqo it-

processes of nature? Speaking in more specific terms: oust we

prudently maintain *bat the principle of conservation of ener-

gy operated in nature as far- back as whentnotja single nan^^

could think, of It, or that celestial bodies .would joove accord-

ing to the law ,oft gravitation even /then ^when our Earth with

ell its inhabitants tbecomes rubbles?"*^ Katurally, Planck un-^

reservedly gave a positive answer to the question thus speak—

ine\from the standpoint of t^etertallsm against Kach.^ ul

Lenin's definition of matter is of great methodological

valuew It da of great importance <foc the ecienti-

fio 'World outlooko<for, the defence of materialism and struggle

against idealism <and otheitranti-scientifio conceptions,- for

working out- scientific principles to -serve the -basis for fur-

ther development of science, instead of jnaking known truth ^

absolute f fortroader perception of the new. "Ihe J>elief in^.

the existence of*the outside world not depending on the per-^

ceiving subject," wrote vEinatein, ."is the basis .of> the natural

science as la whole ..s ournotions of the physical reality ic
can never^be i-ultimate.i We should ^always be prepared to, change
the notions. True scientists tin the course^of their- a^es_e^arch

knowingly ,rrand often unknowingly, were, and are ^ided by the^

principles (Of dialectical materialism. Here we offered t^exao^l-

- es of Max Planck and ^Albert .Einstein, the outstanding scient-
dsts Qf the 20th ccentury. ?3iey were not* oonsclous supporters
of dialectical materialism? /even JLess ..so of Lenin '.a doctrine-
However, sunder the influence of .scientific data, /discovering
objective dialectics of nature, they inecessanlyubad^-to think
materialistically and dialectically, ana,_when defending sci-
ence,’^ to fight idealism/ and ognoaticiamf All /this but corrobo-
rates t;he correctness of dialectical materiBl-lsa and thejfruit-
fulnesa ,of 'the doctrine on matter worked out by^Marxr Angela
and Lenini • i ^ ca ir].,

" * ^ t * " it. 1* ”
1 1- f)-

1 j ' C ,
'' I ^ ! [Trtr,.. —

r

Max Planck and Phlloaophr, Moscow, 1965, pp, 19-20 (Hues.*

ed.),

A. Einstein, CollectioncOf .Scientific Works, Vol, 4,
*"

Moscow, 1966, p. 15& (Euss. ed.).
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The dialectical materteliat theory of matter elabora-

ted by Lenin laid the theoretical foundation for correct

understanding of the progress of modern physics. Thus it is

accepted in nuclear physics that modern doctrine on the struc

ture of physical reality is concerned not with immutable

structural elements of matter, but with their interrelations

and transformations, revealing their properties and structu

re and relative stability.

"The^Bhift in^e ratio of the objective and the subjec-

tive in the methods of research does not cancel the principle

of independence of object from subject cognising it. Lenin's

criticism of physical idealism fully preserves its inportance

at present.

Lenin's philosophic doctrine on matter, its basic prin

ciple that "the sole 'property' of matter with whose recogni-

tion philooophioal materialism is bound up is the property

of being an ob.lective reality , of existing outside the mind

have greatly influenced the progress of the philosophy of dia

lectical materialism all over the world.

By fighting against indeterminism and idealistic inter

pretations of the achievements of modern science, physics in

particular, Marxist philosophers defend dialectjxal and mate-

^alist understanding of matter.

Materialist philosophy in the

Motion is the Mode of run of its centuries-old

Existence of Matter history always included the

concept of motion of matter m
its doctrine of matter. Philosophers of ancient India, China^

Greece and Home repeatedly expressed the idea of the unity

matter and notion, of the motion being a proper^ of matter.

However, these general principles needed to be specifical^
^

aubstantiated, the nature of motion itself was to be re

ia all its details, and all this could he done only on the

boBto of utilisation of the achievements of concrete na ura

nclenceo. Hapid progress of natural science capable of

1 .

Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. l^t PP«-
260-261.
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reeearchiiiE thejroceBses of motion in nature bcgon only In

the late 16th and early 17th century. Thia period saw a par-

ticulorly great progress of oechanice, the science of the

spatial motion of bodies. This was due to the need of the

developing capitalist node of production in various machi-

nery » in the first place. Secondly « due to the fact that

out of all forms of motion, mechanical notion was the moat

accessible for research, for it con be observed. The prog-

ress of mechanics influenced natural science and materialist

philosophy greatly. Heehantsn . the notion that there is only

mechanical notion in the world and all changes observed in

nature should be considered as forms of mechanical motion,

became wldeepread throughout science.

The whole of pre-Marxian naterialism professed philoso-

phical mechanism. Apsrt from one-sided es^lanation of natural

changes, mechanistic materialism had a major fault which in-

evitably led materialist philosophy to idealism and religion.

This fault appeared with the attempts to explain the source

of motion, the initial cause of the cbsnges observed in natu-
re. It is known that according to the laws of mechanics in
order to bring a body out of state of rest or out of steady
straightforward motion there should be an external impulse.

While natural scientlsta and philosophers speculated
about the source of motion of bodies and systems taken sepa-
rately even on the scale of Solar System they stood on the
grounds of materialism. However, when scientists, philoscphers
in particular, raised the question of the source and cause of
motion of matter as a whole and not of its systems taken
separately, then, in accordance with mechanical laws, they had
to look for a certain external, 'immaterial, force, if not act-
ing constantly then at least having given the initial icgjulse

to matter. This led directly to idealism and religion. Accord-
ing to this notion there should exist a preternatural "watch-
maker" who had wound up the world clock-work mechanism which
now moves according to mechanical laws. The concept of origi-

nal source given to the nature by God was evolved by Descar-

tes. In his Treatise on Light ho wrote that at the very first

moment of creation God laid down the rule that some parts of

matter move in one direction and other parts in another, that

a2



some move quickly and others slowly, so that motion occurred

in accordance with natural laws.^ By the motion of bodies in

different directions Descartes attempted to explain the hypo-

thetical whirling motion of particles of which, as he thought,

all material bodies were formed*

Materialist philosphers of the following generations

fought against the concept of Initial in5>ulse trying to dis-

cover material original causes, to explain the motion of

matter without involving immaterial forces. The greatest advan-

ces in this direction were made by French materialists of the

18th century. They asserted that motion is an atribute of

matter, its intrinsic property, "intimate" force of natter

as Diderot said. Holbach wrote in his System of Nature that

"motion is a mode of existence following in a necessary way

from the essence of matter."

However, French naterialiats as well as other materialists

of the pre-Marxian period were not able to make more than sim-

ple assertion of correct ideas. They did not have enough

natural data to substantiate their ideas. Due to this reason,

their position in the struggle against idealism and religion

was not strong enough. Being basically mechanists they often

came close to the concept of the initial iopulse end unscienti-

fic assertions. Thus Jean Robinet (1735-1S20) trying to prove

that matter has internal activity came to the conclusion that

all matter is alive, consists of tiniest living creatures, in

other words he came to hylozoisn — a philosophical doctrine

that matter is inseparable from life, which is property of

natter.

An important step forward was made by Bussian materialist

philosophy as compared to French materialists. In the defini-

tion of matter made by Chernyshevsky and quoted above, it is

said that natter has the qualities which are manifested as

forces whose way of actlHty are the laws of nature, Chemy-
ohevsky also said elsewherej "The laws of _aature is nature

Bee R. Descartes, Selected Works,, Moscow, 1950, p. 195«
(Ruae. ed.).
P. Holbach, The System of Kature, 19^0, p» 18.



itself examined from the point of view of its activity," Bo

here the unity of matter and notion and ita laws ia logically

proved* However, to substantiate this scientifically facts

of science and new diacoveriee were needed*

Buell diacoveries were made in the middle of the l9th cen-

tury* Belying upon them Marx and Engels have accomplished a

revolution in the philosophical doctrine of the notion of

natter*

One of the new achievements of science was first of all

the discovery by Marx and Engels of natter of social life the

study of which tmeovered the internal source of its notion,

interaction of internally united opposites within material

production itself. Bach opposites are production and consump-

tion. Marx said: "Production is consumption and eonsns^tion

is production."^ Production stinulates with the consumer a sew

requirement, which stimulates the development of production*

The interaction of production and consumption is the internal

source of the development of social matter and the deepest

cause of social progress*

The interpretation of social production as social matter,

ee a epeclel state of matter in general and the unfolding of
the fact that the interaction of such natter, of social proituc-

tion and nature causes chemges both ia production and the natu-
re involved ia production, brought about the conclusion that
the interaction of various states end forms of natter is the
source of its notion. All this also proved that apart from
mechanical there are other laws, and eocial laws are among
thenu

These conceptions of Marx and Engels were corroborated
and further evolved by the analysis of great discoveries of

(^he 19th century: the lew of conservation and transformation
nf ener^, cellvdar structure of living organisms, Charles
Darwin's evolution theory^

N. Chemyshevsky, Collected Works, Vol. 10, Moscow, 1951,

p. 988 (in Busaian).

Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Crituque of Political

Economy, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1977, p* 198.
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The iaportance of these discoveries for the philosophic

doctrine of the notion of natter consisted in the following.

!rhe discovezy of the law of conservation and transforna-

tion of energy manifested that, firstly, in the world there

acts the principle of preservation of force; motion and ener-

gy do not disappear and do not originate from nothing. Conse-

quently, the input of energy, the impulse to nature from out-

side is impossible in principle, it contradicts to the laws

of nature; secondly, it was proved that there existed a vari-

ety of types and forms of energy, and, consequently, a varie-

ty of forms of the motion of matter and not only mechanical

motion as it was thought before; thirdly, the source of the

motion of matter, the basis of the existence of energy is the

interaction of the forms of motion of matter themselves, the

conversion of one form of enei^y Into another.

The discovery of the cellular structure of living orga-

nisms has manifested that the motion of material objects is

not only the notion of bodies in space or the change of quan-

tity (increasing or diminishing), but the process of develop-

ment, quality transformation, because out of an initial cell

which is a complex biochemical system an organism is formed

and it does not at all resemble the cell. And here the source

of development is the internal process of cell-division.

Darwin's evolution theory has shown that, firstly, in the

course of evolution there occur complicated quality transfor-

mations or historical development; secondly, the source of

this development is the interaction of an organism with the

environment, in other words the internal source.

Both biological discoveries have manifested the specific

feature of the biological form of the motion of matter with

ita own biological laws quite different from mechanical laws.

These scientific discoveries became the basis of natural

science for the elaboration of dialectical and historical

materialism, the doctrine of motion of natter evolved by Marx
and Engels in particular.

The discovery by Karx and Engels of the internal source

of the motion of natter alongside with new achievements of

natural science,have built up the scientific basts for the

conception of motion as the mode of existence of natter pro-



posed ty French naterialists. It has been ahown that notion

is really within the very easesce of natter* and that natter

cannot exist otherwioe than in notion, undergoing interacti-

on, tranefomation, change, atruggle of the opposite forces,

properties, and tendencies. There is no natter in the world

without notion aa well as there cannot bo notion without

natter. Motion is diverse in its aanifestationa and exists

in various forms. Marx and Engels interpret motion as a broad^

notion: "Motion, as applied to natter, is change in general."

Interpretation of motion as the mode of existence of

natter has shown that motion ta of ebaolute character ; rest

also exists butit^ls relative , for things, procesaes, and

phenomena are in the state of rest only relatively to each

other. For instance, trains going alongside, in one direction

and with equal speed are in rest relatively to each other,

though they are in notion; a house is in rest relatively to

the Earth, but together with the Earth it moves around the

Sun, together with the Sun it ia in motion around the centre

of the Galaxy, etc. Seat is only an element of motion. Motion
as change In general includes development as well. Engels said:

^Motion ia not merely change of place, ia fields higher than
mechanics it is also change of quality.^^ Belying on the
analyale of various forms of motion Engels pointed out na.ior

forms of the motion of matter which differ from each other
according to the following indications: 1) apecific featurea
of the material object - the bearer of motion; 2) specific
laws functioning in a given form of motion; 3) a place in
historical development of matter in the observed part of the
Universe.

The major forms of the motion
Forms of Motion of natter are: physical (meeba—
of Matter nical motion including),
chemical, biological, and social. !Ilie substance of the forms
of the motion of matter has been essentially deepened and broa-
dened since the second part of the 19tb century when Engels de-

Frederick Engels, Dialectics of Nature, p. 247.

2* Ibid., p. 252.
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tenained then. And this is quite natural, for science have

made a gigantic leap in the field of cognition of matter.

However, the essence of the classification of the forms of

notion is still correct.

The mentioned forms of notion in the order of their enu-

meration present the major stages of the development of matt,

er . It is pointless to speak of the development of matter as

a whole, natter in general, because matter is infinite in

tine and space. In the part of the Universe studied by modern

science, however, it is possible to observe quality stages of

the development of natter. Substance develops, and this is

clearly shown by Mendeleyv’s periodical law; substance deve-

lops from the simplest atoms of hydrogen and helium to complex

atoms of uranium, then further to molecules and after that to

organic matter, alhuminous bodies are formed from molecules.

The lowest of the known at present forms of the motion

of natter is the physical one, which, according to modern

science, is a spatial motion of bodies, their interaction

(elementary particles, atoms, macrobodles, celestial bodies

and their systems, etc.); motion and interaction of elementa-

ry particles and fields (electromagnetic, gravitation, strong

end weak interactions, processes of transformation of elemen-

tary particles, etc.).

^eaical form of motion is the motion and interactions

of atoms and molecules, formation of their combinations, form-

ation of new chemical properties of substance.

Biological form of motion is the oetabolisn of organic

substances, formation of albuminous bodies from molecules,

structure and functioning of cells, their division, the pro-
cesses of transmission of hereditary properties, life process-
es of organisms, processes of reflection, self-regulation and

control, interaction of organisms, etc.

Social Sora of the notion of natter is the totalltj of
social life* above all, labour, social production activity as

natter of social life, all social relations — interpersonal,

family, class relations, etc.

It Is obvious that these forms of the cotton of matter
are interrolatod and are interacting and coeprise together
the obaerved matter. In the developnent of matter those forms

of Eotloa conaeqtitively develop from the prerloos ones. The

e.7



basic interconnection among; then consists In the fact that ac-

cording to their structure and laws each higher develoDed_forp

of motion indudeB the lowest ones but is not reduced to thea

and has its own specific properties and laws .

How it can be determined which form is lower and which is

higher in the sequel of historic development of matter? JThe

criterion for this is the ability of a certain form of motion

to exist independently. Por instance, physical notion can erist

without the chemical one and moreover without the biological

one; in its turn, the chemical form of notion is formed on the

basis of the physical oney and the biological form of motion

is based on the chemical form and through it on the basis of

physical one. Consequently, the lower the form of motion the

more stable it is and the less it is subject to disintegration.

The major volume of matter in the observed part of the Universe

ia connected with physical form. The lesser part Is connected

with the chemical one, the insignificant part of matter, only

that on the planet Dartb, is connected with biological form of

notion, and the tiniest fraction of the volume of natter exists

In social form of the motion of matter.^ nevertheless, in spite
o£ this the social form of the motion of matter exercises the
ever growing Influence upon the environment. In the course of
its development the humanity Involves more material processes
into social production, it drastically traaeforms them, and
ahspes up "a eecondary nature" f-croates new chemical elements,
new materiala with preset properties, stimulates new energetic
processea, and through its activity carries on the natural de-
velopment of matter not only on Sartb but In outer space. The
human labour itself appears as a variety, a form of the motion
of matter, and as a coaaic process, it becomes to ever greater
degree, according to Marx, the activity that controls all for-
ces of nature.

In the run of history of philo-
Space and Time sophy the problema of apace

and time always occv^led an im-

portant place in philosophic doctrines. Ancient philosophers

pointed out that all elements of the world, earth, water, air,

^“Here we proceed from the fact that according to modem scien-
tific data biological and social life exists only on Earth, It
is not known to science if there is life In any form on other
celestial objects.



fire, atoms and any other things are "someplace" and "someti-

me", in other words, in space and time. As it was stated befo-

re, some philosophers tried to interpret space and tine as in-

dependent primal elements of the world, others explained space

and time as conditions of material bodies' existence.

IChe most precise for that period notion of space we find

in Ancient Greek science. Giving thought primarily to the pro-

Uen of apace (time appeared to be a far more complicated prob-

lem) the Ancient Greek science uncovered the two-fold charact-

er of space - absolute and relative ones-

The absolute character of space was pointed out in the phi-

losophy of Democritus. He asserted, that alongside with atoms

there existed vacuum as an essential condition for the notion

of atoms, for atoms to form various combinations which compri-

sed the obiects observed. Tacuum is the space where atoms move.

The relative character of space was presented in the geo-

metry of Euclid who lived in the end of the 4th and ’’^Sin-

ning of the 3rd century B.C. epace is shapes, figures of bodi-

es, their lines, angles, planes, etc. It is relate o o ,

belongs to then. _

Conceptions of absolute and relative character of space

influenced greatly the further progress of natural sc ence

philosophy in this field. They were further evolved "

nes by Isaac Hevton (16^5-172?) who .applied the no on. o

absolute and the relative not only to space but to ne.

famous wort The Kathematicai T>T.inctoles of TTat).ral

he wrote that absolute space is the -empty receptacle of bodi-

es.- it is absolute motionless, endless and homoBeneous, it ex-

erts no influence upon the motion of bodies inside

space is the plaees in absolute space taken by bodies, or

parts of absolute space coincidlnB with bodies.

Likewise the tine is treated. Absolute time

continuity flowing from the pest through the presen ow

the future. This type of tine has no relation whatsoever

mechanical processes nor with absolute space. Relative
.

the Btretch of absolute time during which the bodies no

one place to another. .

Bcl.tiv. space and tlm. are ua.d in th. study of

motion. Howaver, this has no relation to absolute space

ms. TUsy are motionlaas, influlto, immutablo and iu thla
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ere at»Bolute. Bewton vrotet "The order of parts of time is in-

variable the sane vay os the order of parts of space. Had they

noved froB their places, they would advance (so to say) into

thenselves, for tine and space are lihe their own receptacles

and the receptacles of all that exists. In tice everything is

diapoaed according to the order of succession, in space -accor-

ding to the order of position."^

Hewtoife conception was eaterialistie and typical netaphy-

sical, he denied any connection between natter, notion, abso-

lute tine, absolute space, and relative space. This conception

was widespread in science and was donlnating in natiural scien-

ce until the beginning of the 20th century, and in naterialist

philosophy till the birth and developnent of dialectical and

historical nateriallsn of Harx and Engels.

Eefore Karz there also existed in philoaophy an idealist

conception of space and tine worked out by lamanuel Kant 0.724-

-1804-). According to Kant, the world exists objectively andour
senses testify to this effect. Bowever, the sensations tell us

nothing of the laws of the world, in particular, of the space-
tine order of things, processes, and pbenoaena. Space and tine,

according to Kant, are the inherent foms of human tbou^t
which nan brings into the world, he applies then upon xinregula-
ted sensations' and brings then to order, arranges the disposit-
ion of data in space and tine. This is a classical subjective
idealist conception of space and tine.

The revolution in philosophy performed by Marx and Engels
was aimed in the field of space and time theory at the criti-
cism of both idealistic and metaphysical interpretation of the-
se categories, on the one hand, end, on the other hand, at ela-
boration of dialectical materialist doctrine of space and time.
As points of departure they used above all their ovm elaborati-
one of problems of social matter, of dialectical materialism,
and the acbievenents of natural science and progressive philo-
sophy as well.

Studying the process of labour, social production- relati-

ons, commodity relations, the essence of use value and value,

concrete and abstract labour, etc., Marx has uncovered the

important role space and tine play as modes of existence of

Kewton, "The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy,"
Quoted by A.H.Krylov, Collected Works, Vol.7,,Moscow-Leningrad,

1956 , p .51 (iu Eussiany.



Bocial matter in these material processes.

It is essential here to clarify two points in order to

understand the whole dialectical materialist conception of

space and time. They are: how did Marx arrive at the analysis

of the problem of space and tine, and how did he understand

these categories?

While analysing commodity relations Marx faced a very

important task: to find out why two (or more) totally diffe-

rent commodities (for instance, shoe-polish and a frock-

coat) could be exchanged. For then to be exchanged there

should be something In common, some one and the sane common

principle which is qualitatively different from the nature

of the exchanged commodities and at the sane time contains

the very essence of the commodities. To solve the problem

Marx turns to geometiy. And his choice to not accidental.

The thing is that in geometry different figures are also com-

pared, the relations (distances) between bodies are determi-

ned. Marx points out: "If a thing is distant from another,

the distance is in fact a relation between the one thing and

the other; but at the same time, the distance is something

different from this relation between the two things. It is a

dimension of space Space is the objectively common fac

tor of different objects.

Hence, the search of the common factor which makes it

possible to exchange commodities boils down to the search of

the space of commodities, to finding out how space is reflec

ed specifically in commodity relations.

Looking for the answer Marx resorts to the help of geo-

metrical examples. He compares a triangle and a parallelogr

"In order to equate these different things, each must^reprc

sent the same common element rcgordlees of the other. And

then he puts a question: "But what is this unity of objects

exchanged against each other?"^ The search of the unity

Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part III, Progr

Publishers, Moscow, 1975i P-

Ibid.
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Marx to tbo discovery of al)fltract labour, labour as the e^en-

diture of human labour power. The analysis of labour and its

relation to commodities has manifested that it is not some-

thing outward, insignificant, not related to commodities,

but, on the contrary, it expresses their very nature, creates

their value. In their turn, commodities are not only the re-

sult of labour, on the contrary, while being exchanged they

uncover the social essence of labour*

Thus the interrelation has been found* Prom this point

of view Marx turns to space in nature and geometry again. Her©

he discovers dialecti.cel interrelation of material bodies

and space (and later on - time) and throu^ this overcomes

the metaphysical gap between these categories in the philo-

sophy of Sewton and in the whole of the preceding materialism,

on the one hand, and, on the other hand, evolves the under-

standing of apace and time in terns of materialist dialect-

ics, which was to be corroborated and elaborated in detail by

natural science of the 20th century, by Albert Einstein in

particular, in, his theory of relativity.

Here la Marx' a reasoning: "Zf we speah of the distance

as a relation between two things, we presuppose something
'intrinsic', acme 'property* of the things themselves, which
enables them to be distant from each other. What is the
distance between the syllable A and a table? The question
would be nonsensical. In speaking of the distance of two
things, we speak of their difference in space. Thus we si^po—
se both of them to be contained in space, to be points of
space. Thus we equalise then as being both existences of space,
and only after having them equeliesd sub goecie suatii we dis-
tinguish them as different points of space. To belong to
space is their unity.

It is noteworthy that according to Marx space is not
something outward in relation to things, is not some empty
receptacle which contains things but their inherent property,
which is determined by the essence of things themselves;

Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part HI, p. 143.
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"their unity".

Later, in the 20th century the same thought was p -

ted as a result of the deepest and all-round
^

spatial-temporal characteristic of the world. lu his artrcl

"On Special and General Theory of Eelativity or

pointed out: "According to general theory of relativity th

geometrical properties of ^ace are not independent, they

are determined by matter."
Mfl-rnr

The concurrence of these ideas is

as a dialectician denied the -taphysical interpretation o,

space, he correctly grasped the interrelation oj^-terial^

objects and space as the mode of exis ence
. j^ts

the same point of view he treated time, in

application to material economic process .
.. ^g^ies

dialectical conclusion ^^^““g^atseoveries which
made by bimself and otber scienti «

convincingly manifested ^'^^“g^°^r«eraphysics Harx
In their struggle against idealism

and Engels come to the
^gtte^^To be in space means

the objective forms of the moving m
.„„ther. to

to be in the form of disposition of one ne
.„ gf one

exist in time means to be in the form of

after another. Engels pointed out: "The two forms

ce of natter are naturally nothing without
“°^^^g\2^pgoe

cepta, abatractions wbicb exist ° natter and,

and time are organically interrela e wi
view, Karx

conoequently, with each other. From this po
relative

and l2gels elaborated the problem of absolute and «lativ

character of space and tine, traditional °
^

philosophy. Absolute character from the po n
ej^gpo le

dialectical materialism consists in

no matter in the world without
ogCter.

contrary, there can be no space and
^ Kcnoral"

However, aa it was stated above, o
eoncrete

doea not exist. Hatter always exists in cer a

^'A. Einstein, Physics and Bcolity, Collected Pap

Hoacow, 1965, p. 222 <Rubo. ed.).

Frederick Eagela, Blalectlca of Kature, p. 2J5.
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forms of notion, in certain states* Prom this it follows

that space and tine are always relative, they own specific

properties corresponding to this or that form, or state of

natter.

Dialectical materialist solution of the problem of

absolute and relative character of space and time served as

a basis for the explanation of the question of their infinite-

ness.

The problem of whether spece and time are infinite or

finite has been an object of struggle between materialism

and idealism in the run of the history of philosophy. Assert-

ing that the world has been created hy some preternatural

idea, spirit, God, idealism draws on the conception that space

and tine have their beginning and. ultimate end, in other words,

they are finite, limited. On the contrary, materialists spoke

infiniteneas of space and time. However, the materialists of

the pre-Marxian period explained this from the point of view

of mechanics: they understood infiniteneas of apace as a real

poeaibiltty for a body to move mechanically further and furth-
er. Infiniteneas la Interpreted in the same way on the level
of everyday thinking. Kegel called euch notion "bad infinite-
neaa" and pointed out that space and time are equally finite
and infinite. He interpreted apace and time as the atagea of
development of absolute idea and explained the problems of
finiteness and infiniteneae from this point of view.

Kach stage of development of idea is qualitatively accom—
pliahed and, consequently, has its apecific individual space-
time characteristic. Hence apace end time are finite, the
same way as a concrete stage of development of idea is finite
too. But the idea develops further, it goea through new, qua-
litatively ultimate atagea with specific spatial and temporal
characteristics. Infinite development of idea means that spa-

ce and time are infinite. Due to the idealistic foundation of

his philosophy Hegel could not offer a scientific solution

to the problem.

From the point of view of dialectical materialism real

space and tine as modes of the exiatence of matter are dia-

lectical in their nature, they are both finite and infinite.

Lenin pointed out: "'Schlecbto Unendlichkeit' - infinity
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qualitatively oounterpoaed to finitude, not connected vdth

it, separated from it, and if the finite were Blesseits, and

the infinite Jenseits . as if the infinite stood above the

finite, outside it ... In fact, however, sind sie (the finite

and the infinite) untrennbar. They are a unity." Ihe finite-

neas of space and tine is their relativity. The space and

time of this or that state, the foms of the notion of natter

have properties, characteristics, objective laws stipulated

by this state, by the forn of notion of natter. These spatial

and temporal characteristics, properties are finite in the

sense that they have place and function only within the limits

of certain state, within the form of motion.

Absolute character of apace and time means their infini-

ty. Beyond this state, the form of motion of natter, and con-

sequently beyond the infinity of space and tine, there exis

other qualitatively specific forms of notion of matter and

hence other spatial-temporal characteristics.

3rhe dialectical materialist interpretation of space and

time and the doctrine of matter in zensral elaborated by arx

and Engels bave been corroborated and further developed on

the basis of natural science in the course of the revolutio

in natural science in the early 20th century and in the

process of its further progress.

However, the new discoveries of science were first

wrongly interpreted for the scientists and some philosop

looked upon the new discoveries from the mechanistic point

of view, idealism agnosticism became wideBpi*esd. in

ce and philosophy. Space and time were interpreted in Kan

an spirit. "Space and time," said riach, "are

(yohlKeordnete ^ systems of series of sensations. V.I.

subjects the idealism of Mach end other philosophers to cr^^

cism and, among other things, points out, that the
®

^
of nature in time measured by milliona of years

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p- li2.

Quoted by V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p- li"
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appearance of bunan eensatlons proves the absurdity of the

idealist theory. Using the latest achievements of natural sci-

ence Lenin defends and further elaborates dialectical materi-

alist understanding of space and tine. Alongside the scienti-

fic progress, new achievements, he points out the change and

development of our notions of ^ace and tine: "Our developing

notions of tine and space reflect the objectively real time

and space, And he also proves that the revolution in natu-

ral science, particularly the discovery of velocities close

to that of light, has brought about major changes in under-

standing of space and tine as cofl5)ared to the period when

mechanics dominated in science. He wrote: "Mechanics was a

copy of real motions of moderate velocity, while the new

physics is a copy of real notions of enormous velocity." In

the course of researching of high velocity notions, the new

physics has discovered specific space and time characteris-

tics as the forms of existence of previously unknown states

of natter.

Lenin considered it naceseaxy that dialectics should be

spread among Bcientists, that methods of cognition should be
improved, that notions should be developed in accordance with
the new achievements of science.

So we can sum up that the world is moving natter and it
cannot move otherwise than in space and tine. From here
follows the fundamental role of the categoriea of space and
time in philosophy and natural science. Anfl this can be clear-
ly seen in modern Marxist philosophy of various regions of
the world.

As a result of the revolution
Modem Hatxiral Science in natural science that took
on Matter and Motion place at the end of the 19th

and the beginning of the 20th
century modern science emerged which has uncovered for mankind

the picture of the world quite dlffemnt from the one developed

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works., Vol, 1^, p, 176 ,

Ibid., p. 265.
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by science in the run of none then three centuries of the

previous period. If previously the najor fields of science
which formed the picture of the world were mechanics and

metaphysical, mechanistic materialism elaborated by Coper-

nicus, Kepler, Galileo, Newton and other great scientists

alongside materialist philosophers, above all French materia-

lists of the 18th century, the major fields of science in the

20th century are the quantum mechanics, the theory of relati-

vity and dialectical materialism elaborated by Marx, Engels,

and Lenin.

Modem physics (the quantum mechanics and the theory of
relativity) does not deny classical mechanics and does not

consider it erroneous but merely points to the limits of its

application: the field of macro-bodies and slow motions as

compared to the light speed.

The quantum mechanics is the theory studying the laws of

the notion of micro-particles (elementary particles, atoms,

molecules, nuclei of atoms) and their systems. The authors

of the theory are Max Planck, Niels Bohr (1885-1962), Albert

Einstein and Louis de Broglie (bom in 1892), Paul Dirac

(born in 1902), Werner Heisenber (1901-1976), Sergei Vavilov

(1891-1961), Pyotr Kapitsa (bom in 189^), Dev Landau (1903-

1968), Vladimir Fok (1898-197^) and other outstanding scien-

tists of our tine.

<r The theory of relativity is the theory studying spatial

and Wmporal characteristics of physical processes. The fore-

runners of its formulation were Nikolai Lobachevsky (1792-

1856), Janos Bolyai (1802-1860), Hendrik Lorenz (1853-1928),

its creator was Albert Einstein (1879-1935).

It is impossible to describe the whole modem point of

view on structure and properties of matter, notion, space and

time because this wotild mean the description of all achieve-

ments of modem science. We are going to deal only with the

points necessary for philosophical understanding of natter

moving in space and time.

According to modem views there are two opposite states

of. natter — substance and field, and this is the baais of the

P'^^ical picture of the world. Substance , consists of elenoata-

ly particles, nuclei of atomo, atona, molecules, nacroacopic
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bodies of different dimensionB, the Earth and other planets,

stars, galaxies, metagalaxies, clusters of stars, etc. The

characteristic feature of substance is mass at rest. Substan-

ce is discrete, intermittent, it consists of comparatively

limited*”elements. Pield is a specific state of matter which

appears^from^ the interaction of the corpuscles of substance.

The interaction exists ^ways and there are no corpuscles

without interaction, therefore the field exists always too.

i^.ectromagnetio, gravitation, nuclei forces (both strong and

w^aET"fields, fields corresponding to different particles

can be referred to as physical fields. Fields -also exist

independently from the particles which create them. Fields

diffuse in the form of waves. The maximum speed of diffusi-

on is the speed of light, 3^0,000 km per hour.

Before the 20th century the field, electromagnetic one

among others, was considered to be continuous unlike the

intemittcnt corpuscles of substance. Later, Planck, Einstein

and others have discovered the particles of fields, photon,

for instance, is a particle of light. It was proved that
fields consist of wave corpuecles, particles.

By applying the td^ to the understanding of elementary
particles of substance de Broglie has discovered their wave
properties. It has become obvious that any corpuscle of sub-
stance - a planet, a stone, a molecule, an electron, etc.,
is an element of aubstance, and, at the same time, has wave pro-
perties the maniXestetion of which becomes the more noticeab-
le the smaller the corpuscle is. Elementary particles have
both wave and corpuscular properties. Thus the dialectical
character of the basia of matter has been discovered — the
dual nature, the unity of oppoaltes of particles of substance
and fields, a cozpuscle and a wave.

The progress of physics in the 20th century has become
the major corroboration of the dialectical character of natu-
re. Alongoide the discovery of elementary particles (at pre-
sent - more than 200 ), the antiparticlea have been discove-

red. Theyhave all properties of particles but with the inver-

se value of electromagnetic charge. It has been also discove-

red that particles of eubstence transform into each other,

and particles of substance traoeform into fields and theotber
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way round, that there exioto the phenomenon of the growth of

the macs of an elementary particle corresponding to the growth

of the speed of Its motion, which demonstrated that natter

and motion are indissolubly linked. The interactions of ele-

mentary particles and fields with space and time are being

researched.

Lenin, who closely followed the progress in natural

science, pointed out that new discoveries of science uncover

the objective dialectics of nature, corroborate the basic

principles worked out by Marx and Engels. In his article

"Three Sources and Three Component Parts of Marxism (1915)

he wrote: "The latest discoveries of natural science - radi-

um, electrons, the transmutation of elements - have been a

remarkable confirmation of Marx's dialectical materialism."^

He returns to the subject in his work "Karl Marx” (191^) and

points out that the progress of natural science goes along

the lines foretold by the founders of Marxism. He quotes

Engels to the effect that "Hature la the proof of dialectics,

and it must be said for modern natural science that it has

furnished extremely rich and dally increasing materials for

this test, and has proved that in the last analysis Nature’s

process is dialectical and not metaphysical," and adds: "G?hi8

was written before the discovery of radium, electrons, the

transmutation of elements, etc.I"^

The progress of natural science in the 20th century has

uncovered dialectics in the field of motion of matter, energy

processes. The discovery of Interconnection of the mass of

elementary particles and the speed of their notion, the elabo-

ration by Einstein of the law of interconnection of the mass

of substance and the energy contained by it, etc. corroborated

the principle of materialism that motion is the mode of the

existence of matter by the concrete scientific material. In

the course of studying the processes of motion in microcosm
a new class of the laws of motion has been discovered. There
was a dominating view in classical mechanics that all laws

V.I. Lenin, Collected Work., Vol. 19, p. 24
• V.I. leain. Collected Works, Vol. 21, p. 55.
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function in sucU b vay that tlio afreet is always precise and

synonyaously corresponds to its cause. While studying the

motion of elementary particles it has been found out that this

cause and effect interconnection does not take place in micro-

cosm. The research has manifested that similar causes (impul-

se and direction) bring about different effects t that effects

correspond to their causes only with certain degree of proba-

bility. Probable and statistical objective laws which include

dialectical interconnection of necessity and accidentalness,

probability and reality, cause, necessary conditions and

effect, function in microcosm.

The study of space and time has greatly influence d the

formation of modem dialectical materialist pictune of the

world. The theory of relativity and quantum mechanics have

con8iderab^7 developed the notion of relative character of

space and time. As it was stated, dialectical materialism of

Harx and Sngels has manifested that each form of motion of

matter has its own individual spatial-temporal characteris-

tics. Modern science has elaborated this conception in a

concrete way in connection with the study of the motion of
material systeoe. It'has been shown that space and time of ma-
terial systems change in accordance with the speed of motion
of the systems. This le most obvious at the velocities appro-
aching the speed of light. At the same time the interconnect-
ion of space end time has been discovered. This connection
is an inverse proportion. The following examples explain this
point.

Supposing two systems are moving in relation to each
other with the speed approaching the speed of light. We are in
onsof the systems. If we take o rod one metre long and throw
it into the other system, it will novo there with the speed
close to the speed of light, then from our point of view its
length will be less than one netre. The some change takes
place in case of time. Let's take two persons of the some
age. If one of them is replaced to another system for one

year, on bio return he will find out that bio counterpart has

lived several decadeo in our system and is old enough to bo

bis father. Thus tine expands and space disdninbes at the

speed approaching the speed of light. The interconnection of
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space and time io no organic that according to modern scien-

tific data it would be wrong to epeok of apace and time eo of

two forma of the exlotence of matter. It would be more correct

to apeak of space-tine as of one characteristic of the world.

The world has four dimensions -> three spatial dimensions and

one temporal dimension.

The theory of relativity has also demonstrated that the

whole of spatial-temporal metric is stipulated by the gravita*-

tion field of material masses. For instance, close to enormous

clusters of stars the space is curved towards the dominating

mass. Due to the uneven distribution of material massea in

the Universe space and time can have various metrics — con-

cave, spherical, spiral and others. From here follows the

understanding of finiteness and infinity of space-time. As

far back as the 19th century dialectics pointed out the unity

of infinity and finiteness. Modern science made the conception

far more concrete. In the field of enormous gravitating mass-

es the space would be so curved that it would form a certain

closed sphere, and any motion to exite the sphere would be

the notion along the closed curve inside the sphere. In order

to break away from the limits of thia space it is necessary

to overcome the gravitation of the said mass. Observations

show that there exist in the Universe such masses of gravita-

tion, that they would not let out even light from their limits.

That is why such parts of the Universe are called "Black Holes?

Space in such closed spheres is considered to be finite. But

this finiteness is relative because there exist the infinite

multitude of such spheres.

The problem of finiteness and infinity of time is exami-

ned the same way. The research shows that the observed part

of the Universe is expanding, the stars, galaxies, clusters

of stars move away from the centre of our Galaxy at enormous

speed. It is possible to calculate the approximate start of

this movement from the initial state if we know the distance

and the speed of notion. The calculations show that the ob-

served part of the Universe was in the compressed state about

10 to 18 billion years ago. The beginning of the expansion
was the beginning of life of our part of the Universe- The

research also shows that at a certain stage the reverse
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procesB, the coopreseien, will heBln. The return to the

initial state will be the eni oi the life-tloe of our part of

the Universe. The Universe pulaates. The same processes tohe

place in other parts of the Universe. Thus, tine is finite

in relation to. certain pulsating syatens but absolutely it is

infinite.

The ptxlsation of our part of the Universe is not super-

natural or exclusive. Scientists prove that new stars are bom
now also. They are formed through the explosion of the pre-

stellar substance consisting of tightly compressed elementary

particles, the forces of their interaction lead to mutual

repulsion.

Thus modem science have uncovered the dialectical charac-

ter of the basic phenomena, processea, subjects of nature

observed by men, and corroborated Lenin's prevision.

However, the proliferation of dialectics in natural sci-

ence is not an easy process, it is not free from deviations,

from Bome idealistic, religious end even reactionary doctrin-

es. And this is true not only of the period of the radical

breah-up of the old principles imder the impact of new scien-
tific discoveries in the beginning of the 20th century. The
progress of science in the run of the 20th century is accom-
panied by the struggle against varioua unscientific concep-
tions which sometimes are evolved by the scientists who are
well known in science. This is mainly due to the ignorance
in dialectics and to the identification of materialism with
its obsolete form of metaphyslcBl mechanistic materialism
which has been long ago refuted.

The attempt to interpret motion taken separately from
natter took place as far back as 17th-16th centuries when
scientists tried to prove that some preternatural force had
given an initial impulse to matter. In the beginning of the
20th century a German physicist Vilhelm Ostwald (1855-1952)
tried to prove that energy is something primary as compared

to natter. The energisn of Ostwald was convincingly critici-

sed by Lenin in his work HaterlollBn and Eapirlo^CrtticlBm .

He said that motion without matter is a pure notion, it

is a notion without something to move, it is actually a

pure thought of notion, but not motion itself. Energisn
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went on parasitieing at the expence of the latest achieve-

cjeata of science. The discovery of the fact that the nass

of an electron grows with the growth of its velocity was

interpreted as motion giving birth to natter, os tronaforna-

tion of energy into matter. Einstein's formula of interconnec-

tion of moss and energy was used by some philosophers and

physicists in the sane way. Such conceptions are based on

identification of mass with matter, substance with matter.

As it was shown above dialectical materialism had long since

proved that natter is the totality of objective reality. Mass,

energy are the attributes, inseparable properties of natter

which transform into each other and thus prove the fact that

natter is not a creation and that it is indestructible.

The relapses of idealism are also due to the erroneous

interpretation of the fact that the collision of a positron

and an electron causes their disappearance and the formation

of two photons. This was called the annihilation of matter,

the disappearance of matter. In reality what we have here is

the process of transformation of one atate of matter (substa-

nce) into another (field).

Many attempts have been made to corroborate idealism by

the achievements of the theory of relativity. To some extent

they were caused by Einstein himself who, when explaining

the theory of relativity of ^ace and time, used the words

'‘from the point of view of observers" with methodological pur-

poses and said that from the point of view of an observer in

one system the space and time would have one characteristic,

but from the point of view of an observer in another system

the same space and time would have another characteristic. The

followers of Neo-Kantianism interpreted this in such a way

that the observers create the spatial-temporal characteristic.

Einstein himself refuted such notion by aaying: ''Such an asse-

rtion would he considered a joke by any expert."^ He also said

elsewhere: "There exists a certain real state of a physical

system independent of all observations and measurements. No

A. Einstein, Physics and Reality, Collected papers, p. 255»
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one, for instance, will donbt that the centre of gravity

of the Moon takes a certain position at a certain moflient

even in the absence of a real or potential observer. These

statements by the great scientist remind us of Lenin's words

spoken several decades before EinateinJ "Recognising the exi-

stence of obijective reality, i.e., natter in motion, indepen-

dently of our mind, materialism must also inevitably recogni-

se the objective reality of time and space, in contrast above

all to Kantianism, which in this <vaeBtion sides with idealism

and regards time and space not as objective realities but as

forms of human understanding.”^

/The dialectical materialist doctrine of matter, notion,

space and time la an organic part of the modern scientific

understanding of the objective material world, it serves the

methodological basis of further progress of human cognition,

of the progress from ignorance to knowledge, from incomple-

te knowledge to better knowledge, helps to discover the objec-

tive dialectics of material processes and develop human abi-

lities to master nature and society theoretically and prac-
tically.

2. Consciousness. Its 'Origin and Essence

) Urr^® basic queeti^ of philosophy,') as it has been stated
i^he Introduction,"As the question of the relation of think-/
ing to being; spirit to nature, consciousness to matter^ Tb^
materialist solution of the question consists in the proof
of the fact that conscloueness is a derivative of matter,
that consciousness is one of the specific manifestations
of the social form of the motion or matt^xThf^stery of-”

consciousness, its essence and origin ha^artfays been the ob-
ject of close attention of outstanding scientists, philoso-
phers, thinkers. During the centuries-old history of studying
conacioueness many important generaliaations have been made;^
In their struggle with various anti-scientific conceptions

.

the science and practice of eiperiment have come to the final

A. Einstein, Physics and Reality^, Collected Papers, p. 78

Y.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Yol, 14,p. 175 ,
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conclusion that the organ or thinking in huoan brain consist-'

ing of 14 billion cello each of which is interconnected with

the others. In the process of thinking the cells are irrita-

ted, activated or dioactivoted; action potentials, peculiar

electric charges, etc., go through the thinking brain^Ihe

average weight of the brain of on adult person is 1,470

graones, its volume is 1,456 cubical centimetres, the think-

ing abilities of human beings do not depend on the weight or

the volume of the brain.

The destruction of cells or cellular connections brings

about serious disturbances in mental abilities of a person

and his moral state. This is one of the moot convincing argu-

ments against various conceptions of preternatural character

of consciousness, immortality of spirit, etc.

Scientific research discovers the chemical composition

of 'cerebral cells and the changes in their composition con-

nected with various mental states, the Influence of certain

chemical compounds upon human mentality when such compounds

are introduced into the brain. The chemical compounds which,

figuratively speaking, record the information in human mind

are being studied, in other words, the biochemical basis of

memory is being revealed.^ ^
However, all this is^icrchemical , physiological, mate-

rial basis of consciousness but not consciousness proper —
notions, conceptions, knowledge, dreams, etc. Consciousness

proper has not yet been studied veil e/zotfgb verieus

fields of science continue to study consciousness. Great ad-

vances have been made by philosophy, the philosophy of dia-

lectical and historical materialism in particular, in the

study of the phenomenon of consciousness, and the latter uti-

lised the achievements of both modem science and the previ-

ous philosophic thought.

The solution .of the pmbleo
The Problem of Conscious- of consciousness is connected

ness in the History of with the solution of the basic

Philosophy question of philosophy. Alre-

ady^n ancient Indian phllo-

aophy attempts were made to understand the nature of mental

processes, to analyse various emotional experiences, the feel-
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ings ol love and dislike, Joy end Bafrering, pride and huni-
liation. Ancient Indian materialist Brihaspati stated that
life originated from matter and that emotional experiences
are inherent in human body.^A great achievement of ancient
Indian philosophy was the f'act that it turned to the analy-
eis of human ego. Philosophers pointed out the polysemantic
character of the word "ego", underlined its generalised mean-
ing, took it for the expreaaion of the multitude of charac-
terietios of a body.Prom here they came to the conclusion
that when a human body died its "ego" died too, hence, con-
sclouanesa disappeared. Euch apeculation was an important
argument against religious idealist doctrines.

.

-Apgttnt Chinese phlloaophy paid great attention to the
study of the processes of cognition, the laws of the logics ofthou^t and thus drew attentioi to mental processes as being
specific and different from those of nature.

which ĥ^°°''
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European ccdlaeval thought being under the influence of

religion and tho church. looked upon consciousneaoy vhich most

often was colled the soul, aa "a smouldering spark," "reflec-

tion" of the divine mind, Theae notions were later developed

in idealist philosophy of the new tine, which by using

intricate philosophic speculations, tried to prove that the

world's mind, or the absolute idea, created the material world

observed by us, and that human though is only a specific

form of existence of the world's mind.

Materialist philosophers or those who wavered between

materialism end idealism made certain advances in the analy-

sis of consciousness* Descartes asserted that nan has to

substances, material and spiritual, and the spiritual one ul-

timately ascends to God, At the same tine he tried to study

mental processes and became one of the founders of physiology.

'Spinoza considered thought to be an attribute of substan-

ce alongside such attributes as length. The doctrine of uni-

fied substance and its two attributes was a blow to traditio-

nal conceptions of all religions of God as some spiritual

force which created the material world. Consciousness of any

man from Spinoza's point of view is the manifestation of the

substantial attribute.

Much was contributed by Erench materialiats of the 18th

century to the understanding of consciousness. Within the

limits of scientifi^capabilities of their time they convin-

cin^y proved thatVi^onscloueness is the reflection of ob.iecti-

ve material vorld^lAcgcrdiag to then, human consciousness is

notions, images, specific imprints of the objectively existing

Aobjects, things, processes. Holbach wrote; "Successive modif-

fications of our brain caused by the action of things on our

sense organs become causes tbemaelvee and engender new modi-

fications 'in our soul which are called thoughts, meditations .

memory, imagination, .judgements, wishes, and actions , all of

which have the sane basis-sensation, y The explanation of

consciousness as reflection became the basis for the develop-

ment of another concept of consciouBness being secondary in

1 .
Holbach, The Astern of Hntxire, p. 303.
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relations to nature surroundine nan. This vas of great impor-
tance in the struggle of materialists against idealist doctri-
nes.

An important step forward in the study of consciousness
was made hy Eussian materialists of the 19th century. Point-
ing out that connciousness is secondary to matter they proved
that it is the result of the development of nature. Alexan-
der Herzen (1812-1870) stated that "consciousness is not fore-
ign to nature, it is hut the supreme stage of its develop-
ment. Eussian materialist philosophy paid great attention to
the corrohoratlon of the fact that the organ of thinking is
human brain, which is a material body organized in a specificw^. Thus philosophy contributed greatly to the emergence of
P^slology in Eussia as a special field of natural science
studying the material basis of thought. The founders of the

SB an se ool of physiology were Ivan Eechenov (1820-1905)

fL thr natural science basis
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Such an ahsolutisation of consciouanesa was oost characte-

ristic of German idealist philosophers Fichte (1762-1814)

and Hegel, (1770-1831).

{These shortcomings along with some other weak points of
old materialism were removed by Marx and Engels, the founders

of dialectical materialist teaching of consciousness end its

scientific analysis methodology. {The propositions of Maarx

and 'Engels were further developed by Lenin.

-•‘l

1 c origin of consciousness

Origin of Consciousness
^

^problem was a stumbling-block
(-* '’>r_ for all metaphysical philoso-

phy. jThis philosophy failed to understand the laws of materi-

it refused to solve the problem, j^Bt investing that conscl-

ousnesa is a property of a human being, /or arrived at the

so-called hylozolsm, i.e., philosophical teaching that all

natter is animate. In this case such absurd conclusions were

drawn as, for example, according to French philosopher mate-

rialist Sobine, a stone can also think but much worse than a

nan..i

f It was only as a result of creation of dialectical and

historical materialism by Marx and Engels, revealing the laws

of development, qualitative transformation of phenomena and

processes in nature and society, that the problem of the

origin of consciousness could be solved.
^ According to Marx, Engels and Lenin, the origin of con-

sciousness is governed by two mador prerequisites; natural
and social*?*^

ITatujje^prerequisites of conBciouBness origin are deve-

loped in Lenin's theory of reflection. In his book Icperia-

Xisp and Eppirlo-Critlclsa Lenin writess "It is logical to

aaaert that all matter possesses a property which ie esaentio-

lly akin to sensation, the property of reflection.^l^

The classics of Karxiso-Leninlso have criticised hylozo-

icn which escribed thinking capacity to all matter. But at

V.l. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p, 92.
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tuo BBme time they considered that consciousneoe does not

appear iron void.,'*Matter has a certain, property, which in

the process of development takes a shape of thihkinE| Using

the latest achievements of natural science of the beginning

of the 20th century, Lenin drew the conclusion that all mat-

ter has a property of reflection. Lenin proved that the con-

cept of "reflection" ia much broader than that of "conscious-

ness" while the latter is the highest stage in the develop-

ment of the former.

Vhat is reflectioa^̂ etle^^jyia a general property

of matter to reproduce and ft* the properties inherent in the

reflected object. Reflection may bo defined as the ability

of bodies to reflect internally the properties of other bodies,

acting noon then .^!I!he definition is not quite exact, but it

helps to distinguish between the philosophical and other noti-

ons of reflection. Besides that it' has a certain degree of

generalisation, because it embraces both elemental and higher

forms of reflection, i.e., sensations and consciousness.

Bone simple examples are given for illustration of the

above said. When a person walks .In sand, footprints are left.
Ihe footprints are a reflection of his foot. During excavati-
ons the scientists find prints of extinct enlmalB and plants.
This Is also reflection. Smooth water surface also reflects
trees and shrubs, surrounding the pool. Metal body expansion
at heating reflects the ambient temperature rise.

\These are all processes of reflection, end we come
across tbec daily in our life. All the examples given above
are illustrating Inorganic, inanimate nature. But with the
development of matter, with its transition from one form of
notion to snother, the proceos of renection alao becomes more
complicated. The simplcat type of reflection, inherent in
organic matter,i.e., the plsnta and prlnitlve animate bodies
- is Irritability. Irritability is expressed, for example,
when a sunflower follows the sun, when a Joley-flab moves to
the light, etc.

Higher organisms have still more con^illcated forms of
reflection: sensation and perception.

The highest possible fora of reflection in nature is a

primitive thinking of such animals as monkey, dolfin, elephant,
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dog, horse, hyena and some other. The oonkey breed, from
^

which human beings originated, also had that type of primiti-

ve thinking ability. But for origination of consciousness

as the highest form of reflection and the property of charac-

teristic of human being alone, special, i.e. social, conditi-

ons vere necessary.

The problem of the origin of

Social Conditions for human being and his oonscious-

the Origin of Consciousness ness was dealt with by many

scientists, naturalists long

before Lrx noted that the human being originated from the

world oV animals and explained it by historical evolutionaiy

processes. They pointed out that due to climatic changes,

environment also changes and this in its turn makes the ani-

mals adapt to the changing environmental conditions thus

perfecting themselves.
_ s. 4.%,

That was the way the evolution went, during whic e

human being shapedjVEven such an outstanding scientist as

Darwin (1809-1882/kept to evolutionism analysing the problem

of human origin. Ui1:h such an approach the main question

remained pending, i.e., the qualitative difference between man

and primates. ^ .

By no means can we isolate the origin of human being

from biological evolution. Several million years ago grea

climatic changes, followed by other changes, took place on

our planet. Bor many primates those changes became a kind oi

ecological crisia, because they could not adjust their inter-

action with nature to the new conditions and thus faile

survive. Many species of animals did perish. Some of

changed their nature, way of life and thus managed to sur-

vive. Under those conditions apes — the predecessors o

human being, when losing the source of reedy natural foo ,

started to change or transform the objects found in wi

nature so they would help them to meet their requirements. A

qualitatively new process come into being, i.e. living o g

niem started to adapt the nature to its requirements. Thus

labour appeared, which is an activity aimed ot nature trans-

formation, specific feature of men and the basie for

development. Thus labour oerved as a specific means o
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coming the ecological crisin. In the historical process of

BOlTing the ecological problem man was formed and shaped.

During labour activity, as Marx pointed out, man influ-

encing upon and tranaforming environment "at the sane tine

changes his own nature",^ i,e. In the course of labour acti-

vity ran modifies and develops with the development of nan's

consciousness predominating, ciaaaiea of Marxism pointed out

that labour is of such an importance that it may be said:

"Labour created the nan hinaelf",

j|

Human conaciouaneaa originated in the proceas of labour

in the following way*

Por finding a necessary ob^Ject in nature it is enou^

to be able to reflect the extemal t visible aide of the

objects. Even animalo are capd>lfi of this. But to modify the

natural object and purposely adapt it to a specific require-

ment, the above eaid ability ia insufficient. It is necessary

for this purpose to reflect the inner side of the objects*

their law and foundation.^In the course of numerous atteo^ts

to modify the objects in^the run of historically long period

of time anthropoid ape developed the ability of abstract think-
ing, i.e. to reflect the inner essential properties of natur-
al objects. Abstract thinhing originates when the anthropoids
atert to create and make use of labour tools. To e:q)lain the
way the abstract thinking appeara with utilisation of instru-
ments of labour let ua see the mental proces^ Prior to using
the labour tools in getting the food two forma of reflection
had an established connection in the brain; representation
of requirement — representation of the required object.
But when the anthropoid ape starts using the tool a third
interconnecting link appears in the chain between the former
two, i.e. labour tool reflection. A tool is such an object,
which is not good for immediate satisfaction of the require-
ment. It is not like the requirement or the object of requi-
rement. But at the sane time its representation Includes par-
ticular features of both.

Let us see closer the essence of this third link, i.e*
the tool. Let it be a stick, by means of which the antbropo-

K. Marx, Capital, 7ol, 1, Progress Publishers, 197A-,p.l75.
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id ape reacb.es for banana- ^^bo sbicb itself is not a tool

yet. It becomes a tool only vben it is found between tbe hand

and the banana with the purpose of reaching for the latter-

Ihe same ia true about the reflection of the stick in the

brain as its representation. Such representation by itself

is not a representation of a tool. Its representation becomes

the representation of the tool when in the brain it is pla

between the other two representations* i-e- food requiremen

and banana. But when the representation of a stick is placed

between the other two, it acquires a new quality- Now this

representation includes some features of the adjacent two,

which it links together: i.e. the nature of the requirement

and banana properties, hand and banana, distance between t ,

etc. Under this condition alone the stick representation

bums into the tool representation.

In the "tool” representation there is a quality not p

sent in the "stick" representation, which appears only xn e

system of representations developed by nan. It is from

that abstract thinking starts. It means presence and develop

ment of such representations, concepts and other forms o
,

thinking, which are not a straightforward immediate re

tion of real objects, bat which forms as a result of me

establishment of major links between these BiB5>le images

Abstract thinking is a generalised reflection of the wor ,

but at the same time it is a deeper reflection as co^a

to an immediate one, because the former may appear o y

labour process. . - _

Ihe major role in establishment and developmen

sciousnesB is played by a working nollective,. Why la

a collective process? It is because in the majority o

transformation of the natural objects involved
indi-

of various simultaneous operations, actions. One
ana-

vidual can not cope with the tack because of his n

tomic and physiological capacities. That is why

Poid apes, shaping into human beings, from the very
divl-

3oined into collectives in which the labour act o

between them. oission of
Coordination of labour activities and trans

infornation became a necessity in the process o

11
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labour. "Under ttie impact o£ tUiB neceasity tUere appeared

language aa a neanB of information transmission during the

labour procees. The information was to be transmitted and

received quickly and accurately. This forced straining of

intellectual efforts and training of newly appearing conaci-

ousnees, thus developing it. Language is a means of present-

ing, storing and transmitting socially acquired information

developed by society in the course of history.

Pour major factors emerge historically simultaneously,

have mutual effect on each other, facilitating their deve- ‘

lopment, these ares labour, collective (society), language

(speech), and conaclouaneas. But the basis of the whole

procees is labour for conecioueaess and collective as well

as language emerge to Increase labour efficiency and on the

basis of labour.

Historical development of labour and collective producti-

ve activity ia permanently accompanied by tbe development of

man's coneciouauess, which reflects ever deeper and more
essential aspects of the objects and natural processes.

tThe Bssence of Conseious-

nesB tor denoting the higbeet .

ideal, creative reflection
of the world developed on tbe bests of labour .

Specific feature of consciouaneas is ita ideal nature.
The problem of ideal character of consciousness ia a major^
topic of philosophical studies, and its wrong apprehension
ia one of the main roots of idealism. Idsaliata conaidsx tbs
ideal nature of consciousness as sonethlng absolute opposite
to matter, existing externally and beyond matter and being
the basis of all natter. Pre-Marxian natorialism waged a
struggle against absolutisatioo of consciousness ideality,
but without knowledge of dialectics and understanding of nan's
social nature, it failed to eipialn the' idealcharacter of
the highest foimof reflection. In the 19th century there was
a trend in materialist philosophy to negate the ideal charac-
ter of conaciousnesa and to explain it aa a purely material
process, as some liquid substance emitted from the brain.

But this trend did not find supporters among tbe philoso-
phers.

ConsciouBness may be defined

-««rB a phllosonbleal category
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Scientific es^lanation of consciouanees ' ideal nature

was given only by dialectical and historical oaterialisn.

When speaking about ideal one usually thinks of sose-

thing innaterial , existing not in the real world, but in

imagination alone.

N But at the same time dialectical materialism does not

separate consciousness from matter, does not intend to oppose

it to matter absolutely. Lenin wrote: "The antithesis of

matter and mind has absolute significance only within the

bounds of a ve^ limited field — in this case exclusively

within the bounds of the fundamental epistemological problem

cf what is to be regarded as primary and what as secondary.

Beyond these bounds the relative character of this antithesis

is indubitable.'^

^
Consciouanesa is a property of brain to reflect the ob-

jective material world. Being the •prouerty of brain, conacio-

usneaa belongs to matter and in this respect it la absurd

to oppose it to matter. But refleetlng it in the ideal form

of thought, consciousness is opposite to matter, different

from it. But even in this reject consciousness is not fully

independent of matter, as its essence is in fact a reflection

of material world, and its content is predetermined by the

material world. Having in mind consciousness belonging to

matter Engels pointed outy^hat motion of matter includes in

i aeatal pracessasi^/^
For revealing the icon essence of consciousness it Is

necessary to pay attention not to the common features of

consciousness and matter, but on their difference. Conscious-

ness is idea in its main aspects: both In its origin and its

essence. Its ideal character is created by labour , by activi-

ty aimed at nature transformation using the labour tools. Let

us see the essence of consciousness* ideal character and the

process of its formation. Beflective processes typical of

animals are of sensuous-psychological nature. The animal's bro-^

in reproduces biochemically and physiologically external, di-

rectly observed aspects of individual things, acting upon

1 . V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. p. 1*?.
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tbelr aense areaas. On tUe contrary Ban' a conaclouanOBS

reflecta the inner, important aspccta and common properties

of things and processes.

The difficulty in understanding the ideal character is

that it reflects things, processes, such peculiarities of the

objective world which are not aensuouBly perceived. English

classical materialisn postulate, "Ihere is nothing new in the

intellect as compared to what previously existed in sensations

and senses ( nieil est In Intellectu quand non fuerit in sensu)"

is basically wrong. Man's eonsciousnesB as reflection of

procesees appearing In the cause of labour , as reflection of

eesence . reflection of coanon features in a multitude of indi-

vidual phenomena, containa that which has no direct iiq;>act on

sense organa. By this reason conBciousness is of ideal nature.

Kow we ahfill explain thie general statement in more detail.

In labour activity with utili-

7orma of Abstract satlon of tools abstract think-

Thinhlng ing develops, i.e. such mental

images, which reflect first of
all labour tools not as things sensually percepted, but as a
meaning of these things, the role they play end the functions
they perform in the labour procese. A stick the ape uses to
reach a banana is a tool only when it is used in the labour
process. Out of the process it Is no longer a tool but lust
an object in nature. It should be noted that the object nay
be used as a tool without any alterations to it. "Tool" is not
a specific natural thing, but a relation, purpose, role or fun-
ction performad by an ordinary thing, used as a tool in labour
process. "Living labour," Marx aeya, "must seize upon these
things and rouse them from their death-sleep, change then
from mere possible use-values into real and effective ones.
Bathed in the fire of labour, app^priated as part and parcel
of labour's organism, and, as it were, made alive for the
performance of their functions in the process, they are in
truth consumed as new products."^

Karl Marx, Capital, Tol. I, p, 178.
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(Kius in labour process such realities appear, that do

not exist out of the process, ob^Jectively or sensually. They

are foriaed in labour process proper and are reflected in the

consciousness, not in a material space-time shape but rather

in ideal form as a notion of the relation, value, function

and role the particular thing plays in the labour process.

The notion of labour tool was historically the first

ideal form of thought to appear in labour process. At the

early stage of formation of man's consciousness the ideal

notions vanished when the natural thing was no longer used as

a labour tool. Similar practice is observed now in the e^e-
riments with the apes. For a long historical period of deve-

lopment these notions were gradually fixed in the brain, and

kept there for a longer and longer time. It was the historical

process of the formation of human consciousness. It should al-

so be added that such fixing of ’’tool'* notion was associated

directly with practical fixing of tool properties in things,

l.e. along with the historical process of creating the tools,

first in individual cases and then systematically, from simp-

le to more complicated. The tools created by man,i.e. axe,

machine, cotsputer, are materialised relation of pecple to

nature and to each other. As such, objectively, out of labour

process and without fixing in human consciousness as tools

these are not tools, but a heap of metal. And it is in such a

way that they are perceived by animals, i.e. creatures having

no ideal isagee of the objects.

In the cause of labour activity the range of ideal ex-

pands, it embraces also the objects transformed. And the men-

tal shapes, reflecting the essence of the transformed things,

are not shaped by themselves, but in the process of labour and

on the basis of those mental shapes which reproduce the labour

tools, because the latter are the materialised relation of

people to things and comprise the possibility of acting upon

the essence of the things. In the labour process the tools are

ao if leading human thought, which, according to Xenln, "goes

endlessly deeper from appearance to essence...".^

Y.I. Lenin, .Collected Works, Vol. 5B, p. 253.
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What is the nature ol the thought shapes vhtch reflect

the easence ol the traasforoed things? It is also governed

h? the nature of tools. The notion "tool" has always a £ene-

raliaed character. Thus for exas^le the moot prinitive

aharpened stick for digging out the roots is of a general

purpose character, because it nay be uaed to dig out not only

this particular root but a alniler one toO| i.e. the tool

Bay be adjusted for digging out the roots which are sinilar

to each other.

Thus the "tool" notion not only roflects the essence

of a given tool as a single thing, but it reflects the gene-

ralised essence. In its turn, the essential cotsponent in

things, upon which nan's Influence is exercised in labour

process, is also not singular but also general. Thus the

shapes of thought, in which the essence of the tranaforoed

things la reflected, la elao a generalised character.

\^at the general as such does not really exist in the

sensually perceived forn. In reelity there are separate single

things, having connoa features. "The univeraal," Lenin
wrote, "exiats only In the individual and through the indivi-
dual."^ Individual things ere perceived by the senses, uni-
versal things are perceived by the thought, "the universal is
a thought," Lenin notes. Man's thinking embraces the general
in the individual, extracts it, abstracts it and shapes the
form of thought having a generalised character. The general
®^i8ts in thought in its pure form, end as such and in this
sense it is ideal

The ideal cannot be reproduced by sooe senaually perceiv-
ed material forma and means. Under this condition it is no
longer ideal. The only way of expressing the ideal is the word
speech. As far as the ideal is always general the words are
also having a generalised character, "Every word (speech),"
Lenin wrote, "already unlversallsea,"^ And further: "la langu-

V.I, Lenin, Collected Works, Vol, 38, p, 5^1.,

Ibid., p. 278.

Ibid., p. 274 .
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age there is onl7 the uaiversal » This ideal and generalised

character of thought and word differentiates them from materi-

al t individual sensual reality perception. "The senses shov

reality," Lenin says, "thought and word — the universal."^

Question may arise about the ideal character of thought

about singular things, i.e. the Sun, the Moon, the given

table, etc. Lenin analysed the problem: "To call by name? —
but the name is a contingent symbol and does not e3q>res8

Sache selbst /the very essence of the thing/ (how can the

particular be expressed?).”^

The solution of the problem Lenin saw in con^jariaon.

"One of the objects of a given kind (tables) is distinguish-
4

ed by something from the rest."

The thought about the particular (e.g. the Sun) is also

ideal due to generalisation, but its generalised character is

formed by the difference from the other things (the Earth,

the Moon) rather than by features in common, i.e. the ideal

thought about the particular is in one way or another inter-

connectedwith other thoughts and included in the system of the

ideal.

Sensual data are processed and transformed by analysis

and synthesis, abstraction and generalisation, the result

being the ideal forms of thought. "The ideal," Marx wrote,

nothing else than the material world reflected by the

human mind, and translated into forms of thought."^

\The forms of thought are ideal because they are not an

individual reflection of the world, but a social one.^ Ideal-

general notions of labour tools, transformed thingsf ato^

appear, form and develop only in the collective social labour

and their existence is maintained by the fact that their mean-

ing is generally accepted and represents the relations between

people in society; society is its bearer, not an individual.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 277.
Ibid., p. 27^. The interconnection between consciousness
and language is dealt with in wore detail in Part III.
Ibid., p. 278-

'*• Ibid., p. 276.

K. Korx, OopltBl, Vol. I, p. 29.



Idealist philosophy points out npeclllcolly the value

ol the ideal loros o£ thousht and tries to represent then as

characters, synhols, hieroglyphs ol things, rather than the

rellecti® o£ the things proper. Such explanations were given

hy Machlsts and other subjective ideslists. According to than

the essence, the content of the objective things is beyond

our understanding, being Incognitlve. Lenin strongly opposed

this idea, eaying that *” conventional sign’, eynbol, hierog-

lyph are concepts which Introduce an entirely unnecessary ele

meat of agnosticiaas

Ideal notion is an image, meaningful reproduction of

essence of oh^ectively existing things. "The inage," Lenin

noted, "inevitably and of necessity implies the objective

reality of that which it ’imagines*."^ The forma of our

thinking are the images of the things . And the images should

not be taken aa something existing parallel to the objective

things, as some other sphere existing alongside the sphere

of things. Imagea shall not be taken away from the process
of man's understanding of the objective world. An inage of a

thing Is neither the thing proper and not e source object ot

cognition nor a sign of the thing. The image of a thing is

an ideal reflection of an objective thing*

To summarise the above said, a short definition nay be
Kivenyi the iaeal_iB_an essentially generRljaed reflection
of_peopl^8 relation to nature and to each other bv social
consciousnese.

Showing the difference between the ideal and the mate-
rial, conscious and sensual-objective one should not go too
far in separating them, Lenin wrote: "The difference of the
ideal from the material is also not unconditional, not
uberschwenglich.'-^ The ideal and the material are closely
interconnected. The ideal is of secondary, derivative nature
it is a result of th-j materiel development and its reflecti-
on. But the ideal in Its turn has a countereffect upon the

V.I. Lenin, Collected ¥orks, Vol, 14, p, 255.
Ibid.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorks, Vol. JB, p, 114.
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aaterial processes, upon the reality, Marx wrote, that it is

the ideal world "which always wells up out of the real world

and flows back into it with ever greater spiritual riches

and renews its soul,"^

iThe surrounding reality is reflected in nan's conscious-
2

ness "ideally, in the shape of a ,«« plan" and the plan

turns into a kind of model for purposeful actions taken by

man. "At the end of every labour-process, we get a result

that already existed in the imagination of the labourer at

its commencement,"^

In the revolutionary practice the success depends main-

ly on the masses upbringing, on having a clear plan of acti-

vity in their consciousness, on thorough understanding of

immediate and long-term purposes and the .ways of revolutio-

nary struggle.

/^Consciousness as an ideal

Differentiation of ^ reflection of the material

Gonsciousnesa world is not single and inse-

parable one, "Consciousness..,"
a

Karx points out, "is therefore the totality of its moments,"

Turther detailed consciousness characteristics is to reveal

these aspects.

Aspect One : consciousness is knowledge , Marx sayss "The

way in which consciousness is, and in which something is for

it, is knowing."^ We have mentioned before that conscious-

ness is primarily the reflection of the surrounding objects,

l.e. knowing them. There Is no consciousness unless there is

knowledge. Knowledge is a way of living, existence of consci-

ousness. put on the other hand, an object also exists for

consciousness (not exists in general, but exists for a con-

scious man) only in such a way that it can be reflected in

cl^n^ft^nusnesB._Seal_ obJeetB are reflected in man's conscious-

p' K. Marx and P. Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 1, p. 165-
K. Marx, Capital, Vol. T, p,
K. Han, Capital, Vol. I, p. IV'v.

K. Marx, and P. Engels, Collected Works* Vol. 3, P« 335
Ibid., p. 338.
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MBS as notions, representations, hjpstieses, theories and

Tsrious teachings. Knoeledge may bo pro-soientirlc (life ex-

perience) and scientific, e.g. Itnovledgo of mythology, artis-

tic knowledge, etc. Knowledge concentrates accumulated ex-

perience of man and effects systematisation of scattered in-

formation and images. Ibis is necessary for practical acti-

vity at a given moment as a support for f/rther development

of both knowledge end social practice. j
Aspect two : consclouaneBS is a gelf-eonsciottSPgSB . Con-

scionsnesB does not only reflect the external world, existing

outwardly and objectively, but itself reflects nsn himself,

his inner mental life. A nan visualises himself as being dis-

tinct fron the surrounding world, as a subject directly oppo-

sed to object. "Consciousness ( das Bewusstseln !) can never be

anything elec than conscious being (das bewusste Sein) , and

the being of men ia their actual lif'e-^rore'ss.^^ Self-cousci-

ousness is a aclf-evaluation of nan, Bssessnent of his own

behaviour, morality, ideals and interests, i.e. in self-con-

aciouanees nan learns and reflects his own essence. Harx says:

"the man who takes bold of hie essential being is merely the

self-consciousness."^ In his self-consciousness man as it

views himself from aside, checke hlnaelt, hia behaviour,
makes comparison of his actions, and thereby himself, with
the people's actions, perceives himself in the general context

of changing situation. Animals do have some primitive-sensual
knowledge (they know, for exai^le, their master, their house,
etc.}, but they do not have self—coaBciousnesB, which is spe-
cific fo^ nan alone, inl&ela are directly involved in the
system of natural processes, being its part^'Maa, due to labour
and utiltsation of labour tools, is indirectly participating
in the process, singles himself out from nature, counterposes
to it and thus perceives bioself as Bonething different from
nature. He mentally subdivides the world into two parts
"Self" as a mental centre of human personality and "non-self",
i.o. oil the rest, around "Self, pu© to self—consciousness men

K. Kara and P. Zngala, Collocted Works, Vol. 5, p, 36,

2- Jhld., Vol. 5 , p. 534.
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controls his actions as if looking at his Self within the

surrounding world as a whole.

Self-consciousness is a result of high level of con-

sciousness development. At an early stage of man development

consciousness was mainly represented by knowledge. And it is

only gradually that self-consciousness is forming on the

basis of knowledge. The process of self-consciousness forma-

tion is a process of moulding a personality, i.e. formation

of a stable system of socially-meaningful features, specific

of an individual being a member of a collective or society.

Aspect three ; consciousness is emotions . Emotions are

towering above consciousness and self-consciousness. Besides

just having consciousness and self-consciousness, man treats

them not indifferently, but in a certain way. Man may be

happy or scared, to love or to hate, to feel self-reject

or humiliation
,
and offence — all that is a result of his

awareness of the outer world or self-perception. These are

emotions, having numerous shades, tints and complicated feel-

ings, too complicated to be characterised by words./

Man's emotions are outwardly similar to certain psychic

responses of animals. For this reason it is sometimes said

that animals have emotions too. But in fact, man wathching

animals' responses, evaluates them analogously to his own

emotions. Man's emotions do appear and develop only on the

basis of labour as an attitude towards the labour process and

its results as well as his attitude to the labour collective,

to society. When speaking specifically of labour significance

in the social activity, Marx points out: "The BeoaeB of the

social nan differ from those of the non-social man. Only

through the objectively unfolded richness of oan*8 essential

being is the richness of subjective human eensibility .. eith-

er cultivated or brought into being.

. Man directs his emotions at icportant aoclally-meaningfal

phenomena, moulds his attitude and systems of actions to be

taken in relation to these phenomena.
Aspect four : coosctouBnees is iaBRinatlop. Men's conaci-

K. Marx end P. Engela, Collected Works, Vol. 5f P» 301.
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oumeso is of oreatlvo Mture, it produooo auch aotlons, ina-

gea, aoch a ayateo of oantaX forma, «Mcli are aot a direct

reflection of definite objecta or pbenonena of reality. Ilbia

capability baa developed in nan aa early aa in ancient tinea,

when nan failing to find a ready object in nature to neet hia

requiretaentB tried to alter natural objects. Inastnation appe-

ared aa a result of discrepancy between tbe existing necessi-

ty and obSecta, existing in nature to neet the requirements.

Stinulated by vital necessity man worked out an image of an

object required for his purposes. Having this image in mind,

nan took it as a sample while modifying natural ohjectsj al-

tered them according to the image. Imaglnetion is a capacity

of consciousness to combine mental images and their elements

into new syatems, having no analogue in reality.

Imagination, developing with sophistication of labour

process and social relations, became a major aspect of man's

conscioasnesa and activity. Imagination's main function is to

imagine ideally the result of activity prior to its comple-

tion in reality. Imagination plays the role of a determinant

factor controlling the order and sequence of labour actions.

"A spider conducts operations that resemble those of a weaveri

and a bee puts to shame many an architect in the construction
of her cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from
the best of bees is this, that the architect raises his struc-
ture in imagination before he erects it in reality."^

^Imagination precedes what is not yet existing, but will
or may be as a result of man's activity, social activity or
alterations of natural processes. Man continusa mentally the
processes he knows and reflects in his conaciousnesB. General-
ly speaking there is nothing in imagination that would not
have any basis in reality. Imagination springs from such
mental forms which are reflections of real, existing in real-
ity objects and processes. But imagination places these mental
forma ^notions, images, etc.) in new, non-existing relations
and connections, creating mentally unprecedent structures,
systems and processes. Psychology classifies imagination by

Earl Karx, Caoital, Vol. I, p, lyn-.
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various features: the degree of purposefulness —• voluntary

and unvoluntaiy; by activity — reproducing and creative? by

image generalisation — specific and abstract; by the types

of creative activity - scientific, inventive, artistic, reli-

gious, etc. Inagination is a necessary prerequisite of purpose-

ful, creative activity.

Aspect five : conselouBneas is will . As ve have already

mentioned the old materialists considered reflection to be a

passive process. MarxiBn was the first to prove that con-

sciousness is of an active will character. This postulation

of dialectical naterialisn, developed by Marx and Engels

in the middle of the 19th century, was further confirmed and

developed in physiology and psychology.

Assuming that labour is the basis for creation and

development of consciousness, Marx, Engels and Eenin revealed

the consciousness is essentially of a practical naturey^^lan

reflects the surrounding world selectively,, choosing puipo-

aely from the whole lot of things, influencing his sense

organs, only those vhich are of practical or vital importan-

ce for him. Will is a concentration of all mentality for solv-

ing a required task . Such a capacity has been worked out alog-

side the development of labour when man was faced with a nece-

ssity to interfere actively into the processes and objects of

the surrounding world for transforming them.^t should be

xemaBhared that the rain emants cowpTi^ius in thein totali-

ty human consciousness may be isolated only for the purpose of

their studying, for providing better methods of their under-

standing. In reality all of them are interconnected and

exerted influence upon each other, they never manifest them-

selves separately, and only in combination they may be called

consciousness.

fj Materialism throughout the

Social Character of * whole history of philosophy

Consciousness waged a struggle against objec-

tive idealism, which tried to

present consciousness as something existing separately and

independently of man's brain, existing outside, prior and

without man. Moreover, according to objective idealism, the

objectively existing consciousness, idea, spirit or absolute

12^



reaeon creates and builds all tbe eriatlng, includins nan

hinself.

Vhat is the difficulty ia understanding consciousness

existence? What ia the problen, which oh^octive idealisn

solve^in such a false way?

vAe matter is that conBciousncss exists in the brain of

each particular individuun, is localised in his brain. But

the question may arise, too difficult to be solved by all

pre-Marxian philosopl^: why all the people are thinking in

tbe same manner, xmderstand each other, can exchange know-

ledge, pass their knowledge to next generations, etc.? Why

consciousness ia common? In search of an answer to similar

questions philosophers used to say about objectively exist-

ing consciousness outside man, about a preset harmony, about

sin^e eoneciouaness as an attribute (Inseparable property)

of all natter and the like.

(^Only Marxist philosophy, revealing the role of labour

im creating man and man's consciousness,) could give a sclen-

tinc answer to the above question. y
Consciousness appears, shapes and develops on the hssis

of labour, whidi ia a collective activity. It is in the col-

lective that consciousness shapes not as a feature of an
individual man, but as a feature of the collective or socie-
ty as a whole. Consciousness is a fruit of collective, social
activity, it belongs to society rather than to a single indi-
viduua,.^d man himself, educated in a collective, social
labour is not an abstraction existing by itself

j
the essence

of man, according to Marx, is a sum total of all social rels-
tions. Consequently consciousness by its nature is socisl and
the foundation of its existence lies In society. That is why
people understand each other, because consciousness is their
oommon possession.

Thus consciousness is of a social nature, firstly,
through its historical origin: it appeared as a result or'^
fruit of collective lahourj secondly, consciousness of an£r
individuun is formed under the influence of society. Parent*
family end other people by means of speech and various acti-
vities educate the 'child,-develop his couECiousness, share
Icnowledge, shape self-consciousness, human emotions, etc.

'
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(BiapiDg of self-conociousness Eoy be in a child illustrated
by reneoboring ita nano and caHing itself — "nyself”, etc.).

If a year or one-and-a-half-ycar old child ataye among the

aninals, it copies the behaviour of the aninals and does not

develop any hunan properties* Over 50 cases are fcnowa in

science vhen the children lived onong the aniaals: wolves, mon-

keys, bears and sotae other aninals# All the efforts of scien-

tists to turn the children into human beings were in vain.

Thirdly, consciousness is social in its functioning. Any

man's consciousness exists and develops through communication

with other people, using the objects created by men, by men’s

labour, by the society. If an adult is deprived of all the

contacts with the people and isolate him completely from all

human surrounding for a long tine the man gradually loses his

conscious, humane qualities. Consciousness cannot exist and

funcWon only in a single nan's brain.

^Consciousness, being social by its nature, is strongly-

affected in its shaping by a ^ccific social medium, which

educates nan, inculcating its interests, purposes, social

standpoints, views, ideals, eiaotional evaluation of social

events. That is wi^^ in a class floeiety consciousness is of a

class nature. Taoh class of society educates man in such a

way that his consciousness would correspond to social stand-

points of the given class. Idsological struggle is the strug-

gle aimed at influencing man's consciousness. Communist parti-
es are struggling, on the one hand, against penetration of

bourgeois ideology into the consciousness of the working peop-
le and, on the other hand, for dissemination of Marxist-Leni-

nist'-'ideology which helps the people in their efforts to

rearrange society to win freedom and social progress.

Modem bourgeois philosophy made a substantial evolution
away from classical bourgeois philosophy of the I8th and 19th
centuries. Xast centuries philosophy of both objective ideal-
ist and subjective idealist trends considered consciousness
as something completely independent of material world, counter-
posed to it and even being the foundation of the world. In the
20th century, with the development of natural science, physio-
logy and psychology in particular, and with rapid proliferation
of dialectical and historical materialism, bourgeois philosophy
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USB to loDlc for onotner vay to explain the conaciouBness

existence end its sourcea. And one will never find a uniform

approach or a common platform taken by various bourgeois

philosophers on this particular problem as well as on many

others. Pluralism is a characteristic feature of bourgeois

philosophy, and its social aim is an ideological treatment

of various classes and strata of society. But it is here tbst

all the tasks, trends and concepts of bourgeois philosophy

merge and become aocially-oriented — they have got a common

platform of idealism end enti-Warxism. It means that modem

bourgeois philosophy is not far off from idealistic positions

in its search of consclousneaa existence reasons.

Husserl (1859-1930) , the founder of phenomenology , one

of the most widely spread schools of the 20th century bour-

geois philosophy, wrote that he was still looking for an

absolutely reliable ’’point of aupport”.^ On the search of point

of aupport £. Fink, a pupil of Husserl, wrote: "The idea of

taking human mentality back to the prime sources of all know-

ledge is the chief motif of the phenomenological conception.”^
The primary source of knowledge and coass^iusatly of

consciouaneaa is an intentionality , l.e» constant orientation,
of consciousness to an object, active, willful strive of con-
ociousness to cognition. As far as the intentionality is taken
as a basis of consciousness, it is also assumed to be the
primary source of thought formation in eonsclousaess and of
ways of thinking. All the waya of thinking ere taken to be
the object to which ccnecicusnesa is oriented. Thus conscious-
ness is locked in itself, cognises the object it creates it-
self. This is subjective idealism, which absolutises the
activity of man's consciousness, formed under the impact of
labour social production activity of man. Phenomenology tends
to limit the cognitive abilities of mind to divert nan’s
attention and concentrate it on hta feelings, to persuade him

Ed. Husserl, Erate Philosophle (192^-192*0 . Husnerliana,
Ed. 6, Ben Haag, 19^9, p. 69.

E. Fink. Bas Problem der PhanomonoloEie Edmund Husserl's
in der geganwertigen Kritik, "Kant-Btudien"

, Hamburg-Berlin,
1935, P. 2^0.
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that the ohjactivo world of aocial life ia beyond understand-

inB and cannot be purpoacfull? affected.

Baaic ideaa of phenonenoloey becane a

foundation for another influential trend in nodern bo urge

^.n. eriatentiellan.
fiRoq.

"one Of Se exiatentialian foundera K- He desger (18^9

1976) takea aa a basia of conaciouaneaa tea °P
555.

of epontaneoua. undeveloped, primitive

ed aa "nooda" rather than a. clear

of thinking auch aa "reaaoning", "theore 0
. j-qc

etc, according to him, are iopure and not

"infected" by valuea, and thua cannot be a
prevent

baaia. Valuea, brought into conaciouaneaB y a
^

from underatanding the true exiatence of --
draw conpletely from the aocial build-up an

initial, undeveloped forma of thinking wh
^ nCj^nenta and

one'a exiatence with all aenaea and

worries, doubts and hopes, troubles an
'

forns of

archetype of nan' a conaciouaneaa inclu e a
"loneli-

thought aa "care", "fright", "preaen men
^

neaa", "aolitude", etc. True eria
senaeleaa to

conaciouaneaB. According to exiaten ®
’
.^.ppppea con-

apeak about real objective exiatence, whic 1

aoiouaneaa and to which the latter corre^on
think-

atudent wrote a letter
phiioaopher anawered:

ing of existence directives
is

"Thinking of exiatence aa of a definite pj^p_fil pni-

Bomething very erroneoua and therefore
natter" aa

loaophy ahould not deal with ® eonaciouaneaa, for

proving the exiatence of the worl
"ecandal in

consciousnesB ia the world. HeideSE®^
has been 7et

philosophy consists not in the fact that^^^
fact that

found of the outward world's existence, u
. __te are oadeto

such proof is still expected to be found and attesp

K. Heidegger, Vortrage und Aulsatao, Pfullingen,

p. 183.
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find it."’' Heidegger' e vlena were farther developed by hiE

followers in eome countries.

Existentialist teaching on consciousness is an expressi-

on of real state of bourgeois consciousness, full of fear and

doubts, concern and trouble. Moreover, the philosophy tried

to persuade that such a state is natural, basic, real state

of nan's consciousness and that the source of such a state

ie s hunan nature itself, rather than soolo-eoonomic reality

of touxgeoiB society.

One of tte Boat videly spread treads oon.cern.ed with in-

vestigations on the nature of consciousnesB in nodern philo-

sophy is represented hy "scientific tuaterialiBa". 'The trend

appeared in the 1960s in the TISA and Auetralia under the

influence of rapid devclopoent of physiology and psychology.

The basic concept, developed in the wor^s of D. Armstrong,

T. Hagel, J. Smart, P. Feigle et al. implies that man’s

consciousneas nay he reduced to veriouB states of CHS, to s

worlciag brain, and, consequently, the method of natural scien-

ces, such as physics, may provide exhaustive description of
human being. Spiritual aspects, according to "scientific ma-
terialists", are Identical to physical ones and the former is

a subcategory of the latter.

Possibility of a complete reduction of mental to physical
in principle' may be accurately proved by scientific experi-
ments, that cn the one hand cancels a traditional psycho-
physical problem and on the other is a necessary condition
for creating monistic ontological theory, the basis of a
"single science",

Dislectical materialism is against such a simplified
treatment of consciousness, neglecting its social nature,
against explaining the consciousneas as a physical or
chemical process. "Scientific materialists ", by reducing con-
sciousness to Just physical procesaes, give exclusively
naturalistic treatment of consciouanesa, paying tribute to
vulgar BaterialisB.

1 ,
11. Heidegger, Sela und Zeit, H^le, 192^, 205.
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In modern bourgeoie philooophy there exist many theo-

ries which thought modified date back to the old, well

criticised concept of thinking, e.g. neopositiviso ^ which

tries to reduce consciousness to a system of signs, to

agreement of people os regards the meaning of lawsj theories

that try to separate consciousness, reason from belief like

it is done in neo-Thomiam, personalism takes consciousness

as a concentration of the highest spiritual values of an

individuum, as a spiritual primary element of existence.

Bourgeois philosophers' theories of consciousness show

a deep crisis in bourgeois thinking, their inability to give

constructive decisions to the basic philosophical problems.

Congsared to decadence and stagnation in bourgeois philosophy

e:q)laining the problems of consciousness, dialectical materia-

lism is characterised by a profound scientific approach and

cooqprehensive substantiation of dialectical materialist

explanation of the essence of consciousness’ specific ideal”

nature, sources and laws of its development, purpose and

meaning in social life, and ties with matter.



Chapter IX

THE IiAVS OP HATEEIALIBT DIALECTICS

Dialectical materialiso is naterlalist dialectics viewed

as a syaten of its laws.

Materialist dialectica regarded in modern terms is a

philosophical theory of universal connections, notion and

development of reality - nature, aociety and knowledge. Vhat

makes this theory scientific ie the laws that govern the

world. In this chapter we shall consider these laws.

1. Historical Foros and Levels of Development of

Dialectics

In his works Anti-Duhrlng . Plaleetics of Mature . Ludwis

Feuerbach and the End of Claealcal Genaan Philosophy Engels

wrote that in ita historical development Aaledlcs had assmed
such basic forma as the spontaneous dialectics of ancient
Greeks, the idealist dialectics or classical Geman philosophy
and materialist dialectics* He considered Aristotle and Hegel

to he the most outstanding representatives of dialectics of
the pest, although both of them were idealists. The inter-
mediate form of dialectics was the dialectics of the Eussian
revolutionary democrats A. I. Hereen, V.g. Belinsky, N.G. Cher-
nyshevsky and D*A* Dobrolyubov, wbo had com© sc^uarely to dia-
lectical materialism (to use Lenin's expression about Hersen)
and thereby created the highest form of pre-Morxian dialectics.

In 17th and 18th-century philosophy when metaphysics was
dominant, dialectics, as Engels put it, "had brilliant expon-
ents (e.g. Descartes and Spinoza)".^ Engels also referred to
Diderot and Housseau, who had left the high examples of dia-
lectics especially when they transcended philosophy proper.

The characteristic feature of historical development of
dialecticsiis that it has never assumed a "pure form", that it
has always been associated either with the idealist or mate-

P. Engels, Anti-Dul^lng, pp. HQ-jo
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riallst tbcroxy of Jcnovledse. The connection with either theo»

ry of toovledge is the decielve factor vhlch determlnee the

hiatoricol fora of dialoctica at any lev^of ita developnent,

Thio ia a hitorically given concrete ayaten of dialect-

ica baaed on the correapoadtng theory of knowledge (aetaphy-

slcal, ideallat or duallat). Aa it was atatedf the hiatory

of philoaophy known three baaic historical fores of dialec-

tics: the spontaneous dialectics of ancient Greeks, the dia-

lectics of Gernan classical philoaophy at the turn of the I9tli

century, and, lastly, the scientific materialist dialectics

of Harxiam*

Alongside the historical forms of dialectics there are

different levels of its own historical development. The

historical level of dlaleetica is determined by the degree

of ita penetration into the essence of the real world;

Haturally, dialectics exiata in htatorically different

forms. The dialectics of materialist Heraclitus differs from

the dialectics of idealist Aristotle, while the dialectics of

ancient Greeks differs, by and large, from the dialeotics of

Eegel; the latter, in its turn, is fundamentally different

from Marxist dialectics. But all truly dialectical teachings

represent different stages of the historical development of

dialectics, out of which we can single out three basic

levels: 1) dialectics of relations and connections; 2) dialec-

tics of motion; JO dialectics of development. The first level

was esgpressed in classical form In ancient Greek philosophy;

the second was reached in the 17th and 18th centuries; and

the third dates back to the 19tb and 20th centuries.

Let us now consider the main historical levels and forms

of development of dialectics.

Any dialectics begins with

Dialectics of Helations end the understanding of the in-

Connections in Ancient tcmal unity of opposites.

Greek Philosophy Lenin wrote: "In brief dialec-

tics can be defined as the

doctrine of the unity of opposites. Another definition of
dialectics as such, given by Lenin, contains the same idea:
"Dialectics is the teaching which shows how opposites can be

' V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorks, Vol. 38, p. 222.
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and how they happen tn be (how they becone) identical..."^.
Thin kind of the unaeretondlnE of dialectics nakea it possib-
le to comprehend the dialectics of ancient Greek philoso-
phers who did not as yet know the concept "development" and
nevertheleaa were dialecticians. Of course, it is wrong to

y that ancient phllosophera did not racognlso motion and
lopment, evolution. Ho doubt, they hod generalised con-

ceptlona about motion and development (evolution). But a deep
heoretical understanaing of the essence of development and

bILr^b°“ r noncepts

tir T !w
==iantifio study, i.e., at a much later

ry and arlth
tlmea, of all the sciences only geomet- '

level a tw!
eonatants reached a relatively high

anlfe^t
i'^luenced the mode of thinking among

relatronship between absolute, isoutable essences,

statics
’^®6araing form and matter in

same tli-e const^cted Citrthe air’Th
"Slti-form world of mutlble thlf

opposites the

Tom and matter are not .

'Wngs perceived by man's sensee.

world, and for this
^ separately in the sensuous

world of preteraenaual^elng! ^he other

^Phe ancient Greek 1
dialectics only in th

sow the realisation of
the nultipiicity of ^

world. Penocritus explained
latter, not the world na^'

* combination of atone, the
and absolutely simple J1

'’sing eternal. Immutable
oppositea in the dlalectl

^ conflict of
cdy in the sensuous worir

“^'^itua, but they figure
eternal, immutable extra wo the'logoa, an

essence of the aTTone lies in the fact that
valationa and connecti-

objecta and proceaaea are f °“°“ccaly perceived phenomena,
--action) Of absolute

’
lementa. Ancient Greeks

works, vel.
p. 109.
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understood their inner unity, correlation, connection of

ouch oppooitoo no a ciaglo thing and cany thlngB, the univer-

sal and the individual, the olople and the coeplcx, the vhole

and the part, Torn and natter, etc*

The epontaneous nature of the dialectics of ancient

Greeks consisted in that their dialectical conceptions were

the result not of the generolioation of scientific data, but

of the perception of proceaoes which wore observed directly
— rotation in nature, transcutations of things into one

another (fluids into gao during ovoporation, burning objects

into fire, ashes, etc.). But the Greeks suppleaented, in a

speculative way, this picture of ongoing processes with the

absolutely lanutable, independent, eternal essences, elenents.

As Aristotle wrote: "In fact, how will the order of things

look like unless there is sooething eternal, separately exist-

ing and inautable."^

Sielectiea of notion — the

Dialectics of Motion second necessary stage in its

historical developnent — be-

gan to foro In the 16th century and existed up to the end of

the 18th century. In that period notion was in the focus of

philosophers' attention. This turn in philosophical thought

was conditioned by the state of scientific knowledge.

The study of the nechanical forn of notion in natural

science brou^t about an integral picture of the world and

led to the appearance of nechanisa as a style of tbiz^king

typical of the epoch, Kechantsn that absolutised the sinplest

forms of motion of matter — mechanical motion — went hand in

hand with a profound dialectical understanding of the orbital

movement of planets as the zinity of attraction and repulsion,

action and counter-action, centripetal and centrifugal forces,

etc.

The dialectics of notion is specific, because it recog-

nises the absolute nature of motion and the relative nature

of rest. All the parameters of cozmections and the relations

1 .
Aristotle, Works in 4 volumes, Yol. I, Moscow, 1976,

p. 275 (in Eussian).



of things sre regarded by it as sutable, unstable, fluid,
in a word, not absolute. This dialecties reveals the stable,
innutable oonnections and relations in the process of changed
A great deal of fornulas appear to fir the stable relationa
and connectiona of unstable, fluid variables and parane-
ters.

ThiG specific feature of natural ncience could not but
influence philosophy, which since then associated the essen-
ce rtth notion, not with the abaolute, inmutable elenents

advan!^rr°/r“
absolute and eternal essences

brLTc nnu P™P°-bd

hatter^-C TJ::72l\TjT^T
true, he wrot. v

seening, only motion is

are familiar to
rest in bodies that

or by absolute Preponderance“rL.tion!2
cihilibrium

hndeatructible.*ThrquSi^
constant only ;e«usr“Ld1
one and the Game action bv

® always perfonos
ve assume that since the Lotionof motion in whole matter it m

“ flefinito quantity
1 -c oust be recognised that He

P^^gntmy na?um%!Sf Greeks
detail end also tn t P^^oosses in ordAT.'^^ single out ex-

g e?l“%- g^mS£v fSd^fn
Phyelcs and KiSIao^v- ^2 change". Sea v S®^ 'orns, e.K.



preierves It In the sane acotmt**.”^ !rhe dualist Descartes

still needed the idea ot God in order to eaplain the origin

of Botioa itself, vhich, hoverer, underlies the explanation

of ell phenocena in the naterial world*

However, Spinoza discards the problea of cozmectiag nat-

ter with notion hj advancing the tenet on the eternal nature

of naterial substance to which notion is proper since the ve-

ry beginning* In the opinionof Spinoza, the "power of God is

nothing hut its effective essence and therefore it is equally

inpossible for us to ioagine that God either does not act or
o

does not exist*" In the philosophy of ^Inoza, God and nate-

rial substance are synonyns* He wrote: "•«.Still I do not

know why matter is unworthy of divine nature.** • Outside God

there cannot he axQr subatance whose action nature could expe-

rience I repeat, everything exists in God, and everything

that takes place proceeds ox^y according to the laws of God's

infinite nature and follows *•* fron the need for its essence."^

All changes in things that occur in world are thus subject to

the imnutahle laws of God's essence, which is nothing else but

naterial substance*

And while Spinoza did not advance a formulation that

notion is anairtribute of natter, l*e* the mode of its exis-

tence, J* Tolandt, ISth-century English naterialist, and

J. La Kettrle, D. Diderot and P. Eolbach, Trench nateriallsts,

formulated this proposition in precise terms: "**• motion is

tie mode oaf existence *•• that' fbXIavs necessity' Acur tic
4

essence of matter*"

This tenet became a very i^ortant principle of the dia-

lectic's! conception of caterialism.

Thus, there was no interval in the hiatory of development

of dialectics, end live dialectical thou^t pulsated in 17th

and 18th centuzy philosophy, being a step forward compared to

fi. Descartes, Selected Vorks, p* 201. (in Susslan)

B. Spinoza, Selected Vorks, Vol. 1. Hoscov, 1957, p* ^05,

3 (in Bussian).
• Ibid., pp. 376-377*
* P. Bolbach, The System of Dature, Hoseow, 19^» P> 16

(in Busslan).
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the dialectics of ancient people,

Dialectics of Develop-

ment

Before the end of the 18th
century the conception of
development could not coae

, ,
into beinp^ or formed for the
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are: devclq>aent as decrease end increase, as repetiticn
,

developneat as a unltj of opposites (the division of a

unity into mutually exclusive opposites and their reciprocal
relation)."^ Only the dialectics of development unfetters

motion from eternal and absolute relations and connections,

establishes a definite logical correlation between different

forms of motion of matter between the superior, more complex

and the lowest. Only the dialectics of development reveals

the transition from one form of motion of matter to another,

only it establishes a genuine system of laws of dialectical

development.

dialectics of development, on an idealist basis, emer-

ged in the classical German philosophy of the late 18th and

early igth century. We can obaerve the embryo of the dialec-

tics of development in the philosophical system of Kant/" In

natural science he proposed a hypothesis ~conce^Sng the histov

rical origin of the solar system from the gaseous "nebtila".

Kantian phiiosaphy stiLl contained elements of evolutionism,

since nature, according to him, undiergoes evolutionary develop-

ment under the immutable, Inviolable sway of pre-set principles

of reason that prescribes to nature the laws of its motion,

Kantian philosophy was marked by a characteristic contradicti-

on — that between the idea of development of nature and the

admission of '’Imoutable laws of nature as maxims of the specu-
2lative application of reason."

J. G. Fichte made another step forward in elaborating

the dialectics of development. He focussed his attention on

the history of the apiritual activity of man, the subject of

history. Though in a mystic form, Fichte formulated the idea

of laws, the "inevitable" replacement of the stages of man's

development through which anybody cannot skip over, but vdll

naturally pass through them, quickly or slowly.

A new formulation of the question of the laws of motion

taken in the form of development lies in the fact that change

takes into its orbit the very whole. Whereas the 18th century

system of nature admitted changes only in respect of parts

V. I, Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 558-

I, Kant, Works, Vol. 3, p. 438 (in fiussian).
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with the inmutahllity of the "great whole" (nature), the dia-
leotical conception of developnent taken up not the correla-
tion between fluid parto and the otationar7 whole, but chan-
gea in the very whole which influence ita parte and determine
changes in then, in other words, it extends the principle of
absolute motion to the very whole.

The eubjectivlot-ideallat haeia of Hchte's teaching of
necessity makes developnent with its system of stages and
laws take place in^the world of solrlt wbar. tl„a is of no^Ificanĉ . The concept of development existing atUl in

cloa! ^a°
Fichte 'a ayaten was bound to transcend theClose framework of subjective id.allam and receive a widerscope for its application,

cf

elaborated it relying on th”™ I
i^iiitidual human mind and

Icpnent of sciene!. ^ !
oaterral of the historical deve-

Hegelian o7r"; --icdge). The

tlcal conception elabcratid ^tulGerman philosophy. fraoeworlc of claaaical

PhllWphy L'^gmerS)°de^*'°^
cyeten (like classical German

«tlve side, »= be an
human mind, Fichte's Idea

is outside the
Hegelian philosophy. Beeel h

is also preserved in
-ent is not men's self!cfnsclnn“ <l-elop-
iSEic, i.e. the dialectical »

Abaoluto Idea as
lian logic preaented'L"^ SrT!!!f concepts". Hege-
coherent system of the cat
exceaalve abstract conaideratl^r- where the
and detailed description of nut!
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c it as something pre-natural
Having exhausted the logioBi

lopment of the categories
Absolute Idea cognise itself in th

^®Bel made his
nature into which it is transformed Phenomena of

embodied, regarding
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it as a io™ of hia other boing. At its second the

developnent of the Absolute Idea tabes

tine, but this does not nean that developnent does not procee

We see the transition from simple laws of

^
complicated laws of nature, up to and .including

biology. Hegelian philosophy of

of interesting aspects, one of which

the question about the correlation between the

lectics and those of nature (natural science). Oharacteris

tically, it impartial motion, not historical ^ovelopmen .

i.e. the development of the whole
^'’Hlture in tocMibS

in point of fact, the whole
charac-

the animal world,^ is dominated by diel^s wni

teristic of 17th- and ^etH-centu^^pHilo-P^-^
l^'^ture.

dialectics of motion.
spiritual (Absolute Idea),

it tabes place in the sphere
jefinite sequ-

which binds different spheres of nature into a

enoe that leads to tbe becomi^ ° stlge of development of the

Only at the third,
. phiioaophyofSEiSii'

Absolute Idea, described by Hegel in
developlent aLumls

genuine history comes into pass-

a historical form and tabes pi
develop-

ing through the
„„ the form of spirit is

cent, the Absolute Idea that tabes o
. .,„„„„hical science,

consummated in absolute bnowledge ,
in phi

i.e. in logic described by Hagai ,*1he
f „ave-

of the Absolute -- ^rornd.; Relent.

relZeftTf ri:;.^:wever. is restricted by a point

departure that with perfidy awaits -
Ihe Hegelian philosophical system, 1

^ ^ consummated,
philosophical systems, made a claim b"

.exhaustive bnowledge, to absolute truth. It

b- 'But organic nature bus m histog
dLcends'*into the singu-

universal — from, life -- it directly definiteness
larity of eUstenoe, and the “omen s rise to the

and singular vitality united i“
vhich each of them is

formatiSn only as fortuitous motion in « ^„^„ed..

.

active in its own way and t^ w
^ Eussian).

(G.W.F. Hegel, Works, Vol. IT, P- fbV.
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with the lnmutahllity of the "great whole" (nature), the dia-
lectical ccnception of devalopoant tahea up not the correla-
tion between fluid parta and the stationary whole, but chan-
Bes in the very whole which Influence its parts and determine
changeo in then, in other words, it extends the principle of
abaolute notion to the very whole.

The subjectiviat-ldeallat basis of Fichte's teaching of
necessity naheo development with its systan of stages and
laws t*e place ln_the world of spirit where tlBa is of no

development existing still in

Close Zn
Byeten was bound to transcend the

ZZ forr i^oalibn and receive a widerscope for its application.

Of devriLLf concept

lopnert f atircfa”? 0-e-
Hegelian colcl;":: 0

^^”,* >™>wledge). The

tlcal conception elaboratifwlthil lZZ°Osman philosophy, franework of claaaical

phi^Mpty in eeiieral^°d'^^f^^^^
oyeten (like claasical German

«tlve awe, wrcriltr r"” »» »= >“
human mind. Pichte'e Ide

** is outside the
Hegelian philosophy. HeeBi''>,

““HJect is also preserved in
nent io not nan's self-conscf

° aubjact of develop-
l2£io, l.e. the dlaiectical Absolute Idea as
lion logic presented in bin

"pure concepts". Hegc-
coherent oysten of the cat-o

— gpce of Lop|<f» 3 relatively
oxceaslve abstract conslderaM

'^Islectics, whore the
sad detailed description of - T "’"Pensated by a deep
This aysteo of categorloo renLa”^

tronaitiona of categories,
course of the historical dev^lT"”®’ l-’Eical
thlnilng, although negel reKord''a'r'^

Phlloaophy, human
and pre-hunon. ““ something pre-natural

Having exhausted the loei
lopnont Of the categories or a/,
Aboolute IdcB co^ini"eif
nature into which “ sphere of phenomena of

Of the deve-

Bode hio
nature into which it ie tronafor

of phenomena of
o® and embodied, regarding
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lisn. It includes the latter only in a substantially nodified*

revised fom (as a “rational kernel"). Being an integral

systen, scientific dialectics is the direct opposite of Hege--

lian dialectics. In 1873i Kane wrote: "21y dialectical nethod

is not only different froo the Hegelian, but is its direct

opposite. To Hegel, the life-process of the huoan brain,

i.e., the process of thinking, which, under the naoe of
’the Idea’, he even transfoms into an independent subject,

is the deniurgos of the real world, and the real world is

only the external, phenonenal fora of 'the Idea’. With ne,

on the contrary, the ideal is nothing else than the naterial

world reflected by the hunan nind, and translated into

forns of thought."^

The first pivotal feature of Hegelian idealisa (and

nysticisn) in the reduction of all the wealth and variety of

nature and social history to the logic, self-developnent

of the concept. Its second pivotal feature, closely associa-

ted vdth the first feature, ia the distortion of the concept

of subject. The subject Is not real nan, a neaber of society,

but a oystical extrahunan spirit. Man hioself turns into a

nassive executor of the ains of the Absolute Idea. The con-

stant "inflation" (to use Benin's word), absolutieation of

the general properties of things, the elevation of the pro-

perties above the very things, including the elevation of the

activity of hunan nind into the rank of sone independent

universal essence, which is the absolute subject and at the

sane tine the object of self-cognition, is a specific feature

of Hegelian idealisa.

The "secret" of Hegelian idealisa was divulged by Marx

and Engels in their works of 1844—IB^&s-Thgy^stowed that the

real subject of actual history is can who transforaa the sur-

rounding world, the historical conditions of his activity,

while the idea is only a product of his creative activity,

in this case spiritual activity, which is only the subjective

e:ig>re88ion of the naterial and practical, social and histori-

.cal activity.

Earl Kan, Capital, Vol. I, p, 29.
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other syatecas in that the credit o£ discovering absolute
truth was ascribed not to its author alone but to the entire
collective of philosophers vho throughout the history of phi-
losophy consistently prepared the cooprehensive system of
Hegel by elaborating category after categorya But having
turned the history of philosophy into a history of preparing
his philosophical system as a consummation of this history,
Hegel betrayed the principles of development he had himself
discovered.

Thus, the Hegelian philosophical system does not consequ-
tively carry over the principles of development through the
system of philosophical categories due to two circumstances:
(1) the wrong understanding of the correlation between the
laws of dialectics and the development of scientific knowled-
ge (the problem raised in the Philosophy of Nature and the
Philosophy

.,
of Spirit ); and (2) the initial idealist point

of view and the construction of the system of dialectical
categories. Engels wrote that the main contradiction of
Hegelian philosophy was that the whole dogmatic content of the
Hegelian system contradicted "his dialectical method, which
dissolves all dogmatism",^

Hegelian philosophy reflected that period in the develop-
ment of natural science, which may be described as a period
of theoretical science in the making. The very fact that
Hegel created Ms dialectics before the great general disco-
veries had been made in natural science (the discoveiy of the
cell, the law of conservation and transformation of energy,
Darwin's discoveries in biology and those of Mendeleyev in
chemistry) testifies to his genius. At the same time; the
Hegelian conception of development is in essence the dialecti-
cal conception of* the formation of concrete wholeness, not Its
development, that is, it is an incomplete conception of deve-
lopment. It extends only to the post, but not to the present
and future. The dialectics of formation is only a moment of

the dialectics of development. For this reason Marxist dia-

lectics is not simply Hegelian dialectica purified of idea-

K. Marx, P. Engels, Selected Works in three volumes, Vol.Ji

p. 540.
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time Boience rose up to the level of studying the processes

of change and the development of natural and historical phe-

nomena the laws of dialectics emerged as such universal laws,

proving the inadequacy of the laws of formal logic that

reigned supreme in the former science. "But it is precisely

dialectics," Engels emphasised, "that constitutes the most

important form of thinking for present-day natural science,

for it alone offers the analogue for, and thereby the method

of explaining, the evolutionary processes occurring in nature,

inter-connections in general, and transitions from one field

of investigations to another.”

The dialectical method of Marxism is scientific pre-

cisely because it made as its subject-matter, above all, the

laws governing the ebiective reality. These laws of dfble®-^ were the outcome of the philosophical generalxsatron of

the results achieved in the development of sciences at their

theoretical stage, "for a stage in the outlook on nature,

Engels wrote, "where all differences become merged

diate steps, and all opposites pass into one

intermediate links, the old metaphysical method of thou^

no longer suffices. Dialectics, which likewise ^
and fast lines, no unconditional, universally v *

.

and which bridges the fixed metaphysical differences, _^d be-

sides 'either-or' recognises also in the right place o

this ~ and that' and reconciles the opposites, is t e so e

method of thought appropriate in the higheat degree

2

Dialectics had the same metoodologioal importance

social sciences whose theoretical development began

19th centuiy. A decisive contribution to the

social sciences in the 19tb centniy was made by Ma«

Engels, the founders of scientific, i.e. materialist dialec

tics. This is what Benin aptly said
f«T<* nnft wer*6 to attempt to florins

Harx-Eagels correspondmee: I
corres-

in a single word the focus* so

P. Engels, Anti-ruhring, P- ^5-

’ Ihid., pp. 212-215-
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2, Materialist IHalectice as b Scientific Method

of ‘Ihought^ Coroltioa and Revolutionary Practice

Dialectics as a Method

of Cognition and Practical

Activity

The nethod ia a fora of move-

ment of thoughts or practical

actions. It icpliea certain,

general principles and the

continuity of train and practical actions. Being general

points of departure in the teaching about methods, these prin-

ciples are the result of generalising the laws of objjective

reality, that is, they are not thought up but are taken from

the external material world. Uhile criticising Dohring for

his distorted view of the origin of the principles of though^f

Engels wrote: "... The principles are not the starting-point

of the investigation, but its final result; they are not

applied to nature and human hiatory, but abstracted from them;

it is not nature and the realm of humanity which conform to

these principles, but the principlea ere only valid in so far
as they are in conformity with nature and hiatory."^

Materialist dialectics as a scientific method of know-

ledge is a teaching about the more general laws of the deve-

lopment of nature, society and cognition. This means that

its laws must be valid both for motion^n nature and human

history and for motion in thought. "Such a law," Engels added,

can be recognised in two of these three spheres, indeed even

in all three, without the metaphysical philistine being clear-

ly aware that it is one and the same law that he has come to

know.

The methodological value of dialectics, thus, lies in

the fact that it is a teaching about one nn^ the same laws.

no matter what sphere of the world is taken up. Since the

In Ancient Greece the tern "dialectics" meant the ability

to hold a conversation or arguneat, in which opposite views

collided and truth was the result of resolving contradicti-

ons.

y. Engels, Anti-Diihring, p. 48.

IMd., p. 267.
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Principles of Universal In his article "Tlireo Sources

Interconnection and Do- and Three Conponent Parts of

velopnont Marxiso" Lenin defined dia-

lectics as the "doctrine of

developnent in its fullest^ deepest and moot comprehensive

form, the doctrine of the relativity of the human knowledge

that provides us with a reflection of eternally developing

natter.

The dialectics of development, as was noted above, is

the supreme stage in the historical evolution of dialectics.

However, in accordance with the principle of development the

very dialectics of development also presupposes (includes in

its structure) the principle of universal interconnection

as a more general principle. In his Dialectics of Hature

Engels hi^lighted the need for developing the "general natu-

re of dialectics" as "the science of interconnections, In

contrast to metaphysics."^ In some other place he described

it in the following terms: "Dialectics as the science of

universal interconnections."^ Thus, the understanding of

dialectics as the science of universal interconnection is a

starting point for modem, Karziat dialectica.

What, then. Is the interconnection? It la a definite

type of relations. If the relation is the ezlatence of two

or more ob^Jects, phenomena, properties, concepts, conceptions

comparable with one another, the connection la the relation

between two or sore objerta, phenomena, properties, concepts

and conceptiona, in which a change in one involves a change

in another. Things and ideas coc^letely disconnected with

one another may be placed in some relation: for example, a

stone which turns up in one town may be heavier than another

stone formed in another town, but the antagonistic classes

of the bourgeois society are closely interconnected.

V.I. henin. Collected Works, Vol. 19, p. 24

F. Engels, Dialectics of nature, p. 62.

Ibid., p. 17.
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pondence, the central point at which the whole body of ideas

expresaed and diacuased convergee - that word would be

dialecticB * The application of oaterialtat dialectics to

the reshaping of all political econony from its foundations

up, its application to history, natural science, philosophy

and to the policy and tactics of the working class — that was

what interested Marx and Engels most of all, that was where

they contributed what was oost eeaential and new, and that

was what constituted the nasterly advance they made in the

history of revolutionary thought."^

The classics of Marxism-Leninism laid the theoretical

basis for a whole series of the social sciences: the theory

of state and law, concrete social investigations Cmicroaocio-

logy)* civil history, the theory of art. They elaborated the

general principle of linguietice, psychology, anthropology

and other sciences. As for scientific political econony, phi-

losophy and the theory of scientific communtan, their creati-

on and theoretical substantiation brought Marx, Engels and

lenin great fane and credit.

The history of the social sciences during the last fifteen

decades has cogently eonfiraed the efficiency of materialist
dialectics as a scientific method. Wherever materialist dialec-
tics was applied the social sciences scored great success. In
socialist countries, materialist dialectics is widely used
by the social sciences the state engjlcys in social management.
Long before the socialism triunq)hed in the Soviet Union mate-
rialist dialectics served the Leninist Communist Party an effec-

tive method of directing the working people's revolutionaiy
struggle.

Materialist dialectics is a powerful methodological weapon
wielded by the international communist movement to e^^lain
and transform the modem capitalist society along revolutionary
lines.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorks, Vol, 19, p, 554.



ThUD, tho oinpleot oocial relation of man to nature is

aediatod by prinitivc inpleoentn of labour. If the latter are

reooved, nan's relation to nature vlll be ionediate ns coc^ja-

rod with any social relation. Accordingly, we shall find our-

selves in the sphere of biological connections between the

organion and the natural environment, where the role of

mediated links will be played not by social phenomena, but

by the natural ones (the animal's psychic activity, adapta-

tion, etc.).

All the deep-going,latent necessary connections are of

a mediate nature. On the surface of the world men perceives

immediate connections and relations, while science uncovers

the mediate nature of the connection between phenomena which

outwa dly do not appear to be interconnected.

In the world at large, every thing and every phenomenon

are connected with all the rest through numerous interaediate

links. Therefore, the world represents a sin^e whole, in

which eveiy phenomenon occupies a definite place in the

system of connections of all with all.

In addition to specific ties end laws of the world

which are studied by particular sciences there ere multiform

connections between things and phenomena which are of a

universal character and operate in any field of reality. These

universal necessary connections are specially studied by

materialist dialectics. They include those between cause and

effect, essence and appearance, possibility and reality,

quality and quantity, preceding negation and subsequent nega-

tion, form and content, etc., in a word, between the opposi-

tes.

All these types of the universal connection between

phenomena make it possible to understand the world as some-

thing integral, that is, in a state of constant self-motion

and development. For instance, the slcplest, i.e. mechanical

movement is the ratio of space and time. The velocity of a

body’s movement V is e^qtressed by the formula V » ^ , or by
a functional connection 8»f(t), where s is distance (space)

and t - time.

The principle of development is e:q>resBed in the system

of interconnections which are foitaed by the basic laws of



The antipode of interconnection is isolation, i.e. the

type of relation in which a third ncnher is included between

two nenbers of it to nalce imposaible the interconnection

between then. Isolation has no Independent aiEnificance. It

presupposes the existence of interconnection between pheno-

mena. Isolation means the absence of interconnection in one

aspect but the presence of it in the other aspect.

.As regards their general structure, the connections

are divided into ionediate and mediate. The more inmodiate

the connections* the more they are siople. And vice versa*

the more complex the interconnection* the more it has media-

ties* the more coc^lex is their cognition.

Vhile maSclng an ohatract of Hegel's Seienee of liogic *

lienin emphasised his words: "tRiere is nothing (Hegel's

italics) in Heaven, Hature* Spirit, or anywhere else, which

does not contain immediacy as well aa nediacy..."^. Jurther

Lenin wrote:

1) "Heaven-Hature-Spirit. Heaven away: materlalisn.

2) Hveiything is vermlttelt — mediated, bound into one*

connected by transitions. Away with Heaven — law-govern-
ed connection ol the whole (proeess) of the world.
Thus, Lenin discarded Hegelian idealism and highlights

the mediated nature of connections of everything with every-
thing.

Absolutely immediate relations and connections do not
exist. Evety immediacy of relations end connections is only
possible in correlation with more complex or mediate connec-
tions. This means that immediate connections can be singed
out by iaaking_an anolyslo of the mediate connections, as more
siople connections for a given object.

Science begins to study immediste connections empiri-
cally, since it establishes the lowest boundary beyond which
there is no objective area of study.

T.I. Lenin, Collected Vorhs, Vol. 58, p. 105.

Ibid.



under which (1) intemel contradictione of a change object

are the aource of these chansea, (2) the changes thenselves

bear not only a quantitative gradual character, but also a

qualitative, spasnodic character; and C3) every new, n

Ugher stage or level of changes includes the positive content

Of the preceding stages or levels of '*‘“Sea, tha^s to ^ic

it is possible to draw a distinction between the higher ^
nore progressive state (stage) and the less developed, sumoun

ted state or level of the object.

AS we see, materialist dialectics organically

the principle of universal connection and
^

velopnent, revealing in a comprehensive way the

ment through the system of universal laws, t e neces a

''“VeTaLic laws of dialectics operate as the

universal connections, since thaniis to them the entire ^stem

of dialectical ties uncovers itself as a

tion of the principle of development and they also define

structure of the other laws of dialectics.

}. Basie Lews of Dialectics

The Law of Transformation of

(Quantitative into Quali-

tative Changee and Vice

Versa

Developneat is a definite

method of onward notion of

things and phenomena, in

which there are both quanti-

tative and qualitative changes,

this process being Irreversible OT co^rs.
".^t^^L^l'opnen;

finition of the process of development, yet eve^ P

is bound to include both quantitative and qualitative chan

What, then is qualityT The first thing

eye in the surrounding world- is the

between phenomena, conditioned by the r qu
,„r„-rnal

There are two types of qualities.

definiteness of ar which

of essential properties that
jntrr-"'' sTfini-

others. The quali-ty of the first typ
^

of an object in its external expression through
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dialectics: the law of transforaation of quantitative into

qualitative changes, the law of the unity and conflict of

opposites, and the law of the negation of negation. The
first law reveals the necessazy connection between the quan-
titative and qualitative characteristics, properties of ob-
jects, between the qualitatively higher and more complex
level of the object's crganioation and its qualitatively less
complex level, between the negative and positive opposites
in the structure of the object (which form in unity the
source and mechanlsn of the object’s development), between
the preceding negation and the subsequent, second negation
that establishes a definite connection between the object's
levels of development. As a result, the very principle of
development represents a system of the universal connections
which are concretised further through the non-baslc lows of
dialectics (the lows of the unity of form and content, essen-
ce and appearance, reality and possibility, etc.).

Thanhs to this system of the basic and non-bosio laws of
dialectics the principle of development is revealed by Marxism
in a ^rehensive, i.e. dialectical way. As we have seen,
lenln s indication that modem dialectics is comprehensive
is an important aspect of his definition of this dialectics.
In CM time, Lenin pointed out. "everybody is in agreement"
wxth the principle of development. And in fact, it is dlffi-

even bourgeois ideologists, save, of course,

further development towards "post-industrial society", a "tech-
notmulc era and even a "truly open society", void of survi-ve. of a clo.ed eociety". But at the close scrutiny all
these conceptions have no bearing at all on a scientific
understanding of development. They revert us to the 18th-cmtury cne-slded evolutionist conceptions of development that
absclutised the vigorous quantitative changes in the object's
properties in terms of their multiplication and growth. Their
^y modern aspect is not philosophical arguments, but empi-
rical material - facts of scientific, technological and eco-
nomic progress,

The dialectical conception of ,
4.^.^

^ development is based onthe understanding of the ascendine Qnw«-».,<5* onward process of changesi
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revealing that this dependence has a status of a universal

lav. There are no such objects and phenonena vhich would not

obe? this law.

It is important to take into account the fact that ex-

tensive quantitative changes bring about qualitative changes

of the first type, while intensive quantitative changes

bring about qualitative changes of the second type, i.e.

fundamental qualitative changes.
For exataple, the transformation of capitalism into a

'forld social system was the result of the extensive growth

of capitalism only, whereas its fundamental change and trans-

formation into socialism was the result of intensive quanti-

tative changes, under way in each individual country (the

Srowing productive forces, the mounting class struggle, etc.);

the transformation of developed capitalism into monopoly
capitalism meant a qualitative change, this process express-
Ing the transformation of quantity into quality, of deve-
loped capitalism into imperialism.'*^ However this transforma-
tion does not mean a fundamental qualitative change, since
it involved no change in the entire internal structure of

capltaliam, but a change in certain (albeit basic) character-
istics. Tbat is why Lenin stressed that iii5)eriallBm is the
stage of capitalism "... vhea certain of its rundanental
characteriatica began to change into their opposites, when
the features of the epoch of transition from capitalism to a

i0ier social and economic system had taken shape and reveal—

themselves in all spheres. Economically, the main thing
this process is the displacement of capitalist free con-

Pctltioa by capitalist monopoly".^ The transformation of
cpltallam into socialism is already the fundamental quali—
stive change that involves the rootructuring of the entire

structure of society and its superstructure,
must bear in mind that the emergenco of a now quality

turn, to new quantitative changes. For instance,
traBaltioa from hand-operated tools of labour to machine—

Colloctea Vorkn, Vol. 22, p. Z67

*’'**•. P. 265.
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totality or properties. However, quality is not iflentical to
property which is only one aspect or quality. Por exat5>le,
any body possesses a tonperature. Moreover, qualitatively
^ti^erent bodies (say, animals and metals) may possess equal
temperatures. Dlrrerent political parties nay have similar
general characteristics (high discipline, etc.) but he oppos-
ed to each other. Thus, the property as distinct rrom quali-
ty represents a one-sided erpreesion or quality. Ihe second
is the internal derinlteneas or an object that coincides with
.^s speclric structure. It can be called tundamental Quality .

Ihe change in the main elements or the object's structure is
a rundamental qualitative change.

i^ality is the main characteristic or the derinlteness
things and phenomena. But the very things and phenomena

are not reducable to quality. Engels said that what exists
possessing qualities. Ihls means

^
^ tlon to differences between thinEs and phenomenathere is a common platrorm ror the entire multirormity or

M^oHll >=7 "dtter as the substan-

or material
simply dlrrerent modiricatlons“Lr:TaLater

volume or a body or L si^ressed either in the

temperature, or in light ntZi^
Quantity may be intensive Z intensity, etc.

represents changes per unit or^ i

—
or a given quality.

slnce^L^ir?i^°“'’ sn quantity.Since initially quantitative
,

in auem-ip onA 4-1, 1
“Ongea do not lead to changes

B ftwf
°°° ft.me.orh or one and the

TZ ZT !
independence or quality and quantityton each other has limitations beyond which we see the intar-

“te Srir' quantitative changes. We maynote that at a derinlte temperature water turns into vapour,
metal is smelting, etc. Step by step human consciousness was
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saaXl leaps represent qualitative changes In separate as-

pects, elenents of an object. ^The Great October Socialist

Hevolution in Bussia was a great historic leap, which, how-

ever, was realised through a whole series of snail leaps in

the field of influstiy, agriculture, culture, etc.

Of great nelhodological importance for understanding

social developnent are the concepts of "evolution" and "revo-

lution". gvQlution is a process of intensive quantitative

changes which are accoopanied by continuous qualitative

changes only In separate aspects of an ob;)ect, not in it as

a whole.

Evolution is a unity of quantitative and qualitative

changes. Por instance, evolution in nature sees the repla-

ceiaent of some biological species by others, which qualita-

tively differ from one another. In society, evolution brings

abont not only quantitative, but also qualitative changes.

Por exataple, imperialism qualitatively differs from pre-

monopoly capitalism and is a product of evolutionary, not of

revolutionazy changes in capitalism. However, this is not

a fundamentally qualitative change in capitalism, but only

a change in the sum total of its characteristics: free compe-

tition is replaced by fettered cospetition, etc.

Bevolutlon is a fundamental qualitative change in social

phenomena, that is e change in their inner structure. Eevolu-

tions (socio-political, economic, scientific, technological,

sclentlfic-end-techcologlcal, cultural, etc.) take place in a

society and are being prepared by evolutionary changes, which,

at the tine of revolutionary changes, do not ceaee and conti-

nue to tahe place. ^Therefore, during revolitions reforms

continue to retain their enormous significance for true re-

volutionaries. Disregard of refoms sooner or later brings

about negative consequences and oven leads to adventurism.

Absolutisatlon of reforms, however, involves the rejection

of revolutionary spirit altogether. An example of such

absolutlsatioa is the Social-Doeocratic conception of social

development.

The unity of qualitative end quantitative changee is

expressed in the category of measure. Reaeure is a qualitatlre

quantity . It la a quantity behind which a euwiltntlye change
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ry brou^t about a shaip increase in production; qualitati-

vely new relatione of production were always accosqjanied by
bigber growth rates of the productive forces, etc.

The qualitative tranafomations fundanentally differ
fron the quantitative ones. Ihe latter are continuous, which
means that they involve the interchange of siDilar elenents
of objects, phenonena, processes, irrespective of the veloci-
ty and rate of this interchange. The forner result in inter-
ruptions of gradual change, in other words, elements that
make appearance are disBlnilar with regard to those "appeared
so far. Thus, in the process of the transition from ape to
nan the erect posture became a new element (a new feature) of
those biological changes that took place in the ape's
brutal activity.

Thus, the qualitative transformation of objects and phe-
nonena is of a leap-like nature. A lean Is the interruption
of_ KradualneBa, in_the course of which elememtA of one qua-
lity are being remlseert elop^nta nt A
Boclol revolution la a ceaa In point ahowlnB the leap-llke
converelon or one aoolal e7ateo Into another.

Leape vary, but they are divided Into two typea: aingle
(one-atase) and nultlatOBe. a thoee oaaea where the eleaenta
o he old quellty ore uore or looa aiaultoneouely being
replaced by the elementa or a new quality a aingle leap takea
place. Oaaea in point are the erploalon reaultlng in the oon-
voraion or one chenical aubetanoo Into another or the poll-

!ntS
«'>" eccoupenled by the tranarer or

L®en the elenanta or one quality are being replaced by the
eleaenta or another quellty m a certain aequence. the leap

^a t^ M tranaltlon or apo to nan
la the hlatory or the ouoeeaaiv. replaeeuenta or derinite
hiologioal reaturea by aoolal onea. Horeover, the replece-
aent or one reature by a new one cannot t«:e place until the
tine aueh a replaoeaent arrecte the other one that ooiditiona
the given reature. Por inatanco. the ape cannot develop Ite
roropew Into a hand until it acqulrea on erect gait.

leaps can be big and aaall. A big loop envelopa a runda-
nental qualltativo chongo In on object ae a whole, whereoa
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the Btatement that •’faeoism exiats and at the aaae does

not exiat in Chile", uaing the word "exiat" xn one and the

Bane aenae, i.e. in the aenae of real exiateno

Aa for dialeotica. it conaidera concrete

latter repreaent the relation between nutn^
aa.

ahaence Of any property, characteriatic,

for exanple, alave and alave-owner. aerf

A flt All these opposites repre
wage worker and capitaliat. Ml
the presence of labour m case of

rt4->,«*hande

of labour in case of an exploiter, and, on
® ^

the preaence of a definite form of P^^® ®
°

f a toiler,

caae of an exploiter and ita ahaence xn the

Ban and nature are alao concrete oppoaitea.
edways

There ia identity between concrete “PP^^^/^'^aft
directly precludes each other xn one

properties.
Identity ia the relation

„an is not only
characteristics, features of an o a •

-fcrt it. Shanks

anti-thetical to nature, but ia also
i„ter-

to identity (nan is a natural being)
each other

act between theoselves and hence nay
^ concrete

dialectically. The jHaleetlcal ® — intemediate
unity of the opposites, which is ne a

-ther at one and

links. These oppsitea directly preclu e eac
every

the sane tine and in one and the ’
j),e gialecti-

tine connected by concrete intornedia e
, first,

cal contradiction differs from the fom
reason

by that it exiata in objective reality and
and,

it must be with necessity reproduced in co
.nteroediate

second, by that its structure

links. It is not enough, to fix the °PP^^^^^
connection bet-

is necessary to reveal their inner — vvntclan
ween each other. Engels criticised the

irroconcUable
E. Duhring, because he thought -in absolutely irr

antitheses.

y. Engels, Anti-Ifiihrlna, p. ?!•
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of an object beKlns . For instance, the aeasuro for water is
tho tomperature 0° or lOO^O, olaco water tiima into ice,
when Its teaperaturo falls below zero, or into vaponr* when
ts teaperature rises above 100®0, 2?here is an approximate

level of the development of society's productive forces,
which is followed sooner or later by ravolutionaa^ changes
in the mode of production. Any quantitative, including evo-
lutionary, changes have the measure of these changes to be
followed sooner or later by qualitative changes.

^is law is, in Lenin's
The Law of tho Unity and vorda, tho nnoloua of dia-
StruBEle of Oppooitoa Xectica. It dl^laya tho

inner source of development
of all tho objeota and phenomena of reality. Dialectical
contradiction ia the moat general, abatract omprooaion of
the inner Btracthre of all objecta. It wee already tnown to
Mciont philoaophora, who fixed oppoeitoa in thinga and in

e r movement and even noted the struggle between the opposi-
tes (this can be most clearly seen in the case of Creek
phlloaophor Heraclitua). But theao philoaophora failed to
dlacovor tho law of tho nnity and conflict of oppoaitoa aa
a aourco of doTolopment. Tho very concept of development had

f“Jr eentniy - m Hegelian and
Harriet phllooophy. Bat Hegel coaid not extend the concept
of development to the material aphere of reality. Ihla taah
waa performed by the fcundera of Harriet phlloaophy.

In V
above, dialoctice begine with the underatand-

Of the arity Of oppoeites. the oppoaitee may be of two
and concrete, the formal oppoaite ia the rela-

tionshlp between the nraaenro v
«. j 4.4

^ sence end absence of some property,
c^racterlatic, etc. Such relationehlp ia alwaya an aapect of
the really eriating relation between oppooltea. Bor Inatance,
the atatement "imparlaliam eriata- ia the oppoaite of the
statement "Imperialiam doea not eriat". But in the aeoond
atatement there ia no positive content, there ia only the
abaence of that which ia aaeerted in the first aentenoe. Ihl.
kind of oppoaitee ia conaidered in formal logio alone, which
forbids at once to affirm and deny anything in one and tho
same sense and respect. Por eranpie, we cannot regard os true
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in this society.

The development of s contradiction always goes throng

two stages: that of conformity and that of

quantitative discrepancy of opposites means that the contra

diction concerned has reached the highest stage of

nent and needs a resolution, which leads to the
^

a new contradiction (with f ^
By abolishing the class of capitalists the

es to be the proletariat; it turns into a worhxng

that wields the principal means of production.
^7

elim^a

the social opposites the worhlng class

S C'’!TrorthfcollLtiv^fl^^Iasantry^w^^^

owner of E£2HE property. thrs^Ltlon of

rcrasrs^rir-^^^^^^^
risation will be responsible for

^

lie property and for the
“he resolu-

of group property. The fundamental diffe

tion Of this “;^rt"hrfo^er is not
ween antagonistic classes lies in

v.t„.en the
necessarily attended by a confli^. clash between

classes themselves.
polarisation of opposites

The continuous process of the
p to a

is the struggle between them, which™ ^
breah in the -equal action- between them, to^the ap^

of a (quantitative) "
tty equal action) of

wrote: -The unity (coincidence, identity, q tive.

opposites is conditional, temporaiy, tr^lto^,^^^^^^^^^

The struggle of mutually exclusive °PP°
pevelopment

iuat as development and motion are absolute ....

_ . - *4.-a. The relati
nt ana notion ore ot/o—

—

propposites.-VThe«lativi^o^
is the •struggle' of opposivea. --

. action’ of

finds its expression in
the constant conflict

opposites is always temporary,
foms of their

of opposites always determine, changes in the forms

unity or altera then*

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works. Vol. 58, P 558.
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The mediated structure of dialectical contradictions

must be reproduced by theoretical science, which is the case

in fact, for it rejjects the old netaphysical method of

thought. As Engels wrote: '‘For a stage in the outlook on
nature where all differences become merged in intermediate
steps, and all opposites pass into one another through inter-
mediate links, the old metaphysical method of thought no
longer suffices. Dialectics, which likewise knows no hard
and fast lines, no unconditional, xmWersally valid ’either-
or' and besides *either-or' recognises also in the right
place 'both this — end that' and reconciles the opposites,
is the sole method of thought appropriate in the highest
degree to thlo etege."’- In Genital Man Byetenatically appl-
ied the method of analyalng Intermediate llnka to reaolTing
dialeotlcal contradictions In political economy, vhich
reflected the real contradictions of the economic life in
hourgeols society.

The object s development is the development of its contra-
dictions. And the development of the contradiction is the
polarisation of opposites, which has two aspects: (a) increa-
se in the system of intermediate links and (b) change In the
quantitative relations between the opposites themselves.
For instance, the development of capitalism's social stractu-
re since the 19th century was accompanied by the eipansion
of the middle strata of society, with the share of the tradi-
ional petty bourgeoisie perceptibly falling (especially so

^
strata" appeared on the scene). The quan-

titative coraelation of the basic classes of capitalist
® ® capitalists and the workers — changed sub-

r the share of all capitalistsshr^ed to roughly 3 per cent, whereas the share of the
workers in the Industnallsed states rose up to 70-75 per
cent. This obvious quantitative discrepancy of social
E^ups in the capitalist society testifies now, to a greater
extent than in the latter part of the 19th century, to the
fact that the capitalist class la a redundant social group

1 . P. Engels, Aati-Duhrlns, pp, aia-aj.
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proBreesive (negating) aide of the contradiction may act as

such only thanks to the conservative (accumulating, filing)
side of the contradiction* The abolition of the conservative
side is at the same time the abolition of the progressive si-
de of the given contradictory whole. By abolishing the bour-
geoisie the proletariat abolishes itself as the proletariat,
i.e. as a class deprived of any property.

There are contradictions of different types.

2?he internal contradlotlons are the contradictions of
the very structure of the object. They ore necessary, are
inalienable from an object. Since all the objects in the
world are interrelated, they are bound to exercise appropri-
ate external influence on each other. Internal contradicti-
ons, without which the structure of a given whole is incon-
ceivable, manifest themaelvea in the mutual relations of the

given object with other objects. The external contradictions

have no Independent aignificance and are determined by inter-

nal contradictions. They are an expression of internal contra-

dictions. Even the contradiction between two modem world

ayetema - the socialist and capitalist ones - has no

independent significance end is determined by the contradic-

tion between labour and capital, intrinsic in the capitalist

system. The socialist countries represent the "kingdom of

labour", the world of victorious labour which Is externally

opposed to capital- The contradiction between two world

social systems will be resolved only when the contradiction

between labour and capital. Inherent in capitalism, is

resolved.

The contradiction between two extremes in the structure

of an object is basic - Accordingly, the contradiction

between any other elements, sides of the object are non_—

baaic. For instance, the contradiction between the proleta-

riat and the bourgeoisie in capitalist society is a basic

social one, whereas the contradictions between any other

claoaea are not such ones. The resolution of non-basic

contradictiona la of great Dignlflcanco for the reaolutlon

of the baoic contradiction, but only the resolution of the

baaic contradiction leads to a final change in the object on

a whole.



The nain driving force of development ie one of the
Bidee aimed at the negation of the contradictory whole. It
ia always a negative side of the contradiction. The negative
side of the contradiction is the opposite, aimed at
the given contradictory whole, and not something ugly from
the ethical point of view. It la the most mobile side of
the contradiction, which has, so to say, a negative direction
of its movement, as a result of which the very whole is
subject to change. In She Holy Pamlly, by citing the sntsgo-^sm between the bourgeolsio and the proletariat. Mam and

Sfof TrT methodological analy-

oi t^
^““Itiona Of each opposites in the structure

"Proletariat and wealth are

crratt!irortr
eiaetlv wh r i

" private property. The Question is

“«t>'-ip- It is

"mtatr !!!^"° ’'tola,

cempeuert
““ '^’"‘te property, as wealth, is

-ithesis, seifiS^iSif; pt:.t:
- -

letarUt to”ab!lff

-

Pto-

vate Prspert:!““!“
makes it proletariat It II

°*t=tence, and which

thesis, its restimi:
self-dlseolving private property^

°

rele Played by
like any other motive force oaf ,

aavelopment, it.

of development and assists ir ^ "rrai'rates the process

velopment rtways belongs to th.f”
dects. The iffler^ontlldlctif ffl"

"“"“"“tion of ob-

lopment of every oblect „r I'
^°te-very object or phenomenon. This means that the

K. Ham, P. Engels, Collected Works. Vol. a, pp. 35.36.
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progreDBivo (negating) side of the contradiction eay act as

such only thankc to the conservative (accumulating, fixing)
side of the contradiction. The abolition of the conservative

side is at the same time the abolition of the progressive si-
de of the given contradictory whole. By abolishing the bour-

geoisie the proletariat abolishes itself as the proletariat,

i.e. as a class deprived of any property.

There are contradictions of different types.

The internal contradlotlons are the contradictions of

the very structure of the object. They are necessary, are

inalienable from an object. Since all the objects in the

world are interrelated, they are bound to exercise appropri-

ate external influence on each other. Internal contradicti-

ons, without which the structure of a given whole is incon-

ceivable, manifest themselves In the mutual relations of the

given object with other objects. The external contradictions

have no independent significance and are determined by inter-

nal contradictions. They are an expression of internal contra-

dictions. Even the contradiction between two modem world

systems • the socialist and capitalist ones - has no

independent sigz^ficance end is determined by the contradic-

tion between labour and capital, intrinsic in the capitalist

system. The socialist countries represent the "kingdom of

labour", -the world of .victorious labour which is externally

opposed to capital. The contradiction between two world

social systems will be resolved only when the contradiction

between labour and capital, inherent in capitalism, is

resolved.

The contradiction between two extremes in the structure

of an object is basic. Accordingly, the contradiction
between any other elements, sides of the object are non-

basic . For instance, the contradiction between the proleta-
riat and the bourgeoisie in capitalist society is a basic

social one, whereas the contradictions between any other

classes are not such ones. The resolution of non-basic

contradictions is of great significance for the resolution

of the basic contradiction, but only the resolution of the

basic contradiction leads to a final change in the object ae

a whole.
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Depending on the stage of change , the develop&ent of

the object, basic and non-baaic contradictions cay play the

role of a principal or non-principal contradiction. The

principal contradiction is the one of whose resolution de-

pends the further change of the object. For instance, it was

impossible to start the building of socialism in Russia
without establishing proletarian dictatorship. But even
after the establishcent of this dictatorship the contradic-
tion between the coat advanced type of state — proletarian
dictatorship -- and the backward economy came to the fore-
ground. This contradiction was resolved by the policy of
industrialisation, collectivisation, etc. until the tine
when in the 1930a socialism wae built in the USSR.

Since the victory of the soclaliet revolution in Russia in Oc-

tober 1917 the contradiction between socialism and the present
capitalism has become the basic contradiction of the present
epoch. In the 1930s and the first half of the 1940b, the
contradiction between fascism and the bloc of the socialist
and all anti-faociat forces of the world (non-basic contra-
diction of our epoch) was the principal contradiction of our
ago. Fascism proved to be the main obataole in the way of
social progress throughout the world, and the further pro-
cess of resolving the basic contradiction of the epoch de-
pended on the destruction of international fasciem, of its
crack forces.

An erflciont combination or atruggle for rinal and im-
mediate eoala implies the understanding of the basic and
principal contradictions in davelopment.

contradic»^„. ^.s the contradictions in
vhlA one side exists and develops at the expense or the

.
ypn-sPbagonistic contredlctiooe are those in which

the development or one side presupposes the development of
the other, antithetical one, and in its turn assists it.
Private ownership or the mesne or pioduotlon shapes antsgo-
nietlo contradictions, whereas the dominant social one pro-
duces non-antagonlstlc contradictions. The exploiter Claeses
that dominated hiatory exlatod and developed at the expenoe
or the labour or the exploited elaaseo. But antogonlems
alwaya exiated inalde the exploiter claaaea, since the grov^h
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of veslth in the fern of private property, in addition to the

labour of the exploited, ney also take place at the expense

of the redistribution of this property. The latter nanifes s

itself oost slaringly under capitalist

Under socialian the antagonistic contradictions disappear,

while the non-antagonistlc ones are preserved, since “o deve-

lopment in general is possible without contradictions, ^e

identification and practical resolution of

under socialism is a necessary element of scien i o

ment of society. However, the absence of antago^stic con

dictions under socialism does not mean tha soc s

possesses no elements of antagonism in the initi P® “

the contradictions between the dominant

of society (Marxism), communist morality and various

of the past in people's consciousness and behaviour. H^er

socialism, these contradictions have no independent ar^rfr

cance, fo; socialism can also exist ^ ;
they are not necessary and characteristic

only represent the elements of antagonism, sxnce

on of one aspect of the contradiction does not lead to the

disappearance of anothera

Bocialist society, being the society o ° n®
,

rical type which' replaced the

exploiter societies, naturally possesses its o^ ^ecr

features, that are er3>ressed in the operatron of the law

of materialist dialectics. This concerns, above ®11«

question Of the character and mechanism of surmounting con

tradictions under socialism.
onward.tradictions under socxaxxam.

The Law of the negation and

Of negation
development in the world

Being the moat conq>licatea

law among the basic laws of dialectics, it d“®l“des as^

elements other basic laws of dialectics - qua
..^tj^ons.

quantitative ties, relations of opposites, an co

Dialectical negation is the main elemen o

law. The concept of dialectical negation has

features. Pirst, negation is objective by its -®^-;
means that dialectical negation is effected outside human
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conBclousness and represents a definite relationships

between things and phenomena. Each opposite negates the other

opposite. (Thnsf negation specifies the boundary of the ezis-

tence of objects beyond which the given object gives way to

a new one. Second, negation is internal by its nature. This
means the object is subject to negation not from outside
but from its own internal elements. Ve nay say that the object

negates itself. The proletariat, being a necessary element
of capitalist society, is at the same tine its gravedigger,
its negation. Third, negation presupposes both the destructi-
on of the old, outlived form and the preservation of the via-
ble content of the object. It is thus a moment of connection
in development. The old never disappears In full and absolu-
tely, it is transformed in the course of negation, preserving
its rational (accumulated, so to say) content. The new,
therefore, is not an absolute rejection of the old, but a
further development of all that is viable. That is why deve-
lopment represents the ascending movement. This feature of
dialeotien negation nakaa It poaaible to reveal an inportant
reature of progroaa. Bot all that la nav la progreaBlve.
I^ogreaelve la only that new which la of naeeaBlty horn by
the old and abaorbe all the atrangth of tho old. In hla tlna,
lenln aubjeoted to eovore crltlolan attempta to craato a pro-
letarian culture In poat-rcvolutlonary Euaela without making
uaa Of th. heat tradltiona of Huaaian and foreign culture.

m ar y. the aociallat revolution proaervea the productive
forces of the bourgeois aooloty to develop thorn further and
abollehea its outmoded relatione of production, ini fourth,

in affected in conformity
with the concrete nature, eeeenee of on object.

Ideeliatlc uuderetanding rules out the oxlatenoa of nego-
tiou in the objective reality itoalf and oonaldara it a
aubjectivo act, performed in human mind, or acoepta objective
negation aa a mataphor. Ihe m.taphyaloal undar.tandlng of ne-
gation falls to see its complicated oontradlotory nature and
regards it aa a one-alded rejection, aa an absolutely nega-
tive act. Given this -mderotendlng of negation, it is Impoa-
Biblo to depict the law-governed character of development in
nature, society, including the hlatory of human culture.
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The concept of dialectlcel negation helps to reve^ the

following logical pattern in the
f

phenonena of reality. If as a result of any

negation, an object (or its sons state) passes
^

®

opposite, then the repeated negation,

of this resultant opposite oust restore

appeared in consequence of the first negation.

every tine dialectical negation preserves the

tenfof the negated, then as a result of the

a full return to the initial state

we obtain three qualitatively different and

identical stages in development: thesis,

thesis) and the negation of negation (or syn
’

ggerves
thesis is identical to thesis in

gy^the-
its content and continues to accumulate e •

Sis is identical to antithesis in content
f

turn, preserves the accumulated content of

coincides in form with thesis, as P^®®
gj

bade to its initial state on a new basis

accumulated content. Therefore, the coincidence of forms

here is only relative, not absolute.
uaiver-

The law of the negation of negation re

sal structure of all things, phenomena
^

negation of negation is nothing else bu ®
* , the law of

siLs, i.e. thesis and antithesis. This aspect

the negation of negation informs us of w e er
g^g^ple^

es under review are all-embracing or couplet
. ^

it is erroneous to consider revolution as the «® ^®^

coma to fruition, if revolutionary changes *‘'®

economic sphere and ignore social
between

spheres, L unless a new relation of uni^ ®®*® “
Lm through the respective intermediate links (various

institutions, organisations, etc.).
noerates both

Thus, the law of the negation of negation operates

on historical and structural plana. It opera e

spheres of reality, including the subjective

proved the universal character ot
wAnd so.

of negation while criticisins Puhring. e •

What L the negation of the negation7 An extrenely Bcneral
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and for this reason extremely far-reaching and important -

law of development of nature,history, and thought; a law

which, as we have seen, holds good in the animal and plant

kingdoms, in geology, in mathematics, in history and in

philosophy. .

.

However, it Is not suffice to remember and learn the

general features of the law of the negation of negation.

This is only a formula a person has to know how to use it.

In any science general formulas cannot be used automatically

This is the object of speculation by bourgeois critics of

materialist dialectics, claiming that the formula "thesis**

antithesis-synthesis" is scant, hollow, schematic, and In-

effective.

And so, the lew of the negation of negation determines
the onward, ascending line of development, the continuity
between the old that is negated end the new that negates,
the difference of progressive from reactionary, retrograde
changes, and conditions the preservation, in the development
of the sound and viable elementa accumulated in the previous
development stages and the repetition, on a higher basis,
of the general features of the earlier development stages
by imparting a spiral-like form to the latter.

1 . r. Engela, lnti-Duhrin£, p, 168.
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4. nnn-Baelc T.nwfl of Dlaleetlee

The Law of the Unity of

Content and Porn

The haalc laws of materialist "e'slrstan-
the most general

^^eris^Lt exhausted by the

ce of all connections in the lat _ a special

basic laws of dialectics. They '“j,, ^,.nasic

form of connections which are revealed

tUe connections in developne
hasic laws ot

Their operation includes the action of the bas.c

dialectics and imparts to then a^oncre e^

^

temal elements that conpn-

ee the obiect. Internal ele-

ments can be called the sub-

stance of the object, or its
oontent, depending

exact, various objects in case of

on the elements that conpris - of a mode

a chemical substance atoms are
political

of production, productive
Pl,o mobile aspect

power, ruling social
and is subject to a

of the object, it
'"“‘^^gg/fmom the above examples

quantitative evaluation. It
.. -rerent, and the level

that the quantity of atoms may e
-hile the social

Of productive forces may also be differs^, v^e t

gro^s, including the classes, may be small, large

..

f

unity of content and ^ egmoections which organise

epecific structure, a totality
If we take the

the elenentB of content into eome w
iifferent

working class, w. shall see that it

categories (elements) - the indua r
rj,„ ophere

agricultural proletariat, the workers
olass

of trade, etc. What makoa all these
inatruments of

is that they are deprived of the ”®“”
j throogh produc-

production. Their interrelation «» attest

tlon and trade unions. The workers p highest degree,

to that the working class i. organised to the high



And although parties are only the external fora of the in-

ternal organisation of the working class « ve Bay Judge about
the degree to which the working class is organised in a coun-
try.

The productive forces of any society constitute the con-
tent of the node of productioUf while the relations of pro-
duction - its internal fom^ that iSf they organise the pro-
ductive forces into a definite node of production} into a
certain wholeness.

According to the law of the unity of content and ^om,
content determines fora. Binco content is in a state of de-
velopment, the old, outdated form is periodically replaced
by a new, more developed and ioproved fom, depending on
the degree of the developaent of content. Thus, development
as a whole is a chain of the mutually replacing internal
forma of the organisation of the object's content. Through-
out history, a change in the class content of atate power
resulted in the improvement of the apparatus of power, the
appearance of special legislative bodies, the alteration
of th, correlatioa between the executive end leBlslative
bodies of atete power, etc. toBardleas of the external forno
oi atate power - the nonnrohy, republic, theoeraoy, oto.

external fom often aoroens varioua content. Ihereforo,
the werhing olaee that eaaunea power in not content with
the proelanatlon of a republic. Even in the noot domocrotlo
boUTBeola republic the worklns cleaa and ita alllaa have
to break up the bourgeoio otnte nechlnery, l.e. to overcone

04
IcBiolative and executive winga of power,

dlaband the pernenent aection of the arny (varlcue prlviles-
ed Guerda), etc. Over the period between the Pebrneiy and
the ^tober Eevolutlona of 1917 in Hueeia, the eneniea of
the Eevolntlen trleo to nae the Xorn of Boviete in their

TT. J.
the elogen "Bovlete without Eolehe-

vikel When people confuse the intemol and external foma,
the often give erroneous appreianl of the proceea of hieto-
rical developaent. During the Greet Erench Eevolutlon of
1789-179't vldely current wee lllueien that the Eonan Eepubllc
was to be rostorod.
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The metaphyBioal understandinB of the correlation between

form and content lies in the divorcenent of forn from content

and in considering it the object's aspect independent of the

content. It is the platforn of reactionary forces, striving

to preserve the society's old production relations despite

progress in the development of the productive forces. It is

the basis of formal art which elevates into an absolute the

form's relative independence of content. It is the basis

of bureaucracy which does not see the substance of the matter

behind its forn. A metaphysical approach can also be seen in

the absolutisation of content and neglect for the form a acti-

vity in relation to content. Heanwhile, the form <>“1? P”'

motes development but may also contain the latter,

natter is whether form corresponds to content or w e e

is in a "conflict", discord, with it. Unrealistic art is

incompatible with progressive content, i.o. re

progressive ideas, pertinent moral and sociri

The reactionary bourgeoisie takes interest n su

art which adversely influence its content. In “

etate-buildlng, the accomplishment of the tas s o

construction depends on the choice of an appropr a ®

tical form of the organisation of proletarian

The essence is sooetines un-

Ihe Law Of the Unity of aerstood as

Essence and Appearance determining p °

-oncept-
But this is a common concept-

ion of essence transferred from ordinary life ’

philosophy. In the system of materialist dialec M
essence is a totality of all internal and

and their connections in the object. Hence, the

the unity of fere and content . In terms of its

socialist node of production fundanenhilly dif

capitalist mode of production, say. in such

DBSH and the USA., and not so much because their pro

forces are different, but because their rolatioM o

tlon are diametrically opposite. It oust be sa ®

internal form, and not the external form of ts
. . -

determines essence. As Lenin wroto» "Pom ia esse
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Eseence ia formed.

The form of the object determineo tta eceence directly.

But since the form itself ia determined by content | the ess-

ence is ultimately determined by its content. At the same

time, essence is not reduced to a sun total of internal form

and content, but represents a definite unity of form and

content taken in respect of the external form of display. On

top of all this, essence is the internal aspect of the object

which is bound to display itself ertemally. Appearance is the

form of the external display of essence, i.e. its external

form. Figuratively speaking, appearance shows how essence

appears "on the surface of the world".
Essence in itself, in a "pure form", does not exist. In

reality it is part and parcel of specific, concrete forms of

its existence •- of appearance. Only in unity with forms of

its manifeatatlon essence is real. For example, suiplus value
appropriated by the capitalist always takes the form of pro-
fit and does not exist in reality outside this form. Equally*
any low ia nowhere given in a general form; it takes on a

special, specific form of display. In a general form, a law
is available for the human mind only as a product of abstrac-
tion from real and concrete connections and processes.

However, we should not hold that essence or appearance
do not exist objectively. In the history of philosophy we
may encounter different viewpoints on this score. Empirical
idealists believed that only our sensations are real, or, to
be more exact, only their reflections are real, whereas gene-
ral concepts do not reflect anything. From this standpoint,
capitalism as such does not exist in reality. What exists
is only various external connections, which do not ejipress
anything general. This point of view was especially clearly
espressed-by positivists in the 1920a and 1930b, who decla-
red the material connections and relations, concealed
behind external appearances, to bo metaphysical, objects
non-existent in reality evincing no scientific interest. In

V.I. Benin, Collected Works., Vol. 38, p, 144.
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Kantian pMlosopl^, esaance vaa divo«ed iron

vaa declarad to ba ob3eotive and uncogniaable thing-^

aeli, wberaaa appearance, the naniieatation of eaaenoe

declared to be aubdective, available to cognition.

Appearance and eaaence do not coincide; eons

ance even diatorta eaaence. 7or instance, we aee the

revolving around the Earth, since in the

and in evenings it seta. Z t-
Earth that revolves around its arts. Bo

T.-th as we

Bun does not nove obdectlvely in respect of

perceive this. Ho. it does not. The Sun noves “^3e=txvely^^^^_

reject of the Earth CP**®
^arlf^re! oL perception of

rng:rorrL.: ^venen; is

^

only incomplete, and we. .“/I movements
conclusion regarding the actual cor

perception
of the Bun and the Earth. In the same “““'P

of a pencil submerged in water and seem
atraight.

not completely aubdeotive. although i rema

we perceive the effect of light rays, which is obO

^
Similarly, when the capitalist pays the

^

the end of a weeh. it seems that the

not the value of his labour power alone.
p_iry of a

caplteliet pays a wage to the
tMrination. Therefore,

definite wording time and not in
what is

the seeming picture and essence el s
^jluoion. The

BUbdeotive is not the seeming pic re,
^^^ts obdective-

former differs from the
nlusion exists only

ly and distorts the essence of o
5 oicture is

in our imagination, in consciousness. o
illusion

the form in which essence manifesto its .

has no bearing on essence. coincide with

neither the seeming picture nor npp
in di- cases,

essence. But the latter does not distor es
alsployod

Therefore , behind every form in which ®“°°°°
^ i aspect

we must see what constitutes the inter^
'°:r.fce wo^d

Of an object or process. According o
’incided icsedla-

be superfluous if appearance and essence ® reveal
tely. The taoh of science is to ponetra o
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tho inner lavs of phenonena« without pondering too cuch on

the external fora in which essence displays itself.

This tenet is of great ii^ortance for people's praotice.

As Lenin wrote « "appearance is richer and essence is deeper".

It is clear froa this that having cognised any law* we may

apply it practically in most diverse forae, depending on the

conditions of its application. For instance, airliners'

flights obey to the lava of aerodynamics as birds do. But

nan has itq)arted a different fora to the flying machines,

relying on the material at his disposal, the needs of trans-

portation, end so on. Therefore, in the ease of the flights

of aircraft and rockets, the laws of aerodynamics operate in

an essentially different form than in the case of birds.
This demarcation is of great importance not only for tech-

nology, but also for revolutionary social practice. The laws
of social development operate objectively and inexorably in
different countries, but revolutionary parties Is^art to
their operation such an external form of application which
in optimal terms promotes the accelerated running of tho
revolutionary process, la some cases the dictatorship of
the proletariat takes on the fora of a Soviet republic, In
others - of people's democracy and in still others - of
parliament, etc. The misapprehension of the multiformity
of the manifestations of essence, which in different condi-
tions cannot, display itself in a similar manner, results
in blindly following tho experience of socialist construc-
tion (even if it is the best one^ without any modification.
The multiformity of the manifestations of essence is thus
the reason why essence and appearance do not coincide.

As the dialectics of the relation between form and con-
tent shows, the essence develops continually both in quan-
titative and qualitative terms. The contradiction between
content and form, is the internal source of the development
of essence. Capitalism gradually evolved from its inception
and till our day. And although the essence of pre-monopoly
capitalism did not undergo any fundamental change, this does

not mean that monopoly capitalism does not differ essential-

ly from the former.
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CoEnition of essence is not a simple, one-stage process,

it begins vith the transition from appearance to

The second stage is the cognition of ennenre separately f̂

the forms of its mani featation - as a system o gen

laws. The very essence is multi-stage, and cogni ’

so to say, from the essence of first order to the es ence^of

second order, from the essence of second or °

ce Of third order, etc. The third stage of

object sees the transition from essence xn a pur .

to say, to soeciel fnrm n of Ua nanifesta^.

At this stage the essence is already revea e “

forms of its movement. For instance, it^was no^^^
^.^ntradicts

divulge the secret of suiplua value,
basis

individual empirical facts. It was necessary, ^ ^

Of the laws Of surplus value, to reveal

^ -I To such concepts as
in which esaence xs actual,

Marx showed
fit, rent, interest, connercial cap

in the
concrete forms in which surplus value is nani

empirical world of facta.
^ systematic

Marx revealed the essence of c p Tn a aioiler
form, and Lenin - the esaence of

t^t
manner, natural seientiata build theoret c a

unity
Show up the esaence of the object under etudy ^
Of its general structure with particul^ forms^^

Heelity and Possibility ^ ^ - «-

ality of the object. Reality covers both
o .broad

Of things and objects and their exte
v^-rtlve world

eence, reality represents the whole of the

and in a nar^w sense - the objective = f
object. The possibility is en aspect of t e o

abstract self-negation. It is objective e
object's

end represents a really existing gener

being, a form devoid of Bobstantial ' abstract
mean? It means that possibility represen

bo itaelf
structure of a new object which did not

all its eleoenta. For example, the appearance

to the aplit of commodity axmhang. into two -=to. sale
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purchaae. Thifl economic structure is inpregnant vith the

possibility of a crisis of overproduction, since the owner

of a commodity me^ retain money after selling it and in this

case another commo ity will be unrealised* But this possibi-'

lity does not become reality until the onset of capitalism,

because the exchange in pre-capitalist socio-economic forma-

tions did not become a universal economic relationship and

did not make real the very possibility of a crisis. In the

same way, the nature of social production under capitalism

helps us to predict the structure of socialist production,
though abstract and devoid of general content that is made

up by public property.

The possibility should be distinguished from impossibi-
lity which contradicts the objective laws of the existence
and movement of the object. Like possibility, impossibility
is definite, because what is impossible in a given set of
conditions nay become possible in a different set of condi-
tions. However, that which contradicts the most general
laws of the development of any reality is impossible in gene-
ral, that is under no clreunstances. Matter cannot disappeart
tine cannot be stopped, etc.

The posaibility, existing outside definite conditions
of its realisation, is abstract. The possibility becomes
real when requisite conditions of its reollsation make
their appearance. The poasibllity of a socialist revolution
is real in any industrialised capitalist country. In poorly
developed countries this possibility is abstract. This
explains why such countries at the outset face national
democratic revolutions, which prepare, at a faster rate,' the

ground for socialist revolutions. The abstract poaaibility
of crises of overproduction and monetary crises existed
even before capitalism, but only under this system it becomes

real, since capitalism provides conditions for turning this
possibility into reality.

However, something else is needed to turn the possibi-
lity into reality, besides conditions for the realisation of

this process. Conditions may be more or less favourable and

determine the degree of probability of turning the possibili-

ty into reality. To make possibility a reality the operation
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of a cause is required, tinder nodem ^
perlalisn still persists, there is a real

world war. nevertheless, it is so far no^ re^^^
socialist

to the effort of peace supporters, of
„„~.ride-

s^sten. With the result that the
^

ring wars is ~T the possibility of peace,

is taken by another possibility
_„„fional de-

Peace supporters set the task of naking

tente irreversible, that is, of turning the « ^
Of war into an abstract. The disappearance

wArs. Take another exaopj-e*

rules out the possibility of war
^^.talist countries

conditions are available xn deve op
socialist revolution

for their transition to socialiso,
of a real cause,

does not take place
^rorr^ary situation,

r::rctive and
.

that will be dealt with in a
pertinent to

torical materlalisn. How,howev
, possibility

note that even in a revolutionary operation

of a revolution is not always rea
sonetimes

of diametrically opposite causes 7
oossibility,

does lead) to the realisation of the opp
tranai-

that of preserving the status quo.
pcssibili-

tlon from capitalism to socialism, w
ooialism and the

ties collide: the possibility of
’

possibility of capitalist restoration.

efforts undertaken by the working poop
„oniat and

working class and under the leadership ” realisation

workers' parties are the decisive
3„iety.

of the possibility of givi^
tLatically doea not become

The possibility not only autonati y

reality, but it may remain to be uMS
band is

poaaibilttteB, includins oppoa
proved to be

taken by those, whose causes of rea sa
only tet-

the most effective. We must make a between
ween the abstract and the real neceseaty
the necossaty and the accidental poao

^ j^ol pocoi-

poaoibility in not identical to the re °
•^^^bal. The

bility may bo (and often happens to be)
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necessary possibilities are bound to turn into reality. Tbe
possibility of sociallsa's victory on, a global scale is to
be realised without fail} in other words, it will turn into
reality as a result of world history* This process nay be
held up but not brought to a halt,

The antithesis between the
Cause and Effect poaaibility and reality is,

in a way, overcome in the
concept of canoe. The canoe ia thua a unity of the poaalbili-
ty and reality. The cauae ia a phenomenon, event or oircum-
Btance, which tranafera any poaaibility into reality and
callB it to life.

But how doea it cone abon« The cauae filla the poaaibi-
lity (abatract form) with a anbatantlal content and theory
tranafera it into reality. The cauae ia nothing elae but a
anbatantlal relation. For inatance, a billiard-ball atrik-
ing againat another either atopa or loaea a definite auantl-

^
of notion. Another ball beglna to move. Ita movement la

the conaequenco of a atriie of another ball. But why ia it
ao? Becauae the flrat ball "gave” it a definite quantity of
0 on. In aooial life, people 'a practical activity la such

a aubatantial baala for all changea and eventa. All aoclal'
phenomena, objecta and relationa are the reault of human
Uabour, revolutionary, aplritual) activity.

/
cauae la not identical to a given aubatance

phenomena). It ia the notion of aubatance

J*
^ ° ^ form. Therefore, the turning of cauae into

effect la the replacement of the forma of motion of a defl-
^outaaee, an artiat’a aplritual and

material work reaulta in a definite picture, which dlffera
in form from the cauae of ita creation - the artlat'a actl-
vlty Hie activity la live activity, but hla picture la the
reified activity of the eame artlet. Oanae and effect differ
in form a^ are Identical in aubatantial content. Equally,
the commodity ia the reified labour of a worker, the trana-
muted form of his activity, inj'* in nature, any phenomenon is a
transmuted form of any substantial motion.

In order to apprehend the cauaal connection aa an
internal and not external nexua one muet underatand the con-
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nection with a aubBtantial relation. For this reason Lan^

stressed that the "actual coEuition of the cause is the deep-

ening of knowledge fron the externality of phenomena to the

science. Laplacien determinism
^

tinguished from probabilistic causality. According to

cian determinism, we can fully foresee a

f
ment if we know the initial data, whereas in « - _

for example, in quantum mechanics) we cannot ”
vocally the result of any process, although we toow its rni

tial data. Therefore, the result of a Bivan Process ^^pra^^

dieted with a definite probability whose sp

in an exact way. The fact that science
f

ly the behaviour of separate elementary

moment or of separate molecules of gas, w
^

on a vessel's walla is measured, canno
iaealists do

negating causality in general, as many mo

by restoring the old classical

lists - Hume, Kant, Mach,
of the

laplacian determinism is
causality is

causal connection of phenomena. o
,, of the

another type of this nexus. But the

:rr^er::":: :;:rof c:::ai connection ^d .i^of

:reren“t"r^^^^^ - -- --
would not include causality-

-.rr«»pt is relative
ine contraposition between cause

^^3,

in the sense
effect relations, any sub-

versa. In the ='»ain of
relation to the previous

sequent
in relation to the subsequent

phenomenon
“^^^^''^ontraposition between cause and effect

phenomenon. But the
Elfect often exerts a

is also relative in ano

reciprocal action on ^ phenomenon that served

tion to chanses taking P
interaction between cause

as its cause- We thus see

1- V.I. lenin, OollectedJ^. ’Thl* P’

12-855
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and effect. This interaction proves to be a final eauae of

the developoent of the object. Por instance, historical cir-

cunstances give rise to a definite type of the individual,

for in reality he is the product of historical clrcunstances.

In his turn, the individual tMnsforas these circuQstances

by acting on then. Marx called the coincidence of changes in

people and in historical eireunstenees revolutionary practi-

ce. The final cause of the historical process is the inter-

action of people and historical circunatances. As distinct

froB the innediate cause, the final cause is a contradiction,

i.e. an interaction of opposites.

In conclusion, we nust draw a diatinction between functi-

onal connection, occasion end cause. Functional connection is

an abstract dependence of two or nore paraoeters or properti-

es, under which one of thes acts as an Independent variable

(argucent), while the other acts as a dependent (function).

Both nenbers of dependence are variables whose .nunerical

values change. If we consider the radius as an arguoent and

the circunference as a function, then the increase in the

radius Involves the increase In the circumference, and the

decrease of the former results in the decrease of the latter.

But since this dependence is abstract, the causal connection
is concealed: the radius is not necessarily a cause of change

in the circumference. A change in the spread of a pair of
compasses or something else nay bo an actual cause of changes

both in the circumference and the radius. If tine is argument

in the formula of movement's velocity, while the distance
covered is function, it does not follow from this that time

is the cause of change in the distance. The actual cause
lies in the movement of a definite object — man, machine,

planet, etc. Functional connection ia only a formal egres-
sion of real connection, the underlying feature of which is

causality. This does not mean that functional connection
does not exist objectively in reality. It is objective, but

it does not exhaust the structure of the real (even the

simplest) connection of the real world, end only represents

its particular side and has no independent significance.

Occasion also differs from causal connection, for it

is its subjective expression. Usually the occasion is con-
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nocted with a definite objective fact or event, which, it

is true, is not a cause for subsequent events but is passed

for such.

In Dialectics of Pature En-

Kecessity and Chance gels noted that inactive cau-

se is not cause. This phrase

contains the idea that the connection between cause and its

action is necessary. And in fact necessity renoves the oppo-

sition between cause and its action* This oeans that if there

is a cause, there nust be effect therefrom.

Vhat, then is necessity? necessity is the connection

which is bound to malce its appearance under relevant condi-

tions. Causal connection is the most general and sic^lest

form of necessary connection* But necessity is not reduced

to a causal relation alone. All the aforementioned laws

of dialectics are but different types of necessary connecti-

ons. Necessity may be internal and external. External nece-

ssity is linked with internal necessity and is its manifesta-

tion. The node of interaction of the living organism with

the environment bears a necessary character for it, for

without this interaction the organism cannot exist. Never-

theless this mode of Interaction is determined by internal

specific requirements and the lavs of physiology of the or-

ganism.

Necessity is opposed to chance. Chance is a form in which

necessity manifests itself. Hut since necessity Is manifested

in different forms, a given chance, as distinct from necessi-

ty, must not take place without fail under the sane conditi-

ons. All people are mortal, but they die in different, acci-

dental circumstances, including natrurel death at a veritable

age. Engels wrote that after the French Eevolution of 1789

France needed a strong personality in order to complete

social reforms and counteract the reactlonaiy European

surroundings. And since this historical' need existed, a

relevant personality made his appearance on the scene. It

was Napoleon, but his personality was a pure accident. Ano-

ther personality instead of him might appear on the scene,

cay be leas or more talented. Nevertheless, such a personali-

ty had to appear.

ii’
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Consequently, in a "pure fora" necessity does not exist

but always acts in sone accidental forn. Therefore, accid-

ent is a necessary addition to necessity itself* Accident

is always conditioned, that is, It always has its own cause.

There are no causeless phenoaena* ?or this reason any acci-

dental phenonenon is causally conditioned. Vhat mahes

accidental a phenonenon is the intersection of one

chain of cause and effect relations with another one.

By calling as chances particular foms of the manifesta-

tion of this or that necessity, we nust bear in mind that

chances are of great icportance for man both from the

cognitive and practical points of view. Tron the times im-

nenorial the correlation between accident necessity
was studied by man, who drew appropriate conclusions from

this study. By the concept of predestination and by making
use of the identification of accident ftr>d necessity reli-
gion tried to persuade people that everything takes place
at God's will and not by chance and that people should obey
his vice-regents in order not to fall into his disgrace.
Thus, fatalism elevates accident into necessity. It dooms
man to passivity, since it places the results of his actions
in dependence on non-existing super-natural forces not
on himself and his activity. On the other hand, the ?rench
materialists •• Eolbach, Helvetius and others — reduced
necessity to the level of the game of chances by claimins that

any chance, even the most insignificant one, nay have a

decisive influence on the course of history.
Dialectical materialism holds that science is the enemy

of chances in the sense that it must penetrate into the
accidental form of phenomena in order to reveal necessity
concealed behind a fortuitous form. On the other band, it
is necessity that nay give a scientific explanation to chan-

ces which nay have groat importance for society.

hanifesting through
The Singular, Particular diverse forms of its existan-
and universal

ce, necessity represents a

common basis for particular casea which have a special «ad

even singular character. Is any form of the manifestation

of necessity accidental or do we have here a more complex
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correlation than the one we here conoidered?

The aspects of on empirically existing object token

singly constitute the singular* Every Individual empirically

given object possesses inimitable feoturest properties, etc.

Its specifically singular properties always have an accident-

al character. But in addition to singular properties every

individual object has universal properties and features

which are inherent in other individual objects. Thus, a se-

parate object is the unity of the universal and the singular.

Therefore, the universal does not eidiauat the individual. As

Lenin wrote, the "universal exists only in the individual and

through the individual. Every individual is (in one way or

another) a universal. Every univeraal ia (a fragment, or

an aspect, or the essence of) an individual*"^ The universal

is regarded as elmilar in every-day life. The universal taken

and regarded as similar features or properties of objects and

phenomena helps us to differentiate the accidental from the

necessary in practice, since here the accidental is identifi-

ed with the singular, and the universal with the necessary,

recurrent* But in theoretical cognition and in revolutionary

practice the universal Is something more complex than only

the similar in objects, although it does not follow from this

that the similar is not the universal*

'

Vhat is the universal in a deeper sense? The tzniversol

Is the law of the existence and motion of the particular end,

consequently, the alngular. For instance, according to Eep^

ler's law, planets must move according to an ellipais. But

the planet of Uranus does not move strictly according to an

ellipsis* This phenomenon was explained by the British as-

tronomer John. Adams (1819-1892) and the French astronomer

Urben J, Le Terrier (1811-1877) on the basis of the law of

gravitation. The planet Keptune'a gravitation strongly

effects the Uranus trajectory* Thus, the law of gravita-

tion is the common basis both for the elliptical movement

of planets and for every accidental diversion of planets
from th e_. elliptical trajectory. Here we see how the univer-

V.I. Lenin, CJollectod .Works, Vol. 58, p. 559*
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sal detertainea the particular and through the particular
the singular. The universal is the gravitation, the particu-
lar is the elliptical noveuent of planets and the singular is
the eopirically given diversions Choth essential inessen-
tial) end other specific features (the oiro of the ellipsis,
etc.) of the trajectory of ooving planets. Take another
exacple. In Marx's Capltei the law of surplus value is the
common hasis for all economic phenomena of pre-monopoly
capitalian. Profit which is deduced from surplus'-value as
a common hasis is a special form of the movement of capital,
whereas the empirically given separate capitals represent
the singular. Equally, the ground-rent is the particular,
which is e^lained on the basis of surplus value aa the
^versal, while the separate empirically existing rent is
he singular, fortuitous manifestation of the universal
(law).

r +-^4°* particnlar is the necessary form of the mani-
restrtion of the universal, whereas the singular is already

0 u ouB Xom ox the manifestation of the universal.

« th! ,
appro«i, raqplraa the eiplMatlon

tL '“iveraal but tbrough
^ «i»Pt.tion Of tba uuiveraal to tha

uollS«
^ »<=bolastlctaa iu aoienoa, and in

theoretl "T of the Bclantific and

the uni
oinoe the aingular often contradlcta

opaoulatea on thaae con-

nal^" ^
t'o-'b the uni.,uaal and tha aingular, by >r.-

gronnd that
'“*'''®boaX prlnctplea on the sole

difforantlT Th
° w>rld OToiythtng loota lUce
'“bbbapoaitlon of the alnsnlar and tha uni-

versal sooner or later ^

Tba practlca of aoclallL
bOTiolonian in idoology.

thfl
construction has providedtha aiaaplaa of a proper co.hination of tha aingular and the

ruI^^“aa‘a«%rT“^'“
“““ Partia^^f a"ialiat

with do
°

r
building a new eoclaty

with due account of concrata conditiona and apeaiflc faaturaa
of tneir respective countries.
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5» Dialectica of Developnent of

Soctallea

Dialectics is of special ioportance for analjsing the

tuildixLg of the socialist and cocnunist society. Socialism

is the most dynataic social system that has ever existed; it

is the most developing one, being in the state of constant

change, Bovenent and inprovenent# Ihe progressive-onxard

movement of the economy, social relations, culture and their

constant transformation on communist lines is the law of

life in a socialist society.

Bourgeois ideologists make

Antagonism and Contradic>- abortive attempts to prove

tions Under Socialist that materialist dialectics

Construction has stopped at the threshold

of socialism. Their state-

ments to the effect that Harxlste-Deninists deny the opera-

tion of the basic laws of dialectics in a socialist society

are groundless. On the other hand, the assertions of Left

extremists that antagonistic contradictions are inherent

both in capitalism and socialism are no less untenable.

Their further statements that under socialism the people

and the working classes are split by the same irreconcilably

opposite interests as are the bourgeoisie and the workers

in bourgeois society hold no water and are dangerous as

well.

The socialist revolution, socialist and eommuniet con-

struction are a brilliant confirmation of the laws of nate-

rlaliet dialectics discovered by Rarzism. This is graphic

evidence of the inevitable resolution of the bourgeois socie-

ty's antagonistic contradictions by revolution, of a radical

change of quality characterising the eoclo-economie and poli-

tical eystema, of the shift to a higher stage of social de-

velopment as a result of the negation of the bourgeois order

based on private ownership and of the establishment of a

Boclallat system baaed on public ownership.

At the same time, the socialist society as a society of

a historically new type which ^me up to tfie the place of

the exploiter societies which dominated for many centuries
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Under GocialiGO where cl&ssoc and social groups share

the sane basic interests which, in their turn, coincide

with those of the state, contradictions are resolved not on
the basis of class struggle but through the Joint efforts

of all classes and social strata under the guidance of a

Marxist-Leninist party. iThe very character of socio-political

life is contradictory, since it contains in itself the new

and the old, the advanced and the backward, the conservative

and the progressive.

The socialist society as a society of hi^ social activi-

ty is narked by the dialectics of developaent from the lower

to the higher , which finde its manifestation in the conscious-

ly directed tendency of taking up ever higher qualitative

stages of developaent on the basis of the dialectical nega-

tion of the previous forms. The law of the negation of nega-

tion, of the radical replacement of the former quality by

a new one ooet clearly oanifeets itself in the period of

transition from capitalism to socialism. This stage sees

the radical change in the nature of property, the social

structure and the political syetem.

Lenin's teaching on breaking down the bourgeois state

machinery reflects the operation of the law of the negation

of negation during the transition fron the bourgeois politi-

cal system and bourgeois democracy to the socialist politi-

cal system and socialist democracy. The working class cannot

wield the old state machinery which served the cause of

oppression of the working people. It must create a new state

that would meet the interests of the working people and be

able to effect socialist and communist transformations.

But materialist dialectics links the concept of negation

with notion of the further development of a thing, phenomenon

or object. In social life, people in most cases deal with not

mechanical negation, but with the negation which has a bear-

ing on the preservation of the viable elements of the former

stages of development, with the retention of the ties between

the departing old and the succeeding new.

The breakdown of the bourgeois state machinery does not

mean at all that the entire political mechanism is smashed

completely. After the revolution the people retain and
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has, naturally, ita own apecific Teaturea of the nanlfeata-
tlon and operation of natoiialiBt dlaleotioa lava. Thla
concerna above all the queatlon of the nature and necha-
niam of overoonlnB contradiotiona under aoolaliaa.

Lenin atreaaed the apeeific nature of the operation of
the law of the unity and conflict of oppoaitea under aocia-
lian. He wrote: "Antagonian and contradiction in not the anae
thing: the firat ia to diaappear under aooialiaa and the
latter ia to reaoin.

We muat draw a diatlnctlon between different perloda of
the eotabliahnent and developaent of the aociallat oociety.
In the initial period of the tranaition froa capitallaa to
aoolaliaa there are atlll the antagonlatic claaaea: the
deposed bourgeoisie and the landlorda, on the one hand, and
the working class and other labouring claaaea and strata,
n 0 0 er. Naturally, at this stage there ore antagonia-
tlc contradictions Inside the society and the class struggle
contteuea to be a method of their resolution.

situation changes after aoeialiam has been built. The

looment°''r°
'kploiting Classes, the emergence and deve-

Xfor at
s-=istlng exclusively of the working

iXsr iss-B Of the community of

tUariiL°“T^ economic, social and poli-

of varioua'cl
” aifferonoes between the Intereats.XXh ssd -individuals do

^010 Of 1 “
:

-tagouiam and are resolved on the

ceted interests efXplSrtr'’
aocietv «««<•. PoP'ilation groups with those of the

IZ Z !biL« society contradicti-

nature of society wh™rth!rr”^“*^°‘
opposite interests. However thr

“
- 1 ; ’ policy > and subjecti-vist errors nay also becooe here » .m

.
acre a source of deepening con-

tradlctions and even social conflicto.

Lenin Mlscallany n, Mosco.-Loniagrad, 19ji, p. 357-
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tJndcr tJOcialifsn vhere claooco and aociol groups ehare

the oaoo baelc intcreata which, in their turn, coincide

with thoflo of the state, contradictions are resolved not on

the basis of class struggle but through the ^oint efforts

of all claoseo and aoctal strata under the guidance of a

Marxist-Leniniat party. The very character of socio-political

life is contradictory, since it contains in itself the new

and the old, the advanced and the backward, the conservative

and the progressive.

The socialist society as a society of hi^ social activi-

ty is Parked by the dialectics of developtnent from the lower

to the higher , which finds its nanifestation in the conscious-

ly directed tendency of taking up ever higher qualitative

stages of developnent on the basis of the dialectical nega-

tion of the previous forns. The law of the negation of nega-

tion, of the radical replacement of the forcer quality by

a new one post clearly manifests itself in the period of

transition fron capitalism to Bocialiem. This stage sees

the radical change in the nature of property, the social

structure and the political system.

Lenin's teaching on breaking down the bourgeois state

nachinery reflects the operation of the law of the negation

of negation during the transition fron the bourgeois politi-

cal system and bourgeois democracy to the socialist politi-

cal system and socialist democracy. The working class cannot

wield the old state machinery which served the cause of

oppression of the working people. It must create a new state

that would meet the interests of the working people and be

able to effect socialist and comnunist transformations.

But materialist dialectics links the concept of negation

with notion of the further developnent of a thing, phenomenon

or object. In social life, people in most cases deal with not

mechanical negation, but with the negation which has a bear-

ing on the preservation of the viable elements of the former

stages of development, with the retention of the ties between

the departing old and the succeeding new.

The breakdown of the bourgeois state machinery does not

mean at all that the entire political mechonisa is seashed

completely. After the revolution the people retain and
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develop many political institutions which were born already

in the womb of the old society - workers' and other labour

parties) trade unions and other political associations)

retain the public sector of the economy, which is the basis

for socialising private property. But this is not all. The

working class seeks to retain all the best that has been

accumulated before the revolution in terms of administra-

tive experience) to wield the production apparatus, the

mechanism of economic and scientific management, and the

sphere of social services. The use of these elements of the

state apparatus makes it possible to accomplish the revolu-
tion with minimum costs and ensure at once a higher efficien-
cy of social production and improve the living conditions.
Lenin wrote: "Kot empty negation, not futile negation, not
sceptical negation is characteristic and essential in dia-
lectics, - which undoubtedly contains the element of nega-
tion and indeed as its moat inportant element — no, but
negation as a moment of connection, as a moment of develop-
ment, retaining the positive...

Socialist democracy not only denies bourgeois democracy
but also preserves the continuity in respect of revolutiona-
ry democratic principles which were proclaimed by the most
radical forces in the period of bourgeois revolutions. It
develops in the interests of the working people the old
ideas such as freedom and equality of people, brotherhood,
internationalism, friendship and equality of nations, popu-
lar sovereignty, and fills these ideas with new, real con-
tent.

We have already apoken about this kind al continuity
which henerita the new, socioliat society. But there is
continuity or a dirrerent kind, which roroes its way despite
the counteraction ot the leadinB pclitical roroea. In the
rirst Soviet years Lenin repeatedly pointed to hureaucrotic
olonents in the Eoviot state apparatus, which were tho result
not only of the society's economic backwardness hut also of

V.I. Lenin, Collected Worka, Vol. 33, p. 225.
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ferent aspects of social life.

Full communiso is the "negation" of socialisn, but

this "negation" has a specific character: it describes two

stages in the development of one and the same system. Never-

thelesB) at this stagey too, there are contradictions, there

is struggle for their resolution, the latter being an impor-

tant internal source of the system’s self-development.

A pride of place under developed socialism is taken by

the contradiction between the new and the old , the elimina-

tion of obsolescent orders, the overcoming of routine and
bigotry and the solution of the ever more con^lex tasks of
improving new life. This chiefly involves contradictions of
growth associated with the permanent progress of the pro-
ductive forces for the sake of satisfying most fully the ma-
terial and spiritual needs of people.

Developed socialism implies the overcoming of contradic-
tions that do not meet the alms of restructuring society on
the principles of full communism.

In the sphere of the economy this is connected with the
resolution of contradictions between the tempestuous growth
of the productive forces, the requirements of the scientific
and technological revolution, on the one hand, and the lagging
behind of forms end methods of administration and socio-econo-
mic planning, on the other hand, with the overcoming of
contradictious between the socialist property forms — public,
cooperative and collecttvo-form and the property of social
organisations ~ and with the formation of a single form of
property.

In the sphere of eocl nl relations this is connected with
the elimination of the still essential distinctions between
the working class, the peasantry and the people's intelligen-
tsia, between mental and physical labour, between town and
country on the basis of the formation and consolidation of
the society's unity and homogeneity.

The gap between different levels of labour remuneration,
which is inevitable under socialism, is a source of contra-

dictions, which are resolved by a social policy aimed at

securing the steady growth of labour productivity as a

source of social wealth, at raising wages for low-paid work-
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The law of the unity and conflict of opposites is of

especially great icportance for eocprebending the aechanisn
of the socialist countries* functioning on the world arena^
where antagonistic and non-antagonistic contradictions cake
their appearance.

The Bodem world is the venue of acute economic
social, political and ideological contradictions between
the two systems - socialist and capitalist. Hever before
has the struggle of opposites reached such a scale and mag-
nitude as today and never before has the confrontation bet-
ween political giants vrith weapons of mass annihilation
between so formidable and impressive. The conflict of oppo-
sites, the acuteat contradiction between the two systems
on the international arena is the chief and most striking
feature of society's life today.

But this does not mean that It is possible to ignore the
other side of the matter. Despite the acutestcontradictions
that read naafclad. the latter continues to exist as a whols.
oreover, the present epoch sees the strengthening of the
tendency towards closer mutual relations between different

within the frsnework or the world narket that InTlnanoes
the eoonoolo processea In all soolal struotures. Ihis isaso seen in the Browing soientirio, teohnicnl and cultural
xo anges against the background ol the current rewolutlon in
science sad technology. This is rurther seen in the solution

prcblemo such as the struggle Tor preventing
t'-'^-PPPlaar catastrcpho, the preservation oI the

resourcea, the eliui-^tlcn or toger and diaeaae in all peglona or the glebe,
the relation or the oons.,uenoeB or the deuographic explo-
sion. the overoonlng or the growing gap m the levels or
eoononio developuent or industrialised sad developing count-
ries and other global problems.

However, we regard as wrong tha nrgunents sdvsnoed by
the supporters or the oonvergeno. or social systems, who
olElm that under the Impact or the soientirio and tachnologi-
oal revolution the developed cenntrles or socinliam and the
developed countries or oapitaliam tend to converge to rorm
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The natural sciences are a cognitive instrument which is used

to verify and confirm the tenets of materialist dialectics

and develop them further. The achievements of natural scien-

ce serve as a scientific basis for the development of mate-

rialist dialectics. The natxtral scientific basis is, of

course, not the only basis for the development of philosophy

(for socio-hictorical practice is the decisive basis for

the development of philosophy), but the development of ma-

terialist dialectics is inconceivable without this basis.

The relation of materialist dialectics to the natural

sciences is manifested in its functions.
Its first function is to epistemologically comprehend

and generalise the data supplied by the natural sciences.
This process reveals not only the universality of the tenets
of dialectics but also the epistemological principles of
scientific theories and their philosophical meaning. The new
data of the natural sciences serve to improve philosophical
concepts.

The second function of materialist dialectics is its
nethodoloKical function. In Dialectics of Mature Engels
wrote that "...it is precisely dialectics that constitutes
the most important form of thinking for present-day natural
science, for it alone offers the analogue for, and thereby
the method of explaining, the evolutionaiy processes occurr-
ing in nature, interconnections in general, end transitions
from one field of investigation to another. In MAfaBrlallsn.
and Empirlo-Crlticiam Lenin stressed the need for natural
scientists to consciously adopt dialectical materialism.

By discharging its methodological function materialist
dialectics promotes the development of particular sciences,
including natural science. But to discharge the heuristic
function it should not be directly applied to the specific
material supplied by other sciencee, Just as in the case of
the epistemological apprehension of their results, but in-
directly - through the general and specific methods of
these sciences.

r. Engels, Dialectica of Nature, p. 43.
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Ihe third function of aetorislist dialectics discharg-
ed in relation to natural science concerns the world outlook .

This function differs froa the epistemological one by the

fact that it deals with the scientist's knowledge not only of
the concrete reality he studies but also of a wider system of

relations, including the socio-historical reality. Materia-

list dialectics prompts the natural scientists to arrive at

the conclusion that there are no isolated problems in the

world, if even these problems seem to be purely academic.

Abstract theoretical problems are associated with social

problems and are filled by a historical aense and, what is

most important, oblige the natural scientist to adopt a cer-

tain socio-political stand and serve definite social ideals.

For exan^le, the communist ideal is the inevitable result at

which a thinker must arrive if he adheres to materialist

dialectics. Therefore, Engels noted that without dialectics

which had appeared earlier, within the framework of classical

German philoaophy, there would have been no scientific so-

cialism.

A characteristic feature of

From IHalectics to modem bourgeois philoaophy

Metaphysics is its repudiation of dialec-

tics aa a general theory aad

method of philosophical thinking. Already since the latter

part of the 19th century the diverse trends of bourgeois

philosopl^ have been dominated by metaphysical views and the

met^hysical method in its modern varieties. Those who hold

such views deny development in nature and society but, what

is most important, consider this development only as smooth

evolution, re^ject leaps and the conflict of opposites. Their

conception of development nay be reduced to mere augmenta-

tion or diminution. They absolutise various concepts, try

to pass them over as eternal and Icnutable truths and thereby

negate the possibility of objective cognition.

The domination of idealism and metaphysics in modern

bourgeois philosophy also dotemineo the solution of the

problems of epistcEology. the qucetiona of the pooslbilttloo

and bounds of cognlsins the world, the forms and moans of

cognition, the correlation of the empirical and the logical

»3-l55 19?



in cognition, the problem of truth, etc. Today agnosticism is
Indigenous to all trends of bourgeois philosophy, though it

is nanifested in then in different ways. The cause of this
phenomenon was revealed by Lenin, who wrote: "When the mass-
es of the people themselves ... begin to make history, begin
to put 'principles and theories' immediately and directly
into practice, the bourgeois is terrified and howls that
intellect is retreating into the background... .

Parallel to open, militant anti-Marxism, attempts are
made to commit certain bourgeois philosophers to Marxist
theory, to interpret it in peculiar terms, end to "converge”
Marxist philosophy with modem idealist doctrines. However,
a philosopher who actively supports the bourgeois system is,
of course, unsble to accept Marxism as the working class
theory and its revolutionary dialectics. Taking use of Marx-
ist philosophical ideas and categories he usually does not
accept the Harriet socio-political views.

What the bourgeois ideologists and opportunists in
fact counterpose to real dialectics is sophistry. The
latter consists in a substitution of concepts; bourgeois
ideologists resort to sophistry in order to "refute" Marxism,
while opportunists use it in order to "correct" Marxism
or interpret" it in "genuine” or "authentic" way but actual-
ly to mask their true anti-MarxiBt views. Lenin called sophl-
6try tbe logic of opportuniom."^

Ano^er logical method of distorting Marxist dlaleotlos
y opportunism is eclecticism. Thie is what Lenin wrote on
this scor The substitution of eclecticism for dia-
lectics is the easiest way of deceiving the people. It gives
an illusory satisfaction, it seems to take into account all
sides of the process, all trends of development, all the
conflicting influences, and so forth, whereas in reality it
provides no integral and revolutionary conception of the
process of social development ot all,"^

Eclecticism as a principle that combines In a purely out-

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorka, Tol. 31, p. 359,
V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. ig, p. 333,
Ibid., Vol. 25, p. h05 .
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vard V07 accidentol propoptiea and characteristics of the

object runs counter to the principle of dialectical contra-

diction. It distorts the real subotanoe of things and proces-

ses and leads to a halfway policy of cot^ronises in the prac-

tical solution of acute political problens. Eclectieiaa as a

aetaphysical principle is dianetrically opposed to the dia-

lectical principle of considering objects in a cooprehensire

way.

In the epoch of isperialiaot

Heo-Positivisn dialectics is criticised not

only by the outspoken ideo-

logists of political reaction* but also by the theorists of

social refomism Inside the working-class and national

liberation novenents* by the ideologists of the Sight and

"Iieft" opportunism. It the beginning of the 20th century,

Eduard Bernstein, a leader of German Social democracy, start-

ed to revise Marxism, primarily ita philosophical principles.

Ihe revlaioniem by Bernstein and his followers proved to be

an international phenomenon, a manifestation of bourgeois

ideological influence on the worklng-claaa movement. ^The

EdUahevika led by Benin launched their determined struggle

against revlsioaiao. While generalising the new eaperience of

the class struggle end new scientific advances, the scienti-

fic revolution in physics in the first place, Lenin developed

the theory of materialist dialectics. In Materialisa and

Empirio-CriticiBm Lenin demonstrated the utter insolvency of

the attesQito made by bourgeois philosophers E. Hach and

B. Avenarius to falsify the lessons of the revolution in sci-

entific knowledge and attack materialist dialectics. Lenin's

teaching about reflection as a universal property of matter

and about the dialectical process of cognition armed the

revolutionary forces of the vorklng-class movement to repulse

the latest attacks of revisionists on Marxlea,

Today, in the epoch of the revolutionary transition from

capitalism to socialism and on a world-wide scale, the ideo-

logists of imperialism try to use the whole arsenal of "argu-

ments" in their criticism of the dialectics of MarxLso-Lenln-
isn. Three treads in this modem "critique" merit oar speci-

al attention, because they are characteristic of the reactio-
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nary ideology of najor political parties of the is5)eriali8t
bourgeoisie and also penetrate into the ranks of the working-
class and national liberation novenents wnfl serve as a philo-
sophical basis of modern revisionisa, IThe neo-positivist phi-
losophers try to negate the dialectics of the contradictori-
ness of the connections and relations in real worldi
objective idealists from the philosophic school of ‘Neo-'Cho-
ntsn rodect the contradictory nature of notion and the possi-
bility, objective regularity of revolutionary, qualitative
leaps in the development of nature and society, the existen-
tialists with their anti-dialectical arguments deny the
pTOgressive direction of development and absolutise the hisfeo-
r cally transient and surmountable specific contradictions of
the capitalist society.

It was Lenin who drew attention to the transformation
o neo-poBitivism into a baaic trend of bourgeois phUosophy
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lutlaad tba role of aLaaSon^
critioiaa abao-

lu tbeir vleu. the world la rod“od'’r"’’''''’“
'PEuition:

tbla a:g.anon=a abouia b, aub1^“rt
“*

ifl 1-u
ojoct to criticism whose purpose

is to prevent the appearanea ^

thft * ..a-
theories that proceed fro*tno recognition of the oblecMwao

a... 1..,. a.

oojecrive nature of the general lawsof the development of nature ene t
^

i-Artr, esr ^4 -4
society, from the recogni-tion of the objective and tmiverssi *. - .. ^4

4.\. A. .r
orsai chaTacter of contradic-

tions and the contradictorineoa of 4->.« - a . ,«B or the connections and rela-
tions in nature and society.

While continuing In the 1920a and 1930a tho Haobiat
line of neo-pOBltlrtet phUoeophy, the logleel neo-posl-
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tivisto of the Vienna circle, i.e. the philosophers, who

tmitod around M* Schlick in the Vienna University (Austria),

proclained the logic of scientific knowledge the only sub-

Ject-oatter of philosophy. (Phe logical neo-positivists assert

that any contradictions nay appear only between erroneous,

unacientific thinking or between ordinary consciousneas and

the truly scientific cognition confirned by positive sense-

data.

In the 1950s and 19^0s, the neo-positivists sapplenented

this philoBoplyr with an "analysis of language", claining

that the language concedes the causes of possible contradic-

tions in thought. The world always generalises what it denot-

es and cannot envelop all the aspects and relations of the

object or its changes and developaent. The new neo-positivists

asserted that it waa necessary to change the language, to

remeober about its "dangers" and thus avoid any contradic-

tions, general theorioa that contradict the enpirical facts

that can be verified by senses.

At last, soon after the Second World War, and especially

in the 1970s wide currency was given to the latest variety of

neo-positivist antl-dialectical philosophy, the so-called

criticial rationalism of Earl Popper, a British bourgeois

philosopher of Austrian origin. Popper outwardly counter-

poaes his "criticial rationallsar to the materialist dialec-

tics of Karxism-ieninisu. This ideologist of inperialist

reaction has prodaiined that there are no, nor can there

be, any general laws of development, any laws of social de-

velopment. Moreover, any recognition of objective dialectics,

general laws, the essence bidden behind "positive phenouena",
any objeetlviaation of contradictions leads to a false theory,
to a "totalitarian" social system, to a closed society. This

is what he wrote in his book The Open Society and its Eneai-
os . By "open society" Popper means bourgeois democracy with
ita "open pluralism" of any views and opinions, save the

Marxiat-Lenlnlst ones. E. Popper holds that the combination
of dialectics and materialise is "by far worse than dialec-
tical ideaHsm"^ and calls the proposition that "physical

K.E. Popper, Conjectures and Befutations. The Growth of

Scientific Knowledge, London, 1965, p. 551

•
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reality develops dialectically" es "utterly dogmatic".

Popper accuses Marxists of betraying the critical anti-

dogmatic nature of Marxist theory. He passes off Engels's

Anti-Pohring as an example of using dialectics in the dogma-

tic defence of Marxism, in the "defence of the Marxist system

from criticism." H® writes that because of dialectics the an-

ti-dogmatic position has disappeared and Marxism has clarifi-

ed itself as dogmatism, which is sufficiently flexible due

to its use of its dialectical method, in order to evade any

fresh attack. Thus, he added, Mand.en has become what he

terms as "strong dogmatism".^
The true meaning and motive of these arguments was re-

vealed by the British philosopher. Communist Maurice Com-
forth, who noted with irony that according to Popper Marx's
anti-dogmatic position is recognised in theory but is never
used in practice. Dr. Popper says that Marxists may correct
their analysis, change their opinion, alter their policy and

orthdoxlcal. Because of dialectics Marxism is
sufficiently "flexible"ln order to evade refutation. Marxists
refuse to apply their "anti-dogmatic position" to Mariisn
itself. Whatever the natter "Marxists persistently seek to
remain Marxlats". But thla ia most of all not to the liking
of the ideologists of capitalism who see the "dogmatism" of
Marxists precisely in this.

The founders of Marxism used to say that the theory is
not a dogma, but a guide to action. On this score Lenin wro-
te: "This classical statement stresses with remarkable force
and expresstvenesB that aspect of Marxism which is very often
lost sight of. And by losing sight of it, we turn Marxism
into something one-sided, distorted and lifeless; we deprive
it of its life blood; we undermine its basic theoretical
foundations — dialectics, the doctrine of historical develop-
ment, all-embracing and full of contradictions; we tuidernine
its connection with the definite practical tasks of the epoch,

1 .

2 .

K.B. Popper, Condectures and Eofutationa. The Growth of
Scientific Showledge, London, 1963, p. 334.

^loaoDhy and Open Society, Moscow,
1972, pp. 12^130 ^Buflslan edition).

^
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which aa7 chaago with evor7 new turn of hiatoiy,"^

Being o oai)or fora of aodom bourgeois philosophy^

neo-positivisa also exerts definite influence on the clnds

of people who do act belong to the class of the bourgeoisie,

and even on the nlnds of sone theoreticians and political

leaders of the working-class ooveneat. fiight social reformisn
relies on the neo-positivist crltlcisn of dialectics and

counterpose to Marxiso-Leninista their philosophy of evolution,

of petty and purely quantitative reforms, of denying the

contradictory nature of capitalism and the objective charac-

ter of contradictions in general* !Chey hold that the social

partnership of employers workers must gloss over the un-

necessary and mistaken contradictions of capitalism. A typi-

cal document compiled by this trend of modem anti-dialectics

of social reformism is the collections of articles entitled

Critical Eationalism end Social Democracy , published in the

Federal Hepublic of Germany in 1975-197Q- their articles

the ideologists of the Bight wing of the Social Pecocratlc

Party of Germany tjy to justly their rejection of the mate-

rialist dielectlcB of Karxism-Iienlnlsm with the help of

Popper's philosophy.

Another trend of the critic-

Beo-Thomism ism of materialist dialectics

is represented by the Beo-

^omist philosophy of the Catholic Church. Already at the end

of the 19th century the Vatican, the official centre of

Catholicism, took the path of resolute strug^e against Ilarx-

iam and the revolutionary working-class movement. Having

proclaimed the teaching of the medieval theologian Xhomas

Aquinas (1225*1275) the officiel Catholic philosophy, the

Vatican urged .the Christiana to reject the atheistic theory
of Harzisn. One of the initial ideas of Ibonlsm, i.e. ^he
teaching of Thomas Aquinas, was the attempt conciliation of
new scientific discoveries with •Uio Catholic religious dogma.
If science discovers new laws of nature, they ahould not of
necessity contradict the Bible: by discovering new lava people

V.I, Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 17» p. 39«
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penetrate deeper into the original plan of divine cre-

ation and comprehend the lawQ which God need in devising his

creations, in the world he created. Today, Heo-Thonisn rejects

without any reservations the dialectics of motion and deve-

lopment in nature and society.

The Keo-Thonist critique of dialectics is often referred

to by the ideologists of many Christian parties which have

become since 19^5 the ruling or principal parties of the mono-

poly bourgeoisie in some capitalist cotintries of Western

Europe and Latin America. The same arguments against Harzlst

philosophy are also advanced by some theorists of opportun-

ism in the working-class movement. They regard any revoluti-

on, any leap in the development of nature or society as a

distvirbanee of equilibrium, as a manifestation of the "ill-

will" or erroneous decision-making, as disasters. At the
sane time such arguments must deny the basic, qualitative dif-

ference of the results of a leep, the results of a revolution
from the original quality or state of nature and society.

Meanwhile the modem science has provided a brilliant
confirmation and proof of the Maixlst-leninist understanding
of the law of transformation of quantitative into qualitative
changes as a universal objective law of development. The
science of the origin of life on the Earth, developed by the

Soviet biochemiot IT. A. Oparin, the science of the origin of
nan that relies on Engels's brilliant hypothesis which he
expounded in his work The Part Plaved bv Xabour in the

Transition from Ape to Man^ and the materialist teaching on
the origin. and essence of the human mind, especially the the-

ory elaborated by the Soviet psychologist A.ff. Leontiev, have
shown the insolvency of all attempts made by Wetter and other

Neo-Thomist philosophers to "refute" the dialectics of the

transformation of quantitative Into the qualitative changes,
the role played by leaps and revolutions in the course of the

objective development of nature and society. Of late a trend

has appeared in bourgeois phUosophy, which recognises the

Of. y. Engels, Dialectics of Hature, pp, 170-185.
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inevitable character of qualitative leaps in the developoent

of scientific knowledge, the leaps being prepared by the

accumulation of quantitative changes.

Sie third trend in modern

Eadstentialisn bourgeois philosophy which

strongly "criticises" materi-

alist dialectics is existentialism, which appeared on the

scene in the 19208. One of its founders, the German philoso-

pher Martin Heidegger (1898-1978), wrote in his book Being

and ITiae (1926) that the existence, i.e. man's subjective

self-awareness, is eternally and variably doomed to "exist"

In the alienated forma of social consciousness ic^osed from

outside* According to existentialism, this is the basis of

the eternal contradiction between man and society, and no

progress, no revolution can rid nan of "alienation": the

results of social activity have always been conceived by peo-

ple in a different light, for they have proved to be inimical

to human freedom. The French existentialist Joan-PatJ. Sartre

(1921-1979) counterposed to the materialist dialectics of

Marxlam-Leniniem his theory, which he expounded in his book

CrltlQuo of Dialectical Season (Paris, I960). He accused

Marxism of abeolutising and idealising progressive development

and pitted against materialist dialectics his treatment of

human alienation as the only source of contradictory develop-

ment.

Echoing the ideas of existen-

Criticisa of Frankfurt tialisa, the social pbiloso-
Bchool

phy of the Frankfurt school

as represented by Herbert Marcuse (1898-1979) inieodore

V. Adorno (1902-1966) tried to evolve the ideology of the

Hew left movement which stirred up, in the 1960s, a part of
the student youth end the Intelligentsia in the USA, France,

the FBG and some other cepitolist countries. In his book
negative Plolecticn (1966) Adorno rejected the law of the

negation of negation, since it ostensibly divorces the now
from the old to a small degree and transfers to the new nil

the "sine" of an old quality*

In hia book One-Ptpenslonal Man (1964), Herbert Marcuse

urged the petty-bourgeois intelligentsia end the student
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penetrate deeper into the original plan of divine cre-

ation and conprehend the laws Which God need in devising hie

creations, in the world he created* Today, Heo-Thoniaa rejects

without any reservations the dioleetics of notion and deve-

lopment in nature and society*

The Heo-Thomiat critique of dialectics is often referred

to hy the ideologists of many Christian parties which have

hecone since 19^5 the ruling or principal parties of the nono-

poly bourgeoisie in some capitalist countries of Western

Europe and Latin Anerica* The cane argunents against Marxist

philosophy are also advanced by sooe theorists of opportun-

ism in the working-clasa movement. They regard any revoluti-

on, any leap in the development of nature or society as a

disturbance of equilibrium, as a manifestation of the "ill-

will" or erroneous decision-making, as disasters* At the

sane tine such argunents must deny the basic, qualitative dif-

ference of the results of a leap, the results of a revolution

from the original quality or state of nature and society.

Meanwhile the modem science has provided a brilliant
confirmation and proof of the Marrist-leninist understanding
of the law of transformation of quantitative into qualitative

changes as a universal objective law of development. The
science of the origin of life on the Earth, developed by the

Soviet biochemist H,A. Oparin, the science of the origin of

man that relies on Engels's brilliant hypothesis which he
expounded in his work The Part Plaved bv Lahnur in the

Transition from Ape to Man^ and the materialist teaching on

the origin. and essence of the human mind, especially the the-

ory elaborated by the Soviet psychologist A.N* Leontiev, have

shown the insolvency of all attempts made by Wetter and other

Keo-Thomist philoaophers to "refute" the dialectics of the

transformation of quantitative into the qualitative changes,

the role played by leaps and revolutions In the course of the

objective development of nature and society. Of late a trend

has appeared in bourgeois phUosophy, which recognises the

Of. P. Engels, Dialectics of Hatnre, pp. 170-183.
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country and a given noiaent, the danger of dognatisn increa-

ses. And on the other hand. If one inflates national featu-

res, transient conditions end ignores or disregards the ope-

ration of general objective laws of development, then the in-

evitable possibility arises for revisionism. Both types of

mistalces have been registered in certain cases by the Commu-

nists of some countries in recent decades. As for the ruling

communist parties of socialist countries, they warned other

parties of such danger in the Statement they adopted at the

International Heeting of Communist and Vorhers' Parties held

in Kobcow in 1957«

The absolutisation or ignoring of both the universal

and the particular, the singular equally contradicts the

methodology of materialist dialectics and is bound to lead to

mistakes and setbacks in strttg^e and to failures in guidan-



yolitli to doBonotrate a "great refusal" from participating in

the life of the "highly developed industrial society" era

abstain froB the orgenised class struggle together with, and
under the leadership of, the worhlng^class Bovenent* Accord-
ing to hlB, the coBBunist party and the trade union Bovenent
represent a kind of "alienation", the restricted freedoB of
the individual and the subordination of Ban to his "social
role". Ftob these positions the eristentialists and the
followers of the Frankfurt philosophical school also reject
real socialisn: these enenles of dialectics present the
socialist state, public ownership of the basic Beans of pro-
duction and the need for organised, planned and disciplined
labour as "new forns of huBan alienation".

Thus, the neo-posltivlst revision of the law of the
unity and conflict of oppoaltes, the Heo-Thonist negation of
the law of the tranaforBatlon of quantitative into qualitati-
ve changes, the eiistentlalist "critique" of the law of the
negation of negation ejcpreaa the hostility of the reactiona-
ry classes and their Ideologists to dialectics and also exert
a pomclous Influence on the opportunist eloBonts in the
working-class and revolutionary Bovenent. A deep study and
Baatery of Beteriallst dialectics ams revolutionaries and
their parties in the struggle against reactionary forces and
opportuniBB In their own ranks.

Certain nlatakes counltted by individual Oonnunlst and
Workers' parties in their policy at various stages of their
activity show that they achieve poor results because of the
^sufficient nastery of the nethod of Baterlallst dialectics.

s s ue to the fact that non-dialecticel views are epls-
teBologically rooted In the contradictions of the process of
cognition. As the world coBnunlst novoBont and the world so-
ciallst systen grow and gather in strength, the conditions

V nntmists struggle and work bacoiae more and more
varied. In this context, of special Inportanoo for the Oobbu-
nists in all countries is the dialectics of the general laws
of developnent and of the specific features of their opera-
tion and Banifestatlon in eveiy country at different develop-
Bent stagee. If one abcolatlseo the general laws of revoluti-
onary struggle and undercstlnatea the specifics of a given
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The founders of Karrism-Leniniem were invariably concern-

ed with the question of knowledge in their theoretical works.

The solution of these questions becane nost

turn of the 20th century following the revolution an physrcs

and the crisis experienced by its methodological

In his book »eter^ alien and ri o-Critxcrsm Lenin provide

the answers to the questions in the theory of

elaborated the fundamental propositions of the

knowledge in Harxist philosophy and gave a
.

treatment of the theory of knowledge as the theory of reflec

''“"-The advantages of Karxist-Leninist

to the socio-olass basis of the

look, and the unique practical function rt mfUe

struggle for remaking society
,^,es of

The creative cognitive activity 0

working people led by the working class and ^

momentum under socialism which makes it

the advantages of socialism with the achievements of

ocieatific and technolosi«®l revolution.
Marxist

The basic question of philosophy as

philosophy applies not to an individual aspect of ^teractio

between consciousness and the external 0 3e

interaction between matter and consciousness

The point of departure 01

„ Harxist-Leninist epistemology
Essence of Cognition

principle that co£si«-

p.,.e marcel of people^s

remaking nature
^"its^IsaeuL'T^hen cognition

activity is socio-historical
^ „ofiira Marx«

whiUi is its struggle against
Engels and Lenin uphold this thesis m

,„temretati-
ell kinds of conceptions founded on the ^as^

on Of the essence of the cognitive
in

terialists sought the essence of the cogni v ^
the influence exerted by objects of nat^e on ^s s

organs. Though this influence is objective

see later on that Harxist-Leninist

fact into account and explains it).
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Chapter III

THE IHAIiECTICS OF THE PROCESS OP COQNITIOH

Elaboration of the probleae pertaining to cognition ac-

quires today najor inportance since the objects of cognition

now etabrace such complex natural systems as the inner-atomic

structure and the biosphere while social cognition is design-

ed to study the contemporary capitalist and socialist socie-

ties* The specifics of human society as coc^ared with any
other self-contained material system lie in its node of being.
The essence of social phenomena cannot be cognised without
the knowledge and application of the scientific methodology
of cognition.

The revolutionary activity of the working class and its
party proves most effective when it relies on the Marxist—
Leninist theory of knowledge of the socio-historical process.

What is the essence of cognition? What are the main cha-
racteristics of the subject and object of cognition? What are
the speclflcB of scientific cognition and its methods?

Easence of Co gnition. Ob-iect tmd Sub.ieet of

Cognition

From time Immemorial philosophy has tackled not only the
question ol shat is the vorld in which nan livss and acta
like, hut also or how nan coKnlsea this world . The ahilltj
of .each nan to cogniee the aurrounding world depends on the
ooncreto social hiatorlcal conditions of the period, senaral
regularities in the prooeea or cognition, the character and
speoirio reaturea o) hie oognitiTo aotlTity, and on the inter-
personal comnunlcatlon in the prooeea or cognition, oosinila-
tion and dlaseninatlon or the acquired knowledge and ohjeo-
tive truths.

Philosophy has long incorporated a special discipltne —
the theory of knowledge which is also called epistemology
(from Greek epiateme -- knowledge).^

Sometimes the term "gnoseology" io also used (from Greek

gnosis — knowledge, and logos — doctrine).
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hiBtorioal activity of past aad preseat generations, the

explanation it provides for the cognitive process pronotes

the growth of consciousness of the masses - the decisive

force of a revolutionary remaking of society.

The understanding of cognition as a process which is

socio-historical in its essence provides a theoretical basis

for explaining its most important aspects and componen^^

During his vital activity nan

Concept of Object confronts various

of Cognition t^ngs. phenomena.

ses which he strives to transform, utilise

Man enters into diverse social relationships with

le and. naturally, strives to apprehend the

relationships, their origins and mechanisms o

Pinally, from tine immemorial man strives o

seif, and to ascertain the laws, mechanisms and principl

Of consciousness, thought and cognition.

.^^^oarablv UnhM with activity.^

directed at the natu-sl and sodnl world siirroun

^ ^
, .j, re«ara8_a8..£ne

and at thetr own innar world*

ob.^ecte of eogni -*^-<«p “CPt

tlonahipa coming within the range of human

The objects of cognition are numerous and

undergo perpetual change. Despite the seemi^7 bounW

diversity of the cognisable world, we may identify t^
baatc tTTDes of the objects of cognition.

^

these are the things,

nature, and nature in its unity and integrity,

type we should distinguleh between the

X.nment proper, i.e. nature which has not yet

into the ortS of man's influence, and

of nature which have already entered the sphere of human

activity and have been transfomed by nan.
i -ftonahios,Z second type comprises diverse social

procesoos and phenomena of social life, and in ”6™

organisms, society as a whole, and the historical process

its developoent and tranoforoatlon. nripin.
The tLrd object of cognition is man

evolution in the surrounding reality, his inne
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esoence of the process of coenition. Quite the opposite, this

fact can's sensory activity as a whole cannot be scienti-

fically substantiated unless wo take into consideration the

socio-historical nature and the active character of the inter-

action between nan the knower and the surroundins reality.

Marr wrote: "The chief defect of all hitherto existing nate-

rialisn — that of Feuerbach included - is that the thing

/Gegenstand/ . reality, senauouaness, is conceived only in

the fom of the ob.lect /Ob.iekt/ or of contennlation /Ansch-

auung/ . but not as human senBuoue activity , •practice , not

subjectively.

Treating the dependence of the subject on the object as

the absolute, pre-Marxian materialists arrived to the denial

of man's active spiritual creativity. The point is not that

Marxisn recognises the connection of knowledge with practice.

Materialists recognised this connection long before the

appearance of Marx's theory. The main point here is how the

eaaenee of connection between knowledge and practice is in-

terpreted. According to Marxism, nan's practical and cogniti-
ve activities are interlinked and simultaneously do not
coincide, being somewhat independent antj possessing specific

distinctions.

Idealists ignored, still more than pre—Marxian materia—
lists, the connection of the cognitive process with practice,
with the actual development of society end history. Alleging
that cognition develops exclusively under the influence of

^iritual stimuli, idealism is interestsd mainly in the
intellectual form of activity dismissing the actual, sensory
activity.

Providing a comprehensive treatment of cognition as a

socio-historical process, Marxist-Leninist epistemology not
only explains it theoretically but also fulfils a major
practical function. Bines Marxist epistemology regards cogni-

tion in its inseparable unity with the transforming socio-

K. Marx, "Theses on Feuerbach",

in: K.Marx and F.Engels, Selected Works in three volumes,

Vol. 1, p. 13.
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By reBardins nature as the object of

activity, diaxecticai nateriaiiet

idealism and netaphysicpT- (l-e« ^ —
n^A-lnst con-

It is also directed asainst ^.^y Foreiga

ceptione denyinB any possibility of coenrsinB

Hanist-leninist pbilosopbers uphold this prop
yeati-

their struBBle against idealist epistenoloBiata

vely apply it in their social „„en leads to

Hepudiation of matenalxsn and dial

aEnostician, and to soepticism and
I^^MarxiBn, for

accidental that in the conceptions os
_

. leads to a

Instance, propounded by existentialists, i e

activity,
pessiniatio appraisal of prospects of

^re as an

which in turn is closely linhed with ®®e®;^“^“^thin
alien and dangerous nediuo, inaccessible o

prench

Which dialectics is inapplicable (as clamed by

philoflopher Jean-Paul Sartre). »cognitive

The bourgeois and revisionist ®°°®®^
°^gaent years are

pluralism" which have become
^ the inter-

based on the similar principle of a
^gj^onging to

connection between the objects of oogni ^
"fails" into

single integral reality. In this case res
through

Traemente" each of which, allegedly can

a •'unique" principle, objects of cog-

Karxiet-Leninist epistemology
unifi®^ revolu-

nition as the closely interlinked aspec
and al-

tionary transforming activity, embracing
^^^y transforna-

teration of the natural world, a revolu
undergoes,

tion of the social world, and changes man
features

This, however, does not mean ® ignored. On

of each type of the objocts of cogni
draws particular

the contrary, Marxist-Leninist ©pistemo
^^.^ion of social

attention to the specifics of the human c objects

phenomena, identifying them as the I'-tP—

of cognition. -aoects should bo

la cognising social relations wo
pg^ial relation-

taken into consideration. On the one an
consciouonoss*

ehips exist outside and independently © “ and a

i.e., they arc objectively "given" to an indlvi
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sciousnesB, laws of cognitive activity and its results.

Whereas Karxist-Leninist philosophy as a whole reveals

the most general laws of the development of nature, society

and human thought, the theory of Icnowledge aims to dlsclo.ae

the laws and mechanisms regulating the coKnitlon of thes^

main spheres of reality . A differentiated study of the vari-

ous types of cognisable objects is of prime in^ortance for

the revolutionary transforming activity, for nature, society

and consciousness possess their own xmique features. To In-

fluence and cognise them one should take into account the

specific features of objects end phenomena pertaining to

each of these spheres.

The material objects end processes of nature always

precede the process of cognition and are "given" to the know-

er. This was Justly stressed by the pre-Marxian materialists.

They, .however, failed to see the connection of the material

objects of cognition with the preceding and contemporary

stages in nan's practical trensforning activity. Here lies

the basic limitation of metaphysical materialism.
Man starts cognition and conquest of virgin nature by

making use of the material of "second nature", i.e. the ob-

jects he has created himself, instruments and means of labour,

in particular. Therefore the real basis of knowledge is made

up not of the material objects of nature proper but the mater-

ial objects inoeuerably linked wilh man's prsctteal trensform-

ing activity .

All pre-Harsdan philosophies disregarded the objective
practical activity aimed at the creation and alteration of

material things. Bence the essential conclusion: pre—Marxian
philosophers, both materialists utih idealists, were unable to

scientifically conqirehend the unity of the process of cogniti-

on and practical activity, and, therefore, failed to underst-

and the significance of material practical activity in socie-

ty and in cognition.

Defining the fundamental distinction of Marxist episte-

molo^ from ell previous theories of knowledge, Lenin under-

lined that it was Marx who had introduced practice into the

theory of knowledge.
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It should be borne in sled, however, that not all can’s

cental states are registered inaediately in his conscious-

ness at the given nonent. Practical activity and everyday

lire do not always call for con^letely conscious fores of

man's behaviour. Some actions which have tahen shape in man's

previous practice are performed somewhat automatically and

in this sense "unconsciously." Ihe problem of the unconscious

has always been a subject of sharp controversy in philosophy.

Some philosophical schools such as Freudjanism and neo-Freu-

dianism exaggerate and absolutise the role of the unconscious

in human life. In the science of nan the sphere of the uncon-

scious, alongside the conscious actions and motivations,

also becomes the object of scientific cognition and co85)rehen-

slon.

The revolutionary struggle of the proletariat today

demeans a differentiated epproaeh to the grot^s and strata

allying with the working class in its struggle for peace and

social progress. An essential element of such an analysis

is a circumstantial account of the processes taking place in

human consciousness: dissatiafaetion and protest, desires,

demands and eaqiectations which are incompatible with the capi-

talist social conditions. Such Ideas and sentiments sbotild

be carefully considered and utilised, and be influenced in

the spirit of narxism-Iieninism. This implies that the work-

ing people's thoughts, feelings, ideas, sentiments and ex-

pectations make a specific and essential object of cognition.

The Idealised objects of cognition include not only the

living actual consciousnesa, mental processes, but also the

results of this activity which often exist independently of

individuals and their consciousnessr The result of human

cognitive activity is knowledge expressed in the system of

notions, ideas and conceptions. Knowledge accumulated by man-

kind in the course of social historical practice and in the

form of certain information Cexproesed In vorda, concepts,

skills and products of culture} banded down to subsequent

generations becomes an indispensable precondition for the

further cognitive and practical activity. The process of assi-

mtlating knowledge may be directly included In people's

practical activity. Meanwhile with the deepening end enrich-



class as a prerequisite of their transforoing activity. For

this reason, vhile cognising and transfoming social relati-

onships we should take into account the objective regulari-

ties of their developaent, their independence of the human

consciousness.

On the other hand, social phenomena in some way or

another incorporate the resxilts forms of people’s consci-

ous activity; people's consciousness, vill, actions, opinions,

ideas and goals are embodied in then. Therefore, not only al-

teration and transfomatlon but also the v^owledge of social

relationships are unthinkable vlthout due aeeo»»<^ nt the rele-
vant changes in nan's Inner vorld > that is, the world of
attitudes, goals, values ideologies.

Hence another requisite of haxodst-Leninlst epistemolo-
gy* in social cognition of great importance is socio-histori-
cal and ideological position of those involved in cognition
(individuals, parties, classes). In some cases this position
pronotea cognition presupposing a possibility sonetines
a necessity of the objective knowledge of social phenomena,
la other cases the soclo-hlstorlcal position of elassos, par-
tiee ani iniiTiduala inpeiea or nakea inposaiblo profounh,
objective nnderatanding of certoln aocial phenomena and pro-
cesaea, vhioh is charaoteriatic of the reactionary parties
and olaeBOB eoeklng to preaervo the outdated social relation-
ahlpo.

In the proceas of social hiatorical practice man con—
eiders hia poaltlon in the world, hia activity, and the Btate
and content of hia eonaoloueneBB using the knowledge to cont-
rol hia behaviour. Thla la aelf-awarenea,. which means that
the oonaolonsneee of an individual and that of the people
Burroundlng him become the object of cognition. It alao
includee the content and orientation of coneciouaneaa of an
individual, aocial groups, society aa a whole, and the corre-
lation of the- varieua elements of conaolouaneaa such aa
Bontimenta, foellnga, desires, opinions (also the ideas and
oonceptlona explaining conaclouBnoBB) . The attitude of the
individual, claas and society to certain phenomena "cd pro-
ceaoes occurring in objective reality also makeo tbe object
of cognition.
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activity. Rejecting idealien which dismiseea the natural

biological characteriatica of the subject of cognition, the

dialectical-materialist theory of loiowledge opposes the vari-

ous forma of biologian, which sees the sole and decisive

essence of cognition in the biological factors. Representing
the highest product of natural evolution, consciousness, qui-

te naturally, "agrees” with nature which has given birth to

it: first, it obeys the most general laws like the rest of

nature; second, it can, in principle, secure man’s life,

development and functioning in the natural environment. Here

lies the general precondition for the unity of subject and

object, thinking and being, nan and nature, the understand-

ing of which distinguishes materialist dialectics from all

forms of idealism. Human activity knows neither the primacy
of the biological factors nor the dualism of the natural and

"purely human", nan's natural and socio-historical charecte-

ristlcs. Man's "nature", his biological functions and needs

are formed and considerably transformed under the impact of

people's socio-historical activity.

Han as the gub.lect of eocto-historical process and, con-

gequentjy. as the subject of cognition is. undoubtedly, a

natural being which thjnVg and cognises with the aid of bis

brain, nervous system and sense organs . Man's brain, nervous

system and sense organs have emerged and developed in the

process of historical development, i.e., in the process of

formation of nan as a socio-historical being. Therefore,

can's natural characteristics are inaeparable from his aocio-

hlstorical development .

The fact that the mechanisms regulating human activity

and cognition are determined by socio-historical factors is

particularly evident under the conditions of modern produc-
tion, in the context of the scientific and technological re-

volution. People always make use of and tranaform the pro-
ducts which in cjystallised form reflect the knowledge end

experience of cany human generations. Kan "inherits" the

material objects which represent either the result of labour,

Industrial activity of varioua generations or the unique

products of culture and srtistic activity. He inherits the

language created and developed by many generationa of people.



mcnt of cognition its products — knowlodgo, infomation —
become themselves the object of cognition. Particular cogni-

tive activity is consciously directed at a specific study

of knowledge itself.

EnowledRe is a special type of the idealised results of

the development of human cognltiony an outcome precondi-
tion for the development of Intellectual culture of mankind.
Representing the result of some cognitive processesy Jaiow-

ledge then turns into a precondition, an object of man's
subsequent practical and cognitive activity.

So far we have considered the interaction of subject and
object in terms of the object of cognition. Kow we must con-
sider this unity and interconnection in terms of the subject
of cognition, 1. e. , to study the specifics of man's activity,
since it is man who acta ae the subject of cognition.

Ihe prime characteristic of
Subject of Cognition the subject of cognition

in Marxlst-Leniniat epistemo-
logy is ait^le and clear: the knower ia a concrete, real man
who llvoa and acta ia the concrete hiatorloal conditionB.
Ihe basic precondition tor the naterialiet underatandins
of history and, eonaequentiy, for the toaching on aooio-
historioal eaaeneo of the proceas of cognition "arc non, not
in any fantastic isolation and fixity, hut in their actual,
empirically peroeptible process of development under definite
conditions.” This thesis is highly inportant for refuting
the religions myatioiam and varioua forms of idealism socord-
ing to which the "true" subject of cognition ia either God,
or the mystical "absolute spirit" or a certain abstract essen-
ce, having no concrete human needs, no social and individual
attributea.

The subject of human cognition is nan. Homo Sapiens. He
is part of nature, the product of its evolution. The connecti-
on of man with nature is esaentiol for the theory of know-
ledge. Harxist-Leninist epistemology, however, does not regard
the biological, natural factors as decisive in nan's cognitive

K. Harx and P. Engels, "The Gorman Ideology", in Collected
Works, Vol. 5. Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1976, p. 37-
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knowledge, and on the eduoetional level of the broad neeeee

of working people. The revolution in aoienoe and teetoology

could not he realiaed throng the efforts of researchers

alone and activation of the process of cog^tion

tion of scientific knowledge in all the spheres of life

become a nationwide task.

in summation, Har^ist-Leninist epistemology regards

process of cognition as a process of

people, i-.po.ating their practical

object of cognition. The regulari
T>rooeeding from

atudied by that branch of
h 'rLd

the formerly established p„pe..
subject of cognition, traces the process Euj.

2. Process of
Practice

nitlon Marrist-Leninist episteMlogy
cognitive

and eramines its point of departure,
theory of know-

activity. AS has been mentioned earlier, the

ledge of dialectical
on the assumption

Interpretation of cognitive ac ^
ipriven" to nan

that the objects and processes of na^re « ^
in isolation from his sense organs. This thesis

ae of studying sensory “'’euition^^^^^
cognition is the prime

O . source of cognition. Stress-

Sensory Cognrtlon Marrist-len-

inist epistemology consistently

in philosophy: it ascertains that the immeWa^ ^t^^

of man and mankind with the
cf cogniti-

mental import for the devel^u
. ^ theory of knowledge,

on..it the sane time the tlarxist-Leninist theo^ o

unlike contemplative materialiem, ^ there "exist",

cognition as an independent "‘“Be vithin wMch t^re e

in an isolated form
”“r"::;i:rel"":«- of cogni-

repreeentatlons, and only the
jctually, oonsoiy

tlon embodied in thought and its ^““^y le iu-

eognltion in the reel process cf m.n's vitsl

separably linked with practice, namely, with
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and other syatems of elgns and synbols related to language.

In the courae of cognitive and practical social activity its

subjecta — individuals, claaaea and parties ~ proceed Iron

the preconditions created by the previous history and at the

Bane tine solve the new topical tasks advanced by their epoch
from different positions.

The subject and his goals arising fron the character of
social relationships nay in different ways influence the cog-
nitive process and its resxilts. Sone goals stinulate nan to
create an idealised model which adequentoly reflects the ob-
ject under study, others bar the true knowledge of its essen-
ce. This negative phenomenon is characteristic of the capita-
list society. Marx wrote: "It was thenceforth no longer a
question, whether this theorem or that was true, but whether
it was useful to capital or harmful, expedient or inexpedient,
politically dangerous or not. In place of disinterested inqui-
rers, there were hired prize-flghters! in place of genuine
scientific research, the bad conscience and the evil intent
of apologetic."^

In the periods of revolutionary transformations the so-
cial activenesB of the masses heightens, which always promo-
tes the awakening of their awareness, and the growth of their
class consciousnesB and political maturity. Darins revolutio-
nary upheavals the working masses have always been an active
force capable of OTertbrcvine an obaolete aocial ayatcn.

Under the acientlfic and bechnologlcal reTolubion bhe pro-
cess of coEnltlon hae sono diatinotiona as conpared .ith pre-
vious epochs.

lirot of all, we should atroea the immedlata Interdepen-
dence of production prooeaa, aooial activity and a huge amo-
unt of know-how deliberately orientated to oolve praotloal
taeka. Ihla, In turn, means that the auccoeafnl performance
of all involved in produetion (In aoclallat aoclety the acti-
vity of each citlaen) in the decisive neaanre depends on an
active realisation of the cognitive procean, aequlaltion of

Karl Han, Capital, Vol. I, Progroao Publiahora, Moaoow,
1965, p. 15.
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Dialectical Bateriali&a ead subjective idealiea dieaet-

rically differ in their interpretation of the eignificance ot

senaatione. The naterioliet etreecos the ob.lecttvity of the

source of oensationn and those connections of an object that

find their expression in sensations; he deeiso it necessarj

to thoroughly inveotigato the coeplex dialectics of objecti-

ve and subjective factors in the forcation and functioning

of sensations. The subjective idealist, on the contrary,

abeolutlses the subjective nature of an icage evoked by senses,

tions, interpreting it as a one-sided dependence of sensati-

ons on the izmer state of the subject.

Hegarding oesnsations as the reflection of objective

reality, Marxist-leninist epiateoology ia equally iacoopa-

tible vith "naive idealieci". Its adherents assune that sensa-

tions provide a nirror-llke reflection of an object, free of

subjective eonents, thus indentlfying image and object.

The dialectics of the interrelationship of the objecti-

ve and the subjective discloses that the subjective na-

ture of an image does not imply only the fact that it lies

in the human consciousness. Subjective moments are inherent

in the content of a sensory image. Since any objept possess-

es a Qultltude of properties, oxir sense organB can reflect

only a few of these properties, which means that the decisi-

ve factor here is the structure of man's sense organs deter-

miziing which of the properties of objective reality are

reflected in the sensations of a given man and which are not.

Sensations do not exist outside the integral imaginal

reflection of a certain object. Though thanks to our sense

ozgans we perceive the spatial fora, coloizr, sound and smell,

we simultaneously eiperience a sensory urge to synthesise

oxir sensations, which turns then into a perception. The spe-

cific property of perception ia aa follows: due to percepti-

ons an object is "given" to our consciousness in its integr-

al objective form, i.e., in the form of objective entity,

independent of consciousness.
The term -percgotion defines the process of creating

an integral image of the material object which is under direct

observation. Perception is an active process invdlviag some crea-

tive moments. Owing to the repeated operation of perceptl^^ necha-
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and materialioation o£ goals, with thought and language.

Sensory cognition, however, possesses some unique features

which become particularly evident when it is compared with the

processes occurring in the theoretical activity, with abstract

thinking. This is, to use Lenin's words, "living contemplati-
on" where a special role belongs to the constant, direct or
mediated, contacts of cognising subjects with the material
objects and phenomena, man's active Influence on the surroun-
ding material world with a purpose of its remaking. The
interaction between objects of nature and man’s sense organs
constitutes an element, an aspect of this process, but this
interaction is not to be divorced from man's practical
activity and regarded as an independent process, as was the
case with pre-Kawdan materialism. Dialectical materialism
overcomes the metaphysical interpretation of sensory cogni-
tion which ia reduced to naturalism and biologisn.

It should be borne in mind that the eleaentw wnfl mneha-
nlsma of seasorr eottntt^ftn identified by the dialectical-
materialist epistemology do not exist in isolation from nan's
active sensory and practical activity which is socio-histo-
rlcal in its essence.

'Ihe lirst premise ot the theory oX knovleage," lenin
wrote* undoubtedly ie that the oole source of our knowledge
is seneation." Eeneatlon is the nlpolestend or<n. element of
seneory cognition and the human con„eMe„.,.,„ In general .

In his work Haterlallsm and Enolrlo-Crltl el pm lenln,
BmonB_many_o^r choraoterlotlcs, underlined the definition

° Imto of the objoctive world.
Ja-tmagemeene-the Idealised Mfl^JtiSH In ooneclousness of
the material object which exletB outside it. Seneation, con-
sequently, ie the subjective. Ideal! eedl.nme of an object
since it refleote the influence exerted by the object through
the "prlem" of human ooneoiouoneos. Seneation ie eubjeotivo
in form but objective in content, for it ie e copy, a "photo-
graph" of objectively exletlng objects end phenomena.

V.l. Lenin, "Materialism and Emplrlo-Oritlolsm",
Collected Works, Vol. 14, Progress Publishers, Koacow,
1977, p. 126.
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colonialisa", and the like are always associ-

ated with definite ioagea representations and enotiona. The

whole systen of huaan coocanication and inforaation (nowadays

it is the mass media) functions by oeano of certain signs,

aynbola and imagea*

The forma of reflection based on sensory images in their

entirety form the cardinal elements of cognition which gain

a \iniversal significance.

There is another essential element of human sensory

perception, inherent in can alone. ?fan can visually imagine

not only what he has seen himself. A nador part of his sen-

sory e^erience includes images derived from descriptions

made by others.

This ability, characterietic of man alone, to assimila-

te and transfer the general human e:^erience has become near-

ly boundless, which is clearly connected with the universal

significaiue of language.

The role of language in cognition In general and in sen-

sory cognition, in particular, is immense. Suffice it to say

that a fully developed peraon whose sense organs come into

contact with a certain material object has already mastered

speech and, consequently, can operate with concepts which

along with the forms of language result from the accumula-

tion and generalisation of previous historical c^erieace.

"Every word (speech) already uaiverBaltBes "!^ wrote Lenin.

This fact essentially influences the mechanism and results

of sensory cognition determining the specificelly human fun-

ctioning of sense organa.

Every man, thanks to his ability to ^eak, in his daily

life relies on the centuries-old e:^erience in "processing"

the sensory data obtained from hie direct contacts with ob-

jects, phenomena and facts.

V.I, Lenin, "Conspectus of Eegel's Book Lflctures on the

History of Philosophy", Collected Vorka, Yol. 38,

Progress Publishers, floscow, 1972, p. 274.
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nlsme we are capable of retailing In onr ceccrj the integral

image of an object which ia not under inoediate obeervation.

In thia case we deal with a such nore cocgilex fom of eeneo-

17 cognition which is colled reoreaentatlon . Bepreeentatione
provide a poeoibility to diecard accidental, non^baaic featu-
rea of an object end retain the eeaential and neceaaarj onea.

Thua, the main elementa of aenaoxy cognition are senaa-
tiona, perceptiona and repreaentationa.

The word ’’feeling" haa another meaning: it expreeaea auoh
emotlona (aentimenta, experiencea, paaaiona) eaaential and
typical of nan aa anger, fear, love and hatred, aynpathy and
dialike, pleaaure end dlapleeaure. Enotiona are a complex
fom of human oeneuality oloaely linked with practice, with
human culture and education,

Emotiona are an active expreaeion of men’ a attitude to
a certain phenomenon alwaya compriaing, in an open or dia-
guiaed fom, an element of appraiaal and ia linked with
ouch notlona aa "good", "kind", "bad", "evil", "Juat" or
"mjuat", "beautiful" or "ugly", ate. In modern literature
theee notiona are often toraod valnea. The concepta of good
and Juatice are charactorlatic not only of Indlviduala but
of .whole hiatorlcal epocha* reflecting the world outlook of
Boolal groupe and claaeee.

£°°aatlone. nercenttona. renreaantatlonR and eme-
make up the elementa and mechaniema of aenaory activi-

ty and aenaory cognition. It ahould be atreaaed once more
that in the actual proceea of cognition they do not exlat in
ieolatlon from one another with perceptiona following aenaa-

eenaory cognition Intertangled
with the practical tranaforaation of the material world ia
a complex aynthetic unity of the above-mentioned mechanisma
of the imaglnal reflection of reality which are inaeparably
connected at the came time with feme of thought activity.

The feme of reflection baaed on eenaory Imagea in all
the epheree of people ’a life and activity are interlinked
with man’ a overall orientation In hia practical activity,
including hia aooio-political activity. Such eaaential ideaa
aa "homeland", "native country", "one’a own olaea", "the
poor”, "the rich", "the workers", "the capltaliata", "neo-
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t.a interconnections

ias is revealed in tl.e course oi prolo^ed ^cio^

process of “'’BniWo-i-
capitalist society

inference . One eranple o
national and racial

is a society characterised
country. Therefore, so-

oppresBion- The TJSA is a cap
^ Inherent in the USA.”

cial, national and racial
formulate the complex

Such iudgements and infereno
accumulating

process of cognitive
generations. This is true not

the cognitive
“’^agement and Inference but

only of the above examples of i S
in every-

also of the simplest dudgements and ^ „nn

day practice. To formulate such a
"^f^/^^p^ntedly veri-

he used in house construction" P®°P ®
activity. For this

fy it inthe-process of
cf thought studied by

reason Lenin, speaking o
.t-essed that nan’s prao-

logic (and called "logical^ Co the re-

tlcal activity thousands of mill
^

petition of these forms, tum^B
j^^crences one has to "aing-

To form concepts, judgements
object, and subject

le cut" separate aspects of an
‘’"j!‘c;nce an

then to study. Concepts help to n
axnerience are not

discarded in the process
tjealised properties,

accord with each other and
-nistonoloE7 thorouBlil?

Xn summation,
^f ilrrraba^o-hips

Invostigates the complex
lomical, elements in the

between the sensory and rational, ® j^ion the

process of cognition. It reveals the me^a by

Lais contradiction of knowledge at each stage

nltion is solved. knowledge proceeds

me dimecticsl-materialist bhac^^al
^"gcition and

from the fact that the interne ng
practical

conceptual thinking ore insepnra a
prenl-

actlvity heing that makea it essential

as of the tiarxiat theo^ of ^«1 B
^^^^^^pc^cary activity

for theoretical comprehension or
j,„nlniot eplstemo-

of the proletariat and its party.
__tonntlc study of

logy was the first to make a special and system
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Rational and Seneoiy Cognition Philoeopbcr hao long ago

oingled out "rational"

Cor "logical") forna and nodes of cognition which include
concepto expressed in language, and the application of
concepts in nahing Judgeaents and inferences, in presenting
proofs, in working out theories, etc.

Concepts are the foms of cognition enbodied in words
^^__exp n̂Binp: the universal essential ^I^^op0rties^Jmd rela-
^ionship^of objects and phenonena. Hunibn io in-
possible' without concepts. Every nan in each generation would
have to describe, compare and express in words each concrete
thing, fact or phenomenon anew nnlesa such generalised forms
of thought have not been elaborated in the course of pro-
tracted historical process of human cognition. Operating
with concepts, we in a concentrated form accumulate and make
use of the knowledge attained by the centuries-long practical
experience of mankind.

Hunan concepts result from the historical experience of
certain communities of people, classes and social groups,
ssimlletion by an individual or a human generation of the
establiehed concepte and the role these concepts play in
their consclousnees and activity actually depend on ell direct
contacts of people with objective reality. In the course of

eee contacts concepts and ideas are repeatedly and coatpre-
hen»iyely v.riri^a. Kith their content being enriched and,

neceoaary, filled out with a new oeaning. Moreover, con-
cep a aeiiuire their actual meaning when the posaihility of

e r prac cal application is apprehended by people. Concepte
r nseparahle from the complex proceaa of the senaory prac-

tical activity of many generationa. It la through the cchataht
concrete obdocta, phenomena and relationships,

° ^ regularities that concepts acquire the objecti-
ve algniflcance for great numbera of people.

Ccnoepta ere need, aa a^mle,^ within the framework of a
rational Clogical) form - fegeme^For inatance, the con-
cept of "imperialiam" in Har^nst^EH^ncphy appears in auch
dudgements as "imperialism is the last stage of capitaliam,
the eve of aooialiat revolution". Judgementa expreaa and
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indiaponaable tor underetandiag the

eubieot end object, and the proceaa '“’Snition. I

on tblB tbeorotloal premiBO that Marx, ge °

trodnced the criterion of practice into the theory of hnow

^“^®°ihe theoretical and nethodological proviaion of the

Harxiat teachinB of practice underlie practically every

branch of the theory of knowledge.

A apecial role in epiatemology belonga to the^
theory and practice, the latter regarded aa

knbw^dge and the criterion of truth in relation to theore

tical cognition. ^ j^.tori-

. . . cal development a apecial
Theoretical Actxvrty

activity takea

ahape which ia aimed at the ---“-"dlh^fer
’

i.e., formation and change
diviaion of labour

Oonaaquently, in the proeeao o
wMch ia ultimate-

there appeara a apecial type of ^
*^"^//„,terial

ly deaigned to practically utiliae “ ®,
jaiate teak la to

world, nature and aoeiety, but ita na ^an^^
aocumula-

pmduce theoretical knowledge (aa w
teach it). Ibia

te, tranafer and diaaeminate knowledge,

ia the activity deaignated to produce
apeoifio

ideaa and principlea and enganiaed

process. Harx calls this proc
^ pnnple to.

tmTlytuF the apecial functiona of r"_ "
tno[ledge~

nroduce and aasimilate the ay
, ...v, ..oi and

to work out var^--

aeotwet^o eono.r><-^- - r,d to cri^e^te worka of lit.e^

Within the intellectual production
“ ^®^°^j.lence.

belongs to fundanental, tbeoretical rese
specifIc

Ihe attention Karxiat philoeophy ,^ie.
problemo involved in theoretical that ia,

ined by the tank Harxiam-Loniniao aet
theory and

to turn aocialiam from utopia

to cottbine the revolutionary prac
theory «u4

revolutionary theory. 8ub.t.nti*im<f the unity
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the connection betveen Imowledge end practice.

The concept of "practice"

The Concept of Practice is of major importance in

Harxist-Iienlniet philoeo-

phy. In the general philoaophical sense "practice" means the

totality of various forms of ffiaa*8 sensory objective activity

designed to transform the eiternal matter al vorld — nature

and society, "Practical activity" In this sense inclndes first

of all the material production activity. Another essential

form of practice is the revolutionary activity aimed at a

radical change of society, at the actual transformation of
social relationehipa and the individual. Among the forms
of "global practice" are the struggle between the two world
systems -- soelalisD and capitaliam, and the world revoluti—
onary process.

The meaning of the concept of "practice" ("practical
activity") is ttore graphically revealed when con5>ared with
the concept of "theory" ("theoretical activity") which imp-
lies the intellectual cognitive activity as n whole. "Prac-
tice" ("practical activity") is directed at the actual natu-
ral end social world surrounding man and aimed at transform-
ing it, whereas "tbooiy" (."theoretical activity") has to deal
with the idealised objects, that is. knowledge, thooties,
ideas and conceptions. It is in this sense that Karrism
proclaims its thesis on the unity of theory and practice.

The criterion of the practice to bo introduced into the
theory of knowledge presupposes the unity of a number of
aspects.

Aa Lania atreBaad, haoan practice ia the tey point in
the Harxlat theory. The prohlea or practice ia romaLated
and aolved at varioua "levela" or the Haniat theory: prina-
rily, within the rranowork or hiatorioal natarialiem (in ita
doctrine or production, the aiEniricanoa or natarial aotivi-
ty and natarial relationehipa, in ita theory or rovolntio-
nary practice, etc.); within the phlloeophloal teaching
or nan, hie eaaence, the Irgiort or labour in peraonallty
romatlon and derelopnenti and in tha dlalaotioal-naterlallat
conception of the essence of human activity. The dialectical »*-

teiialiBt theory of taowledge proceeds from these ideas aaloncqjtl-

ons to draw concrete theoretical and methodological conclusions
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ana its striving to conquor nature, as the idealists

asserted.
"theory" and practice"

Thus, within this division into theory

the concept oi "theory" enbraces the results an
p

^

tion of an extensive range of intellectual ac vi •

logical systens, scientific conceptions, concepts and ne

thods taken in their entirety. Epiateoology,

specifically concerned
"“Y^r^thlo^^in I much nar^wer

Tnirx: :r:ar-r::- ana -0x0.0...^^^^
distinguished from the level of

being
is called enuirical scientific knowledge,

„_.oer. Theo-

contraated to theoretical scientifac know e
^

retical knowledge combines concepts an
^ ention wbicb

or leas integral argunentative scientific co^

reality. Both

formulates the laws of a rather wide fie
^ develop-

levele in scientific knowledge, V^end to be,

ed branches of science, are in principle,

closely interconnected, with the exper nen
,

-piied know-

empirical cognition, approximating pract

ledge needed for production.
^ Teninist philosophy,

Mar3cist»i»e“

TT
introducing the concept of

Unity of Theoiy and
practice into the theoiy

of knowledge,
regards it

as the basis of knowledge and oeans, first

To treat practice as the basis of °

goific activity
of all, to believe that the historically thanks

(including research, activity) emerged on
of the

to the activity aimed at the practical e:^
production

Burrounding world, i.e., thanks to the
Practice is

nnd the revolutionary transforming prac
requirements of

tasis of knowledge, for it is the pract ca
the

social being that pose cognitive and then

appearance of specialised intellectual ac
the

in the course of the latter's developnen
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practice and underatending of ita ob;]ective character provide

a theoretical baais for cocprehending a pooBibilit7 of an

alliance between the proletariat engaged in the sphere of

actual production activity and thoae strata of the worlcing

people (including the progressive intelligentsia) who are

engaged in theoretical activity.

During the revolution in science technology the
solution of the problem of correlation between theory
practice, in this case of its epistemological aspect, acquires
special significance, both practical and theoretical. Control
over the development of "theory" (in the fields of ideology,*
politics, scientific knowledge) should involve the whole of
society. Moreover, under socialism it la possible and neces-
sary to control this process on a planned, scientific basis.
The unity of "theory" and "practice" in the epoch of the
scientific and techrologlcal revolution is therefore much
closer and many-sided than in previous historical periods.
This unity, however, is baaed on distinguishing between
theory and practice. Today, as never before, we should have
an accurate and comprehensive understanding of the specifics
involved in "theory", theoretical activity, particularly in
scientific reeearoh. On its part, epistemology studies the
cognitive aspects of this activity.

The specifics of theoretical activity are determined by
its function of producing specialiaed knowledge. This activi-
ty is designed to obtain new obieettve.' areuBwntatlve and
verified knowledge of the eeeentlal lav-governed relatlon-
8_ipB of InvestlKated ob i ecta. phenomwnfi and processeB . The
purpose or aclenoe and thaoratical activity la to obtain paw
t^e toowledse

, and to oonotantly vorlry the romorly attain-
ed aolentlric trutha and Include than Into the new oyateno ot
theoretical e^lanation,

3510 appearance or theoretical activity and the enerBonoa
or over new rialde within Its donaln toetlry to the aHeten-
08 or aerlons, still unreeolved problene In practlcol aetlvl-
ty, in social development and coEnltlon. It waa under tho
impact or tho roquiromonto or production and aoolol davolop-
ment that various aclentlric dlsclpllnea took ahape, and not
only or the Inner requlremontn or tho oolr-doveloplns opirlt



tion and application of truths are of vital ioportance for
an activation of the revolutionary process and the masses'
purposeful activity.

Marx, Engels and Lenin in their theory of truth proceea
from the basic premise of materialist philosophy as a whole:
the prime and essential precondition of the objectivity of
truth is the existence of reality and its laws outside and
independently of the consciousness of the knower. The concept
of "objective truth" first of all denotes the special out-
come of the dialectical interaction between subject wed ob-
ject, a reality independent of man and his cognitive activi-
ty,

Defining the objective truth, Lenin poses the question
along the above llnea: "Is there such a thing as objective
truth, that is, can human ideas have a content that does not
depend on a subject, that does not depend either on a human

being or on humanity?"^
One often comes across wrong interpretations or open dis-

tortions of this definition which is of fundamental loport in

the Marxist-Leninist theory. Thus, neo-Thomist critics of

dialectical oaterialisa promptly claim that Lenin’s definiti-

on "follows" the spirit of religious philosophy which also

asserts that truth does not depend either on the individual or

on mankind as a whole. Indeed, neo-Thooists reject subjective

idealism and recognise a definite role of sensory cognition

and the fact that sensations are the inoges of thlnsn?- -Sat

they see the object of rational cognition as the general,

acting as an essence which can be known only by the intellect

and which is ultimately a product of the spirit. Thus, they

divorce sensory cognition from rational cognition, regarding

the particular as the seneorielly perceived world and the

general as the supersensoiy, intellectual world. So» neo-

Thonists refuse to acknowledge that Lenin defines truth

primarily as the content of human ideas . There is no such

thing as "superrational truth", sny such interpretation in-

evitably leads to the idealist and religious myeticlca. To

V.I. Lenin, "Matoriallso and i^rplrlo-Crltlclaa", Collected
Works, Vol. 14, p. 122.
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more powerful impetus to the development of sciences and

all the branches of intellectual production.

As the basis of knowledge and in this sense a vehicle

of the development of science (and the development of the

intellectual production as a whole)) practice thereby pre-
sents a natural "ea^erimental base”) a "trial ground" for
testing) verifying and transforming a vast amount of data
obtained by the specialised intellectual activity. Since
practice is the point of departure iny a stimulus tOf
the development of human cognition in general and theoreti-
cal cognition, in particular, epistemology regards it as the
basle Of knowledge . Practice ie ultimately the universal
decisive criterion of the truth of obtalped Vnf^viedge . In
this sense it is a testing stage of any true knowledge.
To comprehend this aspect of practice we should ascertain how
Marriat-Leninlst epistemology treats the problem of truth.

The lenlnist understanding of truth as a process is
linked with the dialectics of aub^ect and object. The prob-
lem of truth, according to Lenin, is a problem of dialecti-
cal logic.

Cognition goes beyond the confines of the oensoiy content
each time the reality is reproduced through the socially
eanlngful image, i.e,, in the system of language, logical

categories, etc.

Theory of

Truth

Truth is one of the most

itq)ortant elements in hu-

man culture. What are the

specifics of truth?
g..toowledKe which corregoonds to the eoaentlal

eonnertlons and
oh.1e.=tiv„ Dae to the

process ol Its ohteininE, clarils-lng and utUlBlos, true know-
lease ie ioeeperehly linked with the speiel historical practi-
ce, and »ith the procese ol cognitioa vhlch is social in na-
ture.

Under the ecientific end teehnoloEicol revoluticn, the
conTersicn of science into o direct productive force, end
Intenelve sppllcetien of ohjoctive knovledBe in ell epheree
of nan's vital activity the prcblen of truth, ever of sreat
practical eiEnificence, beconeo increaeiuEly topiccl. Acquiol-
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on, (This is, to use Engels' words, "...the contradiction
between man's inherently unlinited capacity for knowledge
and its actual presence only in oen who are ejcternally lini—
ted and possess limited cognition..."^ This contradiction is
not oaily soluble in principle but it is actually solved in
the course of human histozy.

Lenin subjected to criticism philosophical relativism
basing himself methodologically on the theory of the absolu-
te ai^d relative character of true knowledge. The concept of
"absolute truth", as seen by Marxism-Leninism, has the follow-
ing content: recognition of "man's inherently tinlimited capa-
city for knowledge" and the perpetual, ascending movement of
mankind to new truths which, combined with the previously
accumulated knowledge, immeasurably eicpand the horizon of the

cognisable environtnent. Lenin stresses that "for dialectical

materialism there is no impassable boundary between relative
2

and absolute truth."

The understanding of the dialectics of the cognitive pro-

cess allows to ascertain the role of error in it. Scientific

theory provides a reflection of the reality that is essentia-

lly but not completely true. Even in the most ideal case

it is limited at least by the level of its own development.

Therefore, the reflection of the reality in concepts and

representations is also a distortion which is, admittedly,

overcome by the subsequent development of knowledge, remain-

ing at the same time relative at any given moment. "We cannot;'

wrote Lenin, "imagine, express, measure, depict movement,

without interrupting continuity, without sioplifylng, coarse-

ning, dismembering, strangling that which is living. The

representation of movement by means of tbou^t always cakes

coarse, kills, — and not only by means of thought, but also

by sense-perception, and not only movement, but every con-

cept."^ The dialectics of the process of cognition is very

P- Engels, Anti-liuhrinff, Progress Publishers, Moscow,

1975, p. 145 .

V.I, lenin, "KoterialiBa and Empirio-Critlclsti", Collected
- Works, Vol. 14, p. 156 .

V.I. Lenin, "Conspectus of Hegel's Book Lectures on the

History of Phllocophj^", Collected Works ,Vdl.5a,pp. 259-260,
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assume such a deflnitloQ of truth means to flagrantly con-

tradict science whose purpose is to attain the true know-

ledge in its most systematised form*

The objectivity of truth, i.e., independence of its

content of man and mankind in the Marxist-Leninist understand-

ing does not isolate it from human activity but, conversely,

presupposes its comprehensive interpretation as a process
which is socio-historical and dialectical in nature.

Disclosing the dialectics of the cognitive process, Lenin
formulates the following <iue0tion: ”... can human ideas,
which give expression to objective truth, express it all at
one time, as a whole, unconditionally, absolutely, or only
approximately, relatively?”^ Materialist dialectics gives
the following answer; "...this is not a simple, not an immedi-

ate, not a complete reflection, but the process of a series
of abstractions, the formation and development of concepts,
laws, etc., and these concepts, laws, etc... embrace condi-

tionally, approximately, the universal law-governed cbaractor
of eternally moving and developing nature.”^ The problem of

objective truth is actually solved through the concept of
relative truth .

The objective truth acta in the form of relative truth,
which meane that any objective knowledge of any field of
reality available at a given moment is not to be considered
as complete and exhaustive but as relative knowledge. At the

same tine, the content of relative truth is still independent
of nan and mankind, i.e,, it remains objective truth. The
human process of progress to the objective knowledge depends
on the vital activity of the actually existing subject, an
individual, on the position of classes and groups and on the

specific historical conditions.
Marxism-Leninism, unlike bourgeois philosophy, regards

this fact as a living and real contradiction of human cogniti-

V.I. Lenin, "Material ism and Emplrlo-Criticism", Collected
Works, Vol.14, p. 122,

2 . V.I. Lenin, "Conspectus of Hegel’s Book The Science of
Lo£ic", Collected Works, Vol, 38, p. 182.
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engendered by the actual social contradictions. This process

is a dialectical combination of organisation* theoretical

comprehension and spontaneity. The practice of the easses*

class struggle, assuning the most varied forms, necessarily
implies relatively independent cognitive activity of the

masses themselves, not always directly linked with the exist-

ing theory. This activity embodies and suns up the ejqperien-

ce of the masses, the esperience of individual segments of
the revolutionary movement which often confront not only
phenomena envisaged on the whole by the theory, but also
find themselves involved in unprecedented situation deve-
lopments not covered by it. The practice of the working
people's class struggle seta a great number of problems
which are yet to become the object of theoretical cognition.

Human practice is the living, developing process
provides, according to Lenin, an objective criterion of truth.
However, at any given moment, in each concrete historical
situation, Lenin warned, "the dritorion of practice can never,
in the nature of things, either confirm or refute any human
idea cp^ietelx. ®iie criterion too is sufficiently 'inde-
finite' not to allow human knowledge to become 'absolute*,
but at the same time it is sufficiently definite to wage a
ru ess fight on all varieties of Idealism and agnosticism".

Practice is not the sum total of isolated actions of
groups and organisations, divorced from

“ssregate or worti practice

of
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V.I. ienln, "Materialien and Enplrlo-Orlticlon", Oollooted
Works, Vol. Id, pp, 142-43,

Ibid., p. 143.
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cognition to its universality* To treat its content "plnra-

listically" Beans to make the very concept of truth insipid.

This is equally valid for the cognition of nature and laws

of social development. The laws and forculas of physics and

oathenaticB cannot be treated "pluralistically", in accor-

dance with soneone's subjective, arbitrary will; likewise,

regularities of social development discovered by the social

studies are not "plural". If they are reflected objectively,

i.e., truly, they must becone in future the single basis of

knowledge end action.

Marxiet-Leninist ideology the Karxist-Leninist so-

cial theory are based on this epistemological principle.

The epistemological analysis of the specifics inherent

in theoretical activity finds its further realisation in the

Marxist-Leninist theory of the methods of scientific cogni-

tion.

3. The Methods of fietentific Cognition

Scientific knowledge is always consistent and systema-
tic in character. Long before the appearance of scientific
knowledge people acquired valuable data on the properties
inherent in natural and social phenomena. This testifies to
the fact that scientific and ordinary knowledge are not abso-
lutely barred from each other and that both types of know-
ledge strive to attain objective truth. Scientific knowledge,
however, is not the sun total or a direct continuation of
ordinary ideas obtained through common sense but a logically
organised conceptual reflection of the essence, natural laws,
and fundamental propertiea of objective reality. It is thanks
to its ability to systematlee, substantiate and be controlled
that scientific knowledge la characterised by a high level of

authenticity.

In Bcquiaition and formation of

Methods of Theoretical ocientiftc knowledge methods of

and Empirical Eosearch research ploy an imoenao role.

Thia ia iwt accidental. At the

dawn of ancient civiliaationo phlloaophers were also concern-

ed with the problems of cognition, of acquiring knowledge.
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Btructions.

Methods of empirical research depend in a great moasure

on its function and designation: at the es^jirical level of

cognition nan singles out, in the diverse environment surro-

unding him, the "objects" to bo studied by science* These

objects are investigated, observed, classified and subjected

to certain goal-oriented influences exerted in a special

process of observation or in the eaqaeriment. It is clear that

not only physical processes (>fhich do not exist in isolated

form) occur inside physical devices, both small and large-

sized. But experimental physicists apply special devices end

methods which allow to observe those processes and phenomena

which they are concerned with. "The physicist," wrote Marx,

"either observes physical phenomena where they occur in their

most typical form end most free from disturbing influence, or,

wherever possible, he makes e:q>eriment8 under conditions that

assure the occurrence of the phenomenon in its normality."

Precise methods are elaborated for operating devices and pro-

cessing their readings, and so on* Methods of experimental

observation are applied and improved, which are by no

means an end-in-itself but designed to disclose the physical

«

chemical, biological and other regularities of the natural

world.

With some reservatione and apeclfications the same is

valid for the social sclencee which also operate with facts,

process observation date and conduct social experiments.
Bmplxlcel observations in science are generalised by

the method of scientific induction,i. e. , a special inference

which allows to advance from the characteristic of investi-
gated facta to the formulation of general empirical princip-

les or regularities, extending then over a wide range of

objecta.

Since the process of scientific cognition the theore-

tical level clearly differs from that at the empirical level,

it also has its own special methods, one of which is the

axiomatic method, long and widely applied In mathematics, lo

Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 8.
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7

Man and the Lower Animals

Aristotle’s views of phj^iology and zoology are to be found in

several important treatises, among which the de Partibus Animal^
turn and de Generatione Animalium are outstanding. I shall

describe these treatises more fully later in this chapter, and at the

same time consider questions relative to their systematic arrange-

ment and chronological order. Provisionally I shall maJce what
appean to be a safe assumption, viz. that the de Antma is intended

to precede these biological treatises and is itself a coherent whole,

not a patchwork. If (his is so, Aristotle’s whole work in this branch

of science is founded on his view of the soul as the entelechy of the

body.

His view of nature has three notable features, of which some-

thing has already been seen. Firstly, he arranges all living beings

in a scale, according to the complexity of the psychical faculties

they display, placing man towards the top of this scale; and this

idealistic, and perhaps fanciful, view to some extent impedes any
attempt at a sober classification of animals. Secondly, his interpre-

tation of all natural processes is frankly teleological; the physical

scientist must in his view aim at the discovery' and statement of

the final cause, as well as the efficient cause and material condition.

This mode of explanation is, for obrious reasons, even more
prominent in Aristotle’s account of living things, their organs,

instincts and mode of life, than it was in his astronomy and phy’sics.

Thirdly, he is what would now be called a vitalist. There is for him
a dear division between the movement and qualitative change of

lifeless bodies and the processes whidi appear first in living and
growing tilings, and, tliough he does not seem to argue at length



and studied, into a unified entity to be regarded then ao a
specific object of scientific research. In Capital Man
analytically ainglee out use value and exchange value of the
coonodity, and then Bynthesleas then, introducing the new
theoretical concept of "value**.

Among methods applied both at the empirical and theore-
tical levels are quantitative methods and methods of logical
analysis. Modern natural and some social sciences make wide
use of mathematical and logical languages. Various discip-
lines use mainly a certain body of mathematics. Wide-scale
application of mathematical methods in sciences, or their
uathematisation, aa it is now called is a process basedon the universal nature of quantitative regularities. All
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ng his idea, Oalileo remarked that the book of na-ture in written in the language of mathematics.
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ed with knowledge , io defined in Harxist-Leniniet philosophy

as a cofcnlsed neceoslty . In this sense man’s activity io free

if it is based on his knovledge of objective regularities

characterising nature, society and nan hinaelf. Freedom is

the ability to make decisions as regards goals and means of

action -"knowledgeably". Certainly, a measure of freedom

depends not only on successes scored in people's cognitive

activity but alao on their practical activity, organisation

of their conscious life, and on the essence and content of

their social being. Suffice it to mention that within various

social systems the progress of science and scientific know-

ledge may have diametrically different consequences and nay

be used by various social classes and forces in their Inte-*

rests. In socialist society scientific knowledge is necessary

for a planned and accurate management of society, its improve-

ment and for building cooounlst social relations with the

moat active and conscious participation of the broad masses.

In capitalist society scientific achievements are used by the

ruling classes end groups for intensldloation of exploitation
and preservation and consolidation of the class privilqges*

Eevolutionaiy forces in the capitalist world cannot
achieve man's national and social emancipation without pro-
found knowledge, without scientific theory and its further
development, i.e., without the unity of revolutionary scien-
tific theory and the practice of liberation movement. And in
this respect the success of the revolutionary movement and
winning of freedom depend on the revolutionaries' awareness
and on their efficiency in applying achlevementa of the
advanced theoretical research and developing it.

The Marxlst-Leninist theory of knowledge links cognition
with the objective laws of nature and society and, at the
sane time,reveals the preconditions for people's revolutio-
nary transforming activity and that of purposeful historical
activity inherent in human cognition. Thua, the study of the

laws of Marxist epistemology baa an essential practical goal:

to ascertain opportunities of conscious and active revolutio-

nary transforming maos actions and objective poaalbllities of

applyiJiSf the sake of a revolutionary remaking of nature

and society, all the intellectual and cultural values accu-

mulated by mankind.
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Part II. HISTOHICAL KATEBIALIfiK

Chapter I

matehialist conceptkki op HISTOTX

1. Sociological Theoriee in the History of RilloBOphy

Problens of social life. Including those of production,

relations between men, ethical standards of their behaviour,

the essence and role of state, causes of wars, etc., have

never ceased to concern philosophers.

Coherent, aore or lees consls-

The Antiquity tent conceptions of social life

the Middle Ages already originated at the tine

of the energence and develop-

ment of class relations, i.e. in early slave-holding states.

The Ideologists of the slave-owning classes undertook to

denonatrate the divine and supernatural origin of royal power

and of the king's personality; they relied on religion's

authoritity in justifying the legitimate nature of the slave-

owners' donlnance. This interpretation is to be found in

ancient Egyptian sources, in the code of Eamnurabl, the king

of Babylon, in literary nonunenta of ancient India and in

the teachings of ancient Chinese philosopher Confucius.
Conceptions openly advocating slave ownership wore

advanced in ancient Greece . Poet Hesiod (the late 8th-early

7th centuries B.C.) held that relations of donlnance and sub-

nission were a natural and "nomal" condition.
Heraclitus sought to justify slavery hy references to

the laws of the Universe which allegedly cade some people

slaves and other nastero.

Deaocritus . the ancient Greek oateriallst, wae the first

philosopher to explain the origins of huoan society. He wrote

that originally nen led a gregarlouo life. They had neither

kings nor rulers, neither wars nor robberies. Subsequently,

having learned how to use fire, they tamed to agriculture,

invented crafts and established a state order. Within the
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state, os a ce(tter ot course, thej were divided into slaves

and slave owners* Democritus defended the state as a social

system for naintaining public order. Vhat caused most dis->

ruptions of order was envy; therefore, laws were needed to

govern all*

Plato ' B theory on an ideal social system had a major in-

fluence on his contemporaries and on the subsequent develop-

ment of sociology- Plato baaed his theory on the division

of labour which had reached a relatively hi^ level in an-

cient Greece- Ee described three social estates, the land-

owners and artisans, the warriors and the rulers- Plato held

that the division of labour was based on abilities of the

human soul- The division of labour and a corresponding social

standing were thus natural and in accord with man's disposit-

ion- According to Plato, justice demands that everyone do

what one is supposed to do, in conformity with one's inheri-

ted abilities.

The thinkers of ancient Borne - largely borrowing from

ancient Greek theories, concentrated on the drafting of legal

rules, law and political conceptions aimed at strengthening

the state system based on slave ownership and laying a legal

basis for the supremacy of the one class over another.

After the fall of the Eoaan Entire, the states of the

Arab East attained a high level of development late in the

first and early second millennia A-D. Of numerous Arabic

thinkers, ibn-Sajja and Ibn-Ehaldun were the ones to pay most

attention to problems of social development. Ibn-Ba.1.ia

(c. 1070-1139) described an ideal society in which there

would be no doctors or judges as there would be no diseases,

just as subjugation, injustice and violations of laws would

no longer exist. The ideal state of society, he held, could

be attainable through self-perfection of every individual

-

Ibn-Khaldon (1332-1406) attetpted to reveal the influen-

ce of climate and soils on morals, institutions, the way of

life, and in particular, the emergence of tillers of the

land and nomads- From his standpoint, state authority and

government were people's natural need, a necessary condition

for the joint obtaining of the wherewithal for existence.

16*
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la medieval Europe , sociological theories wore mostly

based on religion.

Under feudalism, various opposition conceptions ex-

pressing dissatisfaction with the existing order and espe-

cially with the dominance of the Catholic Church, gained

acceptance. As religious beliefs were widespreid, the oppo-

sition doctrines wore religious in nature and had the form

of what was described as heresies. iThe heretics aimed at

restoring the system of early Christian communities, opposed

private property, demanded the introduction of common pro-

perty and opposed the dominance of the gentry.

Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), a militant ideologist of

Catholicism in the Middle Ages, held that power should be

controlled by the Church which would see to it that the autho-

rities implement God's laws properly.

In I6th-centui7 Europe, the

The Period of Formation and feudal system was decaying

Development of Capitalism as the first capitalist ente^
prises made their appearance,

commodity production developed as did hone and foreign markets.

Proponents of the nascent bourgeois ideology become critical
of religious dogmas and feel an urge to conduct independent
scientific studlee of nature.

_Niccolo Machlavelli . an early ideologist of the bourgeo-
isie (1469-1527) 1 held that eociety developed due to natural
causes, rather than in accordance with God'e will. He attemp-
ted to deduce the causes from history,human psychology and
factual analysis.

The Hefgraation had an liq;>ortBnt influence on social
theories of the period of formation of capitalism. It was
a broad movement which united the diverse interests of the
opposition against the feudal Catholic Church and for a new

religion. The Reformation movement was led by Martin Luther

(1463-15^6), Thgaas Munzer (c. 1490-1525) and others. The

Reformation aimed at undermining the Church's claims on
dominating men and advanced the idea of Individual attitude

to God.

As social contradictions, exploitation and inJusticBS

aceompai^lng the development of capitalism became more pro-
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Bounced, they led to the emergence of various socialist the-

ories, utopian and unrealistic in nature.

English thinker IThoaas More (147S-1535) was one of the

founders of utopian soelallsa . In Ptopja. or a fruteful

and Pleasaunt Vorke of the best State of a Publyque Veale .

and of the neve He called Ptopla ho criticised the capita-

list order, described its vices, injustice and exploitation

of nan by man. All the people's grievances, he held, were

caused by the existence of private property, and its elimina-

tion was the only meane of achieving universal well-being.

In Italy, a similar conception was advanced by Tonaaeo

Campanella (1568-1639)* vho wrote Civitae Solis . Thomas

More and Tocaaso Catspenella had an important izifluence on the

development of utopian socialism over the following centuries.

As capitalism developed farther, the bourgeoisie came

to oppose the dominance of religious and feudal Ideology

and also the feudal lords' power, which impeded the develop-

ment of bourgeois econooy and private enterprise. The bour-

geoisie demanded that all social estate divisions, privileges,

duties, etc., be abolished. In the process, the bourgeois

ideologists undertook to deduce their demands from eternal

principles of natural law. The bourgeoisie portrayed the new

social order as a "natural" one, as one in accord with man's

nature.

The first to systematise the natural law theory was the

Dutch lawyer Hugo Grotlue (1583-164^5) who held that man's

basic quality which makes him different from animals is the

striving to a community organised rationally. From it, Grotius

deduced the basic requirements, or norms, of natural laws to

lay no claim to the property of another; to return what does

xiot belong to us; to keep one's promises; to compensate for

the ham done, etc. To avoid conflict with religion, Grotius

described this as a divine right.

Theories on natural lav were also advanced by other

philosophers of this age.

fiplnoga (1632-1677) saw man os part of nature; therefore

man must be eubject to natural laws. Outside society man is

weak and helpless. Ee is looking for protection in a society

of those like him; a transition of man from a natural state



into a civil one takes place, and thereafter nen create the

state as an orBanisation serving the interests of all.

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) holds that men's nature makes

•then hostile to one another; in a natural environment "homo

homini lupus" (nan is a wolf to nan), and their life is an

all-out war. Tet reason makes men unite to form a state.

According to John Locke (1632-1704), the natural condi-

tion is that of freedom and equality. He opposed Hohbes on

the essence of the natural condition. If an all-out war took

place, men would kill one another, he said. Locke also inclu-

ded private property in the domain of natural law.

The sociological thinking of the ideologists of the

French, hourgeoiaie in the L8th century developed under the

banner of the Enlightenment . Which was aimed against the

prejudices, obscurantism and feudal privileges of the Middle

Ages.

A prominent philosopher of the Enlightenment, Voltaire

(1694-1778), like many other thinkers of the tine, used the

idea of natural law to criticise the feudal system. Hatural

laws are laws of reason given to nan by nat\ire» From birth,

can is free and subject only to natural laws. As for society,

it has its own laws dividing it into two classes, the rich
and the poor.

Jean-Jacquea Bouoaeau (1712-1778) was the ideologist
of the revolutioneu?7 deBocra<gr of the period and author of
the popular works The Origin of IneQualitr . Contrat Social
and others. Social inequality is caused by private property,
which originated accidentally, as a matter of gueaa-work.
According to Sousaeeu, the first man to stumble upon the
idea of fencing off a plot of land and saying, "This is
nine", and to find people gullible enough to believe this,

was the true founder of civic society.

The French materialist philosopher Holbach (1723-1789),

like all materialists before Harx, was an idealist as far

as social theory was concerned. Wan with hia spiritual world

is a product of social environment. In turn, this 'environ-

ment is created by nen, by public opinion. "Opinion rules

the world," he used to say. Govamaent plays a major role in

the formation of public opinion. In society, man is brought
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up to be an egoist pursuing personal benefit. If he wants
to benefit from soneboiiy eXsey he has to be of use to him.

For the conduct of these mutually beneficial relations,

people have agreed to establish a state. The social contract

is based on freedom, property and secuilty. Inequality of men

is due to their natural inequality; as for the state, it has

to maintain peace in society.

Ihe founder of classical German philosophy Imaanuel

Kant (1724-18(W-) viewed the history of the world as the

development of human freedom iq> to a stage which is in con-

formity with reason. Such a stage is attainable through the

natural course of gradual social development, rather than

by a violent revolution. Kant advocated the right of owner-

ship of property and,more than that, of men.

An advocate of the interests of the bourgeoisie, Kant

neveirtheless advanced progressive ideas concerning peace

for all time . As social development is aimed at achieving

freedom, war must be preclnded. Humanity’s goal, according

to Kant, is peace for all time. It can be established if a

imlversal agreement is concluded by'states.

A significant role in the elaboration of philosophical

problems of eocial history was played by Hegel (177^*1851).

According to him, the world is based on a continuously deve-

loping absolute idea which gives birth to, brings to life

and creates the whole observable world. Including nature,

man and society. He sew universal biatory as a march of the

spirit on earth. The spirit moves in now one people, now

another. The people currently imbuded by the universal spirit

is the dominant people in the given historical era.

Besides these, Hegel also advanced some ideas of posi-

tive importance in the history of philosophical analyais of

eocial life. Among these is Hegel’s desire to find an ob.lect-

ive basto and cause of ooclal life . Independent of hunan con-

sciousness. True, he held that universal spirit was such a

basis; nevertheless, this did play o role in the struggle

against ffibjoctivo ideollss in understanding social life.

Hegel's desire to overcome the approach to history as a

chaos of events and to demonstrate strict consistency of
historical procesaes which advanced social life can also be



regarded as a positive element of Hegel's philosophy of

history. Hegel saw history as a single law-governed and in-

herently justified process of self-developnent of the spirit

or the idea.

A review of the history of philosophical doctrines of

society shows that, despite their vast diversity and specific

features, the common elements of all of them were: an

idealist approach to the analysis of social life; inability

to reveal the true laws of historical development; inability

to see the people as a true maker of history; protection of

the interests of dominant classes; intention to prove that

the social system whose ideology the philosopher represents

is the best, "natural and one in accord with reason, etc.;

in other words, all pre-Marxian philosophy was incapable of

creating a science about society.

Only Harx and Engels were capable of elaborating histori-

cal materialism, the science about the general laws of his-

torical development and their reflection in human activity,

the science about the revolutionary transformation of the

world. They achieved this in a highly developed capitalist
society, which revealed the intrinsic processes of exploita-
tion of man by man, by making a generalisation of the histori-
cal experience of the working people's class struggle and,
in particular, of that of the working clase, which had sharp-
ly become acute in the early half of the 19th centuiy, by mak-
ing use of the latest scientific discoveries by assLmilat-
ing the positive achievements of previous thinkers.

2. The Prerequisites and Eseenee of a Materialist
Understanding of Boclel Life

A materialist understanding of history is based 'on a

dialectical approach to the study or social life. This en-

tails viewing society as a living organism in constant deve-

lopment, where all social elements are inherently inter-

related and mutually conditioned. Since it reveals the object-

ive, material basis of all social life, explains the essence

of human society and studies the laws of universal hlstoiy

historical materialism is e genuinely scientific social

theory.
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Labour, tbe Basis and Essence

of Human Society
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ANature aa one of lier own forces."

Labour is more than netabolisn for austained exiatence.

iThis kind of action is also Biade by anioals. A characteristic

feature of human labour ia that it is an activity governing

the forces of nature. In the process of labour, man changes

external nature while changing his own, by acquiring and im-

proving hia human qualities. In other words, it .Is on the

basis of labour that nan himself and the entire human society

develop.

Taking into account the fundamental inportance of labour,

one could describe society as a material system whose being

is based on the exchange of substances and energies both

within itself and with nature by means of labour .

As opposed to animals who find objects required for

their subsistence as they exist in nature, man has to change

and transform natural objects if he is to satisfy his vital

needs. Por an animal to find the required object In nature,
a perception, or a reflection, of the existing external
aspect of objects and of their properties, and the presence
of paws, clews end the physical force needed to use and to
consume the found object, ere sufficient. If the objects were
to be purposefully changed and transformed, i.e., if activi-
ties were to take place which were not a result of natural
evolution, a radical transformation of abilities had to take
place, and conaciousness was required.

Over an extended historical period,millions of years
ago, it took maxiy generations of man’s ancestors to gradually
learn to manufacture labour implements and at the sane time
to acquire an ability to reflect essential properties of
objects and the laws of their existence; in other words,
consciousness was emerging. Thus, ebetrect thinking, or con-
sciousness, appeared, which was a property iaolating nan
from the animal world.

If one then talks about labour as a specifically human

activity, the following is neants by using labour loplemonts

to act on their natural envlronaant so as to transform it

Karl Marx, Capital . Vol. 1, Progress Publishers, Moscow,

1974, p. 173.
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human Bociety can be fleCtneA aa o aatertal g^Btem yboae

essence and basis are formed by purposeful labour enllrfitened

by coneciottsness. In other vorda, society Is the totality _of

historically established forms of aaa*B .joint activities >

the movement of closses, popular masses and individuals *

the functioning and development of orKanlsetlons and Insti-

tutions .

Bocial history itself is an integral elenent or the
history of the Earth and of nature* Having appeared on earth
as the result of long-tem evolution of nature, nankind has
gone a long way froa aubalsaioa to forces of nature to a
conscious transformation of both the nature and socloty*
labour was the guiding star on the way*

lu. any philosophical study,
The Basis Law of the point of departure is the
Hunan History basic Question of philosophy*

that of relationship of think-
ing to being, of the spiritual to the material . A particular
solution of the probloa, either materialist or idealist, is
the basis of every philosophical doctrine, Including social
theory. If one holds that ideas, the spirit, consciouoness
are primary in social life, wheroae all ntal human rela-
tions In production, economics, politics, etc., are secondary
and derived from the above, then the solution to eU the con-
tradictioiB

, the sources of explcitation, the causes of industi-
ce, etc., have to be found in the ideal besis of social life.
This approach can lead to no scientific rosult. Yet if
the basic question of philosophy is solved in materialist
terms, then the sources of all the vital problems and their
solution have to be found In the material foundation of
social life, in msterlol relations*

The materialist solution of the fundamental quoatlon
of philoaophy is the point of departure and the premiae of
materialist understanding of history. Lenin wrote: "Since
materlallBa in general osplsins conaciousaesa os the out-
come of being, and not conversely, then materialism as
applied to the social life of mankiad has to explftia floetal
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For a correct tinderatandlng of oocial beiBg» ono has

to hear in nind that it is not total of sone con-

ponents, and in particular of those nentioned in the defini-

tion. On the contrary, social being represents a unity, on

organic interrelationship of all its co«Q)onenta; it is

a single whole, on independent social phenocenon which differs

fron all the properties and features inherent in each of its

coeponents.

At the sane tine, attention has to be drawn to the

fact that not all components of social being are equally

relevant, both within the system of being and in social life

as a whole. The production of naterial goods is of decisive

icportance for social life in its entirety.

Social being varies in accordance with historical periods

and countries. The generation bom in the mid-twentieth

century have seen one set of living conditions in capitalist

countries, another set in socialist ones, and a still differ-

ent set in developing ones. Sach of the groups of these count-

ries has its own level and nature of production as well as

specific economic, social and political relations.
In the course of the world revolutionary process and

intensive revolutionary attivity by this generation of
workers in all countriea, the new social being is being creat-

ed idiich will eerve as the baoic foundation for the life of
future generations.

Peace, whi ch is pursued by Communists, all revolutionarl-

^

es and progressives on this planet, ia the primary, baoic pre-
requisite for human life.

Social coneclooaDesB is a more general category of histo-
rical materiallsn which denotes society 's spiritual life and

reflects social belng.\Soclal coDBciouaneas is not equivalent

to the conscioueneee of an individual peraon; ib represents

the outlook, ideas and conceptions cbaraeteristle of a given

society in general or of an individual social group, in a

class society, class conBclousness bae a clase nature^ As

the social being of the dominant clasBes and that of working

people is n^ the same, their eoeial coneeioueneea is not the

same either.

J
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fituaying quostiono of the type, adopt tvo extrene poaitioaa,

that of fatoliao, which regards huean activities in history

as pre-detemined by aupeimattiral forces or hereditary bio-

logical oaheup of nan, or that of voluntariap . according to

which hunan actions are arbitrary and not pre-detemined.

The law of interaction of social being and social con-

aciousnesa serves os a basis for a dialectical and materi-

alist Bolntion to the question of correlation of, on the

one hand, man's will, desires and intentions, i.e., human

freedom, and, on the other, of ob;Jcctively effective mate-

rial lawB of social development beyond man's command, i. e.,

of historical necessity.

It was in the light of the basic law of social life '

that the deficiencies in approaches of old, pre-TlarziBn

materialists, who, sincerely as they tried, were incapable of

solving the problem of correlation of freedom and necessity,

became understandable as well. They failed to understand the

social nature of man, the ob;}ective soeiel laws of human

life; they only saw man as an individual, while regarding

society as a conglomeration, or a simple sum total, of indi-

viduals.

fielylng on the proposition that all human qualities are

formed in ;]oint laboxir and that society obeys the basic law
of interaction of social being social consciousness,
Harzisn built its analysis around society, rather than the
individual. It then became clear that necessity in social
life was not some kind of a determining factor or a process
taking place outside men, behind their backs and dominating
then; on the contrary, historical necessity is historical
social activity itself, and thie necessity cosprises natural

actions by men and their activltioB as a necessary result.
Hecesslty is the social being of men themselves in

historical development. Men are the makers of their own

history, yet the making of it lo not arbitrary; men are not

free to choose any conditions they please for their activity.

Historical necessity means that nan's energy, desires and

conscious activity are limited by conditions under which man

is pieced by social being Inherited from previous generations.

Che nature, laws, properties and real capabilities of social
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transforoation whicli changea aocial relations^ old eocial

being and the node of inflnoncing nature. An understanding of

history as revolutionary practice neana that it is only a

revolutionary social class » which consciously transfoms all

the activities and life of a society, that can be genuinely

free.

The attainment of freedon la not a noral or a purely

copiitive taah; it requirea historical activity of the masaes

of working people aiced at fully nastering tendencies of his-

torical development on the basis of a scientific analysis of

these tendencies, at turning then from the inevitable

necessity of a spontaneous process into the freedom of con-

eciouB action, that of practice of class struggle or a purpo-

seful management of development of a socialist society and of

the corresponding transformation of the environment.

Freedon, seen as the activity of masses, is primarily

the freedom of a revolutionary class, of a party and of a

scientiflcally-meneged society. Personal freedon is only

effected through the freedon of a ' collective, or of a society.

It is only in a collective that an individual aeqtxires the

means which enable him to develop his inclinations compre-
hensively; therefore, it Is only in a collective that per-
eonel freedon is poselble. Tet personal freedom does not
mean that nan la totally free of the free society. Lenin
pointed out that absolute freedom of personality, not limi-
ted by anything, woe pure fiction, as one cannot live in a

society and be free of it. A free society is still governed
by objective social Isws^ in it, eons xvlee, duties
rights exist which maintain social order and the very free-
don of the society. It to the individual who knows the laws
and social requirements end acts aecordingLy that is free.

Personal freedom, therefore, is directly related to social

necessity. If the question of personal freedom is to be solved,

one baa to turn to the social system and find out whether a

society ia free, whether it is effecting a reasonable, pai>-

poseful and scientifically substantiated transformation of

its social being, whether it is guided in ita activities by

a knowledge of objective laws of social developnent, etc.

will then become clear whether a real basla for personal
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freedoa exista in the aociety or the alogan of personal

Jfreedoo has been cade an eapty phrase with no basis in the

reality of social life.

As noted above, the prodaction of oaterial goods in a

society is the basic eleaent of social being.

3* Material, Production, the Basis of Social life

Production Structure. Kot only do men create material

Productive Porces products for their existence in

the process of production; they

also produce end reproduce their social relations.

In the process of Joint labour men interact, on the one

hand, with nature, end on the other, with one another. These

two seta of relationships constitute the inalienably linked

aspects of any specific production activity.

The relations between society and natuze take place

through the intermediary of productive forcea; relations

between men in the process of production represent production

relations.

let us examine the structure of productive forces .

Productive forces are the forces and means used by soci-

ety to influence nature so ag to transform it -purposefully.

The nature of this Influence on nature and the mode of acqui**

aitlon of means of livelihood represent the node of production ..

Understandably, It le not the entire environment that

man Influences in the process of labour, but only individual

objects he wants to change so as to make them fit his needs.

As soon as man begins to act on a natural object in some man-

ner, the object eeaeee to be a merely natural one; it becooee

part of social life, the sphere of labour. It becomes an ob-

ject of Inbotur.

An ob.leet. •procese of phepopenon acted on by man’s labour

become ob.lects of labour . Everything men uses to act upon the

object of labour represents means of labour . A means of labour

is a thing or a aet of things placed by man between himself

and the object of labour and uaed ao a conduit of bis action

on the object.

Keans of labour cotsprise objects need by mas to act on

the object of labour directly each aa on axo, a spade, a
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machine, etc.-, thoee are all labour Implenentn . Beeidea

tbeee, a wider neaninB of the tern "labour neane" includea

all the material cnudlttone required for the procees of labour

to take place at all. Some exaaplea of these labour means are

production buHdinsB* canals* roads* etc.

If production is to take place,i.e., if the needed pro-

ducts are to be oanufactured* the cere existence of ceans of

labour or an object of labour lo inaufficient. They have

to be conbined for the puiposes of production. Taken together,

the means of labour and the object of labour are called ceans

of •production .

The ceans of production account for the cost io^ortant

part of society’s productive foreea. Tet taken in Isolation,

the ceans of production, no natter how advanced, can produce

nothing. They are but dead objects of nature transforned by

nan. It is only when they are involved in nan's labour that

they become ceans of labour, are included in the production

process and become oaterlal elenents of social life.

Productive forces, which include ceans of labour, should

then of necessity cooprise men who set in notion the ceans

of production, i.e., labour force .

Labour force , or ability to work ia the totality of
physical and spiritual abilitlee of an organise, of a living
human being, used every time when it produces some articles
which can satisfy some human need or other.

Labour is always collective. A division of labour always
exists in society, and the higher the level of developcent of
production end the core advanced the ceans of proddetion, the
greeter the division of labour.

As a productive force, nan must have some labour skills,

and possess some knowledge of ceans of production, principles

of the production process, properties of the labour object,

etc. As production develops, the knowledge becomes increasing-

ly complex, while its volune increases .continuously. The know-

ledge is developed by science which tbia influences the deve-

lopment of society's productive forces.

Practical applieatlona of science and the process of

naterialisatloii knowledge represent the process of trans-

formation of science into a direct productive force. That
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Bcieaee la a productive force at the present Junctui^ oeans

that modern means of production are developed on the basis

of scientific achievements; that science elaborates the

principles and nodes of the production pzocess, of production

technology; that science provides the knowledge having acqui-

red which man can become the labour force in modern producti-

on; that under socialism social sciences serve as a basis of

social production planning and of the selection of the best

options for the development of science end technology; the

strength of liarxist-I<eninlet science under socialism is also

reflected in the fact that on its basis » a communist attitu-

de to work is formed,

Elstorically, social productive forces are in constant

development under the influence of social needs and in a dia-

lectical interrelationship with production relations. Govern-

ed by the laws of development of production in its entirety,

productive forces also develop under the influence of the

laws of their own.

The laws of development of

Laws of Development of productive forces represent

Productive Forces essential relations and cor-

relations within objective

reality which underlie and determine the essence and histo-

rical process of the development of means of labour, as

well as those of man as a productive force, and the relati-

ons thereof.

Of fundamental importance is the lav of the determin-

ing role of nature via-h-vle the nature of techoologr, of

means of labour . This law explains what conditions the form,

the design of a technical device. If man is to transfora ob-

jects and to satisfy his need, he oust cognise the properti-

es and lews of transformed natural objects and create a cor-

responding iopleoent. The design of the implement is determi-
ned by the laws cognised and used an well as by nattiral

laws, properties. According to Lenin, "eechanlcol and checi-

cal technique servos human ends Just because Its charac-

ter (essence) consists In its being determined by external

Conditions (the laws of nature).**^

V.I. Lenin. Collertea Worlcn . Tol. 38, p. 108.



The law of the doteroing role of natural laws as re-

gains the nature of technology and neans of production is of

groat importance for understanding the historical development

of the means of production and of productive forces in gene-

ral. The sequence seen in history in the development of means

of labour, the stages in development of technology and its

universal and historical course are, in the final analysis,

also determined by natural laws. It is not on an arbitrary

basis or in accordance with purely subjective wishes that men

work out designs for individual mechanisms, but in strict

accordance with, end on the basis of lews and properties of the

natural processes, phenomena and objects they make use of.

Doubtlessly, social requirements reaxilting from the developm-

ent of socio-economic relations ere the source and prime moti-

ve power of progress. Tet here we deal with the determining

feature tmderlylng the progressive transition of technology

from, for instance, simple machines to steam engines, from

steam enginea to the electric motor, i.e., with historical

sequences in the development of technology. The succession is

governed by the succession in the cognition of the laws of
nature, its structure, relationships and correlations.

We are thus approaching the basic law of development of
science of knowledge . According to Lenin, "cognition is the
process of the submersion Cof the mind) in an inorganic na-
ture for the sake of subordinating it to the power of the
subject... . Human thought goes endlessly deeper from appea-
rance to essence, from eesence of the first order, as it were,
to essence of the second order, end so on without end»"^ Natu-
re is not a random set of various phenomena, processes .and

objects. It is a composite system with lavs of its own and

with a strictly definite structure. Borne laws and levels of

the structure are perceivable by man^Cextomal phenomena),

some less so (the essence of the first order), while still

others find their place deep within natural relationahips

(the essence of the second order), and so on, endlessly.

7, 1 , Lenin, Collected Works , Vol. 58, pp. I 94 , 251.
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Hictorically, huoan cognittoa hao been following theee etope,

or ordorc in nature# As nan Dastsrs increaoin^y advanced

structural levels of nature and its coaentiol elooents, ho

createo corrosponding increasingly aophistientod neans of

labour, while developing hinself as a productive force. His-

torically, a strict sequence is established in the develop-

Dent of productive forces, llanlcind is unable to skip over

a stage of developcont. It would not. have been possible, for

example, to create nuclear end loser technology before that

of electricity, or electrical technology earlier than the

eteaa englne.^e ob;]eGtive structure of nature would prevent

this. Hankisd was forced to develop neans of production and

all productive forces in the historical order in which

corresponding natural processes are objectively correlated;

thermodynanic processes are more cognisable than electrical

onea, to be followed by nuclear processes. The correlation of

natural processes and can's activity to develop science and

technology is such that man follows nature while facing the

objective world; manids dependent on it and uses it to de-

termine his activity. Kature and its structure predeternine

the course of and basic stages in the development of science,

technology and productive forces in general, flankind could

not have created an electric motor before it had mastered

mechanical movement; nor could it have made use of nuclear

energy before it had hamesoed electric power. The transi-

tion of knowledge and practice activitiaa to a new struc-

tural natural level, or to on essence of a higher order, .

signifies a more or less profound revolution in science,

technology and productive forces.

The law of determining ii^ortance of natxiral laws vis-

a-vis the essence of technology and labour means demonstra-

tes the manner in which the means of labour are based on

their contacts and relationohlps with nature. 7et the other

side of the means of labour is related to man whose producti-

on capabilities natural inclinations also have a signi-

ficant influence on technology and on the-nature and course

of historical development of labour neans* This aspect of

technological pirosraeB and development of labour means is
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governed by another basic law, the lav ot tranefer_oJLj)ro_-

duetlon functions from nan to technical facilities . 5he

entire progress oi nachinexy consists in the replacenent

of man's labour by machines. The gradual replacement of manu-

al labour by machines is the essence of technological prog-

ress. As technology advances man's labour is increasin^y

supplanted by a number of sophisticated machines. The lav

reveals the essence of technological progress. Iiilce the law

of the determining role of natural laws ae regards the essen-

ce of technology and means of production, this law underlies

the general historical development of productive forces, its

nature and general course. A study of the laws reveals the

essence of the current scientific and technological revoluti-

on and demonstrates Ita place in the historical development

of science, technology and productive forces in general.

If one examines manual labour

Hevolutlon in which was predominant in the

Science and Technology period preceding the introducti-

on of machinery, it is easily
seen that it is composed of three main functions! ezaeutlve
Cman uees hie hands to perform the necessaxy manipulations
with manual implements)} that of propulsion (performed with
the force of man's musclea)} and managerial (man's thlnhing
purposefully controls the entire labour process).

The progress of machinery consists in the creation of
devlcas to which these functions are consistently transferred
one after another. Each transfer represents a revolution In
machine technology.

It should be noted that this sequence of transfers of
functions is strictly observed in the history of technology.
The sequence expreeaes the eeaence of the law under conaidera-
tion — the correlation of human organs: the wrist, nuaclea

and the thinking brain. It represents a kind of a programnofcr

historical development of technology. Indeed, a power aocha-

niam cannot bewuaed in a productlcn process where a manual

implement ia set in motion by hand. Technology and means of

production of necessity develop historically along the course

where man's functions, initially that of execution, then that

of propulsion followed by that of aanageaent, are taken over
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by Bachlnae.

Ihe indUBtrial revolution in the 18th century was due

to the invention ot a nunber ot Bachlnea which took over the

executive function. It was the first revolution in nachine

technology which opened up the way to uechanisation of pro-

duction.

The next breakthrough in the development of technology,

the second revolution, wan due to the invention of the stean

engine, followed by other power nachines, including electric

motors, turbines, etc. The machines take over man’s propulsi-

on function.

Pointing out the historically neceasary sequence in the

development of moans of labour, K. Marx stated: It was

the inventions of nachines that made a revolution in the

of ateaa-engines necessary. ... But asauning that he n

is acting sitiply as a ootor, that a nachine has taken

place of his tool, it is evident that he can be replaced by

naturol forces."^ The second revolution opened up a

range of possibilities for integrated mechanisation o

production. With highly oechoniced production,
^

® °

tion left to man is that of managing the prodnc on p '

The mid-20th century saw the creation of var o

of automatic devices to which man transferred s

tion, that of operating machines and managing pro uc

ceases. ^

It is the erection of sutooated systene and **'* “°°

Of the managerial function from man to automatic no

that constitute the current revolution in techno

automation, there is no longer a need for man to pa

in. the production process directly; man performs

monitoring and observing tbe production process.

She withdrawal of man from immediate invo veme

production process creates basically now cond on^
follows.

development of technology. Essentially, they are
-.(.gng

A’t the tine when nan was a conrponent of ^ .Qoment
find nf the oTt process, the functioning an

^arl Marx, Capital . Vol. I* P* 555-
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of machine technology, accordii^ to Marx, had to "meet with

certain natural obatructiona in the weak bodiea and the strong

villa of its human attendants*.^ Tet at the tine when, follow-

ing the introduction of automatic . systems man is no longer

directly involved in the production process, the machinery

system, as Marx noted, "has a productive organism that is

purely objective."^ 2he creation of machine technology and

the development of technological principles are no longer

limited by the need to take into account the subjective fac-

tor, i.e., man's productive abilities. At this stage engineer-

ing and technology only depend on the possibilities offered

by the cognised laws of nature and social requirements. Thus

conditions are established under which, in the first place,

the rate of technological progreas la vastly accelerated, and

secondly, technical facilities and industrial output produced

become subatentlal end increasingly diversified.

The development of engineering and technology accele-

rates the development of science and broadens the field of

research*, in turn, this influences engineering, technology
end eoclal production as a whole.

Science is a social activity aimed at cognition of uni-
versal laws and acquisition of knowledge. Its historical deve-
lopment conslete In the fact that man's mind increasingly pe-
netrates the essence of natural processes and reveals ever
more profound relationships between universal phenomena. The
history of science also witnessed revolutlono related to
substantial adveacea in cognition of nature. The latest revo-
lution in natural science began at the turn of the century. A
comprehensive analysis of the revolution was made in Lenin's
MaterlaliBtfl__aDa_Xoplrio-Crltlclea (1900). Its essence lies in
the fact that human knowledge. Instead of merely cognising
subatantlal laws of individual phenomena It was previously

engaged in, tmdertook to master the fxuidamental processes

underlying all observable natural phenomena.

vw-n 'Marx.' Capital , Vol. I, p. 580*

Ibid., p. 364.
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EhB latoBti ravolutlon in natural soienca laid the

aeientific foundation for the current revolution in aoienoe

and technology. Scientific achievenenta offer a

nex posaibility of natural proreeaea in aocordan_
vith ure-aet ao ----'-'y relevant goale. rather than ^^ly

uaing individual natural proceasea in production. “

the eaaence of current revolutionary

ce. The creation of nan-nade naterlala

propertiea, acientifically aub.tantiated and

fication of heredity in living organiena. f
led themonuclear fuaion and in weather control. ar

iuat aone exauplea of the poaaibilltiea already offered by

aodem science- . _ ...,,4. nr neacs
according to the firat baaic “our-

of labonr, the essence of labour nea
4-«/»Tinol0Er iB

ae of the current revolution in acience an

deteroined by the natural laxa
natuM atudied

•effective at the profound atructural 1 the
by nodem acience. The dealgu of

structure of apace

principlea of chenical technolog

vehiclea reflect natural lawa which
heconing a

ins in the 20th century. Science i» currently beconing

productive force in
;i,st in acience are

The revolution in technology
nroduotive forcea

interrelated, and the current
^4 technological

is therefore referred to as the sci
ofusins

revolution. Essentially it offers the ^
autonated svstenn to aansRC pnturnl pwvrnaeel

ylth social reouireaents, i-e-. «> °
the required

follow the coarse desired by oen a
vorones a tech-

reault. which neana that the natural proc.a. beccnea

nological, or induatrial one.
revolution ia

The current aeientific and ”.„t. in all

tahins place in varioue foroa and^
^ocio^conocio conaegu-

countries. Ita aocial Icportance
t of productive

enees* like the consequences of the
aocial

forcea in general, are directly
of private own-

ayaten. Under capltaliaB, with the
, ,, ,nd technologl-

erehip of neana of production, the aeientific an
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o£ aachine technoloCTt according to Marx, had to "oeet vith

certain, natural obatructione in the weak bodies and the strong

willB of ita hutoan attendants".^ Tet at the tine when, /ollow-

ing the introduction of autonatlc-cyatena nan is no longer

directly involTed in the production proceae, the nachinery

systen, as Karx noted, "has a pxoducti've orgeninn that is

purely objective."^ ?She creation of nachine technology and

the development of technological principles are no longer

limited by the need to take into account the aubjective fac-

tor, i.e., Ban’s productive abilities. At this stage engineer-

ing and technology only depend on the possibilities offered

by the cognised laws of nature and social requirefienta. fhus

conditiona are eatahliehed Tinder which, in the first place,

the rate of technological progress la vastly accelerated, and

secondly, technical facilitlea and industrial output produced

become aabstentlal end Increasingly dlveraifled.

The development of engineering and technology accele-

rates the development of eclence and broadens the field of

research) in tum, this influences englneexlng, technology
end social production aa a whole.

Science is a social activity aimed at cognition of uni-
versal lawe and acquisition of knowledge. Ita historical deve-
lopment constate in the fact that man's mind increaain^y pe-
netrates the eaaeaca of natural proceasea and reveals ever
more profound relatlonahipa between universal phenomena. The
history of science also witnessed revolutions related to
eubatantlal advances in cognition of nature. The latest revo-
lution in natural acience began at the tum of the century. A
comprehensive analysis of the revolution was made in Lenin'

a

Materlaliam and .Empirlo-Critlcleo (1908). Ita eaaence lies in
the fact that human knowledge, instead of merely cognising
subatantlal laws of individual phenomena it waa prcviouely
engaged in, undertook to naeter the fundamental proceasea
underlying all observable natural phenomena.

Karl Marx. - Capital . Vol. I, p. 380,

Ibid., p. 5€A.
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Production Relations

pureuea by those in vhose hands the means are to be found.

2?he historical development of

productive forces leads to

changes in men's attitudes to

nature and to the development of nodes of production.

Tet it is not only their attitude to nature that men

develop in the process of production! relations between men

are also developed, i.e.. their production relations are

iamroved- .4..

Both the node of production and the production relati-

ons change historically, as people improve than to

their requirements. Hehing a historical analysis of the capi

talist mode of production, Han stated: "Ihe pro

lations corresponding to this specific,
^

ned mode of production - relations which human

w. in tlio creation 01
into during the process of

; ^i^torical and tran-
their social life -- possess a specific, nis

sitory character."^ .f -mdue-
The discovery of

°*^.^”®“^ost important dis-
tlon relations corresponding to i

^ complete seienti-

coveiy credited to Han. It made p aevelopment and a

ric explanation of all phenomena “ ® social life,

science of the revolutionary transforna on o

With reference to the essence of ^rx s
''’^^^^j^^g.point a

straggle, Lenin pointed out: "Taking as
namely, the

fact that is fundsnental to all human soc
, aannected up

mode of procuring the means of
. nnder the influ-

with thio the relations between peop o

^ subsieten-
ence of the given nodes of procuring t e ne

of
ce, and showed that this

production", to use Han's terminology; 1
and

ety, which.Clothes itself in political^and legal

in definite trends of social thought."
..a too

Production relations are
the proo.aa

narrowly, as the relations people
ilve relations

of their direct involvonent In production,

V Karl Warx, Capital , Vol. 3
^

V.l. Lenin, Collected Worley, Vol- P
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csO. revolution nakos old contradictiona oiore acute and

leads to new ones, while its restate are beneficial to the

owners of neane of production and the monopoly bourgaoiBiej

under eocialisn, ea the means of production are public proper-

ty, the Bcientific and technological revolution is a basic

element in the proceas of establiehing and developing the

material and technical base of a new society and serves the

purpose of improving the well-being of the entire people.

The essence of the productive forces, the manner in which they

are being used, the degree of application of individual scien-

tific achievemente end of development of individual fields of

engineering and science, etc., depend on the society, its

goals, requirements and tasks. The relationship of the means

of production and productive forces with aociety is revealed

in the law of influence of social goals and reouirenenta on

the nature and CQurae of development of productive forces .

In pursuit of profit and of the goal of amassing capitals,

capitalist society channels all scientific and technological

achleveaenta into maxinum exploitation of nan and nature,
driving workers to exhaustion and destroying the natural
environment; it uses the current scientific technological
revolution primarily to create weapons of maes destruction,
mllitary-lnduetrial complexes and to militarise all socita
life.

Baticfaction of materiel and ciatural needs of ell soci-
ety *e members ie the goel of socialist production and the
task set by eocialisn for the development of technology,
productive forces and production as a whole. This changes
the aociel nature of productive forces while making then
humane in nature, for eciehtific and technological advances
ore used for the purpose of making men apiritually richer and
comprehensively developed.

The law demonstratoa that it ia not science and technolo-

gy that are to blame for the colemitiee aacrlbed to them
under copltalica, but the social oystom which sets the goals

and purposes of maki ng profit by exploiting man. Any means

of labour, from a primitively shaped stone to modern electro-

nics and nuclear plants, can be used both to the benefit and

to the detriment of man. Their use la determined by the goals
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ry, derivative and therefore not the nain eleoent of rela-

tionshipa between nen. haw itaelf ia not a part of producti-

on relationa, Eelationa. to neana of production are baaed on

aocial relatione between pen , with private ownership of neana

of production creating relationa of donination and subnission,

i.e., the relationa of emloitatipn ,
and public cwnership

underlying relaticns of fr^endahin and conradely mutual

aBslBtance «

Depending on the nature of property, another rnportant

elenent of production relations is establiahed, that of

relations of d^etribution of neterial goods produc^.

vate ownership of neana of production underlies distribution

in the fom of profits accrued to the property owner an

in the form of wages, or the price of vorhers labour , p

lie ownership under socialisD entails distribution o

rial goods in accordance with the quantity and qu

socially useful labour- Under socialism, social
pvarv

also beneficial to all members of the society, “
one in the same measure, throu^ the system o pu

cation, health and child care, etc., run hy a so

state and by social organisations.

The totality of

or economic structxire, of a society. A

ins Of social .life, of social, political.

other relations is ia^jossiblo without a study op
relations dominant in a society. Social progreos,

revolu-
transitions from one historical stage to

^ 4n oroduc-
ticnary changcB tahe place on the baaia of changea in produc

tion relations.
. laws

It ia now clear that aacertaining the ao
g-nlyalng

of dovelopnent of aocial production ia inportan

social life in its entirety.

The sources end motive forces

of changea in natural, aocial

and apiritoal phenonena have

alvaya token a prcnlnont piece

in pblloaophictl end eociolo-

glcal theories. , onnoBites.
In most general toms. It is the struggl®

Production Development;
Its Sources -and Hotive
Porcee
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betweon vorkoro, or thooo between a forcaan, a tean loader
and a worker, or those between Individual ahopa, apeclallaod
enterprlsoB, etc. Eolations of thla kind are not production
rolatlona in the Maniat neaning of the tom. These are
êehnoloRlcal rolatlona, baaed on the oanufacturing techno-

logy of a specific product and, as a whole, foming part of
the sphere of productive forces. It la technological relations
that are often referred to by theoreticians of "the new Indus-
rial aocle^", the "poat-lnduotrlal society", "the technetro-

t
Ibduatrlallan, In their

lel^rS!!^"" '“"f
I'iea of a "technological

drtemnl all “"r ® and technologydetemlne all eeclo-econonlc, political and even noral rela-tioas aooag men in a eocle«r» 4.^

make references to Harr i^^their

CeiraLrm: ---
p-iuvrs::io\::nrcot:pr^^^^^— ^—

of aen <a a
”^"'^^°°° tetweea an.lor erouoa

--I11I J
^ «""««• aoe<"i "trate and

broad social relations whleh’*^'^"‘*e?°
Into In the process of eoclai

people .enter

Production reletlo^
' Proluction of their lives.

meana of proaiitifc< nvi ^
prinarily relatlonn tn

represents the relation of e^ei !
“teence, ownership

intemedlary of things (aeane of
through the

relationship vls-a-vie obdects
• rather than a

la principle, there can be alt.-.,.*,
of production, with the latter oltn

relations to means

society, or owned by an Individual
‘’"^““Elng to an entire

la other words, the meana of production
society,

or private property. Ownarnhlp neane nor
established right to a thing Uh.t .

^ “ legally

primarily a real relatlonahlp botwoer'°^°***^
represents is

diary is their relation to t^grtL“la;t’''T
produotlon. This economic nature of owneratr^
reflection In a legal right to property. H.r^ law'le'L'conda-
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develop; they have ao inherent need to ic5)rove their

vital organe used to satisfy their vital requirements. Their

evolution means adjustment to the changing environment,

rather than progress. VIhat, then, makes the development of

human society different from the evolution of the animal

world?

The basic elements of the answer to the question, like

those of many others, ore contained in labour, a specifically

human activity.

Attention should primarily be drawn to the fact that la

hour is collective, or social, and that it remains so even

if in a apecifio situation a nan can be working alone. A

collective always has a much more developed ability to work

than an individual member of the collective does. This is

mostly doe to the fact that in the collective labour is d

vlded, or specialised, with everyone developing specific

skills.

In the process of creating a product of labour, t

collective imparts to it properties in a variety

surpasses the abilities of every individual. The objeo

thus created is the material embodiment of the collec

strength, reason and abUlties. In the labour process, ei-

fore, man derives enrichment from labour implements,

objects and the process of labour itself, while dev I p

human qualities, abilities and requirements. Every a iv

^
absorbs the totality of the collective's abilities, as

as those of society- This happens to all neobers o

ctive and, consequently, to the collective ®
°

thus
Continuous developnient of nan and hunan soc e

takes place under the influence of its inherent sourc ,

interaction of individual and collective, nan and fioc »

^aong other inalienable opposites.

^e developnent of man, his forces and capa
. t-

entails a broadening of the range of denando put o

lire and activities, and an inorcaae in

material raquirements, those concerned with a .

cofcanalcation, cognition, plaaaure, etc. In the

Tabour, production experience lo nccunulated, ss w

labour aklliB and abilitioo; thue, man as a labour

u-tss
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or the contradiction Inherent In a phenonenon In development,
that la the Internal aource of devolopment.

If one la to analyae the aourcoa of development of
aoclal production, and thoae of aoclety aa a whole, one haa
to emamlne the queatlon of how thla general phlloaophlcal
provlalon la made more apeclflc when applied to aoclal life.

To begin with, the concepta "a aource" and "the motive
forcea of aoclal development have to be made more preciae.

what la

oHh h
“““ “1 the actual raiaon d-etreOf the phenomenon'a development, and th. inherent motivation

aer^e aa'’tr”^ f “'>“«« development ahould

aH Whole!
-^"-tending th. developing phenomenon

OT ---tor. of th. action

of phenomena, the motlv! forcea h"
interrelationahip

what mahea them different from
7=*

profound reaaon undorlioa their
» •'“re

ken In a oauao-and-effect relatir iT'
**'

reoton, being c.uaa "r w^lT
aoclal procesa7a'ehould reveal IZtl

of

their basicB, rather than
^ essence and go down to

phenonena. The eource oX devci*^
Tie-Wls theee

oauaea of the phenomenon'a bemr^ae!! "Tf'Tthe aource of aocl.l development la to L “
among all factora Influencing Ita l!!,

labour,

priority, and that it io In it t>,

elepnent, should be given

oX development oX all thMt ^
i^iherent prinaiy causes

ceaaea ahould be found,
If finding the eource of devel^m r

approached auperflclally, the tank
° labour la

pie appear to develop their labour
to meet their requlremonta. tm, labour ao aa

correct and aufflclent for cortai^'’n”"'*'
*“

analyaia, however, reveals that lb
^ “000 careful

requirementa change and develop .mq
“aclear why the

ae^e aa an Impetua for the development of°m”nro”"ll°ur
and oX labour as a whole. With eaiaalB vital needs do not
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ed the quoetion of requireacntB as a source of developoeat
in the folloifing Banners a need io always "the need for nev
production, and therefore provides the conceptual, intrinsi-
cally actuating reason for production, which is the pre-con-
dition for production. ...If it ia evident that externally
production supplies object of consun^ition, it is equally
evident that consuoption posits the object of production as
a concept , an internal iaage, a need, a Dotive, a purpose.
Consumption furnishes the object of production in a form
that is still subjective. There is no production without a

need, but consumption re-creates the need."^

If the Ideal factor is disregarded, it is is^ossible to

understand the essence of the source of development or of

development itself. "Dverytbing which sets men in motion

must go through their minds. It must be borne In mind,

however, that even if requirements as a source of develop-

ment are the reflection of objective contradictions between

production proper and consumption, their social nature mahee

them objective. The nature of requirements Is always social,

even if in some situations they appear personal, since man's

perception of individual requirements is that of a social

being.

If requirements which represent something necessaiy for

an ’'.individual person are disregarded, and requirements are

seen only from the viewpoint of their aociel significance,

Boclal requirements can be defined bb everything that la

already necessary for the society* a functloninK but still not

in eaHfttence . Bequirementa are a reflection of objective ten-

dencies of development of social production in images and

purposes, which is why they cu*© always above the level achiev-

ed by the latter. Bequiremonta can be material, social, spiri-

tual, intellectual, etc. A most important element of economic

relatione, requirements manifest themeelvea in the form of

intoreata which have a major role to play ae incentlvee for

BOclal development.

K. Harx, A Contribatloa to the Critique of Political

Ecopoay . Progress Publiahero, Moscow, 1977* PP* 196“^5?

2 * K. Marx sad F. Engels, Selected Vorka in Three volucea,
Vol. 5. Moscow, 1970, p. 367-



undergoiiiB development, based, in turn, on the need to im-

prove the means of production> the means aild obiects

of labour. Within the system of productive forces, man is the

most mobile and revolutionary element.

It is thus in the process of labour and production that

requirements which serve as incentives for production develop-

ment arise develop; it is in the oame labour process,

however, that men's real posBibilities and ability to satisfy

their needs are formed and developed.

If one is to asoertaln the manner in which the sources

of production progress are established in social production,

one has to examine some basic concepts of soeisl production.

The concept of social production is used both in its

narrow and its wide sense. In the first instance it stands

for social activity aimed, specifically, at the direct nanu-

tacturo, or creation, of individual products. Tet this kind
of production cannot exist by itself. It is directly linked
to consumption of products and means of production. In social

life, the linkage of production and consumption takes .place
via dietributlon and exchange. Thus social production in its
broader sense takes place; it includes production proper
(l.e«, the manufacture of products), distribution, exchange
and consumption. Clearly, the entire system of social produc-
tion gravitates towards two opposites, production proper
and consumption. The opposites are dialectically interrelated.
"Production," Karx aaid, "is thus at the same time consutupti-
on, and consumption Is at the ease time production. Each is
simultaneously its opposite."^

Taking its place between production and consumption is
the requireneuts, a concentrated reflection of the unity of

the two opposites, the living embodiment of the contradiction*

between the two. Thus, the requirement, with its inherent

contradiction, is the source of development of both producti-

on proper and consumption, as well oa of the entire social

production system and of society as o whole. K. Marx e:q)lain-

K. Marx, a Contribution to the Oritioue of Political

Economy . Progress PubllBhera, Hqbcow, 1977, p. 196i
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neoas, or requireBonts, and the provision of incentives for

labour, vhich go teyond previous requirenents, represent a

najor proeressive role of eapitaliSBi it vas this that enabl-

ed eapitalisn, albeit in the fom of barbaric exploitation,

to aocoBplish rapid and large-scale developnont of producti-

ve forces and of production an a whole. Vhat exactly are the

requirenents which were established historically?

In the course of developrent of oachine production and

its specialisation, as scientific consciousness progressed

and technological applications of scientific hnowledge b«a-

dened, and as eapitalisn was being established, qualitative-

ly new requirenents were energing which served as a specific

source of social developnent at that stage of economic deve-

lopment. The requirenents, which energed historically, were

borne of production itself, i.e., these were social require-

ments arising fron social production and exchange. Dnder

natural economy, for Instance, in a pre-capitalist period,

engineering or chenical enterprises were not require .

at a tine when nachlneiy and chenical fetilisers Me

in agriculture and its output is for sale, the e^neering

and chemical enterpriaes become a Boclel necesB

This provision is very important for uMerst^i^

econonic problems faced by developing countries, to n

w

the latter, new oocio-econonic requlrenen s eve

been formed. The construction of industrial en ^ ’

therefore, more often than not seems a

system of dominant social requirements which, to a nador

extent, are still incipient, to this case. "

econonic measures is required, within which the formation

new requirements ehould have priority.

Under capitalism, private capitalist profit, «
profit, is an expression of the new

production is not ained at meeting material or

requirenents of working men. True, a great

uae-valuea are produced under, capltolisn; ye
„_„.o

because such is its purpose, in this manner the purpose

K. Marx, r. Engels, Uorka, Tol. “b, Part H* P- f®

(in Bueeian).
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Eequireoentfl on the Eiee In Boci&l lire, requtrenentB

are oub;Ject to the lav ot rlo-»

jpg requireaento discovered by

the classtcfl of ttarxlan-Lentnifla. The essence of the law has

been revealed by Marx, "The satisfaction of the first need,

the action of satisfying and the instmoent of satisfaction

which has been acquired, leads to new seeds; and this crea-

tion of new needs is the first historical act."^

Governed by the law, in their historical developaont

requireaents pass severol basic stages* The requiresents also

underlie the specific motive forces of society's development,

as well as the entire organisation of material life.

That the nature of requirements as the source of deve-

lopment and of the motive forcea la hiatorlcel means that

a general, or abstract, consideration thereof is insufficient

for an understanding of social life's development. Their

specific manifestations have to be ascertained at all basic

stages of social development.

Early in social history, vital requirements, or natural
needs in food, housing, clothing, etc., were the source of
development

.

The source made populatlm growth , along with class
struggle and other motive forces, the decisive force deter-
mining the development of social production. The need to pro-
vide for the growing pojulation was a motive force specific
to social development in the pro—capitalist socio-economic
formations.

Capitalism is characterised by essential changes in the
source of development of production and the entire society.

natural requirements atill exist and develop, yet they
arc now eecondary as a source of development. "As the cesse-
loss striving for the general form of wealth," Marx said,
"capital forces labour beyond the limits of labour's natural
needs" and as a result "natural necessity disappears in its

immedi^e form, because natural needs have been replaced by
the historically produced needs. The creation of these new

K. Marx, F. Engela, .Collected Vorhs . Vol. 5, Moscow, l976»

p, 42,
K, Marx, y.Engela, Works . Vol.46, Part 1, p, 281 (In Russ-

ion). 2^



developnent, bring forth notive forces which correspond to

then, such as socialist emulation, material and moral incenti-

ves, drives to improve the quality and effectiveness of so-

cial production, etc. Social involvement. Initiatives and

a creative approach to work become increasingly important

motive forces for social development under socialism.

Under socialism, a new source of social progress is also

being estabhshed. Increasingly, the need for comprehensive

development of all members of society is becoming such a

source* .. ,

Comprehensive personal development is more th^ a ^
humenistic purpose for communism; at the highes s

social development it becomes a need, a social ^ histori

cel requirement. This is due to the fact that “ is only

conprehensively developed man that can manage na

processes rationally, as well as operate

machtes and control technological processes. ^
fits of science and technology and solve

ideological and other problems in accordance with socially

r.fd"or a free and complete

individual, the establishment of nan's
J'® , ^

a decisive source of social development in '

era wUl also determine its specific motive “”®®;^^®”'

will Involve nan's aspiration to crent ve ”
desire to

and self-realiaation and the development of nan a desire

cognise the world and master universal laws^-
nan-

Since, as Karm pointed out, it is “
ner, rather than by means

society re-
nyeticism of private ownership,

eatablishes an emotional attitude to Ian
, beauty

man also fashions matter according to the laws of b.au^

becomes a far from an unimportant motive

development under communism.
:brr..truction of

groat advantage of communiBB co^ar
„,rtanetion.

the environoent caused by Bodem capit s
having

It is only at the highest stage
^-ji^.^nt’e^ta-

overcome various foms of aliens io
, intlons that

gonlBBS. social conflicts and political revolutions.
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specific to cepitalisn can be served. If a capitalist can

gain a profit or acquire a value fron weapons production,

fron murder, hunger and death be is bound to do it, as bis

purpose and requireoent is profit end surplus value.

The new source of production development also detemi-

nea its corresponding motive forces. Although it has a role

to play, population growth nevertheleao loses its importan-

ce as a primary cause and motive force, in aplte of the fact

that it takes place at a higher rate. A situation becomes

characteristic of capitalism when, as harx pointed out, "it

ta not population that preeeee on productive power; it is

productive power that presses on population".^ An unchecked

drive to produce and to appropriate surplus-vslue alao

resolta in motive forces characteriatic of the specific capi-

talist stage of social hietory. Clsas struggle between the

proletariat and the bourgeoisie, competition, etc., assume

a place of priority.

Under eoclallam, the source and the motive forces of

developing production and the entire aociety are radically
different. While the historically eatabllsbed requirements
meationed above lose none of their relevance, what is elimi-
nated is their characteristically capitalist fora,l.B., pri-
vate profit, or surplus -Value. Under socialism, however,
as production, bccomea specialiaed, os science is turned into
an. Inmediato productive force, as the division of labour
becomee international, etc., requirements of the type become
increasingly important. Their nature, however, is totslly
different, as they are baeed, in the final analysts, on the
nature of soclaliem, l.e., the need to satisfy to the fullest
extent the growing material and spiritual needs of all members
of socialist society.

Under socialism, use-value again becomea the goal of
production and a social requirement.

As capitraism is dostroyea, the motive forces of social

development characteristic of it also disappear. Under social-

ism, material and cultural requirements, the source of social

K. Harx, ?. Ihgels, Collected Vorka, Vol. 11 , Koscow,

P. 551.
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(-V.. BTiBtlnE production relations,

interested in changins the
latter oust be

even ii there nay he a consensus
unvillinsness

chanBed. Vhieh forces are these an

to accept change? As noted
tasis of pro-

ship of the neans of production
party is the de-

duction relations. The class own
atting most of the

Binant one; it exploits worhers w
ralations means

material benefits. A change in
and that the do-

that the form of ownership is to e
,,lvileBeB must he

ninance of the given class with a
^ It struggleB

eliminated. DnwUltng to lose is praservation

for its preservation and, consequently, isr

of the existing production
. ative forces deve-

It is hecause of this
ff -^^"/ra^aen the new pro-

lop in a class society,
^ ralations, which are be-

duetive forces and the production

coming obsolete, grow l^®'®®°^°?^^.ffactiveneBS of the utili-

Tlnder the circumstances,
a^, while the produc-

aation of the productive forces
class tends to decre-

tion of goods required for the °
, to prevent both of

ase. The dominant class, while
^J cf increasing

the tendencies, pursues the ®

’.t form, the drive

its profit. Under capitalien gtens fro® ®

to increase profits and superpro
is also largely

insatiability of the monopoly to
of profi-^

inflnenced by competition, a
fraught >fith bankrop

individual companies or monopol managed to

cies, failure or a takeover ^ e
taking plaee in the

acquire a higher profit. The a
profit drive,

world of capital spurs up an un becoming ohsol -

At a time when production cf workers, «bo-

te, the profit drive reflected in

Be natural reaction is
, 'jn other forma. Aa pro

Stoppages and revolutionary ac
Intenaifi*^

tiv. forces develop, exploitation ,, their

ly, is the revolutionary ' Ccctlve forces find

development, aoelety'a production
relstions,

selves in conflict vith tbe «
i-cnl cxpres®!®®*

or with whet io no more then their



mankind ^egino Ite genuine hietory, when free development

of every nan end conpreheneive establishment of his abiliti-

es is a condition and a neana of equally free development of

all society nenbers and of society as a whole* It is here
that free labour, not perverted by erploitatioa and other
factors, has a role to play; labour becones the genuine
source of man's unlimited development and the profound motive
force behind social development.

Ihe historical transformation of social production under
the Influence of the sources discussed and the motive forces
dlocuBsea stove lo eovomed by the law of dialectical inter-
action of prodaoWve forcee and production relations.

The law of Interaction of
Productive Forces and
Production Relations

AS already mentioned, collecti-
ves of workers come into being
as a necessary condition for
labour. In the process of col-

i
lective labour men organise

«»tdWlah cortaln rala-tioM. The relatione are aatabliahad in the franevork of so-cle^ aa a whole, rather then that of the oolleotlve. The re-
latione .of production oetebllehod ere such ae to naxinlBo th.

onfo^
° Of necasaity, the relati-

ir tLrl/" P«aootive forces deve-

«strl=ta r’ !!
'•"^“otlen relstlons ars tranafomed and

Hrc^ ^ occordinsly. As non ee,ulrs saw productive

chl^^tr " J’^iootiou, Just aa they

^d^oeu r '“""“f a
''“““"ro r.latlons whichhad been required under the previouaw -4.^ . ..

ductlon.
loualy existing mode of pro-

.
-lowona corraspoud to the uatu-

ro and level of productive forcee is therefore in operation
throughout the hiatoiy of production davalopuant. Tat in a
olaaa eooloty the law ie periodically violated eu a large
socle. Vhet oauaes the vlolstlono? Duderlying then is the
eilstanoe of eoclol forces in the class society which are not
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EonagoBent accounting anfl the entire ayeten of econonic

rolationoblpoB

The Hole of the Envlron-

neat and Population in

Social Life

A aeternining factor of socie-

ty* b Bocio-eoonooic, political

and apiritual developnent, na-

terial production is based on

aetemined by certain na-

tural conditions, vhich include

tion. The concept of the environuent denot^ t^u P
^

uaterial vorld vhich directly influences

life and vhich he
“"'tirruLverse. It inclu-

lebour activity, rather than
--taral rhythms (the

des climate, solar radiation ra es,
etc.), the

sequences of day and night,
^ jpeah vater), of

quality and quantity of voter (eap
^face relief, etc.

vegetation, animals, mineral
to the environ-

hntil the mld-aoth century, man o a
paastbilities

ment vae based, primarily, on
resonrees and

of the environment, as far as pro s
anlimlted, and

assimilation of vastes vere concerns
, various compo-

aecondly, that the interrelationship a

nenta vas of no practical
”’-*’“'\arreached a stage vhen

At present, social produc
uitbin the natural

internal processes and interrela ons
it is to

environment have to be taken into cons
evolv-

he developed further* The concep o
opranic

ed in science,which is taken to nean
biosphere",

ship of living, bio-inert end inert the

V.I, Vernadsky stated, "is what enve op
complete

domain of living matter. " The biosp er^^
eatablishcd about

system of all knovn to science. It
evolution,

5 to 4 billion years ago and is x
conponents.

vhile maintaining the internal
produce and develop

Han and society aa a vbole a"®
’ ^^etence is Impoa-

vithin the biosphere, °
a the limits of the

oible. Even vhen apaoemen go lar j
-ro-bloephera le

Earth's bioBphera. in their .“.^“Lth.
created whose destruction wo n®
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relations or property, within which they were developing
previously. Pron a rom or the developnent or productive lor-
ees these relatione becone an Inpedinent thereto. It is at
this stage that the era or social revolution begins.

Hevolutionary classes in struggle against esploitation
and industlce are usually not aware that what they are strug-gll^ with is oheolete production relations which are no long-

ZtT.
productive rorces. Their goals are

n«ne2 ® conditions, rreedons, elininstion or the hated

tr^nZ","’ cP-rheaded against

S ifin r: established

1^ ai^f
ootual ract, objectively the revolutionary struggle

ously donLanf I

Peking over the property or the prevl-

dftLn i: It ff or pro.

IheIslll I T
" production relations,

a oorreepondenceIrLtaf
hlhl

gelations naans that

or productive rorces thue t a
lerel or developnSnt

lopnent or prcdffonT. a“! ’

relations and produffI rorc,fb”"°^°”'^°°"
production

situation evolving towarde
econes innlnent, with the

law or interaction or produffn f
“^leMon, as the

rorcea is Inviolablo, iiv.
lotions and productive

A socialist revolution
froB one claos to the entire

“eans of production
to another, and eefcahn .k

rather than fron a claas

production; rhusMUt ‘-“c neans or

vented the application or the 00010^1
action or productive rorces and produf
alist society is nanaged coneclofif

^"lotions. A socl-

Jectlvo laws or social development.
Ab all the productiTe f/tvev.__

lopnent, production relation, charf
aociety are else Inprov.d, they fffff

f

flocialiat social property ( state
^orao of

collective rams and cofemtlvf ) .f ,vvperaviv.aj, economic planning, conno-
dlty-ncney relatione, di.trlbutlon according to l.bof

.
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Ae production dovoloped. hovever,

impnot on the bloephero wan becoaing ttore

^

proceca becane eapocially rapid following
f

Chine technology, BTOvth of induetrial p^duction a^^deve_

lopnent of capitaliat relatione.
„„„^er of

fomative activity is evident fro
early anti-

chenical elenente involved in prodnc on.

quity to the 18th century, 12 elenente
sent.

IBtrcentury, the nunher was 37, the 19^.

all of the 89 elenente existing in na r
1,700

fa::::::\:Lrtrof

The volume of fre^ water L the envi-

Btaggering, a major part oi
„.nuted. Ihe rate

ronment, while the reoainl^ par^^««e^^^
„ea-

of global water consumption is
^ „gter

Buree taken to reduce it. While
,,„,L_ievably), hy 1950

were coneuned (including 270 on. ®‘
„aa

the rate went up to 1,100 f iLatrievable), by

irretrievable), by 1975 to
f

'

cu.km., 3.000 of

the year 2000 it is expected to reao

then irretrievahle* _ especially

In the course“^/”"r:rifr:;dtc:sL8ic^
as a consequence oX the curren

. Vernadslsy in figuna-

rcvolution, the society, as descr e

g^^ogical force", coopar-

tive terms, has become "a volcanoes on

able to natural forces of the
....on tons of substances

earth are known to eject about 3 b ” nodern mining

annually in the course of their
of usable ml-

industry extracts annually 5 to
/

roclc i«e-» 20

nerals and 50 to 70 billion tons of
^ tons of oxy-

tines as nuch. Mankind bums up a o
hv the earth's

gen, about 10 per cent of what is
j^3 .,.3noontratlon In

vegetation; from 1958 to 1976, car
° expected to rise

the atmosphere went up A per cent, an
v,_y^o could go on,

up to 12 to 20 per cent by the year • ^ 20th

yet even these are sufficient to demons
-_nblo and growing

century man's activity began to have a noticea
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on cert
devclopaent consist u, thoir action

accori^t ir
Wosphera. which are tranafomad

hiatorical
° ° oourae of the oarlieat

and batrrt!! !
’ *>y aisela aa that of aavagexj

a colleotlv*^’
aocio-produotivo technology waoa collective one; „an influenced nature eaaentially hfga-

ge LuLrt!°thfhr T °^“”e*‘‘®rlng aninals. The daaa-

waa nert to nou-erie^ur*&° teoporaiy,

climatic changea took nil
^ thouaand yeara ago, nador

lly developed a new eocio ur^d “tf"''
”®“ sradua-

ad a traueformationctaud Salitltile
the hioaphere. It waa in tbff elements of

period that a tranaltlou frc
Watorical

liaation took place with
“ °®''®Eery and barbarity to civi-

Boclety. Production'
“PEaulalng itaelf in a claaa

formative aoclo-productlvn / w
^ development of trana-

»ere eotabllahed - the ‘t
haelc princlplea

tegration. of natura ayatema^’’ib
diel-

or iaolatlon of an objert from n-°
extraction,

»ith natural ayatema- the r. , ^
° iMediate relationohip

tural force to oppee: Z.lTT’‘ channelling one na-
detormlned goal; the prl i

^ “ccordance with man'a pre-
ana -Of natural eubstance

°°
'I'^nlitatlve transforoati-

ireaente; the principle r ^
®dduBt then to human requ-

in the envlronnont,
^ ^®POoal of wastoo and by-produete

nology deoonatrate that ooclo-productive tech-
tlonshlpB within the blo« >,

° ^oetroying Interrela-
between ite conponentreatsbM T the balancee
and tdlliouB of yearn,

s od in the course of thouaandfl

lavel'of'Lelo"::nrof the

^ potential used by aan was ^
^ P^duction and the enor-

on the natural environment
nalce the influence

ephere van concerted” afbl”*^i!'!“‘ c® ‘®®

d.trimentol Impact by meov! ^ ®c“tnaltced coclety-a
production.

^ ^"P«ceaolng the waat.a from social



Of tho bioophore aro oharpXy roduced and pollution periodical-

ly exceoda the atandarda required for the aaintenance of »

health and activity, .oem aituationn nf the acoloKical
,^-

aia tvoe . «hen the deatruction of individual

tho bloBphoro in various gooEraphicol region ®

bioaphoric reproduotionj Jor.nl ecoloRical criB .j, w

aituationa of the ecolosical criaia enconpaaa

conponenta of the bioaphere required lor

vi^ in a Beosraphical resion, the fomation of

gical criaea in aeveral regiona of the ’61o^® ®

beginning of a ,1obM nrological

atage vhen mankind ia atill capabl
although ita

and consequently the natural baoia
incalculable,

aacrificea at all the
:LftL Latruction of

The global ecological cria
^ and relationehipa

biospheric conponents and their ba
. _ Aurth and

takfa Place in man- a moat important “a lon-

exceeda their reproduction by the bioap
g^„„a-

gor thfoi a third of human lifOf i»®**

^"'’“'‘studiea of the prevailing aituation

^
relatlonehip demonstrate that in many

there is currently a “
’"bSs'In other regions the

in Bone, the crisis is beginning,
xists- This refers

situation of an ecologies! crisis alrea e
countries

prinarily to major industrial centres n ®®P
provide less

and even to entire countries. The USA
less

than 60 per cent of oxygen consumed by a
accounts

than 6 per cent of the world* s populat on,
natural rosou-

for 40 per cent of annual global consump
in the

rces and for over 40 per cent of pollutan s _ nilli-

bioBphere, Even a country liho Switzerlan
territory

on tons of oxygen aimuBlly, vhile
i^tat it is

produces only 9-5 million tons of 1 i

-iallar situati-

only 25 per cent self-sufficient
“^^'“‘^.jntries. Tor pro-

on prevails in other developed cap!
of other

duotion, they uee up oxygen produeed in territories

““'“'Srs: vhat can he deaorihed as
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Influence on the biosphere, end to diorupt the relationships
betveen its eonponenta. Over the Inat 100 years plan and ani-
nal bionasB on land hao been reduced by 7 per cent, while the
prodnotiveneas of the earth's living environnent fell by al-
noat 20 per cent. Bone 25,000 ap.oiea of plants, i.e., about

eLr,r '^eher plant apeoies, andabout 30 per cent of aninala are endangered speciesi rapid
deaertifieation is taking place at the rate of 10 heotarea

of arable°ialr''
century the area

197rS 50 per cent, while in the1970fl the average rate of loes was r ^
jaer, hectares per

....

ETOwing peieea of raw natlrial" !tcenter, growing erpenditurea ^ In^r^
“ integrated indi-

ean be need! from th. ,
^

expenditures ln=reaacd‘’rto irtiwa'Tr^ ri”
»id-1970a the

tn 12 tinea in industry.
ngriculture and 10

through the luternedlIr7''of”°°*°*
i°iiinned by production,

«=tl7. influen:” al^h^ he^l'::"’’
the incidence of cancer card!

^
itself:

Other diseaees grows al a
°''®®cular, nervous, nontal and

with inherited incurable diaeaae^”'*"'’'^
newborn children

an onfoTourable si4ftt.4.I
tlonahip of society with th.

evolving in the rela-
local.crlois. biosphere, doacrlbed as the eco-

acoloKieni *

logical category denoting «
'

society and the natural environn
relationship of

al production of the biosphere*
destruction by socl-

relatlonc reaches a stage when
*

'balances and
tural basis of en'a life ,ud to endfi^!! *! “«»bnine the na-
Bependlng on the degree of dswsKe to^ ° b=^btenco.

as of the ecological crisis can bo as
crisiB, when tondonclos towards destmet/”''”’

“

are clearly evident in the socletr-env:
— biosphere

beginnlns of the ecological crisis, when Inarln individual conponents
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sections of tho voricins clnso. IntolliEontoia, offlso onploy-

eee, craftsnon oni potty traders, potty and oven °

bouTBooisio. Tbo big oonopoly bourBoolflls

political portioB in cspitslint atston sook ^
novensnt over to thoir side, to nsstor it and to cbannol

in tho direction of hourBSOio-dcnocratle
^ to

Connuniats aeek to gain the support of the

introduce into it a scientific environnental ®®®®®®^^

and an understandine of the aociol "®^® ° doninance
problen; they aeefc to nake it clear ® the pursuit
of nonopoliee, capitalist production «

Pleo inoreasing-
of naxlBun profit that nako the ecoloBlb®

onti-inperia-
ly acute. Connunists seek to nako

®°’®“°p„tant step
list, while helping popular oasses nake a

^^t^t eco-

froB neraly protesting against the res a^^
environnent, to

noBlc activity, which are detrinental to

rejecting capitallsn as a system hostile

^ *•« face the rather dif-

In th,o process, Connunists have
-baBls for tbe cost

ficult task of findins a connoa
enviroimental move-

diverse social strata participating in

ction to preserve pea-

The contaon 'basis is *
primarily* a

race and for dis-

co, in favour of detente, against the arms

arnaBent. Militarisation is known to be
ol enor-

tors damaging the environment, with
^

poisonous
nous resources, various harmful wastes,

tests, and

Eases, radioactivity, military bases,
environment,

military exercises, all of wblch
jaan, irres-

haro the health and endanger the very ®
s to.

poctively of which social stratum one be
struggle

inhere Is one more environmental billion dollars

for peace and disarmament. Currently over
your sci-

are spent on armaments annually, with one
hardware*

entists in the world engaged in scientific
vhUe 50 per cent of the funds earmarfee

nillioo
research are channelled to the arms weapons

e^illed workers are ec^loyed in
af^ly*

enormous

reductions were to be tackled succes
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of the world's biosphere by c^italist coimtries is taking

place. With less than 20 per cent of the world population,

they discharge over 65 per cent of pollutants into the world's

biosphere.

It is the working nasses that suffer the nost fron

pollution in the capitalist countries, as they actually have

to work at enterprises, their dwellings are usually situated
in regions which are ecologically disadvantageous, they have
no means of resorting to personal protection from pollution
Cair conditioners, etc.), they have inadequate recreation fa-
cilities, etc. Because of this, workers are increasingly ac-
tive in demanding protection of the environment, building of
waste disposal facilities and reducing pollution.

The working class has never failed to include ecological
demands in its class struggle. The environmental aspect has
found its expression in demands for labour safety, for better
working, living, leisure and health facilities, Kowadays
meeting these demands becomes increasingly urgent, while the
working class and its parties have to face treacherous tac-
tics of monopolies aimed at splitting the ranks of the work-
ing class, which have various formst in response to workers’
demands that environment protection funds be increased the
companies bleckmaU the workers, threatening termination of
employment due to reduced profits or the need to close down
the enterprises; by threats of closing down, the companies
provoke action by workers of cooperating enterprises against
those who had advanced ecological demands; when there are
other reasons for closing down, e.g., the enterprises areM profitable or failing, the companies still attribute it
to ecological demands, thus splitting the ranks of workers;
by threats of dismissal or closing down, the companies
provoke workers' action against bills on environmental pro-
tection, etc.

IhuB, oiplaintaE to worker, el rerleue enteiprleee
that thej have eomron geala aai Interaata rta-Ws eaviron-
mental proteetioa aad aaltiag thea m atruESle agaiaat aoae-
polles are is5)ortant tasks Communists face.

A apecllla feature of the aaaa aoremeat to protect the
eOTlroBaeat io ita aultl-dlaeaaloael aature, aad heteroEeae-
Ity from the aoclal aad claas ataadpoiat. It laTOlvea varloua
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the other hend, ConounietB should avoid creating the inpree-

elon that the aolution of ecological probleno should be post-

poned until Bocialint transforoations of socio-econoaio

life can take place. Protection of the environaent is a

aodem fom of class strug^e.using which the working class

can attain auch, while still reaaining within the fraae-

work of capitalist society. The working aasses c^ ferce the

aonopolies to increase the portion of their

build waste disposal facilities, to develop and utilise

recycling technological processes, to iaprove the quali^

Of water in rivers, lakes and other reservoirs, to coabat

sou erosion, to preserve plant and aniael life, to

safe protection systeas for atonic power

Over the recent years, a broad aoveaent to protect the

environaent against the hacards related
t-

statlons has gained aoaentua in a nuaber

ries. At the sane tine owners of oU

ly ariclng use of the insufficiently inforaed

street to channel the aoveaent against the

nuclear energy, which, they
pursuing their

What the oil conpanies were actually S
.^„8t in

own goals in the struggle with the coapanlas w^ inve^ta

nuclear energy. An atonic power station P”'-*”

if protected properly. The protection is » ^

and the conpanies keep their eapenditures to «

ecological aoveaent should deaand that

atonic power stations install sufficiently reliable safe^a

and eamark sufficient funds for the purpose.

Bowing to the presage ^“ r::rn::n;:i;rote:tion, What these P-
is aostly fines, taaes and “"P—
ing oonpany. let the neasures can

charged for pollut-
capitalisn, as the oonpaniea are aerely

Besides, the

ins, while nothing is being done to prevent

companies stUl have the option of
j. ^.^ir output,

stepping up exploitation and raising

A way of solving the ecological problem

style is coloniaetion of developing countries.
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financial, material and human reaources thua releaaed could
be channelled to aolvlng the eooloEioal problem and other
problema of vital importance facing mankind.

To mlalead the working maaaea and to aplit their ranka
and to protect the militaiy-indnatrial coijjlex, bourgooia
propaganda claima that if military production ia atopped,
vorkera will loae their Joba and unemployment will go up.
What it faila to mention, thoufSi, la that progreealve aci-
entlata have already worked out the oenoeptlon of reoonveral-
en of war Induatry to non-military production. Ideologiata
of the mllitary-lnduatrlal complex alao write that military
PMparatlona provide mere employment than non-military produo-

on. Yet atudlea demonatrata something totally different.

Z an
1970-1974, 1 billion dollars create

sa’ooo I \ ^1®14 ooa 59,ooo to
Jobs, i.e., 14 to 30 thousand more, in the civilian

Peopltr!nr.rr“."“"“ cooperation among

thee, arl ecological problema, a,thee, can be eolved only through common efforts by all naii-

ral cro!rrfor'Lm“tear’now
"by pollution,

* increasingly threatened

A specific feature of th« _j
urgency both at present and in the

Problem is its

man, radioactivity and ooiaon
When consumed by

accumulate in the human body '’to b
aubataneea

rity. Today's pollution wllf'ea
bo the poste-

chUdren and Breat-grandchUdr^r p"!.” Tfuture and health of the ne-n-

' l^beeorvlng our children's

cam for ell sections o^ "^^erp'orti”,”
glonl movement.

Pcctiolpatlng in the ecolo-

Actlve participation by the worWe- ,

introduces a claeo and political cooe ! .

°°° Oommunlate

to protect environment. L
the one hand, hove to domonotrato that bb’

‘^“““'bsta, on

p«krire'’t^°L1t‘’J Pnrauinf'’prlva°t'e
or ecological problons. On



An integrated approach to the aoXution of ecological

prohlene neana that the aocialiat atate. relying on pumc

ovnerahip of the neana of production and on natural v ^th.

elaboratea and tahea neaaurea to protect the

vhich involve vaat econonic and ea^Eraphical regiona,^here

all induatrial enterpriaea and elenenta of the anv rodent,

auchnaaoila, reaervoira, vegetation, living
.’BinKie

atnoapheric proceeaea. climate, etc, are treated aa aingl

oppoaed to capitaliat

maximum profit, aocialiat production i* aimed at meeti E

man'a material and apiritual renuirementa ;
»a ^deot ia

and comprehenaive development of the human Paraon. Aa a r

ault, raocialiat aociety approachea P-^aat on ^a-laP-“‘

wiaely, taking into
^

° every indi-
intereata both of the society

too Kreat a negative impact

If a production proceaa haa to B
preaent

on nature and the latter cannot be pro e
aevelop-

level Of development of
the lute-

ment of auoh a production proc
_„tion8 In accordance

reata of the preaent and future f
uith a deciaion taken by the Government of

Statd Committee on Environmental
^ to veto the

to Clone down old enterpriaea of
J^tional

building of new onea. In the GS8B, a P”^^’
g^^^ta of

and local, ia vented in the P®®? *’ „„mtion of the eco-

People.'a Beputiea,
environment and creation

logical problem, protection of
tieoole are always

Of favourable living eonditiona for working people

controlled by the people.
*.y^c. euiding and

Under aociallam, the Communiat theo-

leading aoeial force, on “iardevelop-
ry, it determines the long-term pol y

ment, directs all creative activity, it exists for tb

le and aerves the people. ha-

Undcr aocialism, there io no so
nooplo-

ve interests running counter to those of the people.
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It conBiet£3 In exporte by capitalist countries of their
polluting enterprises to developing countries) where environ-
nental legislation is not effective or totally lacking. Own-
ers of the enterprlsee are free of fines, they do not spend
on waste disposal facUltiesi they also have cheap labour, so—
ureas of raw materials and cheap land to build new enterpris-
es on. They thus leave their pollutants in the developing co-
untries while exporting net profit to the capitalist ones.

Environmental colonleatlon also has other forms, like
purchases of raw materials at low prices, mining for mlne-
rala in territories of developing countries by capitalist
monopolies which fall to take any measures to protect the en-
vironment, including the terrain, soils, vegetation, animal
life, etc.; exports of products banned in capitalist count-
ries (various pestlcldeB, equipment lacking disposal facili-
ties, sales of licenses for production procosses not yet
tested from the point of view of their impact on the environ-
ment, etc.)j conducting various e=,,erlmentB endangering the
envlMnmBTjt-

tv dA ! “i
«wlhtlon and the buUding of a new sooie-

Z '"logical problem, neither
y eliminate from the agenda the task of protecting the

ZZZT
re a r-

between society and natu-re, for a screntlfic solution to problems arising in relati-one between mend and the environment.
®

lutioroA^°i'' Z fer as the ao-

th! ula^eA tf“
''— Among these is

AAr!. “A”/ P-oatetlon, Which means that in

oBt power Btatlonse etc* .

count the need for protecting th
recycling technological pro^aaea

"hvlronment, for

t.,,, ,

“ Procesaea, for waste disposal faolll-

mel^ At ifA® personnel, etc. It also

A Plthred basis that the
socialist state restructures old ontetpriees to take into
account environmental concema. and that it takes measures to
protect the environment from harmful w.ote products of in-
dustrial procesooB.
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goal Of BurvivaX and procreation of the

been for the latter, over a brief
^

naas of men would have surpasoed that of t e b.

Vbile meeting tbeir vital ““
f^'^^ioh

ductive forcea. or ^ incenti-

leada to new
Ihe developing produc-

vea for furtber economic dev
p^^ of population,

tion oreatea prerequiaitea f
,^,-.tive change: the high-

for ita quantitative growth and qual
_

„

w

lation growth. By the end of
reached 3

aand years B.C.), population -*^-^;^„::^r:eara B.O.),

million, by the end of the es
, (2 thousand years

10 million, and by the end
the popula-

B.C.), 50 million. At the tL course of

tion of the earth was about 3 ® approxt-

the Hesolith, population was grow
Heolith, with the ad-

oately 15 per cent millennium; population growth

vent of cattle breeding and agr c
(jawing

rate went up aharplT* as populat on w
^

of 40 per cent per one
rnnerous. In the

sand years B.C. it became .5
n-t-ion crowth came in con-

first millennium A.B.
of productive

flict with the low ^ millennium population only

forces, and in the course of
of the second

increased by 20 per cent. By the
nillion; by

millennium A.B., the earth' a pop a
j^„„oaBe of 64 per

the year 1500 it grew to 450 mill on,
^ quarter

cent over 500 yeara. In the
population becsno

centuries, from 1650 to 1973, a

first tiiae the number

seven times as numerous as before;
„-,„na lees than one

doubled required almost 200 years, o ^ years,

haudred, while the lateet took place
growth, the

in spite of world War II. At the ^a DP eetl-

earth's population may double In abou
vill reach 6 to

mates that by the yeer 2000 the
f aartb.

7 billion. In 1981, over 4.5 billion
^^jt,utoblo to the

The rapid growth of population
^ ycductlon in

dovGlopnont of society' o productive

2^5



del production and natural resources are oanaged by the
people, which solves all problena, including the ecological

ill the interests of this and the future generations*
As a theory and social practice, conaunlon has one jaore
mission of world-historic importance, that of saving man-
kind from the threat of a global ecological crisis and of
establishing a harmonious relationship between society and
nature

.

Demographic Problems
Apart from natural factors
and biospheric conditions,

population , its numerical
strength nnS density over a given terrltsry, ie a prerequisi-
te ror nan's exletence and development.

Population la a philoaophlcal and sooiologleal cate-
^ry used to denote the totality of men whoee life and ac-
tivity take place on a given territory, clrouneorlbed by
oome Unite (c.g., of a state, economic, geographlcel and

population ebould be dietln-^iebed from thoae of a populace aud a aoclety. Iba concept

ae^n^^ll^l "hr'”'
Priuarily raflacte the aa-

rc^^ScrpoTiC^Ln:: rr
netea the quantity and quaUty^o^

«lstiona. Population de-

tlal for social Hfe. It iL^s
''Web are esaen-

oeral, age dlatribution (the nu«be'’°''?^°!.^“
quantity In ge-

the young and the old) class T obildrsn, women, men,

manual workera Intend »
'=onpoeltlon, occupation Ce.g.,

the nu.; r ;b

:

etc.
^u-^Won of the illneae,

Beoideo the atatiotlcal ousm-.n." litative amd quantitativedescription of a populace, the concent nr , ,
inoludee Ite bieterleal chengo 00^0^!,?

P°P'^“«'>'‘

In a populace end its quantitative growth^”^""''
mania V'ls.'i ^

Bvowth are related to

tLe in f T ’ anvironmental eondl-«ene in e habitat, to tradition end even rellgloue bellefe.^^ation developa. under the Influence of the contradiction
between, on the one hand, a natural doalre to eurvlve and
procreate, inherent in all living organiams, and, on the
other hand, real conditions of and means for attaining this

29^



reutions are needed. It vae F. Eegela

“Ihere ie, of conree, the abatract

hunan population will become ““ become nece-

inorease will have to bo choohed.
-.auction of men,

i... .. « ..c "T. ;r«”^
things, then it, and it alone, will be a

out difficulties."’- production of things"

"The production ^ relationship is reflected

are organically interrelated, t
jlynamios of

in economic population laws, which erp
utilisation,

the work force and the degree and nat

^
capital cre-

Fnder capitalism, as production deve P
there is a dis-

ated by workers' labour is being the rate of

crepancy between the growth of labour
labour- "Ibe la-

ita utilisation) this results in
produces, along

bouring population," Harm wrote, Pi,c aeans

with the accumulation of capital pro
gp^uous...*

by which it itself is made relative y
^ p^j^tat mode of pro-

Is a law of population peculiar to a
yarions forms,

auction. "2 Ihe capitalist overpopulat ate. In

e-g., a temporary one, a latent ° j^pyoent, a reflection

the general crisis of capitaliso,
^ persistent,

of relative overpopulation, becomes effective,
base

Dnder sociallsn, the iicpul pttated
management

on the principle of scientifically in accordance

of the quantity and quality of the po
j^penents, the leve

with society's material and spiritu
production and re

and nature of the development of
relationship

with

posaihilities of sustaining a
.jaijes a cauee-and-e e

the natural environment. The low es
growth of soc

relationship between, on the one b^ *
_). and rational in

wealth, and on the other, full ®“P’”^“'“*,tally useful labour,

'vol'ceoent of all population ccpotlo o

r— . PTOBrosa
"^arac^SEagelo, Selected fTftgrespnP^°°^*

2
IIOBCOW, 1975, p. 315. .gg.
Karl Marx, Capital , Vol. I* PP* ^
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Bortollty rotoo nnd on Inoreaoe in nverago life oipectancy
in countriea no longer under colonial or oeni-colonial op-
preaaion, vhioh account for 60 per cent of all population
growth. While ao recently aa in the 19th century average
life expectancy in Europe waa 35 yearn, the figure now in
68 to 70 for Borth America and Europe, 56 for Latin America
and 40 for Africa.

Beaidea the development of production, population growth
ia also baaed on other apeciflc hlatorical factora which play
quite a aubatantial role in apecific hlatorical periods. So-
me examples are the death of about 15 million in a 14th-oen-tu^ plague epidemic, of about 20 million in a Spanish flue
epidemic following World War I, of 25 million dying of hun-

million
lonaea in two world warn totalled some 70

Tf mhlL““‘
growth (and specifically the number

1x^0 influenced by tradition,

Tta^Lra r ^ the woman's social

lnp«w“!in f
requirements of the population have an

otw going down ao women become involved or, . ,

in social life, their edueati onl? I
’

ims up, and ia fa.
'“»»Wonel and cultural level is go-

en^hro:h:r!’you:g;t::t:t:
"
“Hotr” ««nui«::r

"

currently Belnna^ertrr^^Itf^’ beasuros are

many European countriea incentive
growth, in

lotion growth, while in a!™ ! !
established for popu-

fron colonial dependenoo, moBoI^e^°°
the growth.

aoures are being taken to limit

Eie earth's population crranma^ou

humanity has been and remains a pnrt'tf'’L'’°>.r^^'”^^°^’
the domain of its life is limited b,, tj

‘’ieephero, and

the violation of which will nean t^
^“'•e tBe latter,

netural habitat. Ihe task of consoioualy ^art''
lation dovolopaent, both in individual oonntrr”^

r.r
•

if the problem is to bo solved succo,.f,aiy, adequate soda];



nnt.rl,l nre production

rolntiono botwoon society end nnturo, every
°

^ ^

anong non, etc.; those ^ that ’they are

iom, oi nan'a activity. They arc
^ pri.

objective, independent of nan's
, ti’no. Producti-

nary, i.e., they detemine ail
;e nateri-

on relations are the nest basic relations of

ai relations. ntions based on soci-

Ideological relatiena. are
—Iritual life of nen.

al conaciousnesc and ^ ethical, aestheti-

The nucleus of these are politl
. romed through up-

cal and other types of relations. ey
Ideological relati-

bringing, education, and the naao n
gocial organioations

one materinliae in activitieo of
ideas, attitudes,

and institutions, which serve as con
and doctrines-

social feelings, outlooks, theories, c
p characterise

The tvo groups of social rela on
,

^ ^^j^^^Ced to two

social being and social coneciousnes
PcciB and the super-

basic structural elements of socie ^ nf socie-

atrueture. Production relations eon
legal and

tjr, while ideological relations “ Bpiaations and institu-

Other ideas with their correspondi g^

tions represent the fluperstriicture o
-

> the basis ia

The superstructure is secondary vi
p^^j^tent of the

the following sense: in the first p ac
^ggis, and second-

entire superstructure is determine y changes ia the

ly, in the course of historical place under

superstructure follow those in t e

the influence of the latter. relatively inde-

nt the same tine, the Biq)erBtruc
as the exis-

pendent, this being eaqpressed in sue
continuity

tence of its own laws of developoen
’ doctrines, and

of the forms of existence or
^.jjBt

Buperetructurel

organisations and institutions; overtake then;

phenomena lag behind the basis proces
^ devolopnent

the influence of the superstructure
^^^^p„ent as a whole,

of the basis and the course of socia
aocial develop-

The dialectico-materialist interP^’®*^®^^''

ment has nothing in common with the a
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Under socialiBsii society guarantees a job for every able-
bodied individual, in accordance vltlx one's vocation, educa-
tional and professional level and taking into account social
requirements. A rational utilisation of the able-bodied popu-
lation involves a correct and economically substantiated dis-
tribution of labour force among enterprises, economic branch-
es and regions, and personnel training and skill upgrading on
a planned basis.

!fhus, society cannot exist and develop outside the envi-
ronment, without using its forces and substances, Just as no
society is thinkable lacking a certain population level. Tet
it is neither the natural environment nor the population
growth that serve as the basic causes determining the nature
of a social system, its development end transition from one
istorical atege to another. The degree of influence of the

env ronnent on society and the population growth, in their
depend on production relations and on society's econo-

mlc syateo.

tatio^
history, its long-tarn orien-

.M th; T. historical stage to another

develoonent' t
° «re all based on theaeveiopment of production.

'"• a?.
Ilnivereel Historlo.l T.e. „e ev

Buco.s.len of n-io-Ecpnoai a
1 n.l e..The Baaia and Euneis.

'

structure
“ totality or historically estab-

llehed roma or connon activities or

riety or diverse relatlonrh’e“°'^°’^
characterised by a va-

socioty. various 0001^°::,:::“'- - and

diverse social relationa are econ T “Itooco- Anong tha

ohological, ethical ones, aL! ”^:
teaching/," Lenin pointed out, -woa that"^ T °

divided into natert<a and Ida^loglc.^ Iri «
titute a superstructure on the

Benin, Collected Vorko . Vol. 1, p
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olenentB ecnoratod by the very doveXopnent of ooeiol forna-

Eoch ooclo-ocononlc fornotion is a live, ever ®

Bocita orBaninn, an intogral ooclal ayatan, a oonorate b

torioal unity of tbo baaia and the
It

How do tbo baaia and the auperatruoturo
”

waa atatod above that the baaia

and ia the foundation of ita exiatence, a

cient of the economic basis bringo about
® ^

auperatruotural ayaton. Tbo ayaten

prinitive-coonunal, tribal ayatem y non-exis-
brouEbt about auperatruotural phenonena p ^
tent: the atate, politica, law, philoaop ,

reconatruction of oorala and the arta.
evolutio-

Ibe baaia and the -pe-tnucture

nary ebanse within the franework
®g„elopnent. Thus, the

ana reflect the various stages of i
ai-Aces of social

baaia of capitaliat aoeiety baa undorBone two stasea

development: pre-nonopoliatic and nonopo
. ig gg the

Here we apeak of the interaction of
f ^3 the

economic atruoture of aoeiety and the aup
of

sphere of controlling the functions an
^ actively

the structure. Hence the superstmeture xn
develop-

influences the basis. In the periods o pn
serves to

neat of a certain eociel ayatem the
pgrioda

Strengthen and develop its economic has
super-

of disintegration of certain production
binders the develop-

structure bears a reactionary charac er,

^
stagnation

nent of the economic basis, and this
of social

and general crisis in the economy and
«,^A-ratruoture

life. In certain historical conditions
conditions it

may facilitate economic development, in o

may impede it. interaction of economics

A correct understanding of the
arties to scienti-

and politics helps the Marxist-I.enini8 P
revolutionary

fically forecast and plan their strateS^

struggle and the building of
. covering the objec-

_ Sve\aw8 of aocial deve-

The Concept of Types oent the founders
of Socio-Economic

°
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on of eoclal life, which linita the inportance of ideal
Btinulating notivea in hiatorical activity, the role of
politicB, ideology, aocial doctrinea in aocial progreaa.
Engela pointed to the dialectic of interaction of the haaia
and the auperatmctura

, variona forna of ideology ~ poli-
tico, law, philoaophy, religion, art - which reoulta in
the fomation of the hiatorical pmcoaa. "... Althongh the
material mode of eiintence la the premum avemn primary
CBuoe/," he oaid, "thin dooa not prevent the ideological
^herea from reacting upon it and inflnenoing it in their

Social, political and ideological Inatitutiona, being
component parta of the auperatmctura, alao have material

IZZ
contained in their organiaationa and inatitu-

to^ PCrtlea, religioua organlaat-
educational eatabllahmenta. The abate, for^ P Urn

inatrumenta of power aa tie

eyat.fo?«ra«iaa'if’'^r T' ^cnhdation la the

engendera antagonistic ^laMe!
tereota. The olosa antse^ni

mutually excluding in-

la reflected in conaclon
Che economic basin

relations. The exDloltl„
eness, superatmcturol phenomena and

atrengthen the ernolu^aiiroTer'’
fomation and theii* *.x

^ ^epective cocio-econonic

oppressed, exploit
tmoture the Inatitutlono which

^ sphere of the supers-

serve no instruments of llho-
°^noBB their own interests and

tical parties, trade unions aid
°'="'ESlo (l.e. poll-

they elaborate their own world-vl.
social organisations)!

of view, elements of culture. The»i°’
points

tiona become instrumental to'a revolitr”'"*'™'*”’^'^
Inatltu-

new economic basis, the formation of
ovoatlon of a

ponding to a new socio-economic formati::!°;i:7::r:hr”°°'
1- K. tiarx, P. Engels, Belected Oorrespoudence,

p. 393.
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elements Generated by the very development of social forma-

tlons.

Each Booio-eoonomic formation is a live, ever developing

social orBanism, an integral social system, a concrete his-

torical unity of the basis and the superstructure.

How do the basis and the superstructure interrelate? It

was stated above that the basis generates the superstructure

and is the foundation of its existence, that the replace

meat of the economic basis brings abcut a change in the whol

superstructural syotem. The replacement of the basis o

primitive-communal, tribal system by the slave-owning system

brought about superstructural phenomena previously non-e^ -

tent! the state, politics, law, philosophy, effecte a

reconstruction of morals and the arts.

The basis and the superstructure also undergo evclutio

nary change within the ^-meworh of^a Biven^social

and reflect the various stages of
nf social

^ .. Kofl imderKone two stages of sociaj.

basis of capitalist society has un g
-.ie

development: pre-monopolistic and nonopo s

Here we speah of the interaction
,,,

economic structure of society “ development of
sphere of controlling the func

^ turn actively
the structure. Hence the supers

-regressive develop-
influenoes the basis. In ° guperstructure serves to

ment of a certain social sys em
In the periods

strengthen and develop relations the super-

of disintegration of certain
binders the develop-

Btructure bears a reactionary c
about stagnation

ment of the economic basie* and
sphorea of social

and general crisis in the
the superstructure

life. In certain historical con
other conditions it

nay facilitate economic devclopme i

nay impede it.
^

interaction of economics

A correct understand^
t-I»cnlnlst parties to ocionti-

and politics helps the “
otratogy of the revolutionary

ricolly forocsst “>4^ pf’scciall”=-
Struggle and the buiica-ne aiccovering the objoc-

tive lava of aociai dove-
The Concept of Types lopcent the Xouadero

of Socio-Economic
JOI



Formations
or Karxisn-Lentnion have put an end
to abstract speculations about socie-
ty in general, about progress in gen-

eral, and for the first time turned to the study of society as
a historically specific organisn. "...To begin by asking what
is society and what is progress, is to begin at the end,"
Lenin wrote about the scientific approach to the understand-
ing of social life. "Where will you get a concept of society
and progress in general if you have not studied a single
social formation in particular, if you have not even been
able to establlBh this concept, if you have not even been able
to approach a serious factual investigation, an obdectlve ana-
lysis of social relations of any kind."^

It is Inposalblo to find two completely similar social
organisms in the history of mankind. The Kingdom of Egypt,
the State of Houraty, Athena, Sparta - each of these anci-
ent societies had its specific features which made it dif-^nt fMm the rest. The same concerns still to a greater

oflM
societies which exist within the framework

flea r Of various socie-

posslbirt
Pr.-«arxl.n historians. It was in-

0^10 tle^s J’lTT “»«v-ine=s which relgn-

IhirZ ^-0' sociological science

systems.wilhcut d“etiSStrf^,*’'‘’'°'’°
«i"«vent social

What are these common
development,

are production .ns ^»PsWtlono7 They

tiontlT ar^ concret:-l^^I^^^S^7f^-
system, end this is th« k 7 ^ integrated

-ent -ciettel Of thru'::
are fundamental and determln^x;

*a production relations

their basis the same system of
vhich have as

notwithstanding their differences'
relations,

kind of society and belong H tL sr„
other hand, social organiams with dlffa'^e
res, whatever Bimllarities they bqt ^
in their essence and belong to different’t^s orsoc^e^!'"

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorks. 7ol, i, pp.
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Ihuo. by toking proauction rolationo

of any eociety and uncoverine tlio oxiatenoe o
^ona

dlfferaacoa botvoan tbon, tho nultitude of

was reduced to aeveral baalc typea, which
'f

econonic fomationa. "...The analyaia of

lationa," Lenin wrote, "at once nade it

recurrence and regularity and to generaliae the W
the varioua countriea in the aingle fundanental concept.

aocial fomntio.n^"^
_ ..necific Matorical

The Boeie-econaotc foraatlon 1 "P
^ ^

type of aoHetr repreaentinR the soeja—ay

by prodactinn relatione,.
„...,„tlon in the nate-

Ibe concept of aocio-econonic die-

rieaist underatanding of history ns ®®
+ver and instead

tinguish one period of history
exanine real soci-

of speculating on "society in. gener
t'ons (or the «eonopic

al life hy singling out production re a

^
prina-

Btructure of society) as being t e no
nahes it

xy ones. The concept of socio-econon
countries undergoins

possible to conbine, or compare production

the saitie stages of the developnen o
eclectical

and to uncover their common features-
^ neebanical to-

Bocial theories which looh upon soc
^ and groi^®

tality of social institutions, organis
liistorical

(the family, state, church, .^^ence of various fac-

process as merely a result of ^ national character,

tors (the geographical environoen , .^^^gconomic formation

personality, etc.), the concept of concrete

mates it possible to study human so or^nism whtc

stage of its development as ®°
. j. unity and interne on.

includes all social phenomena in gocio-econooic forma-

While determining the
social organism, whose

tion, Lenin called it "a spec
to a higher

inception, functionings ^^^jPganism? are governe 7

conversion into another soc

2
specific laws.

I. 140 .



Proceoding froa this, one can point out two aopecto
in the etudy of the probXen of Boclo-economlc fornntlon. Ihe
first io the typological one, when aocial relntiona in a
aociety are being eranined at a given stage of its develop-
nent aa stable ones, characteriatic for the given formation.
By using this very aspect objective laws of the functioning
of the given society are being ascertained. The second one
is the genetic aspect which determines the stages of davelen-^ of a certain type of formation, from its making up to its
diseppearsnee. 8o the genetic analysis of the capitalist

fo™^tr°““^°
iormation warrants the conclusion that this

de™i!nment"°
Precapitalist one, undergoes in its^rvelopment^umber of ateges . from under-developed forms

^ey !^I ord°eelslve°i^ort!nce foVtL'’"°'“°“°”

-r:o:r.r::u:rcrv”™”’"
~

ih a given society A1
“ processes taking place

reiatLns t^^et;
of the Booio-eeonomlc relation, r

® elements

os well as newly develooln.
” Previous formations

on which are of subordiLte ilort”””
formati-

leftovera of the past or th
^ once. Those relations being

sent structure. . At differe^r
JMinents of the future, repre-

economic fomotion the .t w
evelopment stages of a sooio-

some cases they“^f^r: ::r: rr"
back the development of sociotv
social connicts and accelerate ’theirsIL"""."'”''The discovery of the eoclo-.

aa'=‘lenent.

integrated social orgenlsm, social”^”.”
rornation as an

developing according to its own ene!I«
and

of the given production relations h. v
tion in the theory of aocial history or'^ew®^*
trend, major direction of world history
order, objective law conoon for the ‘devIi

® certain
ne development of mankind in
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Proceeding iron tUlo, one can point out two aspecta
in the otudy of the probloa or aocio-ocononio rormatioa. Eio
rirat ia the typological one, when aocial relationa in a
aociety are being exanined at a given atage of ita develop-
nent aa atablo onea, characteriatic tar the given fomation.
By UBing thia very aapeot obiectiva lawa of the functioning
of the given aociety are being aacertained. The necond one
ia the genetic aapect which daterninea the atagea of dev.loo-^ of a certain type of fomation, fron ita naking up to ita
diaappearance. So the genetic analyaia of the capitaliat
aocio-econonio fomation warranto the conoluaion that thia

demwent"° one. undergoea in itaiavelopnent^uober of ategee
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concrete run of social developnent but also of explaining it,
of working out a ocientiflc typology for the world histori-
cal procesa. Historical science has received the method with
the help of which one can find the way out of the naze of
inexplicabla chance occurrences and the apparent chaos of
facts and evanta of which history is comprised. The uncover-
ing of the fact that in the history of mankind there are
certain major stages embracing groat spans of time made it
possible to bring together the diversity of directions, ways
and tendencies in the development of different nations into
a single historical line of manklnd-s progress from lower
atagaa to the higher ones.

Each nation wherever it lives and whatever colour of

cart f I
productive forces and enter intocertain production relations to satisfy its vital needs. In

Byltenrtr/"rtr‘“'' poopm change the whole

and bv doi
oooiol tolationa out of necessity,

to a^ew ioL!ti° f l>iatorical stage,

of the given
Boographlcal and other features

on th:tt::a“:rbri:":r
01 development are common for ZZliZl
natio^ ll\^‘

^ productive' forces all

conaegulntly.'^f,:,":”
cal sequence in a

Productive forcea. The histori-

on the necessary 3equeMe°or”*^
pnoductive forcea is baaed

on the common objective laws o^to''nrtd”'^
lopment. UhUe mastering over mor

forces' deve-

people create ever core =0^!
and everywhere to a certain art *

labour which always

larity of the laws of nati^s™
ve forcea bring about similar nroduoe^''’'^^^

similar producti-

thia all nations build up basically
formations.

^ similar socio-economic

Under the impact of the common hi.v- , , .

the development of productive forces aanki^
direction in

creates consecutively one type of productl"'
“sooeoity

-V ,
production relations after

another which determine the corresponding types of formati-
ons. And no nation, even united by a common will, can channel
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concrete run ol social dovclopnent but also of explaining it,
of working out a scientific typology for the world histori-
cal process. Historical science has received the method with
the help of which one con find the way out of the naze of
inexplicable chance occurrences and the apparent chaos of
facts and events of which history is comprised. The uncover-
ing of the fact that in the history of mankind there are
certain major stages enbrsclng great spans of tine made it
possible to bring together the diversity of directions, ways
and tendencies in the development of different nations into
a Single historical line of mankind's progress from lower
Stages to the higher ones.

skin
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concrete run oT social developjaent but also ol eacplaining it,

of working out a scientific typology for the world histori-
cal procesQ. Historical science has received the nethod with
the help of which one can find the way out of the maze of
inexplicable chance occurrences and the apparent chaos of
facts and events of which history is comprised* The uncover-
ing of the fact that in the history of mankind there are
certain major stages embracing groat spans of time made it
possible to bring together the diversity of directions, ways
and tendencies in the development of different nations into
a single historical line of mankind* a progress from lower
stages to the higher ones.

Each nation viherevar it lives and whatever colour ofak^ it haa, haa to oreate productive foroas and enter into
certain production relations to aatiafy its vital needs. In
he course Of production developnent people chense the whole
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its dovolopment in a diroctlon utterly dirferent Xron the

univeraal one. skip over a formation bypassing the next

one vbich is hiatorically determined is possible for a nati-

on or a state only if another nation, being at a much higher

stage of development, helps to create the necessary producti-

ve forces alongside with production relations.

Whatever diversity makes one nation different from

another, mankind as a whole obeys one common universal histo-

rical law; orogreealve replacement of socio-economic forma-

tions is the neceasary couree of the world historical process

stipulated by the developing production of material benefits .

Theoretical examination of the global historical pro-

cess presupposes an analysis of principally most general

and typical features in the development of mankind with

obligatory consideration rf the specific conditions under

which a given nation develops. A dogmatic application of the

law and the theory of formations in general can harm science.

One has also to hear it in mind that there are no "pure” form-

ations In history. Historical development is uneven and asyn-

chronous. Any formation includes the elements of the past

and future formations. The fact that there are no ohronolo-

gically exact divisions between the formations is also due

to the above said. When speaking of transitions from one

formation to another, we have to remember that only major,

general characteristics are meant, because there are no ab-

stract, strict boundaries between the society’s historical

epochs as well as between the world's historical epochs.

There are always transitional periods in history, but they

do not prevent us from distinguishing qualitative stages in

the world historical process.

Mankind has gone through

Major Stages of Human four formations: the primi-

Hevelopment tive-commtmal, slave-owning,

feudal and capitalist ones.

At present mankind is going through the epoch of transition

to communism, socialism being its first phase.

The primitive-communal formation was historically the

first and most primitive form of human organisation. Pro-

ductive forces were extremely weak, the products produced

were barely sufficient for human existence. People were uzd.ted
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largely according to blood relatione. Means of production
were socially owned- connon land, instruaents, shelter. Dis-
tribution was conducted according to the principle of equal
share. Hunan relations were based- upon mutual help and collec-
tivism. Analysing the historical process of the establish-
ment of hunan society, Engels singled out three major epochs:
aavegery, barbarism and civilisation.^ In the epoch of savage-
ry people used mainly ready objects of nature to satisfy
their vital needs. Various man-made products - instruments of
labour - served as auxiliary means of such appropriation.

The epoch of barbarism was a higher level of hunan deve-
lopment. People took to cattle breeding, land cultivation
and from sinple collection of ready natural products vent over
to tho production of thlngo MceBonry for tho aatlafaction
of their naeda. Inatrumanta of labour began to play a major
role In the malutenanoe and development of human aociaty. The
tranaltion of mankind from the collection of natural produota
to the production of produota la called In aclenoe the neo-llthic revolution. The latter brought about major changea In

SeeSnriLI

« fai 1 'i!! r -ttlementa grew in number,

”14 gt™ rrliV 4“ "idaapread. labour produotl-

aurpluaea of producn\Scr«aa'°^*^^^^''’
stimulated the growth of oroe

^ “Changed. The erchanga

tarbariam to dvllloatlou toonfau;.”"'"’

the fact tbirit°L44'''' '«» reaponalble for

The olau commu44 rro"e“r-T"''‘“'“
private proparty^aua tb:
of production. However theea

^

ted mainly In the famlliea
Production ooncentra-

Tbe appearance of private ore ^ tribal arlatocraoy.

of primitive aociety Into olaaL
^ the dlvlalon

“‘“POdu, the primitive social

K. Harm and P. Engels. Selected
Vol. 3 , p, 204-.

•" ~ three volumes,
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fomation broke up, there cane alave-ownins fornation in-
^

stead of it. Production relatione were brought into conforni-

ty with new productive forces which had been developing thro-

ughout aeveral dozens of oillennia. Thus mankind went over

fl barbarism to civilisation, the period of the ^ar Renter

degree of development of agriculture, industry, intricate

labour instruments, machinery, trade, art, science, wi

socio-political activity of the masses.

The alave-ownlng formation has become
^ -t-ve

society. The productLe ^a«^anherited from the^pri^tive

fornation continued to develop rapidly, oo
^ j^.gnts

imstruments once and for all save way to metal

Alongside with cereal cultivation there aPP-red hortic^tu

re and market-gardening. Irrigation structures S^ai

processing mills. There developed mining and building, mill

tary technology,
various era s

The development of the productive forces i
me aevaiop

within the framework of
ona of slave ovmersliip took p ^ a then The
the production relations that corresponded

basis of these relations was absolute o-rs^pjf t^s sla

owner of the means of production and o
-.gve-owning

the totality of the product produced as well. ®^ave^e-ihS^_

production relations promoted the dove opm

Le forces up to a certain moment but

the progress of social produc
social product!-

nology and production was °
“

^4 intalleotually.
ve force - slaves - degraded physically and int

in the course of the growth of production

diction between the productive forces and P” “
between

tions grew as sharp as it could bo. e oo

them found its expression in numerous

slave-owning formation broke up ^ to a new
risings and the raids of foreign tribes. It gave way

^°“:rirf;atures Of the

follows: vast landed

production, land above all.
telationa between

the attachment of serfs to
^ ^ to enable

the feudal lord and the aerf were built up



the serf to receive a certain share (usually vary insigniri-
cant) oX the reoulta oX hia labour. This was the incentive
uhich nade aorXa interested in the results oX their labour
and Btlnulated their labour. Thus, Xoudalisa Xound new ways
cX the growth oX the productive Xorces. During the Xaudsl
epoch people learned how to nake iron out oX cast-iron, to
build sailing-ships, to make primitive optical devices. They
nade wider use oX water and wind energy as motive power.
OraXts, trade and aanuXactoriea developed lurther.

Little by little new, capitalist production relations

irlT" forces were Xorming

lea
xormatlon. The bourgeoisie, the

la r r “««»-ant ox serXs to the

cl ^-elopment oX the productive Xor-

productLn w!
ro^^ces and Xeudal

Lla alrtri' ’'"1 development

-erediircritri:: —- --
oharacteriaed by llrlal”^

^apltallet Xomation were
0^ craxtemen and njuxlller
ries, mines and pitm;^|^° Pl-ts, Xante-
capitalisa contributed to the dav

oxtetence
es much more than all tha «

* opneat or productive forc-

fast growth or
ot human progreas.

about by new, Lpit^Ut
is the private ownership or the

^®lotionB. Their basis
the legal ireedon or the ins -

Pfoductioa and
However, paraonal depende^el P-^oletarian.
dependence. Being deprived or

° by economic
proleterlat bee to eell thel,. , ! Production the

Ihe proXit cheae le 1 “ P"”^-
ion ox production, the dovolcH-f p^p-p-
vement oX induetrial and agrlL1 ,

"“PPiP^ry. the impro-
tha gigantic growth oX the prdtlvt
relations or production have coaa d

capitalist
Tomer and have become ahacklos r

correspond to the
or their development. The
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contradiction batveon tho social character oX the production

process and the private capitalist Xom oX the

OX its results has becone the deepest contradiction oX the

capitalist system. It reached its climax by the en o

19th century when capitalism had grown into its

highest and Xinal stage. The main characteristic Xeature oX

imperialism is the domination oX big monopoly oapital in the

economy, politics and ideology. Imperialism the

contradictions oX capitalism to their
f „

mador contradiction oX capitalism, the

the social character oX production and the private capitalist

Xorm OX appropriation oX products oX labour

the conXlict between labour and capital grows sharper due to

the growth ox the degree oX exploitation

the working masses by moncpdly capital; the c °

ters becomes amaller; big
IrWng peasantry,

not only the working claaa, but
--ttv bourgo-

the Wide circles oX the working intelligentsia. P tty bo^ge

oisie. part oX the middle bourgeoisie, and peoples oX other

countries, above all oX the colonial
“Y'"'Tefents il-

in its struggle against national
““J^^^^^the

perialism renders support to the reao rone
—gaB oX

newly liberated countries, hampers tho social P gr

these^courtr^s.^n
position, to

tion with the growing world social
^ countries

the ofXensive oX the working masses xn capitali

and the growth oX national liberation

to conduct the aggressive policy the
“^to

up its might with the strength oX the

a single mechanism. A new, better deve “P®
Boitolism (SMO).

capitalism has been Xormed - and the gone-
EHC has emerged in the epoch

eoexistenca and
ral crisis oX capitalism, in the ®P ^ aocialiam,
struggle oX two world

^Brld socialism upon
oX the growing inXluence oX the Xorces

„..„„,nt-day
history, oX tho growing disparity

p-^duction relations,
level ox productive Xorces and capital P

and
incompatibility oX a high stage oX socialised production
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labour and the private capitalist way of appropriation, in
the epoch of the accelerated foraation of the aateriol pre-
requiaitea of socialion, of the upswing of the workera'
liberation aovenenta.

One of the vivid manifeotationa of the incoopatibility
of bourgeoia production relations, SMC and the level of de-
velopment of productive forces is the utilioation of the
achievements of the current revolution in science and techno-
logy by Btate-nonopoly capitallsn with the purpooe of gaining
higher profits, building up exploitation of workers, intensi-
fication of labour, development and strengthening of the
military-induatrial complex, mlUtariGation, creation of
syatena of weapons of maaa destruction. The revolution in
science and technology accelerates the procesa of economic
soolallBationj In the eonaitlomj of oonopoly doBination this

ada to the reproductioa of social antagniana on over great-
er scale end deeper than before. Mot only the exiatins oontra-
dlctioaa of cepltallsB heco.e aharper, but the aau onaa appe-

ar! f
o' ‘“0 O0»ol«te bourgeoia aooial ayabanare further undermined.

epocb’^u
evolution uabera in a new

/eiau'aTf rh:ru:^i::."“‘"^"

on the hiatoric^lf
^ depending

one, ita devolopuent heiug
had other conditi-

traditioua, cuotoua, eultL^“r°'’'‘
eatabUahed

are of aocial importonce for th"^“°°
fectora which

a.. However. Z ZTZV"featurea of aooialieu are aect i

^ ^ “f forua, the main

production, the relatione of Lieldr''°^‘^free frou exploitation both ,

^hParatiou of people

roa of aooial ootivitv Bt.e
P'^Ouction and in other aphe-

peoplo. the policy of ^eace
Phl'bioal power of working

el and enall private owuershlu orth
^ PMgreea, Only peraon-

conaumor goodo la preaerved uL.-
“ labour and

eoclaty. for it canuot Z l
sees the operation of the
neither ahall he eat", and p^^t. ana payneat according to the quanti-
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t7 and quality of labour aa the law of distribution in

society. Socialist production relations are in confomity
with the diaractor and the level of developnent of the modem
productive forcea and are being constancy is^roved in accor-

dance with the progress of society.

^e socialist countries have reached different stages of

development) the highest stage being the stage of developed

socialism. IThe society of developed socialism built in the

USSR is a logical stage of social economic maturity of the

new social system. l?his ia the atage of development at which

the basis for gradual transition to communism is being laid.

It is characterised by highly developed productive forces,

powerful advanced industry, large^ecale, highly mechanised

agriculture based on the principles of collectivism. Socio-

political unity of the working class, collective-farm peasant-

ry and people's intelligeutaia, in which the leading role is

played by the working class, has been formed at the stage of

developed socialism. This is a society of socialist democra-

cy, whose political system ensures effective administration

of all social activity, ever growing active participation

of the masses in the affairs of the state, the combination

of citizens' real rights and freedoms with their duties and

responBibilities to the society.
- The advantages of socialism provide all conditions for

thorough utilisation of the achievements of the scientific

and teclmological revolution for the benefit of each person

and society as a whole. Introduction of science into various

spheres' of economic and social activity, employment of all

means offered by the revolution in science and technology

for accelerating economic development and meeting the needs

of all members of society — all this becomes possible due to

the socialist character of property, planned organisation of

production, active participation of the workers of physical

and mental labour In the control and management of the econo-

my.

Socialiot society logically grows into full-fledged
coamunlao. Communism is a classless social system with a

single national ownership of the moana of production, com-

plete social equality of all mesbors of society in which
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alongBido with all-round developaeut or paople tho produo-
tive rorcoa wUl grow on the haala of over developing acionce
end technology, all aourcea of aoclal wealth will undergo
full development, and the great principle >froa each accord-
ag to his atillties, to each according to his needs" will
be reallaed. Oomnunian la a highly organlaed aoclety of free

^ conaclentloua labourera whore aoclal aolf-govemment
^1 bo eatabllahed, labour for tho benefit of aoclety wlU

abllltlea'’1“'^w’'“'^
=^acognlaed neceaalty, the

fit o^tL sreateat bene-

vlLlIfa"/
bll-found de-velopment Of man, the roaliaatlon of hla true freedom.

gvllleatlon and Boctal p,-aoa..,.

of ooclal'^^“^larta°Le“ufl“f°^
tbe determining role

n:irr:or°"r“ -im::
biatorlcal prooeaa.
alty of the real hlatorfc a

* ° embrace tho divor-

seogrephlcal regiona. Mam wr^t!^"^'”'’
“‘iona, landa and

beala - the aame fron (>,. ..

"• ^*“0 aame economic
- due to innumerable dlffemnt

conditiona
tural environment, racial r i k clrcumatancoa, na-
nuencea, ate.", may ahow "in^r?™’

hlatorloal In-
in appearance, which can h-

variationa and gradationa
the enplrieally glvem clrcam^tr''*'"^”^ “odrala of
hlatorloally concrete circa »

Conaidoratlon of thaae
Ptoceea la being done by 1^°!!'° ^ hiatorical
oiviliaationa aa aoclal doctrine of

Ihe maior aatholodoglcal^^°^ oommunitiea.
lalectlcal combination of th»*^

oiple of Mamom la tho
the fundanental and the aneef ri

particular,
the other hand, one of tho development. On
Phy la the abaoluto approach tn

^1,°^ bourgaoia hiatorlogra-
tbe role and importance of eraggeration of
and other foaturoa In tho hlotor^ rellgloua
la tho baaia for bourgeola con-

PWEceea of nationa. Thla

n —— "“vaPblona of clvUlaation.^1 Marx, Capital Vml.
P- 79a.



Critioisn of Bourgeois

Conceptions' of Civilisation

In world literature depen-

ding on the specialisation,

ideological approach, natio-

nality or the world outlook
“"^^"“^'“/““nrirac'coL

purpose of research one can find diffa
. ^ in the

i^to which this or that civilisation

analysis of sooip-oultural °
t times and had

tern "civilisation”, which existed at
“

rather steady common features and
pe taken

Specific features of regions or

for the basis of and modem
this is a moat popular principle terms

scientific and every-day vocabulary abounds^
(the civilisation of ancient extent they

aation. Oriental civilisation, etc.;.
cultural and

reflect real characteriatics e:!q>rassing co

political destinies, hiatorioal
„nical approach

ever one haa to point out that
^ existence in this

may not reflect (and sometimes ob
.,,fe-ent levels of

regioa of different historical types*

development of socio-cultural
^^^t according to

Quite often civilisations are s gl
literature and

the religious factor. Almost entire bourg
Buddhist and

tbe periodical preaa write of Obrietian, Muslim,

other civilisations. litera-

Haturolly, tbe iufluenoe of relig on
totality

ture, psychology, upon the views of
certain regiona

of public life in certain periods was 1. Europe,

of tbe world atm ia) ^ ^Itimenta of the meaaea

for instance, as Engels wrote, tn
else",'*' each

were fed with religion to the exclusion o

^ Christiani-

ophere of social life appreciated the
later periods

ty which hindred progressive
'^^^tnire, philosophy

European literature, the fine arts, ar
t>e fully

and other spheres of social consciouaness

1 . E. Marx and E. Engels, Selectedjfo^^
volumes.

Vol. 3,,p, 373
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deratood without the Imowlodge ot Ohrlotlan dogoato, bihli-
oai inagea and charactera, moral and ethical conceptlona.

Iheae truly common oharactarlatica or culture or European
nationa inherent in it throughout many centurioa call ror a
scientiric, materialiat explanation, ror uncovering their
true role and eocial runction. However the point or the
matter ia that in all interprotationa or olviliaation under
examination the importance or thoae ractors ia strongly exa-
^erated, they are used ror a myatical Intaipretation or the
historical proceaa and groundlesaly preaant aa aomethlng
determining and even totally positive.

beinv
’^'lleldua interpretation or civilisation is

cSiatf"!
“loOorated by the ideologists or the^latian Church. The prominent Catholic theologiat Jean

thfrecLI! Vigorously advocates

civiliaatl r m the development or worldcivilisation in spite or all historical racts.l

Eiata trel^
^**-*'°° ““““S Catholic ideolo-

ealled "civill'^^tt
Pcpularise the conception or the so-

January 2i 1076
^ speaking at a reception in Vatican on

lean^cf:rem:ti:n°' TT or love" had to

covers QodernlBation and
Hegeneratlon .

l-icology, an: or/alia olr:r“‘
racon-

in reutione between cuLr:!,'’!:::::

ideia^r:::^ ::a::ra:r^°“
'eing actively propagated by
countries. In February 1975

^""voh organisations in various
Conrerenoo or Blehopa or It’l

° ^“vmanBnt Council or the
cvera and all people or goo:— ^ support oi greater contri-
• See J. Panielou, be cult,...

^

^
miano, 1974^ p.

dlta dagi, Intelleotiinn
• I,:°S°ervatore
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button of Christianity to the present-day

the satiation of civilisation with rolxBio“.

ting to the Xormation of the "civilisation ® ®
moral conpo-

nents of culture within the framewor
^nrinles of ci-

sation which are token for the determin ng pr

vilisation has become considerably wideopre .

interpretations is given, for instance,
^ 0 and oivi-

laleup and Helis cm tore and some

liaation, according to the authors, are
anecifio and

aelf-developing concepts which stipulate

distinguishing features, single out thexr mador idea

^ in bourgeois literature

It is noteworthy to mention
atiy nade from a

the determination of civilisations instance* the

psychological point of view, by
ty J- Cazeneuve,

concept of happiness. Such an attempt
nivlT satio_n

a Jrench psychologist. In his boot
- accordi^E^y*

he singles out two basic ideals of
3)ioDys8ian ones,

two types of civilisation: the
-rinciples,

elaborated

By using tbe Apollonian and
^^gebeanian lltarature

by Bchelling and widely utilise n
to eapress the

Cby which Bchelling, for instance, a 0

^
order,

essence of Apollo as the
m elemental and

enlightenment and harmony as dxstinc
gliattering all forms)

turbulent creative ic^mlses of Dionyssi
jjie Dionyesian

J. Cazeneuve builds up the following
aspiration towards

ideal of happiness is characterised
tension,

irrational

the future or the past, inner anxiety
oggressiveness-

it^ulaes, by passion towards change
* wish to

Vhile the Apollonian ideal is charac
ty comparative

use the present, by rationalism and
^^0^0 tbe strugg-

peaceableneas and softness. J- Cazeneu
. of civilisations

le between the Pionyssian and ApoH®^

La clvtltto cattollca .
Hovoobor ^

’ ^f’gtJonLjSiliBSiSE
J. laloup et J. Hello, niilture

ig}6 , PP- Bl-BB-

a l*huoantBae btatorigue, ^^urna
. Paris, 19^*

p. 102.



to bo a Da;}or factor in our daya. Thia being the baelc contra-

diction, the true and determining contradictions between the

socialist and capitalist countries becoae secondary, for the

policies of each of these countries, the developing countr-
ies of the Third World Including, depend, according to
Cazeneuve, on conbinatlona of the Dionyssian and Apollonian
elements. Thus, the principal meaning of the conflict bet-
ween the two modem world socio-political systems and the
two historical types of oirUiaationo - boiirgeoia and connu-
nist - whose developnent is baaed on then, is being gloeaeij
over.

Wo have spoken above of the attempta to dotornino civi-
lisation by relying on Ita hypertrophied apiritual coBpo-
nenta. Modern Western sociology often attonpta to absolutise
material and technological faotora, to daflno clviliaation
according to the level of ita technological and economio
development. Such are, for Inatanca, the conoeptlona of the

I
technological datomlnia. -

riaJf ">l««ent voralona of -Indust-

=iriri:::rnr:\:“°r‘f neohnathronio.,

number of cnaan-n •

^asls (covertly or openly) aeauiftwer oi common nremlaan ,.v_ .

believe in tho «.

* lojig fun their authors

ddd orgalLrtLr::ir:,J--”-»- - -i-=e. technology

complex of prohlema f.
attmulate the aolution of a

production relations. Lwever'th'"*
witkcut changing bourgeois

revciutlcn in science and tachnolomtT’'°
the basic contradictions of caoit!?!^

!° ““ overccme

antagonisms on a wider scale
^ reproduces social

taken for the heals or''i°entlM'™°^°^
dharacteriatios are

True, for iaataace, the BritiS^f crganiama.

Araold Obyahee conaiderod clvin
ooclologlst

totality of intercoaneoted Dh.e„°°
integrated

but narrower than mankind. Lt ur”tt
°

reasoning about alngiing out a ao.et.i^
° Toynbee 'a

Bnoh temporal spatial ll.ltLlof’
tivUlaation"

:

social unity in resplot to iw^ bru^T^ “
°SA, Great Britain,
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rrance and the Hethorlands appear as separate parts. It na7

be called Western Cbristianity, Western sooie^ or

Civilisation.! However, when speahing in the Irrst v^unes

oi his worh > .tedv of Hist^ about HI

civilisations" (apart
dissimilar cri-

ones) existing in the
eases he used

teria for identifying civilisations.
^^iliBation of the

the regional principle (for instance, the
.

sation); a number of oivilisa
interpreted the es-

Persia, China, etc.). Ihough, when o^
relision as a major

sence of civilisations he eventually took religio

principle. aerve as the

ill the principles pointed ° as one can

basis for defining this or t^t
essence of a given

see, cne-sided and can^t re

^ aharacterise to a certain

socio-cultural community, th gn
-.fleet its peculiarities

extent some of its specific Lrritorial
an^ tlie technological* econoniic*

features of a given social
‘’''®“arnot see deep processes and

However, bourgeois
characteristics of

causes behind the outwardly s
causes and conditi-

phenomena. As a result the analys s
a-r-nce of certain

». sTtrs..; » .»-
civilisations is replaced hy a

ing outward similarities or
of Marxism-Le-

. „ ninism introduced a versatile

The Concept of Oiviliaation
i^ito the concept of

Civilisation, trying thereby to express the diversity of the

real historical prooeas. Uisto-

Above all it is neoeasary P
"civilisation" ref-

rical works of the last century *
® replaced the-

looted the stage of social
^’'®!°'“°“^/gf,.en used in this sen-

stage of savagery and barbarism.
^ tance in P. Engels's

se in Marxist literature as well* for i

!• See A. Toynbee, ctvllisst<"n of Trial, Olivaland,

pp. 195-196.
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work The OrlKln of the ?aailY> Prtvato Prooert? and the State.
The dost general characteristic of the esoenco of civili-

sation in this work by Engels bolls down to tho following;
"•••Civilisation is that atage of developaent of society at
which division of labour^ the rosxilting exchange between in-
dlvlduals, and conraodity production, which conbinoo the two,
reach their conplate unfoldoent and revolutioniae the whole
hitherto exiating society."^ Thus, civilisation wan actually
estahliahed alongaide the intensirication otthe divioion of
labour in.a class society regulated by tho laws which express-
ed the essence ol class sccio-eccnonic relations. Developing
this idea, Karx wrote in his work The The Poverty of Philo-
so£^: "Ihe very moment civilisation begins, production
begins to bo founded on the antogonisa of orders, estates,
classes, and finally on the entagonisn of accumulated labour^d immediate labour. Ho antagonism, no progress. This is the
law that civilisation has followed up to our days.

hv
'''ttbtlcal period of barbarian was followed

sLflIf rtr’
““ “tagonistlc in its essence. Engels

c^iLtr 'utwr'”’' sntagonistlc

lopae« 1 Ivuisatlor-T: '“‘T*> oiviiieatioa, he wrote, "cane the first creat

cilr
“ ==cploiting and an exploited

fiiHitui: s::::;::"
liar to the world of anti<,ulw ‘t

"
r"

P=““-

in the Kiddie Ages and h,
Pdllbuod by serfdom

are the three great forma
'•»'>uur in modem times. These

the three greaH^rrf

major hlstorlcS^^y^es orclmnition’'^!”'"'^”''
and capitalist. These main types of
ted by the principal factors which

stipula-

1_ “ tiameteriso the socio.-

K. Marx and T. Engels, Seloctad u—
Vol. 3, p. 550.

^ ^ three volunes,

K. Marx, y. Engels, Collected Wa-w- ,
• E. Marx and y. Engels, Sel.ct.'r;;;:;v„
Vol. 3 , pp. 331-532

^ three volumes.
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econooic foraitiono. However, Q pure typo of civilisation is

never and nowhere to bo round. It is always canifestod in

difrerent biatorically concrete rorna. That is why there

existed in hiatorioal development such roros or oivili^

tion as the ancient Egyptian rorn or the slave-owning

or civilisation, the ancient Greek rorn or the slave-own

type of civilisation, otc.

The concept of civilisation with its diverse usase

ways concentrates one's attention upon tbs achievonen s

social sphere, the cultural activity or a given commuM^.

Upon its consecutive growth, enrichment, the extent o

spread among the broad nassos, as well as upon the sea

degree of participation of the masses in history-making,

also makes it possible to correlate the results of material

and spiritual production, of social activity, achieved

given social community, with human values, with their p

in historical progress. .

It is important to point out that in all cases i

possible to describe a given concrete form of civ sa

- Sumerian, ancient Greek, Arab or West European and other

ones - by leaning upon the outward features, even upon

specific characteristics. However, in order to uncover

essential features of a historical type of civilisation
^

conditioned by a qualitatively different character of^^ci

relations, to reveal the substantial essence of a soci^

organism Cfor instance, the slave-owning type of ci i

tion) whose manifestations and variations are

forms of civilisation (for the given exanple. anc en

ion, ancient Homan and other forme of the slave owni S
^

of civilisation), we need a more profound analysis,

upon the abstracting and generalising mental activi

wise the determinative substance of the given type o

sation will be hidden behind certain features even i

characteristic of. the given form of

In order to comprehensively and obdoctivoly o

the inner essence of each civilisation, the cause
^

origin,, development and historical destiny is
the his-

to uncover its relations with material product on

torlcally conditioned mode of production, with o

21-SSS 521



work The Origin of the ?anil?« Private Property and tho State .

The Dost general charactoristic of tho essence of civili-
sation in this work by Engels boils down to tho following:
"•••Civilisation is that stage of dovelopoent of society at
which division of labour, the resulting exchange between in-
dividuals, and cotanodity production, which conbinos the two,
reach their conplato unfoldnent and revolutionise the whole
hitherto exiatiiiB Bocloty. Thus, civUioation vaa actually
establlahed alongalda tho intenalfication of the divlaiou of
labour lu a olaas aooioty regulated by the lawo which expreaa-
ed tho eaaeneo of olaaa socio-econooic rolatlona. Eeveloping
thia idea, Marx wrote in hia work The The Povertr of Phllo-
aophy: "The rery moment civiliaation begina, production
begina to be founded on the antagoniam of ordcra, eatatea,
olaases, and finally on the antagonlBm of aocunulated labour^d immediate labour. Ho antagonism, no progreaa. This is tho
law that Clvlllaatloa has followed up to our days."^

Thus, the hlatorical period of barbarism was followed
''liich was antagonistic in its essence* Engels

ufli s" n 'ritr'r
-tagonistic

elea:rge ^f loi s--*
class This el

^ and an exploited

viiHit^ si:::rw:r:h:nrr^
'=^-

liar to the world of antiquity L V
»=^l->i'=h’=ion, paou-

in the Middle Ages, and by wa™
^hUowad by serfdom

are tho three great fore
^ ® Ihbour in modem times. Those

the three greaf^LraTf

major historlcS^tj^es orclySr*'ti°^’'^‘°"‘^°“
includes three

and capitalist. These main Lea
ted by the principal factorL^hioI sWwaicn characterise the socio-
la

2.

5 .

K. Harx and P. Engels,
Vol. 3, Pa 330.

^5iS£S2a-i!2£ks in three volumes,

E. Marx, y. Engels, Colleetea
K. Marx and J. Engels, Seleet.a w--’

Tol. 3, pp. 33i_33a

6, p. 132.

three volunes.
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Tlie concepts of tlie socio-economic formation and civi-

lisation perform different functions and are not equal in

extension. In a sense the concept of the formation is broad-

er than the concept of civilisation (we mean here the corre-

lation of a given socio-economic formation and the historical

type of civilisation based upon it); all factors and manifes-

tations of civilisation are present and take their place with-

in the framework of a socio-economic formation, whereas not

all phenomena considered by the theory of formations are

included in the concept of civilisation, but only those vdiich

reflect the above mentioned characteristic features of civLli-

aatlon.

Speaking about the specific character of civilisation and

of the fact that it is erroneous to identify it with the

socio-economic formation on the basis of which It develops, it

is necessary to point out that some features characteristic

of this or that civilisation - peculiarities of culture,

relations existing among people, their axiological attitude

towards nature, etc,, are quite stable, and are still pre-

served after the transition of a given nation to a higher

stage of historical development, to a new socio-economic

formation.

The difference between the concepts of formation and

civilisation also consists in the fact that during the exist-

ence of one formation various civilisations belonging to one

type originated and existed upon its basis. This is connected

with the fact that the very establishment of this or that

formation as well as its manifestations in various countries

and regions have considerable peculiarities.

It is well known that the idea of a number of varia-

tions of civilisation existing upon the basis of one formation,

all of them being the manifestation of the same mode of pro-

duction in spite of all differences, was elaborated by E. Marx

and y. Engels as applied to the feudal and capitalist modes

of production. Analysing the diverse 'but easontiolly uniform

process of establishment of bourgeois relations, E, Marx, re-

lying on the research of huge concrete historical material,

pointed out that in originating capitalien "asoumes different

aspects, and runs through its various phases in dirforent



Bocio-ecoaonic relations and the system of government follow-
ing from this. Such an approach allows us to understand the
very nature of the cultural-historical system, and not only
Its separate elements, Its technologioal and economic, aooial
and spiritual characteristics.

An analysia of the inner objective laws of the functioning
0l Clvilioetion, or tie stogea of Ita maturity preauppoaea the
consideration of ebjectiye ractcrs underlying the aociety, the

t!rcref'‘th hrf conala-

acl!^
Uatorlcal preceaa. Merrist-l,enlniat aooialaoienoa prooaeda from the premise that such a function is

'

oenSetfIde
“ formation, by a hiatorioally

laCai otLr f"
' production, which eventuelly atipu-

idea being tie celtzh
production included. OdiiB

Of history was connt
materialist understanding

of Banian which
y oloPoratod in tbe worha of olaaaioa

oovering buman eeei^n: -terialiam

can comprehend and approach one

cal-cun-oconomio, rollKiou
°“f*=“rol, regional, teohnologi-

ooncrata aeoio-o^i^lf
“ features of a

of civillaation aualysed
*“ “ther worda a given form

for if wa apeah,T/i!if “Woh mahe it what it ia.
of civilisation - be it

*'’°'**^ elavo-owniug typo
any other variety — the

^reek, ancient Eoman or its
economic and extra-economic peculiarities in
of gods, different cultural

® different pantheon
racteriaitic features but

’ everyday and other cha-
fonas of one and the same

these are the diversa
alave-ownlng formation. Hence^

°^''^iltsatlon based upon the
cultural— material and oplrituin*^^

specific combination of
factors cakes up the oocio-cult

end certain social
in a concrete form of clvlUoatZ^

-o^lty which is fixed
with the formation factors _ th

organic links
basis, specific superotructure Production, economic
ration, it will bo inpossiblo to und^

into conside-
coo, inner objective lavs and coatraL*^”!?"^

driving for-

oa making up ita history, the stages cf 1

!"“° ® clvilioatl-
^ ”8 growth and decline.
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organisatioa of society* of good and evil, beauty, love and

aatemity, concern for growing generations, aeaning of life,

of cognition of forces and laws of the universe, etc. Obvi-

ously, all this QJeaks of the xinity and integrity of the

socio-historical process on earth.

The Gutual influence and enrichnent of cultures, the

world-wide cultural contacts which appeared as far bach as

in ancient tines, at the outset of civilisation, and which

developed steadily in ^ite of all the obstacles put in

their way by antagonistic societies, have contributed to the

establishnent and consolidation of the historical unity of

nankind.

The content of each civilisation is detersined by the

creative, constructive labour of the people; all the achieve-

nents in the field of naterial and spiritual developnent of

society owe their origin to the people; that is why the

labourers, the broad nasses of people were and are the naiu

driving force of civUisation. The activity of various social

classes and their representatives play its role in the crea-

tion of values of civilisation, but the activity of the pro-

gressive classes and strata of society is of fecial isportan-

ce.

The relation of the popular oasses to the caterial and

spixdtual benefits is different in different types of civili-

sation. %xs is naturally due to the historically concrete

character of the creation, distribution and consucption of

values deternined by the node of saterial production charac-

teristic of the given Xomatioa.

Xn a society of private ownership the benefits of cul-

txore axxd civilisation are directed to a great extent towards

serving a co^aratively narrow circle of socially privileged

people; eventually the popular sasses are deprived of then

and furthemore soae achlevesents of culture and civilisa-

tion are used against then. However, the cajor indicator of

the progressiveness of a certain socio-cultural cocaunity ia
not only the totality of its saterial and spiritual achiave-

nents. The cost isportont factor ia how this totality of achi-

eveaenta influences i:pon the position of the individual, how

it helps to uncover its spiritual, intellectual and physical
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orders of succession, and at different periodn.
The specific features of the socio-econonic fornatlon

in different regions and countries, influencing upon the
civilisations developing on its basis, are dotoinined by a
nuober of factors. Por instance, by the proaenco or absence
of econonic structures left over froa a previous social
system, with differences in the correlation of the branches
of production (industrial or agricultural), in the social
structure, tradition of political adnlnlstration, etc.
Besides, the erlatence of a number of civilisations of the
same type based upon the same socio-economic formation

fLr
“ peculiar, unique combination of cultural

for loc :

Shd’instUuricrs!”
’

ties
development of socio-cultural communi-

clnl sM c^r"T"° Pctentials of human

ShTlvS:’ 0^ social organisation,

torised by ual^t”r*’°”
original, it la charac-

cooaon treasury of huo^! contribution to the

The very establishment r
values, achiovementa.

achievS at reuS tel’ T“°“ “ civilisation is

creating values which h
“Ben it is capable of

the progressive develoDr°r
PScCicular contribution to

bnade in the hiatrr;

tlona is an inportlnrfL^
“utuol enrichment of civilian-

instance, the sphere of ^ *^«eearoh. Let ua take, for

epochs and civUioationa'devrt '**, '’"’duotion. Blfferent

expresed their own underatandf"*’^®
“ithin their framaworh

attitude towards it. At the
“orld and their

other spheres of spiritual*!^”* iiCerature and

problems of human exiatence th^
undertook and solved similar

where and at all times 'Th—
CBiCsted all people every-

'
° drv CBo problems of rational

1 . Karl Harm, Capital . Vol. l, p. 6,o_
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our attention only to some regions and nations.

Civilisatiora ^n Latin America . This area in the pre-

colonial epoch was populated by a great number of Indian

tribes and ethnic communities that were at different stages

of socio-economic and cultural development. The highest

civilisations of pre-OolUnbian America, the result of the

distinctive material and spiritual development of Indian

society, flourished on the territories of Hesoamerioa and

"rhlstoricel experience shows, only a highly developed

agriculture could serve as the basis for the

and formation of any local civilisation

research has established that

^
the

millennium B.C. there existed on the terri
^ „™i-ulture

different modes of intensive and highly °
Oaxaca and

- chinampa in the valley of Mexico, f
Puebla. The system of milpa — slash and turn i

tive faming - was also used. Some americanists hold that

the milpa system was the economic basis which cmditioned

fomation of the early class
^“^^'oommuniti-

Mesoamerican civilisations as Booio-c^^

es appeared not long before the a ve
, ^ goltures

basis of assimilation of all
a number of

of the archaic period. These civilisa
,

. oivi-
common features which were also ?^°“^Wan
lisations of the Old World as Indian, Mesopotamian, Egypti

The decisive role of the main producer class f

tillers Of the land, the existence of v--- forms of^m^_^

tensive, highly productive
!““"^/°^3tence of the

structure of the early class socxety,
orEsnized

e.re, of mle,..the influence of the well organized

1 . From the scientific point °f oncouSors of certain
the pre-Columbian epoch accidentg enco^ ^erican-M^
groups of Buvoya from the Old World X

process of origin
natives could not radically «ii©®

. ^ ^ tliis part of
nr\^ fomation of liotbeds of civil!

our planet.
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I to what e^eat a person can partake in the forna—
tion of Ms being and the being of the given sociot?. Speak-
ing about the contrasts and contradictory character of civili-
sation under monopoly capitalism Lenin in his letter to Ame-
rical vorkers vrote: "Bourgeois civilisation has borne all
its luiurioua fruits. America has taken first place among
the free and educated nations in level of development of the
productive forces of collective human endeavour, in the utili-
sation of machinery and of ell the wonders of modem engineer-
ing. At the same time, American has become one of the love-

Tef
^ of the abyss which lies

il ^
"Oltimlllionaires who wallowin filth and lumury, and the millions of working people whoconstantly live on the verge of pauperism.

combination of great potentials for the
solution of problems touching upon the Interests of menVind

Used barWlam"!""’*^^*^
reluctance to uncover them "clvl-

icnof\ir:r:M::f‘:/:LV“r“““^“
the interests of

^ development of civllioatlon in

of the limits and e e
"‘eases presupposes the surmounting

termines^rh: :me:Mr/ or its radical reorgaaiaatioa.

Peculiarities of Development
cvercome their primi-

of Civilisations peoples took
the road of developing their

meats became the areato.r - .

“'•''dlisation whose aohieve-

world culture, to the creati''
‘'"e development of

Great is the contribution
universal human values,

the peoples of ancient India
° created by

of the Arabic East, of ancient t
' burner, Babylon,

nent. The history of these oivjirr
^^crican Conti-

detailed study, a Marmlst analmL
their historical place and 01^11^

determination of
“dsniricance. Hero we shall draw

T.I. Lenin, Colleeted Wont.
PP. 62-63.



and powerful priesthood were characteristic of both Meso-

anerican and ancient Oriental civilisations.

High civilisations, such as Tcotihuacan, Olmec, Zapotec,
Toltec, and «aya originated and developed on the territory of
Kesoamerica.

Ihs data of archaeological and historical research of
aacient Indian civilisatioas of Mesoamerica give grounds to
believe that the main reason for the ruin of their classical
centres uaa the large migrations of considerable masses of
tribes and ethnic groups. The early 10th century A.D. saw
the appearance of new centres of civilisation, well organi-
sed city-states, such as Toltec Empire (X-XII c.o. A.D.),
Keyapan league (Xl-XIIl c.c. A.!.) and others. Having esdated
for two centuries, these aocio-cultural communities perished
under the blows of more powerful political unions.

Ifitb
^ Conquista at the beginning of the

16th century three highly developed civilisations had erdsted

oLs
«saoa.erica= the Attec, histec and hays

tore rtf M
^blf of the 16th century almost all terri-

oentu^ts"tt°wartr^
tlnotlve autochth

° cause of the ruin of the dia-uiBoiiva autocbthoaoua culture nt t nr
anerlca. But due to the

^ I“4ien peoples in Heso-

creatlve work of rheTeoIl!^^"'^
traditions of the

of the ancient Indian oivlli
valuable achievements

formed part of the tresLre.r
° ^^7

and world culture.
“cdern Latin American

Ao in the case of civ<n««4.4

amerlca a long period of the develoo
cultures preceded the formation of
peoples of South and Central America

The peoples which populated th.'i .

Andes at the end of the second and
nillennia B.O. reached such a dev.i

°

and apiritual culture which allows
"“terial

sition took place to an early class
the Chavin culture the most ancient all

consider
^ richoat civilisation
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in this region of America,

The civilisation based on tho Chavin cnltvire identified

itself in the ancient history of the pre-Inca America. Hiis

culture sprang up in the latter half of the second millennium

B.O. and reached its climax in the 8th-4th centuries of the

first millennium B.C. 2?he remains of buildings made of plates
of sandstone and basalt^ a chain of tinderground canals,

glasses with bas-reliefs and ceramics were found in the town

of Chavin de Huantar, situated in the northern part of

Peruvian upland. Ihere is also a well-preserved three-storey

building reminding a pyramid, 13 metres high and with narrow

passages and rectangular halls. It was decorated with high

reliefs - heads of jaguars, pumas and fantastic creatures

carved of stone.

Ancient Peruvians knew how to build canals and reservo-

irs, to cultivate, apart maize, many other edible plants

which during the colonial period almost doubled food stocks

of mankind.

Out of the early civilisations of the Andes at the begin-

ning of the first millezmium A.D. the civilisations that sprang

up on the basis of the Hochica, Gallinazo, Secuay, Paracas

and Chilpa-Pampa cultures reached a high level of development.

Ihe first large state formation in this region in the second

millennium A.O. was the state of Chimor with the flourishing

Chlmu culture.

A powerful centre of ancient civilisation liabuanaco,

situated at an altitude of 3tdOO metres, not far from the

greatest lake of South America ^Titicaca, sprang up in the

4th-3rd centuries S.C. This civilisation which had climaxed

by the end of the first olllennlus A.P. greatly influenced

the vast territories of tho Andes up to the Pacific.

This civilisation created quite a number of original

pieces of sculpture, ceramico and architecture in particular.

The most famous construction in Tiahuacaco is Acapaaa, a 15

metres high pyramid, whose rcooins represent tho hill with

a paved ground of 200 square notres.

Tho scientists studying Acerico believe that in tho 12th

century A.D. Tiahuanaco, the flourishing centre of eivliiaa-

tion, was destroyed by powerful raids of nomadic Indian triboa.



Considerable aocio-cultural differences existed on the

territory of the Central Andes in the period directly preced-
ing the Inca conquest. For instance, the highly developed
Bocio-cultural conaunity of Chinor existed alongside the
ethnico-tribal fornationa which were at the stage of disin-
tegration and the initial stage of transition towards a class
society. In mountain areas the ancient civilisations gave
way to tribal unions or to hostile tribal fornations.

Later on, out of this diverse ethnico-tribal socio-
cultural reality there emerged the politically powerful
groups which conquered the whole of the civilised region of
the Andes and created a mighty Inca Empire.

The Inca culture which grew upon the basis of typical
class relations ooexiated Kith local cultures on the sea coast

uoutain areas of the Andes. This factor is olaarly seen
in the sphere of material culture of non-Inca trlhes where the

,
Inca conponeet wee weakly represented.

the
forcefully changed the direction of

uretloL
^ iterinctlvo achievements of their civi-

loot capital of the Inca

onal lidep“nL!^e''“‘ira'’°““°
°

of the peoples who creatM“thr!ini^‘'%t^^®°“°
i£43jS_iEastLcivlll»,t.<

*-]^^r=o'=fon of tha Andes.

InWan oiviliaatlon hiatLio^
etudying tha problama

problems hy using the nrincf i

^ •‘etarialiaiii analyses the

prooeaa. i^ other
geneity, the unity of genesis th

oo»etential homo-

end lews of development, the prluol!l’""“f
aeterminents

cn and Interaotion. Ihe Indian civi?^'
™iverseX connecti-

hy a complex interaotion of the v.
charaoterieed

wee formed on the heeie of ep«ier°
Portiouler. It

end cultural activity end oontacS
Mmmunity of the economic

the common ethnic and spiritual tradition
tha given totality of social crgStla "'s”'
of aooial and cultural development. The ladi°°^
was formed on the haaia of etUeglTLf^^^
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culture coBuected with its style

cular, with the sooio-ecenoBic phencBenou of

ecouolic structures which orsauised -f
into a single systen. This led to the ^ornation of on^

supra-national cultural tradition anong

peoples. Indian c^tur. P-
the environment, the place of

attitude to a re-

ce where his ancestors lived a^ die
; oontaots

lated group, to his place in t e ®y° express-

and to the character of social activi y, acceptance
ea himself as a social and

a\t is necessary

Of values. Speahing about Indian
hie-

to heap in mind that it person is

rarcby of conceptions, norma
influenced by the

guided in his thinking and activity;
4.>,»nlosical and

Chief religions spread in the country, by theological

ethical values. .. Indian civili-

One of the characteristic
^cot that though

aation at the present stage consis ® economic branches,

capitalist relations develop in a number oi^eoono^

extremely backward
ches ,

and there still

tlon are still preserved in other
^^^cd vestiges

exist in rural areas the tangle

of feudalism and capitalist relations.
under-

"The productive forces ...
°

^ ^ ccny areas,

developed and medieval in many qJ the

This in particularly
,'’^„T^cnl the fastest was the

Older established industries
» t,ecane “the leading

development of ospitalist
''delations of production

element in the total ensemble of — .inntion in inde-

that make up the totality of the mode
,c

pendent India. Speaking about agric

Mohit Son, Bnvolutioo in India,, 19V7, P-

Ibid., p. 119-
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must beer in mind that changes era taking place there, too,

but on a saaller scale than in industry. But this is a con-

tradictory, slow and very uneven dovelopment. As it is Just-
ly stated in the Programme of the Communist Party of India:
"Interpenetration of the strong survivals of feudalism
growing capitalist relations of production is the dominant
character of socio-economic life in India’s countryside."^

However, when dealing with the specific features of the
Indian civilisation, Marxism opposed the traditional notion
of the East-Vest antithesis, because this unscientific
attitude implies the existence of civilisations which do not
have any inner reasons for trsnsfornation and which can be
changed only by way of active outside intervention.

Apart from the comparatively insignificant number of
cases in which the counterpoalng of Europe to Asia is a part
of the artist's intention, the dichotomy of East and Vest

, ie apt to make obstacles sooner than to assiat in our attempts
to o^orotand tha art ard thoughts of another ragion. It dis-
rao s attention from the problema which are faced by a think-

oceuDl^
certain conditions, and makes people pre-

irevlfa^ VV problema which hard-
ly ever existed for him.^

oontrsstlng the static, njsticsl,

ShoI^
»'>tld-danjrlng" culture of India with ths djnanlc,

iZ Zft
"world-affirnlng" culture of

th! niouio Of'i^,’’ "lltBatlcn thatthe people of India are praoceupled with purely spiritualproblens and do not think about
^ spiritual

tonal position, that
tlon and are not trying to aoluo "hel
the solution of any probloua. It ^ I

but to avoid

aasertu that an Indian denies the
Western nan la preocoupled ultrhir f “

allegations bring foru'ard
““

Pj^BracBe of the Conauniot Po r.»^ o- -

p, 24 .

£57 or Patna, 1968,

See T.M. Steadman. The Hvth nra- ° or Hew York, 1969, p.39.
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consider India herself. Buch an ^
of the essential sides of social

fact that the very dynaoic developnent o _=®P
i ae_

ries was aecured by linitins and suppresses ^
velopnent of the fomer colonies. Naturally,

to deny the difference between the types °
°

sinsle ty-

in the history of world civilisation there ^

pe of culture, which was exclusively preoccupxed with the

thoushts Of the next world and i^ted t^e^^h^e o^ua^_

rial production. Such a ooncepti
Tnilia as well

ever. Certainly.
“^’'ve^^ew and. naturally,

tLemnTe's^ra: sJcture of society and hence in

social proceBses was very nnterialism
ThLsh nany Indian philosophers contrast

with sons Indian spirituality”, it has to

that naterialian does not at all nean a
oystioal

But the notion of Indian population of

character, for it is beins ass«
^^^^^^aentel ideas,

Asia is inaersed in sone epiritua
, reality as in

aever thinking about the daily brea
• solving the

countries the peoples of India are
“teas!,

problens of this world: how to escap

how to have better clothes and better “
* their child-

a job and secure a higher standard of

^ when onalysins the Indian

Undoubtedly, it is necessary, ap^iculture

civUisation, to pay attention
in production,

and crafts as the doninant type o ac
depende-

the unity of the individual and the conn
ctiaounity'a

ncQ of the individual upon the conditions
society. 5!he

existence, to the identity of survivals
uneven development and the existence o^

Ii^dlan civi-

should be attributed to the
, -v-r D. Chatto-

lisation. The proainent Indian Harxiat

padhaya thinks that the prinitivo ®®® ® orosoat day

side with the developnent of civilioa
aocioty are

and the survivals of this prioitivo or r
^

clearly seen in varioua social Inetitut on

P niiittiimiilhriTni ''-''"T”*'-"

(in EuBolan}. 35^



There are also specific features in a nuaber of super-
structural institutions, which influence the basis. The role
of traditions is great in this sphere. The specific features
of the Indian civilisation cannot bo understood without tahing
into consideration the religious factor. "The religious sys-
tena of the Orient -Hinduisn, Buddhion, Brahnanisn, Confucia-
nlsn, IsXaa, nunorouo doctrines ot religious sects - are
undouttedly different. But all of then have soaething in
ooaaon: none of these religions, being up to the present
tine on important fastener of the whole of the superstructu-
re! sphere, have not suffered the deep reformation typical
for European Christianity.

"None of them was able to offer such a powerful spiritu-

^
substantiation for the political and socio-economic acti-

TfLea >= it «s at the time

l“ Pxotestantisa in psrticu-

oS’wMer
7°'" capitalism developed so fast,

“^rfir^iTor^
Bellgious systems of the

formation...

Wth-15th centuries contr47i
beginning with the

developoent to a greater
social and economic

terns of the East. It was no/bv
"’trosponding sys-

countrleo of the West (all of ^
that the Christian

climate) and not Islamic and SmZiIV f
temperate

situated in tropical cllm»4- l v
^ ^ countries (many of them

capitalism, "i
H:w:,er ullTo^^rT"

has never preached the aios u
cch^Boois conceptions Marodsn

Orient and the West, ^ecl:^ 7 tBe

ideological tread and ieraii
®PProach has a certain

aspects of soclo-economio rllli7''’t°*^°“
tradiotlono characteristic of tM*
same time Hsmsm pays .ttontioa°trt7“''
lity of certain traditions, cuatomo T '’^raordlnary stabi-

tiona of the Indian oivillaatlon
’ ccB Institu-

The tradition is the powerful f„o
taken into consideration becsuso ita utM
necessary for both revolutionary «id reaotr“°“
^

actionary claeaes who
• H.A. niyanovaky, -Ihe Specific reatures of es o - ,

Of the orient", Ss^dy Asii i AfnVi. No.5.w““
°'’
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derive Iron tradition their confidonoo both in the

ty of their existence and in the present and future, tradi-

tion plays an important role in rallying the people: thexr

functions of storing and transferring the

lues over fron generation to generation assist in socials

tion of the individual, in giving individuals

groups certain social characteristics! they co

reproduction and preservation of relations of

stabilisation of economic
*^“^;^°y”“^uence the

methods and rules of political strugEl
• cultural

ideology, public administration, social

life ofI country. Depending on concrete

tion can either hold up or accelerate the progress of

_ . T« early medieval pe-
Oivilisatlnn of the /Lrab East. In

riod the majority of the popilation
consisted of

oeption of the southern part of the pe
’t.-n in rural

the uomads-cattle-breeders. Ihe
and

areas was engaged chiefly in agricul »

trade were developed in towns-
majority of

In the 5th-6th centuries, the overwu

the Arabs lived in clans and tribes.
^ot-tle-breeding,

Slave labour was of major
intertri-

even, more so in irrigation and in era
• slaves

bal conflicts could not be a Bufficient
their tribe

(as a rxile, the tribes ransomed the peop a
Arabia were

taken prisoners or exchanged then), slaves

aliens, chiefly Africans.
^ ^ t>re-class society

Proceeding from the °
of thePaoUi,

given by P. Engels in his work ?be _—S
determine the

Private Property and the State, it is
^ jji the

level of Arab production and cultural
oottled popula-

5th-6th centuries (with the exception o
which "begins

tion in Temen) as the upper stage of bar
civilisstion

with the smelting of iron ore and passes
^ 2

through the invention of alphabetic writing

V See V.I. Lenin, r-nii acted Vorba, Vol. 3, volumes,
2- E. Barx and J. Eugols.

^ ““
Vol. 3, p. 208
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In the 4-th century A.B. alphahotlc writing appeared

among northern Arabs (Nabataean writing in Syria and Jordan)*
Later on it superseded south Arabic (Sabaean) writing in Ara-
bia.

Heliglous beliefs anong Arab tribes in the early period
(with the exception of settled population of Yemen) repre-
sented the nixturo of fetiahisn, totenisn and aninisa. But
in the conditions of deterioration of the prinitlve-connu-
nal syatea and the formation of early class society it was
inevitable that monotheism should come instead of polythe-
isn, tecausa onl? auoh religion could reflect tho copirnti-
on for the unification of Arabia under the aogio of central
power. The evolution of the early Arab forn of nonothciam -
hanifian and tho emergence of a new religion - lolaa - took
Place under the inlluenoe of aoclal, economic and psycholo-

inv
uommunity of believora" (umma) became the organic-

ly ZnLi
appeared in tho 7th centu-

f^!tir “
:

"" sentec......! The major

of armed tor
'

w!''
*° aacure with the help

najority to t^
° ““tordination of the labouring

Arao niatory was marked by tha Tr.r^ 4.^ -
the Arab Khalifat which Z of a vest state -

wee aubat^tially ampanded'irthe'nir^"'^'’"”^" ’

began "Zt T
feat development In^Ue initial /
In the 7th and 8th centuriea the tolbe
potamia, South Iran, part of

Kaao-

Africa, part of the’l^^l^a:
riae, epreading there the Arab i

^ territo-

the highly developeroul^u^l/^f!-
of the conquered lands were Arabised, thairn
tion adopted either fully ur partialiy^fl“a:X^rHli-

'
v;i'!T ®*-ae volumes.
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gion. of the conquerors in the run of conturtoo* Tho nixturo

of the Arabs with tho native population resulted in tho fora-

ation of a number of Arab nationalities* Other countries con-

quered by the Arabs • - Transcaucasia, Central Asia, Persia

located to the east of tho Khalifat, tho Pyrenean Peninsula
in the western part of it managed eventually to defend
their political, cultural and linguiatic independence In
their strug^e against tho invaders* On the conquered terri-
tories the Arabs encountered the socio-economic relations
and forms of property typical for the developed slave-owning
system or early feudalism previously unknown to then.

Being at a lower level of social development than the
conquered civiliaed peoples, the Arabs could not all at once
>*ield the complicated apparatus of administration and e3q)loi-
tation and were content with the seimure of loot and collecti-
on of tribute from the native population* They left xintouch-
ed the socio-economic relations and the administrative-fiscal
odiea, Including the local administrative bodies, Judicial
^tltutlons and police, and took up the position of a ruling
croup dominating over the local feudal society.

^
^ Arab Khalifat there appeared a very complica-

Bocio-economic and ethnic relations
°^®^6d specific features to the whole of Arab civi—

corpor^^*
tribal institutions of the Arabs were in-

into the slave-owning and feudal structure of

of
countries, the formation of a transitional type

feudal
included tho elements of the slave-owning

typical f
°^^tious as well as the clan and tribal relations

ooaauaal aystem
disintegration of the primitive-

®^ted. Hie
ocmic situation in tho Khalifat was very cong)!!-

®Brlc\iit\ire'^
^ branch of production in the Arab state was

ooBpiicetiona^^^^
ir^isation. Drastic socio-political

the elaborate
ware and uprisings often brou^t

the decay of
®y®tems to tho destruction and caused

fiatioa wao D
cultural production. The restoration of irri-

‘^'^ory to the existence of state
afoa. In

exercised economic and extra-economic coepul—
a connection wo con quote the letter of Engels

Jl'Mj
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to Marx where he wrote: "An Oriental govemaent never had no-
re than three departaents: finance (plunder at hone), war
(plunder at hone and abroad), and public works (provision
for reproduction),"^

The Khalifat repreoeated feudal, theocratic despotian
holding in ita hands plenary ecclesiastical and tenporal
powers. This state retained its zenocratie character only at
the beginning of ita existence, for quite soon the Arab aris-
tocracy lost its exclusive position and had to share the in-
come and power with local feudal lords and the tribal clique.

The formation and subsequent disintegration of the
Khalifat state which was an artificial conglomeration of
different peoples and ethnic groupa was beneficial for the
development of culture both of the conquered peoples the
culture of the Arabs themselves. Hew centres of Arab cultu-
re sprang up in Andalusia, Marrakeeh, Cairo, Damascus, and

ppo. That time saw the prominent figures of Arab culture
^®''^elopment of Arab medicine, mathematics,

reached
^ architecture. Arab civilisationreached its climax.

icoco^Il!ld tto-

P.rt It th, Ottoman
^7 the Turk, uud hucau,

the T^ka .uaXT.

oxteu preaerv!d°the^Slt
evraerahip oX land but

the eyeteu oX Xeudal^upi^.t,*
== appendage to

by nutua reeponeibili^ ti°“‘
up

dutlee, end eleo eeeurS tte
All these measures atrenxrt:>t

of the landlord’s land,

countrlosj the leudol 00^ ayeteji in the Arab

on the territory oX the Arab
baoamo predominant

In the 16th-iath oenturien tb. . v
terietically medieval. In the period ^
trade and or.Xta developed Xux^ben h°! T “
Ottoman Empire wao not oX on eoulv.i

^
q Valent character and unlike

1-KKarx^.EnBela, Selected Covvp-.
„ ,,
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in the Khalifat foreign merchanta played the leading role

in this trade. This hindered the davelopnent of national

capital and put local merchanta in an unequal position. All

this held up the development of capitalist relations in Ara

countries.

The craft industry in Arab countries was still based on

the shop struoture with the predominance of manual labour.

Its development was behind the progressive European count-

ries where the transition to manufactures and later to meoha-

nised production had already talcen place.
^ ^

The end of the I7th century saw a deep crisis of t e

Ottoman Empire: economic dislocation, corruption of state

machinery, centrifugal tendencies, demoralisation of t e

army, decline of culture, etc. .

m the 19th and early in the 20th centuries most of the

Arab countries became colonies or semi-colonies of Eimjpean

powers. The Oreat October Socialist Bevolution erercised

enormous influence upon the liberation struggle of ^ab

peoples. It began a new stage in the history o as

stage of struggle for complete national liberation.

The defeat of fascism in the Second World War, the

formation of the world system of socialism and the consequ

ent general weakening of world imperialism resulted in the

powerful upswing of the Arab national liberation noyement. At

present all the Arab oountriea have gained their political

independence. . .

The eennral and the aneoi fIc in the development of Afri-

can countries. In the pre-Marxist periodtbe aocio-philosoph-

ical writings spread the thesis about the notorious non-his-

torical nature of African peoples. Many of the hourgeo s

authors in the period of the blossom of colonial empires

looked upon the African continent as being unworthy of the

hiatorian's attention. Others tried to prove that

history began only with the European penetration on Afri

territory and present African peoples only as objects o

civilising activity of white people.

Sy leaning upon the irrefutable data of science histo-

rical naterlalian has laid bare the unaoundnesa of the racia-

list "theorlea" about the non-hlotoricity of African peoploa
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and has shown the active creative role of the Africans in

the development of world civilisation froo the ancient tines

to the present day.

At the same time there are ideologists among the Africans

themselves who do not recognise the unity of the historical

process ( who try to present the history of the peoples of the

continent as being out of the general context of human prog*-

ress. A well-hnown African thinker^ ex-'prosident of Senegal

«

Leopold Senghor (undoubtedly following the Gernan philoso-
pher Bpengler and under his influence) looked upon each civi-
lisation as a self-sufficing exclusive whole; he asserted
that the Hegro-African civilisation is a separate social
organism, that African society is an utterly exclusive histo-
rical individuality with its unique aoul and destiny.

Such points of view hardly conform with what is known
about the past ol the continent an4 with Itn praoont-day rea-
lity. To Inalat upon the unlquenaan of ItoEro-Alrlcnn culture
aud Ita uaya of dovelopueut uonna to aicludo Africn froB the
Boneral ceuro, ef the verld'n d.volepnont, te deen Urioan
peeploa te aeeeenlc. t.chneleglcia ahd cultural hackwardha.a
and to try to perpetxiato it.

of Africa ia one of the pagoa of world ci-
vUlaatlen. theush atlll net read te the end. The davalepuant

‘tough alewly.

^a h!.r tTr “tor ceutlnantn. It

^Lra ef d ^
.11

tht l^t L r ‘tot they maatarad

ta t^ll t“
® =“”to.na did, and .van

f!! l!°f
populatleu la th. le«r ra.ehaa efiger, for luatanea, w.. nor. «:trm m the t.ehnelegy ef breu-

20 eieltlng thaa the population or ”
“

Ireplcal Africa did net taew tL f
tlen, though alavory In Ita

produe-

alav, trad. ... iee«i long eLnS"^’
Herth-Eaat Africa lived

,

'

Of the elaaalcal alav.-e™i^1v.t
hle.aeuing

AtA a. ^
syatea, x distinctive feudal

feruatlen did net davalep In Tropical Africa, but In the run
of .any canturlaa thare exlstad f.ndal .tataa and.era or laas
davalepad, depending on eencrata local cendltlena, feudal



exploitation. At present the oapitalist

on are developins in a nunher or ATrican co^tries Other

African states have entered the non-oapxtalist path of

lopnent and proclaimed socialist orientation

tins ohjeotive and suhdactive prerequisites for

ti«,of a society vithout exploitation of man

^
“

ally, all African as well as other countries will

a socialist future, as Lenin said.
„_-iude the

The common objoctive laws do not,

specific features and peculi^ities
^ continent,

separate peoples and the vast areas of this sre

In apite of substantial dif-

Bocialism - the romation of ferences in the
coun-

a Qualitatively Hew Civilise-
^®”^°^^“*irtl“ationI, the

„orld revolutionary process

of our epoch leads the who^
th! IrLtLn of a

ftfti remalciDfi social li

new type o£ civiliaatione .vk,* owneraldp
^cialist civilisation is based

of the means of production, free labour o
power

management of the national economy, and politic P

vested in the people. civilisa-
an important ^^::“:;:c:ievementa of pre-

rs^:e::“:riri:ation or common hum. -ues f«

the benefit of the further development of each person

society as a wliolo. contribute
The factors and prerequisites and values

to the further development and strengthening of human unity

are common to mankind. socialist oi-

Tha bearer, guarantor, the leading
-outhpiece

viliaation is the working class which acta >“

expressing the interests of work^
'’°r°tho class-proletarian

rests of mankind. Steady realisation of
,^,-4 principles

principle, strengthening and deepening of

contriLte to the gradual solution of the contradiction

weeu clsss and butsu priociplcD*
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She coincidence of Interesto of the vorhing claeBt the
theory and practice of soclaXlsa vlth coaoon hunon values
deteroines the fact that the now civilioation la a thrifty
auccesBor of the values accusulated by the foregoing histori-
cal proceaSt the fact that the values created by it confora
as never before with the essence^ the needs of hunan develop—
nent, the fact that Marxian-Iioninian reaches its progrannatlc
eoala — the eatabliahnent on earth of a aeaningful and free,
peaceful and happy life for all nations and stands for the
deepest possible expression of conaon hunan intereats.

Is social practice haa shown, the norality of conscious
advocates of the new civUlaation incorporated the basic
human moral norms which had been elaborated by the popular
nassee in past epochs in their struggle with social evil and

COB
honesty^ nodeaty, proper pride,

comradeship, and mutual respect.

thei-P
friendship atKjng nations, the nocooeity of

Wol \ I

ddd Mtl0M.''aaru«7aS*n!u‘^"°
41«erent epooha

standaMn t,rxA a ^
aotions are close to us, under-

At tho sgne tlmr'’
Mturally part of our ooXtupo.

Atout ty =oolaiot“ol^*«''‘
la portloular) of frWahL ^ praotloo.

eiauinod hero. It findrito
Mtioao uhloh iu bolng

prolotarlou InteruatlonaHo.
soolollot,

froedou, poaoo oud ooolol pr^(^“e°!
chaupiohs of

raoter in olooa
uulture aro of u class cha-

thelr underatandlng, aoal,in„n
“ Party approach in

the reactionary olouonts and t
Tharafore,

ro^aotad ao tSt out"f a“h Tat
one can taka "eioluaivalv thoaa of^tt
aiatantly d.nooratio and aocialiat henin considered the

V.I. lenin, Colleotad Wort,,, Vol.. 19, p.
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utilisation and critical ravorltlns oi all that

in the proBresa of human civilisation inspired by

cal experience of the victorious predetariat to be a major tash

of true proletarian, culture. *
one Of the major conditions in the

“f
the new man and shapins up a scientific

look the Hariist-Leninlst parties consider

tematio assimilation of knowledge and enric mg me .

as Lenin pointed out. "a knowledge of all the

ated by mankind" assimilation of the

truly progressive social and natural sciences, of truly

Stic values of world literature and art.
ntic soci-

Thus, while rejecting in principle the
^ r

ety opposite to it. socialism retains common

ments in various fields of social
j,„rtous

menta gained xn the course of tn

social system. civilisation is
naturally, the essence of

imiLited from the

characterised above all uot hy
i«t4onary uphea-

previous socio-economic formations. The
and

val which has overturned all layers an p

personal life is significant, in t e r

Icpment of its own socialist
spiritual prin-

creation of new economic, socio-political ana p

ciples and cultural
civilisation, the nature of

The social essence of the
, . , r.nTcholoKical cha-

its economic, socio-political, ideological, P
orienta-

raoteriatics are most convincingly
foundations

tion towards the formation and development

of such a social system "in which the f
oiule. yor the

meat of every individual forma the ruling

first time in the history of civilisa on
ij,4iTidaol

principles of social order ^ S:trry there

rrgr;erw:rnTh:\:r

V.I. Lenin, collected Worley, Vol. 31» P-

Karl Marx, Caoltal , Vol- 1» P- 555-
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ideological principles and the interests of the individual.

The realisation of these principles ensures the deve-

lopment of the true human essencei and opens up qualitative-

ly new social possibilities unknown before. Ve moan here the

liberation of labour, overcoming its alienation; the truly

and not formally proclaimed freedom from all forms of social

and national oppression; the consistent growth of the people's

well-being; the socio-political equality of all citizens, all

social groups, classes, nations and nationalities, their real

participation in administration of all social and state mat-

ters; their wide access to the values of science and culture,

participation in cultural creation; the atmo^here of social
optimism, their confidence in their own future and the futu-
re of their children; the cooperation of free labourers, the
care of the society for man and man for the society; the
internationalist friendship and all-round cooperation of all
nations and nationalities; the triumph of collectivist ideas
over those of individualism, over market competition, indiff-
erence towards man typical for the private property relati-
ons; the development among people of the sense of self-res-
pect, public duty, of friendly mutual assistance. This is a
new, humane, social climate e:q)reBeod in big and small things*
felt in all spheres of personal and social life.

Major basic qualities of the mew civilisation are cbara-
ctsnrtU ot oil countrioo ol tho oooloHot community Euldei

their monlrcototlcu ore Innuoucel iu ooch oeporoto countiy

tL^Wom^’ =>^turol loaturoo end

oorlr c, ^

lolt lilfAolo, wrlco end the eooomc, „r ooclollot clviliootion.

in th^M tlviliooticn end Ito place

tL ion r
^“tclopmont or momhind con bo summed up lb

the following conclusions:
nrot, tho concept or clrUlootlon orproosoo tho hlotc-

rically ccncroto peculloritloo or lire cr peoples. Each clvl-
llootlon lo booed upon its aoolo-oooaomto rormotion.
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8ocoad^ the ezlotocco of a cuaber of one-typo civilisa-

tioaa baaed upoa one and the sane eocio-econooic foraation
la conditioned by a specific » unique conbination of forms of

culturO) ethnic and national characteristicSy roliglous, spe-

cific socio-political features* aeathetic, legal and other
views and institutions*

Third, the development of civilisations as socio-cultu-
ral communities is the consistent unfolding of the potentia-
lities of human intellect* acientlfic and cultural progress,
the development of the aocial organisation.

Pourth, the major motive force of the civilisation is the

popular masses, the real aahers of all material and spiritual

values*

^e emergence on the interzia-

The Progress along the Path tional arena of the growing
of Socialist Orientation number of countries libera-

ted from colonial oppressi-

on, the rapid growth of their role in the world development,
the appearance of a large group of countries which reject the

capitalist system, acute political and ideological struggle

unfolding in the world in connection with their choice of the

path of their development - all this mahes the problems of

developing countries of exclusive importance and interest.

It ia in these countries that have fallen behind in

their economic, aocial and cultural development due to the

decades-long exploitation by the icperialist powers that the

greater part of the world's population lives. It is not hard
to understand the importance of this fact for the balance of

world forces, and how much will depend upon the coiirse

Cc^itelist or socialist) which will be chosen by these coun-

tries.

Which of the two possible directions of social develop-
ment will be chosen by the liberated countries? Are they go-
ing to go through all the historically known stages of social
development, including the stage of capitalist development,
up to Its etate~monopoly phase, or are the peoples of the

developing continents who have experienced to the full the

bitter fate of colonial oppression by imperialism will have os

"historical compensation" the chance to go over to socialism



by-passing capitalis&i?

Ibd basis for the elaboration of the conception of

progressive developtaent for these countries is Lenin's idea
that in the axodern epoch tho baclcward countries will go over
to a socialist system by-passing the capitalist stage of
developing with the help of the proletariat of advanced coxin-

trles* IThls Lenin's prevision made as early as in 1920 has
been Justified in practice. l?oday there are memy countries
in Asia and Africa which have taken thecourae of non-capita-
list development, the course towards building in future a
socialist society. In our tine, due to the oxiotonce of the
socialist community exercising ever growing influence upon
the course of world events, in the conditions of tho deep-
ening crisis of capitalism and the growing authority of soci-
alism, the countries which have fallen behind in their deve-
lopment get the chance to defend their choice of the parth of
progress. The help of the socialist community countries,

understanding of the social and economic hopelensness of

mak. it poaslWe for theso

liOQ at <1 "
dotelopnent In tha direction of eocia

TaCa r capltalisn.

being created. Ho.ever IrtS
aoolalian a«

ve eeaential inprove.ent in
POaolble to acble-

eo, to develop the econoay on “°r'
revolutionar^.neaooratio eoolel :ei:w:n:!

““

the cba^ge^n tL” cll!rcLrLnro“°\i^i“"®”“’ “T
of bourgeoia and feudal oleneata rf
power into the hondo of progre8alvo°r

transition of

tereete of tte popular oaoeS ^ Tdenooratio state and later of a t
tion of political and euononlo doaL°tr°

“'“*1“'’^!

atlon of public and ocoperatlv,
tbelr priority developnenti Unlt.«cr ^

vw
^

imitation and regulation of the
private cepltellat aeetor; eatabliehnent and developn.nt of
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all-round cooperation vith noclalint otatoa, general doaoora

tie rerornn oraating the aoononlc and eoolal

aooialiat conatruetlon and carried out for
f

popular naaaao and with their ever EW«ins
.

(agrarian reforno, liquidation of nooial privile^ , P ®

ive labour and aooial legialation); otruggle

logy of exploitora, for the ideology baaed upon the prinoiplea

of acientific aoeialian. „ntl-
Thua, the eoaence of “

itoliat tranafora-
ioperialiat, anti-feudal and partial ant P

ationa whoaa goal ia to create the oateria , a
subaequ-

nological, aorial and political prerequiaitea for th ub^equ

ent conatruction of aoeialian. Ihe general
_

fomationa are conducted with an eye to the aoci
gj-^teria

pective. Apart fron the quoationa of the

Of aooialiat orientation, ioportant role ia

ationa about the foras of state in v
states,

about the eoononio and political princlp ea o

about the correlation of internal and external factora

influencing the aaid proceaaoa, etc.

Of najor ioportance ia the
socio-political

national revolutionary democrats as
n eading the

force, originally non-proletarian. a

popular masses ‘Who are rejecting capx
a-n-jat has not

new orientation in the countries where pro

yet been formed as a class.
,„^-n*c.n with a

one Of the apecific features of
^api-

aooialiat orientation ra the axis ence
^^aj^gsrioinate

talist sector during a certain per • ,.flRulting from

nationalisation of the petty-commodity pro u
deve-

the voluntariat policy of •leapfrogging" at

lopuent and putting an erd to all ferns
„ial

once can lead to the disorganisation

upheavals and eventually to the loss of revo
un-

tie power. Alongside this there is a danger
demo-

controlled development of the private sec
t,y a bour-

ralising the society, bringing it to sweep
gra-

geois Chaos. This is a real “
"^^rdevelopment.

vest contradiction of the non-capi
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The resolution of this contradiction ie possible only under
the guidance of a state which is non^capitalist as to its

ultimate goals.

There are serious external contradictions of the socia-
list orientation which sten from the fact that the socialist-
oriented countries live and will still live in the world
capitalist market system. International capital drags these
countries towards itself, tries to assist their degeneration
au4 omljoureeoisemelit by using nsthods of nodornloed neooolo-
niBlisin, to undermine the new social system by way of plots
end even direct aggresolve actions. But this does not form
Insurmountalie obstacles for aooialist orientation: the power-
ful and benefloial influence of socialist states upon the
international situation, the policy of detente, peace and
international security esaentially hinder and limit the
poBsibUitiea of imperialist intervention, ensure the free-

T)ath°

developing countries' advance along the chosen

I5.°0lvency of nodem Bone...:, ^

neniu^“
in the conditions of the shar-

s'ui ::rs;
trial and scientuirny!f° “Pi'»

of theorist, in the foregro^Vb””
°

have ostentatiously reJectenhrw^T®^"'^
t^olology. Ihey

claims to uncover the men ,

Watorioal and philosophic

history and con::nS:trt;r
hand the nearest future of hum.

“P°“ ‘he nodem epoch

these theorists is that the sou
“cntrel idea of

in the progress in the scientlaram
The new group of thooriats ha. h

‘ochnologlcal sphere,

meat dymamio strata of the moder^'boL^’'°,"°“"''’"°°°
ef big monopoliee, tbe ao-cail.rteZ"!:!!

'

Industrlaliam ideological eubstantiati-
®tion of the technocrats’

was tba theory of industrial aoolelf
“

bT Eftntnw P A
out in the I95O8

by V. Eoatovf, H. Aron and other bouraafU=-4.1^ htv,
duatriallata” crltlciaed tbe noaai^

aoclologlata. "In-
iwiseo vne peasimism of the cyclic schemes
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or social dovolopnoat (A. Toyaboo. P.

tbo ruturoloslcol eapbasis bolag rdt aoro aad aoro ia

proeroos or tecbaolo^ oad
.

tbo stoxtiaB poiat or tb, tboori.s or

Out or tbe cocplox dioloctics ot pro u
hTolonlly toor

ductloa rolatioas tbo "iaduatrialista aotap^aicmy

oat tecbaolosy and -“f "^^rp^daltioa aela-

separately froa the foras of prop

couaterpoaias tbo ociaatir^
“l-noL tbo exiatence or so-

to tbo social rovolatioa.
^ indepoadoat ractor or

cial, class rolatioas as a speciiic,

social liro. ruturological tbeo-

Tbo optinisa or tbo Indus r
post-war deve-

rios was goaoratod by tbo poc
rato ot ecoao-

lopaeat or oapltalisa, such as
„^.hilisatioo, wbicb gave

Bie growth aad tbo relative soci
conoeptioa ot

birth to "tocbnological doteraiaisa" aad tbo

"doidoologisatioa". ^ integral part

Tbe doctriao or "deideologistatioa classical

or tbo theory or Lvelopaeat. oa the

physics, counts on the world s 1

autoaatic errect or technological
..j^acstrial sooi-

Ho natter bow diverse tbe
j^Cca: nodem

ety" are, all ot then preach one aad ol

technology oad toohnicol
““lahaent ot power by

social life, they call for the es

scientists, engineers and oanagers-
aoeiety" directly

sons of the theorists of J^rxist-Lani-

call their constructions as Walt ff. Bostow,

nist doctrine of the socio-economic f^nnwth. A

for instance, in his hoofc The Stepjes
r theory is

Hon-Comnuniat MAnifesto writes ope y
, it as a method

called upon to chellenge Marxian aad dislodge

Of studying modem history-
a of atate-oonopoly

la the late 60s, the contradict o
»iiidustrial

capitalism, which according to the theory
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society" had been "resolved", gave birth to mass actions by
the working class, youth, students against ia^erialisa, the

war in Vietnan, the suppression of deaocratic freedoms, racial
discrimization, the bureaucratlsation of various spheres of
life, environmental pollution due to insufficient control over
Industrial development, etc* These movements have demonstra*
ted the danger of a fetishiatic approach toweurds economic
growth, the fallaciousness of technological progress leading
not to the end of the century of ideologies, but to new hot-
beds of social tanalon. The back slda of capitalist rationali-
ty ia spiritual einptlnees, dehumaniaation of the individual,
eatrangenant fron free creative activity, and reduction of the
totality of human activity to "consumption race."

Ihe aegravation of social contradictions of capitalism
conditioned the search of ways for the further improvement
Of the conceptions of industrialism. A new trend appeared,
V we conditionally term as poat-lndustrlnH em . The West

iHr Eahrendorf wrote about "post-csplts-llst society.. Walt V. Eostow of "post-nature ecLocr",

Swe^ post-economic society",

I^iSr "bbicty." Alvin

Bell of
“'^"induotrlal society" and finally DanielBell - of post-industrial society".

Industrill'*^''*/Ln' charactoriatlos ofpost-

=«^ceMecZ Ptcduction to the economy of

fourth, planning r *
of theoretic«a knowledge;

OB "i^ejir^af ::c:Lt:r''"

forms of pr!p^ ° °f description of the

this is not ac^ental BelJT°
development. And

locy that convinced that it is techno-

the world by pa
°°cial relations and our perception of

^e o!™?.
= Pfoduotion relatione.

loffler io the ollu
conatruction of

future and tharoL L T “f the

speaks not of the oh^or!
^era ha

olete petty-hourgeoio consumer optiniaa
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limited by satiety and confort but ot the optimism which

takes into consideration soma needs of spiritual deve opmen^-

It is noteworthy that the conception of "post-in
^

al society" is based on the fact that modern

through internal transformation, which narks the a ve

era of "post-industrial society", the proof of it being

sidered to be the changes in the relations between production,

technology and acience. Actually this is a new verswn of

technological determinism. And technology and toAni
.

know-how are treated from the idealistic point o
^

•

as the results of scientific development and scientific pro

duction. _ -

Ihe theorists of "post-industrial society
^

contradictions in the context of relations between
^

economic and social structure and the politic a

superstructure, between those who possess knowl S

formation and those who are deprived
roauotive

The fact that the links between the level P

forces and the character of production rela ^on

allows post-industrialists to speculatively
oharac-

major contradiction of capitalism between t
® However,

ter Of labour and the private form of appropriation. Howev

capitalist production relations have long ago c
linit

optimal social form of motion of productive ore *

and deform scientific and J”^”^logioal and
to the growth of the gap between scientific

social development of society*

me seventies in bourgeois

^armists aooiological

narked by the upawing of^^

huge wave of pesainistlo forecasta
oiB theorists

Eioony predictions e:3q?reaBed by a number o
- "the

within the framework of a non-goveraaeat org _ study
Club of Hone", specially created in ^ho

the dynamics, rates and limits of grow
dia-

fhe peasioiatic forecasta of an inevitable
away

aater aobored up those who quite
of univor-

hy optlniatlc predictions of the advent o
dispute

sal proBpority"* And though at prosoat e
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between the technocratic optiaiata and social pesainista is

going on, hopeless pessiniso penetrates ever deeper in

bourgeois mentality.

Social pessiaisa and technocratic optioiso are the

extremes, typical iorms of bourgeois split mentality im-

mersed in itself and not able to see a way out of the preset

limits of the bourgeois understanding of human perspectives.

Both conceptions of the world have but one goal: they try

to solve the problems and resolve the contradictions of the

present and future society %rithoat going beyond the framework

of bourgeois structures of its social organisation,
^Phe growth of contradictiono in the interrelations of

society and nature generated by capitalism brought about the
necessity of solving the global problems of ecology, demogra-
phy, energy, extraction of natural raaources «><< face man-
kind.

Bourgeois scientists Jay Wright Borreatar, Dennis H, Mea-
dows Donella 1. Meadows, M. Hasnrovic, E. Pastel and
others have advanced a number of prognostic global models
offering different versions of getting out of the deadlock with
the help of computers.

However, none of the models demonstrates the untenabili-
ty of capitalism in solving the global problems, does not
show realistic social ways out of the existing critical situa-
tion. Only socialism that has an objective basis for harmonio-
us relations among people built upon the foundation of socia-
list property is able to overcome the old typo of interrelati-
ons between nature and society and to go over to a new stage
of interaction with nature, to establish their unity on the
basis of a new system, of conscious activity of people, of
barmonioua relations between man and nature.

In the modem epoch when socialism has gained firm
ground in a considerable part of the world and is developing

jIvI Forreatf»^^
^e llmlta to Growth . Hew Tork, 1972»

M. Mesarovie (Maas.), 197^1
York r nankihd at the Turning Point , Hew

nal Order ’ m' ®i?^ergen ev ai,, Heahaoing the Intematlgr
E. Si.. foiEZir^
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Bteadily, when tho lorcoo oro growing within copitnliot ooci-

oty which Btand for oociol liberation and copnblo oi loading

viotorioua atrugglo againat tho ayatoa of exploitation ond

opprasaion, tho hiatorlcol dooa of copitalloQ bocoQoo soro

vivid than ovor*

Tho ooplrical trend in nodom

Bourgeoio Zepirical bourgooi* ooclology ropro-

Sociology oontn a opoclfic field 007
adhoronto of which renounce

in declarative fora thoir linka with oociol and philooophical

conceptiona* Bourgeois ocpirical sociology not only carries

out the task of collecting and syotenatioation of facts

necessary for aoro effective adninistration of society on

the part of the ruling classes, but also exercises an ossen-

tial ideological function; it diverts aasses, above all intel-

lectuals, from najor social quoationa, trying to direct their

uental activity upon partial, local problens. While carrying

out these tasks bourgeois empirical sociology works out the

ueana of social control, social administration and regulati-

on, looks for a theoretical substantiation of petty social

refornian.

Bourgeois empirical sociology tries to strengthen the

existing social order, to find practical recommendations
for its support. Its recommendations notwithstanding their in-

sufficiency and narrowness are used for class purposes by the

state and big buainess.
The weakness of empirical sociology consists in the fact

that it considers only certain sides of life, is based on
the sum total of certain knowledge of facts and phenomena

without taking into consideration the general picture of rea

, reed, diversity of internal ties and mediations which

eventually make distorted the results of such limited socio-

logical research.
The abaolutisation of empiricism precludes the search

^or objective laws of social development, leads to xmeertain-

illogical foundations, to subjective starting premises
^ research, to inability to cognise the general laws of so-

cial development.

Beginning with the early 60b hourgeois empirical sociolo-

87 suffers a serious crisis. Being concentrated upon the

23.855
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solution o£ narrow practical tasks o£ adainistering the

capitalist society it turned out to he iopotent confronted by

acute social and political problens of the last decades: the

econonic and fineincial crieis, the ecological crlsist unemploy-

ment, the development of class and national conflicts.

Hethodologically, bourgeois
functionalism and the Theories empiric sociologists jn-
of "Social Change" dustrialists loan upon

structural and functional
analysis. Major principles of functionalism studying society
as a self-organising and stable system which are analogous to
some extent to biological organism, were forumulated as far
back as in 19tb century by the English sociologist H. Bpenser
and tba Erenoh pbiloaophar and sociologist E. Burkhein.

Vlby has this type of social theory attracted attention of
bourgeois sociologists? Ihia is erplsined by the fact that the
oouparatively smooth initial stage of econonic devslopnent
after World Wor II, a certain improvanent in the material
position of the masses and the temporal smothering of sooio-

i™!!
Wrth to illusions of steady deve-

onL
^ class essenee the functionalMMeption Of bourgeois sociology is directed egainet the

osnltallT
'o^txadictory character of the

lutionary traf7rm::ior"'’

an
Pxibciplea of functional approach to

of leadlnm k
phenomena ie elaborated in the works

ton KeS aaaiblogiata laloott Paraone, Eohert Mer-

Sl! “^ri si
’ struotulallata

Ihe ir- a- Bart and others,

xeoogniaerilalllt iZlTl and their

theoretloa heritage
IBeologioal-

H. Weber, E. Burkhelm r I
bourgeois sociology

basis Of atruotural-f^cllllll*'’’
ffleal thnftT-w t

ctlonal analyaiB, a profound sociolo-

servo as an i
Parsona, such theory should

tad aonlrin a I
xunent of integration of nunaroua and isola-

I
bourgoola sociology from the dead-

00 0 eup clsu. Another group of sociologlata headed



by B. Morton Dtrosooo tbo necoaolty oX croatlng, with the

help oX Xunctionnl analyeiof oX a nusbor oX lisitod eapiri-

colly voriXied thoorioo oX "oodius level", which should

becoae a certain intoroodioto bridge between the "big" eociO'

logical theory and concrete esplrical reoearch.

The otructurol and Xunctionol approach analyses society

as a strictly regulated syoten in its static in a certain

period oX tine without taking into consideration the changing

aspects oX social being, and a nan here is the passive object

which adapts to the syaten and plays the prearranged social

role invariable as to the set oX norna and rules.

In their understanding oX the nature oX social phenonena

Xunctionol sociologists proceeded XroQ the idealistic concept

tions oX social liXe. The representatives oX Xunctlonalisn

take Xor the starting point oX research the socio-psychologi-

cal aspects oX human behaviour, in other words the subjective

side oX objective social processes.

The functional theory tries to escape from the solution

oX topical problems oX modern reality, to avoid the class

evaluation oX social phenomena. T. Parsons openly recognised

the fact that the systems and cybernetical approach were used

in the theory oX Xunctionalism with the purpose oX finding

the way out from endless arguments about the role of class fac-

tors in determining social processes and soci^ development.^

In the late sixties, a new stage of development oX the

functional school begins. Its leading theorists now txy to

analyse the theoretical model of social cbanges and develop-

ment, leaving untouched, however, the major postulates of

functionalism. An in^jortant stimulus for the elaboration of

the functionalist model of social change became the theoreti-

cal and practical uigeacy of studying the problems of "moder-

nisation" of the Third World countries. The leading capitalist

states are interested in attracting the newly-free countries

T, Parsons, "On Building Social System Theory. A Personal
History", The Tweiatleth-Centuries Sciences. Studies in the

Biopiraphy of Ideas . Ed. by O. Holton, New Tork, 1971

»

p. 122.
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in the sphere o£ their economic and political influence, to

press upon then the capitalist way of dovolopnent. With this
purpose the intensive sociological research of the countries
of the Third Vorld and the processes of technological, econo*'
nic and political development begins* The new version of the
structural and functional theory whose purpose is to study
the process of social chango and davolopnont obtains tbs nano
of "neo-evolutionistt".

According to Paraonsi the najor stages of soclo-cultural
evolution are the "three widest evolutionary levels", called
accordingly the prlnltivo, the intornodiato and nodem onea.

In spite of the aeoningly objoetivo analyals of the pro-

Toa!!
'““se and davalopnent, I. Parsons takas

anfi t-*

ideological poaition, conaidering capitalist
eoolaty the highest level of evolutionary developnanL

an
““-“’'dldtld-'iBta auffored a defaat in oraating

they
Boolologlcal theory of aoclal change, booeuae

Mandao
°

<

“““‘'‘Itdlcel and theoretical linltationa.

tive politleal'atMv
Idealist conooptiono and eoneorva-

lol fta dlfurf.! ;
" B‘ruotural and functional aoolo-

does not deny the legltLX*^'”’^”®
octlona between the nt

nature of eatabUshlng iaterconn-

functional it neuLfrl"' ““
"struotura" and "funotloM"°

bb

Bt lun=tXiar„l!'a«r=Lrby“'° Buthnrity

which took nlaoo ir,

^ ^ Booio-politloal events

-• ^e ahatX o^th
late, alxti-

uoveaents which sw i- +
struggle, the wave of student

fact that caoltan*^ *

^ugh capitalist countries proved the

librium, that it
^ static system of equi-

®ie illusions of
^ to social and class antagonisms,

the framework of
devolopmant of capitalism in

ed. There grown
change" are proving to be unduatifl-

dical tranaforaatiL*^*^^^™*^^”®
in our tinea.

° aador feature of social life

recent yoara the attempts to combine Marxism with
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variouD idoalist tronda of otruoturalloa aro boing obaervad

j The thooio that "MarrLDQ is structural-
in hourscois theory, xho tnos

»nfto-Marxisn"

iaa bub hiaborioal ona" ia baing ofXarad. “
oonaidara bba uoblvabing forca of

rabion of aoolal abruoburaa bo bo aoao kind of

dual" aubjacb and nob olaaa Bub^bha^

of these principles in the real so P

dononabrabaa bhoir cooplaba Inaolvanoy.

Tba uaborialLb undLaba^lng of biabory praaanba aocial

lifa aa bba auprana fora of aobion of aabbar unaov«a bba^

obdacbiva
Watorltll'Vrocraa, da;arainaa

r“dl^^rrilc abagaa of bba aeaanb of a.-

“*„« ... -rr:.:ys
:r:r •*

re, the lavs of davalopaanb. baaia

ponanba-, bba aisnifiooboe o P supersbruabu-

of aociaby. bba i^-racbion baaia and^^^^^

re ia being unoovered, bba role
dialeobico-

baing in bba life oC
v,^rld.-a pbenaaana

materialist approach to the uy
j ations are taken

aeana bbab all aidea. all connaobiona and ralabxona

Into consideration.

1- I. Goldman, .bfooloala at pbl loRopbla pollbljue. Paris

1978, p. 242.



Chanter II

SOCIAL GOS6CIOU5HECS

The developoent of huaan ooclety is governed by objec-
tive historical, laws* Howeveri these lovsy unlike the laws of
nature, work only through conscious huaan activity,

People guide theaselves in practice by certain ideas and

Dotives, set theaselves certain ^als and tasks, work out
adequate means of accoapliahing them, show vigour, etc* Acti-
ve social consciousness is particularly io^ortont in the revo-
lutionary struggle waged by the working people, because the
mass of the working people are acting consciously purpose-
fully to changa economic, aocial, political and otter relati-
ons BO aa to build a new aocioty which would meet the Intaroeto
of the people.

An Indepth understanding of the relevance of nocial con-
ess to social practice presupposes its thorough ana—

Sattre end Structure of fipcial Conoc<n.„-.o

Nature of Social

Consclo usness
We have already noted in ana-

lysing the genesis of social

MB t.
consciousness that it emer-

oTi S;urr formed outside eoolety

in “tfvl t°''

“““ imuence. It la a eocial productAu irs very nature and w4 ti ^ •

live oa earth. Ihe oon«M
°°

to a lart^A'P 1

iccsnesB of every individual absorbs

hy humanity la Awhile
®»0i7thing produced hy society,

aeans
lo essentially social, it hardly

in any way ihdi''i1ual does not differ
°y “at of another.

the same tlmriL°*t^°°^°'’
"’'“ttouanoas, every individual at

own. hlfl
^ ° consciousness something of his

* All this
"^iews, idoolB, dreams, desires, sentimentB,

» put together co^risos indivldu»-» f»rtnBf»^nusne8S *

etc.
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Bo..eo. .OC.OXOS.- ^
i:::ru::r - wca.. r^xac.. appr-
over, booauaa individual

“““““^““““"““.^“^niring in aooiety,

in toma of the catogorioa of diale^ioal
,,

At the aane tine, an everyone
eon-

sooial groupa, claaaaa, nationa, na o

’j^a idoala and

aoiousneaa of every individual con
“

social group, clasa

intereata which are characteria c o
reflects

and nation. 'This is specific in
“s”!, its

the social being of a given social sro“P.
^ rslations,

social status, its place in the systen of social

and objective trends of developnent.
, ses those forns

Ihe general in social consciousness
ch ell

of thinking, those concepts, images M no
abjective

human society reflects its Ufa,
course of social development, con r

present
conflicts between antagonistic forces, the p«t a^ P

Of human existence, incipient “^'‘“^Lrefore,
tendencies of future development. The —

,
as

is that the consciousness of social groups,
constitute

well as the general human content .
“ritual

social conBCto'.ane3B lepreamtioRte totalia.
.

“
^ aon-

life Of social. However, =^assea
soiouanesB related to the indiv u

,
. rically presume

and humanity as a whole, we should not ai»?>lia^ir P

that these are three different types of consciousness exis

ing independently from one another.
aifforent as-

Oonsciousness is a single whole but rt
ff^

pacts and manifestations. Jor instance, a aociali

tion is Viewed by social
r^r^L^ -ss 0!: ^

event. But different classes - tUe worjcxne
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boorgeoiaie - view it differently, froo positiona of their

class interests. The foraer regain it as a great act of social

progress, aa the attainaent of freedon and happiness for peo-
ple, while the latter as defeat, disaster and tragedy. That
is why there can be no consciousness outside or above classes
in a society divided into classes. Han always reflects social
being in terms of his class consciousness.

At the sane time every individual perceives any event
of social being through the prism of his individual consci-
ousness, depending on how and to what extent this event
affects his personal life, on his understanding of that event
in accordance with his educational background, age, past e:q)e-
rience, living conditions, etc.

Individual consciousness is an organic component of soci-a conaclouBMas. But auclal Mnaoiousaeas ia nat naraly a

1

Idaaa aad value orlentatloaa of Indivldu-
ia not a mere auu total of individual conaciouaneae

u a new qurilty characterising a more thorough reflsction

at Anv
^ Social consciousness not only reflects being

aecu^!tlaV°““‘
lacoiporatea the spiritual values

tiooka vorka ^
Ssnsrationa and paaeed on to ua in

sonatantly devaloplag
ia a

ina VnnwioA f/
® syaten the components of which, includ-

, interact and influence one another.

Kelativa Independence of
Social Consciouaness

Social consciousness reflects
social being but it is not a

passive, morrorlike refleoti-

Bla of belns 4t-
emerged on the ba-

in stock of Inn *.

i^s Bpecific features. A certa-

ita developnent'^t^
Mtions aoouuulated in the oourae of

neat of aociol - 1
° ^ Ihfluonoea the oubsoquant davelop-

dopondent on ooci^Vr**””'''
tive IndependeneA k?

social consciousness develops rela-

rorms.
* vliich makes itself moalfeat in diverse
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The rolative tndeponctonce of social consciouanesa is the

ability of the ideological procooB to develop according; to

ito intrlnaic tondonciea and lawfl« which are specific to

every forn of ideolofty but which work within the boimds of

their ultioate dependence on the aconony .

The oatorial baeis oX the reXativol7 independent deve-

lopment of aoclal consclouaneea has to do with the social

division of labour. The isolation of work b? brain froa

work by hand, of spiritual activity fron the creation of mate-

rial values enhances the rolative independence of the ideolo-

gical process but is not its prinary cause. The soiirce of the

relative independence of social consciousness lies in can’s

social activity, particularly his reflection. The active role

of can’s consciousness in the process of social reflection is

canifest In the fact that can’s clnd processes and systemati-

ses the data obtained continuously by the senses and draws

general conclusions froa then with regard to further prospects

in the developcent of an object or process.

How does the relative Independence of social consciousness

manifest Itself?

first, social consciocsnesa may lag behind the develop-

ment of social being. This is e:g>lained by the fact that con-

sciousness is a reflection of being, and reflections follow

the' objects and processes reflected; by the strong tenacity of

old ideas and views, particulady religious beliefs, mores

and custocs, which survive for a long tioe after the disappe-

arance of the material conditions which generated them; and

also by the Influence of the ideology of the reactionary class

(now the bourgeoisie), which has an interest in the survival

of outdated ideas and habits and therefore contributes In

every way to their perpetuation-

Second, social consciousness may outpace man's practical

activity. Analysing social laws and Identifying the general

tendencies of historical development, outstanding scholars may

foretell the future, l.e., formulate theories and ideas which

are considerably ahead of their time, thus pointing to mankind

ways of development for dozens of yeeirs ahead. Harxisa, for

Instance, discovered the laws of social deveXopaent and scien-

tifically proved the inevitability and necessity of transiti-
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bourgeoisie - view it differently, froa positions of their

class interests. The forner regard it as a groat act of social

progress, as the attainaent of freedom happiness for peo-
ple, while the latter as defeat, disaster tragedy. That
is why there can be no conaciousnoos outside or above classes
in a society divided into classes. Han always reflects social
being in terns of his class consciousness.

At the sane tine every individual perceives any event
of Eooial being through the prlsa of his individual consci-
ousness, depending on how and to what extent this event
affects his personal life, on hla understanding of that event
in accordance with hla educational background, ago, past oxpe-
rleace, living conditions, ate.

Individual conaciouanaaa io an organic component of soci-
social conaciousneas ia not meroly a

O

views, ideas and value orlentatlona of indlvidu-

V,,,.

^ ^ mere sun total of individual consciousness

of aLl!i'
Oharaoterialng a note thorough rofleotlon

at any civ

“ oonaclouaaess not onl7 refloots being

a cZla
i“»vp,ratea the spiritual values

b kr* 1 8«erations and passed on to us in

ouit:;sr:i:!ur’e::‘t‘""°““‘““’
constantly developing sistertr*’

consciouBneBB is a

Ing knowiedae 1
componeats of which, Inolud-

* eract and influence one another.

Helative Independence of
Social Consciousness

Social consciousness reflects

social being but it is not a

passive, norrorlike refleoti-

sis of beina it a
emerged on the ba-

in stock of con t
®®^^iring its specific features. A certa-

its developoent*^act°
motions accumulated in the course of

ment of social
° i^sly influences the subsequent develop-

depeudent on
tive indeaendan^

* consciousness develops rela-

forms,
makes Itself manifest in diverse
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notivato then to tranofora reality.

It waa deoonatrated in the

^ , O atudy of dialectical nate-
Structuro of Social o j

rialian that the reflectioa
Conaclouaneae

conaciousneBO conaiata of two najor phaaea. one

the other rational coenition. The reflection of

in aocial conaciouaneaa also conaiata of two ^
are fomed depending on the different extent to

conaciouaneaa delvea into the phenonena.

tionahipa of aocial heing. ------ rLra^^da.
nena in the life of people are reflecreo

payohologiool reactiona and aentinenta of aoe
^^gtona,

claaaea, atrata and nation. — ocnaciousness ia

traditions, habits, etc- 2his lo

known as social paycholo^. rennaciousness

A qualitatively deeper inai^t of a
..fieota the

into aocial being ia given by gna

internal, aubatantive aapeota of eo
that are at

the aocial forcea and tendenciea

work. While at the socio-pB7cholos
mpdiate interests

reflecta for the neat P- ^"iL
Of classes and socxal groups, iseo ® „Pfida of a class

reflects the fundanentri
Jagratanding of the

and fomulates its basic goals an
ricniia aocial being

prospects of social development. Ideolo^ r
„all-developed

in thecriea, in a ayaten of concepts, ideas and vel

and substantiated doctrines. .

While aocial psychology ia forced and — iged

levelof everyday consoiMsnesa
a well

social phenomenon, xdeolo^ is a
eating social

thought-out integral aysteu of irtut by

life. It is being developed not by a ol

ite representatives, ths thinhers of that o^ss. They

ologists, people capable of creative
^

' jj^tgrrelated

social psychology and Ideology of
and have tbeir intrinsic structure an

the extent to which social being is reflec
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oa from capitalism to sociallaa and the diversity of the forms

of this transition.

Third, the relative independent development of social con-

sciousness consists in continui^ between the social ideas of

evexy new historical period and those of past periods. Svery

new stage in the development of one form of social conscious-

ness or another takes shape not only under the influence of

social being, though this influence .Is the main factor, but

also under the Influence of everything positive produced
by previous development.

Fourth, the relative independent development of social •

consciousness is manifest in the interaction of the forms of
social consciousness. Each of them influences the rest of then
In ona way or another and la in turn innuancad by then.

Fifth, thlB relative independence ia alao nanifeat in the
fact that the forna of aocial conaciouanoaa are relatively
independent of one another. Each of than refleota reality by
Ita own maana, drawa general concluaiona from thia reflection
in ita own way, and developa according to ita own lawa and in
ita apeolfic forms.

Tho intrinsic tendonoles and lawa of dovelopnent of Bo-
olal oonaolonaneaa differ, aomatlmea rathar aubatantially.

.iitr

® economic tendencies and laws which have
° ^ them and which are directed at tha per-

ception of them.

intrinsic logic also explains why different forms of

d®veloping unevenly. This uneven de-

“““ Mstory. for inatanoo, in the

their
^®®®ht peoples at different periods developed in

at oth!^ r neligion, while other peoples

still
attached priority to philoaophy or art, and

Sl“r political dootrlnea.

nflna
^ ^ independence of social conscious-

cefullv
itself felt particularly for-

* reverse influence of all forms of conscious-

lifft

® economic basis and on the development of social

l
^ ^ particular, that is why social ideas

o race y people as a guide to action, unite then and
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Ha=aa oouooioaonooo ha. a olnao chara^ in a aocioty

divldod into olaofleo. o^ntus of Ills

/lian'D oonaoiouonoBO reiiccto t o

-ooiaX groupa

olaL, rolationahipa with other f of

and the needo and intoraata which are cannon

liio claoo\ -,4 vv nnn is o coDplex

Oanocticn oi ^^^ in -
and contradictory proooaa onbraci g reproduct-

co^tion oi tho world and doluaiona an

ion Of objective proceaaea
feiae. digto^.

the true reflection of the wor
nf those external

fantastic reflection in the ninda of people oi those

forces which doninato then.
„<„„~naas science,

The different forna o£ social
__ organi-

philoaophy, art, ethics, politics m
^^^^latively consti-

cally related, Influence one anothe

tute aooial oonaolouanaaa.
1 eats social being

Each forn o£ social ^conaciousness

to a different extent and therefore aa
ideolo-

at the level of aocial psychology and at the

ey-

2 . T.avals of social Oonsciou^^
^ ^ dintinction between

Social Psychology peychological and ideolo-

. .= Marxists regard social

gioal aspects of social consc
’ nologioal condition

psychology as a certain degree o
eentiments,

of people, the totality of nores, feelr B ptaracter

skills and emotions, customs and sp
gjj^dp.economio oon-

that develop in people as a result o
interests

ditions of their life and their vi
. motivation for

and that cause the spontaneous,
^ olasses and groupa.

action by the masses of people on
-.-dee of it and the

The study of social psychology,
conditions of success

ability to use it are one of the dec
working people,

in leading the revolutionary strug
oaion that even the

Lenin pointed out on more than one ooo
oOoeled party of

finest of revolutionary vonguards, nuoan sea.

the working class, is only a small p will, passion,

80 the vanguard must be able to direct the wn
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It was demonstrated in earlier chapters that social

being is multifaceted, comprising different aspects, pheno-

mena, processes and relationships. Ihis diversity of social

life is also manifest in different forms of social conscious-

ness .

While social psychology and ideology differ from each
other in the extent to which they reflect social being, the
forms of social consciousness correspond to the basic coo^o—
nents of consciousness.

Mankind has evolved specific, most appropriate forms of^
reflection, and consolidated them in forms of social conscious-
ness in order to reflect and perceive different aspects and
processes of social being. These forms are a concrete egres-
sion of the basic functions and manifestations of conscious-
ness in general as reflection of the objective world tdiich
are studied by dialectical materialism.

\ConaciQuanesa ia first and foremost reflection of the
obJeoWvQ world in man's mind.

Mon roaeota not only tha aurrounding objective world but
rtao Ma internal spiritual world; be is aware of hinsell aa
a aubjeot, nentally aingiee hina.U out ot tba aurrounding
world and percelvea hiuaelfa aa a tbinking baing. /

1“ aaalal Ufa ia manilaat ifi tba fact

ulaoa°L
° aware of tboir

torrcaf
relations, their taaka and hie-

torical goals.

aolrltMl'^^
‘““a external world and bia internal

BO and aalf”^
® aertain attitude to bia knowled-

lova or hat
bo baa syopathies and antipathies, feels

other enotloM!
«sillualonmeat and many

and fe^fllirrltber^ta*'”
uatlv.ly, aeleotiyaly

baa an el.neat or rtll now
^ “ liapartial wayjit

orocftHfl ftf /./a »

power in it which governs the entire

concentratlon'^Id°orlIlt
Purpoaarulneaa,

vity aa a whole Thl,
aoneoiousnosa and mental aotl-

a_ aspect of human consciousness is manifest

n standards regulating human conduct,
actions and relatioaahips.



is .oBt crucial in the activity of the party of the

vorlcius people. It was precisely that state of socxa psycholo

By that evolved in Eussia in 1917- Leuin wrote at

^
'

"Ihe revolutionary situation has sat in in ope.

the sreatest discontent, unrest and animosity ° ®

es. The revolutionary Social-Bemocrats must erert ^1 their

forces in order to strengthen t^ flow." This

ground for spreading proletarian ideology, ® “““

of the working people, and elevating their
®

every
spontaneity to consciousness, to the love a

worker becomes aware of his class affiliation with the ^eat

army of the proletariat of the entire nation,

to do away with the exploiting socio-economic sy
^ho-

this wayL hipest stage in the ““
f^eaX

logy is set in. It blends with ideology and ®

fic principles, theoretical

and relations between classeB and
^ ^„ntalns

~

society as a whole are realised and eva,^—r -oonnlida-

the goals (urogr.-'mmes') of social activity a

^ ^ „„77n-

tlng or chaning the existing relations,
BBS^based, reflec-

ty divided into classes ideology is always

ting as it does the ideas and situation o a

its class interests.
tw^oretical content, which

Ihe core of ideology la its

explains social reality and substan a
„iiich unites the

of a given class. Social theory ie the XiaaiB
^ integral

ideas, views and soientifio postulates^^^^

system. That is why the Ideology o
direct result of

directly from aocial psychology nor °
®

vrorking people. It

tho spontaneous movement oX the mass o
social deve-

is a product o£ an indepth theoretical
obdective poai“

lopoont, tho correlation oX class forces,
5^0 devo-

tion of tho worhing class and its hiator
formation

lopnent of social psychology gives an op»
theoretical

of ideology and provides empirical oa
^ the theoretical

generalisations and a practical field ^

findings of ideology are tested.
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imagination, feelinga and sentlaanta of tona of thouBanda
and nUliona of vorlcing people towarda the revolutionary
atmggle, towarda reaolvlng the baaio taaka of aoclal life.^
The revolution is made not by individuals nnd even not by the

revolutionary vanguard of the working class but by the mass of
the working people carried along by a single rovolutionaj?y
impulse* The decisive role is played here by the state of
social psychology and by the mood, purposefulness revolu-
tionary maturity of the working classes.

Social psychology is not anything solid, immutable, un-
changeable at all times. As social being and class struggle
develop, social psychology, the moods, feelings and consci-
ousness of classes and social groups, change and develop
under the influence of ideology. The following qualitative
states, representing stages of progress from spontaneity to
oonaoiouauasa, aad from ab.dienc. to rovolutloaary atruggle can

Mtlfiod m tho developnoat of social paychology.

Kv
initial atepa in the dovelopnent of social psycholo-

peoola tl (

*=“'''Stound of the dopreasion of

their iew
' ««noilietion with poverty and lawleaaneaa.

people are at(n
° and consent to it. Iho mass of

nnd.w ...
roaponao from them.

ao= r7uoo
7“°"” -=P«-ntativea of other oleaaea end

Place. 7:L7:i:urf::irr\^-“
pair some people make ieo^fa

^
development of social oa w ,

P”‘“atB. mie stago of tho

for tha spread of claas ide^^
Pvaducos the breeding ground

EPPalng, Useo77Su777’'°“* Sriovonoes ie

eHetinm at.t. a nasa-ooalo hatred of tho

ty, the 3o7t ^
^ “vPlvae into queli-

aponteneoue movement of th
“ discontent into a

“ ' It'a maea of people. This hlotorical

Eaa T.l. lenin. Collected Uowv., ycl. 31. 1974, p. 95,
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The antagoaiDBi of class intorosto is bound to give riso

to a battle of ideas, to ideological struggle. In capitalist

society tvro ideologies which ora diametrically opposite in

their content, principles and methods - bourgeois and social-

ist ideologies - are set in opposition to each other. In our

age the scope of this opposition has grown to the point of

ideological confrontation of the world sociol forces, out-

going capitalism and ascending socialism, a progressive sys-
tem ushering in a new period of world history. Lenin wrote;

••.The only choice is - either bourgeois or socialist ideolo-
gy^ There is no middle course..."^

One may ask, however, if ideology is bound to have a
class and party character, doesn't it mean that ideology
cannot at all be objective and really scientific? It may seem
that every class uses every means available to it, scientific
and unscientific, true and false, to prove itself right and
to gain the upper hand over its ideological adversary. However,
it is only representatives of that ideology which does not have

^ objective scientific foundation who resort to pseudo-scien-
ific and false methods.

As a matter of fact, the present-day battle of ideas is
scientific and unscientific ideologies,

^^ween the ideology corresponding to tbe objective laws. In

XowBi'^the
'I'^Qstion raised above can be answered as fol-

I-eiUniam ""b

^ scientific ideology. It is Marxiam-

tionarv tb
combines scientific theory and revolu-

^ ^^^Eht, tbe party apirit and the truth.

lained h
character of socialist ideology is deter-

^he pro! t
factors: first, the class interests of

history b
odds with the objective cause of

hlatort al
* coincide with the objective trend of

in our a
with social progress which is based

soclaliaa^
transition of mankind from capitalism to

Pi*eouppogea
'*^his reason tbe position of tbe working class

the laws
'Soep-going scientific cognition of

sccoumn
social reality. The working class

_
** historic mission and meet its class

^—

-

Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 5, 1977, p. 384.
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The rounders of Marxian deaonstrated that the dominant
ideology in a society C0B5>ri8e8 the ideas and theories of the
economically dominant class, ",.,The class," Marx and Engels
vfTote, "which is the ruling material force of society is at
the sane tine its ruling intellectual force.... She ruling
ideas are nothing more than the ideal eaqjroesion of the domi-
nant material relations.,."^

Expounding the ideas of Marx and Engels on the class
character of social ideas, Lenin noted in his work What Is
To_bo_Dona7 that "in a society tom by class antagonisms
there can never be a non-class or an above-class ideology.

Ideology is always class-baaed in a society divided into
classes. It represents class consciousness which reflects the

^
status of certain social clasBeo and which contributes

nM y,

s^octioa of their vital interests and to the accon-

thM
tasks. Bourgeois ideologists try to present

Iner t-

fltsuding outslda or above classes and belong-

ed bian”
^ and criticise Marxism for its suppos-

no aop*cfln*i-^
«^eae and subdectivenosa. In reality there is

Qtv The Mfl
Outside classes in a class sooi-

'»>««« or ideologr

mderotsnalnE "aterialiat

social bolnff A i
fundamental principle that

or a claaa aacf' T ooneciouanaea. The Booial boinB

Itera and the olaaBBB, the e:q)lo-

by virtuo of
oloss has its definite interests

rellected In a
POaitlon, Olaae Intereats are

goala and taska or a
1“ IdeoloEy, in which the

social devQiftnmd.^*.
^ class and its views of prospects of

=laaa Intaraata atin”atrthr°^
thaaratically ramulatad.

as and their evol
” ®“®rgencB of corresponding ide-

the reall8atlftn°
ideological systems and promote

or these ideas.

p.
Engole, Collocted VarlcH

^ Vol, 5 ,

-I- Lenin.
£2llected Vnrt^

, Vol. 5, 1977^ 3^,
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class and its being. But tbis reflection is not one-sided,

direct or imciediate. Since ideolog7 evolves as a scientific

theory, it is influenced not only by the oaterial basis, by

given social being, but also to a large extent by. the prog-

ress of theoretical knowledge and by ideological processes

per 86.

Thet relative independence of ideology is oanifest in

the fact that it nay lag behind social being or outrun it,

illu&lning the voys and tendencies of its developcent.

It is because of the relative independence of ideology,

because of the eaergence in it of ideas, theories and scien-

tific postiilates which are not direct and inaediate conse-

quences of changes in social being that it has a reverse

effect on its basis and actively influences processes. in it.

Ideology not only represents reflection and cognition

of social relations. It is alw^s connected with the prac-

tical actions conduct of people and serves the tasks of

social practice. This nakea its social functions, its role

in social life very isportant. This itportance nakes itself

felt first and foreoost in the integrating and unifying role

of Ideology, rallying people together to aecoi^lish the

tasks facing then. Another isportant thing is that ideology

nakea forecasts and foraulatea goals. Its nobilising role

nanifests itself in its active influence. That was why the

founders of Harziea pointed out that in the final analysis the

social activity of the aass of people and their participation

in class struggle aimed at the eaancipation of the working

people depends on the extent to which socialist ideology is

absorbed by the aass of people, on their consciousness and

awareness of their own class interests.

Ideology is an area of complex creative processes in the

course of which some ideas are formulated or refuted, others

revised and criticised, and still others ii^roved and deve-

loped. Ideology is subject to the lavs of continuity in the

dovelopaent of the spiritual life of society. Proletarian

ideology absorbed, reworked and critically assioilated every-

thing the beat that had been created by aajor thinkers of the

past in aany countriee.
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intereeta onlj on tbe basis of avareness of the laws of

eocial developaent. Shat is why one of the taaln tasks of the

Ideologists of the proletariat is scientific presentation of

the objective course of social development and scientific sub**

stantiation of socialist ideology.

Becond, the scientific character of socialist ideology
is determined by the historical place end role of the working
class in the system of social life. Dominant classes always
strove to perpetuate their rule and the existing orders, thus
putting a brake on social development. Por this reason their
thaorlos and IdeoloKy are at variance with tha objectlva law-
governed hlatorlcal proceao. The proletariat, neanwhilo, ia
the only olaaa which dooa not aeek to perpetuate ita claaa
doaination nor aeta out to enclave other clpaaea but, conver-
aely, rida itaelX of eiploitation and at the aaae tine libe-

oa fron it eociety aa a whole, takea over the naana of
production froa private propriatora and nakea then public
property, thua elialnating every ground for exploitation of

uttnn
''“''ting Olaaa haa no intereat in the peipetu-

eent t e
ordera but tries to ensure the develop-

Z Cla^n this way

me oo!^e /wf"
proletariat coincide with the abjec

tlve oourae of hletorical developaent.

eiore^^r^J
^roB the foregoing that the proletariat

reaenta all th
° ““ly its own Intoroata but rep-

i=r=n o^th Progreaalve social

f.rnilnti«
“ la a concentra-

tions and hoo'
the Boat vital interests, asplra-

Ing that la ll”
‘P' people as a whole, of oveiyth-

^ la live and honest in „u the claaaea, aa Lenin put

scientific n
party spirit, the class character and

^ cl«l plsitiri"' are interdependent,

cognition a com
° condition for aciontifio

life of socletv- lt°>,^
ohalyalng the politico and aplritual

trends, views a;d conr.^tionr'"''

la a reflelmrortht^^'r
°^°°°

ns oocio-econofflic position of a given
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rdvoIutionaxT' strugglo is replete with exaoples of outstand^

i&g self-sacrifices made b7 the best representatives of the

working class because of their absolute conviction of the

correctness of their cause.

A major task tackled b? harxist-Leniniat Ideolog? is

struggle against bourgeois ideology, against different revi-

sionist and opportunist deviations from Karxisa-Leninisa,

and against different anti-socialist and anti-communist ide-

ological trends. Ihis task is made so important by the fact

that bourgeois and revisionist ideology tries to influence

the social psychology of the mass of the people and domina-

te it. The ideology of the dominant claas in a society divi-

ded into antagoniatic classes has always had a great influen-

ce on the development of everyday consciousness tlirough the

church, school, press and other channels. The brainwashing of

the mass of the people has assumed a particizlarly large

scope under conditions of present-day state monopoly capita-

lism. Using the press, radio, television, cinema, and mass

printed matter, the monopoly bourgeoisie manipulates the

consciousness of the mass of the working people by systemati-

cally affecting the minds of the people in the direction need-

ed by the dominant class.

That is why the popularisation of Harxist-Leninist ideo-

logy among the working people necessarily presupposes strug-

gle against bourgeois or any other related Ideology and the

cleansing of the minds of the working people from its influen-

ce.

One more task of socialist ideology is to develop its

own theories, ideas and scientific tenets. This task is dic-

tated first and foremost by the fact that society and socio-

economic relations are continuously developing, that the world

revolutionary process is rapidly advancing and that relations

between countries, as well as science, technology and social

production are making rapid progress. Socialist ideology must

keep pace with the latest world developments and, moreover,

go ahead of them, foreseeing opportunities and tendencies

'that arise in order to direct the revolutionary process and

the activities of the aultl-miXllon mass of the working
people soundly and with minimom errors.
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Marziat-Lenlnlst ideology as the ideology of the maas

of the working people is perforaing the following aain tasks.

The sain task of proletarian ideology is to inculcate

on the nasB of the working people and their social p^cho-
logy and to orient the activity of the people to the achieve-

sent of socio-political goals fomulated by ideology.
The working classy the nasa of the working peoploy cannot

develop socialist conaeiouaness in their day-to-day straggle
or in their production activity. That is why it is necessary
to cosbine the ^eory of socialiss with the working-class
Boveaenty to introduce the ideas of socialiss into the revo-
lutionary struggle of the working people so as to itopart to
it a consciousy organised and purposeful character. The
vanguard of the working class, its political party, is formed
to carry out organisational, political and educational activi-
ties aiaad at propagating Maniat-tanliHat ideology in tUe
aidat of the working people.

Tha Bora favourabla tha ground for introducing socialist
oology la the nlnda of tha uorking paople and the batter

ova oped their aoelal psychology, the greater the success
in the aceoopllahnant of that task. It is vary important hare
to take account of tha dlffarant dagraaa of maturity of the

oonoolousnooB of the working people,wu^ has already bean aaid above. Depending on this degree.
It is necessary to uaa different methods and forms of Ideolo-
Blcal Innuonce on the people.

la OH
ibeelf , taken apart from aocial psychology

,

.

* s philosophical and literary phenomenon,

aindr°f°!r
uoeial psychology and implanted in the

thiiiam mnA V
people it undergoes a qualitative

KT for 4+-
^ active material force. Social psycholo-

oaalifiBd**
tranaforaed qualitatively, becones "rati-

cali-» «
^ iacorporates certain ideas, becoiaing theoreti-cally purposeful.

by Ideoi
importance of the pervasion, of social psychology

tha nontr
1^°’’ in the fact that ideology shapes up

of the hi t
working people, nakes these aware

. v * elgnlficance of their actions ,
gives

en e aenae of their being right and the conviction that
e cause of the working people will triueph. The history of
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la bourgeois society social cousciousuess is "divided"

into different types of class consciousness as a result of

rantagonisn between tbe interests of tbe rul^B class^and

those of the oppressed class, to soci^
!.gi“o£^he conmon

social consciousness takes shape on the has

interests of all the working classes conditioned by public

ownership of the neana of production.

Disparity between bourgeois ideology, o

and the interests of the working people and their

psychology, on the other, nakes the ruling classes of bo^ge

ois society resort to deliberate lies

Cloaking their true
of the working

ninist ideology accords with the inv
showing

people and with their P^^^^^f^rand
“

the people their true
, connunist society,

broad mass of the people into
3ssisl

.he mechanism of the “ toe^asis of in-

psychology in bourgeois soc e^ P
sj contras-

dividualism, the alienation of t
^ai^auals and sooi-

ting its interests with those of
^4 s^isi

aty as a whole, to socialis so
„goti.rtsn and the ever

psychology interact on the basis
Individual and

growing harmony between the interes^ of the l^i

those of groups of people and socio
^ sj in.

Kie bourgeois political sye am
..b working

planting bourgeois ideology into the
°

^ ^ giving then

people, distracting them from o
°

syotem of socialist

an illusion of democracy, toe politi
^ leading role in

society, with the communist par^ P organises

it, reflects the interests of th^en „nk
the building of a now society. Groa mp

is attached to ideological
people,

coaauniflt conBcioufluesa aaons all
^ -i -- ncauiroo

under socialism Harxist-Lenlnlst
It

special relevance and
“^°^rnra. Communist ao-

tacklea mador tasks of a construct!
^th the

cioty comes into being and dove
^^eh aanlXoat cot

obdootivo laws of hiatorical dove p '
. ^ activity

apontanooualy but conscioualy, through p p

dlroctod on a oyBtoaatto baala-
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She developcent of socialist ideology is also determined

by the need to apply general Marxist^Lentnist propositions to

the specific conditions of individual countries geograpbi-
cel regions and to the national and historical realities’ of
individual peoples* There is nothing nore renote froa the
truth than the allegations of bourgeois ideologists that Mar-
xian is a conglomeration of dognas vhich the Marxists are
trying to i85)ose on all the peoples without any considerati-
on of the specific conditions of every nation* The ideology
or Manisii-Iontnlot lo solentlfio, it Is based on historiosL
naterlallsa, tbo aolonca or the laws or social developnant.
tbo laws or any science are genarol and nanirest thenselves
dirrerently under dlrrarent condltione, and the application
or these general lawa In every epooirio oaaa ia a rar rron

i^“t“oa, apaolalista know well the laws or
e ec c ty but it takea nuoh arrort and ingenuity to develop

devico. Social lira ia inaeaaurably nora con-

M
taohnology., tbareroro, the corraot

the epeolric condltione or the lire or a given sooloty,

ty K la
^ limcmt task denandlng creatlvi-

^^Id u u ^ toeoupliah this task that orten

tally 17\VI "r™" »“«*»-I'aninlan, to raviaa it haal-

bl !L r tto. Eeviaionlsta

- at:

BOlentlrio and baa to b.

ptactlca^Motly^il’t^'r^
ideology moniroeta itseir in

ped la every wav tn / ideologists ~ people equip-

are being coatlnu^,
aBrloh and propagate ideology —

end that their akin
^ "'““ated and trained theoretically

iuproved and updated!
ora being oonatantly

Under socialisa the interac-

tion of social psychology and

ideology has the following

characteristics*

Boclel Peychology „nd
Ideology under Soclallaa



Bourgeoia tochnocratic consoiouaneaa is typicri of the

e:cploitlnB groupa connected with

tific nethoda of organisation and managenent. Petty ^ourg

oia technocratic conaciouaneaa can be found in cer a

of the intelligentsia, students and sons S-tps t^

class employed in the industries depending on the scienti

“* :s.rr."mc.
the vanguard of the

thfloLiuent'a^ coLu-

The specific historical erperience of
^ ,

trialisation and the scientific
“V'“^c“iallanro -d

in Latin American conditions as well as a
.

political struggle in the past few eca e

differently by representatives of tar oua

cal groups, depending
trLitionalist groups

Eepreaentatives of the ri^
„„i.„tifio and teohnologl-

frown upon iadustrialisation, e
. change. The land-

cal revolution and any social and
have

owning oligarchy which are the
the diffe-

an idealistic view of the pas
,

. ,i_t ways of the acien-

rence between the imperialist and soci
g^^^gg g^j rhe ne-

tific and technological revolution an P
g^^gg^y^^g

gative aspects of
Latin America by the

technological revolution oarri
g^gg ^j^g gggtal strata

exploiting groups. They try to
consciousness. The

with peasant-communal and petty-bourgeo
flaunt their

ideologists and theorists of this
“;g/ai%icgans

feudal convictions tnt nanipula
"heritase

of the "indestructible national foundatxons

Of the forefathers" as well
t:.:Le: :v“

communal and trade union "socialism

ultra-revolutionary phraseology.
„„-,.ct of present-day

These interpreters see the
the

Latin American society in the contradio
g^ g^^ g

"selfless" upholders of the
“illogical groups

gang of alien reformists. This soclo-p y

also includes certain representatives o
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Under the clrcuastances Ziarxist-Lenlnlst ideolog7 serves

as a theoretical foundation for asking scientific forecasts

about the main trends in the development of socialist society.

In their policy documents and resolutions of their congresses

the tlarrist-Leninist parties work out concrete plana for build-
ing aocialiaa and coonunisn, plana that guide the working
people of socialist society in their practical activity.

ThuS} Ideology has a paramount role to play in social
life and is embodied in the activities of the mass of the
people, in class struggle, and in the work of political insti-
tutions and organisations implementing the political tasks of
thedr classes. Ideology acts as a mobilising and organising
force only when it penetrates social psychology, dirscts it
and steera the consciouaneas of the working people towards
the aceo^pliehmeat of basic claaa taaka. Only by Erlpplng the
minds of people do ideas become a material force transforming
the world.

Peculiarities of Social
Consciousness in Different
Oeographical Begioaa

{ Sociol consciousness has its

peculiarities in different
historical, economio and geo-

graphlCQl coaditionsJ It is

« .
Quito obviouB that the pecu-

toneclouanoBa in tbe Latin A.eHcnnconn-

At nir ^aaa atructura.

fled here
e®Teral types of consciousness can bo identi-

A

tonaciouaneaa. vbicb ,as dcnlnant in tbe

rap^rentlti^rir ^ landowners and

and Blaing onea)
-fateiBn Bonopollea (plantation

in areas ol th»^’
coneoiousnaaB atill erlata

is tbe breeding
atanony and plantation corree and

preneurabip of
arisen Iron Industrlsl entor-

polltlcal Inlrastruoto
^alta" oga, and also its aoolo-

tala and olarn^t^:’
“““ “ ““ »«l<=laldOB, intelllgsn-

tio or petty pronrisSr
“““aolouanesa la cbaraoterla-

and paasanta dependent on'S'^fa^
bandioratta, Bbop-o«.arB

on the industrial system of big capital.
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Tho pattern or social conscioasness in the °ou^-
ee is no less conplex. Ihia conplexity is

f.ot lZ, due to a nunber ol historical, econonic ^ poUti

cal causes, relisious ideas, clannish and

and leudal. bourgeois and
and in

intertwined in so^al Ureration
dilferent forns. The gro^h

sentinents.
movement has enhanced “ ““

working class in the Arab

while the numerical growth of the worxi^
..ronagation of

countries has contributed to the ever wider propagati

ideas of scientific socialism in society.

The historical practice of the past
^

demonstrated that bLn consistent. In

revolutionary deciocrats lias
socialism, their

addition to certain postulates
and utopian

doctrines contained quite a few p tUair doctri-

religious and nationalistic ideas.

nes were a programme of “f.n^Lielism and

the working people waging
misled the masses,

reaction. But at the sane
issues, and sometimes

focused their
oTcounter-revolution and

even played riglit into the h

reaction. . to the 26th

The report of
Islamic slogans are being

Party Congress noted that of la .

actively promoted rn some co
liberation. This is

ner of Islam may lead into struggl
bistoiy. But it

borne out by history, including
Islamic

also shows that reaction, too. ma p *4^30 ."’-

slogans to incite according to re-

The complex Interlacenen
class or stratum and.

gion. nationality, economic
legacy of the grin

lastly, religion is to a large extent the legs y

1. end

P„^ of the SoyleQnl^r^bati Press Ag

liahtng House, Koscow, 19S1, PP*
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Biddle bourgeoisie who were once viewed as "progressives"

and who are now being ousted by foreign and donestlc monopo-

listic coQpetitora well versed in the organisation of pro-

duction and narketing under the conditions of the scientific
and technological revolution.

The right-wing reformist groupings
y

whi ch rely on bour-
geois-technocratic consciousness) also misrepresent the
basic conflict of present-day Latin American society. They
attach priority to the conflict between the proponents of
pro-imperialist industrialisation scientific techni-
cal progress and all those who are opposed to this course
rather than to the basic contradiction between the forces of
denocraoy, led by tho pralatarlal, on the one hand, and the
alliance or the reactionary forces, on the other. In this
way the forcea of the deaocratlc and anti-imperialist moTsoent
ore artificially lumped together with the proponents of tho
aami-feudal past.

Hanlpulatlng the alogana of Induotrloliaotion and tho

of
technological rovolntlon, the ideologists

f davalopmant as the only

and aunL^^
to progreaa for Latin Anerican oountrles today

rotroerad
^ their opponents as consenratives and

Sur!° -'‘“1 Pt^Btess.

believe th
ioft-wing democratic forces

sent If socio-aconomio dsvalop-

Of the e-TThi

° countries is that between tho alliance

Boveoent
Groups gni the democratic aati-imperlalist

changes on th
radical aooiol and political

and technoloal i°°^°
ihidstrialloatioa and the acientlflo

the IIISII
revolution in the IntcraatB of the mass of

differ In nrin”!
representatlvos of these forcea

tho deaooratlr',.!^''
““Pc^chta, toako and ways of

ness of tha
^^^iug from the utopian conscious-

ary, aclantifL revolution-

the Latin is. d*
consciouBaesa of the vanguard of

alia

Marxists ars
* working people, the Latin American

and dognatist^^^^^'^
Petty-bourgeois ultra-revolutionaries
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canse or t.e .asia alao eataila Cangea in^o^la-

ol aooial life (the lawa governins the old

to new lawa. those that operate In a new aooi

lawa or hiato^
’^;f,V;,3

.nluo"IoIInant ideaa change

r;el^ rto:tetaarc rornao-“"ar
he examined below. It ahotild he orn

problems

every form of social consciousness
scUolars

and aapeota and is
these rorma only aa

as a apeoirio phenomenon. We val

rorma or aooial oonaciouaneas that reil

social being. ..-.-al
.-a a form or sooi^

..^naa^nuene— T-«neeting

Politico and legal
~._,„.-<aaa bet̂ " claaaea.

Oonaciouaneas and o^^bar eoclal

, -.,4*»aa1 cower aa a whole . The most

groups over the state
^

^
pr and hence the

essential element or politics
public activity

struggle to win, “
„ith relationships between

connected, directly or indir ^
, reriected in the

Classes, nations, states, soci^ ST®
other forms of

political form of social consciousness.
art,

social consciousness, induding sc en
, related to

can also have a political charac er
. state power,

one extent or another to class rela
° general,

Politics, just lihe palug to dirre-

can reflect the ohjective proce
.raelf both in' social

rent degreea. That la why it manifests itself

psychology and ideology.
of everyday notlona,

csvchelogy ia a
atatua of

sentiments, moods and evaluations o
vorkod

clasaeB and relationships hotwaen ppl^ical

out spontaneously by a class or a
p_ie nnd dotorBinos

paychology ia borne by the maos of tha peepi

their behaviour to a large
theoretically forou-

ccT<t<ee'l ideology is a sole ’ nanifoata-

latod rofloctlon of the oasencu
natlona and oooiol

tions or rolatiouBhlps between ®I“°“
’.ctlvitT of claoooa

groups. It previdoa guidelines for tho aotlvl y
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past of the Arab peoples, who went through Ottoaaa conquests

and West European colonisation. The colonialists fostered

the developnent of one-crop econotaies, thus encouraging the

progress of some regions at the expense of others, and also

supported outdated economic structures wnd cultural isolati-
onism and discriminated against certain groups of the popula-
tion. Finally, in the Kiddle East the colonialiota left behind
artificial borders between Arab countries.

The population of the Arab coiuitrias is very religious
and almost totally illiterate. The ongoing process of indust-
rialisation along with the spread of capitalist relations
into the countryside InpoTerishee the poor peasantry and
forces them to migrate into cities. These strata, susceptible
to radicaliat political demagogy, easily fall for political
ologans formulated in religious terms.

^orms of Social ConaetftUftnftaa

Ao h.s teen denonatrated atova.l tha foma af aaa<a1



party or claoa is datermirad by the abaractar of

poITcy. At tba Ba»a tina tba foraign policy

caa do.aatic policy. But ultiuataly. both

policy is aiuad at accouplishiug tba saua
ff

and consolidating tbs systen of class, social

ing in a givan sociaty.
ensconca tbs basic

The dominant class uses the stat
^

principles of its policy in tba form ® °
“ blisbeibT^”

totnun or ..as of

stats, vbicb STS binding for
^„nuecce . Law iTi^ft-

whicb is ensnrad b-7 neasoras of at
.

a^ rTT^bis reason is

ad and assarted by tba doninant class ^d

always ained at protecting tba
donlaant claas.

Law is an axprassicn of tba ^ ^“ber^assas.
In a sociaty divided into claaaos, owe

state, their

have tbeir own attitude to law ®»®®
® notions of rules

own understanding of
f°- clous—

of behaviour. Ibis represents legai „„„ attitude.

totality of view.
,

,
|^l

of people ta law. l«f;nHtT. .luatieej
,„,_no88 is rooted in

lawful and what is nnl awful. Legal conso
4nstice, disgust

social psychology, which includes ® of bunan dig-

for offences against tba law and c
ots.

nity, comradely mutual assistance,
mriing people

The legal consciousnoss of s
of tba Harxist-

is formulated scientifically in t e po
doainant class

Leninist parties. Since law astablisbed by the domi

is at odda with the legal oonseiousnoBS
,,.j,oai, trying

working people, bourgeois law usually » working
to .^/itself to the leg^ :"trtory
people and to conceal the fact

-nrtthor. Ihe poli-

force to the dominance of one class
bypocrisy of

tleal parties of tba working P«^^® ^ law, Just

bourgeois law and its =1®®“ “
; idaological struggle,

like politics, is an area of fierce
nnahakablo

Law perceived by bourgeois Ideo
° longer conatl-

basia of state order and social P”®”®
..go of otato ac-

tutea tba foundation of the theory
®®^ the

tlvity in the period of lap.riali.a and particul



and the state* Political ideology lo home by political part-
ies representing the interests of different clasoeot first
and foreaost their econoaic interssta* Politics is a concen-
trated egression of eoononics, the econonic position of
classes and naterial relationships between then* At the sane
tine politics is to a large extent relatively independent
in its turn nakoa a great lopact on aoclo-hlatorioal davelop-
nent. Innuenoing political paychology, the atata and politi-
cal partlea, politico can hold hack the obaective courao ol
Boclal doTolopment, and temporarily change ralatlonohipo
he^een claaaea in the Intereota of a certain claaa. It la

a role that ia being played today by the policy puraued by
Inperiallan and by bourgeola political partlea: it la alned at

boS^rf® of the big, monopoly

ior^e^^cZnila!”'
Inperiali.t domination in

the ec°o«^'“ef°^“
“ -ith regard to

Olaed at trLinf”
®oclal being when it la

con ributeHo a^ff Progreaaive llnea and

neera Of .= ^
BWwth, aad acta aa

'“<> forenoat economic

«hd aa a force oontributin^t*'th^°”‘°'
progreaa

Utilisation of th« *.

* rational and efficient

so of aocial ProceasLru^if ^ objective coui^

ih our age by the pollclea of
ezpreaaing the latereata or

partlea,

worklmg people. Eeflectlnr ra*"”
t*'®

chlpa between claese
° objectiro lawa of relatlon-

01 the ®ooelopmeat. the polioiea

paychology of the naaa of'fs
®®iP political

tiona at radical eociai
* Population and direct their ao-

e^ps between claese
at establishing new relation-

buildiag a new oocie^°°°^°^
Broupo and nations, and at

are to be lou^n°t*’oMr^fir°°“’
also outside it, jjiQt i

individual country but

nolleins. *.%. .

^ ® '*® identify foreitm and donestio
«-» ^o«iEo poiic7i7fEiven“;;;;;r
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ral erudition, nature ideological and moral principles, a

profound and conprelionsive understanding of the relations p

between social and individual interests, a hi^ level of c

and state consciousness, awareness of their responsibility for

their actions both at woric and in relations with other people.

This highly developed political culture has been evolved by

the socialist way of life, which is a process of the develop-

ment of a new type of the Individual who has firm and na ur

ideological principles, is active in social life, and not

merely absorbs the basics of knowledge and culture but, com

ing into contact with the hipest spiritual values of world

and present-day socialist culture, transforms them into hie

innermost ideological convictions.

The political culture of socialism is aimed at foster-

ing in society a spiritual and moral atmosphere characteris

by high demands on the norma of communal life in socialist

society and at drastic measures to overcome negative pheno

na in practice. It is directed first and foremost against

bourgeois ideology and morality, against everything hamper ng

the assertion of social justice, creative work and human B

nity.

Philosophy as a form of eoci-

miosophy al consciousness is the sub-

ject of discussion and analy-

sis in this book as a whole. That ia why there is no

dwell in detail on this question here. It should be poin

out, however, that philosophy always is a concentrated pr
^

aentation of the theory about the more general principles
^

haowledge and human consciousness, human, being and the p

aad role of man in society. The fundamental question of P '

loaophy, the question of the relationship of thinking tow^ s

being, la essentially the question of man, his place

'^orld and his attitude to it-

Answers to the fundamental question of philosop

other questions posed by it and the interpretation of

principles mentioned above was changing in the course

history and had different meaning in different

observed, therefore, that every ^pbilosopby is the
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general crisis of capitalisa. Under conditions of present-

day capitalisa political vievs and legal consciousness are

reflecting to an ever greater extent the crisis of the legal

methods of governing society^ the crisis of the notions of

legality and democracy as intrinsic elesents of the hourgeols

state.

As it wages a class struggle, the working class evolves

socialist, revolutionary legal consciousness, which is mani-

fest in the programmes of the workers* parties, in the politi-
cal and legal demands of the mass of the population and in
their protest against the existing orders.

fo_ciallBt legal coaBciouBneas is a totality of legal
views, notions and social sentiments e:q>res8ing the attitude
of the working class and the working people at large,led by
the communist party, to the existing system of duties, rights
and responsibilitlos of citizens.

Socialist legal consciousness is characterised by ideas
of intamatlonallsn, friendehlp among nations and their equa-
lity. It is based on the recognition of the fact that law
^ould promote fraternal cooperation among nations and their
toawiug closer together and cross-fertilisation. Socialist
legal coasciouenesa is pervaded with genuine humaalsn: man is
t e greatest asset of society. It ensures promotes the
development of human freedom, dignity and honour. The humane

cter of eociallst legal consciouaness is manifest in the
fact that it encourages such forms of the self-realisation of

e dividual which contribute to the flourishing of bis cre-
e potentialities and to the spiritual enrichment of

people around him.

aoci

^ ^Qsult of the further progress of law in socialist
» every member of that society will not go beyond the

a of the existing legal norms but make his choice in

.
^ actions and behaviour exclusively on the strength

.

* need rather than by force of coercion. This will

VO functr^^^^
Pi^erequislte for the abolition of the coerci-

on of legislation and gradual transition to communist
social aelf-govenuaej^t.

Bociali*
majority of people under developed

an are characterised by extensive political and oultu—
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rovoIutloQ, oatabXiahoa ito own rule and purouoa ltd opociric

claoa intorooti and ito pbiloooph^i thoreforo, becoaoo the

concentrated ozproaaion ot Ita cXasa conaciouaaooa.

The working cXaoo io tho onl7 claoo which dooo not pursue

in ltd rovolutionoi7 otrugglo tho oia oi oatabliahing its

claoo doainanco over tho other claoooSf but, convoraol7, eaan-

cipating itooXr Xiboratos 0ociot7 do a vholo and sets out to

aboXioh 007 exploitation of can b7 non, to do awa7 with the

division or oociot7 olong class lines, and to build a class-

less aociatj in which the £roo dovelopaent of ever7one is the

condition of tho free developaent of all. !I!hat is why tho

working class is tho aoot consistent representative of the

interests of society as o wholo, looking into its future,

while its philosophy, Marxisa-Leninisa, is the only scientif-

ic and true philosophy, the concentrated expression of the

whole of huaon consciousness and the cultural and intellectual

quintosaence of our age, the age of aonkind's traaition from

capitalisa to aocialiso, the overthrow of colonialiaa and

victorious national liberation revolutions.

Philosophy perforoa several basic functions in society.

Being the intellectual and cultural quintessence of its age,

philosophy first and foreaost conatitutea the basis of world

outlook. The world outlook is a ^steo of views on the world,

surrounding reality, nature and society In the past, at pre-

sent and in the future, which gives a coherent iinderatanding

of the develepaeBts taking place in tbs world.

The fact that Karxlst-Leniniat philosophy is the basis

of the world outlook of all the progressive forces of our

time is e^lfllned by its coherent approach to an analysis of

reality, ita interest in the general laws of nature, society

and thought, its view of human activity as an integral whole

and its concentrated expression of the consciousness of the

most progressive class.

The world outlook is not only a definite system of know-

ledge but also the convictions, goals and principles of acti-

on by social (Masses their parties. It includes a certain

set of values by which the progressive classes guide them-

selves in their revolutionary transforming activity.
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al quintesaence of ita

Mankind aeana to bo aumning up tta intellectual cul-
tural developnent in philoaophicnl doctrinea at ever7 period
of hiatory, underatanding itaelf , clarifying the extent to
which it haa come to realiae its place in the surrounding
world, the path travelled, in history and tendencies for fur-
ther development. That ia why philosophy can be defined an anMatorically conditioned nel f-awarenasa of mankind, ita under-
,

standing of ita own nature, goeln. teaks and posalbllltles .

The history of philosophy aa a whole ia the history of
stMggie between different schools seeking to expreaa the

SB
“anklnd. But since philoaophers in socletl-

iv o !
elasaea always represented, whether conscious-

SctLr of certain classes, their

tC M T:
“f ^»e self-awareness ^f only

TZil
“ -presented by philosophers in

id a SIL «clet“

p-steTa: ar::ru Ms:::i
above, advances

Process, aa was demonstrated

one s^io!:::::.::
cut a revolution aimed at ell t

carrying

tiona and eotabliahin
®li®iJiating outdated social rela-

iatereats or huoan eoclsw
o*’Joctivel7 eipresses the

revolution coagg forun
"iThe class making a

-c ip is eppoirto^r:,:::-
:::representative oX the h

** * class but as the
of society coarronti^v''vh'^°

society, as the whole mass
because initially it ^

^^iag class. It can do this
bed with the common Ltar^^r^

is as yet mostly connec-
ca-.-," Kan pointed out

““d--lldE olass-
that class indeed is th

* ^ philosophy of
as a whole and

* ^**iate88ence of human consciousness

However, hiatnmr^v^
relative truth for its period.

ry shows that every class, having made a

K. Marx. J w. .

S. Man, y' “orVe
, Vel. 1, 1976, p. 195.

pp. 60-61 .
-^Sels, Collected Works, 7ol. 5, 1976,
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Bophy or tho vorkioB cloon
vorld

Borvoo quito dorinlto oloa, oo 7t

with a view to purpooorully tranafor ns
• ravolu-

rolB or “'’""/t^wLLs peopla or tha

tlonary and llbBrotioa otrussl® *>'» ® ^

world btowb in dopth and
conBOiousnesa

In thin way philosophy ao a rorn or aoci

ronoota nan' a boins, hia place in a o

attitude to the Urrcrnrotiona. ideals

the Bane tine hia baoio atand in lire,

and value orientationa.
outlook pervades

Philosophy ao the baala or
poyoho-

both levels or social conaciousness,
’ uilosophical

logy and ideology. Ihe world ^ “
the rorn or

underplnninga exiat in
“=^^j,^^‘/poople ' a day-to-day ex-

connon sonao, i.e., the to
^^tiona or the aurrounding

perience, views, and
spontaneously. Thin pl^Ho-

world and theoaelvea that evol
poychology can

aophical world outlook at
viewed as it presents it-

be naterialiat. when the world la
^ sot religious,

aeir to nan, or idealistic,
s own action a

vhen nan sees in every natur p

nanirestation ol sone
naterialiat and reli-

world is nost orten a nixt^
around,

gious notions of oneself and
4.- be found for the

Ike philosophical world

noat part at the level
or concepts, rely

phiool doctrines, which exist
...nts or the natural

to one extent or another on the
“’^^^“Lrtain degree

and social sciences and are corroborated

by logical argunents. p^^sy in the lire

Man's world outlook has a
certain

or society because it supplies ““
to other class-

ror his behaviour in society an
different schools

es, nations and social groups. a
^ their attempts

or philosophy are engaged in <,„tlook in

to roster in the mass or **‘*1’°'’ “ ^ interest. It

Which the classes represented ty etrussle

is quite important from the poin
being, desola-

today whether nan sees hinself as a
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In this way the world-view aspect ot philosophy produces

an additional criterion for the selection and evaluation of

the nateriali object, methods and ways, direction and tasks

of actions of the progreseive foreas, the criterion of values*

Karxist-Lenlnist philosophy regards wan ao the supreme value
and the innermost meaning of hiato^ as a whole* Herein lies
the profound humanism of the philosophy of the wooing class
and also its historical optimism, because philosophy sets out
not only to e^lain the world and man's place in it but, what
la Boat inportant, to ctonge that aorld in acoordanoo with
man' a vital intereata. Explaining the general lawa ot the
development ot nature, aoolety and thought, philoaophy showa
that people themaelvea make their hiatory and, theroloro, are
maatera ol their future, which dependa on the extent of their
revolutionary tranafomlng activity. The philoaophlcal' world
outlook polnta out for nan certain valuea in hie activity and
in thla way conatitutea the methodological baala of the cogni-
«on and underatandlng of the world and practical activity.

humM°th
lawa of development of nature, aociety and

th^oJ^tT; Waniat-Lenlniat philosophy, are

a Ll^L cognition and

Ull “v!l ‘-erda the aoienti-

ce with 0b3ectivriwa!''“°^°™“*^°“
acoordan-

magnitld^°pattUu^airrorcef^r’‘‘°‘’'“''°“
strength and

those of a scientific world
funotions,

combined in an unbreakable uIlS”'”"
and when philoeophy le Lder

separately

general laws of the world lyZ
““ more

look and constituting th!’nelw T
This role can be placed 00^^^

cognition and action,

ive Claes which tranaforma the w!rw'’b^^°°'’'’'^
“ progreaa-

Hamam-leninlam. a conaiatentir f
^

creative revolutionary doctrine
°

lines for the workinrcle::^^ all tL
radically transform the world if^ f !! ®

,

unity Of the scientific ani pl^L^!^ Partisea character of the pbtlo-
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ito coral vtcoo*

Horx polntod out thio olrcuootonco on noro than ono

oocooioni Bhono io olrood, rovolutlon of a kM...

Bhuno 10 a kind of anfior which lo tumod ^warf. ^
whol. nation roall. oxpotioncod “ f “,“000 that

like a lion, crouching ready to opring.
olooooa

thoir cauoo io aorolly riB^t glvoo
^ (Harx)i and Inoplraa

"tho inouporahlo pothoo of oor^ «
victory and the trlunph

then with tho conviction of ultla
, f hunanlan.

Of a now oocial oyaton haaod
’’^^^"toLciouanoao ao

That io why tho
training of rovolutio-

a conponont of tho overall
Harxlot-Iionlnlot party,

narioo io an inportant tank of evo^
Lactoriood hy the

Tho norol rofloction of reality 10

following apooiflc foaturoo:
^ deontologiool

Tho objoot of norol rofloo o
denanda oado

(binding) in aocioty. Moral
younger generation and on

by aocioty and aocial claoaaa o
denanda are under-

tha behaviour of people in gonerai.
certain obligationa to

atood by nan ao hia oocial
fonUy, etc. A apooi-

tho honeland, claoo, party, co
thoao obligationa io

fie feature of the noral aworenooB
^^taide but aonothing

that they are not aonothing inpoae
individual. '')>is

intrlnalc to the internal
or foolingo are in-

dooa not noan, however, that nor
^ ootivation oa a

bom. Moral rulea
“gelation by bin of the tra-

reault of education and tho aaol

ditlona, cuatono and norea of f ^^e individual, the

Making certain noral roquxrene
jnion. The inpact

eociety or a claoa backs then by p signifieance

of public opinicn hero depends no
usually

of moral evaluation but also on
„.„,,.uesa. therefore,

entailo certain actions.
i^suento oado by society

reflects both the measure of the r
^ reward for their

on people and the measure of their P eonsiderable

actions. That is why moral consciousness

Vol. 5, 1975>
I- K. Marx, S. Engels, noil acted Wo^,
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tG and oppressed, hj alien forces he cannot understand, liv-
ing in constant fear and expecting death, as oxistontialiBBi
presents it, or vhether nan is aware of his doss uniter with
hia fellow non, capable of cognising and transfoming the
world, doing good to people and nalcing a contribution towards
bettering social life and the developnent of science, culture
and social production, as Marxion, a philosophy of histori-
cal optimisa, demonstrates*

a HYHUe g OJL

Morality princlnlan and rules* and
also moods and sentinents by

»hlch people pilde themiielvea I n r»latlonnhlT)B with nna
aa» ,

theT and with noelety both In cai-nopm nnfl Tinbllc life and
^ralBlnn the youniror ^

lavoXa, noral poychology and
moral ideology*

KoraLiilshgloEz; la a totality of nooda, viawa, tradl-lona a^ ouatona regulating tho tedavlour of paopla in day-

r Ciroat fe°“f
“ oonoantratlon

POOP?: nra^:rrarno~r-

"

elation and outt^e "ftt”'”
hatred, oourago and covardica,

hlexoglcal deyelop:;n:!
ed up In tho CQureo of aoclal d ,

° ‘’’°°° la ahap-

eooioty. a olaaa and the.fafurSrr,”"'"

rr-^rorzi^gr-

^
“tWeel syatana

ces and have a class nature.^
^ liiatoricol circunstan-

Moral conociouanesa la a AAn.44.a
hohavlour of large groups of pooplf t!

““
Inpetua to tho aoclal aotlvltj or T,,
comnon taovledge. for inatanoe, th!t ij™”

PP°PXP- «
the outgoing claasea departing froa

° »“XXtleeX daniao of

inovitably aooorpanied by thX aore! a
p°°“p ^p

col preparatlona for o aoolol roTolutl
“P°X°Bi-

polltloal ontlolaa of the
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morality of the ^ huoan value

morality. It includes moral principles S
atrugg-

which the mass of the working people
Communist

le against the e:q.loiters and
^j,an it expressed

morality emerged way hack under cap
loitation and in-

the protest of the proletariat “8^® „aie-
equal'ity and its

^ orLiendship, comradeship,
ty on, tho basis of relations o

cooperation and mutual assistance.
^ BUhordinate to

Communist morality. lenin pointed
“f

> ,,^iat.

the interests of the class struggle ''“8®
aanso-

"Commanist morality is based on ®J demand of

lidation and completion of commun s
. communism and

communist moral conaciouaness is s ru
. _|^b. Ihis demand

subordination of one's behaviour to
-luation of human

is an objective criterion of the nor

behaviour. communist morality?

What are the specific fea
communist morality

One of the distinctive charac.eristi
struggle for

is the fact that its demands, relate ° reflect to

communism, coincide with historical °°
law-KOvemed prog-

the fullest possible degree the objective law go

ress of present-day society.
-nrality is ref-

Another ebaracteriatic of connun s
w^Q^gy's society-

lection of the interests of the najon
that has on

It is first and foremost
J’^^^^^'ctruggle for its own

interest in building connuniso-
eoancipate labour

liberation, the working ° oppression of the

fron any expldtation and to olxffl

aliso this fact and

working people, who sooner or later re
j,ccson the role

join forces with the working class.
society grows

of conaanlst moral consciousaess io

immeasurably.
communist morality that it

It is an important aspect or
theoratloal

r^sta on a solid scientific basis,
-cealism, communist

foundation of bourgeois morality is
? _ical •motorlolisa.

morality relies on dialectical and o

V.l. lonin, Colloetod Works, Vol. 31, 197*> P
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lutionary or reactionary - it reflocto. At any historical
stage that norol consciousness Is genuine which upholds the
future and reflects the ohjectlve needs of the progressive
development of society.

Undoubtedly} when capitalism was superceding feudalism
and from the point of view of history was a more progressive
system than feudalism, bourgeois moral consciousness was
relatively in accord with the historical requirements of that
period and therefore was taore progressivs than Christian
feudal conaciousnoBB*

In our ago, oomaimlot niorana-. la the only true norol
oonaolousnooa, not norely bocauoo of tho aubjoctlva wlab of
tba Connunlata. Iha Oonnunlata aro agalnat noral ralatlylan.

genuine because its requirements correctly reflect the
naada of the blatorlcal davalopnant of praaant-day aooiaty,
tba adTonoa fron oopltallan to connunian.

la 8ffBana°»v,^
linld of norality in a olaao aoclety

with tba r
otruggie of tho revolutionary clasaea

».a ff avl^ “r donaoloua-

prograa.ivaltrtrpolinf''^ ralativaly

tain Otago of hi.t- Z Wotory only at a car-

that claoo tenoor
^®'''Iopnont, when the intereato of

as a whole. It la th
^ iJ^tereste of social development

the expioitina*
^ ®*Ploited, working masses rather than

noralT«“l^^'''”’=" vahiclaa of

llaa in tba^trag^^fortb” if
Pbogrosa, tbareforo,

la. Harxlato bellovo th.a
° ^^’’'"^ion of tba working peop-

liberation from on
®^®ry neons serving the cause of

progress is evidencAfl^v^^^
^ «^loitation is moral. Moral

«Uibgofno:a ol::!.“ff‘".^--^-«
more humane, by

content, and by th
* ^Bories with democratic and humane

of the preceding a
«f the positive achievements

of norality hav* y^

of morality, Ihe simpler norms

first and foremost^T
throughout the previous epochs,

norol valuao and that i
communist morality.

® ^ they have become a part of
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wore ”moBt nanly, noblont, coat worthy
noat

Heal aoclallaa hoa croatad avary

huuana noru. or oorality to bacona tha ^ab^abl

principlaa and rulaa of conduct or tba ^ ,,,

tho devolopDont of tho individual
^ coaplex, long

or tha inatantanaoua trananutation or nan bu^a co^p^

and aonetinea rather contradictor
*,gipation or worh-

davolopad in the couraa or
ocononic. intallac-

ins people in tachlinB tha ^ connuniam.
tual and cultural probleoa of bull B

Aa aooiety advancea touarda ®°“
“ nethoda or ad-

ralationahipa between peoplo are
aj the

niniatration will keep narrowing* w
vrote: "Only

moral factor will constantly grow.
becooe^accuatoned

communiat society ••• people will 6^®
Qg^al intercourse tbat

to observing the elementary rules of s
thousands of

have been known for centuries and
KArnme accustomed to

yeara in all copy-book naxinB.
eooroion, without

Observing then without force, wi
coercion

aubordination, ninniii n- aooera^

called the atate." nodal

Science r. .vete^aWSSg-aaia^
' iilirr^-^""

"

about the essence of na^^^sl
nxcA*

eesees . Science consists of
world outlook. Tb®

syatenatiaed and pervaded with a de x
aui thought,

subject-matter of science is nature, » ^g-Q^ies euih laws,

Science reflects the world iu
*’_a.ed by social prac-

the veracity of which has been corroborated y

^1®®*
• baracterxstxcs

•

Science haa a number of apeoi^c c

First , it has many objects. ooneoiouanesa

,

coneciouaneas as, for instance, p®

" ~~ „ . « 1976. p. 502 .

K. Harx, F. Engels, '’-n-'-ted Works.

7.1. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 25« P-
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to besnlrch Coattuolsts, bourgeoia ideologlata are

trying to diacredit in, every way the concept of aociol reve-

lation in the oyea of the naaa of people. The egolaa of the

bourgeoiaie aa a clasa preventa it fron reoliaing the true

moral values of social revolution and ita role nnd place in

the social and moral progress of mankind. They consider it

immoral of the Communists first nnfl foremost to recognise
the need for revolution as the only means of emancipating the

working people from exploitation and oppression.
However, it is in a revolution that the more valuable

moral (Qualities of ita partlcipanta manifest themselves. The
best sons and daughters o£ the people, willing to eaerlllce
their lives lor the ideals of socisl Justice and for the hap-
piness of others, rise in struggle. At the sene tine revolu-
tionary etrugglo itself with its oplrit of oolfloss and dsdi-
oatad service to the connon onooe contributes to the fullest
possible resliaatlon of the moral potsntlalitiss of partici-
pants in it.

teing the hecklaah of counter-revolution, as historical
"“‘ioMry class casts aside its

covar.
““i oorality, with which it ohamefully

able
ibtoresta during the relatively peace-

re and hulllf°t/*"
Meso-ocalo brutality, tortu-

emolovad h
“ ofe bbo uoual methods of "pacifioation"

tbit
^Jl'^orlous bourgeois countsivrsvolutionaries. to

ca are f
a Salvador and South Afri-

euthropyrwhUh irarr'
inmorolity end mis-

uary movenant r
bnvarlohlo companion of all the reactio-

prird

"

niug the enatencrormsSLr
dimensions tbrsste-

most bohlfatrug^^SV^ ‘"d sreatsst and

the communist ^ ultlmato end of

of the proletariat
°° ^ ‘he moral consciousness

content is ,
“"^dl ideal, whose main

society. Prolotari!r,°"
individual and the freedom of

struggle for attalnlnrit’'^r°°“^°°
^^"P^dyed in the

rltv atr«a„tu
“ ^ “"d greatest models of moral integ-

rity. strength and purity. As Engel, put it. these <,ualltia.
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Itnolf £roo conoroto aenooi? aspoeta of reality an roa

tlcular choractoriatloa of phenoaona. Ibo work of a roaeor-

cher hao, of courao, oaotional and paycholOBioal aapao a,

too, but aolanoo Itnolf la the donain of logic and

Boientifio progroao ia characteriaod by two na o

denciea. One of then ia tho growing differentiation of^
ledge . Aa production and aoionco Bake progreaa, now a

appear in different fiolda of knowledge and aoae of tben

grow into independent aoioncoa. ?or inatanoo, phy ’

biology, hiatory and acouoaieo today actually are o

Of related, ocientific diacipltaea.
^ the

Differentiation of aci.ntific knowledge ia

need to learn about poorly roaoarched or unknom p

of reality. The objective baaia of different ®

scientific knowledge is the diversity of

forms of motion cf natter, and also the fact a

lopment of cognition itself baa no bounds.
into-

Tbe other tendency makes
also shows

aratlon of knowledge. OSie progress o
aeiences from

that, in addition to the branching off o
.-tegration of

traditional ones, there constantly
junction of old,

knowledge and special sciences emerge
„,„-w8ic8, physi-

traditicnal sciences (e.g., etc),
cal chemistry, mathematical losiCj ecooo

sYathesis
The objective baaia of the ^“^Bration

p^parti-
Of scientific hnowledge is uai^

rontributing
es and laws of matter in motion. Major fac o^

g^j^entific
to this process are tho evolvoment of

laws, and

theories with common methodological princ
p junction

tho emergence of new scientific discipliii®®
joiovn as

of two or more sciences, which have come

interdisciplinary sciences. ^Ait part-

Both these tendenoies have made
Being

iculady forcefully during tho past few ec •

directly opposed to each other and in
advance of

exclusive, they interact in tho process o

science. ^ relatively

At present science undergoes substan nature-

rapid changes of a qualitative aa well aa
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legal consciousnesa, morality and art, science reflects
not this or that aspect of tlxe objective world but tries to
embrace as thoroughly as possible all the aspects of nature,
society and human thought. That is why it supplies knowledge,
whidi plays the role of objective truth, to society as a
whole, from production to the more abstract forms of intellec-
tual activity.

Second, science has an investigative nature. Its
activity stems from its very purpose, from the fact that
It has to teach people how to do what they want to do. Scien-
ce cannot be nnderatood out of the context of practical hu-
tan activity and a aaarch for the noro rational ways of
acco^liahinB the tasks fscins sscisty. This nssns that every
P c science, if it is to correspond to its purpose, must

wLld hursf
° ” ‘“-ry sxplsininB the

its that woilL“
““1 trsnsfom-

Hri^ !f esc
reality. All the

aelflnf ^
®®“8clouaneaa reflect reality but it is in

lunction" wholly'd
cosnition is the nain

ras of thia va t

® the nature and specific featu-

oi so^leW n !
‘'P spiritual life

crltlcl ew "...11,,”°*^° iteterialin ui and Snpirio-

ploturs of the’world!!!"l°
Ptisnoe is to present a true

otrivlns of'*^f°°
^“'PP^Plly nakea itaalf manifest in the

the nature of nhel°
thoroughly understand

formulate the 1

°®ppp pp^ elrat is general in them and to

form of coaeli,
Patterns thus cognieod in the

for inetaaeo
"*’** “®'^pp ecionce different,

lodge about the'
° tPBoltion, which auppliee know-

py con„::: ee:eruag:r“'^

reality la Io^mI
oocial function, ecionce raflocto

^ Pi coacepto and lawa and uaually abatracto

"
^“'PlP. SPUsetadVorka, ^a, p. 171.
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tration of the scientific forces and financial resources

provided by the state budget first and foremost for the deve-

lopment of new weapons systems means of mass destruction;

and in the ruthless competitive struggle between concerns

and companies engaged in research and development* All this

shows that science has been enslaved by capital and that

scientific output has become a commodity* The owners of

"scientific 'Commodities" use them directly in the struggle
for dominance within capitalist countries and on the
world scene.

capitalist type of relationship between politics
and science is effectively countered today by the progressi-
ve and historically promising type of socialist scientific
politics. The 60 years of the development of the Soviet state
have thoroughly corroborated the efficiency and humanism of
the political programme for the radical restructuring of
science in socialist society that was developed by Lenin^ confirmed his prediction that socialism would liberate
science from bourgeois fetters, from enslavement by capital,^ from servitude to the interests of filty capitalist
sreed.

policy of the communist party in socialist society

the
^^^Snition of the growing role of science in

fe of society and in accon^tlishing the historic task
sting the material and cultural needs of all members

0^ society.

Art Art is a special form of

social consciousness ref-

T-. ,
lecting reality, in artistic

^ totality of feelings, sentiments, views and
the Beafchotic relations of people to

Valuation
it includes artistic tastes, views,

aatlrtf^
ideas in which, the state of harmonious unity

tloaahlpa
*^onflict and alienation in man's rola-

eipreased
environment are reflected and emotionally

'*etlca of art
levels, ideological . including

incluiiijj- th
^ “esthetic theories, and psychological .

amateur artistic activity of people, folklore.
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This developaent of science has been justly characterised as

the scientific revolution .

Karl Marx predicted aore than, a century ago that science

would become a productive force. Xoday we see quite clearly

the new qualities and characteristics of the developsent of

science as a productive force. Scientific knowledge becomes
embodied in technolog7 know-howi in the material condi-
tions of production, in the creative activity of participants
in it, and in the principles of organisation and mazuigement
of production and society. Being an organic component of the
productive forces, science participates in the development
of the moat important productive force, nan, with his labour,
production and social relations.

The tranaformatlon of science into a direct productive
force is a complex and contradictory process, which assumes
different forma under capitalism and socialism. When ob-
jectiviaed and materialised, knowledge can become under capi-
alism a force alienated from nan and oppressing him.
tter circumstance enables the monopoly bourgeoisie to use
ow e ga and new scientific discoveries for anti-human pur-

poses, for instance, to manipulate people and to enslave
them spiritually (total control, etc.).

The reactionary Innueuce of it?>erialiBt policy on ocio-
nca ^0 fostered such a pernicious process in the latter

tinfr

° considered a ctlois and even, as Western scien-

tific
®'init, os "the irreversible erosion of scien-

anfl <4- v?*
is becoming increasingly dehumanised

PUTDoaeB^t
svementa are used Tor militaristic and pragmatic

oolit^r^.^ ^ erowing extent under the influence of the

fio ethir >, r
cspital, with the degeneration of scienti-

cy of canit
° ® inevitable result. The inqpact of the poli-

amonff
Society on science fosters moral corruption

mism and
^ eventually results in the gloomy pessi-

Z intellsctual xorces.

maior
J^eoter of bourgeois politics in science -and its

lisatlon
nauiXeat themselves in the growing nonopo-

the floientlfi
P^iinction today; in the subordination of

o potential to monopoly policy; in the concen-
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and particular phononanoa, vhoraas concapta convey «hat is

intrinsic, aasantial and sonaral. The specific character of

an artistic inago is precisely that it is a forn of cognis-

ing the general through the particular.

The artistic iuage focuses uhat is the nain. essential

and particularly specific in phenooona of realty

ssos it in an inlnitahly Individualised fora.

lasge is knovm as typical in art. The typical is ssnar

lisation of not any randoa characteristics s^

found in a range of phonoaena hut of only those whrch express

the nature of these phenonona and their easenoe.

There are tvo types of artistic inages: 1)
^

gas, used in painting, the theatre, and

are an innediate presentation of living phenonena, 2)

erpressive inages, used in literature and

Wo inages are crested in a nediated forn, through mfluen

olng nan's Inaginatlon. forn.
Artistic inages are created by neans

The forn of a worh of art is its internal ^
nisatlon, which is created with the help o na

ive neans which are specific to every forn ^
brings out. fires and expresses the nessage of a given worh^_

of art. The nethods and techniques of ® racti-
ed in the process of the long dovelopnent of

ce. have the force of objective laws,

specific laws and attenpts to breah then are bound to

to creative failures. nn the

Art is subdivided into different
^1,3

specific features of reflection of f
objective world by then and the characteristics of

tic expressive neans they use. The nain

literature, nusic, the
turn are subdivid-

ptxire and cinema. The foros of
• .lon-b-lfy ooet-

!d into genres. In literature, for

ry and prose, and in cinena ®
°

the aesthetic
The social function of ^ ^ ^t inproves the

needs of people by creative wor f^
enotions. enriches

aesthetic perceptions of na^
artistic tastes

his artistic notions, etc. la short.
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fashicos, everyday artistic activity, etc.

Works oi art always represent a result of the codifica-

tion of reality ty can in accordance with, his ideas of beau-

ty. They are a taaterial representation of man's aesthetic

approach to objective reality. That is why art can also be

defined as a form of the artistic assimilation of reality

by man in accordance with his aesthetic ideal.

The specific character of art, just as of any other form

of social consciousness, la determined by the object and form

of reflection and also by its special social role or function.

The object of art is the activity of in society
according to "the lavs of beauty" (Marx). Since this activity
is diverse, art embraces the entire diversity of the world
of objects. The object of artistic reflection is not merely
activity according to the laws of beauty but reality as a
whole from the point of view of this activity. The animal
and plant kingdoms, mountains, seas, end man-made objects
become meaningful in art only when man's aesthetic approach
to the world manifests itself in then.

We should distinguish between the object of art and
its content, deternlned not onlj by the specifIn chBranterie-

OB Of reality it reflects, but also by tbe oharactBristios
of the artistic view of the wrld. The content of e vrori of
rt necessarily includes not only tho objective facts of
reality but also the subjective aspects of tho artist's
world outlook. It always supplies a picture of daflaito
aepec 8 of reality and objectivises the inner world of nan
«ea

^
works of art according to the laws of beauty. This,

®*plaina the fact that different artists port-

^ ® phenomena create works of art which are
7 fferent from the point of view of their content.

tvT>a
specific feature of art is connected with the

^’flection that is characteristic of this form of

•< 0. <

voraciousness. Heflection is effected in it in artis-
tic images.

1

rrtlstic image is a reflection of what is most essen-

aans
P^®roneaa through the individual in a concrete

OJV orm. It cannot he identified either with sensations
or concepto. Kan's sensations reflect the immediate, singl®
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Schiller, Goethe, and Hegel observed in their time. Ihe scien-

tific explanation of this phenomenon was supplied by Harasm.

Having made an indepth analysis of the capitalist mode of

production, with its single interest i-

came to the conclusion that "capitalist production is hostile

to ... art and poetry". „,_4i

Present-day bourgeois art is pervaded

pessimism, degradation and disintegration.
ioprint

bourgeoisie's fear of imminen per
theory and praot-

of doom. This art is immoral, and
,L-

ice are undemocratic, devoid of P-“^^ ;,,tures

anthropic, nationalistic, racist, and call for

and colonial conduests. ^j^tte.

Alongside with
"^ity of society,

meeting the needs of an insigni o
called

and widespread in the bourgeois
^ which are down-

pop art with its huge armoury of productions wh

deception rather than genuine a
United to

Of course, art in capitalist which

these tendencies. Thera is a strong e

degrading bour-

effectivaly struggles /“any progressive artists,

geois art under difficult “P“^//“:/“^/stLley Oramer.

among them Eenato Guttuso.
Fellini, raise and

Erve Basin, Ingmar Bergman,
vital problems

resolve at a high artistic level serious and vital P

of our age.
airficult conditions in countr-

Art is developing under
colonial dependence,

ies which have shaken off the yoke o
enslaved peoples.

Colonialism did incalculable damage o
centuries,

held back their ^ “vilisarions, suppressed c|^tu-

destroyed centres of ancient warped

re, adversely affected the dovolopnen
_ ^ laany respects,

the aesthetic consciousness of those
^ countries will

The cultxiral decolonisation of the n
viil have to be

take much time and offert and many prcblema wll

resolved.

Karl Harx, Theorlea of «.'T'luo-Value .
Part I, Progress

Publishers, Moscow, 1975* P- 285*
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of people, in accordance with which everyone does creative

work according to the laws of beauty in his specific area

of activity and thus brings beauty into life.

Art plays a great role in the life of society. It helps

people to understand the world better. Its cognitive role
consists in the fact that people can Bore thoroughly ahA coQ“
prehenaively understand specific historical circumstances

,

social relations and political interests through certain
artistic images created by an artist or a writer.

Art is very important to education. It influences by
artistic moans tho senaaa, will and thinking ol nan in
accordance with dofinlta ideological guidelines. In this
way it oontrlbutaa to the davelopmont or tho social prorila
of man, his character and willpower. Advanced, progressive
art always is a groat motive force in changing old, outdated
social relations and contrlhutes to tho suhstitution of new,
advanced relations for than.

le
social role of art is defined hy

revolutionary struggle and the revolutionary
transformation of the world, by its class position. Art which

^ i-^^fts Of the advanced classes, the people.

wMcI progressive. Art

onary
* service of tho reactionary classes is reacti-

mablT''"e«°”*°
"s'trtem-Iionlnioo claim that art is presu-

srt are "free" and

nistic cl

' ’^““^sss art in a society divided into antago-

he free f“"°- '“-t live in society and

artist or
freedom of the bourgaoie writer,

dependence hypocritically masked)

tion,"^
° heney-bag, on corruption, on proatitu-

is affected
different in today's world, I

The boura-A *

^ * ^«ep-going crisis in capitalist countries.^bourgeo^,,,, money-grubbing is alien to art, as
1 ,

ggllected Wcrlr., Tol. 10, p. 46.
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le against the vestiges of the -old world',

influenoe, and at eradicating these phenonena. ^
task is to encourage a socialist, revolutionary un e

of the world and disposition."
, „„o^Bliat re-

,:nder conditions of socialian the

alian deoanda that
question the pos-

pesainistic attitude to rea
difficulties and buUding

aibility of overooning the exia B

connuniat society. That is why a “

protagonist in works of art
^ t of critical

unlike the positive hero in
, .^ciety

realism, who stood in opposition to e
socialist art

and struggled against it, the pos ve
„liich he lives

is organically connected with th.

and struggles for ita prosperiW.
si the advanced

Socialist art carries on th
onriches then, and

art of the peat, “^/s^tLe. The method of soci-

oreatea a new, socialist art
development of

aliat realism in art is the contin

the best traditions of the realist ^
the truthful artistic represents

development,

historical circumstances and in re
cptimism of all

It expresses the aspirations, humanism and opti

the working people. development

Socialist art is an importan ° features

of realistic art. It carries on an
truthful repro-

of that art aa close links with *’
circumstances, and

duction of typical ^ ^ the particular. «hat

tile portrayal oX the general
alistic art ifl a nore

nahes socialist art diXXeront Xron
aesthetic ideals

indepth portrayal oX phenomena, conn
creative

and the iopaasionate assertion oX w a
conXiroed hy

potentialities of socialist
of socialist rea-

many outstanding works oX ar
• form oX art broad vistas

lism opens up heXore workers in any
people* and

for frao creative work in th. interest, of t^^ ^
provides ample room Xor diverse genre ,

Lltaratuma-ra gazeta, June 17* 195'^*
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The art of socialist countries la in the forefront of the

world artistic process. Soclalisa has rid art of nany factors

which are pernicious to its developoent. In particuleu?t it

put artistic and cultural values within the reach of the oass

of people by abolishing the monopoly right of the formerly
dotainmt minority to oulturo and eicluding the pooBihility of
culture being regarded ae a luxury, and alao freed the artlat
from tbe anarchy of private intereata. In this way proper
condltiona wore provided for the genuine flouriohing of
sociellat art, and the unheard-of upsurge of art of the for-
uorly oppreaaed peoplee of Euoaia boora avidance to thio fact.

The art of soolallat aoolaty la tho hlgheat atago in
tbe developaont of eeathetlc conaciouaneas. It energed on tbo
baaia of the revolutionary activity of tbo working olaea

^ by right inherited and absorbed everything of tho best
that taa been created in the hi.tory of nankind. The charao-
t.rlatlc featuraa of aoclallat art include truthfulnaaa,

Mea Te’
baliaf in the bright future of man-

'""•“‘"latic is the fact that its theorati-

^«b!r f hotarlalian and its main or.atlv.method - aocisliat realism.

the ahlll^'^t*'
reallsn la an artlatio nathod oonaiatlng in

“Viatic fom.°aI°^hod
^ ““

by Maxln Gorky.
^ aociallat raollan was founded

uaturS *oinor'^’
Mstly critical. It was quite

oiploittng syBt^eL°^^i°’^°
living under conditions of the

reigned euprene in
“d oppreaeion that

vaa to deatroy the la
i’“" ii“a- ilialr holrr task

oboota of the future h
ibey portrayed

on exposing the old world!
'“Pbasia on critioiaiQ,

abd boatil!*^t!
nlnilarly oritloal of, revolutionary

es priority to'^

**’ o^erything outdated. However, it attach-

tba “nperionty”.^“n!'!r^e
^notion, the demonatration of

people. r w realities created by theopie, Kaxia Gorky wrote: "Socialiat realism seeks to strugg-
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1 fm. (-«ra of notions is, there

daily inadequate nature

fore, charaoteriaed by
erpreaaion of nan's

of its reflection of roalxty and ^ reality. It is

in^otence before the dominance
^ eatress the nature

these most important characteristics outlook,

of religion and distinguish it from sc

^ "warped world

Religion has deep social geif.oonsciousness

outlook" bom of the "warped world
found hin-

and self-awareness of nan who has e
^ 2 -rf the individual

self or has already lost hinaelf aga
" ^ or socio-oul-

is impotent to influence the slis“
®

oociety or in present-

tural environment, be it in pn
favourable conditions

day bourgeois society, there appea^
siq>ernatural pro-

for fetishism, which means belie

parties of material objects and r
.

consciousness.

There are different " ^^ohip of the forces

Primitive fetishism consisted m then. Latter-

Qf nature as an illusory means o
anarchic social forces-

day fetishism means the deific®
i envin®^®**^^

which

man xmder capitalism deifies the so

suppresses him. ^ jiore than one occa-

Hon-MarmiBt authora pointed
^j^omentary foroa of pti-

alon that religion, even in
go" ,

elevates man

mitive totemism or "children s e i
ngoologio®!

hia sensuality, presumably ^ above the animal

alien" of the apeoioe, thus pu
^

diaagreoa with 1

kingdom. Citing this view, Barx
degrade men below

end aeke: "But does not animal

euimal. does it not make the “^“^^^grages in the deve-

ludeed, discussing the biato« gg nan a

lopoent of human freedom, Engels
inner nature,

ability to bo a master of hioso
, jgtisbiat consc o

bia paaaiona, ambitiona and tbougbta.

F. Engela, Aeti -Biihring. p. yol. 3 .
1975. p.i75.

E. Marx. F. Engel ^ 189.

5- K. „srx. F. Eugala. CgllRRSBi^f

^

1 .

Bee P. Easels,
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means and for the fruition of the gifts of every artist with

his individual creative abilities.

Religion and Its Elements

Religion is one of the oore

ancient forms of social con-

sciousness. The concept

"religion" appeared in antiquity to denote man’s relationship
with god and with the otherworld as a whole. Religious con-
seiouBness^ls an illusory fora of the emotional realisation
by_ people of their relationship with nAture and with one
another and of the ir being organised into a social entity.

Religion includes three basic components: religious
ideas (myths), religious reelings (emotions), and religious
actions (rites).

The theoretical ("nythologloal") part of religion is
quite important. It includes the ideas or god and other
supernatural roroea (the devil, angola, etc.), notions or
the otherworld, and stories about the origin or the world
and nan's designation. Theology (rron Oreek theos . god, and

la'*) aeeka to organlao these ideas into a
^stem and to substantiate the heller in god with the help or
different arguments.

* backbone or any religion and its most important

bailer in the super-uatoal world and the roroea belonging in that world. The

inaninr°"\!'’ "HBloua oonsoiousness: an

nan la
built up over objeotive reality and

theolonle i"

bhe rorces or that world. As moot

BOd the sun
emplaln the essenoe or being, they make

animals
“•“*''1 bhe cosmos, earth, plants,

r 0" determines
^®img and sets ultimate objectives for man.

to the nhrr
and impart fantastic properties not only

to t also to the world of man.

- “ economic, political and other relations

ahlpa eatA>t^<
*lttite real exist. Man deified relation-

tiona which 4

-*^ people but independent of them, rela-tlons^whUh got out or nan's control.

men's nind^'or ttoB^
rerieotion in

© external forces -which control their
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relision, with all Ito relative independeaco and apecific

place in the field of social conaciousnese, ia a fom or

reflection of the needs and interests of aoci^

reliBioua fora ia a aanifeatation of the inoaturiW of the o

cial aoveaent: "....The reliBioaa ataap in

117 universal significance ia restricted to the

of the bourgeoisie 'a struggle for oaancipation -

thirteenth to the seventeenth century...” ^
Since religious novenents icio-

expraasion of doep-Boiag aocial con
cones in'to contra-

political content of these movemen s
g^agea of their

diction with their religious fora
Europe and in

developaent. That was the case in ne
jj^^regard various

Islanic countries. Today, too, wo
.valuating the revo-

nanifestations of religiouc ana^—^ -nnaral line-up of the

lutionary situation and clarifying o

revolutionary and counterrravolutionary stage of

Social revolution nay at °

’gn religious conaei-

national liberation, realise itse
consciousness be

ouaness but eventually it deaands that thl

overcone. - the active or pass-

Eeligioua protest as ^ ioportant during tbe

ive rejection of the existing sys
^ moral discrediting

pre-revolutionary period as ® ° old, ossified

of doninant ideology and of s
differentiated

view

attitudes. It is necessary to take a political

of the political persuasions of bo ’•“
cions. This position

poaitiona of different religi®'^®
.actionary fron the po

can be rather progressive or rather
^ tbrough the attitu-

litical point of view. It nanifosts it Casue of

do of the church to present-day
d to real socia-

war and peace, to
*°»gdoy ' s world, the roli£5£S2

lisn. In defining its position in political

orgnc^ ant, nn (church) has to rechon
feelings. The main

sentinents of believers and their aor

harx wrid p. £&gel8

Progress Publishers, Koacow, 1975
,
SslectedWo^ in one volune,

’ * 603.



ness is characterised by acute internal contradictions:

awareneaa of one's insignificance often goes hand-in-hand
with oegalonania* This consciousness is illusory loohs
for tho memo to auotaln itaolf in the object of worahip
CthlngBf ldea8f peraona) rather than in the aphero of actual
activity ainad at tranaforning the eondititna of human
existence.

What is the social role of religion?
Marx pointed out that religion is the opium of the peo-

ple, 8elf»doceptlon soothing the individual living in a
hoatile environiaent and fearing for his aiiatenoe. Iha reli-
^oua conaoiouanoaa of the individual, aooording to Man,
coup enenta the world, that is, reconcilea, at tha level of
magination, tha more acuta oontradiotions of life. In this

® tompenaatory function by oroating a
o peyc ological barrier between nan and tha alien on-

ouTfor'^tv,”^
substituting nake-bellevo, illusory soluti-

relatlon w?
oolutlona of tbo problens arising from nan's

relationship with the surrounding world.

Justice U tre‘oti“L!rld^fortr
Im-ortality and

values n. .
systea of supreme hunan

fron the urg^rpi^bUn'^*
««Wt the attention of people

religion perforna a reg^Iton'^a”!"'®®^’’
ulaaa society, bleaslng the

function in a

“on, on the other PoUm T'
° conaciousnesa in

other reproaentatives of
“lorgyneu and

this fuuctloa of 11
waiaant classes have boea using

period of hlstorr^h
its very eBorgeace, In every

ly as opiua "for th
J^oligioa core or less deliberate-

people."
^ people", rather than "the opium of the

fom. What can
protoat la oaaifeated in religious

this protest? EnLi^^
a*Jo«t the objective significance of

Chriatiaaity and 1 i
^ countries professing

to aasune a "rail f
nass-ecalo social novenent used

fact that oediaoval'^^4 coloration". This is o3g>lainad by the

of ideoloET
story as a whole knew "no other form

1'.' religion and theology".^ However,
K. narx ang p » .

gress PubliaherH M
Selected Vn-rVf, ia one volume, Pro-

Mo8co^7i975^
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donocracy and oocial progroaB*

.e Jo «o.: rr:J
conaoiouoneoo io a rerioctlon o ao

consists

time always plays a socially act ve ro
emotions on tlie

in the e«eot of ideas and vi.«a. J outlooh

social beins of people, their activity, the^ «

and their social and spiritual world ° consoiousness,
«e can define the structure of soci^

the basic components oZ that struc
different phe-

of their interaction by tracing t o.

nonena ol social consciousness vri
nativity.

and spocific typaa of social consciousness

historical types, levels and forms
aoternined, in

and their different roles in social i
oaterisl

the final analysis, hy the division o
the material

production and by different aspects an

living conditions. of social consoi-

It is inpoasible to analyse p o
defiui^i®^

ousness without identifylUB their su e
feat^lreB of

the subject is important because the 8P«
^(^(jiety depend

these spiritual phenomena and their ro o
jj^gtorical sub-

on their characteristics of the oubjec
. comprise the

jeot lie usually stable groups of peop

social structure of society.



cause or shiXta in this area conolata Xirat forenoet in
global changes taking place todaj at the level oX social
conditions as such.

IX a believer today takes part in class struggle on the
oido oC revolution, the cauees of hla hoclal activity should
he sought not In his religious beliefs but In the character
of his faith. Present-day social practice denands froa people
a hl^ level of civic consciousness so that nan should bo mo-
tivated to take social action not only by his desire to lap-
rove his econoalc situation, not only by his political views
but also by the moral consciousness of the people.

Debates on the ways and charaotor of social change and
s motive forces are growing keener among the Catholics in

countries. Different positions make thenaelvos

nan a
debates. Only the most inveterate traditlo-

tCrlS"' f P-t Pt the church hierarchy in

ref 1

’'locates change within the franowork of oodera-

ward soelo°eMn^°^
helieve It aecoaaary to modemlae back-

•0, urging them tn
®PP“p^° to the ruling olass-

eyea to the lone
end not to close theirto the long overdue aoclal change.

However, coning againat th- «
privileged cleeeee and tmLT “PPPPition of the

the Catholic church
* Preaervo the proatlgo of

influeatlal leadera ad^t tT
P°P’^“tion, Ita

af the people. Some of hh
reliance on the masa

revolutionary violence
J'^tiXy the legitimacy oX

Catholics who advocate «-w
Dethods ox struggle oi«

^ radical

the anti-capitaliat
**opea Xor social progress on

greater infiuAne.
®rnative. Marxism is exerting an ever

Appr^erg -“bIous movements.

Oathollo movomont n
^tivo aspects of the left-wing

and Joint aotions’o/r'^^”""
’’"’’“to that the dialogue

be baeed ou e com
"““Phs-Lealniata and Ohrlatlans cannot

one hand, and
between religious ideology, on the

Isble differences
other. However, the irreconci-*

hamper their
these world outlooks should not

bhlty Of action in the atruggle for peace,
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Tho primary objaot 1. that of a acloatific of

orisina of aooial inoqaallty by rovoalins tho
^

baaia of aoci.ty'a aooial atractura. It followa

terialiat undoratanding of hiatory that it a
^

node of production of natorial gooda and on a ^

ralationa doninant in aociaty. Ihua, praot c ”
aotivitiaa ahould ba ain.d at radically

tarial baaia of aooial inequality. Tat

social atruotura doaa not autonatically o ow
and

nods of production. Social atructi^o
contain

indepoadont, Tho now aociol otructuro
etilla

tho old structural olouonts as woll as
t^ftnshipo are

thaaa undergo inportant change a. new Intarralationahipa are

being aatabliahed anong than. „._aa to ovary

A definite type of aooial atruotura correaponda

historical node of production of naterial goo a.
^jaggie

™.i.. ..

wore discovered and doacrtbed, bororo *

aociologista, historians and ocononists.
atruggls

Currently the axiatenoe of elaaaes an

ia also recognised by nany bourgeois ideo o
-liBinating

they are looking for ia. aa a rule. the
Claes antagonisaia and contradictions* w

olitical relati-

undorlying syston of capitalist economic ^ ^ these and
ona. As a natter of principle* Marxiste c

^ ^ ^jj^goxy on
other attoB^its at falisfying narxist-Lenini^^^^

true goal*

classes and class struggle ,
while expos^

inportance of

that of rejecting the practical revolut ona
oasses-

the theory for the liberation struggle o
. ggas the

Harxisn-LeniniSB a ^
The Origin of Claaasa a hiatori-

forces 5

^

rela^

cal result of tho development of produc
society*

tion to social division of labour. Thus, p for-

characterised by an extremely low level o
Its basic

ces development, was not divided into c ass
trital

structural elements were tribal
, THa clan and

alliances and* ;»n a higher level, ' *
. eocial equality

tribal social structure was distinguished y
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Chapter III

6001AI. BIEaOTDHE

The naterialist UEdorotandlng of history Includes a
Morrdst-lieninlst doctrine on social structure, prlaarily
on classes, class contradictions and class strugEle. The
concepts of nodes of production and of soclo-econonic forma-
tions, the Interaction of the basis and the superstructure
provide the key to studying society's social system. Its
e emen a and its Interaotioiwlth the economic oysten. Olasa-

ifn r/th
Offer a comprehensive descrip-

Historical significance of class struggle for social progress.
aa°°»0' the Beale of

Concept of
Social Structure

^ correct underatanding
of the esoence of social

-srani:: :::uc“

organisation

historical nature viz
*o“udation of a purely soclo-

developnent,
* ^ Pi^duction at saas level of

moat iaportant el
ae classee and social t

***®*^^° aocial structure conpri-
people, such as one’s

historical connunities of

aoaallty, family, aa^woll’
“ohhonallty, nation, per-

workere by brain and hand^^
'^han and rural populations,

Jor Conauniata tha
inportaat

primarily*bs
‘l^^a^ion of social divisions is

lutionary and yet
folates to a search for a rovo-

probleo of equaH f~n. B
^ scientific solution of the age-old

ty of the dreaa of i
®waro of the futility and abaurdi-

talenta (as was proor^A
individual abilities and

Leninists base the i/*
n^opian socialists), Maiadsts-

tic foundation, that-
social equality on its sole realia-

overcoBing class inequality of nen.
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aain tasks of a socialist revolution.

Iha socialist Eoda of production and the social owaor-
ahip of Boana of production result in a quolitativol? noa
social structure, charaotorisod by tbo absence of class nntn-
gonisna, by cooperation and coaradely nutuol aasiotonco bot-
veen two friendly classes, tbo workins class and peasantry,M well as between tbo two and tbo pooplo's intollieontsia.

ass relations also •influence tbo nature of otbor olenonts
Of tbo social structure of socialist society, i.o., relati-
ons between nations and nationalities, rural and urban po-

theT°^l’ relations witbin

Bonin's Befisition of
Clasaea

theory, Lenin oiforod a
detailed definition of

Sreat EeglimlH.7 « w ^
olasnos. In bis article »A

Soople differiBB'f
® ®‘ "Clesaos are large groups of

“ Watoricaliy dotMail*^ occupy in
^“=1^ relation (In

Production, by

ootlea Of labour, and Ln ^ organi-
Of social ^eall;

*>7 t^e dinensions of tbe
ooquiring it. Classes

dispose and tbe node of
“Mropriats tbe labour II

ttey eocupy i^ a Lir different

t
deterBiSnTr! I

=»=ial econocy.l
Classes is tbeir relatmT

b:rw:r^^^ -^’briber
“to.

li,
rural areas, are enm

’ they live

'’-i: “® oern:i:i.^
P. ibe Sli:^



of all nembera and tlie absence of any fora of exploitation or
oppression. A transition from fruit-gathering to cultivating
crops and fron hunting to livestock breeding bocaao an impe-
tus for transformation of clan and tribal relations. Tribal
communities were gradually replaced by neighbourhood or farm-
ing ones, Vfhere kinship no longer played the primary role,
but some form of collective landownershlp was still preserved.
This neighbourhood or farming community was to survive longer
than the primitive-communal system and became a component
production element of subsequent formations.

K
transformations in social structure were caused

by the iuventloa of aetal (Initially branta, than iron) impla-
mants. The naln elanant hara was that nan's labour was now
produclns »o« than waa raqulrad to auatain tha prodno.r and

nL f output was

llty aroae '<
“oaaaary and surplus product. Ihe posslbl-

tho Burolua”
tutrlbutlng, appropriatins and acouBUlatlng

2da7i on.”" r*-
“““ couoantratad in tha

activuy waa aaparatad iron
l^bellactual

varioua methoda 07::''”°'*" “oolal hlatory as a history oi

product, which reni
of the producer's surplus

ive specific hiatoricll f^
° history of success-

to work, aa a
which some men coerced others

ea. silstence and struggLe of class-

that Ixistorlca^'^La^i" social production

take place, yet
^ioas from one formation to another

Claseas aria:, ““
tirat oiaas aystea, that

° oud alavaa under the

ovmera under feudal!
^ ownership; serfs and land-

olala in capitalist olass and tha bourse-

ty, making oeana of n ^
abolishing private proper-

possibility of exDl
public

, thus eliminating the

nisma, and then hy
itself, followed by class antago-

c ass distinctions as such, that is the
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tho ooanB of production, uMlo workers, who o^

barred froa the participation in nensBenent It was

^
Marx who pointed out that it is not e a^^^

^ capitalist

list nonages industrial product on a
of indu-

a capitalist; on tho contrary, he becones a

stry because he is a capitalist, or a
^oians

The fact that hired “Vn nodern

are innodiato executors of nanogerl
obangas

industrial production under the “ie

nothing of aubstanco. Bourgaoio oo
^ nQana-

role of hired managers in its attenp
^ggrats", is

gerial revolution", or a -revolution of
current

allegedly taking place, that in the
,cing

scientific and technical
Ians, as a result

replaced by a class of engineers ^d

of which capitalism allegedly coa
. onginoors and

Ib is no doubt true that ^
technicians never ceases to grow

a productive force,

modern production when science s e
oanagoment of

and that those personally, respons
cific and research

modem factories, enterprises a so
rather than

institutes are hired engineers and so
compli®®*®^

nature

capitalists themealves. fhis is due o
requires pro-

of modern production, the management « Cireotors and

found knowledge and spaclalisod tra n
oasters, proper-

managers merely carry out the o
ormanisation of labour

ty owners. The basic role in the social
“^^action. It is the

is played by those who om
“““grcices the basic goals

Upper monopoly hourgeoiaie d^evelopments Ib is

and tasks of production md engineers and tech-

the his monopoly hourgeoisf®*
. of modern pro-

nicians, that is to blame for oilx

duction in capitalist countries.
social wealth is

The mode of acquisition and
° giiiinm

the next majjor distinguishing fe® ^ via.a-vis the means

others, it follows from their rela
tixere are two basic

of production. In antagonistic
labour proper and

ways of acquiring social wealth, ® determiue the sba-

that Of exploitation. Theae baaxc ways also
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the moana or production but producora alao, who wore regard-
ed aa nere impleueata. Honan writer Varro, in a treatiaa on
agrioulture, divided inplancnta into three categoriea,
... articulate, inarticulate and dunb; the articulate are

alaveo, the inarticulate oxen, and the dunb, carta.
Under reudalian, the aerr peaaant had Bone property and

labour inplenenta. let the landowner owned the principal
neana or production, i.e., land, which enabled hin to appro-
priate auipluo peaaant labour, be it in the rom or labour

(E£taya£e), rent in kind or noney-rent. The law did not
authorlee the landowner to diapoae or the peaaanfa lire, yet
peraonally the aerr waa dependent on and wholly aubjugated
to the laadowner.

K -w
oapitalian, all the neana or production are owned

y the claaa or the hcurgeolale. Orriclally, the worker in^ee ia oppoaed to the alave and the aerr, ha la not parao-

ownerahr™/""^ cannot exiot ror lack or
ownerahlp or neana or production.

Elsce In
“'•“da dlvialon or aociety ia Ite

ducMoT, ywat
"etabltabne avaten nr aeclal pro-

nant, ruling, leadlne o
““'‘“'e — whether it ia predoni-

ad. IhiB reature or
^ oppreaaed and aubjugat-

Poaltion via-b-vi, tv
°°aaa ia organically related to their

tbe alave ownerahlp ayate^“tv^
Production. Aa noted, under

articulate Inulem.nt .
’ played the role or an

ly dependent on and aubl
the aerr waa poraonal-

capitalism the work
^“Sated to hie master, whereas under

eella hla labour aMwt,*''*
’'ehlcle or hired labour, one who

?he ml o ewf talent and work.

Moa 'at iabr.ifi. 4^
Sgc ffroupa of n^n in th e social organiaa.-

which social grou
* ^^^“CUlehlng feature which determines

its goals and task
social production, determines

fomationa, cmdiv ^
oanegeo production. In antagonistic

— - managed by owners of

The Anoia—i.



societies based on ainve novnership, free

petty landholders existed, as did artisans, »ho were neither

slaves nor slave owners. They represented

Classes of the feudal society. As towns grew under

new social strata gained in
rd'others.

These strata becane the basis for the
f

es of oapitolist and workers during transi o

talist ayatoQ.

2, Claaa Stinieture the CoPteapor^

Society

in the course of societys historical

dalian waa replaced by capitalism* a ® and on

based on private ownership of the oeans P

exploitation of hired labour by capital.
f„ilsm

The developnent of capltoliBU

Stages of bavelopment
^ foroation passes through

of Oapitallsn that of pre-oono-

poly oapitalisn and that of monopoly
elements

lisa. Still, the substance of its most p

remains the sane throughout. comoodity-money
Its basic features are, predoninano^

developed social

relations and private property, - •oroduction,

division of labour, increased socialisa
exploita-

transformation of manpower into a commodity,

tion of hired; labour by capitalists.
^n capitalism.

Antagonistic contradictions are
_3ture of production

The basic on© is that between the soc
_ output. It

and private capitalist form of appropria
crisea

generates production anarchy, classes of

and irreconcilable conflict between t e
bourgeoisie,

the capitalist society, the worJcimS ® in agri-

Significant vestiges of feudalism,
existed in

culture and small commodity production,
^ countries*

the capitalist society and still remain
those

The non-basic classes of the capital s
petty houeeownors*

of peasants, artisans, pet^ tradesmen
basic classes.

They take up an intermediate plaoa »«««“
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re of Bocial wealth accruing to individual cloaaea. ?or hia
forced labour, the elave received what tho alave owner
thought Qufficient to auatain hia livelihood aa a alave; tho
aorf gave away to his landowner all that tho latter dononded
and worked hia hands to the bone to auatain hioaolf and his
family; tho worker's wagon depend on tho price of aaiq)Owor on
the labour market. It la only by conalatent and oeineas
claaa etruggle that the workara can aucceed in getting
higher wagea and batter working conditions. Tho major share
o£ material goods created by workers becomes profit for the
dominant claas of the bourgeoisie.

Lenin's definition of classes is
“Plit into antagonistic classes, the

deflnlM^° ^ ***° atploltad. Aa applied to soclaliem, tho
““ -ethodologlcal importance for

Hu ^or “4 t""

on of dlatlnLr°°°k
°° for the oliminati-oa or diatlnctlona between the latter.

roach to enalyllng^^th^or
» scientific app-

atages of Ita develotn6nt°°a
“ociety at certain

forces, finding tondenc<
’ the alignment of class

tXsseea, andlL:~: tTti”society, » ho entire social structure of

opposed to nonjaellou! “t olasses, basic , as

antagonistic society tho"h''i
'*^°*i^lshod. In on

life by tho mode of product)”
° “'•aaaae are those brought to

Ihe interrelationship of
““ ’^^'’“laant in the society,

nature of Itf, in given
'Jotornines the entire

native forces of its dovel”
^Le contradictions and

these are slaves and slavo”^”””^'
^ slave-owning system

landowners, and under capital^""’
feudalism, serfs and

bourgeoisie. working class and the

Besides tho basic closso
prises non-bBs)c^ pc

“°'^al structure usually con-

la duo to the preservation of a=aiotenco

of production or tho emergence r
preceding modes

in tho shape of specific economic r
production

noaio forms. Tor emamplo, in
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s.«te-.onopoXy capitalian.

ry of state and all state power fo
broadening the

financial capital, supprassing the worhe
nnoressed

- r.»«» -
foreign policy.

production; rather, it

Inperialisn is not a new node » acquiring
is a stage in the developnent o

the pre-
new basic features which make it

,-3ipg none of its

nonopolistio stage, imparialisn, w
...tt-ns inherent in

capitalist nature, nakes all the contradictions mn

capitaliam increasingly profound and acu a
their basic

oaie Marxist-Leninist doctrine ° analysing

features thus renains the only scient ^lo^^
bourgeois

the social class structure o

society.
3 tasic

The working class is

elenent of the class structu

The Vorking Class industrially deve-

i HHg
nodero

loped capitalist countries* The worlHng^
donriyec

capttaliBt societ-y is a anle tbeir

of the means of production and living op
nntp r'*"'’

labour, vho creates the «nciety fl princ
p

^

and is a aub.lect tn capital^ axploi:^

—

2-*

working class is called the
of tko prolotari-

The nain eleuent detornining
to the aeans of

at in the capitalist systen is its
of ownership

production. The fact that it is dep
capitolio*^ ox-

the tteana of production and is the ^ production

ploitation, and its ensuing oubordina nature

process, forn the root causes of the * accounts fo"

of the proletariat,At present, the pro
^ capital^®®

the cajority of the working population
^

states, with its shore continuously cochnoloE?
The current revolution in

growth of

loading to a tiuantitative and quolito ^ ^ reoult of

working class, to a broadening of it® r
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In the late 19th and early 20th centuries capitalism

entered the highest and final stage of its development, that

of in^ierialisn, or monopoly eapitaliam. Its basic distinction,

principal and determining feature is dominance of major mono-

poly capital in economic, political and ideological fields.

Lenin, in his work Imperialism, the HlRheet Stage of Capital-

ism C1917) and in some other works, offered a comprehensive

analysis of the essence of i^erialism.
Lenin pointed out five basic economic features of impe-

rialism: 1) concentration of production nnd capital, which

reached a stage of development high enou^ to enable it to

establish monopolies, which play the decisive role in the

economic life; 2) merger of banking industrial capital
and establishment, on the basis of this, of financial capital
and a financial oligarchy; 3) export of capital, as opposed
to e:q>ort of commodities, acquires special importance;

international monopolistic alliances of capitalists are
oatabllshed to divide the world; 5) the territorial division
of the globe by major capitalist powers is coc5»letBd.

ImperlaHam pushes the contradictions of capitalism to
the extreme, while increasingly reducing the number of those
belonging to the upper crust of ejqjloiters and broadening
the mass of those exploited by big business. It is not only

B working class that is the victim of plunder and oppress-
by the monopolies but also the toiling peasantry, broad

fvi
^telligentaia, potty bourgeoiaie and a part of

m e bouigeoisle. The oppression is strongest against
the peoples of colonleo and dependent countries.

<

io5>erioli8m is no longer the predominant force

wftT.1/1

^®raationol arena. The powerful development of the
aoc alist syatem, the national liberation movement, and

young developing countries in the internati-

itn
once and for all, deprived imperialism of

its exclusive right to manage world affairs.

.

° somehow strengthen the substantially
one foundations of imperialism, to hold its ground in

compo tion with the increasing strength of the world socia-

capital combines its night with that

< fit
state to form a single mechanism. It is

for tnie reason that modern imperialism is also described as
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International (or trananational) monopolies have becoce
the powerful monopolistic associations. They originated al-
ready ia the early 20th century as a result of the interna-
tional interrelationships of capital's interests in various
countries under the conditions of itaperialisa and on the
basis of the eagjort of capital and the econoaic division of
the world. Their econoolc power nowadays is so great that
they are justly described as "a state within a state" of the
capitalist world, as the oul^ut of the enterprises they
control, scattered over dozens of countries, surpasses the

gross national product of alnost any capitalist coimtiy. They
currently control over half of the voluno of international

capitalist trade.

The supra-national monopolies have a significant influ-
ence on socio-economic policies and the position of worhora
in the countries which their activities embrace. A destabi-

lising influence on the labour market, the oxistenoe of a

permanent threat that production will decline, attenpts to

split the proletariat and weaken the organised workers' mov^
ment, and interference in the internal affairs of other couut'>

ries are some of the basic consequoncos of expansion by

national monopolies. All of this causes growing concern among
the broad popular masses , primarily in the countries of
Western Surope, Asia, Africa end Latin America, who oppose

the idea of foreign companies' rujxnisg the show there and

demand that a democratic control be established over their

activities.

Capitalists who own the supra-national moncpolles

represent the top crust of the modem class of the bourgeoi-

sie.

It is the Piddle bourKeolete which romalns the moat oaoo

section of the ruling class in developed capitalist countries.

While it has, in comoon with big business, an interest in

exploitation and preservation of the eoanon conditions for

domination, it novertboless often finds itself in conflict

with the nonopoly bourgeoisie, which usurps part of its pro-

fits and places it In a position of economic dependence. The

policy of the dominant class is dictated by the monopoly bour-

gooloio, or the financial oligarchy, to which the principal



Btandpolnt*

At preaent, with the Increealng donlnance of state-

monopoly capitalism and the unfolding of the revolution in

science and technology, further serious transformations are

taking place in the economic and social position of the in-

telligentsia, which is increasingly being split into two

opposing groups. On the one hand, a relatively minor part of

the scientific and technical intelligentsia (about 13 to

20 per cent in developed countries) borders on the bourgeoi-
sie. These are various managers, a system of directorships^
and top administrators. Their high wages, social benefits which
they enjoy, their goals, Interests and their social status
draw them closer to the bourgeoisie, making then take the
side of the eo^loltera.

The other, much larger share of the scientific and teoh-
nical intelligentsia comprises scientists researchers, en-
gineers, technicians, educational, health care workers, etc.;
by their social status they are increasingly converged with
tha in4u8trlia and asricultural proletariat . Tdej sail their
a our Intellectual labour), are exploited, their wages
i«er insignificantly from those of industrial workerei it
is this aectlon of tho intelllgentnia that is ihoreaningly
suffering fron unenploynent and partloipates in the strike

Boction of tho intelligentsia

^
® elgnificently broadens the aoolal

tho !
dhti-imperlaliat novenent while roTOlutioniaing

Qs.

° society and strengthening revolutionary process-

The Class of Capitaliatn cm.® The ruling class is also

gee. The_bour£epinie in th a ,

atruotural Chang-

ane<
tale ie tha f^mMnant clans of the capitalist

m'

:! .. ? r -oductlon and livea on exolo-

ti; L aur! 0^ Ihcone of the bourgLi-

priated ^o“el^of
o=I>aid-for labour and appro-

y ownera of tha neana of production.

aoctlon°(r,°^^'°^°^°
honogoneouB either. The leading

ainlle
'I”* !> the big nonopoly bour-

forcan I
” BOCiaty'a productiveforces are concentrated.
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aa well ao India, Turkey and other countrioo, ore at on

average or clooe to average level ol capitaliat developneat,

accncpnni ftfl by the oxiotonce of quite aubotantial pre-capi-

talist, vestiges. In nany African and aono Asian countries,

pre-feudal and aeoi-foudal relations ore prodoninant, while

capitalist relations are underdeveloped, finally, the socia-

list-oriented countries have a socio-class structure of their

own. Haturally, the level of aocio-econoniic dovelopaent has

a deteraining influence on the fornation and dovelopaent of

the structure.

A specific feature of socio-econonic dovelopaent of the

newly-independent countries is the Dersi stenco of a nultistruc—

tural eennfttn^
,
the result of predominance of colonialism, which

served to preserve a number of obsolete relationships, which

tow prevent the development and triumph of new, more progress-

ive relations. The existence in these countries of subsisten-

ce-patriarchal, small-commodity, feudal, small capitalist,

developed capitalist, foreign capitalist, cooperative and

state-capitalist economic structures is what underlies their

societies' class system. In many newly-independent countries,

the transformation or conservation, rather than deconqjoai-

tion of pre-capitalist structures, is taking place- Some

economic structures, even if still maintaining the social

system, nevertheless often result in a deadlock and are

counterproduotiTe. On the whole, the social structure of most

®*''^*“independent countries is characterised by the predomin-

ance of transitional forms of social relations, based on the

existence of the multi-structural economy and the preserva-

tion of pre-capitalist social relations.
Complicated relations of mutual subordination and bitter

struggle exist among the economic structures. The social

structuxe of the newly—independent countries is therefore
extremely complicated- It is characterised by a contradictoiy

interaction of classes. et:bnic- i«ellglous aP »^ other social
groupg -

One distinguishing feature of the social structure of

^nadttional Afro-Asian society is its caste nature, which
bolda down the social development of newly-independent count-
®‘iea, as does gerontocracy (a riile by tribal chiefs)- With its
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levera of economic predominance belong.

An important place in the social structure of capitalist
countries is taken up by tbe middle strata , whose position
is intermediate between those of the two basic classes of the
capitalist society, the workers and the boxirgeoisie. These
Bocial groups are diverse and comprise both the rural and
urban petty bourgeoisie and some groups of hired workers. The
criterion for defining the urban petty bourgeoisie is proper-
ty and the size of business, idiich require direct participat-
ion by the owner in the production process. In the niddle
strata as such, changes have been contradictory. The urban
nldaio strata Imte beea displaying great stability. la major
induatrialiaed capitalist countries tbeir sbars is not going

vdth the absolute figure in some esses even going up.
e reasaa is, primarily, the fast growth of the sphere of

services, where tbe share of snail buBlnesa Is onch hi^ar
than in industrial production and, secondly, a aubatantial

cafcBv

^ eo-called new niddle class composed of some

Of tL ^t.i? well as groups

1.1 th! lL“e ^i^rdlve^'^a
“

taea social countries remain a

-a- ::rstr^::^;.^,r;
the middle strata th ,

changes in

a7at,m of oocial ralatlonI°°i^"hf
^

in the Erowinv i “»• In this connection, most obvious

axodus 0?^^!:!°"*°“='’ ^talllgantsia. A mass

areas haa i=portanrpoUtieT^“''^°“
As a r 1

political consequences.

political forces *to
taking place in the balance of

conservative parti
* ®trlneat of bourgeois-centrist and

dltloaal
ba=iwardneaa’‘of‘tw‘“''°

Paraaltialng on the tra-
® Of the rural population.

aa,8oolo^33 Struct,.VB
^ can BPd Latin Anerican Counti-ifta

Latin Anerica^a^^^f*^®^*^
countries in Asia. Africa and

oconoBio different otages of socio-
nueber of Latin Asexican countries,
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IHie vast iaa;Jority of proletarians are engaEsd in snail scale

production, characterised hy a low level of division of

ur, mechanisation and concentration. The percentage of una

ed, seasonal and day-labourers is very high.

As for Latin America, the working class accounts for

half of all the active population. The highest number
^

ers is found in Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Venezuela and e.

In the most developed countries of Latin America the deg

of concentration of labour is high.

In Arab countries, in the early 1970s the proletaria

(agricultural workers excluded) accounted for 8 to 22 p

of the economically active population in various count

If agricultural workers, a ma^Jor share of whom are seas

workers, are taken into account, the share of the pro

in the total strength of the economically active pop
^

a

is higher. These countries are characterised by a rapi

Of the strength of the proletariat.
industry and the

la African countries, the development °

process of urbanisation are the factors coatribu ng

Stowing strength of the proletariat.

Although the internal structure of the prole
count-

Asian, African and Latin American countries vane
, , j. nvanf-viAT*. the followxMft

ty to country and from one region to anovn
» v «• 2) work-

basic sections can bo defined! l) hired rural
ns*in

ors in loading and unloading and auxiliary opera
^ ^ con-

industrial centres; 3) non-factory industry
workers-

struction workers; 5) industrial, mining and rai

This breakdown enables one to see a spec o

the proletariat of these countries due to
workers

oajor share is craftsmen and artisans, i-®-
»

proletariat,
in small enterprises, rather than the industr

the
Among the group of hired workers (agrioultu^

iuduatrial proletariat is a minority, fat t
political

moat important feature of the social, econo c
^^^^cpced

position of the proletariat- It ia oubstant p^vious
hy a mass exodus from agricolturo with the

pj
oud hidden unemployment, depreciation of the

_,;^lotariana,
vork.„. ttc formnCicn of a Lugo army

the proservatloa of close relationships
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strict regulation of the division of labour anong various

social groups, vlth the prohibition of sarriages between

meabers of different castes and the restriction of the choice

of occupations, the caste organisation obstructs the econooic
development of these countries. Inherited obligatory occupa-
tions (fishing, blackamithing, agriculture or trade) inhibit
the growth and normal functioning of society’s productive
forces while making passivity, lack of initiative and pover-
ty the lot of the broad mass of their population.

In many countries, the process of social stratification
has not yet been completed, which influences the process of
formation of some socio-htstorical communities, and especially
the process of formation of classes. The social structure,
however, is extremely dynamic. The dynamism finds its express-
ion, in particular, in the growth of the share of the prole-

riat in. the population of Asian, African and Latin American
countries. In those, as in other countries of the world, the

«« t>^th the size and

on
^ class, as well as its social role, are

orient
^ Gapltalist-oriented and socialist-

oriented newly-independent countries.

5he Working Class
speciXtc

features of the working

dent countries are
^ newly-indepen-

Bocio aeon <

ermined by numerous factors, including

(capitalist path or davalapaeat

pZcure if aavalopaeat of soolety'a

la ihdustu a^r^’
J*"' axlatonoo or lack of a public aootor

aactora ifths uaLif
economic branches tha

“ature of predominant

Bocialiat «« « J.I
content of economic relations with

of the workinfelsiff
countrios, etc. Tho permanent aharo

can countT*<o a.
^ ®®wly-independent Asian and Ifri-

10 to 20 per-cent
^ ^ i*iduetiy and agriculture) averages

mostly •a.
active population. Manufacturing,

Itporiei: si::f ^ r account for an

for workers include
sources of employment

Serticea employ a
J'^'”'‘«tloa, mining and construction
atively high share of wage earners.
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colonial donination. The quantitative growth of the proleta-

riat has been accompanied by qualitative changeo in ita

structure. The working class is entering the national arena

and becoming an active participant of anti—ioperialist atrug

gle. This CEinnot but be a source of alarm for icperialist and

bourgeois ideologists. Claims are made, for instance, that

the nature of the "African" or the "Asian" worker makes him

always and in any event a proponent of "harmony", which

would unite "brothers" "sisters", and that the class

struggle advocated by Harodsm is alien to the peaceful and

non-violent "African", "Asian", etc., aoul.

The peasantry is the largest

Peasantry social group in the Afro-

Asian countries; it is the

basic force and the most important social base of the natio

sal liberation movement. At the same time, as the e3q)0rien—

ce of struggle for independence in developing countries

denonatrates, the peasantry is not an independent force in

^his struggle, even if it does serve as a social base of the

liberation movement. This is due to the specific nature of the

peasantry as a class which is characterised by small property

owning tendenciee, a low level of political consciousness,
lack of organisation and spontaneity. Another reason why the

peasantry is not an independent class force is that, as a ru-

le, it was the poorest and most oppressed section of the popu

«tion in African countries, less literate and more ensnared

wariouB prejudicea than other groups,

document adopted by the Pirst Conference of the

^aauniot and Workers' Parties of Tropical and Southern Afri-

^
pointed out that socio-claso differentiation was becoming

^

re profound in the continent. In a number of countries
° tropical Africa the working class had already been estab-

ahei, while in others it was in the process of formation,

workSjig class has sot up trade unions of its own, and in

^
countries even a party of its own; it is increasingly

^SrooBiug the interests of the entire working people,

lat!
peasantry, vho represent the majority of the popu-

^ ^1 African countries, is a natural and moot nuoo
elly Of the working class,
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the reapoctive ethnic group and its social institutions*

In developing countriest social links and relations or pre-
capitalist formations are interwoven with relations of a

capitalist type. This results in the preservation of a low
level of human needSi which slows down the process of up-
grading the skills of workers and limits the utilisation of
skilled manpower.

Still, a tendency of dococ^osition of the old social
system has been increasingly felt over the recent years. Ihe
strength ef .the proletariat is rapidly growing, accompanied
by an increase in Ito role, the formation of a class consci-
ousness and the spread of Marrint-Leniniot Ideology.

The quantitative growth of the industrial proletariat
accompanied by changes in its structure and make-up. With

the development of national industry, the emergence of new
en erpriaea and whole branches based on modern technology,

t«!b°
skilled workers ia growing, as is the general

tecbnnleglcal. level of the working class.

Inm rani SI
organisation and class consciousness is ris-

^rsTf fn r “ Class more and

^rrcu^ti: restruc;ur4.

half of the nnni n • .

poaeantry
, account for about a

workers also Includr^sSllerf^^rw^’
property of that-

Hied full-time workers who have no

ics!

uarginal urban populatill”' “T® peasants and the

tors drivers, engine mech’ T* workers, such as trac-

Ih Africa
“1 technicians,

weak, although*!! ls^^°
still not numerous and

of unskilled workero
developing class. The share

cy level of meet work^e ^ Mgh. Ihe lltera-

the African proletariat 1
.° ^ Important share of

ly linked with rural an
of seasonal workers olose-

the same close links wltr^iulger^''''”"

taria?m:d:“r:i,:!rrc“r'v'°^^‘'cant cotttributioa to the atrugglo agaiuot
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j /»iii ft-p within the frame-

framework of f based on compensa-

work of local communities, esqjlolta

tion by working off ®''®‘

„trugBle under the circum-

The substance of rural “I-®
f ,, ^al work-

stances lies in tbe strugBle

ers against latinfundism and tbe monopolies.

In a number of newly 1^ P

J dent Afro-Asian countries

The Bourgeoisie and Other p^tj.

Classes and Groups of iiq)l
capitalist orientation,

^ acceleration and broaden-

ing of the development of
^3C-«lcnialism

Ld with

Under
^^^^'^“‘^^“Intific airtechnical assistance, capita-

its financxal, scientific ana
^^_adore type is beme

lism of a neo-oolonialiat and neo-c^
^ countries with the old

formed there. It is here, as we
^ a- for example,

traditions of capitalist
the national bour-

India, Turke. and fg^t
,, ,^crtant part

geoisie is being formed o
-nnroradore bourgeoisie.

Of which is compri^d
^ *^rcountries by far that the

It is not in all Afro Asl
„„-,<tioal forces never-

bourgeoiaie is a serious social a
^aire, Tunisia,

theleas, in some countries

Morocco, Pakistan and others) it is in

the forefront of political life.
no big

In most countries of
^ me bourgeoisie is,

business bourgeoisie based in
j^^^ccen and tradera.

as a rule, represented by petW
^ growth of the bour-

Eeoent years have been obarao ^ ic urban, but

geoisie in some Afro-Aaian '"^^^“pmce aa a result of

also in rural areas, where it
nobility, feudal

the stratification of peasantry,
cj the bourgeoisie,

and Boml-feudal elements acq r
crban bourgeoisie,

and purchaeea of land by members
„,icical development, a

over the years “^/“^“'".^rttive bourgeoisie, rep-

etratum of bureauoaratic or
aomotimas middle

resented by the offioials o 0
^ in many countries

levels of the state oaohinery, nothodo of

of Africa. The social status of this group



Vitb political Indepozuldzicai the role of the poaoant^
ry in the Afro-Aaian countries Incroaooo oubotantlally* Quite
a significant part of the peasants have acquired a stronger
political conociouoness and soae political experience. Espe-
cially conducive to this ara the proceasea of social stra-
tification of peaeanta with the resultant prolotorisation of
Individual groups ol the rural population taking place
currently in the African countries.

In countrioB oX Latin Inorlca, proXound social diXXoren-
tlatlon or the poaeantiy la taking place nora rapldl?. Over

decades the process has acquired a oaeo scale, with
the trwsitlonal types combining the old (peasant) and new
(proletari^ or Xarmer) Xeatures becoming widespread,

who
arisatlon of the oajorlty of snail property owners,

I^evlLnr°^ by working Xor hire,

their lab
'

v
characterised by the sale oX

the dem2“;r n "m!':
ictlon is growing Xast sil^

overpopu-

oruat is aeoulrlnm fe t
^“'^baoeouoly

, the peasant upper

Anerioa. trlatur, ^Vro'
^

as a social groun la »
Xormatlon oX Xarmers

tion ox latlXuudlsm and
Preserva-

tion, poverty and landleaa
''““'"^Bial Xorms oX erplolta-

owners resort to th^ !
werkere, the land-

ctploltation, mon^y!!:::^^^
contradictions between the^f

EXewth oX

A nunbor of Latin Amari
“tnors and the rural proletariat,

of using all me^ to
pursuing a policy

Positions of the farnera
' ^ position of the farnero.

and southern Brazil.
“^i^OBest in Argentina, Uruguay

Tbo specific nature of th«
America ia thus due to the x

“Evarian situation in Latin

latinXundlsn and the preaervrt^
basis oX

capitalist relations that ooolt''li°^
Testlges oX pre-

peasantry thus suXIsra both
“Aten le developing there. The

oapltallem and ae a result ox^it
‘be development oX

Ibe prooeoo oX eocial dlXXerenti°tf”"'^^*'°^““*
development,

not been completed; in manv peaountry has” *a, it continues within the



... a. .00..
of capitalist relations, with their posinio yy

of the hourseoisie. to
thrupper crust

rf^relLralnfi^’-ilit. attenptei

te resistance to revolutionary and

nunher of countries they were aubsecuently fore d t qnit

the political arena, while in others they nansged to pre

servo their influence.
aae of big

AS for .tin America, the

landowners still exists and is playing a
^

economic and political role, and possessing substan

power in a number of countries.
„adual transforma-

Over several decades, a proo
taking

tion Of latifundists m:thods- of

place in Latin America, with
ones,

exploitation being replaced by
‘’“““^.a^ents have been

to recent years,
„sderniaation of lati-

uslng all kinds of incentive
la-downers have become

fundia ''from above", while many S
A.taliBt economic

more like businessmen, having adop e

methods.
^ •r.MudinK its most bour-

The class of the latinfundists, i
. force- Communists

geois section, is a most conservative
final elimi-

see one of the basic tasks of the
largo land

nation of latifundism through
3^ or cooperative

eatatea and their replacement by a a

farms. •

Tbe hlddle Strata

in the complex and atill not

linsliaed
Afro-Aaian and Latin

1 is being play®*^

Amertcaa societies, an important ro o
«niddle“

is described by -Lgloneratlon coopoaed

strata. These are a peculiar soc
-Droducors in

Of a large part of potty P-P«^ °"°”,“rofoaaionala
urban and rural areas, office wo

intolligeatsio, army

(artists, writers, lawyers,etc.), t 0

and police officers, students, aociol group

It Should be pointed population in

accounts for 10 to 20 per con
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enriclimeat are attributable to such features of the bureau-
cratic bourgeoisie as corruptioa aad venality, anti-popular
and pro-colonial synqjathiea, etc.

The heterogeneity of the national bourgeoisie and the
nobility of the limits of this group nake its role extrenely
contradictory both in the struggle for national independence
and at the stage of independent dovelopnent of new African
states. Although the majerlty oX the national bourgeoisie has
not entirely abandoned anti-inperialiat and domooratio posi-
tions, the local bourgeoisie, Xorced as it is to balance
between preasure Iron imperialian and noo-oolonialisn which
strive to preserve their donination in the region of the nswly-
independent countries, iron feudal and pre-feudal elenents
seeking to preserve their privileges, and from the popular
nssaea denanding radical changes in their life, and in some
cases fron the petty bourgeoisie and the intelligentsia with

tendanCT°t”°
° ^ Ith^isg role in society, often displays a

t^f^es" conciliation and collaborate withthe forces of inperisllsn and Internal reaction.

Joined by'latlfmdiat
is gradually being

economic and pollticll Inn!”””
greatest

Ihe developmert Of the Lat^T"
EUiehed by some major featu^

bourgeoisie is diatin-

Ulaie in Western hLope InT
“ the bourge-

prlor to World War I tL Anerican countries

economic and political
“atrial bourgeoisie held an

Class Of the big latUu^”lts!“

prceauro - Xrom”?^^'!"^
bourgeoisie originated under double

dists. Ihe fear of rupSr^rStil”"
le‘l^“-

llska with foreign caultal
" “-beit inequitable,

agrarian oligarchy when r
lasing its alliance with the

letariat, has never
clasa enemy, the pro- ,

tloal struggle waged°brtL*LM'^!
socio-poll-

Feudal irtTrio n
^ Latin Anerican bourgeoisie.

exiBt~a a class no longer

cioGt AXro-Asian
strict meaning of the term in

Asia both the
^ ®®ay countrlea of Africa andthe Clan and tribe nobiXity and the feudal ele-
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profitable fora of deveiopaent of

prooeea of olasa differentiation ia tatxng

^ i -4 « Annually thousands are arawu

among the patty bourgeoisie. Annually

into the maelstrom of small busines
, oauperisn. Only

to become bankrupt and end up in the morass of pauperis

a few become small capitalists.
ho-..ncteriBtically

on the whole, the petty
f“-^:;,^“::'=y:l^trong

adopts a
f
““

itieal conservative
desire to own property, its ap

^ .„cial base for

nature more often than not make xt a ma
parties im

right forces in political etruggle. Be
sans tins*

Latin America also turn to potty buaxness
^

aj^ploitation

the petty bourgeoisie experiences ® a potent-

and oppression by foreign capx a
, against despo-

ial ally of the working class
. ^^alism.

tic rule by big monopoly buaxnosa a
^^^“^^^^j^apxng societies

. of Asian, African and Latin

The Marginal Organ Strata
.-.-an countries, a major

.a to their strength) is taken up

place in social structure (due * marginal strata

by what is described as marginal s ra
which,

are those outside the process of ®°®
®

taking place by leaps,

due to some circumstances or other,
g^^ata (thdr- are also

in an unbalanced manner. The marginal
^ numerous group

called declassed grovps) represent qux
^^^^aan countries,

in the population of Afro-Asisn and
,ayel of industrial

Their quantity is attributable to a
impossibility

development, overpopulation in rur population, a

of providing Jobs for an i“P”*“^^^aatioa, lack of food,

higli level of population growt
• loading to the P®

houaing, and by a nunber of other reas
A groat

perisation of quite broad nasoea o
rat© o£ urbani-

role here is being playod by a gap ® axbon population

nation and that of induatrialiaat on.
agriculture-

ia growing faster than io eoployaon ou^
oigrants fron rural

poaaibillty of finding dohs in towns ° caufl© of the

areas ia very United, which ia the principal

fornatioa of the urban narginal ®^^*^**
^ leave an icprint

Overcrowding, poverty and
inhabitonto of oarsi>^^

of their own on the paycholoQT of
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Tropical Africa, Bomewhat less in Asia and froa 7-B to 22-23

per cent (depending on the country) of the population in

Latin American countries.

The dual nature of the strata is reflected In the fact
that, on the one hand, they adjoin the working masses and
are playing an active role in the liberation struggle} in nany
newly-independent countries of Africa they are leading the
strug^e. The leading role of these strata is due to, the
weakness of the proletariat and the bourgeoisie in former colo-
nies and semi-colonies, as well as to the incomplete nature
of socio-clasB differentiation in African society. In prac-
tice, the middle strata are often led by the intelligentsia
(including the military) which, depending on a broad range
of factors, is guided by revolutionary, democratic, and in
the final analysis socialist ideals, ox adopts the position
of the bourgeoisie and the capitalist path of development.K 18 by the position of the intelligentsia that political
radlcrnsm of the middle strata is largely determined,

a ntimVi

hand, the intermediate strata also possess

Lr tLf 'I'^^ities, such as political backwsrd-

ZZ hesitation and wavering on quee-

and oreaniaati''^
Politics, lack ot political firmness

ceptlort! IMa nakaa than aua-

Aa lor
‘y raaotlonary lorcaa.

io. The BUTTlval of th.
bourseols-

praaarvation « a
nlnance of li^t indUBtrT°'d'^"^°

atructura with the predo-

prisaa artiaana and oraftsm.n
’’aclaatloa. Ihla aeotor con-

5 anplojaca), anall hualnaaanan pat^“'f'aof anall aervlca ontorprloea bLii
latin Anarioa la charaotarlaad by thrf’'Tt^''°^“°‘’

^
an inportant part of factory work

“ involvea

^s ia attributable to tbX dir.
“ amployeaa.

ploynont and lack of akillo.
Paterty, threat of unon-

Monopollea have eatabllabad an
anall oonnodity production. cnkLrbor““r
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of social production are close, a
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^

capital;

ration between then and for joint
each clas® continue

still, specific interests and goals o

to exist as their alliance develops ur classes^

Since the fundamental interests ° strugg^®
^ soex

are objectively irreconcilable, the c
inevitable

necessity

»

ety divided into opposed classes xs rather t a

a law of developnent of antagonist c
^
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Fro. the tl.e society was
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»
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areas. They are easily Isilueaced by denagogy and Inclined to
support extremist movements, both right-wing and "left "-wing.
Their characteristic orientation on the strong personality
mahes them a social base for populist movements. The declassed
and criminal elements have always been used by reactionaries
in the struggle against revolutionarylbrcea, primarily against
Communista.

Content and Farmfl of Claaa Striip-p;iA

ed .Til
dialectics were analysed, it was point-

ulueLr T “4 “diiiat opposing forces,

Ts dever
»"“^'d=les of any process is the source of

Sites whl'r “PPO-

rfo^cle t ‘>-dlopment,and its moti-

procesaea'of^th*
differently in various phenomena and

precedes Of the objective world, including social life.

tive !^er a;°L!i:i“2
aldea of contradictions th^’

‘=*'a®Saa is the specific

themselves, as well as of th
“PPdai=8 sides

social development.
° Properties and tendencies of

Claaa Struggle ae a law
'^ere is the source of class

of Aatagonistic ForMtioaa
in society? What

gists who atteopt to canc^eai
Bourgeois ideolo-

re suits from '«a outual «<«
essence claim that it

froa unakUxul policies
srotanding" between classes,

from "aiding and abettinR'^hr'^
^ruling upper crust,

to find social and norai vai
^ olenents", etc. They seek

Boatilo claases. This, howeve^
to an analyois of ouch, a co i*

° ^ Bcientlfic approach
class struggle. ^ profound phenomenon as

Class struggle is borne or «-»,

life and ia generated by cont s
^ ®*^^®^ial basis of social

tion of diflorent classes in
in the economic poai-

iatoreoto. The most proround conflicting
existence of private ownorshio or

struggle ia the

If the content or'closo struaKi!
Production;

the concept of class interest haa ^ ko be analysed.
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1. V.l. Lenin, r-nllectea Worlra, Vol. 25,
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The elimination of feudal production rolationa did not

abolish the private ownership of the neons of production.

£:q>loitation of nan by man remained, with only its form chang-

ing. The bourgeois system came into being under attractive

slogans of liberty, equality and fraternity. Yet these were

only used by the bourgeoisie to push aoide the feudal aristo-

cracy and to gain power. Instead of equality, a most profound
new gap of social and economic inequality appeared. Bitter
class struggle, rather than fraternity, is what reigns supre-
me in the bourgeois society.

As opposed to preceding exploited classes, the worhing
class is a harbinger of new, socialist production relations,
Beprived of the ownership of the means of production, it has
no interest In preservation of private property. It is the
most advanced and resolute fighter for the elimination of
exploitation and for a radical revolutionary transformation
of society.

Basic Perms of Class Proletarian class struggle
rugela 7 the PioXethrlat emhracea all eaaential aspeota

eooial lire, via., econo-

^lat !
political aapacts. Tha baalc icraa of
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inlvL ° Claaa throu/
aing yagea yorking houra, increa-

la a radical ion
° °oonoBlc atruggle, lioyever, cannot resultm a raaical improvement of vital

olaaa. In affect, it ia ai.ad a:^a:Xg"::,rya“Sov

incraaalng!7°i!cLrtto^Iann‘’r’i''''° claaa «aa

tha need to yaga a atruggle not
yorhera

fron the ruling claaa, hS alao a!^I
conceaalana

ytola and against the cap tS at ^
"

need for a Ugher, l.a. i^aoiog c^ f!: “r- ^T
It orlginatad and became yldea^ro^’ f

atruggla.

spread of Marxian.
''“»”»ro->d aimultaneoualy ylth tha

tbecrSIfrl^"^ proletariat la a scientific

.

tbecretical kind of atruggle; it l, being yeged to introduce
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What dlotinEuiahoo the woEkins-cloBa aovaoent

yaara froo the previous period is a

of the social base ol the strike noveaent, i

ly involves white-collar workers. Joint action y

ing class with various sections of the bourgeois

including the intolligentaia, office workersi s

potty busiaeoBnon, peasants and the pensioners j

nonentUQ* ^ 4 o rha-
The nodern class struggle by the prole ar

.

racterisad by action £or interests of

besides action for its own class interes
, iope-

atruggle against oUitarlsstion. halting ^ 7

rialist states in territories of others, pro
infla-

environnent, action against the arms race,
oove-

tion, rising prices, supproaaien of nation

neuts, etc. struggle as

Such relatively new features o

direct actions against the bourgeoi
nistrust to-

that state policy be changed, as an a
g^bo^dination

wards state authority and the opposition o
iroortan-

o£ the national econony to the state, are o

d its Mariist-I*eni“

The influence of the working class
^ gbeadil? growing-

uiat parties on international relations s

^
Intor-

The workers demand that detente be made n
developed,

national cooperation and peaceful coexi

and disputes solved peacefully*
class struggle is

An essential feature of proletari^
^ence- of a common

its international nature, due to the e s
freedom

enemy, capitalism, common vital interes
those of build-

from exploitation, and common ultimate go

Ing a socialist society* of antagonis-

As a driving force behind the Chat the

tic formations,, the class struggle demo

working nasaas are the true makers of s

who promote the progress of human socle
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the world oocialiat systea, whose determining influence on
the coiirse of world development Is increasing. Purther, these
include national liberation revolutions by peoples of former
colonies, non-capitalist development of newly-independent
countries, or development along the path of socialist orien-
tation. Ao for the class struggle by workers of capitalist
countries, it has entered a new, qualitative stage.

In the current historical period, the organic combinati-
on of struggle for democracy with that for socialism is an
waeatiaX reature or tha claaa atragEla by the proletariat,me growth or monopoly oapitallsa into atate-momopoly oapita-
lam ia accompanied by an all-out orronaive by nador monopo-

liea agalnat the Intaraata or the working olasa and the broad

Tacfr bourgaoiala also have to
noreaa ng dlrriculties. The oggravatlon or the baalc

or tbo oont.. a<
^ * nooompanied by an Intenairicatlon

aid the noir :
one band,

iorcaa oreatel tll’p”
ing olaaa and the broad a

“ alliance between the work-

la ror the aliminatlon or°°°°°
Population in the atrugg-

Paaoa. datant,r“d “dll
<“>»iP«tion. Action ror

denocratio taaka rallyina'tb^^K^*^
taroms repraaenta general

lltatlng the atruggio ror
Popular maaaaa, raci-

aoolety. m
noat important and the atron^lrad’"'"
ao4 the contra or grawity ror all

donopoly rule

The claaa atruggio vltn “‘^'“'’dopollotlc 'roroea.
ly latorwovan with that In th

“ rramework is oloae-
tha growing rovolutionary movL.ar'T!''^”'^rom military alliances and bl {

atates
ing the imperialist policy in

others), pursu-

alao auppreaalng the rovolutionarl''f°'^°“^
rolntiona, and

intorrentlon in the event or .e, »
Py naana or thoir

trioa.
® criaea in individual coun-

A principal reature or the workav.i •,

broadening in acole and an Increaal i

otruggle is its

Btrike novament and longer anration «



vitli dilforent oooio-ooononlc foroationo and in diflor

hiatorlcal oltuationa. dooi-

At the tina of national ordaala the
f

Bivo role in dofondins ita country, in Jua ko

national liberation atrugglea.
ts.mna fron

Heroian of nilliona of vorlcera who »aved TO
enslavenont by the nazia will never be forgo

atanding role in tbia biatoric victory «aa

peoplea of tbe Soviet
^e^tubborn struggle

tile burden of anti-fascist atrugglo.
Tonial systen of

waged by peoples led to tbe 4®®^®® ^ a.B^ned a victo-

ioperialiaa. Tbe heroic people of Vietnan aa

ry over tbe neat powerful inperiallat state in tbe

is now building a socialist future.
4.4 „«>x1b contribut-

Tbe popular masses are making an
Hav-

ion to tbe development of mankind s
ZZatIngthe re-

ing establiabed ita basis, they proceeds

qiiisites for its progress. vorkins peop^®

In tbe early development of
arts bave

created all cultural values. creativity. It

long been developed as tbe people s exc
pictorial and

was tbe people wbo laid tbe
nassoa bave found

applied arts and arcbitocturo, SHie P°P
invented and

ways of growing cereals and initial know-

improved first labour ounding world,

ledge of objects and phenomena of tn
nrocess consists

Tbe general tendency of the bis popular

in tbe constant strengthening of tbe r

masses in history. etrugsl®
pop^'

Tbe working class boa promoted e
^corkers'

lar aasses to its highest historical '
nt, the scour-

movement is overcoming isolation “ me broad p=pvl« “““““

60 of tbe prooeding uaaa movenenta.^
ooobora of tbe iu

are ralljlng around tbe proletariat; a
acquiring a

talligentaia, wbo asaiat it iu P”*““^°®are alao tabiug ita

Boientifio revolutionary world outloo
, otrug^a by

side. Vitb tbe emergence of tbe goal of total

the popular masses reaches a level w ®

elimination of exploitation of man by



The Deoieive Hole of The people is a totality of

Popular Hasses is classes and social strata who

Hlstoxy set in notion social produc-

tion and maintain social pro-

gress. The concept of the people is a specific historical one.

The classes and strata comprising the popular masses are de-

termined by the epoch and nature of social formation.
At the tine of early bourgeois revolutions, the concept

"the people" comprised all social strata to the exclusion of
feudal aristocracy. With the strengthening of the capitalist
system the bourgeoisie became a reactionary anti-popular
force opposed to the people, i.e,, the working masses. In a
social liberation struggle against ic^jerlallem "the people"
embraces not only working sections of the population, but also
the revolutionary-minded national bourgeoisie, which Joins
workers and peasants in struggle against colonial domination.
In the course of a popular revolution, the working class

cooperatloa of the national bourgeoisie In carry-
ing out democratic 'reforms.

definitions of "the people" offered by many bourgeois
Vho ua, th. concept to danote tha

therefor
^ Society, are noa-hiatorical and

‘o d !r
-ahe the concept itselfvoid Of eny aeanlns. Ju.t e. naaonnd la the vnlgar Ltaria-

a detereleirr c-a-,.
“ the people plays

InprovH thol. atUulItea lal""’ T’"'"
froa soaeratlon to Eonoratl^n T
for lach Of vhlch a«i:r^.Xrcr.t

“

reaain^priuI^‘collluoI^r° “i"”
the popular na.aea doe. «.r,

*’='

with all that it naeda to ,T
for encoeaelv. change, of

The ooooi. < r ,
"°'^‘>-«MMaio foraotlona.

pelltlcal eetivlty by the ....... lapcrtano. varies
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with different socio-economic formations and in different

historical situations.

At the time of national ordeals the people plays a ec

sive role in defending its country, in d^st wars and

national liberation struggles*

Heroism of millions of workers who saved Europe rom

enslavement by the nasis will never be forgof^®^' ^ °

atandittE role in this historic victory was played by e

peoples of the Soviet Union, who had to shoulder most

the burden of anti-fascist struggle, ^fhe stubborn strug

waged by peoples led to the demise of the colonial sys em

imperialism. The heroic people of Vietnam has gained a

ry over the moat powerful imperialist state in the wor

is now building a socialist future.

The popular masses are making an inestimable con

ion to the development of mankind's i^n'ttural her

ing established its basis, they proceeded creating a

<iutaitea for its progress. ^aaole
la the early development of culture, the wor

created all cultural values. Literature and the

iong been developed as the people's exclusive

vas the people who laid the foundations for

applied arts and architecture. Kie popular ^
vays of growing cereals and molting metals,

kaow-
inproved first labour InqilementB and accumulate

iedge of objects and phenomena of the ourrounding

general tendency of the historical proce

^ the constant strengthening of the role of the p

^^csaeo in history. the popu-
The working class has promoted the strug^

orkoro'^ naesoo to its highoot historical stage, ©ic
^ ocour-

coTeaaat lo overcoming isolation and ostronsoaon i

£8 of the preceding mass movoQOutn. Tbo broad popul

^ vailjing aroimd the prolotoriat) boot
,

« Ugoatnlo, who assist it lu produolog oud ao^
U«

oBtltio roTolutlonary world outlook, ara
I'JW*. Vltb tba omorgono. of tbo -orklug olaaa.

popular maoaoo raaehoo a lavol whau tha soal

*luatloa of aiploitatloa of oan by can la

4*7



The Decisive Sole of The oeople a totality of

Popular Masses in classes and social strata who

History sot in notion social produc-

tion and aaintain social pro-

gress. The concept of the people is a specific historical one.

The classes and strata conprlalng the popular Bassos are de-
teroined by the epoch and nature of social foraation.

At the tine of early bourgeois rovolutionsj the concept
"the people" coii5)riBQd all social strata to the exclusion of
feudal aristocracy. With the strengthening of the capitalist
syaten the bou^eoisie becaae a reactionary snfl anti-popular
force opposed to the- people, l.e., tho working aasses. In a
social liberation struggle against inporialisn "the people"
embraces not only working sections of the population, but also
the revolutionary-minded national bourgeolBle, which Joins
workers and peasanta in struggie a^inst colonial donination.
In the course of a popular revolution, the working class
enllsta the cooperation of the national bourgeoisie in carry-
ing out democratic 'reforos.

*.

^ of "the people" offered by oany bourgeois
sociologists, who use the concept to denote the

therefor
° of any society, are non-historichl and

volrof
"“‘lotions th, concept It.ell

"“““1

a.<let.r.H.1cc , ^ ° the people plal.5

TTproyee then.^cc^ull”.
rroE. Ecneretion to Boner.t^a T
ror lech or ehlch

the popular uoeeee doe.
»ith all that it naada tc

^ Pruvida the aociaty

for auccaealva chaUBe. cr arcn’.c!
It, paopl. 1. Playla«~r.rf

°

political liia. SociaT^alooLlr^“oTaiopaeat i, unthiuiahla withoutpolitical actirity hy th,
ita iwp^rLu^ variaa
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class. This staga embraces the period from

the late 1930a, or about 20 years ot dovelopnen o

_

socialist path. Over this historically briei per o ,

lag the difficult years of foroigu armed intervon ®
^

ecottomic dislocation, four economic structures (cap

state-capitalist, small commodity and patriarch
renlac-

existed in addition to the socialist structure,

ed by a single socialist structure. Accordingly, a

cial structure, the one composed exclusively o

groups of working people, made its appearance.

The exploiting classes wore eliminate , a
^

al antithesis between town and country, between

physical labour. The class of small commodity, pe

^
gaois peaaantiy and artisans was transformed n o

class, that of collective farmers and
com-

A qualitatively new social structure was esta

posed of the woricing class, collective-farm P

section of the intelligentsia and office won era.

The second stage is that of transformation

social structure as a result of the and
own, socialist foundation, into esaentially a

theTate
developed one. This stage embraces the perio

^
period

19308 to the late 1960s, i.e., about 30 rehabiliha-
saw tbe Great Patriotic War of 19^1-i9A5, a

tion of the war-ravaged economy-
socialis® as the

The third stage , the stage of advance
opened UP

result of development of the country along
. eaipress-

ty the Great October Socialist Hevolution,^^
gociaT structure

ion in an increased level of maturity of
social groups*

aa a whole and of its constituent classes
differences

in a consistent overcoming of social and c
society-

and in' the increasing social homogeneity o
igiist soci-

id cbaracte-

Social Structure of the r^found sooio-a®®

^ESH: a General Description rised by
^ - ^tions- Expl°

jjoBic ^“iggal strife

itatioa of nan by man, class antagonisms of

^ave been done away with once and for al • pcopl®

the worhlng class, collective-farm peasan

29-iss



5. Social Structure ojf Soclallet Society

The Current Epoch Ihe socialist aovenent ori—
and Socialisa giaated os long ago as the

19th century; its various
trends reflected the interests of various forces opposing
capitalisa and all the diversity of socialist theoretical
thinking.

Currently, the trends vhich describe theaselves as
socialist eabrace dozens of cost diverse aoveaents.

Even a brief enuaeratioa of oooial ooveoents and politi-
cal forces xhich proclain eocialiat eloEana reflects the in-
disputable fact that this epoch is one of transition to soci-
alise. PhUo in the 19th century only a few parties and poli-
tical trends, oren thoee in none countries of Europe and the
ESi, rallied under the banner of socialism; while in the first
quarter of this century aocialism was being built in just one
cojmtry and relatively few communist and workers' parties

a brcld t*!
tanner, the modem socialist movement is

soerrer"
by the world”'

“ msult of great achievements

iLlreerSlr “= ^'““sed direct and

distlmtLl!”maf Tet"
he should make a

cr in other wfmr'thr" experience,

of a new, socialist eociS^”
Practical building

political movement; and
“ socio-

la a brief historical Dert°r^
“ ideology,

its irresistible vlt.n.-
^ ™“’ ““t^aEiam has demonstrated

and develop under ac:i^2vrsern:Si::a'’””"”

clal !toct^e of ^917, the so-

stages of radieal transformatlormrd'’^”®^
me first stave i. mat of »

^"’'alapaent.

tion of social structure from the
transforna-

list one, or into a structure eomu^!r°f°^^°‘
ea and social groups with the loadlnm

^ working class-
oadiag role of the working



agriculture. Thio accoxmta for tlie existence of the coopera-
tive and collective-fam property. Collective-farta land is

state property only in the long tero, being as it is assigned

to collective faros for free and perpetual use. Collective

faros ovm agricultural machinery and other means of produc-
tion, Yet it ie not individuals or Qraupa of individuals who

ovm the means of production in a collective farm; these are

social property, and this totally precludes any exploitation

of man by man.

The two foros of socialist social ownership also deter-

mine the existence of two ma;$or social classes under socia-

lism, the working class and the collective-farm peasantry. 7et

there are no relations of domination and subordination or com-

petition between them; on the contrary, relations which exist

are those of friendship and mutual assistance.

The working class of advanced socialist society is a

class of workers engaged in public socialist enterprises which

plE^a a leading role in society.

The basic class-forming feature of the working class is,

primarily, its relation to state (public) ownership of the

means of production. In the system of social production, the

working class plays the leading role vis-a-vis all the other

social groups. A reflection of this is that its labour creates

most of the material wealth of society, that it has to deal

with the most advanced equipment and technology, is charac-

terised by strict diacipllne, developed political conscious-

ness, is advanced ideologically and most consiatent* At pre-

sent, there are about 60 million workers in the USSH, who

make up two tbixds of the active population. This signifies,

as the 26th Congress of the CPSU pointed out, that "the work-

ing class is not only the largest class numerically but

constitutes the majority of the working people."^ The working

Documents and Besolutlone. The 26th Copgreea of the Cocau-

aiat Party of the Soviet Patoni_ Sovosti Press Agency Pub-

lishing House, Hoscow, 1981, p* 87.



Intelllgeatsla, the friendship between nations and nationali-

ties has been strengthened. Socio-political and ideological
unity has been achieved in Soviet society, with the working
class as its motive force. Under advanced socialism a new,
heretofore unknown social and class structure was establish-
ed, to which evaluations and definitions, traditional under
preceding social formations, are not applicable and which
requires creative comprehension from a position of Harxist-
Iieniaist methodology.

The basis of the economic and social system under ad-
vanced Bociallam is aocialtat ownership ofhtha means of
production In the form of state (public) and cooperative and
collective-farm property. All the means of production belong
to the entire people; there la no olaas or social stratum
vhloh vould ha able to use the means of prodnotion in its
own selfish interests.

socialism, the land, its mineral resour-

ara;a''^^r Tt

S«tlora fh b T « won as transport, oonnn-

comaunltr’ser^i state-established trade,

Ta Lr ^“^“‘^oa.the bulh Of urhan houa-

os veil as of irro;er:e!n':
end Of every Soviet Individual “ia°i
thonselvos and free of o—i

?!’ ^ ^o'’o“ of men working for

principle of "Prom each acoordr^'’^’
with the

according to hla work" the b
otllity, to each

and tha amount of ooneumptlor
under aoolollam la the fullent

° ““'’'‘O”® goal of production

material and apirltual re,ulrem”ntl°^°°*^“
The exiotonce of two XorMo

the state one and the cooperativ!
property,

due to tha hiatorioally dUfoMnt i

'"^^ootlve-fnrm one, lo

ductivo foroeo in indnatry and
development of pro-

lowor level of the produrtlvo to^
aa well as aoolal and P“ycholosloa^°t“d°^°‘*^‘”"
nlmultaneoua Introduction of atet, ow^rrinn-nri'a: of
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tbo dovolopncnt of oocial productloa by

rofo^rrrci^ritrra;.":--^ —
-

—:iior :ro::rd*eocdoueb oood-

OP,. a pdaco Of iopoabanco --- - omco—

^

oooiol atrotun of thoaa eoployod

saaont. Thoir baaie aoclal rola is o os^

Xavourablo conditions for tho worlc o

collootivo foraers and the intollisoots “•

Besides the productive
3 noa-

ture of tho Soviet society also coapris ^

aature^ ^e firs^ cateBO^c^^,^,,,ve fsraers.

populatioa, i.o., the wo 8 while the second ea-

the iatellisoatsis and office
in the

braces the populatioa which is
f pensioners,

econoay, such ns
^“““high level of aooial activi-

They ore all characteris 7
w -s- interestsi oonvicti-

ty. whid. is due to their coaaon basxc iateres

ons and goals. principal trend of de-

« velopaent of the social

Towards a Casaleas Sod «y
aCructure of the Soviet

. s onclalisa is the continuous xappro-

society under advanced soo
.trata and tho growth

cheaent of the labouring classes and strata

of social hoaegeneity. The
will not be

.our aia is to create ^ li ",pire definitely

divided into classes. And 1 W
towards that

that we are gradudly and surely advanci

great objective."
^ nnees is a transient

The division of
exclusively to the do-

period in the history
^,333 production. The

ninance of private ownership of the ae

establishment of social ownersh p 3 to eliai-

list revolution and the
Jf^ntly the classes

nate the antagonistic classes and subseq

1. n-o„„ents r-» u..~o-'utions The gSth 67 .
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class is playing ths leading role in tho organisation of all

social production, the detoraining role in the iaplenentation

of national economic development plans. As distinct from the

collective-farm peasantry which, besides monetary income,

also receives remuneration in kind, tho working class is
related exclusively to the monetary form of remuneration in
accordance with the quantity and quality of its work.

The social activity and political maturity of the work-
ing class are continuously on the rise. The educational and
vocational training level of workers is going up continuous-
ly. Under advanced aocialiam and due to the impact of the
scientific and technical revolution, a more harmonious
relationship is being establiahed between physical and mental
labour.

Kie peasantry of the advanced socialist society is a
principal social claaa which has collective aocialiat own-
erahlp ot large-scale and highly nechaaised agriculture
based on colleotlviat principles.

t—
tollective-fam eyeten of production has played s

naonlo
ptdsdotry and the ontirs

«P«8thanad the alliance of tho wording class

^ ths pessantry and becana a solid basis for tho porticipa-

hlol I/rtWd: Zr^
largo-scslo agriculturs ZZionZT
ciaiisM j , .

wi.-oaucvion for the purposes of so-

basis. Tho now
Production on a oodorn industrial

opportunities for^cLar’'^
offers the paasantry unlimited

as ^at^ring «sr^s:rariarth:1r'l“°
class, and scquirlnE a coll

^^'ology of tho worKing

The inteUirautsL
a social atratua dlatinguiahod from th

society is

ccllectlva-fara paasantry accor^^” tcZ''‘'"“®
its place in the social division « 1V features.

have to do with difficult intllLcb, ,

occupotious

occlal organisation of labour, as it ha'"’"'''’
of aanageaont In industry and othstZ“

^obotions

it also has a higher cu^ural ^d“aZ"',°
"““j

. , ,
® technical level. The basic

social role of tho intolligontsls conslots in Influoaclng
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typo, vhoao orlfilu, runotl<.nii.s onl iutoraotlou aro baaad on

tholr fundaaoatal intoroata and aocial soala and whoao dove-

lopnoat ia taJclae placo towarda a gradual oblitoratioa of

ocoaonio, aocial, cultural, paychologlcal and other diffo-

roacon botuoon thoa. Tho aocial hoaogoaoity of aocioty will

be further prcaoted aa the coaaualat fomatioa aakea p^B-

reaa. The hiGhoat atage of coaauaiaa will be characteriaed

by the aocial hoaogeaeity of aocioty and the abaeace of ^
claaaea or claaa dlatlactioaa. Society of developed aocialiaa

ia a natural and aecoaaary atage ia thla developaeat, the

atage that the Soviet Ualoa fiada itaelf in at preaeat and

that la Ducceaofully unfolding in tho aocialiat couatrie .

6. Mationali tT Helatlona

In oonaidering nationality
nature of nationality

Holatioaa
rolationa, Marxiaa-lenlnioo,

without ignoring bioloslcal

differencea between people, e.g..

laya eophaala on the social aape^ of

ia the purposeful activity of non aa
®

teriol and apiri-
fornlng the aurrounding world to neat hia

tual needs, that Provi^o^e W
diff«ronco8 between nationalities ano w*

different buaan coanunities.
„ Koa-ie conditi-

nagela believed that X-P-
e^t^Int :hat.^

on for all hunan existence, and this
wiBself."’'

in a sense, we have to asy that
from Ape,

Hia work Part PI eT<^d by

to Man shows that labour is un
, taken by way of

including the totality of
stages of human

adaptation to the environmen
• thering and use of wild

development those actions rnc u
gather-

fruit, vegetables, etc. aa • _ required

ing was complemented by bun ing
atone axes. As hunt-

certain implements, such as ^cohS
,,,y

ing and gathering developed and g

1- V v.e.,eie. pj-. ..-t. cT cf hature ,
Prcgress Publiahera.

Moscow, 197^»P* 170-



in general. Achieving social hosusgcneity is a long historical

process involving substantial changes in all social relations^

primarily those in the material basiS) in the sphere of pro-
duction relations.

As Soviet esperience demonstrates, this stage of advan-
ced socialism is characterised by a continuous rise in the
level of socialisation of the economy and a steady rapproche-
ment of the state (public) and collective-farm and coopera-
tiva forma of sooiallat ownerhlp. Contributing to this is
tha procass of furthar spacialisation and concantration of
agricultural production on the basis of intar-farn ooopara-
tiou and agro-industrial Integration.

Tha conrergenca of tha vrorlcing olaas and tlK intalli-
geutsia, and of tha peasantry and the intelligentsia tahes
place on the basis of a wide use of the latest achievements
o the revolution in science and technology in all the sphe-

production, by means of a gradual obliteration

pl>yoical labour, of the

lro?oei!!r apecialised education,

worker fn
^ political education and preparation of everyworker for creative work.

teams conrDri?**^
^ scale are creative work

with the nuTD^*^^
scientists, engineers and skilled workers

"ch
Eical proceeeee, equipment r^r^

^=«l'>PlhE new teohnolo-

toafting architectural lay^utror^ilf'^'-”™
natural reaources, etc,

^ ^ villagea, rational uso of

peaaantB on tha oM^LId '^mrth'''r
worhers and

other, eleo results from’the fact
are playing au lueroaelug role In

eotlvities

lug people, with the nuXr of u„r!
° °

Improve eld production prooeoeoe
proposals to

steadily, with large-scale dovoloom I
growing

ing hy erperieuced werher:
young, with the development of ^1^0^

^°'^°''^°°°°

fere a ^J^amlfaS’^oIunu^^s^rdnnrr
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eventually led to the ecergence of cattle-breeding and crop

farsilngt after which crafts gradually caoe into being.

The accumulation of social eacperience resulted in. the

gradual development of the productive forces, which libera-
ted man to an ever greater degree from the unconditional
away of nature. Man was developing culture as the antithesis
of nature.

There are different definitions of culture taany

questions related to culture are considered in this text-
book. What is of interest of us in this case is that culture
and nature being oppoaitea, coexlat in a dialectical unity.
An artiiactj for inatance.ia wbat cannot be found in nature.
But at the aame tine ita material baaia can only be found in
the environnent. ?or inatance, the apear with the fire-harden-
ed point ia an artifact charactericing primitive oociety at
that apear, houever, waa undoubtedly a atraight branch of a
tree growing in the area where primitive huntera lived.

We have thua approached a major quaatlon, namely, the
dependence of the charooteriattca of human culture at the
early atagea of ita development on the environnent. Obvioua-

the

World Tf
“3” rivera in the Old and the Mew

Iirbuntinr“ith° tattle-breeding

“S.:;";:
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poncnta of spiritual culture ~ S™“Pe. Haturally, com-

- differed aa well. In thla w»v^.
’ tuatooa.etc.

,

dlfferenthunan 6n,„pa have evoked
° tomplerea of

Concept of Ethnic

Community

Dlrroroncea between cultures
of human groups, both those
living nearby and those se-
parated by vast distances.
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French under feudallon wan difrerent Iron «hat it ia today.
The Araba of the 6th century, for inatance, differ from the
preaent-day Araba, etc. The very culture of ethnic groupa,
including all the componenta centioned above — i.e., the
baaia which aakea then diatinctively different — are aub-
ject to change. How, why, and in what way doea thia change
occur? In anawering theae queationa, we ahould bear in aind
that every ethnic group can enarge and oiiat only through
meeting ita material and aplritual needa, for which purpoae
it altera and tranaforna the aurroundtng world. In the cour-
ae of this proceaa definite aocial (economic) relatione

'

tori it* 4
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Bible for the fact that relatlona of barter and trade between
different ethno-soclal groupa were becotolng more regular and
extensive, on the one hand, and that hostility, provoked by
a desire to eeiae the naterialised surplus product, trade
routes, labour (slaves), etc. , could and sooetines did flare
up between them, on the other.

The nationality of the slave-owning period is charac-
terlBod by a common languaga, a dominant eulturo, and the
aatablisbment or polltloal contacts Instoad of marital and
blood relationa betmaan members of that ethno-soclal communi-
ty. IMo ethno-soclal group is intrinsically hatorogeneous,
which la manifest in the tact that other ethno-soclal groups

bsptesentatlvea (e.g., ethnically different slaves)
exist within it without being wholly assimilated. But the
main factor is that this group consists of representatives of

nationality of the slave-

ty by a t °a’
“’“a ““a characterised by instabili-

Z\Ll f^min
"“^"‘“sration. with another nationali-ty oelng formed from its "fragments".
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paradoxical fora: "There are two nationa ia every oodern
nation..."^

Any hiatorical type of an
Ethno-Social ethno-eocial group in eacplo-

Contradictiona iting society (the tribe in

the disintegrated priaitive-
comnunal aysten, the alave-owning nationality, the feudal na-
tionality or the capitaliat nation) is a dialectical unity
of antagonistic claasea set in opposition to each other,
o.g., the slaves and the alavo-owners, the feudal lords and
the serfs, the capitalists and the proletarians. In additi-
on, class antagonisaa are overlaid by antagonisos of a dif-
ferent kind, ethno-Bocial or ethno-elasa, appearing in the
course and as a result of the econonio expansion of ethno-
Bocial groups. This point is graphically exenpllfied by the
slave-owning aystea, in which divisions along class lines

at3 ^ divisions along ethnic lines. Eor in-

ea as* a”

slave-owners, representing different class-
, as a rule, belonged to different ethnic groups.

wars betweerLff
by a large nunber of

tiona and dlff
®nall and large state-political foraa-
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Intormlngled. History
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“-“rooalng or interminglins:

come here acroaa theIrncmrn'ornau”
and inequality. Ihio acDra,.i„-

' ““'“hal-claao oppreasion

aconomical, but it also can toko“flf“°''“'^^*^
primarily

different forns, e.g.,

1 .
V.I. Lenin, Collaefced Vo^v,

,
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dosestic question o£ the self-deteraination of independent

states which are governed bj the national-deaocratic and

other FTOgressive forces.

At the sane tine nationalit7 relations are characterised

b7 a nunber of new features at the present stage.

Pirst and forecast, the i^erialist bourgeoisie uses

different fores of neo-colonialisn instead of overt colonial

oppression. Konopoly capital, eeploying the nechanisa of
transnational :^nopolies and corporations, in stepping up
the es^loitation of both the developing countries involved
in the world capitalist econooy those countries which
have reached the nadiua level of developaent. Sie scientific
end technological revolution is exerting a contradictory
effect on the character of nationality relations. It is
provoking strong integration processes in the econoay, tech-
uologT"* science and culture. Involving ^le nations and
peoples in the econoaic and political affairs of world capita-
lisa. However, as a result of the antagonistic nature of ca-
pltalisa end the selfish interests of conopolles,
this "ioTolveaeat- is coercive, provoking ia the
paoples a daslie Jor IMepeadence md struggls against
any national oppression.

Iha nationality qaeation is Tory aonte in the countries
«rld. ao national, race, cultural,

^liEloua dirrerencea and motions in then

u-oble-»*«fr
serious social and class

arocna nd
Intereats or indlTidual ethnicgroups and peoples.

e. itfZ f is tte national novanant purau-
e. its o« Class Intereata. Iha national honrgeolala. hyvirtue of its aabiguoua nature ia wm
the extent to vhich it ia Int.™ ^

Precisely to

or the haalo teals or th, anti-iZ^miT
revolution. Hovever. as thZZSTZ snti-reudal

-ueBo vaaks are accomplished, thenational hourgeotaia loses it. revolutionary potantill andaeela conp^uiao ,ith th. InperlaUat ho^oLie end doueatic
reaction. ^ obaectlva intereats or tha uorlins class and
th. peasantry and aU th. ether «rling poa,i,
then denand the cocplete er.dic.tion or every rom or opprese-
ion, including national oppression. It la the vorling class
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conjoclouonoao, otc. One ooro factor is the dovalopneat of na-
tional unity or consolidation of it, because econonic growth

colls for the integrated conouaity of a nation-state* However,

ocononic activity should bo integrated as well for the social

conaunity to oaergo. Wo face a sort of vicious circle here.

CChis situation is a consequence of the sustained coloni-

al rule of tho ioperiallst powers, which kept nany liberated

countries in ecoxiooio backwardness. At the sane time colonial

territories either bringing together representatives of dif-

ferent ethnic groups or even races, or dividing representa-

tives of ethnic connunitles by borders of different colonial

possessions, appeared as a result of the classical coIozzLa-

liat policy of ''divide and rule" and successive conquests,

divisions and redivislons of the world. Both econonic back-

waxrdnesa and those borders were subsequently inherited by

newly-freo countries.

IThe disintegration of the colonial systen of lE^erial-

IsQ end tho formation of sovereign states have given rise to

the political self-awareness of the liberated peoples and

at tho sane tine contributed to their ethnic consolidation.

However, this process is rather contradictory and has run

into nuQorous difficulties, particularly in Tropical Africa.

It is being hold back first and foremost by the motley lega-

cy of colonialism, which in its day made every effort to

sow discord among ethnic groups on the continent.

Carving and recarving the map of Africa, marking "ftench"

and "Belgian" Congo, "British" and "Preach" Togo, etc., and

following its "divide and rule" principle, icperialism was

cutting "on the raw", concerning Itself least of all with

the preservation of the integrity of ethnic groups. As a

consequence, historical ethnic contacts were disrupted and

ethnic borders redrawn. Many nationalities became artifi-

cially disunited, "cut apart" by state borders, eatablished

by the imperialists for their own convenience, as a rule,

along parallels or meridians.

The nationalities speaking the same language or its

dialects historically inter-related have found them-

selves upon liberation in different states with different

social systems, socio-economic and foreign-policy orieatati-
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Britain, conflicts between the Pleainga and the Walloons in

Belgiun, etc. Northern Ireland represents a cost graphic

exas^tle of an ethnic (ethno-religious) conflict. In the Aoe-

ricas, for instance, in the U6A, we find a sioilar problea,

aggravated by racial differences.

Conflicts on ethnic (national) grounds in developed

capitalist countries have different causes. As a role, to

understand then properly it is necessary to sake an histo-

rical analysis, coq;>leaented by an analysis of the present-

day socio-econotEdc situation in a given country. In oany

cases we cone across cannon factors of such conflicts, such
as the economic backwardness of individual areas, the un-
even distribution of the national product between regions,
overt or covert discrimination in eoploynent pay (on reli-
gious, language, race or some other grounds), and discrimina-
tion in education and culture. Sxamining such conflicts, we
should also bear in mind that in many cases they ere artifi-
olall7 lomentea by certain groups of tbs bourgsolslo. Ibis
practice la eienplifted by attempts to blano iamlErant workers
lor unemployment and decllnins real wages in developed capi-
talist countrlae. Tbst is why, here ss in other cases, the
approach to conniota on ethnic (national) grounds should be
a clasB approach, baaed on proletarian Intemationsllsm.

Nationality Problems in
Countries of Africa, Asia
and Latin America

At present independent count-
ries in Asia and Africa are

facing a range of problems
related to their socio-eco-

*.1. y
iwnio progress and the deve-

° ^ iiati(jiial statehood. Of course, each of those

aspects that are common to i»n
^ *1. y

all of them can be identified- The
first of then is the choice of a ^ ,ot a road of development, or
social orientation. The oractica of -v .
V 4.U .. a.,. ^ .

P^acuxce of the past few decades
shows that the choice of the -mitA a,... ® road of development is not an
instantaneous act but a long, arduous and oontradlotory pro-
oess depending on many Intemel and external politioal fao-
tora, the degree of olass differentiation and polarisation,
the existenoo of the working olaes and its advanood detaoh-
ment, communist and workers' parties, and the level of their
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to oradioato tribalisa^ and paroohialloa, to rooolvo correct-
ly the nationality quoatlon under oonditiona of countries

inhabited by a oultitudo of nationalities and tribes, speak-

iug saoy languogoo oad diolocto only through doep-golng de>

eocrotic and aatl"icporlallat reforns, bringing to its

conclusion tho otrugglo against aoo-colonialiaa and Icporia-

llao.

Solationa betwoon nationsXitios and the nationality

question in Arab countrlog also oxonplify the coc5)lexity of

this probloa fron tho point of view of theory and its acute-

ness in practice.

Countries inhabited by tho Arabs, representing quite a

few socio-ethnic groups, spread over a vast area froo the

Persian Gulf to the Atlantic, ^oy are united to a certain

extent by their comnon language with dialects and by taany

comson cultural features. These countries are characterised

by different econoaic structures, not only in the Arab region

as a whole but also in evezy izuiividual country. There are

countries in which capitalist relations have made considerab-

le progress and countries which have set out to build socla-

lisQ, feudal and even primitive-communal relations have not

yet been overcome In many of them. In this sense much impor-

tance is attached, for instance, to the tribal problem,

found, although to different extents,virtually in all the

Arab countries. The tribal problem is a totality of poli-

tical, economic, socio-psychological, cultural, domestic,

Ideological and other problems determined by the feudal-

tribal organisation of society at certain stages of its deve-

lopment- The tribal system still remains a serious disinte-

grating factor in the life of many Arab countries. The level

of national self-awareness in the tribal organisation is very

low, which enhances the influence of particularist tendenci-

es on the processes taking place in those countries.

* Tribalism is an ideology of tribal self-isolation,
"patriotism" and patriarchslisa, an ideology deifying the
tribal aristrocracy, presumably a link between the rank-
and-file members of a clan or tribe and the spirits of
their ancestors, an ideology of blind obedience to the
power and authority of the "chief" and his retinue and
respect for them as the patrons and mentors of a clan or
tribe.
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ona, ideologies and religions. This cannot help hindering

their rapprochement and often even contributes to their dis™

unity, aa, for instance, in cases when attempts to "undo”

an historical in^uatice result in conflicts between states

over national frontiers that took shape before liberation.

The ethnic composition of the population of former colo-

nies is quite diverse despite their comparatively small terri-

tories. This is particularly true of the emergent West Afri-

can states. For instance, today's Higeria is inhabited by

at least 233 ethnic groups speaking different languages and

dialects, Ghana by about 60, Liberia by some 30, Mali by
about 30 and Benin by more than ten tribes. Since the official
languages are the languages of former metropolitan states (En-

glish or French), which often are not spoken by the majority
of the population, who are mostly Illiterate, particularly in
the countryside, the processes of ethnic consolidation and
the achievement of national unity in those countries are ham-
pered, to a large extent. Imperialism makes capital out of the
ethnic and linguistic diversity of emergent African states,
keeping inter-tribal differences smoldering and hampering
the proceea of the emergence of nations and the growth of
national self-awareness, which it regards as a threat to its
aeocoloaialist interests. In so doing, it makes use of a
diversity of methods, to the point of the forcible division
of nationalities and tribes which have been traditionally
living side by side.

For instance, the purposes of ethnic divistvenesa are
p^Buad today by the policy ot bantuBtanlaation, applied by
the raciat authoritaa or South Arric. to the IndiBahOua popu-
latlon or the unlawrily occupied Hauibla. Bantustouluatlon
la intended to prevent the rometlon or a aingla Hanibian
nation, vhicb is regarded by the uhita coloniallata and the
tribal “l^tj^raoy aa a threat to the raslna or occupation
aecurine their prlvliegee. Oolonlallen ranaina loyal to ita
traditional "divide and rule" policy hero aa well.

It ia pooslbla to ovarcoua tribal dlaunity and striro,
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Tho problo=D or nationol conoolidation aio particular-

ly acuta bocauac coclal difrarontlation in Latin Anerican

countrica coincided with diviaiona into ethnic Sroupa. Aa a

reault or the Spaniah con,ueot. the

the continent, the Indiana, round thenaelvea at

rune or the aocial ladder, with the croaabreeda in the

niddlo and the Oreolea. conaidered the innediate

or the European population, conatituting the upper
^

aLirty. The indigonoua population were nercileaaly erploit-

od and virtually plundered.
, „ the

Today, there ia a huge gap between the
^

aocie-econonic, political, cultural and ideological

lopnent or dirrerent ethnic groupa.

An exanination or national

_ . , .1 (ethno-Bocial) problens in

Eelationa Between Eationalx-
parts or the non-

tiea under Socialism
socialist world shows that

“r“
oppression can only he erad

oppreaaion are elininated.
the Soviet

Ihe oocialiat revolution in
p-to a socia-

erperience or renaking an exploiting so
gepuina

list one supplied the rirst ever eian
g^p^gt experien-

solution or the nationality ones lo
' tranerormations

oe. conpleuented hy a eualitati-

In other socialist countrlee,
aolution or the natio-

vely new stage in the “
„eat historical signi-

nality question, a stage whi

rlcance. - the Decree on

Ihe rirot decree or Sovie
- -„i f-aaternlna-

Peaoe - legally embodied the ^ sovereign right

t.ee et eetions t ^ ll 1
1

or every nation to ““
reeriee ol legal acte estab-

foms of state organisation. —n nations ,

lished tho principle nf
, japeriallso to do-

disowned every claim or ronnor
nationalH^ies* and

minance over non-Bussian nations
--ivileges. Those docu-

repealed national and social os a e
Peoples

Bents included the Declaration of the
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Eurtlaeroore. other ethnic groupB live aide by aide

with the Arabs in Arab countries, in particular, Kurds in

Iraq, Syria and Lebanon, Copts in Egypt, Arnenians in Syria

and Lebanon. Assyrians, Tajiks and Turkmen in Iraq, etc.

Throughout the period of their rule the colonialists were

striving to perpetuate the socio-ethnic differences between

various groups of the population of the Arab countries and to

turn those differences into antagonisms.

That is why the tasks of national and social emanci-

pation, of reaolvii^ both national (ethno-social) and socio-

economic, political cultural problems simultaneously, are

intertwined in a very complex and sometimes controversial way

in the Arab countries. It is necessary to combine strug^e

for national liberation with struggle against any form of

social relations of exploitation. That is why much -importance

is attached to the unity of all the democratic and anti-impe-

rialist forces in the Arab region and to an even greater

involvement of the Arab national liberation movement in the

world revolutionary process.

The establishment of boui^eols nations has already com-
pleted or is nearing completion in most countries of Latin
America. However, that process was to a great extent disfigu-
red and held back by colonial rule, by the dominance of
foreign capital and large landownership. Prior to the Spanish
conquest the main forma of social community in Latin America
were the clan and the tribe. The disintegration of erstwhile
clan and tribal relationships after the Spanish conquest was
followed by the eetabliahmont of territorial-production links,
which provided the basis for the emergence of new nationali-
ties in the colonial period, unstable at first. However, the
porsovering and consistent Btruggle of the indigenous popula-
tion against the colonialists consolidated the incipient nati-
onalities and prepared the ground for the subsequent emer-
gence of nation-states.

The vara ol Inaependanoe tiagea in 1810-1826 , which vara
akin to boorgeolo rOTOlutiono, were the crucial porlod ior
the romation or nationa in neat or the rormor Spanloh and
EortUEUoao colonloa. Howevor, tho prooeoa or the conaolldo-
tlon or nationa wao Baking dirrarent progreaa in dlrroront
countries.
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o£ Eu3Bla, the leorees on the Self-leternlnatlon of the

Diralne, Einland, Poland and Irnenia and other historical

documents the Ideas of which were retained and giten statu-

tory force by the present-day Constitution of the USSR and

the constitutions of the Union Bepuhlics,

The question of the national state organisation of

non-Hussian peoples plays a ^ecial role in the Leninist

nationalities policy. The line for the establishaent of

sovereign national republics was substantiated and transla-

ted into practice in acute ideological and political strugg-

le. At the sane tine Lenin directly linked the prospects of

the world's first socialist country and the historic destini-

es of snaller nations to the military-political and economic

alliance of Soviet republics. This alliance is a federation

of equal socialist states based on voluntary aaaoeiationt

fraternal cooperation and mutual assistance.

Naturally, the historical social experiment of the reju-

venation and rebirth of nations and their transformation
along socialist lines is a long and arduous process. The si-

tuation was compounded by the fact that the numerous peoples
of old Suasia were at different levels of socio-economic deve-
lopment, some of them living xmder the patriarchal-clan sys-
tem and others under capitalism.

Xn this situation it took the effective and sustained
assistance of the Eusaian proletariat to the backward peoples
of the Soviet Union to ensure their economic and cultural
progress. The initial steps on that road were the mass-scale
eradication of illiteracy, equality among women, their invol-
vement in active social life, the development of transport,
industry and civil engineering and the training of skilled
labour, office workers and intellectuals from among the natio-
nal population. The alliance of formerly backward peopl es witb
the more developed nstieno In s single eoololiet state proved
historically euccessful. It enabled every Union Eepubllo to
develop modem industry end meuhenised agriculture end to
train national personnel on a large scale.

All this made it possible to overcome actual inequality
by evening out the economic and cultural development levels
of all the nations. The social inequality of nations was
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particularl7 ia view of the fact that it also is falsified
by bourgeois scholars. Among these falsifications are the
notorious lies about "forcible Russification", about the
USSR as a "unitary Russian state", about "denationalisation"
of Autonoaous and Union Republics and even about "Soviet
colonialism".

It should be pointed out first smd foremost that from
the point of view of science the concept of people in
societies divided into antagonistic classes does not coincide
with the concepts of population and nation. The concept of
population includes all the people living within definite
national-state or regional borders regardless of their class,
national, occupational or religious characteristics.

The theory of scientific socialism understands by the
f of Classes.
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of people, the Soviet people, brought to life by the practice

of the world'e firat country of developed aocioliaa, illuo-

tratee the baaic charactorlatica of the poaaiblo aodpla and
atagea of the hiatorioal proceaa of the rapprocheceut of
uatlona, ^eae codeia and atagea, codified to varying degreea,
are to be lived through by cankind aa a whole.

Fourth and laat, the peoploa of the world have boon
oupplied with Bound arguconto enabling thee to cake their
choice. One way ia to renain in the world of iaolation and
hoatUity acong nationa, in the world of national oppraooion
and dlaoricination. The other io to choooe the eooialiat
alternative to all the typeo and foroa of aocial and natio-
nal Blavory, to choooe the world of fraternity, friandahip,
equriity, cutual aaaiatanoa among all people ragardleaa of
their racial and national origin*
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of people, the Soviet people, hzwught to life by the practice

of the world* a first countrj of developed socIbIIsb, illus-

trates the basic characteristics of the possible nodP^ and

stages of the historical process of the rapprochocont of
nations. These models and stages, oodifiod to varying degrees,
are to be lived through by pflnV^«/^ as a whole.

Fourth and last, the peoples of the world have been
supplied with sound arguments enabling them to nolce their
choice. One way is to remain in the world of isolation and
hostility among nations, in the world of national oppression
and diacritaination. The other is to choose the socialist
altematiTe to all the typea and forms of social and natio-
nal slavery, to choose the world of fraternity, friendship,
equality, mutual aaaistanca among all people regardless of
their racial and national origin.

j-ne concept of nation and
ac ionary Essence that of race are often mixed

of Eacism mup. Moreover, bourgeois

«Ts 4.V* ...
acholars deliberately tangle

rlea
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Karxiat sociology, which ralioa on the findings of
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Sovtot Uaion aud tlio otbor countries oX the socialist coEounl-
ty liavo oXioinatod tbo very breeding ground of tbo ideology
and policy of racisn.

SoclolisQ and capitolisa die-
Polarity of Ilationalloa play fundaaentally different
and Prolotorian Interna- approaches and policies in

tionalioa their tackling of the natio-

nality question. Hhe coople-

xity and acuteness of the nationality question in the non-

socialist world and doep-rooted prejudices and over-sensitivi^

ty of people to rolationa between nationalities taake special

denands on the ideological, theoretical and political strugg-

le in this field. Oifferanceo of oplnicnaro often caused

by the fact that different, sooetines opposite ooanings are

ioputad to the concept of ''nationalism*'.

Xhe charactoristica of nationalism that are cited most

often include love for one's ethnic community, race, home

country, language and historical culture, the loyalty of the

Individual to a nation-state, the natural aid spontaneous

solidarity of representatives of a given nation, concern for

its prestige, etc. This intorpreparation of nationalism,

as wo' see, is based first and foremost on the phenomena of

human mentality, culture and language, mie substitution of

subjective factors for the objective foundations of natio-

nallata as a social phenomena and disregard for its class

content are the common features of this interpretation ofx

nationalism, which identifies the national and the nations-

liatic-

Ihe socio-political basis of the transformation of the

national into the nationalistic consists in relations of

dominance of some nations and nationalities over others; in

economic, social and cultural differences between socio-

ethnic communities; in basic qualitative transformations of

socio-ethnic communities (e.g«, the formation or transfor-

mation of nations and nationalities); in the conservative

continuity of traditions, lifestyles, customs and religious

cults of a given socio-ethnic cooaunlty; la the conaolida-

tion survival of nationalistic prejudices, acres and

views, particularly in cases of social conflicts.
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socialt cultural and biological interaction oX the peoples
of different continents intensifies

» the races will be more
and nore •'diluted" and "eroded"! the areos occupied by then
superimposed and transforaed! and racial differences oblite-
rated* The ultimate result of this complex and sustained
process will bo a future coanunist society! honogeneous not
only socially buti to a largo extent, racially as well*

The history of the emergence of today's nations debunks
the racist concoctions about the fundamental social incompa-
tibUity of representatives of different races and the

for thorn to Itva os one nation. Such nixed
natlona are exemplified by the Month Anorlean, Italian and
Sconeh natlona, mhloh Inblbed and aoolnllated alongalde
uhltes quite a few blackn. nations were formed in a number
of Latin American countries through the merger of dirroront
racial groups, which actually dissolved in one another.

History has passed its verdict on colonialism and racism,

^e
'“l-^lbUsm in Africa is graphic proof of

nant" and « ^
Moist theories of the so-called "doni-

are unaaii i
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belong.
^ which their repreeentatlves

Ho good intentions or docla—K
coming racial oppression and hostaitr
racism as a social phenomenon whut tL'“
and constantly feeding It the !

“°”°® Esneratlng

tatlon, enstL The g»fi;
suppooes the obliteration of the e™t°^

naolal problems pre-

tatlon. Having put an end to ™io^ «O ** ouu exploitation of nan by nan, the
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With tho onaot or icporiallsa the contents of aational-
ioa change and it bocoDoo a tool of neo-colonialist policy,
oggroDoivo and bollicooo. Soaetices it grows into its ex-

troao fora, chauvinisa, with disregard for the interests of

other nations boconing hostility and even hatred for then.

Chauvinisa is usually accoepanted by racisa, preaching in-

tolerance of tho pQoploa of other races under the pretext

of their inferiority, Racisa ond chauvinisa are the ideolo-

gy of the noro reactionary circles of tho bourgeoisie or
other social strata.

laperialisn has revived and given a new social aeanlng

to coBDopol itani oa . The latter is o warped reflection of the

objective tendency for econoaic integration and the factor of

nationality, often exploited in the Intereat of national

culture and national sovereignty and upholds, directly or

indirectly, the interests of supra-national aonopolles.

Petty-bourgeoia notlonalian represents predominantly

the interests of the so-called oiddle strata, their life-

styles, activity and world outlook. The dual social status

of the oiddle strata e3q>Iain8 their contradictozy attitude

to national relations and problems. On the one hand, the

petty-bourgeoisie is susceptible to ideas of national coanu-

ni^ and often regards the protection of national interests

as a possibility to overcome the instability and duality of

its position in society. On the other, it often easily falls

for nationalistic hysteria ancf aorves as a vuhicie of the

nationalisa of the ruling bourgeoisie and its breeding ground.

Manifestations of nationalisa in the countries which

acquired national statehood conparatively recently differ in

many respects from the forms of the manifestation of bom-geois

nationalism. In these countries certain nationalist phenomena

are traced back to their pre-colonial past, while others are

bora of the opposition of the oppressed peoples to the colo-

nial and neocolonial actions of ic^exialisa. Some nationalist

tendencies have emerged comparatively recently, in the course

of social transformations with the establishment of inde-

pendent states.

One of the forms produced by the national liberation move-

ment is the conservative protective nationalism of tho local
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HatlonalisQi unlike natloxxol intereatOj conslsto in the

e:q>loitatioa of the factor of nationality by certain social
groupB, clasaes and political groupings to achieve their
special ends in domestic and foreign policies y to camouflage
the self-interest of the dominant class with the interests
of the nation as a whole, and to blur irreconcilable class
contradictions within a nation, nationalism in any form
actually is the psychology, ideology, policy and social
practice of the isolation of the mass of working people of
one Booio-ethnio or national comounity Xron that oX another,
and the aetting oX one in oppoaitioa to the other.

A oharaeteriatio oX the Xoma oX nationalian Xron claaa
poaitiona preparea the ground Xor ita eoholarly claaBiXica-
lon. The hiatorioal typea oX nationalian are oharaoteriaed
y a raXleotion oX apecixic national (aocio-othnio) and
Claaa relatiena in correaponding oocio-econonio Xomationa.
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aico." What then lo tho individual aa a oubjoct oJT hisfcoiy?
Vbat io ito nature and tho baalc lawo soverning ito dovolop-
cont?

BeXoro anaworing those quest'*

Tho Concept ot tho lonSf it is necessary to give

Individual brief definitions of the ba-

sic concepto of tho "indivi-

dual”t ”aan", ’’poroon'* and "individuality". While being gene-

rally coincident in acopOf they differ in neoning.

The concept "individual" (fron Latin "in" - negation,

and "divido" -divide) la uaed to denote individual repre-

aentativoa of tho huoan race. Tho individual la a human being

aa a ainglo and indivisible entity. The concept "nan" reflects

the more general biological and social characteristics of

homo eaplenB . However, man is first and foremost a social

being, Tho concept "individual" reflects preciaely the tota-

lity of social characteristics of man. The Individual is a

vehicle of social characteristics. Obviously, every human

being is a unique and inimitable combination of these social

characteristics plus the natural biological features of that

particular person. The concept "individuality " reflects

this inimitable singularity of a human being in the full

entirety of its biological and social cbaracteristica.

The principle of activity in accordance with which

the individual is formed and develops only to the extent of

the active assimilation by bio of culture as a subject of

objective actions is the cornerstone of the Marxist theory

of the individual. There are diverse forms of this activity,

such as cognitive, communicative, artistic creative, etc,,

but it is material production that plays the decisive role

in the development of the individual €Uid society. This is the

basic tenet of historical materialism. "As individuals express

their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, coincides

with their production, both with what they produce and with

how they produce. Hence what individuals are depends on tho

1 .
K. Marx, Engels, Collected Works « Vol. h. P* 93.
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oligarchy. This oligarchy is represented in differont count-

ries either by tribal aristocracy or by feudal lords, or

by large landowners (latifundists), or by the coopradore

bourgeoisie and officialdon of the foraer colonial adainis-
tration. Another fora of natlonalisa, fomented and incited
by inperialist aonopolies in every way, is trlbollso . i.e.,
discord and hostility between tribes.

These countries also feature different forms of reli-
gious nationalism (Buddhist, Islamic, etc.), black or colo-
ured racism, different types of what is called continental
nationalism (Asian, African), concepts of national origi-
nality (Hegritude), etc.

All these forma of natlonalisa are e:iq>loitBd by inter-
national monopolies and local oliganchios to consolidate
their positions and to weaken the national liberation move-

nts. At the same time, obviously, they reflect in a warpedW social protest against ooloninllam, neo-colonialian,
iaorlmlMtion and Inequality. That la why tha Communists,

“d political atruggla, have to

- a

fromf!/"""'" to national relations

sinmtaneouBirpMrlotlL”r^^r'' upholds

intematiooallam, „hul re1
“untry) and

furpoaeful, vigorous and affaoMv,”!^”^
uatlonallatlc conceptions is al lL

bourgeois

revolutionary eduoaHoo ^
li«portant condition of the

people. “''-bibb bf all the working

S.b,a Individual ena g—
Eie Marxist analysis nr -». ..r

lopnent preeuppoeee the formulutiol'^^f^"
problem of the individual he

^ aolution of the

whatever ite form, la a produorof
bbclaty,

and it is man who la the main el
^'“-b“‘ibu of people,

"Hlatorv does nothinv- "
l'“ent of any social system,

no immense wealth', it waca.'^ «™te', "it 'posaesaea

living nan who does all that, ^ 0083!°''
History la nothing but the activity of

°°°° ’

csiviry of man purP^iiJig his
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subject of creative ootivitj in culture and history, Marxism
overcame the contemplative nature of old materialism. Man
changes himself only to the extent he tranaforae the world.

In this way the interrelationship betwen the individual
and society is effected not directly but is mediated through
labour as the individual masters social reality in his practi-
cal activity.

Eecognition of the decisive role of the social environ-

ment in the development of the individual should not lead to

the exaggeration of this Influence and conceal certain natu-

ral and biological elements in its structure (such as sex,

age, health, temperament, inclinations, etc.). The existence

of these properties considerably complicates the socialisa-

tion of the individual, which is not reduced to the standard

involvement of human beings in the system of social relations

but always takes place on the basis of individual natural and

biological conditions, and this should be reckoned vrlth in

drafting social programmes and policies. For instance,

acceleratlont i«e., the accelerated psychological and physi'*

cal maturing of present-day teenagers, gives a new dimexxsion

to the problem of their education and upbringing, while the

gradual ageing of the world population, is generating serious

demographic and economic problems.

Underestimation of national and biological factors leads

to abstract aocioloKism . but overeetioation of this role is

no less erroneous, as it results in bioloKisa in the con-

ception of the individual.

There are diverse manifestations of biologisn. Rfeudia-

nlsm, for instance, absoLutlses the role of biological

instincts in human behaviour. As for social factors, they

only play a negative role, suppressing biological instincts

into the subconscious. Eence the conclusion that social

progress is determined by the struggle between two opposite

instincts, eros, the sexual instinct of life and self-reali-

sation, and tanatos, * the aggressive and destructive death

instinct. Another interpretation of blologisa holds it that

all wars and conflicts spring from the "aggresoivo genes" in

nan and that wars are bound to acconpany the human race until

science restructures man's genetic apparatus. Lastly, ono of



material conditions of their production."

Man is dudsed not hy his oppaarance hut by his deeds.

It is in his actions that man is formed and manifosts him-

self as the individual, Lenin pointed out that the direct

participation of the mass of people in socio-political acti-

ons is an important condition of the fostering of political

awareness in them and the formation of their revolutionary

qualities,

The interpretation of the individual as the subject of

material activity of necessity leads to the recognition of

its social essence . Han always realises himself through a

social being, the individual. Harxism views the easence of

the individual as a result of social relations engendered by

human activity. "... The essence of man la no abstraction

inherent in each single individual. In its reality it is the

enaemble of the social relations."^

Such an approach spelt a genuine revolution in the views

on the individual because it offered an opportunity to study

the subject scientifically. The individual acts here not as

a chance, singular phenomenon with its own essence but as
a social phenomenon developing in accordance with necessary
social laws. On the other hand, society is not a mechanical
sunnation of abstract individuals but an organic system of
historically conditioned forma of the people's Joint activi-
ty.

In his activity man is in numerous ways connected with
his social environment. That ia why the social environment
is a key source of man's development as the individual. Prior
to Marx, materialists also recognised that the "environment"
affected the individual but they regarded the process as a
primarily one-aided influence exorciaed by the "environment"
of the individual, which acta ao a passive object of that
influence. In its teaching of the individual as an active

E. Marx, F, Engels, Collected Worka . Voi, 5 pp 31-52.
Ibid., p. 4 .
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the more reactionary political projections of biolgisn is

racism attempting to justify discrimination on racial and

national grounds by the doctrine of the "inferior biologi-

cal type" of individual races.

As for harxism, it recognises a certain role of natural

and biological factors in the development of the individual
but believes that its character is shaped up by social cir-
cumstances ^ because no biological characteristic contributes
to the formation of the personality. Marx noted: "...The
essence of a 'particular personality* is not its beard, its
blood, its abstract physical character, but its social
quality . .

,

The personality, being both the object and the subject
of the historical process, is always developing in historical-
ly predetermined social circumstances, which depend in the
final analysts on the system of relations of production pre-
vailing in a given society. Every socio-economic formation
gives rise to its specific historical types of personalil^,
which represent its basic socio-class and economic features,
e«6M be slave and the slave-owner, the serf and the feudal
lord, the proletarian and the capitalist, etc. Of course.

IT nantfest. Itself in the
ihilviauel people in aa orlelnol.

hiatori
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K. Kan. P. Engela, Collated Merhe . Tol. 5, p. 21.
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progress was determined by the very character of capitalist

production, which normally needed independent persons freely

selling their labour on the capitalist market. The bourgeoi-

sie "has been the first to show what man' s activity can bring

about",^ and it is in the development and growing co[i5>lexity

of its forms that lie the sources of that upsurge of the self-

awareness of the individual that was characteristic of emer-

gent capitalist society. Havittg a need for independent, ener-

getic, businesslike and enterprising people, that society made

militant Individualism the basic principle of its development.
However, the further development of capitalism , accompa-

nied by the exacerbation of the antagonism between social
' character of labour and the private capitalist form of
appropriation, gradually made the individual more and more
economically dependent on the results of its activity thus
generating a conflict between personal and social interests.
Marx characterised that situation as alienation . Alienation
ia the process and result of the movement of private property
in tha course oi ulilch people themselves proiucs vhat is
turned against them. The vorVcer in capltaliet society cannot
dispose o£ the reaulte cj his wrk. Ihey belong to the capi-
talist and are used by him to enrich hlmeolf through omplol-

ork done by nan ie taking particularly disfigured and
antagonietlc forms in present-day cnpltellst society. "Hen«e effaced by their labour... Use ie everything, man is
not ing; he ia, at the moat, time's carcase. Ihe main goal
of the process of capitalist production is the sustained
growth of the material mess of wealth, while the develop-
ment Of individual people Is only considered a means to en-
sure this growth.

This dehumanising process is inexorably embracing every
form of human activity. Even in the ephere of Intellootuol
production there emerge oetegorlos of workers whose activity
is regulated by bureaucretio docreee "from above" end ie

• K. Harx, y. Engels, Collected Wo-v,, Vol. 6, p. W.
K. Kan, P. Engels, Cgllected Vn-rv^

^
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The antagoaisn hetweea individual and social intoresto

under capitalion gives rise to such social types of the indi-

vidusl, characteristic of capitalisa, as a conforniot who

adjusts to existing totalitarian and bureaucratic struct\ires}

an outcast who finds refuge froo social conflicts in count-

erculture of drugs; an anarchist who is boat on breaking up

the existing relationships by all neons, including terrorisn.

However, the development of capitalisni at present is also

characterised by the mounting class struggle of the proleta-

riat against the sway of monopolies and for peace,progress

and socialism. The social type of nroletarian revolutionary

emerges as a result of this atru^^e. His hallmarks include

high principlednesa, discipline, combination of ”80cialiat
knowledge and revolutionary eaq^erience" (Lenin), loyalty to

socialist ideals and a well-developed sense of collectivism.
The antagonism between the individual and society will

be eventually resolved only in a communist society. All the
antagonistic formations treated the individual as a tool for
developing production, while under communism the individual
iB the iiltlmate sasl oC production. In all the ontaBoniotle
lomatlono the ejploltlng olnority could develop only by
alienatlns Iteelf iron the dovelopaent of tho o:q>lolted majo-
rity, while under conniinlaa a eoclety ncaT-ype which naleeB
. free developneot of everyone a cond1t<on for free develop-
ment of all" . In all the antagonistic formations the deve-
lopment of tho individual wee roetricted and, generally,
^ontaneoua, while co.menlem eete out. To^ the flret time In
history. —

*

aoc.lety towarda hcmsi.. ,

All thoBo distinctive features of oommuniem hecome
evident elroedy at Ita first stage, m eeoieliat eoelety.
As the property of the whole people eaeerte iteelf, the anta-
gonism between Individual and eeclel intereete, reeponsible
for the emergence of Indivldueliem as the principle of rela-
tione between people, die. away. The oemmunlty of baeic Im-
tereete of all eooiol group. 1. . hellnarlc of eocloliem. mat
erplalua why colleotivlam io the mala principle of eoelel
relatione under oooiallom permeating every epbore of social
life.
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and financial incentives."^

Work for society gives rise to a qualitatively now,

ftnetalist tvne of the individual , characterised hy a nature

sense of collectivism and patriotism, a high level of ethical

and spiritual culture, and communist ideology.

-The Marxist view of collectivism as a form of develop-

ment of the individual comes under sharp attacks from oppo-

nents of communism. They allege that communist collectivism

and the freedom of the individual are incompatible. More-

over, freedom itself is regarded as absolute independence of

the individual from the diktat of social norms, A conclusion

prompts itself that "human rights and freedoms are regularly

violated" in socialist society, in which the individual is

presumably a victim of a "totalitarian political regime".

Marxism lays bare the fallacy of these attacks, Jirst,
one cannot live in a society and be free from it, as has
been long proved by historical practice. Second, the concept
"absolute freedom" la extra-historical and abstract, while
Marxism demands a concrete,historical class-baaed
approach to the concept of freedom, dismissing any other theo-
ry as hypocrisy. Third, the rights and freedoms of the Indi-
vidual in any society are indissolubly linked with the indi-
vidual's responsibilities, otherwise life in a group is
impossible. It is noteworthy that what constitutes the rights
and freedoms of the individual becomes responsibilities for
society (the state). To sum it all up, all anti-communist
claims that the free development of the

, individual is in-
compatible with the principles of collectivism are based on
an abstract view of freedom as "absolute independence" from
society. This view manifests itself, specifically, in human
rights and freedoms being metaphysicolly divorced from man's
responsibilities.

miUa acknoHledginB tha deolalva role or colloctlvlom
la mouldiug the aoclallst ladivldaal, Marxlaa la atroaely
aBalrnt tvo opposite dovlatloaa rroa thla priaolple. Oa the

1 . Constttuttoa (Fundagental Iiew)
Socialist RepubUfg

, p,

-Of the Union of Soviet



baoones possible only when oen are no longer oripplei by

the division of labour based on ‘^Sbly-doveloped naterial

production, which constitutes the nain link in thxs synthe-

sis.

The Family and

the Individual

Man's reproduction of his

existence consists of two

interrelated processes,

namely, production of the

means of subsistence and production of people
uniie

i.e.. Child-bearing and socialisation of

the primary social form of the former process

^
™

collective, that of the latter is the ^
is one of the so-called small social

I^rcharac-
large social groups, such as

„,^bers and,

terised hy personal contacts be
social

accordin^y, by interdependence of parsonal and socral

interests. . ^r. oarriage

The family, is a small social

or on blood relationship; it
parents and children,

relationship between husband and *
f. tv of living conditi-

its members being connected by common
legal responaibl-

ons, mutual assistance and mutual mor
bietori-

lities. Marrla^ as the basis of

cal form of relationship between woma
and estab-

aociety sanctions and regulates the
responsiblliti®^*

lishes their conjugal and parental r
ia to ensure

The most important social function ° ° of child-

the stability of the family and of tb P

ren (socialisation of the individual - oarriagOi

Historically, the family emerge a
^ransforca-

being a' resxat of the sustained deve
are of such

tioa of conjugal relations. "These mo
by the tie

a character that the circle of people
^ ^ becomes narrow-

er common, marriage — very wide orig
single couple is

er and narrower, until, finally»^onl7

left, which predominates today.

I-... , — . three volumes*

K. Harx and J. Engelo, F-''—*"d -S.

Vol. 3, p. 211.
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On the one hand, worldng tiao will be draatically cut

down, and off-hours needed for the free dovelopoeat of the

individual will increase. Herein lie the roots of a funda-

aental shifts in the socio-cultural environoent, a shift

which will be linked with transition from "prehistory" of

human society to its "history"* with a leap fron the "realn

of necessity" into the "realm of freedom”, with the withe-
ring away of the law of value and with the assertion of the
main law of communist society, the law of the coe^rohonslve
and harmonious development of the individual.

On the other hand, work will change qualitatively,
making it possible for people in principle to take part in
every form of human activity that histoj^r has produced
to give up one for another of their own accord.

The harmonious development of the individual is a nece-
ssary condition for his coaqjrehenaive development. In the pe-
riod of transition to communism, there are greater opportu—
nitlaa of educating a now nan, who will haroon<nnn1-.- eomblno

coral purity and a oerfeet ohTalnue. The
har^nloua developaent of mao la therefore llahed with the

thw
oppoaltes, e,g. of the biolosical and the aociali

the phyaleal and th, aplrltual, etc. However, -theae oppoal-

Vhat°'^
e ooablned either Into a caoophiny or a ayophony".^vhat are the conditions for attaining gennin. harnony?

To begin, with, harmony in the comhlnatioa of the opposi-
tes does not yet mean a direct conneotlon between them. This
coimec on only indicatea the underdevelopment of the indivi-
dual ^ society rather than hamony. fou can mah. a vloli-
nlat take up a hammer and a hlackamith a violin, neither will
produce barony. Harmony la to ho found only where and when

f «y-th,aiaed in a mediated

0^1
^“Pl'i'-ting and enhancing each other in th.

pwceaa of their development. Th. dominant development of

f ar«
individual la neceaaary for the maul-

featotioa of his unique and inlmitoM^
a.-.,,,

. *. 4.V. j
^ "Unirable properties and con-

tributes to the development of an <4-~* _ * Its other aspects. This

V,I. Lenin, Collected VoT-ka,
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tlona of E2llH2aZ..
union of ono nan ^th “ e«W

of wo=en.i;ili»ooo tho fom of anrltol and fanily ^lationa

dopondo on opoeifie ooclo-aconoolc conditiono, in pa c i

on Xho deaographic factor of the nuaorical correla

BOXOO and. aloo on national, cultural and rolisioua ro

Iho BonoBanoua fanily ia charaotarioed by «

lity due to the prooonco of botb tbe ooonooio a^
f

®

and paychologioal (private) aopoct. On the

gave an iispotna to tho dovolopaent of pro “®

the aocunulation of naterial and ^^^^^"^r^ont^bu-
tranafor of production oxporionce. On t

undor-
ted to the developnent of the individual, to ® "
Btanding of ito apiritual world, to tho forna on

Eoral qualltiea aa raaponaibllity, altmiaa, e c.^

child-rearing waa for cany people, priaarily
ejplo-

tho only fom of their aolf-aaaortion in

itation and oppreaolona of the

In bourgooifl aociaty, this
^ hour-

aonoganoua. family aaauaeo the
f
”

°\”°„„tioental vail,

Seoislo has tom away fron tbe fanily
-oney

and has reduced the family relation vo
ggonoaic interests

The contradiction between the doninanco
feolinss

in family relations and the eelectlvl^^o^
^ narriaB®-

and aentinenta tends to destroy the a
progrossive sooio-

Capitalism, undoubtedly* ^jia family*

economic reforms contributing to the a v
aooial pro-

such as tho large-scale involvement of
system,

duction, the development of the health positiv®

public education, tbe services, etc.
negatiy®

tenden-

reaults of these reforms are constraine auch as

ciea in the social policies of bourgeo s
^goea, psi^

economic and political discrimination between

health service, education, etc. The spiritual pro-

these two tendencies, the overall econo and

Sreas of society tinder capitalian
.

.^j^s main drivinS

consumer forms of exploiting it constl

K. Marx, P. Engels, c^iloctea tfor^*
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The riae of prinitive eoclety was characteriaed by ex-

treoely disordered conjugal relations. The low dovelopnent

leveiof naterial production nade it inposoible to single out

individual families from a clan collective, while the isola-

tionism of primitive tribes made it both possible and neeessa-

17 the incest. The "dissolution" of the individual in the

collective and the underdeveloped character of his quali-

ties as a personality, mentioned above, were manifest in this

respect in the complete absence of jealousy and individual

love, which arose at a far later date.

The next stage in the development of conjugal relations

consisted in the gradual exclusion of sexual contact between

representatives of different generations and, still later,
between blood relatives. The main fora of conjugal relations
in prinitive society was what is called group marriage , pre-
supposing sexual contacts between a group of men of one clan
with a group of women of another clan. Similar marital forms
can be found even today among American Indian tribes in
a nuaber of other aurriving ethno-ooeial groups.

k fora of transition from group marriage to monogamy
was pair marriage, which emerged at the final stage of the
development of primitive-communal system and presupposed
monogamy which could he eaoily dissolved by either side. The
progress of material production, rooulting in the emergence
of private property, gave rice to a qualitatively new type of
marltol union, based on monogamy and on man's prevalence

^flttily, which waa dictated by the need to amass wealth
and to ensure that it was passed on to heirs. That was how

the conjugal union of one man with one woman, emerg-
ed. Its first classical form was what is called the petrlar-
£_S^_£Si^, which included not only all the blood relatives
on the rather' s side but also domestic slaves (the Latin
familla" means the totality or v 1

person).
^ olaveo belonging to one

In addition to tho aboYo -claBalcal lorna- ol narltal and
lanllx ralatlona, tb.ro oxl.tad In tba Motor, of eooiot, -
and hoY. aarvlYod In certain Macao - difforant tranalt.r,
and nlxod foma. ,or inotanc, oonogon,. vMcb proYOilo ta
prooont-da, aoolat,, io conpianontod b, difforant nanlfeoto-
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traaoltioa to the cooauaiat principle of distribution accord-
ing to need noko it inportont to develop nan's cultural

roquironento- The task or the socialist ranily is to contribu-
te as orrectivoly as possible to the solution or this prob-
lea.

Xn spiritual life, the nain ilmction or the socialist

ranily is child-rearing, that is, the socialisation or the

individual. The ract that the education or the young gene-

ration is a cause pr all society under sociollsa in no vay

detracts Xron the role or the ranily. It is the raoily t2iat

Xorns that nicro-onvironaent in idiich the educational errorts

or the state and aociety are reoulted in a positive (and

sometinea negativeO cultural errect.

She teaks or education are closely related to such a run-

ction or the socialist ranily as the organisation or rree

tine. In every type or eaploiting aociety the atate only

concerned itseir vlth organiaing the working tine or the

exploited. SocialisB ror the rirst tlaa in history Bade nan's

rree tine a social value, realising that its rational use was

a naior condition ror the development or the individual. The

accosplishaent or thla task depends largely on the errorts

or the aoeialiat raally, because the possibilities or social

and legal regulation are Insurricient in this area. All this

enhances the role of moral factors in the development of

the fanily.

IfaturaZly, the eocieUst feadly runs into certain di/fi-

cultles and problems in the course ol its development, such

as lingering dirferences between the living standards and

lifestyles of individual families, which fact restricts

the possibilities for the adequate fulfilment of the foncti-

ona of the fanily; a relatively hi^ divorce rate and low

birth rata, particularly in areas of intensive migration and

large-scale urbanisation; inadequately developed services;

petty-bourgeois survivals Baking tfaemsslves felt in the

mentality and behaviour of members of Individual families,

etc. However, the social policy pursued by the socialist

atate aims at pros^tly resolving these problesn.
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force of the developaent of oaritiil and family relatlona in

capltallat aoeiety*

It la "conauBor society" that is the aain cause of the

devaluation and disintegration of the fanily and the break"

down of the traditional forna of aarital relatioias. Shese pro*

cesses are aanifest in the groving nunber of suicides and

baby-killingSt in the soaring divorce rate and pre* and

eztra-aarital sexual contacts, and in the growing range of

sexual perversions* ill sorts of hypersexualisation of

social life, extensively used by representatives of leftist
groupings in their pseudo^rovolutionary theory practice,
obdocttvely serve the interests of the bourgeoisie, because,
Bisgulding social practice, they contribute to the perpetua-
tion of the ayatea of capitalist exploitation*

Iho proletarian fanlly is quite different* It is no lon-
ger a private proprietor, l*e*, an econoaic unit of capita-
list society, and for this reason such family is the harbin-
ger of non-religious aarriage baaed on love*

By doing away with the private ownerahip of the aeana of
production, the aoclallst rotolutlon leado to a radical
teatruoturing of uarltal and fanlly rolatlona, to the aasert-
loa In then of such qnalltntlTOly now, aocinliat principles
aa free 1^1 of nan and vooan in narrylng each other, coaple-
o "l^aity and autual reapeot botaoen huahand and wifa, love

L aarriaga, no», cocauniat norallty, etc.

tloo,
reatruoturlng of uarltal and faally rela-

llTl, runotlon. of th.

thffIJl i
eooioty, the baalo function of

iMd vhlch la bound to
land to the nndaraatlnatlon of aplritual and coral valueaand therefore to the deccradatfnn *.1.

. i *!
“^gradation of the individual. With the

tto^r !>«P«ty, abloh la formed

faaUy. Iha main naterlal function of the aoolallat f..ily

^
to organlaa the conauaptlon of th. recultc of this «rk.

the advanc. of aooloty toward, coa.unian and the gradual



BtQto and ovontually roault in the diaappearance of the fa-
ally in connuniat aocloty? It ia thio point of view that
certain oiepliotic and dognatic intorprotera and reviaion-
iata like Eoger Garaudy, try to iopute to it; the latter
beliovoo, for inetoncoi that "today it ia hard to preaorve
for tha faaily oven cone of the fouadationa that have been

charaetoriatic of it for conturiaa."

Theao aaaertiona are nothing new, nor are they true.

Way back in the 19th century, the outatanding thinkers,

from the utopian aociallat Courier to Bobel, believed

that traditional fanily rolationshipa would disintegrate

in o future society, aeoning of their discourses was

that since the nonoganous faaily was a product of private

property, the abolition of private property would lead to

the withering away of the faaily > The foimders of Harzisa

were strongly opposed to this sispllstlc and vulgar conclu-

sion in the spirit of "barrack conauniso". However, nowadays

siallar views are peddled by fringe "leff-wiag petty-bourge-

6is ideologists.

The aain shortcooing of ell these conceptions Is that

they disregard the substantial differences between the tra-

ditional systea of econooic relations in the aonogaaous faoi-

ly, on the one hand, and the systea of spiritual and soral

relations that are characteristic of it, on the other. As

a consequence, being aware of the need for changing the

foroer, they aetsphysically reject the possibility of retain-

ing the latter, which, naturally, presets ^oozay forecasts

for future of the faaily end oarriage.

The conatinist faaily is a dialectical negation of "class-

ical aonogaay." Doing away with those aspects of faoily-rela-

tions which in the final analysis were a product of private

property and underdevelopaent of social production, it retaizis

all the aoral and spiritual values accuaolated by aonogomy,

including love, ootherhood, eto. Jtoreover, it is only under

conditions of cos^Iete economic and social emancipation that

these values will be developed in every way and become the

principal moral guidelines in the process of building

communism.
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Coacera for woBaa is the Bain condition for the deve-

lopnent and strengthening of the socialist faaily. Sociolisa

alone has created for the first tine ever conditions for

the eoiq>lete economic and social eoancipation of woman and

for the achievement of complete equolitj d women and men in

society. Shis is "ensured by according women equal access

with men to education and vocational professional train>^

ing, equal opportunities in employment, remuneration, and

promotion , and in social and political, cultural activi-

ty, and by special labour and health protection measures for

women; by providing conditions enabling mothers to worh;
by legal protection, and material moral support for
mothers and children. Including paid leaves other bone-

fo^ e^eotant mothers mothers, gradual reducti-
on of working time for mothera with small children.

The Communists' attitude to the so-called women's ques-
tion has always been determined by the fact that the working
class cannot achieve cocplete freedom without winning comple-
tely freedom for women, while women for their part cannot rid
themiiaXToa of anaXaveaent: and diaorlalaation-wlthoat aoclallat
revoXatlon. 10 la in racognltlon of the need for unity botueon
the uoaen a and the proXetarlan aoYeaant for eaanclpatlon
that Xlea the ualn dlffarance hetueea the HarrlBt-Leninat
aoxutloa of thle quoatlon and Ita hoursaolo-daBooratlo

An laportant aapeot of tho aoclal policy of the aoclallat
atata In aarltal and faaiXy raXationa Xlea in the prosraaa-
iTa raXlavlnB of the faally of aoao of ita traditional funotl-
ona. ”aa ot.t. hoXpa the faaUy by providing and developing
a bro^ eyatoa of chiXdoara Inatltutiona

, by organialng and
laproving coaaunaX aarvlo.o and public oataring, by paying
grants on the birth of a child, by providing children'

a

lowanees and honefita for large fauUlea, wni^ other forms
of faaily allowancaa and aaalatanoo.-^ Bat does not this
proooaa naan -dlaaolutlon" of the r.ally m the aoolaliat

1 .

2 .

Constitution (gundameital
Soeiallat Bepubllca . Apt. 35,

Ibid., Art. 55.

.bnlon of Soviet
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req^oito loading to tho onti-tLamanlstic intezpretation oX
Marxiaa. It la oithor acioace or hunanioa, and tho posaibili-
t7 oX the oxiatonce oX aciontiXic hueoniaa ia beliorod an
obaurdltj. 7hia la aanlXoot In tho ideas oX tho Trench

"Marxlot" liouia Althuoaor. He says that Marx reaained loayal
to tho prinoiploa oX huaaniaa only so long as hia theory had
not becoae aoicntiXic (ho gives 164-5 and the "Shesea on Ten-

orbach** as tho ”uppor" boundary oX Horx'a hunaaisn) and

atatea that in hia nature worha Harx adopted the stand oX
"thoorotical onti-hunanlsn". According to Althuasor, huaeniso

was tho price Harx paid Xos the seiontiXlc character oX hia

views. "Tron the point oX view oX rigid theozy, it is possib-

le and thoreioro necesaaiy to discuss openly the theoretical

anti-huBontsa oX Karx « Ve can learn anything about

people only on the condition that the philosophical (theore-

tical) myth about non is dispelled. Any way of thinhlng

laying cXaia to being restored In one Xom or another, either

as an anthropology or as theoretical hunanisa, is according

to ilarx nothing short oX ashes Xroa the point oX view oX

theory.

This Is how science and huaanlsa are turned against each

other. Although Althusser recognises the huaonistio character

oX Harxisa in ideology,^ his adnisslon only shows that the gap

between huaanlsa apii science is coapoonded In his way oX

thizddLng by a gap between science and ideology, between theory

and practice, which is tho direct opposite of revolutionary

liarxisB.

That is why the question ashed by A. LeXevres In his

Dialectical Katerialtea is Intrinsically XaXIaeious: "What

is Karxisa?... Is it ideology (the ideology of the proletariat)

or science?" The strength of the ideological intact of harxisa

relies on its scientific character and at the same tine Marx-

Louis Althusser, Pour art . Haspero, Paris, 1965, P» 256.

"Marx's theoretical anti-hunaalsa ia no wety reaoves the

• historical existence of huaaniBB... . His theoretical aati-

huaanisa recognises the need for hunanisa as an ideology.

"

(Ibid., p. 237).
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Real Huaanlsn The Harxist theor? of the in-

dividual and ¥078 of bis

enancipation baa been viciously attacked einco its very incep-

tion and attempts have been made to distort its meaning. One

of tbe more popular oiaintezpretations is to is^uta onti-

buaanistic meanings to tbis theory. PrsBumably, tbe human

individual finds himself entirely "dissolved" in faceless

social structures: society is everything, vhile man is

nothing. In so-doing, such "interpreters" set the humanism

of the philosophical views of the "young Marx" in opposition

to the scientism^ of the "mature Marx", who in his latter-
day works presented historical processes as "mechanistic" and

took the position of "theoretical anti-humanism". What can be

said about this view?

9o begin with, this misrepresentation of HarxiBn is not

original. Way back Bernstein, Eautsl^ and other representatl-
vea of what was known as "economic materialism" believed
that Marx was not at ell Interested in the problems of the
Bplrttnal life of aociety and human existence. They viewed
the hightened interest of the classics of Marxism in the pro-
blamo of social being aa the total lack of any interest In
the problems of social consclouaness. According to "economic
materialism", all the specific originality of cultural and
historical process, including "the world of man", can bo
derived directly and InoediatelT irom the economics. Marx
^co remarked with bitter irony to Lafarguo in connection
with this interpretation of his doctrine by French proponents
of "ecoMiie BaterlaliBB- .ho o«aie4 thoBsolvoB "Hanioto"!
ill I inoK la that I an not a Marxlot".^ Eelopaoa of “econo-

^0 BateriollaB", occur oTon today in the forB of different
rleht-wlnE roTialonlat oonooptlona and hourgeola taohnioiat
theories.

It ia an abatraot undoratandlng of huBanian, which la

^
t- ln nppnnlti nn to anlnpca. that l. a Bathodological pra-

•
^lontlaB (froB th. latln -aolentl.-, knowladBa. aolenoo)

' ?!
° ^ ““-K-^lwlplaa ora all-l.portant ih

the world outlook.

^SMarx,EEngola, Selected Corregponrtfti^B.
^ 353^



Thio ahowo that Harxiaa does not at all rojoct hunaa ia-
dividualit7 but, coavorsoly, inporto conccato social content
to its OBoonoo, lihat la why tho way actually to change con-
croto bunan Individuals ia to change in practice concrete
aocial rolationo. The actual hucanloation or relations between
people ia tho hunaaieatioa of actual, real relations between
people. Only that huoantsa ia real which incorporates a

scholarly Bubotantiation of the poasibility of it being in-

plononted in practice and points revolutionary seans for
doing so. It is this kind of huoaniss that is represented by
Harxisa that enables a concrete huaan individual to live the

ftU.I'-bloodod life of the human being, that is, to become

really free only through cognising the essential laws of

social development and the revolutionary movenent in harmony

with those laws.

Tho Marxist understanding of the social ideal is related

not only to tho formulation of a scientific theory of its

realisation but also to the revolutionary activity of the mass

of the people to translate this ideal Into practice. Mandsm

recognisea only one way of attaining this ideal — revolutio-

nary practice. It is revolutionary practice alone that rep-

resents for man the conditions under which change in his

circumstances coincides with the establishment of real huma-

nism in the process of human activity. "The coincidence of

the changing of oircumstances and of human activity or self-

change can be conceived and rationally understood only as

revolutionary practice . fievolutionary practice is the

supreme form of the manifestation of true humanism: ”»,,The

class overthrowing it /the ruling class/ can only in a revolu-

tion succeed In ridding itself of all the muck of ages and

become fitted to found socie^ anew."^

!nie onderstandlng of liarxisn as scientific humemiam from

the point of view of theory, therefore, leads to the recogni-

tion of its revolutionary character in social practice. Marx-

ism is not only a means of explaining the world but also an

Z. Karx, F. Engela, Callactad Works . Vol, 5. P-

Ibid., p. 53.
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istt can only be a science by being the ideology of the nost

advanced class oi our day, the working class, which has an

interest in cognising the objective law-governed processes

o£ social development*

The anti-hunan Interpretation of Marxisn provokes nune-

rous attenpta to "correct" it* This is the "logic" of any

form of revisionisa. It incorporates two positions* At first

harxisn is interpreted as being deficient in one respect or

another and then coaponents of doctrines which are alien to

harxloa are added to it under the plausible pretext of aaklng

up for those deficiencies* That is how "parodies of HarxiSQ"
cone into being and how revisionisa links up with bourgeois
doctrines seeking to "humanise" Marxisn* But does Marxism
need this "huaaniaing"?

The fact is that the Marxist theory of and his
social nature does not at all nean disregard for the living
human individual* The hunan nature is the 'bnse&ble" of those
social relations into which nan enters as he comes into this
world and which ho is creating in bis activity. Human existen-
ce la the reproduction of that social essence in an indivldu-
alieed form. That Is why the Marxist analysis of tho human
nature always results in the examination of tho individual
forms of Ito manifestation, an analysis of specific individu-
als in specific sltuatious* The ultimate meaning purpose

revolutionary transformation of these

"u
billing of them with humanistic content,

...
conclusion," Marx wrote, "tho class atruKcle into

TT. r ,hole

ZTT \TT
°

or tn. Booi<a

oL^Iv! ir n tl'o world in verl-
oua ways; the point is to change 2

2I
Engola, gglActed Correiroond^T,,.>

, p.
K. Marx, P. Eigels, Cgllectad Vorkn

^ Vol. 5, pp. 4,5*



Chapter IV

THE POLITICAL BIBIEH OP SOOIETX

Analyaio of tli© political eystea and its centralised
inatitutiofli the atata, is veiy ioportoat for understanding
the dynanics of social devolopnent, The theory of the state
and the political syatea of society as a whole holds pride of
place in Harxisa-Xienlniaa. This is due to the fact that fron
the outset the state and the political systea as a whole play
an active role in the life of society and in the regulation

of social relatione. Snail wonder this issue is the subject

of heen ideological struggle between the CoaDuniata and the

proponents of bourgeois deoccracy.

What is the genesis and natiire of the state? What are the

characteriatlc features of the bourgeois political zg^sten and

tendencies of its developnent? What are the nature and speci-

fic features of the state in the developing countries? What

can be said about the atate-political systen of a new, socia-

list type?

1. Ceoeslg and Habure of the State and the

Political Systea of Society ae a Whole

Concept of the Political Eie realo of politics inclu-

te'ganisation and Political dea relations between class-

Syaten of Society es, nations and all people

with regard to power, the

state, etc.

Harx, Engels Lenin always attached such ii^ortence

to politics in their theoretical writinea and practical work

to nobiliae the, revolutionazy forces tq win power and effect

deep-going social transforiaatione. The atteiapts by bougeoia

political scientists to pass thesselves off as pioneers in

political theory and to prove that scientific research into

the problens of politics haa no lasting tradition in Marxiso-

Leniniaa are not at all corroborated by xreal facts*

Throughout their activity Harx and Engels attached euch

attention to research into the nature of politics, political

power and the political systea of society, fomulating and
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errective tool of reaaking it. It enables non both to explain

tbe existing organisation of the world and also to re-organi-

se it in accordance vitb his own interests. "Marxisa differs

fron all other socialist theories in the reaarkable way it

coabinea cooplete scientific sobriety in the analysis of the

objective state of affairs and the objective course of evo-

lution with the cost enphatic recognition of the intportanco

of the revolutionary energy, revolutionary creative genius,

and revolutionary initiative of the nasses - and also,

of course, of individuals, groups, organisations, and parties

that are able to discover and achieve contact with one or
another class. The unbreakable unity of hunanisfl, scien-
ce-based approach and revolutionary action enbodled in
Marxlso nakes it "a guide for action" in the assertion of
real hunani en, naaely, coaauniao.

• Y.I. lenia. Collected YoI,
1

13, p. 36.
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translating into practice the deaanda of proletarian politics

as opposed to the policies pursued by the ruling classes.
They formulated the general theoretical end methodological
principles of the science of politica andy moroovePy
supplied remarkable examples of specific analysis of the poli-
tical processy the functioning of the statoy political partiosy
individual leaders, etc. Such works by Harx and Engels as
The Eighteenth Brumalre of Louts Bonaparte. The Class Struggl-
es In Trance are good examples of this analysis.

lenin viewed the theoretical analysis of imperialist .

politics as a major task. In his works wa cone across all the
basic ideas on the dialectical method and sociological analys-
la or political phenomena, Including darlnltlons of the natu-
ra of tha atata and other olenanta of the political ayatea,
and the principlea of ralationa betuoan atatea on the world
aoeaa Leain cloaaly acrutlalaad all tha aapaota of tha
political prcceaa, thoroughly aad painatahlngly analyaad tha

admlnlatratlon. the

rouruat T “-14 trade unions, tha“1 rararurif?h:“:an/~
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des, first and foremost, the structure of governmental
other political organisations, the foma of participation of
the nass of the people in administration and political control,
the nechanisn of the participation of the citiaenry in poli-
tics, etc. Political and legal rules determine in a formalis-
ed Banner the character of political relations in society.

An analysis of the role of law as a social institution,
its relationship \dth politics, the correlation of legal norms
and the actual status of tha individual, national and inter-
national legislation on human rights, etc., plays a very
important role. Political relations reflect the actual parti-
cipation of all the social groups and individuals in the
political process. Political consciousness is also a charac-
erisWc of all the participants in political relationships^

nf
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developing ceuntriee not only

the 001
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thoae of slave ownership, rooted in private property. There

emerged exploitation cf man by man and society became divided

into antagonistic classes. The clan and tribal organisation

proved unable to reconcile their contradictions. That was

why the state and law emerged in its place. The clan system,

Engels .wrote, was exploded "by the division of society into

classes. Its place was taken by the state . Law is the will
of the ruling class eapressed in legislative form. It emerg-
ed along with the state and due to the same causes.

The emergence of the state and law was a long process,
characterised by different features under various histori-
cal circumstances. They were determined by economic spd
social causes and also by the liistorical setting in which
different peoples developed,

j
What are the distinctive features of the state as compa-

red with the clan and tribal organisation of society?
Engela identified two of then, first, the division of

the population according to the territorial cheracteristtc
r.ther thaa Wood add tribal rolatiottslilpB, and, aeoond, the
«iatenoa or Bublle poaaj:. Pablie pover deea not coincide

but, ccnvaraely, rleea over the population and is net
a pouer or the public but a pouar exercised by opecisl Bronpe
poop e d the interaata or the economically dominant claas.aia power, Ensala atreaaad, not only con.iete or armed men

tHn! or
"
°T

a 2
Wnde which were unhnewn in claoa

like T° tha atata, un-

b^cle t ? ^ odBauiaatten, levisa taxes onpeople to maintain Its machinery.
—

tion of 1 V
state waa acconpnled by the forma-

eocloty, norma or a legal mature ware a.tabllehad by tha
‘ '^oldtluB them! The ob-

oervance of these norms was toisran^aa,! v a-v.

etrangth or tha etate, whuf^T ,, formalised ita activity

E. Marx and P. Engels, SalecW Vorka ^-v.

Vol. 3, p. 326
' in three volumes,

2* Ibid., p. 327.
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or tho oconooic baoio with regard to the auperotructure
denonotrato tho cauaofl ot tho exiatcnco of stataa and tho

replaconoat of ono typo of otato by another.

Tho oconoaic basis of a social fomation with a node of
production based on private property gives rise to antago-
nistic clasBOs and tho econonically doninant class ensures
its power through the state. In this way, eveiy antagonistic

socio-economic formation is characterised by only one type
of state, which is replaced as one foroation gives way to

another.

The practice of world development has seen three success-

ive typos of state with antagonistic classes, the .slave-owning .

the feudal end the bourgeois state .

In addition to the basic histoxrlcal types of the state,

social development knows of secondaxy types, which emerged

as the old economic basis was replaced by a new one. The

states of this type have been characteristic of the entire

history of human society. In the past, they emerged when

slave-owning society was being replaced by feudalism or when

a democratic revolution was growing into a socialist revolu-

tion. The state in some developing countries is transitoiy

in nature.

Every type of state functions in certain forms . The form

of the state is understood to include its internal structure,

organisation and the way in which state power is exercised.

It incorporates the form of goveriuaeut, the state structure

and the political regime. States are divided by the form of

government into monarchies (from the Greek monarkhia . one-

man mae), such as Britain, Ifepal and Horway, and republics

(from the Latin res , a thing, matter, affair, and nublicus .

public, of the whole people), such as India, Peru and Italy.

Depending on their organisation, states are divided Into

federal or union , e.g., Jugoslavia and Mexico, and unitary ,

such as Syria and Prance. PederaX states consist of member

states, each having supreme bodies of power and administration,

and also a Judicial system.^ In unitary states power is orga-

nised in accordance with administrative-territorial divisions

The federation should not be oi»d up with the confedera-
tion . which is an alliance of states formed for definite
military, economic, and other ptirposes.
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t7 of the existing systeo and the power of the doninant class-

es.

She nature of any state and the contents of its activi-

ty are manifest in the functions performed by it. The func-

tions of the state are the basic areas of its activity in
which the class nature of the state | its social purpose gr>d

its role in the life of socie^ at different stages of the
latter's development manifest themselves.

The functions of any state can be divided into inter-
nal and external . The aim of the internal functions is to
ensure the security of the exiating system nnfl the hegemony
of the dominant clasaea, and also to regxilate the life of
society as a whole.

The external functions consist in protecting the state,
ItB proatlge and Intluance on the intsmational acana, up-
holding ita relatlona with othar atatea, daianding atatea
with a BlmUar claaa aaaenoe or cloaa In apirlt and, in the
«aB Ql atata divided into antagoniatio claaaea, in tarrito-
rlal erpanalon at the eipanao of other countriea.

h..,
Pttfornad by the atata are divided into

^alo and aecondary
,. The fornar are a direct nanifa.tatlon of

rrtov lo^r! -ppreaaion of the

rhal^ttar vi!
hocitty. Bona funotiona of

of the fornar.'^
P'tforn affeotivaly the funotiona

State Bv
economic function of the bourgeois

:::t:-rfgai::r:^;rif:
Ona aiaupla ia tha function of “ T
hoollganlau, BwindUng). Ultin.ri'’””

Cthiavery,

tiona are auhordiuato to uri'tL’
basic ones.

fective performance of the

Historical Types and
Forms of the State

existence and ita class nature,

To understand the nature of
the state, it ia important
to know the concrete histo-
rical circumatances of its

its type . Every socio-
a certain type of
relations of production
of the detenainig role

i.e
economic formation ia characterised
state. The law of interaction betwei
and the productive forces and the X,
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,ute"ref within t... rraua-

work or tno sane historical type. ?or iastance, there were

aXave-owning monarchies and republics- At the sane tine simi-

lar forms are found in different historical types of the state.

For instance, both slave-owning and feudal states function-

ed as monarchies and republics. Both these forms characterise

the bourgeois state as well. This does not indicate, however,

that the nature of power and its fora are totally divorced.

Beudal states for the most part were monarchies, while the

republican form of government is more characteristic of bour-

geois states.

The political regime characterises the political system

of a society from the point of view of its functioning. The

political regime is a totality of the methods and techniques

used by the dominant class to exercise its rule in society.

The basic political regimes in present-day bourgeois states

include the narliaoentarv. the authoritarian, the mtlttary-
dictatorial and the fascist retrimea.

The dominant class in a society divided into antagonis-
tic classes can exercise its power by liberal methods, acting
on behalf of the people. This political regime is referred
to as parliamentary democracy (from the Greek demos , people,
and kratta . power).

Another kind of political regime in antagonistic society
is the overt dictatorship of the dominant class baaed on di-
rect violence. During the slave-owning and feudal periods the
political regimes of this kind wore known as autocratic
(from the Greek autokratla, one-man-rule), nowadays they are
referred to as fasclat, authoritarian or totalitarian (from
the Latin tptalie

, whole, entire, complete), meaning total
state control through overt violence.

What determines the form of a state, tta political regi-
me and what factors contribute to their change? The economic
system, having a decisive impact on the type of the state,
influences changes in the form of the state not directly but
in a mediated way, through the alignment of forces of the
antagonistic clasoes. A considerable influence is exerted on
the development of the fora of the state by the international
situation in which a given state is emerging and developing.
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dependence. The bourgeois state, however, failed to abolish

the exploitation of nan by nan and retained its basis, the

private ownership of the naans of production.

As it developed, the bourgeois state passed through

the period of nre-mononoly capitalism and the period of

imperialien. The nature of that state practically has not

changed, while the contents and methods of its functioning

have been altered to a considerable degree. While during

the rise of capitalisn the state, as harx aptly put it, was

"the night watchman" of capitalisn, today it has become the

"conductor" managing the affairs of the ruling group, mono-

poly capital. The growing role of the state in regulating eve-

ry aspect of the life of society is due to the crisis of ca-

pitalism and to the need to use state power more extensive-
ly to guard the outdated relations of production. The bour-
geois state "resorts ever more extensively to such instru-
ments as state-stimulated monopolistic concentration of
production and capital, redistribution by the- state of an
increaeing proportion of the national income, allocation of
war contrecta to the monopolies, government financing of
Industrial development and research programmes, the drawing
up of economic development programmes on a country-wide
scale, the policy of imperialist integration wnd new forms
of capital export.

.

Iho chimgeB in tha character of furctionlns oZ the bour-
gccls atata hare foubh thalr reflectioa ia the arteaaioa of
tho tradltlcaal aad tha eaerBcaco of ae. fuactloaa.®

!Ehe erteaaioa of the taaka and
. Xunctioaa of the preaent-

day capitaliat atate la called for act oaly by obiectivo
^ctora, auch aa the srowth of productive foroea, the 001.5.I0-
xiflcatloh of aoclal Ilf, „ a ahole ahd tha rla, of at.to-
aonopoly capltallaa; It la al.o generated by the cauaeh which
are Intrlaoic to the vary aature of thla type of otato. Theae

y«-^»Mcaal Heetlav of
Boecow, 196? . Peace and Soclaileo Pahllahars, Prague. 1969.
p. 16 .

2 By the function we understand the **

!lfU?l?itle,°.”‘“‘“ “ulfe.t'?n'’d^?L«e"wa!”f
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Hocbanioa aDd Logal Syatoa

of tho Bourgooia State
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"The way out of parliamentarisn.
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epirit of bourgeois ideology and culture.

5. yoreign policy, the priaary ain of which lo to protect

the econonic and political intoreata of a given bourgeois

Btate on the international scene, and to struggle by ideolo-

gical, political, econoaic and ailitary nethodo against

conaunisn and the working-class and national liberation Bove-

menta all over the world.

Sone scholars identify the suppresalon and eaqjloltation

of the mass of the working people as a function of the hour-

gois state on a par with all the other functions perfomed

by it. This approach, however, is open to criticisB. Xt is

not a function but the nature of any boxirgeoia state to keep

the working people within the existing Bode of production and

to e^loit and suppress then. All the functions of the bour-

geois state are related in one way or another to the accocpli-

ehaent of that Ba;]or task, and to reduce it to one function,

perforned along with other state activities. Beans inadver-
tently to contribute to the propagation of the illusion that
the bourgeoia state devotes a vast portion of its activiti-
es to work which benefits society as a whole to lose ai^t
of the fact that in reality even those activities in which
society has an interest, such as uainteaance of law and or-
der, protection of citizena against crine and the develop-
nent of public education and culture, also are subject to
the crippling Influence of the exploitative nature of the
bourgeoia state.

It io a different natter, of course, that the task of
B«ppre..lng the ueee oj the p.ppi, performed by
varlouo parte ol the Mchlaery of the boursoole Btate In dir-
ferent veje, direcUy openly by .one end indirectly by
othera. Buch organa ol the etote o. eeoret and ragnlar police,
the aroy. the conrta and the procnracy are the imeedlato
toola of claea anppreaalon, .hereaa adnoatlonal inotitnti-
ona ^ reaearoh o.ntrea. ahU, oarrylpg out the taah of
ralalng the educational «id cultural ,t«^a (thua bene-
fiting aoolaty aa a .hole. Including the vorking people),
arc fostering aaaa culture .blob by and large helps to pro-
serve the capitalist structure.
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not, of couree, the abolition of representative institutions

and the elective principle, but the conversion of the repre-

sentative institutions from talking shops into 'working'

bodies."^

The bourgeois state operates by issuing legal acts, with

bills passed by parllauents and intended to regulate ma;]or

aspects of the life of the state playing a special role. How-

ever, the bourgeoisie resorts more and more often to the

breakdown of legality, the law and order for the establish-
ment of which it once fought. Extra-;Judicial repression,
pogroms, acts of violence and political assassinations are
common practices in a number of countries. Another manifes-
tation of this tendency is the fact that executive bodies
have begun to isaue leglalative acts quite frequently. Last-
ly, the practice of "emergency legislation" has become wide-
spread in capitalist countries, enabling their governments
to exercise unlimited powers end to suspend not only conven-
tional laws but even the constitution.

Ab a result of the extended functions of the bourgeois
ate under conditions of state-monopoly capitalism the

technological revolution, its administrative
teen changed considerably nowadays. The bodl-
energetically intervene in relations between

™ participate in 4mw-
n-cncios economic dovclcpmont end

tion of
attiyoly contribute to the oieou-

Ao rivnlr^ b
Plenning peroonnel training,

the changed o/the
Erom more acute,

countriec benefita tbe rulu^cr
bourgecia

outdated machinerr of capltcUrt m
existence.

^ aelf-regulatioa to continue in

erpend” th«r^l°onrt^ ’’““Scoio atatea

Pla^ng bodica, aciemtific, ZTJZZcentre,, and asouciea aupcrvlajuK ma.a madia. Capitaliat

l=nln, couectlv.
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on the state by the class forces opposed to and coobatting the

Qonopolies; the complication of all the functions involved in

running society with its well-developed economy admass ac-

tions during social conflicts; and lastly, the great influen-

ce of international factors, first and foremost, the changed

alignment of world forces in favour of socialism, democracy
and peace. As a result of all this, the state machinery,
remaining a guardian of the capitalist system, is gaining
more relative independence, in particular, from the dominant
class. This Independence could be defined rather as greater
freedom of action in protecting the political and social
structures as a whole.

The basic interests of the privileged employees of the
state machinery do not go beyond the framework of the in-
terests of the dominant classes. The officialdom, who depend
for their continued existence on the preservation of the
system based on private property, are naturally called upon
0 serve that system. At the same time they have their own
specific interests, which may differ from the interests of
one part of the bourgeoisie or another, or one group of

offtciAi,^'^'^^^^*?’
Pop instance, the industrial

interflHt
state-owned enterprises have an

sector aa

^ ® ®*Psn8ton of those industries and the public

"sts or

nict with th
oMleomotionB and provoia a con-liicu with then. But when a.
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Btud^ of whicli represents much interest fron the point of view

of both theory and practice.

Critical or opposition-nindod public opinion can have

Bubatantial influence on politics in bourgeois countries. She

communist press has been legalised in the overwhelning majori-

ty of Vestem states.

In addition, the press es^ressing the interests of the

democratic forces is relatively widespread. Although the presst

radio and television servihg the ruling classes are dominant

in all the bourgeois countries^ the actual influence of the

opposition press on politics in those countries is more con-
siderable than it could have been on the strength of its
cos^arative size alone. Influence on public opinion is one
of the major means by which communist parties in the capita-
list world can contribute to the creation of conditions for
democratic reforms.

from the outset bourgeois de-

constituted a covert,

camouflaged form of the exer-
oI pover by bbe cUbb at capltallsta. But tbo bourseolale

...
' minority or tbo population and ror

a reason democracy la bourgeois society can never be the
senulno mo or tbo peoplo. To begin with, it is roatriotod
0 po C8, whereas production management is xiaconditionally
0 ted by the olaaa or proprirtora and by teobnoorato raltb-
rmiy aarving their uaetora.

fnrnfti
reaturo or bourgeoia democracy la its

1 IT fll “ P«‘i=ular Olaaa. on hia wealth. In additl-

Zl ZlTT pp ‘“Py PPP'are uaually reatricted iu mauy wayo
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^PP'P«P "Ptbe paaaiva role or tbo^a or the pop^atioa in politico. This oharactorlatic roa-^ or bourgeoia democracy 1. rocogniaod oven by bourgooia

ideologists. Jot instance, the won w v o

. J: n
““‘•'“oa. tao wall-known British political

aoientiat Georgo Parry bae bad to admit the need Zv a
«rtain oxtention or tbo poople's participation in polltioa.l

G. Parry. Par^oip.tlon in Polni^. Manoboator Dnivoraity
Press. Totewa (K.T.), Eownan & lutufieid, 197a.
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waged over many years. The latter rights include the freedoa

of the press, of assembly, of deoonatrations, the right to

strike, to establish political and professional organisa-

tions, and certain concessions in social relations wrenched

from the bourgeoisie and formalised in legislation* Those

rights and freedoms ~ curtailed and often formal — ore not

at all something given once and for all. Conversely, monopoly

capital is doing its utmost to take than back from the mass

of the working people. The Communists work, first and foremost,

for the restoration of these rights and freedoms whenever
they are suppressed, and for their preservation and extension.

Moreover, the Communists struggle not merely for the
restoration of bourgeoia democracy. Monopoly capital, prefer-
ring, BB a rule, the fascist and authorltarieui forms of do-
minance, nevertheless does not give up its key positions in
the economy and politics under conditions of bourgeois democra-
cy* wrong to think that monopoly rule and bourgeois
democracy are mutually exclusive. Imperialism tries to get
rid of political democracy but when it fails to do so it
exercises its rule by means of that democracy.

Bourgeois democracy in itself does not give firm guaran-
teea against evolution towards authoritarianism and overt dic-
tatorehip. On the contrary, nonopoliee use it to head for such
evolution. The main point is, however, that under bourgeois
de^cracy the vital needs of the broadest strata of the popu-

on, such as peace, national ixidependence and sovereignty,
an agrar an reform in the Interests of the toiling peasantry*
guaranteed dobs, emancipation of intellectuals from spiritualV or a ieol oC monopoly capital and equality botwoon

Zl Z rZZ ^“"-racy, oapablo ol otand-

of a
Pooplo, is neooBoaiy to moot

these needs. That is whv n .
^

. , . .

a wny the Communists stand for the rejuve-
natlon of democracy as well an

m.
^ ^^8 preservation. They

advocate the establishment of a Aamr^
_ .

oi a democratic government which,
relying on the mans oi the morklng people, could carry tbrongb
an oxtenaivo programme ol ooclal and democratic rclorme.

The proeont-day aituation. charactcrloed by a change ih
the world alignment o£ lorces in rayoor oi cooialicm and
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are divided into cenounirt .
enol.l-decocra^.

.„.e„r,„tlve. tes_ciet and othera. finally, iron the point ^of

view ol the“rolo played by then in the political Waten of

tne country, they are divided into ^aina and

IHe claaa atruotura of bourgeoia aociety and ita aocial

relatione predeteinine the role of political partiea in ita

life. Bourseoia partiea are a tcol of claaa donination. Connu-

niat and worbera' partiea are organiaatlona of the claaa a rug-

gle of the working people under the leaderahlp of the prole

tariat. Eefomlat partiea perfora tbe role of on adaptation

aechanlan. In aone clrcunatancea they Join foroea with bour-

geoia partiea. uaually whan a throat to tbe rule of the hour-

geoisie ariaea. But when there is no such threat, they nay

exert certain preaeure on the ruling claBBes>

The role played by bourgeois parties in developed cepita-

Int countries nay vary aa wella In the political systeia oX

the United States, for instance, they play for the cost part

the role of the electoral nechanian. State policy is directly

influenced by the national Association of Industrialists, hy

major monopolies, including those coi^rising the oilitary-

industrlaicoi^lex, by the American Chamber of Commerce and

also by numerous “lobbies". In Vest German politics, the

parties of the ruling classes play a more significant role

and in Italy political partiea are attached much importance

in the political system of the country.
During tbe past few years the aggravation of the general

crisis of capitalism enhanced considerably tha role of communist

parties. "The international working class its political

vanguard - the Communiat and Workers’ partiea," the 26th

CPSU Congress pointed out, "approached the eighties with con-

fidence. Obey approached then aa active ftghtere for tbe
rights of the working people, and for peace security of

nations. The communist movement continued to its

ranks, and to win Increasing influence among the masses.

Today, Communist parties are active in 94 countries. la West-

ern Europe alone, some 800,000 new fighters have joined their

ranks in the past ten years.

Docunenta and Beeolutlone. The 26th CongreRg. . . . p. 21.
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It should be pointed out that the policies of a number
of left-wing socialist and social-democratic parties have

shifted to the left for the same reason. As a result, the

communist parties can come into contact and even make alli-

ances with them. Such alliances will undoubtedly add to the

influence of the working people's parties on politics in ca-

pitalist countries. In establishing these contacts, commun-

ist parties always bear in mizid that any ideological rapp-

rochement of scientific communism and the reformism of the

Social-Democrats is out of question.

Political parties in capitalist countries formalise

their activities by issuing appropriate political acts, the

most important of them being programmes, rules or constitu-

tions, manifestoes, statements and declarations. Parties

use these documents to formulate and popularise their politi-

cal ideals, to work out the strategy and tactics of their

activities and to define their attitude to major internati-

onal issues. During the recent period, as contacts between

different parties have become more extensive. Joint state-

ments, declarations and communiques of two or more parties

appear quite often.

The party leader has a decisive role to play in making

policy and carrying it out in a number of countries. He

also directs the party's group in parliament and becomes

the head of government (or president) when his party cones

to power, in the \5nited States, tor instance, the preeident

is not obliged even in form to follow the directives of his

party. The chairman (secretary) of such parties is In fact

only responsible for -the organisation and carrying out of

election campaigns. £ven the congresses of these parties

are convened on the eve of the next elections.

Trade unions are an important institution in the poli-

tical system of bourgeois society. They are called upon to

protect the economic rights of working people. Soma of them

are a weapon of the class strug^e against capitaliat opp-

ression, others are a sort of buffer between entexpreneurs

and workers and still others are a tool of reaction and play

a treachoroua role in the workers* struggle. There ore capi-

talist countries in which trade unions have no visible role
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in politics.

Bourgeois Theories of the

Political System of Society

«ThA crisis of the political

systea of boargoaio sooiaty

ia ren.eated in bourgeois

theories. A charooteristic

feature of most of thoa is idealisn. The eoonoaic systea

of bourgeoil aooiety, far from being regarded as a factor

determining the activity of the bourgeois state, is alto-

gether ignored. All aorta of ideological conooptiono, strug-

gle between the contradictory interests of different strata

of society and the profoaaional shill of politicians are

considered the decisive factors deteralning the nature of the

state.

The capitalist state is viewed as a "supraclass insti-

tution” in all the bourgeois conceptions. At host sono authors

recognise that in the past the bourgeois state had a class

character. Anti-eommuniam is a particular feature of the

bourgeois and reformist theoiries of the state.

The bourgeois theories of the state can be divided from

the point of view of their political character into liberal

, (to which reformist ones are leaning) | moderate and reactio-

nary. Koreover^ each of the above trends is heterogeneous.
The champions of that theory e^qjloit the fact that in

the age of ic?>erialism the capitalist state began intervene in

economics, ideology and culture on a larger scale. Paced with

the upsurge of the scientific and technological revolution
and the huge development of the productive forces, state-
monopoly capitalism, having inflated its profits to gigantic
proportions, has the possibility somewhat to iB5)rove the
living standards of worhlng people. In addition, the achieve-
ments of the proletariat in its class struggle in capitalist
countries and the growing living standards of the population
in the countries of the socialist community have forced the

bourgeois state to take a number of measures in social
affairs. Bourgeois ideologists are using these facts to
proclaim that the bourgeois state has now become a "welfare

atate."

However, bourgeois scholars themselves have to admit

that the present-day bourgeois state is far from being a
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conception are ignoring the fact that it ia preclaaly the

atate that ererciaea anperviaion over the ohaarvance of law.

The more popular of the reactionary thaoriea of bourge-

oia atatehood ia the conception of "the ruling elite" and

ita variotiea. The bourgeoie ideologiata' intereat in it now-

adaya can be explained by a nova froa donocracy to reaction

in the politico of bourgeoia aocioty. The variotioa of the

"ruling elite" conception are intended to juatify the criaio

of bourgeois deoocracy. Oae of theo claims that a "techno-

cratio elite" has come to rule bourgeois society today as

a natural conseciuence of the scientific and technological revo-

lution* vhich demands ever higjxer technical ehtlle fron those

who govern society. The proponents of this brand of the con-

ception believe that as a consequence of the "nanagerial re-

volution" the state haa also fallen within the nanagers'

grasp and lost its political character.^

Other bourgeois ideologiata say that power in so-

ciety has been seized by a political elite. Still others

clain that political power in society is shared by several

elites* including the technocrats* scientists and politici-
ans. The elites "share power between themselves and counter-
balance one another". Many proponents of this view advocate
the deatruction of the main institutions of bourgeois democra-
cy* such as the parliament* and the concentration of power
in the hands of a small group of people.

The "ruling elite" conception is a justification of
the tendency for the aubstitutlon of totalitarian regimes
for boi;rgeoi8 democracy.

Aware of the dangerous character of "elitism"* the
communist and worheis' parties ore resolutely struggling against
all its nanlfoatations as well as against the ideologies
justifying it. All this shows that deep-going wTia ^nsolvable
contradictions characterising today's bourgeois society a»e
reflected* In particular* in the character of the conceptions
of bourgeois scientists regarding the capitalist state and
the nature of the political syetem of bourgeois society.

1 .

See J. Galbraith, The Kew Industrial
,
London* 1971-
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as tlis ruling class; snd to Inorease ths total of productive

forces as rapidly as possible."

Expouadiag this idea, Harx and Engels drew the conclus-

ion tbat class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorsbip

of tbe proletariat and tbat this dictatorsbip alone ensures

a transition to society without classoo and without the state,

lenin developed tbe theory of tbe dictatorship of tbe prole-

tariat on the basis of the eiporienoe of the international

and SuBslan worbing-olasa movement in the epoch of imperia-

lism.

The power of the working class differs from all tlie pre-

vious states chiefly in that coercion towards class enemies

is not itscain aspect. Belying on its stats, the working class

directs the gigantic economic, organisational, cultural,educa-

tional and ideological work involved in building a new, socia-

list society. Since the early years following the victory of

the revolution it has been organising and leading the mass of

the farming population. It involves in building a new life

intellectuals, certain groups of whoa were initially influen-

ced to a certain extent by the bourgeoisie. As socialist

transformations are carried out, all tbe working strata of

the population are gradually embracing the positions of the

working class under the deep-going influence of its progress-
ive world outlook and realise that socialism meets their vital

interests.

The practice of the USSR and other aocialiat countries
has displayed a tendency for ever broader alliances of demo-
cratic forces on which the power of the working people relics
from the outset. Vhllo in the UBSB that alliance initially
consisted of the poor peasantry (in addition to the working
class) and only partially of the other non—proletarian strata
of the working people. In People's Democracies it Included
since the victory of the people*a revolutlona the entire
peasantry, the urban petty bourgeoiaie and other democratic
forces.

The working class of eoclaliat countries has set numerous

K. Marx, P. Engels, Collected Vorlcu . Vol. 6, p, 5W.
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EouTBOOiB propaganda tries to present political suppres-

sion under tne dictatorship of the proletariat exclusively

as terror, repression and downright restrictions of democra-

tic ri^ts. But these extreme measures are only used in

response to the active resistance of the bourgeoisie itself.

As far as it depends on tlie wrlcing class |
it always

prefers non-violent methods to repression. Indeed, the

troader the stratum of the bourgeoisie is prepared to co-

operation with the working class, the easier socialist trans-

formations are carried out, the smaller sacrifices they demand,

the sooner the knowledge end organisational skills of the

loyal former capitalists and the intellectuals who leaned

towards the bourgeoisie in the past become useful to the new

society.

Having unleashed a civil war, Russian capitalists and

land-owners themselves compelled Soviet government to resort

to repression which only was a response to the violence of

the overthrown exploiters. This was recognised by msuiy im-

partial observers. Herbert Veils, who visited Russia in 1920,
wrote in his book Russia In the Shadaua that it was not
communism but European Imperlalisn that had drawn this huge,
shattered and bankrupt empire into the six-year-long sapping
war. Hor was It communism that tortured suffering and perhaps
even dying Russia by incessant attacks, invasions and mutini-
es subsidised from without, and tried to stran^ it with the
monstrously ruthlees blockade. The vengeful French creditor
and the dumb Britiah journalist bear far greater responsibili"
ty for this deadly agony than any Communist.

The class nature of power,
Riverao Forms of the intended to be a tool of
Dictatorship of the Pro- transition to socialism,
Istarlst

manifsstB itself in diver-

ae forms which reflect the
specific circumataacoa of every country and the historical
setting of its transition to soclaliam. That was foreseen
by Lenin who wrote: "All nations will arrive at socialism -
this is inevitable, but all wUl do so in not exactly the
same way, each will contribute something of Its own to some
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Dourgeoioie «aa vaoiUating, otten leaning tovardn counter-

revolution (e.g., the Boolallat Bevolutlonarleo' mutiny In

1918), etc.

Tlio Busaian •working class liad to cope with tho most des-

perate reaistance of domestic counter-revolution, the forces

of which were augmented many-fold by assistance from interna-

tional capital. In addition, it was also inqjortant that the

dictatorahip of the proletariot in the USSR arose from

conditions of imperialist war, when militarisation had pervad-

ed all society. Lenin wrote that "a revolution which breaks

out during a war ... is a particularly severe case of child-

Mrth."^

Despite these extremely unfavourable conditions, the

world's first government of the working class displayed the

sufficiently typical characteristics of a new socialist state

and the entire political system of socialist society.

At the same tine the Soviet government displayed at its

early stages certain specific characteriatica called for by
the circumstances in which it had to function. To counter
the merciless civil war unleashed by domestic counter-revolu-
tion with the support of international reaction, the Soviet
government had temporarily to strip the bourgeoisie of its
electoral rights. Incidentally, a mere two per cent of tho
population (2.5 million) were denied electoral rights at that
time.

Lenin foresaw that future revolutions would take place
in considerably milder circumatancoa and that democracy would
be developed on a broader scale from the outset. He wrote
that wherever the bourgeoisie did not put up such vicious
resistance os it did in our country, the new government would
be able to work without that violence "that was forced upon us
by the Eerenakya and the ioperiaUats." Other countries, Lenin
pointed out, would be able to aecure the rule of the working
claaa “by a different, more humane roed."^

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorke . Yol. 27, p, 2^,53

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works . Vol, 29^ p, 271.
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parties; ia this situation the state was a fora of

the deaocratic power of the people ained, first and fore-

most) against fascisa and its henehaen. Proa the point of

view of its class nature that power .was the revolutionaiy-

democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry*

Proa the outset the working class played the leading

role in the democratic coalition but iamediately after the

people's democratic revolution it shared power with other

classes* It was an Intermediate^ transitory kind of statO) .

the fate of which depended on the alignment of class forces
within the general deaocratic bloc end on the results of the
class straggle between the working people the ri^t-wing
bourgeois elements*

A broader alliance of the class forces on which peo-
ple's democracy relies has made it possible to e3q>and the
limits of political democracy* Bestrictions of political rights
were only applied to a small number of the henchmen of the
nazi invaderS) to the traitors to their people* From the very
liOBliuiliig laaacriicy vaa eztandad to all the atrata of tho
peaeaotiT, the uxbaa potty hourgaolaio, tho Intelleotnala
and other deaocratle and national foroea.

In Ohlno, tho peoplo'o govemnant railed on a broad
Booial baae at tho beginning of tho revolution. Tho national
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°
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atauc.a In vhloh thay auergad
W.torical oirouu-

narxlat-Leuiulat
pertle. in eoM People a Laaocraclaa. Cullko Eu.ala, In uhlch
not only bourg.ol. ^aando««r.. but al.o patty-bo^rgeol.
partl.a ware oppoo.d to th, prol.tarUu ravolutlou. Tnuabor
or P.0,1.'. r.«.or.cl.. ... .any .uch partle. aupportlng the
traualtlou to the Bjclellat atage of tho revolution. They
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tbe conBisteat inpleuentatioa of the fundaaeataa character-

istics of the socialist state (of the whole people) as the

power of the Baas of the working people led by the working

class under conditions of victorious socialisn and aotxially

expanding real rights and freedons for the working people; it

is the Soviet state at the present stage of its developnent.

People's denooraev , which ensures the guidance of the

state by the working class with which the peasantry and

petty bourgeoisie axe allied but which does not directly cur-

tail democracy for those representatives of the propertied

classes who are loyal to the people's rule; this regine is

exemplified by European socialist countries at the early sta-

ge of their existence* At present they have carried out or
are carrying out the transition to full-scale socialist
democracy*

Hew democracy which is characterised by an alliance of
the class forces that include^ in addition to the working
classt the peasantry and the petty bourgeoisiey the national
liourgoolaloi doMcracy la direotty curtailed only tor the
compradore bourgeoisie*

Having built the foundations of soclolismi Exxropean
eocialiot countries went over to complete the construction of
soclallat society and to build advanced socialism. As for the
&vlet Union, it has buUt advanced socialist society with
the resultant transformation of the political system in our
country.

In this way, the practice of people's democracies has
fully corroborated Leuiu'a Ideaa that the further history ad-
vances the more fayourahlo condltloua wUl beoone for the
developnent of the denoorotlo forna of the rule of the -orh-
Ing Claes fron the very eutoet ofsoolallat revolution.

On Euture Eoms of the

Vorking-ClasB Power

The communist workers'

parties are doing a good deal

to study problems of the

future forots of power wielded
by the vorUng olaae, Mthod. of activity of the state and
the party syaten, the role of denocraoy, and »aya of its tran-
sition to aoolallon with due regard for the developnent levels
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of couatrioB, hiotorioal tradition and tha political cultu-

res of individual nations.

Today, the non-socialist world is nado up by a

three groups of countrios, naaely, countries of Mglily __

veloped capitaXisn , countrios of nodlua-dovolopod cap

lap nrtA develonins countries- They differ from one ano

not oBly in the levela of ocononic ojid induatrial dovolopneat

but also in the levels of social and political developuoh

The degree of the development of the worfcinfi class and its

ciovemeut, the character of the party system, the role of the

state, the political regime, the level of mass consciousness

and political culture, all demand an indepth concrete analys

of all the three types of countries and every individu^ count

ry. The factor of sustained national democratic traditions,

6-E-, in Trance, Italy or Britain, well-established capitalis

practices, or the tradition of authoritarian rule in many

Latin American countries cannot be disregarded in appraisins

the preaent-day boiurgeois state and the level ahd social cont

®at of democracy, and therefore the ways of struggle for soc

allaia and forme of the future rule of the worhing class- Eely

tug on the international e^^erience of real socialism, commu

^at parties in non-aocialiet countries analyse in depth the

national clrcumatances of every country-

Listed below are the factors which are bound to influen

ce the forma and methods of rule of the working class iu the

more developed capitalist countries-
It is to be expected that the alignment of n ana forces,

'dll be more favourable than it was in previous revolutions

^ that aociallat democracy will from the outsat rely on a

broader base than before. The grounds for this supposition

are supplied by the further stratification of classes in ca-

^^^altat countries as a consequence of the rise of state—

monopoly cq? italism and the isolation of the increosin^y

oligarchic gro;^ of monopolists confronting the

people.

®he struggle for the development and renovation of

'letocracy and for the restriction and then curbing of mono-

poly rule is becoming the ob^octivo of workers, poafants

middle strata of the urban population alike.
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Iho oxisteaca of a relatively Kell«developed working-

elasa aoveaent ap4 also denocratic traditions cannot but

Influence tbe fortaa of power of the working class. Shore is

not a single capitalist counti7 in which there would be no

coanunist parties or groups » a nore or less developed trade

union movenent and o:^ani8ationa of pett^ bourgeois denocra-

cy.

She growth and atrengthenlng of tbe avsten of socialist

countriea is exerting a great revolutionising influence on
the whole of social life on earth on. the ways fornis

of the peoples* transition to socialiaa. The achioveaents of
Bocialisn in the eeonoay and cultural in raising the living
standards and in extending democracy nnt^ freedom are growing
from year to year. They are winning over to the side of so-
claliBB milllona of working people in capitalist countries.
As a result

I the number of allies of the working class in
every capitallat country is growing, which mokes for broader
poBsibllitiaa of using the democratic methods of struggle for
ooclaliam.

Lastly, poaalbl'^ity to avert world vara today may
ewe e a n(w hiatoricel situation for transition to socialism.
Dp to aov oocloiUt tovolutlono .or, llrkoa with world wora,
Which Bouorotod worldwldo crUo. - .oconodlo. political,
notional and intoraationol*.! o«y orpodltod r.volutlona but

indoliblo inprint on the fornia and

of^ thororor. on tho lunotlonlng

Uoriai fcanaltion to aooia-
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V.I. lonin, Collected VorV.. Tol. as, p, 299,
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night of Bonopoly capital and ito coalescence with the state,
She state machinery and the army, the bulwaxis of the doai-
nant class « have grown inaeasnrably. She unity of internatio-
nal capital, intervening in the affairo of individual capi-
talist countries, has also grown. Extremely .reactionary

forms of government, persecuting the Coaauniats end all the

other progressive elements, have become entrenched In a num-

ber of countries. It is therefore clear that transition to

socialism in many capitalist countries involves the implementa-

tion of general democratic reforms, t2xe restoration and reno-

vation of democracy and curtailment of the role of monopoli-

es and the army.

Obviously, both the course of socialist revolution and the

forms and methods of working-class rule would be Individoolised

to a considerable degree in those countries where radical

reforms could be carried out to limit and eliminate monopoly

rule. These individual characteristics would made themselves

felt in at least three areas, namely, aethodg of expropriati-

on of the bourgeoisie, the role of parliamentary Inetitutions

and the possibility for non-proletarian parties to participate

in building socialism under the leadership of a worklng-elaao

party.

Of course, the forms of e^ropriation of the bourgeoisie

which were used in socialist countries cannot be ruled out.

At the same time the possibility (never renounced by Commu-

nists^ of buying the implements and means of production froa

the bourgeoisie (partially and sometimes, perhaps, even in

full) has become more realistic.

Communist parties in a number of capitallat countries

proceed from the assumption that in those countries which

have solid democratic traditions the working class may, in

the course of class struggle, turn the parliament into a tool

of the mass of the working people. Of course, the traditional

parliamentary form of government will have to be filled with

a new'social content. It is also likely, furthermore, that

transition to aoclalisa in developed eapltaliat countries will

be carried out under conditions of a multi-party ayatem. with

the loading role of a Harxiat-Loninist party. These conclusions

are reflected in the policy documents of the communist parties



of Franco, Italy, Britain and other oopitaliot ooontrioB.

Unlike the reforBloto, hoeever, the Comuniato believe

that in any caoo the working olaaa hao to carry oat n revo-

lution, to oatahliah ita rule capable of defending the

ravolutional gains aid carrying out aociallst transforua-

tionsa

Practice eliowa that the basic and inalienable charac-

teristics of socialist revolution and of building socialisa

renain effective. In report *The Great October Bovolution

ATifl Mankind's Progress" is stressed that "the sua total of

experience in the developaent of* world socialisa provides

convincing evidence, among other thingSi of the following:

"the question of power continues to be the main issue

in a revolution. It is either the- power of the working class,

acting in alliance with all the working people, or the power

of the bourgeoisie. There is no third possibility;

"transition to socialisa is possible only if the working

class and its allies, having gained real political power, use

it to end the oocio-econonic doaiziation of capitalist and
other e:qploitere;

"socialism can be victorious only if the working class
vanguard, the Communists, are able to inspire and

unite the working people as a whole in the struggle to build
the now society, to transform the econoay all social rela-
tions along socialist lines;

"socialisa can consolidate its position only if the
working people's power is capable of defending the revolu-
tion against any attacks by the class enemy (and ouch attacks
are inevitable, both internal and, most of all, external."^

These are only soae of the lessons of the present-day de-
velopment of Bociallsm. They confirm anew the absolute cor-
rectness Of Lenin, who wrote: -It is the Buasian model that
reveals to all countries something — and something highly
significant — of their near end Inevitable future.

Breihnov, Coaree? Peaoe and BoeiallBm . Hovosti

2. „
^®acy Publishing Bouse, Moscow, 1978, p. 179.

V.l. Lenin, Collected 7ol. 33^^ 22.
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4. The Political fiyetem of Advanced Socialist

Society

Having conpleted the period of transition and the

building of a cXose-hnit socialist society on which the

founders of Harxlsa-IiBninisa concentrated their attention,
the CPSU found itself faced with the new tasks of develop-

ing soclalisQ on its own basis. Belying on the scientific

forecasts of the founders of our doctrine and analysing

newly gained practical 6:q>erience, the CPSU drafted a prog-

ranao for the further developaent of socialisa and for trans-

ition to coanunisn. The new Soviet Constitution, adopted in

1977> reflected the basic theoretical ideas of the CPSU

and other Ilarziat-Leziinist partiea of aocialist countries.

The political systea of advanced soeiallat society

is the power of the Soviet people, the basic institutiona

of which are the state of the whole people and the QPSU ;

its social role coaalate in the guidance and eupervialoa of

the cana-tructive activity of the Soviet people in their

struggle for the victory of coottunlan .

There are three periods in the developoent of Soviet

society and its political systen: the transition period t which

ends with building the foundations of sooiollsB and to which

the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat corresponds;

the period of huildigg adv»peeA goclallat society i at which

the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat growo into

a state of the whole people; and the present stage, to which

the political ayeten of advanced eogiallst society corresponds.

The new Soviet Constitution is a practical eobodiaent of the

ideas of advanced aocialisn and the state of the whole

people as the pivotal ideas detarnining the developaent and

functioning of the political ^stea at the present stage.

The basic functions of the political systea of advanced

socialisa are ms follows:

1. Definition of the goale and taeka of aocloty and _th_q

drafting of a prograBae of action in accordance with the

interests of the working dees, the toiling peasaatiy, the

people's intelligentsia, all the nations and nationalitlos of

the country and all the social groups.



The proeesB o£ building coBnuniBB aa the ultlnato go

„£ aocial deeelopBent ia treken dom into a nunber o£ atagea

and perioda, each o£ then teing cbaraoteriaed by ita apooifio

obJeotlTOa, taaba aid vaya o£ acconpliabing then. Tbe nain

role in tbia proceaa ia played by tba CoBBuniat Party of tba

Soviet Unioni the leading and guiding force of tba whole of

Soviet aociety, ita political ayaten and all the govemBent

and organleatlone.

2. Organlaatlon of the aociety' a activity in the strug-

gle for the acco^liahmont of its goals and tasks and nobili-
^

sation of resources for this purpose* The exercise of this

function involves all the elements of the political system*

The CPSO is responsible for political leadership of society*

The Soviet state concentrates directly on the adidnistration,

organisation control* The trade unions and other mass or-

ganisations are playing a great role in the exercise of this

function.

3* Strengthening the aocio-polttlcal and ideological

unity of society , enhancement of ita social homogeneity and

the progrese of its socialist culture* The primary role in the

exercise of this function is played by the CP8U and its ideo-

logical activityi with government bodies non-govenusent
organisations also contributing substantially to it* Xt should

bo pointed out that ell the sections of the Constitution defi-
ning the foundations of the oooio—political economic
systema formulate the tasks of the further social and cultural
integration of Soviet society*

^l®^ribation _Qf ^eai.th ia accordance with the interests
of society as a whole, individual classes, social groups,
nations and nationalities, and every individual. The economic
and aoclo-cultural ajoteaa play a na^or role in the exercise
of this function. However, the decisiv® say in this natter
belongs to the political system, which takes decisions bind-
ing on society in the distribution of national wealth, material
and spiritual values and which plans measures to raise the
living and cultural standards of the working people*.

ill this shows that the main social purpose of the poli-
tical syetem of the US5H ie to ensure the realisation of
the potentialities for comprehensive social progress that are
inherent in socialist society. By defining the tasks and goals
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llviDS and cultural atandardo, to aalaguard tUa country's

security, and to furtlier the consolidation of peace and

derelopnont ol international cooperation."

There is ahaolute continuity between the state of the

whole people and the state which exlotod at the first two

staBoa of the developnent of aooialion. iron its inception

the socialist state has inbuilt in it the characteristics of

the atato of the whole people because it represonts the

will and interests of not only the working class hut also

the working peasantry and intelligentsia. The state of the

whole people in carrying on the strugglo for the Inplenenta-

teloa o£ the alas o£ the dictatorship ot the proletariat*

Qaaely* the building of coamunlat society* It is exercisias

on the international scene the principles which were typical

of the dictatorship of the proletariat* nanely* support for

ani^ solidarity with all the revolutionary forces of the

present epoch. At the sane tine there are a nunber of featu-

res which are typical of the state of the whole people*

7irat* the social base of the socialist state is fur-

ther expanded as a result of the eatabllshaent of the state

of the whole people* and it cones to express the interests
and will of the working class* the peasantry* the intelligen-
tsia, and all the nations and nationalities of the country*

Second, while the state of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat waa tackling the teaks of building socialisn and
advanced socialist society, the state of the whole people
discharges the innediete task of Btren5thenin5_^dvanced
sgcialtfln and building eoBnonisa * It contributes to the en-
hancenent of social honogenoity, to the obliteration of sub-
atantial differenceo between the town wnd the countryside*
between work by brain and work by hand, and to the further
drawing closer together of all the nations and nationalities
of the ussa.

Third* the state of the whole people heralds a new
stage in the develoonent of socialist denoeraeT . which is
snanifest in the organisation and functioning of the entire

Conatltutlon (Puna.e.nt.l law) of the nn<nn
Socialist Bepublics . pp ^ 14-15,
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and plant lilo, tno preservation of pure air and vatar, and

the reproduction of natural raaottrcOB and the ioprovaoent

of tlie enviroanent

.

In. Boelal relatioas a the fioviefc 0tate contributes to

th,e advance of social IxoBOBenoity, including the obliteration

of class distinctions, substantial differences between the

town and the countryside and between work by brain and work

hy hand, and to the coaprehonaive developnent and drawing

closer together of all the nations and nationalities of the

It aids at extending real possibilities for all

citiaena to develop and apply their oreactive powers, capabi-

lities and gifts with the ultiaato objective being the con-

prehenslve and haraonlous developnent of the .individual.

She state takes care to icprove working conditions, to

reduce and eventually eliminate arduous nanual work, on

the basis of conprehenelve aechanisatlon and autoaation of

production, and is consistently ioplenenting a programae for

making agriculture! work a variety of industrial work. Ihe
state is unawervingly pursuing a course of raising pay rates
and the real Incomes of the wotking people in line with the
growth of labour productivity. Iha function of control over
the anount of work and anount of consucption is given a new
content. The state, aesieted on a large scale by mass orga-
nisations and work collectives, ensures the growth and fair
distribution of the public conauoption funds, and develops
the state system of health care, social security, conaunal
services, public catering and utilities.

In culture , the state Improves the integrated system
of public education, enaares the planned development of
science and the training of scientific workers, organises
the introduction of the results of scientific research in
.the national economy and other fields, takes care to protect
the spiritual values of society and to ensure their large-
scale use for legal and aesthetic education and for raisisis
the cultural atandarda or tha Soviet paopla.

In forelpy policy, the Bovlot atato la uunagslngly
puraulUB Leulniat peace policy and vorilug lor atrongor
security ror the peoploa and lor large-eoale Intematioual co-
operation.
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1 • Bee Y.I. Lenin.

2- Ibid., Vol. 33. PP- ’P’ ^
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oooiallBt comtrlea aeok to davelop ooraal aconoolc and politi-

cal relations wltli cap'ilist countries.

At tbe sane tine a najor aspect of the activity of socia-

list countries consists in rendering support to all the revo-

lutionary forces in capitalist countries and in extending

solidarity vith the vorhing-class and national liberation

novenents.^

In the political systen of ad-

The Party in the vanced soeialioa. the CPSO is

Political Byaten the leading and guiding force,

of Soviet society, the core

of this svotea and of all

the state and social organlsetlons .

Equipped with the Karxlat-Leniniat doctrine » the

Connunist Party defines the general prospects for the deve-

lopment of aoclety, the line of Soviet domestic and foreign

pollciee, guides the great constructive' activity of the Soviet

people, end imparts a planned and scientific character to the

efforts to build communism.

The concept of political leadership acquires particular-
ly great importance with regard to the party's activity at
the stage of advanced socialism. It is the party that arms
the people with an empUcit scientific programme of their ad-
vance. Primary importance is attached to the formulation by
the party of eclentlfio policies in every field, including
the economy, social relations, culture and international
affairs. The function of poll^^-making and the adoption of
fuidanental political decisions becomes extremely important
as the procesaea of social development grow more cosplex, the
scientific and technical revolution continues to unfold,
and also as the role and responsibility of the Soviet state
in the international scene for the destinies of world peace
and the security of the nations grows, economic, scientific,
technical and cultural contacts with all the states of the
world expand and struggle against imperialism is carried on.

See V.I. Lenin, Collaoted Vor^w^ Vol. 2S. pp. 292-293.
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riglitQ of Soviet people, includins the right to work, to

rest and leisure, to education and to naintenance in old age.

The 1977 Soviet Constitution added to then the rights to

health protection, to housing, to enjoying cultural benefits,

and also the freedom of acientific, technical and artiatic

creative work.

The aocio-economie righta of the working people include

public affairs. The main forma of the exercise of this right

are as follows: citizens of the U8S& elect and may be elect-

ed to the Soviets of People's Deputies, participate in the

discussion drafting of bills and decisions of national

and local importance, in the work of government bodies and

cooperative and other aoclal o^anlaatlons, in controlling

their activities, in managing the production affairs of work

collectives, end in meeting at places of residence. Another
new conatitutional principle is the fixed right of ever?
Soviet citizen to submit proposals to government bodies and
mesa organleationa on improvements in their activities and
to critloiae shortcominga in their work.

Vork^coUecttveB have a special role to play in the
political system of advanced socialist society. It is they
that are the primary social groins in ^diich individual and
social—political interests are directly aynthetiaed and the
political conaciouenesa of the mass of the population is
shaped up.

Tho Soviet political ajoto. io dwraoterlaea by dli-
ferent Xorna or direct iqBocracv. enabling citixena to
exeroiaa control over the xaCblnery ot atate adninistratlon
inxediataly and not only tbroagh their repreaentative bodloa,
and aloo contributing to xoro elfeotive relationships betvoon
bodloa or govamnent and tba population. Ibo rorna or direct
dexoeracy Inoludo xaao-ooale diocaaalono or bills, national
aconnalo developxant plena and other najon docuaents or tba
atata; participation or the writing people in aupervlaion
or tba aotivitles or pzodnotlon xanagoxent and in resolving
tbo probloxa or writ oolloctlvooi orriclals' reports to oiti-
xena; tbo obllgatlob or govomnent bodies to rooolvo tbo popu-
lation and to eonaidor all tbe piopoaala, appiioatlons and
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tioa extenda aubBtantiaUy the legal guarantoBB of the righta

and fraedoaa enjoyed by Soviet people* including the nouly

adopted nora stipulating the right of citizens to file

conplainta against officials with governnont bodies and naoo

organisations and have those coi^lniats considered according

to the procedures and within the tine lioiits specified by

law. Citizens of the USSR also have the right to appeal

against actions by officials that contravene the law or

exceed their powers* and infringe the righto of citizens*

and the right to coE^iensation for danage resulting froa unlaw-

ful actions by governnent and non-govemaent organisations*

or by officials in the perfomanca of their duties. These

new additional legal guarantees of the rights and freedons

of citizens constitute a najor feature of the functioning of

the. state of the whole people and the enhancement of control

exercised over its activities by all the working people*

Citizens of the USSR have the right to asaociate in

social organisations that promote their political activity
and initiative and contribute to the satisfaction of their
various interests.

These righta and freedoms have been granted to the Soviet
people in accordance with the interests of the working people
and in order to strengthen the socialist system and to build
conaanlaa, in other words, in full accordance with the goals
proclaimed by the Soviet Constitution.

The ideological and political struggle over the problem
of human rights has laid bare two diametrically opposite app-
roaches, one democratic and the other liberal . Socialism is
translating into practice a truly democratic approach, based
firot and foremost on concern for the rights of the mass of
the population, the working people. The bourgeois-liberal
approach centers on protecting the rights of the privileged
elite, first and foremost proprietors and also the technocrats,
government officials, higher officers and the upper strata
of workers in culture, science and art. Socialist democracy
lays ec^haais primarily on social rights, such aa the ri^t
to work, to rest and leisure, to education and to socio-
economic freedoms, above all the freedom from elicitation of
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IJO exercised without o opecisl nachinery of compulsion. The

process of the withering sway of the state will require cer-

tain domestic and international coaditiona.

Proa the point of view of doaoatic conditional the eco-

nomic prerequlsitea for the withering oway of the otato in-

clude hi^y developed productive forces and the practical

implementation of the principle of connuniaa "from each

according to hia abilitieai to each according to hie noedn.”

The main social condition of the withering away of the

state is the disappearance of the classes and of traces of

the division of society into claaaea. In a clasoless societyi

people will gradually become used to observing social commu-

nity rules without state convulsion. The law will bo replaced

by norms of communist morality and by communist customs.

The withering away of state compulsion and the substitu-

tion of morality for law will not tahe place overnight but will

come into being graduallyi os communist society matures. This
preauppoaes the development of a new majii who will be per-
fectly aware of public interests, imbued with a sense of
communist humanism, and possessing thorough knowledge and
hi^ cultural standards.

When there are no classes, there will be no need for the
state. "State interference in social relations becomes, la
one domain after another, superfluous, and then dies out of it-
self; the government of persons is replaced by the administra-
tion of things, and by the conduct of processes of production.
The state is not ‘abolished*. It dies

withering away of the state also depends on external
conditions. While there remains the threat of aggression on
the part of imperialist states, the function of defence of
the country is preserved in full and will only wither away
when socialism ultimately trius^hs on a world-wide scale.
Therefore, the process of withering away of the state can only
ho completed when communism fully triumphs within the country
and when the risk of attack fro® without disappears.

P. Engels, Anti-huhring . p. 541,
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^Dranoition to conauniat aocial aelf-govaraaeat is a
coc5)lax and aultifacotod process, which, includes the gradual
transfornation of the entire political system of socialist
society and all the state and social izistitutiona. There will
eventually emerge in the centre and in the localities univer-
sal organisations of a new type concerned with running the
affairs of society, organisations which will embrace every-

thing of the best which will have been accumulated by that

time In the course of the development of state and social

organisations and ultimately replace them.

The development of democracy in every area, the growing

role of social organisations, the enhancement of democratic

principles in the functioning of the state machinery and

the development of direct forms of management of production

and the affairs of society as a whole constitute the ways for

transition to communist social self-government.

Transition to communist social self-government is not

an instantaneous act but a gradual dialectical process. It

manifests itself in the development and improvement of the

entire political system of Soviet society and in the further

unfolding of socialist democracy.'

5. Political Svetems in the Developing Countries

of Asia and Africa

The term "developing countries" is commonly used with

reference to Asian and African states, with the exception of

countries which have reached the isperialist stage of deve-

lopment (such as Japan and the Bepublic of South Africa), and

also of socialist states. Developing countries have travelled

different roads of political evolution. Most of them had not

achieved independent statehood before the end of the Second

World War, when the colonial system of ic^erialisa had dia-

integrated. Ihose countries differ substantially from one

another in size, population and technological and economic

development. Por instance, traditional, patriarchal forma of

economic relations prevail in certain countries of Tropical

Africa, whereas capitalist structures have become doainaat in

moat Asian states. But what is most important is that the

social orientations of the emergent states are quite different
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md often totally oppoolto. Iheaa countries are very different.

After liberation, aomo of then have been follOHtns the revo-

lutionary-democratic path. la othero capitalist relations

have taken root. Some of them are following a truly inde-

pendent policy, while others ere today taking their load

from imperialist policy. In a nutshell, the picture io a

fairly motley one.

In most of the oountriea belonging to the group under

review (among them India, Pakistan, Zaire, Indonesia and

Kenya), the exploiting olasoea or aocial strata which ultima- .

tely represent the interests of the exploiters, succeeded in

directing the development of society and the state along capi-

talist lines. Another group of states (about 20 countries

with an aggregate population of almost 1^ million), in which

power has been taken by revolutionary democrats,have chosen a

socialist orientation end by now achieved different stages

in creating conditions for building socialism in the future.

Those two types of political systems pursue diametrically op-

posite alms, but, neverthelesa, there are certain similariti-
es between them.

The factors responsible for
Political Syataaa of Aaiaa the connunlty of cubatontial
and Atrlcau Oountrlaa faaturea of tha political

systems under review include
their efforts to ensure independent development and relevant
colncidenoa of national taaks, tha haokwardnaas that ia
characteriatlo of all tha eaargant countrlaa, thair lingar-
ing dapendanoa, in diffarant toraa, on ths capitaliat world,
and tie trsnaiOoiy netare of thair aoolety.

Many characteriatlo faaturea of the atructuro and functi-
oning of the political oyateua in these countrlaa are deter-
nlned by the fact that ia moat of than no olngle olaaa con-
centrataa in Ita hands full political power. Iha davaloping
countries, with the excaption of a handful of then in which
Btata power ia exarolaad by the national bourgooiaie Ce.g.,
India) or the feudal lorda (a.g., Onan and Qatar), are govem-
ed by an alliance of olaoaeB, olthar the national bourgaolaie
and feudal lords (o.g. , Morocco and Jordan), or the working
people and a certain part of the non-working strata of the
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population in noctallot-oricntcd countrioo. In a nuober of
copitaliot-orioatod countrioa in Tropical Africa, vlxero the
foraation of daflaea baa not yat boon cocpleted, power
balonga to a opocifio internodiato aociol grouping which ia
evolving into exploiting claoaoa.

Another coaaon Xenturo of the political ayateoa of the
developing countrioo io a opcciol role of the state, which
doninatea the political ayateaa ia aoat of then. In capita-

liat-^rientod countrioo, political partioa are viewed firot
of all aa a tool of struggle for state power and a neons of

retaining it, Jor this reason, although certain countries

with one-party oyotoao proclslo that all the basic institu-

tions of the state ore the aras of the rdlng party Cfor

Instonco, this is the case in Zaire according to its Constitu-

tion of 1974), in reality the latter often io noroly an

appendage to the state aachlnery* This also holds true, al-

though with reservations, for those socialist-oriented coxmt-

rios in which ravolutionory-deowcratic parties, due to a aua-

bor of reasons do not as yet fulfil in full neasure the fun-

ctions of the leader of the state*

A cajor political role played by the arny is a connon

feature of all the developing states* Hany of then are

governed by ailitoxy reginos, under which all the parties

,

and other social organisations are usually banned* As a con-

sequence, the state as represented by the aroy leadership,

becoces virtually the only eXenent of the political systeo.

The nilitary »dio govern the country qj^tobb the interests of

certain social and class forces. Sonetimea nllltary dictator-

ships are a consequence of the overthrow of progressive re-

gioes (coups in Indonesia in 1965* in Ghana in 1966, etc.).

In other instances, conversely, the take-over by the army led

by progresaive officers paves the way for socialist develop-

nent.

The political systese of ell the countries under review

are characterised by the survival of archaic elements, and

by the strong iopact of customs end traditional, including

religious, norms of behaviour on politics, which explains

the underdeveloped character of political culture and de-

mocratic inatitutions. They are integrated and intertwined.
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on tlio one hand, with inatitutlonn and principles reflecting

the influence of the political ajstoa of capltalisn and, on

the other, with now eleaonto caused by the Influenoa of

aooialiet political systeas. Saturally, the correlation of

these elements differs from one country to another. In India,

Tuiiloia some other countriae, Tor Instance* there pre-

serves an indepth InTluence of political institutions and

principles of bourgeois origin* aaong then the conception of

the separation of powers and parlianentarisn. The countries

of Tropical Africa display strong evidence of the influence

of tribal aristocracy on political processes. Tribal chiefs,

although deprived of adniniatrative powers in most cases,

exert considerable influence on elections there. Voters, too,

usually cast their ballots for a candidate coning fron their

own tribe. In individual countries tribal chiefs are included

In government bodies. The role of citizens, particularly
women, in politics the Arab world continues to be regulated

to a large extent by Islam. This is also true of soeiallst-
orlented Arab countries. Honever, the main tendency in these
countries* is the growing role of elements representing actu»
ally the shoots of the sooialist political system (the estab-
lishment of people's councils, restriction of the political
right of eaploltera, etc.).

The commoa fo.tur.ii of the political oyatoms of davo-
loplng countrioa doaorihod above rofloct pradominantly their
outward aapaota. In reality, however, political inaltutiona
and prlnclploo which are almilar in form are deaigned to meet
the Intereata of different aooial „nd olaao foroen and aimed
at building either capitalist aocloty or the praraquiaitoa
of aoolaliam. That la why it takoe an aaalyala of the aooial
conteata of the political oystomo of those countrioa to gain
a thorough uaderstaadlag of their nature. Such on nnalyala
makoa it pooalble to domonetrato the baeio dlfloronoe between
the two dlamatrlcally oppoalto political ayntema which is
rooted in the character of political power, and to identify
a Cleon Cor claaeoa) omorolalng ateto power in countries
with different socio-political orientations.
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taa^or political issues.
iJa*.

Generally speaking, the political systens of capitalist-

oriented countries are characterised by the vast inportance

of the subjective factor, by the special role of a political

leader who in the republi can form of govamnent is concurrent-

ly the head of the only (or ruling) political party, the

president Caometines also the prime minister, and, finally,

the mouthpiece and often founder of official ideology. A

specific form of consolidating the power of the leader in

certain African countries is the use of the titles of tribal

chiefs. In Higeria, for instance, almost all politicians

of note bear the titles of chiefs of different tribes. In

this way the head of state becomes the kingpin of the state

machinery and the political system as a whole, while the

role of parliament and other government institutions, parti-

es and social organisations Is diminished considerably.

Political parties play an iB5>ortant role in the political

systems of many capltallat-^rlented countries. Ihe party

systems differ from one another. There are multi-party sys-

tems in a number of countries, such as India and Senegal.
However, they are different from such systems In developed
capitalist countries. As the authorities frown upon the
multi-party system, it can be allowed to exist but is denied
an effective role In politics.

The one-party system is to be found in many capitalist-
oriented countries, particularly in Africa. As a rule, it is
formalised in law, with all the other parties, with the ex-
ception of the ruling party of the dominant class of exploi-
ters, being forbidden. The one-party system is usually
associated with the authoritarian pro-bourgeois regimes,
which prohibit any opposition and strangle the other parties,
particularly parties of the working class. Hie artificial fos-
tering of the one-party system in these conditions is a
reactionary development. We should distiaguiBh, however,
between the de jure and de facto one-party syatem. because
in many capitalist-oriented countries other parties continue
to function Illegally.

The dominant classes in a number of countries belonging
to this group have not establiahed their political parties
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hands of the nilltary at a certain ctage at devolopnont,

the conception o£ the aeparation o£ poviera, the proaervation

ol certain traditional institutions, principles and noma,

etc.). The nature of the political systen, the node of its

functioning and its goals are different, however. The nain

difference is that political power in those countries rep-

resents the interests of a broad alliance of the national

democratic forces, predominantly the working people, rather

than the exploiters, and that the actual lovers of government

are controlled by revolutionary deoocratfl.

Unlike the capitalist-oriented countriesi the socialist-

oriented countries evolve the nev conception oX the role

of the party in society. What is oeant here is the vanguard

revolutionary-democratic parties that are being formed in

some of these countries. The constitutions of many of these

countries record the leading role of such a party. For in-

stance, under Art. 3 of the 1978 Constitution of the People's

Democratic Republic of Yemen "the Socialist Party of Yemen,

equipped with the theory of scientific socialism, is the
leading end guiding force of society and the state. It is the

party that defines general prospects for the development of
society and the domestic and foreign policies of the state".
Uloglanoo to tha theory of oolentiflc aoolalleo and oven
Marxloo-IienintBO ie proclaimed in the conotitutiona and
programmatic party documemta of a number of other couutriea
and parties Ce.g., im the Congo, Benin).

The leading role of the vonguard party ia seen in the
fact that it lays down guidelines for the development of the
country as a whole, and definoa the ways af building a new
state machinery, low and the political ayatem. Por instance

,

tho extraordinary congreao of the Bocialiot Party of Ismen in
1980 approved the eocond five-year aoolo-aoonomio development
plan of tho country and rooommendod that elective hodiea of
people'a control he ootahllahed. Eorller, in 1978, tho Eocla-
liat Party of lenen had formulated at Ita first congrooB
reconmondotlona on rovlalng the comatltutiou, Bubaaquontly
eudaraod by tho Bupromo People's Oounoll. The role of tho
party as the leader of ooolety and tho otate la alao manifest
in tho oiorolao by it of certain funotioaa of party control.
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primarily tlie working people, with the exception o£ a hand-

ful of exploiters arui reactionary elements. Many legislative

acts and policy documents in a number of countries stress

that the leading role of the working class and other working

people is constantly growing in this national-democratic

alliance. However, since the proletariat is yet immature,

actual government is exercised by revolutionary democrats

who cone for the most part from intermediate social strata

Ang represent the interests of a broad national-democratic

alliance. The forms of socialist-oriented states are quite

diverse, and three ma;}or kinds can be identified here. The

first is characterised by the central component of the state

machinery, i.e. the elective Supreme People's Counoil, which

exercises legislative functions and forma the government and

a permanent body, like the presidium, which are accountable
to it. There is a system of elective people's councils at

all levels, to which the administrative bodies are accoun-
table. Another specific feature of this form of government
is the exercise of the functions of the head of state by a

collective body, such as the Presidium of the Supreme
People's Council, the State Council, etc.

The form of government in most socialist-oriented count-
ries, among them Syria, Algeria, is characterised by the fact
that the main element of the atate machinery is the Presi-
dent, who appoints the goveniBent, rormulatos and iraplenenta
state policies, and actually supervises the activities of
the supreme legislative body. In addition, the head of state
has certain legislative powers and the right to dissolve the
parliament. The government is actually accountable to the
president, who is elected in a general election at the par-
ty's recommendation.

Ihe CoruB and nattada ol th, axaraiaa of atata pawar
in thia group o£ countrlaa are .charaotariaad by the davolop-
nent or democracy lor the TOrilng people. Eo.etlmaa tbia ia
recorded in lax. Jor Inatanoe, under the Syrian Canstitution,
vorkera and peaaanta nnet conatituta at leaat one hall ol all
daputiaa to the Baprene People' a Connell. In Algeria, the
working people auat control at loaat two-tbirda ol aaato in
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methods in civil administration are commonplace and the mili-

tary occupy many posts oi responelbility. The army was for a

long time supplying moat presidents, and power often changed

hands as a result of plots and military coi^s. IHie Latin

American countries have seen 535 military coups d'etat

during 150 years of their independence, and the number of

aborted plots and mutinies is in the thousands. The military

keep an especially tight hold on the Caribbean countries.

The Dominican Republic has been ruled by military dictator-

ships for a total of 100 years, Haiti 14-5 years, HI Salvador

80 years and Guatemala 62 years. In Ecuador only one presi-

dent stayed in office throughout the constitutional four-year
term in this century.

Second, the political leader is playing particularly im-

portant role in the political system. The autocratic character
of government in Latin America is reflected in the purely
Latin American phenomenon of "caudillo".

One characteristic feature of caudillism is the absence
of a clear-cut political programme and a visibly organised
political grouping Coither ruling or rival party), end dis-
dain for legal forms of power struggle and for legality in
the ererclae of power. It amounts to personification of po-
litical power and the concentration of government authority
and military and political leadership in the hands of one man.

The caudillo as the head of nation and state stands in
opposition to representative institutions and political part-
ies. Any opposition to him is ruthlessly suppressed.

X w
reflected both in the puppet regimas

ac e by US monopolleB (the regimes of Trujillo, Duvaller,
Boaoza and Batiata), la tha boarB=ola natlonaliatio
aoveaaata of th, 50a-40a Aho -na. atata- Uatada Sovo) of
Varsao la Brazil aad tho Poroalat atata la Irgoatlaa/. Oau-
dUllsa la aaalfoat la aortala proaldoatlal reglaoa. with
th. outgolaB proaldont ootuolly picking np hla aucoosaor, who
la also eloctod l.ador of th. rallag party. Thl. praotlco
aooouata for tho poraoalfloatloa of power.

Ihlrd, coorolv. aad huroauoratlo aothoda of aottlng up
govommoatol laatltutlona la latla Aaorlcaa oouatrles proToll
over doaocratle oaoa. mo aaaa of th. p.opl. m aoat latla
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Ihesa provisions, however, ore olten disreBaliod and the

freedon ol action of worhinB-clnaa parties and trade unions

restricted. The Connunists are persecuted, vorher strihes

are suppressed with the use of aroed force, and laws are ac-

tually pronul Bated by the govemnent.

2. The political doninance of the alliance of the bour-

Bcoiaie and landowners often involves violations of the

principles of bourseoia deaocracy*

a) the oligarchic regioe In Ihraguay is a nilitaiy-poli—

ce dictatorship protecting the tntereota of the oilitary

clique t aa;)or landowners * Industrialiats and businessaen con-

nected with foreign nonopolies^ prinarily US corporations-

The attributes of the bourgeois republic have been fomally
retained. The aoclo-poIltlcaX basis of this regice is nati-

onal monopoly or hig financial capital.

b) the eonatltutlonal-authorltarian regioe . under which

the conatitutiott remains in force^ but certain political

parties are banned and) coreover« special laws are passed to

legalise governmental control over the actions of legal
parties. The parliament is retained but it is often formed
on a cozporate basis and its activities are a mere foroality.
The executive branch of government is dominant and the key
poets are held by the president.

ulUtar? revima ostabllshed as a result of a
oilitary coup. It ie usually cenaidered traository hut this
transttiou can take years. Under such regimea the arpjy can
act aa a national revolutionary force, as the oailod’fiat
of countojvrevolutionaiy alternativa, and aa a oonaarvatlve
force, a tool of preoerving the oiistlng gyatan.

The political systems of
Bartiea and Other tin Anerioan oountrias are
Political Inatitutiona through an active ori-

sia, manifested in Ideologi—
cal tumoU in tha aroy ana the religious olrelaa, in the
breakdown of traditional conservative and bourgeoia-raforuist
parties and the eoergenoo of now, oaaa political noveoonta.
Patriotic and deoocratlo tendonoloa began to gain ground
in the armed loroea ol Latin loorlcan countries and they no
longer give unoondltionnl support to the ruling upper crust.
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A special group of the ri^t-wing forcas is represented

by the novenents rallying around foroor dictators* who specu-

late for their purposes on the crisis of the traditional

political syaten and who seek support among marginal urban

strata and declassed elements.

2. Reformist parties . There are quite a few reformist

parties in Latin America* including* first and foremost* tho

"people's" and "democratic-revolutionary" parties which
emerged during the 19303 and 1940s and which still retain
their mass base. Speaking on behalf of the "middle class"*
the leaders of those parties proclaim high-sounding programmes
of social reforms* protection of the democratic freedoms*
control over foreign capital and government regulation of the
economy. Since the second half of the 19508 they have been
governing Argentine* Bolivia* Braail, Venezuela, the Domini-
can Republic* Coata Rica and Peru and for tho most part moved
dramatically to the right. In Mexico, tho reformist Institu-
tional Revolutionary Party has consolidated its hold of power
and haa for over 40 years now been ensuring the development
of the country towards the establishment of state-monopoly
struetuxee.

Host o£ tha Ohrlatiatt HaMoratio parties in Latin Aaeri-
Chile, Costa Hica, Peru) and the GocialChristlan

a y 0 enezuela advocate "noo-capltalist" reforms, the lar-
sea e a raction of foreign capital* predominantly through

integration and

naoa
pellcj. Those parties retain theirmass base.

The left-wing movement ia a.

Christian Donoorata. It ia r.or!^»^t !
“““S tha

,aa.a- * .
presented both by independentpolitical organisations and KPoun» v v

^

-<^V 4. a. .

sroupa which have banished
centrist elements from ^ a

a \ V a

rroa their leadership (El Sal-vador) er broken ofr with reroruiat and Leuooratlo Christian

OatSlL t

i^tian Hoveuent in Chile and lart-.dnBOattalic groups in Brazil, Argoutina and Coluuhia), and byrebel gro^s within theae parties in Peru, Uruguay, Argenti-
n.sy are Bupperted by r^nsldera-

hle portlou of Catholic workers, pregresaive iutelleetuals,
the lower clergy and studente. The lelt-wlng Catholics advo-
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the hesemontc role and to load the wide naos oX population.

The primary prograome aim of BSLS io creation of a rogino

of true JuBtico and aocial progteaB and its activity after

Somoaa tyranny was overthrown was directed to formation of

the political etructure which could secure the achiovemeat

of this aim.

The Cuban revolution has

Inqjact of Cuban seen complex political pro-

Esqierience cesoes. The bourgeois mili-

tary-bureaucratic machinery

in Cuba was dismantled for the most part during the democra-

tic stage of the revolution.

The state of revolutionary democracy in Cuba consti-

tuted direct preparations for the establishment of a pro-

letarian state. Transition from the revolutionary-deiucratic

dictatorship to the dictatorship of the proletariat had been

generally completed by the end of 19&0. Bj that time the

ioundationa of the state machinery of a new type had been
laid aa well. The Cuban revolution rejected aa useless in
building the new state machinery the principles of bourgeois
parllameatarlsa. The new state machinery was first built
through the establishment of non-elective revolutionary admini-
etrationf which worked la close contact with mass organisa-
tions. Direct democracy also had aa important role to play
in the functioning of the revolutionary state during the
early yeara of the people's rule.

Aa the Cuban revolution reached maturity, the main con-
tent of state development became the oxtenaion of socialist
democracy and the encouragement of representative bodies of
government. In 1963, the revolutionary govemaeat of Cuba
established a new politicalladmiaistrative division, with
aa additional intermediary link, the diotrict, introduced bet-
ween the province and the nunlcipia. Members of district
and municipal orgaaimtions began to be elected by open
ballot with subsequent endorsement by higher party organs.
The voting took place at factorlea, people's estates and
faming aaaociatioaa with one delegate elected from every
100 people. Deputies to regional and municipal councils were
members of numoroua commieslona concerned with public educa-
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Power are nonlnated by commiaaiona conoiatlng or repraaonta-

tivaa or political and masa oreanlaatlona. Hanbara or thaae

cocmlaaioaB are appointed by tba onnicipality laadarahip

under tba cbairnanabip or the Connuniat Party’ a repraaontative

and approved by deputies to the municipality#

The principle of having more thanme candidate per

seat is observed at every level during the electionsi and

votes are counted publicly#

The president of the municipal executive committee auto-

matically becomes a deputy to the respective provincial assem-

bly. All the other vacancies allotted to the municipia for

representation in the provincial assembly are filled by secret

ballot token at the municipal assembly.

Municipal assemblies also elect deputies to the National

Assembly of People's Power, which in its turn elects the

State Council of the Republic#

Deputies regularly report to their constituents, and can

be recalled by their decision# Deputies do not draw salaries
but continue to hold their jobs while the state compensates
them for the o:ipanaee incurred by them in discharging their
duties as deputy#

The Communist Party of Cuba plays the leading role in
Cuban aoclollat aoeiaty. Iba aBsui5)tlon by tba CoBnuaiat
Party ol tba leading rola in the aoolaliat palltlcal ayatao
In Cuba had cartaln apeuillc leaturea.

During the deuocratic ataga ol the revolution tho main
guiding lorce or tha political organlaatlon of aaclaty waa
tho alllonoo or tho revolutionary organiaationa July 26th
Hovonent, Bovolntlonary dractorata and the Popular Eociallat
Party. However, aa the taaha racing tha rovolutlon grow nara
conplai, tha need lor a single namat-Laninlot party baoane
obvloua. Procoaaea or dlrrarantiatlon were taiing place anang
tha revolutionary domocrata and the care conaiatant or than
began to go over to tha pooltlons or tho proletariat. Pidol
Castro, tho loader or tha rovalntlon, played an outatandihg
rale In tho trahaitlon ol tha revolutionary donacrats to tha
class poaitlona or the working clnoa. Iho ideological ovoluti-
on ol tho revolutionary donocrata to Karrioji-loninlan laid a
aolid roundatlon ror tha alllaaco at lort-wing rorooa, craat-
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development: o£ Cuban society perspaottves and derined the

tasks o£ the party in building aocialisn. The congresa beca-

me a notable event not only In the country's life, but in con-

nuni8t»labour and national liberation aovonent as a whole.

150 delegations and observers of comnunist and labour parti-

es, other progreasive parties and national liberation novoneats

took part in its session.

Z Z X

Two lines of Poll- A comparative analysis of the

tical Bevelopment tendencies of present-day po-

litical systems makes it pos-

sible to draw conduolons on the general direction of develop-

ment of political systems in our epoch.

The most salient feature characterising the 20th cen-
tury ia the emergence and development of new types of politic-
al syatems and diverse political regimes as a result of socia-
list and national liberation revolutions. This process has
swept most of mankind in Europe and Asia, Africa and Latin
America.

The period of the moot active political reorganisation
ot society In tile poet wao uaberei in by tbe bourgeois revolu-
tions o£ tbe 18tb and 19tb centuries. Tbet process vas Uni-
ted for tbe Boot part to Europe 'bnd tbe United States of
Anerlca. Saving bom bourgeois statebood and bourgeois parli-
amentary democracy, tboao revolutiona laid tbe foundations
of tboso political atrueturea «bloh have survived to this
day in a modified form in developed capitaliot countries.
Easplte the great blatorioal importance of parliamentarism,
however, tbe creative- political ptooeeaea of the period of
tbe bourgeois revolubona are dwarfed by tbe glgantlo scale,
profundity and diversity of the politicel forma brought to
life by tbe eoeialiat and national liberation revolutions in
the present epoch.

¥orid polltiea today are charaotorieod first and fore-
>>y the emergence, copeolldati on and d.v,.l „p„ent of soci-

alist states. The political systems of socialist countries,
given all tbe dlveralty of epoeiflo fomo of government and
state structure, political roglmoa and political dynamics,
cultures and traditions, conatltute an eramplo of the ojEorolso
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an ever greatar influenca on the political awareneoB and

particularly on the Ideology of the enhattled naaa ol the

people.

Bourgeoia parliamentarian, just aa the bourgeois poli-

tical ayaten aa a whole, ia gripped by a permanent crisis.

The bourgeois states find it particularly excruciating to

adapt themselves to a changed system of international rela-

tions evolving under the mighty iepact of the world social-

ist community and the countries which have emerged from colo-

nial and aemi-colonial dependence, working together for radi-

cal changes in the traditional system of international rela-

tions dating back to the epoch of the unchallenged dominance

of capitalism and imperialism, for the triumph of the princip-
lee of peace and peaceful coexistence, for coi^lete equality
between states and for mutually-beneficial cooperation. The
attei^ts to adapt the outdated mechanisms and principles of
bourgeoia democracy to the demands of our time result in pe-
culiar disfigurement of the political systems of capitalism,
tom apart by internal strife, in the steady decline of the
role of traditional institutions, tirst and foremost parlta-
rnenta, in the instability of governmonta, and in ths growing
contradictiona between domestic and foreign policies.
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lio¥ the contradiction between the two aepocts of the node

of production leada to production relatione tranefornins

from forma of development of productive forces into their

fetters. He wrote: "Then begina an era of social revolution.

The changes in the economic foundation lead sooner or la-

ter to the transformation of the whole immense superstructure.

In studying such tranaformattons it is always necessary to

distinguish between the material transformation of the

economic conditions of production* which can bo determined

with the precision of natural science * and the legal, poli-

tical, religious, artistic or philosophic — in short, ideo-

logical form in which men become conscious of this conflict

and fight it out.

As a form of social development, the social revolution

is opposite to aoeial evolution , which signifies continuous

gradual change in the various aspects of social life within

the same socio-economic formation.

harxiat-Leninist theory attaches important significance

to the laws of social revolution. In antagonistic societies,

evolution inevitably leads to aggravation of oontradiotions
in the mode of production, to increasing need in social re-
volution. How, why caxavot these contradictions be resolved
evolutioaally? Because they touch the essence of producti-
on relations, on the basis of which evolutional changes
occur. However, these relations cannot be replaced by others
evolutlonally, for they are safeguarded by the ruling class-
es, by the political and ideological superstructure of the
old basis. A resolution of the conflict between productive
forces and production relations requires, therefore, funda-
mental breaking the entire socio-economic and political
system, i.e. social revolution.

Despite the fact that they are extreme opposites, revo-
lution and evolutimare interconnected. Evolutional changes
within the framework of antagonistic societies create pre-
mises for revolutions. On the other hand, the latter, in
eliminating the outdated system of production ralattona

K. Marx, A_.eontrlbatlon to the Orttumm Political
Economy, Progress Publishers, Moscow,1977, p, 21.
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these two concepts, constantly leads to very serious ^sta-

tea in. all historical diacuasions. But this contrast is no
^

sonethins absolute, this line is not sonethina dead, but all-

ve and changing, and one must be able to define it in eac

particular caae."^ The chief target that Marxists-Leninists

set for thetaaelves is to turn reforms into strongpointa in

the struggle for fundamental remaking of society, for revo-

lution.

In Marxist literature, the concept of revolution is re-

garded both in a broad and narrow aense. In the very broad

sense , social revolutian encompasses the entire process of

transition from the lower socio-economic formation to the

hi^er one. In this aenae, revolution continues over a whole

historical epoch to include numerous aooial and political

movementa. As elements of eocial revolution, these movements

objectively serve the task of destroying the old system and

to prepare the ground for establishing a new system. The

epoch of social revolution involves an acute class strug^e,

in which victories of revolutionary classes alternate with

temporary defeats, advances alternate with rolls back, and

periods of offensives with periods of partial restoration,

political compromises, and new offensives. The social revo-

lution continues until the new socio-economio formation is

established once and for all in the principal countries
involved in world history.

In a narrower eense . the social revolution implies a

transition to a more progressive social system within one

country. For instance, the bourgeois revolution in France

embraced a period from 1789 to 1791. The transition from
capitalism to socialism in Bussla began in October 1917
culminate in the mid-thlttloe when a socialist society bad

been built in the US5H.

Finally, in a still narrower and most widespread sense,

the concept of revolution is used to designato a
upheaval, as a result of which the class essence of power

eoaaa to be repinowd. lenin noted: "The passing of state

y.I. Lenin, Collected VorlcB . Vol. 17, pp. 115-116.
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seek to diaaolve social revolution in tHe scientific and

technoloBical revolution, whicli allegedly automatically

resolves fundamental social problems to free capitalism

from its intrinsic contradictions and class antagonisms.

Bevolution involves in active political activity the

broadest popular masses, which, in quiet periods of history

the ruling classes manage to debar from politics. In this

connection, Lenin said: "At no other time are 'the mass of

the people in a position to cone forward so actively as cre-

ators of a new social order, as at a time of revolution. At
^

such times the people are capable of performing miracles..."

For that very reason, the rates of social development in

revolutionary periods become unusually quick, and the limits

of the possible, as Lenin put it, a thousand-fold larger.

Social revolution is a

Historical Types of historical category. It
Social Eevoluttona connected with a

lengthy period of human hiatory, beginning with the disin-

tegration of the primitive-communal system and culminating

with the currently occurring establishment of the communist

socio-economic formation. The entire period has been full

of acute Claes struggle and numerous social revolutions,

multiform in essence and form. Their inevitability was caused

by the fact that all the consecutively changing systemsxof

production relations, starting with primitive-communal ones

and ending with capitalist relations, had the ball-mark of

historical narrow-mindedness and, sooner or later, entered

into conflict with the development of productive forces,
with the pressing needs of social progress. Marxist typology

of social revolutions is essentially based on a distinct
materialist criterion, namely the character of the objective

tasks tackled by the revolution. The type of revolution
depends on what kind of production relations it destroys,
and to what socio-economic formation a transition is made.
Hiatory knows of four such types of revolution.

V.I. Lenin, CoUected Vorka. Vol. 9, p. ilj.
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oviB forma of erploitotion and peraacutlon. Hot Infrequon -

ly, they Joined alava uprlainga. Jinally, a major force that

overthrev the alave-omilns ayatem wore the noighbouring

barbarian tribea, whoao invaaiona, loading to the oollopao of

tho Homan Empire, cannot bo conceived oolely aa on eltemnl

factor. Iheoe tribea vara vrithin the ophero of olavo-ovming

forma of exploitation; they wore aubjocted to plunder, paid

a tribute, and were a source for reinforcing the army of

slaves.

Three cloaely intertwined streams, viz. slave upris-

ings, the movement of free pleba, and invasions by barbarian

tribes, were, in effect, the principal forces of the anti-

slave-owning revolution which cleared the way for tho feudal

socio-economic formation.

The third type was the bourgeois revolution which hB_d

overthrown the yoke of serfdom and the feudal Bvoteo to

establish the dominance of capttaltem . This revolution was

preceded by numerous uprisings of peasants, the main oppre-

ssed class in feudal society, a class subijected to cruel

exploitation by feudal landlords* At times, peasant revoluti-

onary actions assumed a national scope, e»g» the Jacquerie
in France (1558), Vat Tyler's rebellion in Britain (158l)i
the Peasant War in Germany (152^-1525)^ aaod the peasant
wars in Russia under the leadership of Ivan Bolotnikov
(I6O6), Stepan Razin (1667-1671), Bmellan Pugachov
(1773-1775)* let, their spontaneity and poor organiaatlon
doomed these actions to defeat. To triumph they lacked
a leading class that would bo the bearer of a new mode of
production. This class emerged on the political scene to-
gether with the rise of the capitalist structure within the
bosom of the feudal system. Tho young bourgeoisie, along
with the peasantry and plebeian urban strata, became the
motive force of bourgeois rovolutiona.

In the wake of the bourgeoisie, the proletariat emerg-
ed on the political scene to take aa active part in the
revolutionary movement with ito own demands. The role of
the bourgeoisie as the leading revolutionary force began
to decline. The bourgeoisie began to show increasing ten-
dency towards a half-way, coti?>ronl8e outcome of the revolu-
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had energed on the crest of the discontent with the old sys-

tem succeed in debarring the masses from active participati-

on in the revolutionary process. This was the case in the

unfinished revolution of 1867-1868 in Japan, in the Young

Ihirh Revolution of 1908, and in the Portuguese Revolution of

1910 , The uppermost revolution is characterised by its half-

way, incomplete, and compromise nature. The depth of revolu-

tionary changes thus wholly depends on the specific weight

of different classes and strata that take part in the revo-

lution, on the extent of their socio-political maturity,

and on their mutual relations.

All this results in that each of the basic types of

social revolution is subdivided into a whole series of sub-

types or transitional types. The era of bourgeois revolutions

may serve as an example of this. It embraces several centu-

ries, and it is natural that over such a lengthy historical
period major changes took place in the social structure, and

in the position and the alignment of various classes and
strata. As a result, experience in the revolutionary struggle
was accumulated, the lessons of preceding revolutions were
learned, and the reactionary forces involved and the strate-
gy and tactics of their counter-revolutionary actions also
changed. Bourgeois revolutions also took the shape of spon-
taneous peasant wars and uprisings of urban "lower strata";
of broad movements that took on a religious tinge; and of
strong national actions by an alliance of peasants, petty-
bourgeois urban strata and the emerging proletariat under
the leadership of the bourgeoisie and, at a later stage,
of bourgeois-democratic revolutions, some of which were
proletarian as regards leadership and methods of strug^e,

^asia in 1905-1907. A gradation of subtypes
CO tioned by these differences is clearly discerned with—
in the franawork or a bourgaola revolution, Witk tne advent
or capitalian into the iaiporialiat atago ot davolopnent, it
baoonea pooaibla ror tbo prolatariat to win hegenony in a
bourgooia-daaooratio revolution. Ibis oroatea a new biato-
rioal perapeotive ror ita dovolopnant into a aooialiat
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democratic, cntl-faaciat ,
and national libaraticn ravolnticna.

It is very ioportant to elucidate the specifics of this

or that revolution. For instance, national liberation revolu-

tions differing in form and content toot and take place in

former colonies and semi-colonlea. Some of then, being essen-

tially bourgeois-denocratio, at the sane tine represent defi-

nite links of the world revolutionary process and, in this

connection, assune new features and peculiarities, new deve-

lopmental prospects. They no longer fully natch the old

boundaries of bourgeois revolutions.

A historical nethod is needed in approaching a social

revolution. As a node of achieving a transition fron one

socio-economic formation to another, the revolution, fron

epoch to epoch, aaaumes new feat^lre8 to become more cocq;>li*

cated. In this case, the role therein of popular masses

grows. Whereas in revolutions of the epoch of transition fron

slave-ownership to feudalism, the fruits of mass actions by

slaves were virtually fully usurped by an insignificant
majority of exploiters, the situation in boxxrgeois and par-
ticularly la bourgeois-democratic revolution is essentially
different. To some extent, the masses of peasants obtain
social advantages from these revolutions, and in some cases
leave an imprint of their influence on their course. In the
early stages of class society, social revolution involved
separate uncoordinated movements and uprisings. Later revo-
lutions increasingly assume the features of an integral
process, whoae elements become ever more closely interrela-
ted.

With the transition to higher stages of social deve-
lopment, the objective tasks of social revolutions become
more complex. Prom the chiefly epontaneous and regional
octioi., which it was in the early stages of human society,
in the modern era the revolution turns into a world revolu-
tionary process, in which conacioua political activity by
the foromoat class becomes a prerequisite for its- develop-
ment and victory. The social revolution finds its full ex-
pression in a socialist revolution, which frees society of
all forms of e^loitation and oppression to lay down the
beginaings of the communist socio-economic formation, in
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BevolutioMry periods in History are distinsuisHod by

very quick and very deep social chsrses precisely because

they are implemented by the popular nasseo. Their actions

provide lor the most radical socio-economic and political

changes. Tor example, the English bourgeois revolution ol

the 18th century is usually asaociated with the name ol

Oliver Cromwell. However, it ifl well known that the pro-

tector oX England adhered to conservative views and had

time and again tried to end the revolution by a coopropiae

with the king, and that only powerful pressure from below

interfered with these plana.

The history of revolutions proves that only the people

are capable of breaking the resistance of the ruling class*

to paralyse the repre salve bodies of the state machine,

and to auppresB and destroy the old superstructure. Hence,

the maturity of objective socio-economic conditions for a

revolution should transform into the political movement of

the masses, find their reflection in a rapid growth of revo-

lutionary sentiments among the oppressed classes, and in

their political activity. In other words, this requires a

revolutionary altuation . or a political situation charac-
terised by mass revolutionary excitement. A revolutionary
situation testifies to the fact that revolution has ripened*

and that the question of winning power by the foremost class

is now on the agenda. The following basic features distin-
guish a revolutionary situation.

Plrst, "the crisis of the upper strata"* i.e. the
in^joasibility for the upper classes to retain their domi-
nance in the same form. A crisis in the policy of the rul-
ing class creates the fissure in which the discontent and
indignation of the oppressed classes breaks through. Lenin
noted that for a revolution to occur it is usually insuf-
ficient for the "lower strata" to be unwilling to live in
the old way, it is also required that the "upper strata"
were unable to do so.

Second, an acute aggravation of social antagonisms
between the ruling class and the oppressed classes. This
aggravation nay be connected with economic disasters for
the broad strata of the population. It nay be engendered
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Tlie tlieorlstB of potty-bourgeois rovolutiouion clain

that overythlug dopouas ou the will of rovolutioaarios, whoso

poosiblllties are bouudod by rothlug oicopt their own desire

to stage a revolution. They say that if there is no revoluti-

onary situation, it supposedly can and oust bo created by the

efforts of the oonsoioua minority, by organising a revoluti-

onary "hotbed", or a kind of "detonator" designed to awake

the masses and bring them into notion. In the view of volun-

tarist theorists, a revolutionary "hothed" represents a like-

ness of a "little motor", whose work would actuate the "mo-

tor" of mass movement, and they do not take into account

that fuel and oxygen, i.e. the sympathy of and support by

the masses, is needed for the "little motor" to function

uninterruptedly. If these are absent, tbe "little motor"

quickly stalls without imparting its ic^ulse to the "big

motor". Such is the immutable conclusion of theory repeated-

ly confirmed by practice.

In cundemning sub^Jectivism and voluntarism, Marxism-Le-

ninism at the same time also rejects a passive-onlooker at-

titude towards revolution as a fatal process. Ho revolution,
even with mexinally ripe objective conditions, can take
place outside active revolutionary activity of the foremost
classes. Lenin wrote: "It would be a mistake to think that
the revolutionary classes are invariably strong enou^ to
effect a revolution whenever such a revolution has fully
matured by virtue of the conditions of social economic
development. No, human society is not constituted so ratio-
nally or so conveutiently for progressive elements. A revo-
lution nay be ripe, and yet tbe forces of its creators may
prove insufficient to carry it out, in which case society
decays, and this process of decay eonetines drags on for
very many years.

Apart from ripe objective conditions, a revolution is
in need of a subjective factor , the ability of revolutionary
classes for actions that would suffice to resolve pressing
revolutionary tasks. The subjective factor is also historical.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works. Vol. 9 , p. 36a,
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out losses, without the risk of temporary defeats. Engels

wrote: "...la revolution, as in war, it is of the highest

necessity to stake everything on the decisive movement,

whatever the odds may be ... It is a natter of course that,

in every struggle, he who takes up the gauntlet risks being

beaten, and submit to the yoke without drawing the sword?"

Selfless activity by the nass forces of a revolution is the

decisive factor for its successful developaent and victory.

So far as revolution is an open struggle between anta-

gonistic classes, it always entails violence. Marx believed,

violence to be the midwife of the old society when it is

pregnant with the new. The extent and forms of violence

depend on the concrete historical conditions in which a

revolution develops. They vary from armed suppression to

political coercion by peaceful means. let, violence itself

is but a means, and the objective is to remake the existing

socio-economic structure by very diverse means, and to build

a new society.

Bevolution is always resisted by counter-revolution,
which represents a reaction against revolution. In its ob-
jective essence, counter-revolution is always regressive,
and la directed at preserving or restoring the obsolete
social system being swept away by revolution.

Antagox^ism between the forces of revolution and counter-
revolution is an objective law of class struggle in the
transition from one socio-economic formation to another.
This is due to the fact that the ruling classes never sur-
render power voluntarUy, and put up atubbom resistance
ogainst the new system.

In aono cases, revolution aweeps away reactionary forces
to end in complete victory. This refers to the Great October
Sociallot Eevolution In Sunola, and the victorious Booiallat
ravolutlona in a nunbor ol European and Aelan countries, and
in Cuba. In other cases, counter-revolution takes the upper
band to deieat revolution like, aa?, the Paris Connune of
1871, tha German revolution of 191B, the denooratio ravoluti-

E. Karx, p. Engels, Collected Work. Voi. p, 58.
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these classes oosstltute an inalBnificant minority in society.

Hence, to oppose revolution they need in a more or less

broad nass base. To that end, counter-revolution seeks to

split the ranks of the oppressed classes by all oeans,

including fraud) prodiseS) blackoail» slander) and deoagogy)

to win over politically backward) philistine-nindod and wave-

ring sections of the population. Certain strata of the petty

bourgeoisie) which) as lionin stressed) in periods of increa-

singly acute class struggle ’'vacillates between revolution

and counter-revolution”)^ cay becone a social basis for

counter-revolutionary sentisieats. This basis )
for one thing)

gives rise to Bonepartlam . a specific fora of counter-revo-

lutionary personal dictatorship that balances on contra-

dictions of class interests.

Among the sources of the strength of counter-revolution

or, as Lenin put it, “reserves of combustibles"^ are petty-

bourgeois vacillation, sluggishness, force of habit, inter-

national ties of reaction, still retained valuables and

riches, and connections with the moat skilled personnel in

the economy, administration, information media, and military
affairs. Counter-revolution takes advantage of the mistakes
of revolutionary classes, and also of extremist actions by
leftist groups so as to scare away different sections of
the public. Ultra-leftist adventurers, by juggling with
revolutionary phraaeology, in reality objectively play the
role of accomplices of counter-revolution.

The success of the struggle against counter-revolution
depends on how timely and quickly it can be deprived of
its sources of strength and isolated from mass social forces
and organisations. This requires daring actions directed at
immediately eliminating the hotbeds of counter-revolution,
at resolutely suppressing leftist escapades and, above all.
at deepening and culminating the revolution.

V.I. Lenin, Collected Vorka . Yol, 10, p, 265
Ibid., Vol. 9, p. ^63.
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dangers and "recoils" under the onslaught of pott7-bourgo-

ois elenents. Lenin said: If uo do not boat thooo olenonts,

"we shall slide down as the ?ronch Sevolution did". However,

these tendencies are overceae by conoolldating the political

authority of the working class, and by carrying out aeasuroo

that expand the social base of the revolution and nako the

non-proletarian strata of the working people rally round

the vorking claas ta building socloliBn.

2o overcone backward trends in the development of a

social revolution and to bring that revolution to fruition,

the period of coneolldating its results has paronount signi-

ficance. The objective tasks of that period are to stabilise

the political authority of the foremost class, to implement

the economic and social programmes of the revolution, and to

take measures to defend its gains from internal and

external counter-revolution.

3« SoelBllat Revolution

Higher Type of Social A Boctallst . or proletarl-

Eevolutlona ^ revolution represents

a higher type of social
revolutions. It involves a complex of destructive creati-
ve tasks, namely for the working class, to gain power; to
break down the old state machinery; to establish public own-
ership of the moans of production; to create a system of
planned management of economic and social processes; to
eliminate class and national autagonlsma and exploitation of
man by man; to develop socioliat democracy; to carry out
a cultural revolution. A socialiat revolution makes a radical
turn in development of society, and slgnifios a transition
from mankind's pre-history to its real history.

The principal task of a socialiat revolution is "the
positive or constructive work of setting up an extremely
intricate and delicate system of new organiaational relation-
ships extending to the planned production and distribution
of the goods required for tho existence of tens of mtlliona

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works . Voi, 52,p. 282
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capitalisn. ill tUese social groaps axparienoo aountlog

oppressioa Iron monopoly capital. With regard to status, they

draw closer to the working class and can side with it in

the struggle lor a socialist remaking of society. The allian-

ce of the working class with the non-proletarian strata of

the working people is an essential prerequisite for the

victory of a socialiat ravolutton.

In all 80 far victorious socialist revolutions, the

poor peasantry was the chief ally of the working class.

This is explained by the fact that the victory of socialien

meets the fundamental interests of the working peasintry.

It is readily foreseeable that in Latin American countries,

where the peasantry constitutes a large part of the popu-

lation, the victory of the working class in the struggle for

socialism is unthinkable without an alliance with the former.

In developed capitaliat countries, the peasantry is decreas-

ing in number. Nevertheless, the paramount task in the strug-

gle for democracy and socialism in that part of the world is

to win over the working peaeantxy to the side of the working
class. At the same time, the number and inAuence of the
scientific and technical intelligentsia atui other categories
of people occupied in brain work are steadily growing in
developed capitaliat countries, this being due to the scien-
tific and technological revolution. The fundamental, economic
and political intereats of moat intellectuals are closely
intertwined with those of the working class, la these con-
ditions, the alliance of workers with intellectuals becomes
a si^ifleant force in the anti-monopoly atruggle. The task
of w^ing over the urban middle strata to the side of the
working class is also of tremendous importance. Experience
shows that their stands may have decisive influence on the
outcome of a revolution. The working class, the working
peasantry, the intelligentsia and other social strata
objectively interested in crushing the power of capital
and in establishing socialism constitute the social base,
upon which the moss political forces of a socialist revolu-
tion form.

A major act of a socialist revolution is the winning
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Vietnam and Outa also developed in their own peculiar way.

lenin developed a new approach to the analyais of pre-

nlsea oaBential for the socialiat revolution. Previously, in

examining this queation, Harxists paid attention chiefly to

internal oonditious in a given country. Lenin proved that

this approach was already inaufficient and showed that it

was henceforth necessary to proceed from the state of the

entire world capitolist system. Hevolution in a given country

is essentially a breakthrough in a weak link in the connon

chain of imperialisa* The Leninist approach to the analysia

of the premises of the revolution has acquired a particxilar-

ly large significance in connection with the shifts that have

taken on the world scene in recent decades. Besides, one

should bear in mind that the numerous factors that started

to show at the beginning of the century have now fully

developed; simultaneously, new heretofore non-existent fac-

tors have appeared.

When Lenin was writing laperialism. the Highest Stage of.

Capitalleo and his other works, in which he advanced the

basic tenets of hie new theory of socialist revolution,
there wee atill no country in the world where a socialiat
revolution had triumphed; even after the October Hevolution,
the victory of socialism in the OSSE could not have been
regarded as final. Today, socialism has fully triumphed in
the Soviet Union and has embraced a number of states to pro-
duce growing influence on international development.

PreviouBly, on the eve of and following the First
World War, the national liberation movement was making its
first steps; at that time, a small handful of imperialist
powers was aubiugating the peoples of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America, Today, the national liberation movement has
reached a gigantic scope; the colonial system of imperia-
lism has collapsed, new politically independent states are
appearing, and most of them seek to pursue a policy indepen-
dent of imperialism.

In the curreut epoch, the epoch or tronsltloa fron
capitalieu to aoolalleu, the approach to au aualyeio or
oonditioua ror maturation or a eooiallst revolution in a
given country, to the oouroo enh proepeote or that revolu-
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tue MUding of socioliso Id individual coimtriea ainulta-

neoualy conatitutas a contribution to the creation of a new

society on a worldwide scale.

On the other hand, as long as there are capitalist

states, there is continued need in joint defence of the gains

of socialisa from all encroachments. This also explains the

international nature of the tasks of every socialist country.

Finally, one cannot ignore the fact that the monopoly

bourgeoisie in every capitalist country maintains very ex-

tensive international ties and provides mutual support in

its struggle against the working class and national libera-

tion movement.

Eelying on the strength of world capital , the monopoly

bourgeoisie had time and again succeeded in crushing the

liberation movement. Today, all working people seek to count-

er international alliances of the bourgeoisie with unity and

solidarity.

This explains the profound international nature of the

tasks of each socialist state. jU.1 of them bear responsibili'
ty for the destiny of socialism within the framework of the

whole community of socialist states, and for the destiny of
socialism and progress la the whole world.

Fundamental shifts in the alignment of forces on the
international scene in favour of socialism have created a
historically new situation, which was non-existent in the
early decades of the 20th century: today, the socialist
states and world progressive movements can provide real aid
to countries threatened by the forces of international
reaction.

Relying on the economic and political support of the
BOClalist system, suy world country. Irrespective of Its le-
vel or developueat, can start the tranaltlcn to aocialisn.

Iba CDarBanca and davalopnent of paople'a democratic
ravolutlona into aoclalist revolutlona baa become possible
not only by virtue or speclric conditions or internal ds-
volopment in a number or European and Asian countries, and
in Cuba, but also In connootion with the rundomental shirts
occurring on the world scene. Iho eiiotonce or the USSR,
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At tbe same time, it ia clear that, under the new

alignment of forces, the struggle against militarism is a

major prerequisite to developing the liberation movement.

This is first of all due to the fact that imperialism has

presently tied itself and its economics, politico, and ide-

ology with preparations for war to an unprecedented extent.

Militarisation of the economy and the arms race in imperia-

liat countries have reached a tremendous scope, and thia has

led to deformed changes in the whole structure of the capita-

list economy. The foreign policy of US in5>erialism is based

on balancing on the brink of war and on blowing up the

nyth about coanunian's "aggreBsivenesa"» Hence, it is clear

that strengthening of peace on earth deals a blow to imperi-

alisQ in its aoat censitive place - nilitarieo*

In our tine, Lenin's the-

Denocratic and Socialist ory on the developnent of

Taaks a denocratic revolution

into a socialist revolut-

ion has also acquired new features* Zt pernits to determine

correctly the place and proepecta of all denocratic movenents

of today* The preaent epoch is characterised by trenendously
increased significance of democratic tasks, by broad deve-
lopment or democratic movemente. This is first of all connect-
ed with the further growth of the reactionary and aggressive
character of imperialiam. 1 ^ecial role in this respect
was played by the fact that monopoly capitalism had transform-
ed into state-nonopoly capitalism* At present, this process,
indicated already by Lenin, has in the main taken place in
all developed capitalist countries* Contrary to the hopes
of the bourgeoisie, state-monopoly capitalism has not only
deepened the traditional contradictions of capitalist society,
but also engendered new antagonisms.

Tho contradiction between labour and capital, between
a handful of monopoliots who had concentrated the enormous
wealth id their hands, and tho working class has become
oven more acute*

CapltaliDm camnot fully allmlmte umemployment and
enauro all working peoplo good living conditions. State-
monopoly capltaliam conatantly throatena tba ooolo-ooononlo
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danger of a nuclear war; and the atruggle in the defence of

democratio froedoBO and inatitutione, and against the

advance of faaolsB and reaction. These BOVeBonts also Involve

actions for nationalisation of capitalist nonopoly prpperty,

denands for agrarian reforns, and for greater rights to Honen

and young people, the hunanistic novenent in the defence of

culture, and many other maaa aovementa.

Beciocratic and aocialiat taaks in developed capitalist

countries are so intertwined that one can hardly demarcate

then. Ih*e8umahly, the revolutionary process will start with

resolving general democratic tashs to develop continuously*

In this case, the nain forces of reaction, namely the

monopoly bourgeois groups and their direct proxies in govern-

ments, would be smashed already at the initial stage. This

would open the road for a quick revolution towards a

socialist upheaval.

Understandably, the principal requirement for such a

development - the guiding role of the working claas — re-

tains its force. The fact that this is not speculative reason-

ing is best proven by the e:q>erlence of people’s democratio
revolutions in the countries of Central and Southeast Europe,
revolutions which had developed on the basis of general de-
mocratic anti-fascist movenents.

The current epoch has
Toms of Tranaition to aleo introduced quite
Socialism many new factors into the

issue on specific forms
of transition of power into the hands of the working class,
an important component question in Lenin’s theory of socia-
list revolution.

Lenin constantly eophaslaed that the proletariat must
master all the forma of struggle, both aon-peaceful and
peaceful. He wrote that "in order to accomplish its task
tho revolutionary class must be able to master all forms or
aspects of social activity without exception, ... must be
prepared for the moat rapid and brusque replacement of one
fora by another." Like before, today this tenet underlies

Y.I. Lenin, Collected Works . Vol. 31, p, 95,
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country are extrenely different.

It fell to the lot of Russia* a working class, whicb

achieved the world's first socialist revolution, to over-

come the particularly fierce resistance of internal counter-

revolution and international reaction. Ror a long tine,

the Soviet Republic remained alone face to face with a

hostile capitalist world. Ihis e^qilains the fact that the

revolution in Russia involved a most sanguinary civil war

imposed by internal and external reaction. The task of

subsequent revolutions is incomparably easier primarily

because they rely on the powerful support of the USSR and

the whole socialist system. In none of the now existing

socialist countries have the forms, methods, and ways of the

socialist revolution been a nechanicsO. repetition of outside

experience. Take the GDR or Poland. Hungary or Cuba. Mongo-

lia or Tugoalavla — all the sociahat countries, in fact,

carried out the revolution in their own way, using forms

that were dictated by the correlation of class forces in

each of these countries, by the national distinctions and

the external situation.

There had been armed struggle and peaceful forms of

possage to the new social system; there had been rapid
coming to power of the labouring classes and processes
that had dragged out in time. In aome countries the revolu-
tion had to defend itself against foreign intervention,
others had been spared any outside invasions.

A ma^or factor predetermining the greater variety of
forms in transition to sicialism today is the tremendously
increasing significance of general democratic tasks and
the wide scope of general democratic movements. The working-
class revolution, which is based on broader socio-political
alliances than before, will ensure an overwhelming preponder-
ance of progroBsivo forces over the reactionary bourgeoisie
inside the country. This, in turn, will lead to the creati-
on of a broad democratic unity of forces around the pro-
letarian revolution and the new government, and wUl permit,
among other things, to use parliamentary forma for transi-
tion to Bocielism.
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COIICLUBIOH

WarxiBt-LeniniBt: pliiloaopliy ia a acieatilie, crea-

tively developing teaching about the Bore general laws

ol development of nature, society and thou^t. It emerged as

a theoretical answer to the practical problems, whose

solution constitutes the historic mission, of the proletari-

at, called upon to put an end to the system of capitalist

relations and build a classless, communist society.

Having critically Imbtded and creatively assimilated

all the achievements of world philosophical culture, Marxism

at the same time became a qualitatively new stage in its

development. Jor the first time in the history of philosophy,

the materialist teaching on matter and its cognition was

organically connected with a dialectical view on the world

and was laid down as a foundation for understanding social

phenomena. Materialist dialectics, according to Lenin's apt

remarh, ia the life-giving basis, '’soul" of Marxism, and a

scientific method for cognising and revolutionary remahing
the world. Unlike all the other philosophical systems which
reatricted themselves to theoretically interpreting the
Universe, Marxist philosophy perceives its task in helping
to practically transform the world on the basis of huma-
nist principles. The creation of dialectical historical
materialism was a great intellectual feat of Marx, Engels
and Lenin, for it permitted mankind to find theoreticsaiy-
and historically—grouzided ways to freedom progress.

How, what does the study of Marxist-Lenlnist philosophy
give to nan? By arming him with a knowledge of the more
general laws of development of nature, society and thought,
it brings within hie reach the achievements of world culture,
teaches him the art of cognising a contradictory world, and
shapes hia intellect.

Marxist-Leniaist philosophy provides man with a harmoni-
ous and scientifically-grounded wrld outlook as an organic
system of views on the world surrounding him on his
place in this world. By profoundly Bastering Marxist-Leninist
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ist deviations and twists in politics.

yuere lies tHe source of strengtli and viability of the

I-Iarxist-Leninst teacbing? Sirst of all in that it is a

naterialifit teacbinp; relying on a solid foundation of scien-

tific knowledge verified by bistoricol practice. Second,

in that it is a dialectical teaching,, which reflects in its

principles, laws and categories the ob^jective dialectics

of tbe world's development. Third, in that it is a humane

teaching , which regards a concrete human being as the high-

est and everlasting social value. Jourth, in that it is a

creative teaching , which "does not provide ready-made dogmas*

but criteria for further research and the method for this

research."^ Tlfth, in that it is a proletarian teaching.

which is an ideological expression of the political inte-

resta of the workisag class, the most progressive and influ-

ential social force of today. Sixth, in that it is a revolu_^

tionarv teaching , which regards social revolution as the only

poaalble form of transition to a new society. Seventh, ia that

it is a communtet teaching , which orients mankind to communist

development, and ta the philosophy of historical optimism.

Eighth, in that it is an international teaching , which
unites all the progressive forces of our time for a struggle
against the forces of imperialism and reaction, for peace,
democracy and social progress.

The present-day stage of mankind's development is
characterised by extraordinary dynamic power multiform
social change of truly world historical significance. The
steadfast growth of the forces nni^ inCLuence of real so-
cialism, tbe resuscitation to a new life of countries that
have liberated thenaelvea from colonial dependence, the cri-
sis phenomena in the economy and politics of capitalist
countries, the atruggla of peoples for peace, against the
arms race, the atrengthoning of the Ideological struggle,
and the scientific and technological revolution - all these
prompt mankind to seek now vital reference-points and
present new demands to people's ideological convictions,

Kan, Engels, Selected CorrespondftnrA
, Progress Publish-

ers, Moscow, 1975, p. h55.
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tom designed to deideallse the aociallst eysteo end belittle

the socialist sains. Resultant polemics of Communists with

their class opponents is possible only if the former creati-

vely master the Warxiat-Leniniat world outlooh, the theoreti-

cal expression of the socialist ideal. As evidenced by histo-

rical practice, which never belles reality, the building of

socialism and communiam is the irreversible process of

progressive transformations on our planet, a process that

acquires more and more new supporters. The movement towards

socialism is irrevocable, as Marxism-leninism teacbes us,

and this iastila the feeling of historical optimism in all

people of good will.

The SOth century is significant not only by increasing-

ly rapid and large-scale progressive social transformations,

but also by exceptionally dynamic development of all forms

of intellectual culture. In this case, the vanguard role

rightfully belongs to science, which is increasing y be-

coming a direct productive force of social development. Haa-

hlnd has entered tbe epoch of "information e:q?loaton'’, an
era involving the appearance of increasingly new branches of
knowledge and more intensive integrational processes in
science and culture. Creative cos^r^snsion bpa use of these
phenomena would be Impossible without synthetic philoscphical
generalisation, without a scientifically-grounded ideological
foundation. The well-known theoretical physicist Max Planck
said. She researcher's outlook will always determine the
direction of hia work". The great scientific discoveries of
our century corroborate tbe^e wrdff.

Present-day bourgeois culture is characterised by opposi-
tion of science to vorld outlook- Bone tre .do in bourgeois
philosophy deny altogether the presence in ecience of world-
view problems. In proclaiming special scientific knowledge the
highest social value, they think that this knowledge is in
itself capable of providing non with orientation in the world.
Other philosophical trends, in recognising the specifics and
necessity of world-view problems, see a ma^or means for form-
ing a life outlook not la scloace, but in intuitive inclina-
tions and mystical dreams, i.e. objectively deny the need in

a scientific world outlook. It Is charaoterietlc that thie
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That is why the solo alternative to the arms race which

leads to a world catastrophe is disaroament, tho struggle

for peace.

Jroa time immemorial, people have perfected tho art of

warfare. The present-day political aituation makoo it urgent

to work out a " atrateg? of peace ." In. resolving this problem,

Haradsm is guided by a class, concrete historical approach

constituting the principal difference of Marxism from senti-

mental altruism and pacifism. This approach differentiates

between just and unjuat peace, between passive (negative)

peace, whose synonym is "cold war", and active (positive)

peace, whose synonym is detente. In perspective, the human

ideal is a universal, ;)U8t and democratic peace based on

political and military detente, on all-round international

cooperation.

The infrastructure of peace is controversial; along with

political, economic, scientific, technological cultural

cooperation there exist political struggle, economio competi-
tion, and ideological confrontation. Peace is esaentially a

unity of cooperation end confrontation, i.e. a unity of
opposites. This theoretical tenet of Marxism manifests itself
in the peaceful coextetence of stat-is with different social
systems.

Peaceful coexistence has become a categorical imperative
of present-day society. Xhouoands of millions of people on
earth aasociate their hopes and aspirations with peace. The
struggle for peace comeo out aa a powerful consolidating
factor uniting repreaentattvoa of highly diverse political
conviotiona and orientations, and Conmuniata stand in the
vanguard of this struggle. Marxista-LeninistB were always dis-
tinguished by an exceptionally developed feeling of historical
reaponaibility for tho cause of peace, by understanding
of the fact that the struggle for peace is a continuous pro-
cess requiring constant effort. Not war preparations that doom
the peoples to a aenselees squandering of their material and
spiritual wealth, but consolidation of peace that is the clue
to the future.
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grovdnE awareness of tie urgent need for noral regulation

and nunaniatio guarantees of sclentlfio and technologionl

progress, wMoli, in developing spontaneously and not being

directed consciously, "leaves a desert after itself" (Mane).

This approach is distinctly revealed in the latest investiga-

tions of the Club of Some, an international organisation of

scientists specialising in the study of global problems

of world development* The Club*s leaders develop the

view that global problems nay be resolved only with funda-

mental transformation of "human quality", which would lead

to a "new humanism".

Such arguments are, in effect, a hypertrophied forn

of the principle, which in its rational shape constitutes

the theoretical foundation of Marxism, namely that the actu-

al "reference-point" in the historical process is the social

nan. The future strategy for solving global problems must

therefore combine in itself the scientific, social and huma-

nistic approaches, with the latter having priority influence.

In this instance, the statement by the ancient Greek philoso-
pher Protagoras that "man is the measure for all things"
acquires a new profound meaning. Precisely the problem of
nan and hla future is the core around which the solution of

global problems should revolve. And since communism
alone can provide free and all-round human development, the
sole possible premise for resolving global issues would
be the prospect of global coamunlam . Marxists do not conceal
this; however, being realists, they proceed from the fact
that this final objective would be achieved gradually,
during a historically lengthy period of the coexistence of
and struggle between eocialiem and capitalism. Hence, the
future strategy for resolving global issues stems from the
realities of the present. It clearly defines not oxay the
final ob;Jective, but the closer historical reference-points
as well. It recognises the need for a broad and constructive
dialogue between representatives of various social forces,
and provides additional opportunities for developing inter-
national cooperation. Ooly all-round international coopera-
tion could ensure mankind Irrevocable progress.
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formation, and this will make it possible to give then

/people/ all-round development and all-round training, so

are able to do evorytlng." Connunisn liberates

man from the life-long chains of one's profession and aosertB

as its subject a universally and hamoniously developed indi-

vidual capable of creatively asserting hiasolf in any histo-

rically developed forma of human activity. Interpenetration

of science and art and aeathetisation of technological pro-

cesses will make all kinds of work attractive. ?rom. a tine

deleted from life, labour will turn into a forn for enrichneat

of life, "the highest enjoyment known to us",^ Transforma-

tion of work into a free play of physical and spiritual for-

ces will lead to gradual overcoming of opposites between work

and recreation and make work free and recreation productive.

Free and highly productive work- in communist society

will allow to achieve full abundance. The great principle

of conmunlsm will be the social formula "from each according

to hla abilities, to each according to his needs." The ic^le-

mentation of this principle will become possible because work

according to one's abilities would become the primary require*

ment of each, and the needs themselves would bo highly
cultural and humanistic. The continuous growth of these needs

will promote a search for new social possibilities to satisfy
them.

Developed communist society will be characterised hy
complete social equality of all its members. Equality not
in the sense of primitive levelling of personalities, but
in the sense of creating equal social opportunities for the
development of each individual. Such social equality will
signify the complete triumph of the free individual, whose
subjective vital intereata win coincide with society's
objective interests. Free development of each individual
will condition free development of all.

Free development of the individual under communism
does not mean disintegration of social ties. Statehood will

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works . 7ol, p, 50^
K, Harx, F. Engels, Collected WorV^

, Vol, h, 1976, p- ^3.5-


